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BUREAU. OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ORGANIZATION

WEDNESDAY, =la' 13, 1977
tr. S. SmNTATE7

SECT Co 313wErrEs oN TasTnrA.N. Ariv.A.ms,
. Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:10 a.m. in room 1114,
Dirksen. Senate Office Building, Senator .James Abourezk (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Abourezk and Melch.er-
Staffpresent: Alan Parker, chief counsel; Ern.est L. Stevens, staff

director;. and Karl Funke, assistant.ConnseL.
Chairman- ABOTTRZ:6- The meeting of the Senate Select Committee

on Indian Affairs will come to order-
This oversight hearing is one in a series on the admmastration and.. and

management of Indian affairs.- The purpose Of the hearing today is
to take t&tiniony..froth nongovernmental expert -witnesses on the Fed-
eral administration and. management of Indian affairs by the Depart-
ment of the Interior and its various-bureaus and .divisions.

July 20, and July 21, we hear from witnesses of
the Department- of the Interior and Other" agrencies on- the adminis-
tration-and management of Indian affairs-and. Interior's current plans
for implementation of the American. Indian Policy Review Commis-
sioa recomMendations, or other plans- the Department 'might have
relatimr, to the administration and nEtana.gement of Indian affairs.

Additional hearings -will be held in regard to the Federal budget
process in relation to Indian. affairs. Federal Indian ,domestic assist
ance prograins; and the independent Indian agency concept- on July 29,
August 3, and September S. respectively.

The -American' 'Indian Policy Review.. Commission has identffied.
_._.i.severa.1-areas--Of-concern-and-develOped recommendations for the im-

of the administration and management of Indian. affairs.
:.We hope that the hearing will I assist both the committee and the
executive branch in identifying problems and deficiencies in the ad.z..;. _

ministration and-management of the complex area of- Indian affairs.I lalre to -welcome our first -witnesses this moraing: a panel
consisting of Mr- *James Biba.-and Mr. Ray.C.-Goettmg. Mr_ '13iba
is a Management consultant, and Mr. Goetting is -a consultant to
the -Laguna Pueblo.

Both Of these individuals were involVed in the management study
Of the Bureau of Indian Affairs during the:American Indian Policy.

jith. Mbar was at that time with WarrenKir and Rays Getting Was one of the Commission staff who over-.
saw the work of the-management study

(1)



I would like to as-k you both to come forward.
I want to also ask if there is anybody here from the Interior D

partment, representing the Secretary of the Interior_
I take it there is no one, because there is no response.
I take it from that that the Department of the Interior is not

intArested in reorganizing the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
If vou are ready, gentlemen, please begrin with your testimony

.STATEMENTS OF RAY C. GOETTING, CONSULTANT TO THE LAGUNA
PUEBLO, AND JAMES Z. MBA, NANAGEXENT CONSULTANT

GoE-r-ri..7c. Mr.. Chairman, we are happy to appear before this
committee_I have an opening statement I would like to make, and then Mr.
Biba will present his statement. I have a prepared statement which
I shall submitfor the record.

In the dperation of the management-study, there were some-critical
. areas -summarized and developed which were not necessarily an ob-
jective of the management study to begin. withthe critical evalua-
tion that shows up in regard to the leadership of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

I would like to emphasize the need for dynamic new lea.deiship in
the BMA._ because no matter what subject is discussed, without dynamic
leadership and an organizational arrangement suited to the task at
the local level. implementation will probably never occur. And, 75
former studies have proven that self-implementation does not occur.

The process of implementation is the only study now required.
The low evaluations of buclgetincr and accounting, personnel manage-
ment. and ma,nagement informtdion has lead. to the low evaluation
of leadership_ This was because corrective action was either not being
taken or so slow as to be. ineffective on most of the former studies.

Several areas of weaknesses known to the BIA. executives -were re-
viewed by -the ILIA when it was realized that Public Law 93-580 re-
quired this study.

Among those studies was -one on personnel. which included the re-
plaeement of the personnel officer. This study was conducted over a
year and came ui?- with similar conclusions. That report, I- assume, is
in the hands of this 'committee.

..YeW leadership is not yet evident, although I understand yesterday
an nnpointment announcement was made. -

A new Federal Indian policy- is not.vet evident. Until a new leader-
ship team- is dedicated to-the objectives of progress, together with the
'desires of Indian people to remain as Indian people under self-govern--
anent-. self-determination. and striving to become self - sufficient. a cloud
will remain on the present administration to practice the.policy of the
President refxrading human rightsespecially the aboriginal people
of every country in ihe world_

Examples of such leadership here at home is not too much to ask.
Indian participation is not too much to ask. -The Indian voice must
-be heard.With no Indian leadership yet in Interiorand there is one now
no Indian representing our people in the Office of the President, there
is only one Federal Government organization, other than the BIA,



devoted solely to Indians and their affairs. It is this committee of the
U.S. Senate..

We -want to thank you for this effort and trust you will hold fast to
the principal of Indian participation with the right to make their own
decisions, set their own priorities, determine their- own needs, select
their own leadership, and be permitted to voice opposition to govern-
mental policy and procedure_ s detrimental to their existence without
fear of recrimination.

Your committee in the Congress is our only recourse in our effort
to establish ourselves as viable communities on our own. I wish you
success.

We have six specific areas of discussion in the management study.
They are leadership, organization structure, budgeting, personnel

management., management information, and implementation-
-There are some exhibits in the management study report which re-

flect the details of elements on assessments and-recommendations.
The study found very few recommendations of prior studies ever

having been implemented.
To set the stage on our activities at the moment, I would now like to

turn it overt° Mr. Biba for the manner in which the management study
was organized and conducted and the professionalism that was applied
to the prbcess we went through.

Chairman -....A.BounEzic. Your prepared statement will appear at this
point in the record.

Gok:r.r.i...NG. Thank you.
[The prepared statement referred to follows :]

TEsTrmo:sx BY RAY C. GOL.A. /JUN G R.E.GARD=qG TErE 3313. :.,.ilaci.Gzau-ENT STUDY

Mr.. Chairman, I want to"thank you for allowing me to testify before this Com-
mittee. I :consider it a great opportunity to explain from my pOIDL of view the
activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs during the 3313. management studs
and what action should be taken and what responsibilities this Committee has
for implementation of, the 3313. management study recommendations within the
Bureau of Indian Affair's- supervised the organization of and worked with the
consulting firm and the .representatives of private business in conducting the
management stud_vaof the Bureau of Indian Affairs required by Public Law 93-.580
Which established the American Indian Policy Review Commission (Alpitc) -Being the liaison_ for Task Force Three, a. former management analyst for one
of the bureaus of the Interior Department, and a consultant to several Indian
tribe% I have experienced similar problems of organizational structure and com-
munications which appeared so frequently in every problem confronting the study
team_ These were reported, by .Ulbaland BLA. leaders alike during the study peri-
od. As. reported on page thrve-of the management study and I quote "Throughout
-the review period, teams discovered a need to continually evaluate BIA organiza-
tion structure. Although a comprehensive organizational study was beyond the
scope of this project it became evident that an organizational approach must be
developed to reinforce other review proposals. A week was devoted to this -effort,
resulting_ in a fourth major topic area dealing with structure. Here, the focus
was on-BIA internal alignment and no attempt was made- to evaluate the rela-
tionship of BIA within the federal government organization."As you can see, the organizational structure of the BIA itself was
included in an effort to implement recommendations and provide a- prop-
er basis for such. Because of this and the /critical evaluation of the then leader-
ship of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,- I want to emphasize the need of dynamic

. new leadership in the Bureau of Indian Affairs- No matter what subject is dis-
cussed. without dynamic leadership and an organizat4anal structure suited to
the task at the local level, implementation will probably never occur. Seventy-
five formes. studies have proven self-implementation does not occur_ The process
of implementation is the only study now required.. The low evaluations of budget--



ing and accounting, personnel management and management information lead to-
the low evaluatlim of leadership. Corrective action was either not being taken or
so slow as to be ineffective. Several areas of weaknesses known to the BrA execu-
tives were reviewed by the DIA when it was realized that P.L. 93-550 required
this study. Among those studies was one on personnel and which included the
replacement of the personnel officer. They conducted a year's study themselves
and _came up with similar conclusions. That, report, I am sure, is available V;
your Committee.Implementation is not yet evident even on that study. New leadership is not
yet evident, a new federal Indian policy is not yet evident, until a new leadership
team, dedicated to the objectiVes of Pr:blic Law 93-580 together with the desires
of Indian people to remain as Indian people, under self-government, self-determi-
nation and striving to become self-sufficient, a cloud will remain on the present
administration to practice the policy of the President regarding human rights.
especially the aboriginal people of every country in the world. Examples of such
leadership here at home is not too much to ask. Indian participation is not too
much to ask. the Indian voice must he heard. With no Indian leadership yet in.
Interior. no Indian representing our people in the Office of the President, there is
only one federal government organizational unit devoted solely to Indians and
their affairs and it is this Committee of the United States Senate. We want to
thank you for this effort and trust that you will hold fast to the principal of
Indian participation with the right to make their own decisions. set their own
priorities, determine their own needs. select their own leadership, and be per-
mitted to voice oppositiod to governmental policy and procedures detrimental to
their existence, without recriminations. Your Committee in the Congress is our
only recourse in our effort to establish ourselves as viable communities on our
own. I wish you success.. I will now try to explain some of the activities and
detaiLs as represented by the recommendations of the management study report;

There are actually six (6) specific areas of discussion in the management
study : (1) leadership: (2) organization structure; (3) budgeting; (4) per-
sonnel management ; (5) management information : and (6) implementation..
The management study on page 60 reflects 23 categories of seventy-five -(751
reports previous to this one. And. in Exhibits II. III. and IV, it reflects the detail
elements on assessments and recommendations having been made_ This study
found very few recommendations of those studies ever having been imple-
mented. These reports covered the pai.t 'fifteen (15) years at an average of five
(5) per year by several groups on various phases of operations. The same prob-
lems reported by them still exist. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been studied
to death. now it needs reincarnation not study number seventy-seven. Today, Mr_
Chairman. I am employed by the Pueblo of Laguna in Laguna. New Mexico. It
Is one of the Nineteen Pueblos and is located west of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The- membership is somewhere in excess of 5,000 members. Something slightly
less than that actually live on the reservation and I would like to give you some
of the experiences they find and that I have run across in attempting to apply
a new centralized accounting system to provide for the Council an adequate
-financial base upon which to make good decisions in theair efforts to develop
self-sufficiency within their own community_ This systeni, as well as a manage-
xr.c.nt information system, personnel management system,- and records control
system is being performed with the aid of Ernst ec Ernst, a CPA firm, under a
63S contract from BIA.

TEM B-CDGET STST=6Z-BAND
In multi-tribal agencies (there are ten (10) Pueblos under the Southern

Pueblos Agency (SPA) of the BIA). the band has total availability ct funds to
all Tribes previously determined. and possibly a small percentage change up or
down and a target amount. Tribes are permitted to discuss. hassle rearrange
items on the band, but not change the totals of alternates previously set. Thz
does not allow for tribal expressicn of true needs by Tribe. Even in the need
column no tribal identity is carried through to higher levels.

Banded items are of a. rec-wring naturenew or replacement capital needs are
not permitted to be expressed by tribal .governments. There is no formal budget-
ary process in BIA for Tribes to budget needs on unbazided items.

The system of- budget preparation and submittal needs complete overhauling
the President advocates a zero based budget process which Indian tribargovern-
ment bare been recommending for years. See Pueblo of Laguna Position Ex-
hibit B-1:



The Congress is a party to the appropriation processeven the final authority,
and as. Congressman Yates has stated that the Congress is equally as important
as the Administration, OMB, Department- or Bureau. Without knowledge of the
true budget needs, Congress Is limited in its ability to pass good judgment in
appropriating funds.

A new system is diagrammed as Exhibit 13-2 which allows tribal identity
through to Congress. This complies with the IRA 'intent to get differences be-
tween the Secretary of Interior and the tribal _governments known -to Congress.

The accounting reporting fund used against allocations and allocations against
appropriations by the BIA is unsatisfactory.

1.- The BIA stresses to tribal governments the importance of accountability,
the need for prompt and accurate reports. For lack, thereof, a penalty is provided ;
i.e.,A. A decision can be made that a Tribe is incapable of self-government and
denial of G38 processes.

B. Withholding-of funds, delaying payments or not making advance of funds
for operations. This practice bankrupts the poorer Tribes and hampers the
Progress.2. TheBIA cannot or does not perform accordingly within itself. There is ao ac-
counting comparisons on a monthly reporting basis which represents current
accurate fund usage according to the allocations for various offices and programs,
and those allocations against the appropriations for Tribes as compared to
funds used_ by the Bureau for itself: .4

3. The procedures are generally There, but execution fails miserably_ In the
visits to agencies and Tribes, we find accounting records maintained for local
use because the great central office reports are inadequate, unusable, and in-
complete. Reconcilement is necessary, by the local agency to determine reliable
approximations Some agencies just maintain their own records and ignore the
Central Data Processing reports. Area offices are installing their own ADP
systems, duplicating_and ignoring the Central BIA. System.

4. The management team felt compelled to recommend this function be broken
up into smaller effective. units by delegating such administrative accountability
to regional service centers. Requiring agency terminals to provide input to dis-
tant central hardware, processing payments, accounting, and immediate return
report to the agency. Rental space and time on hardware operated by Westing-
house, G.E. :, Honeywell, IBM with the state of the art extremely modern instead
of BIA purchasing and spending tremendous amounts on its own hardware
which quickly becomes obsolete, and where employees lose touch with current
developments. The BIA is not intended as an ADP designer.

. 5- -My experience in the designing of the- Tribal Systems with Ernst & Ernst
at Laguna has resulted inmy recommending the attached form for accountability
to the Tribe for management use. It is being adopted and will be incorporated
in the manual of procedures_ ("9-0-chibit B-3).

6. The Pueblo of Laguna has developed a position and recommendations for
consideration of the BLA. dated July 20, 1976. (Exhibit 33-1). As a result of
criticisms of the ten (10) Pueblos within the Southern Pueblos Agency, the
report of June =, 1976, by the- reservation programs officer reflects how great
the inequities are when continued under the present method.' See Exhibit B-4.

The ten (10) Pueblos of the Southern Pueblo Agency have gone through the
Band Analysis for 1979 and the attached T.:Irbil bits demonstrate that inequities
still exist. The Pueblos still consider the system unsuccessful, and they have
advised that each Pueblo Will submit its own band request..-;..The process is repre-
sented in Exhibit B-5 announcing the actions in February..Exhibit 33-6 reflects_
the. Pueblo of Laguna's request for funds under band and unbanded Items and
what the -Pueblo - considers its own priorities on its own needs as generally
Provided by the B1A_ (This practices the scheme recommended In Exhibit 33-72)-
You will note the totals, necessary to cover the needs will make up requests
through other sources than BIA. To confider this request_ or that all Indian
tribal requests would be outrageous is -dispelled. This representation from
Laguna displays logical, responsible tribal 'government planning and budgeting
fora federal aid. Exhibit 33-77" is the actual band analysis report for the Southern

-:Pueblo _Agency for the ten (10)- Pueblos within the Agency. In completing the
budget presentation section, I would Ise to indicate that the experience at Laguna
Is similar to that of many of the Tribes which have been studied to death them-
selves by federal agencies as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The budget
system,- the tribal needs assessment;` tribal priorities all are attempted to be



'reconciled to fit the MA budget and the BIA determinations as to what they
think Is good for Indian people. Certainly, the Tribal Councils and many Tribes
themselves have a highly sophistieated long range planning capability that
actually exceeds the capability as now practiced by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The program of the Bureau and the procedures of the Bureau need to recognize
this. They ought to accept the tribal presentations as to the needs and-priorities aspresented by those Tribes, accept it in good faith, as dedicated and responsible
tribal governments. There are small Tribes and bands in California.. Oklahoma.
and Nevada who do-not have the capabilities or the understanding of how to get
programs developed. programs presented to the Bureau or to other government
agencies otherwise and, therefore. suffer the consequence, so there is a need
for the Bureau to have such capabilities. Today, we believe they are totally absent
and the efforts to achieve these ends for those Tribes needing it is not being
accomplished.

PERSON Z.: EL, MANAGEMENT

The self-evaluation study of the Bureau of Indian Affairs would agree nitnost
identically with the findings of the management study regarding their own fail-
ures- I would like to list now elements in the management study bearing on the
recommendations; first; recruiting of capable Indian people- This is really dis-
couraged because of bureaucratic processes, unsophisticated and unprofessional
work performance, qualification standards which do not recognize Indian culture.Indian history, Indian language. as well as an acceptable level of operating
within the dominant society. A new mix of these elements is essential in the
preparation ..of qualifications standards. The circulation of vacancy notices
agency wide. area wide. Bureau wide, government wide, and promotion from
within needs some modification as well to attract qualified Indians not now in theBureau. It is not that within promotions are not good. but there must be.
under 638. a-reversal of the brain drain away from Indian communities andrecognition of tribal reservations experience as an essential qualification in
order to permit tribal government to effectively conduct many of those services
now provided by the BIA and other government agencies. especially if self-
government is to be realized. It is sometimes reported that if an Indian leaveshome and is away five (5) years. he ceases to he familiar grass rootsproblems. Many have heard the expression that field leaders refer to the
Washington Redskins as differing from Iitclian community tribal leaders- Tribal
leaders prefer a high degree of executive selection to come primarily from those
who live within the Indian community and not those who have been away so
long they are no longer familiar with local community problems.

The Indian Preference Act has actually served as a detrimental activity in
personnel management. It was first required by law in the 1934 Indian Reorgani-
zation Act and required the personnel. system to be free of Civil Service Com-
mission rules and regulations. This did not mean an unregulated system basis
upon merit and without fringe benefits equal to Civil Service Cc.,mmisions. but
rather it meant qualifications, recruitment, and processing recognizing Indian
particulars at every. level and to every degree necessary and to be regulated,
judged, and evaluated on the basis of performance. but it world completely
include Indianness as it is now recognized in Indian communities and within
Indian interpretation. While the management study recognizes MIS requirement
on page 33. it made recommendations for system corrections whether or not un-
der CiVil Service Commission or a new Indian career service_ The Intergovern-
mental Personnel Act allows for Civil Service Commission employees to work
under tribal governments and retain the -salaries. leave privileges, and retire-
ment privileges. This allows inequities within the normal tribal governmentemployment system itself particularly_ those who hold similar positions or
even supervisory positions over such civil service employees. Therefore. 638 andother laws need to coordinate in a new system so that equitable treatment is
available for al/_ Whatever is developed a word here is necessary in behalf of
the non-Indian employee who has given a full measure of devotion to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and to Inclisai people. It is not the intent of Indian people to
disqualify capable and devoted non-Indian employees_ But. when such quali-
fications. when such recruitment is necessary, grades should not be reduced
merely to employ Indians.

The qualifications should remain high and let Indians aspire to meeting those
qualifications and when they do. preference be exercised_ There are seven (7).
recommendations in the management study regarding personnel management and



I believe that most of those would fall in the comments we have just made except
for perhaps the training programs that ought to be effective at every level
whether within the Bureau or within the tribal government employment sys-
tem. - The actual development of specific fields of- endeavor some particular*"
where Indians are not being educated, there are some fields that have very
few Indians at the professional levels and, consequently, non-Indians are neces-
sary. So, training and education becomes important in terms of developing young
Indian people to study. return. and be employed at home in doing a professional
job regardless of discipline involved. The opportunities need to be provided in
the development of human resources and a planning system determined and
developed in order to ca rry this out.

M :S" AGE: NIF-.N; 1" INFORM -tIlt

The next section of the management-cktudy deals with management informa riort
and while much of the management inIornia tion stems from statistical data.
accounting _records. personnel management records. employment and that type of
data the mechanism by which such information is gathered and disseminated

Of the greatest importance. The automated data processing system of the
aiata of Indian Affairs is outdated and outmoded. The development of modern

.'110.rtitisaw.re while at the time of the study we were advised was being installed.
we found out this was not true. but that the plans were for the purchase

of and installation of new hardware to replace that which they were on hand_
After evaluating the operation of data processing and -particularly the manner
of such activities available to the Pueblo of Laguna, it appears that the Bureau
need not invest so. much money In hardware of significant size or capacity when
time rentals at various locations throughout the country is available.. A national
network is possible and available to the local facilities together from San Fran-
cisco. Denver. Chicago to Washington, D.C. With terminals at the Agency and
even the tribal offices, some Tribes now have terminals for special purposes. Only
the terminal system -at agencies and tribal levels and' the regional service cen-
ters, if that is what area offices eventually become, to perform the administra-
tive services. accounting. statistical collection of data for usage in determining
the kinds of programs, the values of arrog-rams. and whether or not the progress
and objectives of the Indian people at each individual Indian community is being
carried out according to their wishes.

These kinds of objectives need to-be developed. standards need to be developed,
a system of reporting national information needs -to be developed. but there is
access available to highly sophisticated modern equipment operated 'by Westing-_ house. Honeywell. General' Electric, and others that are in the business as such
who maintain modern equipment and kept current at - all times. The purchase
of a BIA system of hardware begins to become-obsolete immediately. The state of
the art is so fast developing that it would appear that funds invested in this kind
of machinery is really to a great extent wasted or has minimal effect. There is
a report prepared and developed for inclusion in our. accounting system at La-
guna that I refer to in a previous Exhibit and there are other elements of the
accounting and budging system and the use of centralized services in terms of
Vk-arehousin equipivontt operation. purchasing and managing not only of money
and people, but also materints..supplies, and equipment AU of these are interpre-
ted in terms of dollar requirements to perform and the specific information as
to ad-visin.g. the Tribal Council and. even in the Bureau, the Bureau staff and ex-
ecutives as to how well the money is really being spent, how well it complies with 410
the appropriations. and .how well the pro=-ess is being achieved in regard to ob-
jectives intended_ The -stated objectives intended. of course. are very weali.and
mild in the BIA and there are no strong features with.respect to-the purposes
of the Bureau in any of its definitions. It operates from an. outdated manual. It
has no requirements foi. maintenance or upkeep or revision. there are no stand-
ards by which the Bureau Judges itself and, yet, it attempts to evaluate and criti-
cize tribal governments for the lack of the same thing..

We find it very discouraging to know that one organization is-bending over
backward to require perfection when within itse.lf it has not performed satis-
factorily. It is rather ironic that they do not recognize or correct their own weak-nftsses- There is a practice . in the private/sector that unless there is the
opportunity for employees to stay current with the state of the art in any of the
professions that they too become obsolete. We believe that the career development
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs employees. are sadly neglected.. There are no re-
quirements except-perhaps for teachers and teacher aides to attend schools and
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to maintain the high level of proficiency and the current lazowledge of the art in
which they are engaged. The long time career government employees who have
been in the Bureau most of their lives have never experienced private industry,
they never experienced the development or the modern application of many
theories that have advanced since they began their careers and, consequently, are
totally unaware of advanced technology. There seems to be a need felt within the
Bureau to teach and educate the Bureau employees so they may in turn provide
technical assistance to tribal governments. Technical assistance in this fashion is
a---waste of money.The Tribes ought to have the authority to find modern current private com-
panies to provide technical assistance. There are even a number of qualified In-
dian companies who are capable of providing technical assistance to a greater
degree of effectiveness and efficiency than the employees of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. I am familiar with a particular contract out of the Phoenix Area Office
to the University of Arizona to provide technical assistance to the Tribes of Ari-
zona. To me, just the fact that this contract exists-demonstrates the .fee ling that
the Area Office ii :.elf is incapable of providing technical assistance. And. when
the Laguna officials were contemplating the system we ale now engaged upon
installing, considered several private firms with whom to contract for the devel-
opMent of the system. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was not selected to provide
the technical assistance and design the central accounting system, or the manage-
ment information system or the personnel management system, the reason was.
of course, they dp not have the capability. They only follow the federal rules and
regulations as developed by someone else, somewhere else, and they generally per-
form by vote. A new employee development program for current employees would
assure them equal treatment in the modernizing efforts to improve the Bureau.
Such development program should be for Indian employees as' well as non-In-
dians, in order to provide equitable treatment

mr. PrBA_ Thank von, Ray-
Mr. Chairman. it is a pleasure and a privilege to be here with you

this morning to make my comments.
I have a prepared statement which I will submit to you. If. I may,

I would like to just talk about some of the highlights of that
statement.

Chairman ..A.rtor-rmz,m. It will be inserted in the record as though
roil read it in full.

[The prepared statement of James L. Biba follows:]
Sr-vrina=cr or JAMES L. BEBA, Fora VICE PazsinExT WArat=v Kr:fo

-Associ.ammi
Senator James Abourezk. Committee members and guests, it is a pleasure to

address you today. Some 20 months ago. the firm I represent. Warren King and
Associates of Chicago. was approached by representatives of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission for a recommendation on how best to satisfy
the required management study which was mandated in the Commission's
enabling resolution.During the past 23 years, Warren King and Associates have refined the
techniques of utilizing volunteer task forces of loaned executives (manage-
ment specialists) to analyze and propose pragmatic solutions to the problems
facing governments at state and local levels, with more than 35 successful
projects as examples a preliminary survey was conducted in the fall or.J.T15.
to an appropriate plan of action for a Management Study of the BIA:c
Results of that survey provided the scope, objectives. specific personnel require-
ments and- an other elements of an action .plan which, was implemented during
May and June of 197G. As project manager, and officer-in-charge from Warren
:King and Associates. I can attest to the care exercised throughout the- program
to assure professionalism.The Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study group, consisting 01'10 ex-
ecutives and specialists, represented many different sectors of the nation's busi-
ness and professional community. Their services, loaned by the'le employers on
a full -time or special assignment basis, provided the manpower for a nonpartisan
study of the bureau for the American Indian Policy Review Commission. To
assist in the completion of project objectives. eight firms contributed approxi-
mately 4,000 man-hours of loaned executive time on an all-expense-paid basis.
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...W. ' 4. .Study Chairman A. T. ,Anderson, ria9 Indian executive bn loan from Union Car-

bide Corporation and special consul=z;It to the commission for one year, was pri-
marily responsible for; general supecvision of the project- and. recruitment of
loaned executive st- _ f sINIP,Mr. Ray-Goetting, a member of Colnnaission Task Force 3-..-Fedex-alL Adminis-
tration.and Strut .ure of Indian Affairswas responsible for the administration
and project liaison with the commission. Project management for the staily was
provided by Warren King 'and. Associates, Inc., a Chicago-based. management con- /-
suiting firm_ , _ - i - I.

The management study group was divided into three functional tennis, -each /
-headed by a- member of the project's E:xecutive Committee. Testia leaders and/
their areas-of responsibility include: .. ., -

Budget ProeessDennis L. Rohlfing, Internal Management Consulta.nt. Phillips --
Petroleum Company. Mr. Rohlfing is an -industrial engineer Vaud lw..s served his
firm on mana.gement improvement projects worldwise. . .

Personnel ManagementDonald W.. Reed, Employee Relations Mansiger, Dow-
Chemical Company. As a professional in personnel mana.genieni, be brought. -

unique experience in establishing and evaluating the effectiveness of employee re-lotions activities. . . _ ____ .._ _ . _ .. . .

-ZkfaiiageMent .'-InfciiiiiiioteKenneth 13.7. beiser, Public Affairs-Solithwest,
Honeywell, Inc- A career professional in data processing, Mr. -Geiser served theManhattan project during World...War II and later' built and operated GeneralElectric's first computer manufacturing plant. .Other participants in the Bureau of _Indian Affairs Management Study and
their employers include : Edwin M. Kennedy, Jr., 5. C. Penney Co.; Stephen M.MacArthus Carnation Co.; Lewis R. Newman, Colta StaffJr., Corporation ; Dr.-- Joseph J..` Walka, University of Arizona ; -and H. O. Walker,..Union CarbideCorporation.

Regn74r buSiness responsibilities of the study team members range from middle <2-management to corporate execuag,ve levels. Their professional qualifications rep-: resent a wide range of- business management skills, including civil and industrial-engineering, public administra.tiort, data -systems and procedures, finance andbudgeting. personnel,. law. -plant-management, public and corporate relations andother specialties..:
Prixwate-sector participation was a critical element to ensure both objectivityaid appropriate management expertise. This approachusing volunteer teams of-iyusiltessmen- to improve government -operationsis not new Former President.Herbert .Hoover headed a. blue ribbon eommission.to review federal government

efficiency:-More rteentiy- the governors of over 25 states have used this technique
:"NsruCcessfull,v,to improve ihe efficiency of state government 'operations.After a brief orientation period. team members spent one week in Washington,D.C.. interviewing bureau.personnel, gathering data and forinulating issues to.pursue in subsequent field research.. Immediately thereafter, volunteers regrouped

.litto two travel teams which ineruded numbers of each functional area. A thirdgroup remained 1n -Mishirigton to review over 75 prior Management studies of
the,bureau.Dttring the next three weeks travel-teams concentrated study activity- on representative Bureau of Indian Affairs field offices and tribal councils. Two ,.'.area. four agency-and seven tribal offices:*as welLas the Albuquerque Administra-tire verrces Center. were is by team memberk After individual field in-
vestigations-were completed. members met to exchange information and to ensure

-.consistent- firidings. During- -the last five-weeks tethn members _regrouped into
. functional areas and continued their interviews with bureau personnel in

. *Washington while developing and writing the final retort. - -Throughout the review period, teams discovered a. need to continually evaluateBureau of Affairs orTanizatiOn structure_ Although a comprehensive
organizationaLstudywas beyond the scope of this project. it became evident that
an organizational approach NuA2St be developed to reinforce other review pi-o-
posals_ .The final week was 14- evoted to this effort, resulting in a fourth major
topic area dealing with organization structure.

The last major- comprehensive review of. Indian affairs( before the creation
of the American Indiarf Policy Review Commission was the Meriarn Report of
1928. which helped foster widespread reforms during the 1930s. Since then,
numerous studies have been initiated by other task force groups, committees.
-consultants, India- Organizations, federal agencies and individuals,: all have



identified problems and made specific recommendations. In establishing objectives .
for the present study, it was obvious that a comprehensive review of these mate-
rialts should be made to pinpoint potential problem 'areas, to establish a basis
for comparison with present findings'" and to ensure _coverage of nertinent
problem-areas.Over 75 representative reports written during the past -25 years were evaluated.
Several comprehenSive studies and a.large number of topical reviews were pre-
sente.,..d during the last 5 to 10. years_ With occasional exceptions. most studies
were initiated by congressional committees or the Executive Branch.

The analysis indicated that prior studies directed more attention to programs.
faCilities. natural resotirces, government policies and financing than to manage-
ment practices or related service functions_ Hon3.ever, many managerial problem
areas were identified.. Of these, management practices, personnel administration .

and faLtergovernmental relations received the most attention_ The budget process
and management informationboth extremely important to effective mana-e-
xnent--received substantially less emphasis. The study group also noted prior
evaluations strongly suggested adopting improved management principles regard-
lug planning,., organization, leadership and- control. COn.sequentls-_ the following;

tinclimr.s.....frOzn._ prior ..reviews 1.s. q to.....those ...conclusions _
inclepeudt-iltly reached by this stiv1-_v.

-11eCou:ziition that management ability is as essential to ...prograta susses
capital; -.:.

4..

Provision for executive leadership at all organizational
Development of -c:ompreh-ensive, ; timely information. for use by personnel -to

ensure effective planning and control_
...;Installation- of an improved communications system_

Utilization of long-range Plannin-
Irriplexnentation of recommendations.
While prior assessments identified similar problems and-resulted in appropriate

recommendations, the study group realized past efforts fell short of their objec-
tives primarily. because the apparatus for implementation was not present As a
result. the present study strongly suggested Congress act to develop a positive
vehicle to expedite implenientation- A Management Improvement Implementation
Beview Office. endorsed by Congress and organizationally located in the appro-
priate management division of the Office of Management and Budget, should be
estaNished. ,

The management study group during nine weeks of intensive examination oh-
'. served several inadequacies in bureau. operations. These included a notable

absence 'of managerial and organizational capacity, decisions with little long:-
iange. planning and poor communications among oilranizational levels. Also
noted was a critical absence of information essential for efficient administration_
Furthermore. poor employee attitudes and low morale were aggravated by
uncertainty over the effects of Indian self-determination, poor personnel practices
and inadeqtiate career development

Full: implementation of the reports recommendations could produce annual
1.enefits of, approximately 8132-million in savings. $10-million in cost avoidance
and a one-tline saving of $2.0-million. Annual costs associated with the pronased______
chan-es would amount to $272.,000. while one-time costs would be $.830.600. In
addition, benefits of many proposals Were associated with improved bureau
effectiveness rather than dollar savings_

The- comprehenpre proposals presented in this report are' meant to serve
the basis For spec-life improvements-in -the-most- critical -areas---of -Iiureau -manage-
ment policy. 'These areas include the budget process, personnel administration..
management information and organizational structure_

Zvi the budget process. the businessmen observed that long-range planning
capabilities are nonexistent_ while-the organization of the budget 1nd the plan-
ning function is fragmented and ineffective- To increase the effectiveness of -the
budget cycle. they recommended that a formal planning system be created as part
of the budget process.. This must include comprehensive tribal needs analyses
and long - range plans so that the system can act as the vehicle to guide allocation .

of capital and human resoniees into strategic areas.
In' a dclifiOri. the study group proposed that the functions of budgeting_ planes

and intergovernmental relations should be consOlidated. This new Orga
Lion would report directly to the Commissioner of-Indian Affairs and have franc-
tional responsibility for similar operations' at lower organizational levels_ Also
stressed was increased visibility for Indian needs and plans and greater Indian.
participation in the development'of budget and materials.

4

14
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A.ccOrding to the review team, almost every aspect of Bureau of Indian :Affairs
personnel management is inadequate_ The present interpretation of the Indian
preference policy in employment adversely affects all personnel. actions. They
recommended that Indian preference should be modified to ensure effective op-
ers.rron-W.thL oi.impeding progress toward the fullest employment of Indians. A
eumprehensive manpower planning system shbuld be developed g Indus-

- trial engineering techniques to determine proper staffing levels and position re-
quirements_ Anticipated savingS of $75-million in administrative costs here alone
could be redirected to program' areas_ Also. aggressive recruiting and training
programs should be improved and upgraded at all levels_

While a modernization study is currently underway to update the data process-
ing function. the businessmen stated that the implementatiun schedule should
he moved ahead 50%. while equipment revision should include multi- processing
and communication abilities. The potential financial benefits from centralized au-
tomated inventory systems would be substantial. They also indicated that the
bnreau`s -"Nlanagem.ent of 01)jectives program must be revised to set goals flowin' g-
upe:-ard from lower operating levels while guidelines flow downward from upper
management_ In addition, it was recommended . that the program be integrated
into the budget a.ndemployee performance evaluation procsses.

The report suggest-e-a--that presentThifea.0 cif .1Lati:Uan- -Affairs Strdeture-is -better
suited to serve a single. common-need client base: whereas Indian people have,.
differing needs requiring variety of services. Furthermore, the current Or-
I-Tartiza.tion is characterized by a lack of communication, excessive spans of con-
trol 'and ineffective leadership. In addition. there was little evidence of prepai-a-
tion for the future impact of Indian Self-determination.. minimal Indian- input-
or proximity to decisions and excessive bureau response tune. --

To remedy these problem?, the study group derclObed a new orgavoimntion con-
cept to move decision-making eraser to the tribarlevel and make dramatic leader-
ship The recornmerided approach is based ufion separation of functional
and administrative responsibilities. This concept will permit the elimination of
12 area offices and provide for the creation of six. "regional service centers." This-

_ includes-a major change in the responsibilities assigned tip- the new regional serv-
ice center managers. Agency offices would ha.v responsibilities and be-
come "local service centers."

Two new consolidated functionsHuman Resources and Natural Resources
would be reorganized in Washington_ They also recommended that the reporting
relationship between school superintendents and the bureau's Central 'Office
-should be, simplified. Further. a mechanism for Indian participation in edUca-
tional decisions is discussed. -Toe bureau should have its own legal staff to Pro-
Vide more timely attention to Indian needs and-assist in overcoming existing con-a.
flict-of-interest probleMs in the Departmept'of the Interior.

Because implementation of recommendations is a major concern, the study
group propoSed an approach to spearhead implementation efforts. Congress should
act quielay to develop a positive vehicle. a Management Improvement Implemen
ration Review. Office. organizationally located in the appropriate management
division of the Office of Management and Budget. to expedite the implementation
process. Quarterly reports and=interim assessments should be issued to the Com-

_ --4:ssiorter of Indian Affairs. The Secretary of the Interior, appropriate congres-
sional committees and the Executive Office. In addition, the commissioner and
the Secretary of the Interior should be required to highlight essential features of -
these reports in annual budget presentations to Congress. _

_ -

Mr- -13-111A-_ Some 20 months ago; the -firm--I -represent-Warren.--Kino--
Associates: of Chicago, was approached by representatives of the

American -Indian Policy Review- Commission for our recommenda-
tion on the expeditiouS". economical.. and credible approach to

-satisfy the required management study of the BIA- as mandated by
-the enabling rc-sohltion.Warren King & Associates over the past 13 -years has refined the -

technique o.f utilizing volunteer task forces of private sector manage-
ment specialists of loaned executives to analyze and propose prag-
matic solutions to the problems facing governments at State and local
-levels-

-, With over 35 successful projects as examples, a preliminary survey



was conducted in the fall of 1975. Result ..f...)f that survey shaped the i
requirements for the subsequent management study conducted in May;
and June of 197G. - , --

As project manager, I can attest to the care exercised to assure pro-
fessi onalisin throughout the study. , _

Three study teams were recruited from the private sector, search-
ing for highly qualified specialists in a varizty of management diSci-
plines. They provided a cross section of management expertise. /

The *final team consisted of 10 individuals from various industries,
2 Commission staff members, Who provided Indian input, and 2
management consultants. /

A complete list of these people, their conipanies and -backgrounds,
is included in the prepared stateirient. -

.

As a result. management study was conducted with exceptionally
skilled individuals from .a cross section of our Nation, whose em-

loyer-s-contributed-approximatelv-1,000 man-hburS of e.ire-ot-iti-V--&-fin-ie
on an all-expense-paid basis.

During the course of work, three teams were .o)ka.nized..to examine
.

the budget process, -management information systems, and,. personnel
practices. .' . . .

Field visits were conducted on a stratified sampling basis to provide
ObSerVations and participative input from BIA employees in the field
as well as the central-oflice and from tribal cotincils. . ..

Conclusions and recommendations were the -product of extensive
interviews and eXchanges with individuals at all' levels 'in the man-
agement hierarchy. ,

.-While 23 specific recommendations have been set forth by the man-
agement . specialists, . several- general observations --should, be high-
lighted. Overall, in spite of many dedicated and hard-worldnm- indi-

i_ viduals, the.- DIA organization and its .inherent management have
failed to adequately serve the client.population. .

, The intensive examination concluded that there is a notable absence
of managerial and organizrAtiOnal capacity throughout the BT....4..... De-
cisions are made on a-day-to-day basis without a great deal of regard
for long7range planning. . _ .

Communication at all levels is poor. EmphaSis has been .placed on
programs, svems, policies, and so forth. while fundamental xiecessi-
ties of good management leadership have been overloOked.

This fact became exceedingly clear as over 75--prior studies `,of the
BIA w,_ ere .analYzed... Many of those prior studies identified the. same
conditions whidh still exist. Ormxisted at-the time of the management

----study--33nt-for-reasons-unexplained,little;.if,any;'implementation-had.:--
OccUrred-on those recommendations. .

It is.. therefore. noted that change does not occur easily or quickly
within BMA_ In fact. in the 12 months since completion of the revi.ctw,
aggressive implementation has not occurred. Although upon debrief-
inm sessions for all keyBIA managemen-personnel: members of the
CZImmission. and congressional staff;_it-Was generally agreed the. rec-
ommendations were sound and action should be exercised.

The loaned executives concluded that some type of forced implemen-
tation was necessary to overcome bureaucratic inertia. It was hoped ti
that Congress would adopt a resolution supporting-the report findings
and charme the DIA with resPonsibility to implement
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An. independent lorganizational-.unit .was also suggested to provide
support and report on implementation progress.

..Perhaps.-.the -most :Sigruficant aspect of the management study Was
the propc..sed.-orga niza.tion structure; which is basic to attaining the
full potential-o4the-other recommendations. .

The basic organizational concept has ;been. referred to. as a. matrix
by some people, since it tends to permitmultiple placement of respon-
sibility and accountability with -a greatly :simplified chain of com-

Wjthout -going.- into extensive detail, it permits reditCtion of ETA.
area offices and increased emphasis on agency-level service delivery.
Te agency role = increases and, the area _office changes to a source of
specialists rather than the seat of all decisions_.This.new role. is called
a service :center:and literally places line authority directly between
the local office or- agency and the centraloffice_

The result.- of Course, is -les0 personnel and greater effectiveness.
1_-t. conclusion; I "wish to emphasize the. need for aggressive

nientation. :Too great a time has already elapsed. Many opportunities
have .been. lost. OpPonents of change:ha:Ye:lad sufficient time to estab-r-
lish defenses 1 -

However if were to establish an independent impleinen-
ta.tzfon ,unit:as suggested,--and endorse in principle the concepts of the?
report. I I3elieve-..the intended purpOses of the BIA: could ;be
cantly improved as they translate to serving. Wi."1-71 people..

Thank you. .;
Chairman-r-Aloram*.. Thank you.
May I ask a question, first. of you.. Jim ?
It would- b.`et-cum b--ersonste for the Congress to outline a specific re-,

organization plan= for the administx-ation to follow. It could be donei.
but itaroulcl be 'difficult and cum_ bersoine.

Do you believe that.the best course for-the `Congcess follaw is to,
adopt the. principles of the reorganization plan and endorse the i5rin-
ciPles and mandate t.."1:1..e ad-ministrationi

to -set up-a team to accoMplish
that reorganization? Is that,. n your view, -die best course to follow ?-

Mr; 13ip.A..: Yes, sir. I. believe that the approach should be to require
the Bureau to come back with exceptional reasons why they cannot im-
plement' the_proposals.as submitted in.:the management re-port;

We believe that the latitude permitted in that oto.-anizatiorial scope
Would accomplish. the -objectives if, in principle, you endorse the con-
cept..-The3r. can then provide. the needed implementation detail .to ac-
cora-Plish that Objective:. . .

I think that would be an'excellent way to accoin.pjishiit... -

Chairman ABOVE:e7C: Are you .prepared-to go over some of the de-
tails of the recommendations of that-reportboth.bf youright now-

Mr_ Yes; we are ,

Chairman 'Argovnr.zs.. I tili-rar the first line of questioning, would be
to ask you in this manner .

- Exactly what do you see as the faults of the existing gysteu: of man-
agent, and how should they-be corrected ? .

What faults :caused.. the BIA_ not to provide. its responsibility to
. the Irtdian people?

GOETTX:KG- I- t311.31/C there are'severat-reas4-ans- Mr- Chairman-
- The system of operating -ander ,the-lbudget plan that now :0aStS

22-285-72
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does not include -Indian participation. Consequently, there are some
friction elements and disagreements caused thereby. .

There are some.. difficulties pers-onnek. management that -create
inuities...and. disturbances on both Indian and non-Indian employees-

. Manarrement information has been. outdated and needs to be up- .

dated. Programs need to- be centralized at the point where decision-
making processes should be made.

When these kinds of things are done, then the cooperation in the
unification of organization at the level where Indians are supposed.
to be making their decisions, the Government should participate with

think thkt these are primarily processes in qualifications of peo-ple and experience, and an organizational approach that might be
acceptable to both the Federal- and the non-Federal, and the tribal
governments_ .

Recognition and respect of tribal government_ responsibilities,- and
.assuminfr that the` tribal councils actually have credibility and- that

they are dependable and.'reasonable in conducting business in a.pi-oper
bUsinesS management manner, is necessary.- .

At the. moment, I happen to be a consultKnt. to the Pueblo of
. Laguna :which wants to institute a..;.--new mnnageinent- acccunting/

reportinglpersonnel/records control system -.that would put them in.
.a position of exercising any 'ficti-Vity_undei--P.ublic Law. 93-638- that
they niight choose to select_ r.,

-80 acre are attempting to. do the same thing at the tribal level sothat they. willill- be in a. position to work With, work _for,
and o regarding privates activities. --so that the rtoinpetitiveness to
make-a viable community at the community level is on a prior competi-
tive unclersta-ndincr. --

These are the kinds of -things that I believe are causing the prob-
lems and ought to;be resolvedaIt takes work on.both sides- -

To me. the IOW; mOraW ;M.' terms of Indian preference llas been a
gNeat concern. over lic,iniber of years, and:certain laW cases have been
used to the :problkin. But we believe-there is a way to establighit. and we do have -a

and
short- presentation of the buderet.: per-.

sonnet_ ma.nagement, and -manag.ement_ information if you- would. care
tO -do that now or go into questions--Lwhichever you would like.

Mr. REBA.. I just want to respongl very "briefly to your outistion also-
-At the risk of oversimplification,- I think there is a. great -underlying

prohle.rn that exists.. and I think We have. addressed it in man dif-
ferent. wars and. tried' to focUs on it. butf.perhaps_it is not clear-

Refrar'clless of all- the things We talk about which are- techniques
management- and _various approaches for impro-c-ing-.the manage-

ment system, there is an underlying shortage of trained management
people. -

.I.don't mean to discredit the existing Bureau personnel I think they
are doing the best they can without having hacti.Loilnal management -.

backgrounds. .

The need. for leadershiP and management skills to implement, the
concepts and ideas we have talked about are perhaps the most critical
infrredient to the whole process- !- -

The talks about cannot be accomplished unless -the-
people in the responsible poSitions first have the -undergtanding-- of
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-what We are trying to accomplish and the knowledge and ability
and e_xperience of how to get them installed- .

I thank- perhaps now it would be appropriate if we turn to our
presentation.

Chairman .Ar.0-CREZIL- If you will go through your slide presentation,
then we can go on with the questioning after that. -

[Slide presentation of American Indian Policy Review Commission,
- Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study.]

Mr. Mr. Chairman, I would like to start specifically on
the budget system.The proce.. now being used by the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
referred to as the band analysis.. In short, this system -was designed
for the purpose of allowing tribal input into the budget process.

Chairman -.A_Bormr.z.s. What specifically does band analysis mean?
Mr.. It gives .three columns on any subject listed on the

band. It Shows the relationship as to whetber tliey. get a. target figure
and-what money they may expect to receive: whether they get 5 or 10
percent -less than the target figure or 5 or 10 -percent more than the
target figure. Then there is a-,.xibunn that is-referred to as the total
need: So the tribal representation could modify in any of these area s̀.
their expression of priorities and the amounts of money they Would.
need. 1 -

-
Chairinan A.130LitEi.K. How much of_the total money. allocated to

tribes is'put on the band. analysis?
Mr. GoEs-rm,;G.. Our study indicated there -was probably slightly less

than half of the appropriations actually listed on the budget-
-The; difference _between-banded and unbanded items -in,-the present

process is the- fact that the ongoing recurring item§ are the only ones
that the tribes were alloWecl to participate in. in regard to the a-djust-
merits...This inCans if they didn't .get: enoug-li money for 211 of it it:-

the-ent into existing over oations n a continuing basis. Tribal objec-
.

titans were very plentiful.
The Unhanded items actually are the needs on the "basis of capital

.improvements. construction. setting the stare for funklincr those items
that are not normally being conducted at. the moment, and additional
needs f;s the tribe may deem them.

The tribes object to not having the °pp:Ft-unity to participate in the-
development of the amount of money necessary to conduct those ac-
tivities. So they have objected to. the division between banded and un
handed items for their participation.

TheY would prefer a zero-base,budget.-
There is an exhibit attached to my. presentation which shows a. two-

Phase budget presentation. stemming from the feseryation and tram;
level- as well-:;s vs the agency lee of the BIA.

. _ .

There are ekamples.- of the Laguna. Pueblo request: how they par,
t icipated- in the present process :..and what they think of .it. They have-a
position- paper and an objection. They have subiniteed 'Their- own
budget banded and'. unbanded items as they see their needs.

So: the -example is in the material that we have presented to the
.coriunittee;%: . .

These are. not peculiar to one tribe. They 2.re alniOst unanimous in
their deciSion- that the present budget system doesn't- permit-participa7
-tion.t9the degree desired. ,
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The reorganization of the budget activities would encourage par-ticipation. and find the needs.
At Laguna, they presented their own budget operation, and it reflectsa, very cautious and very responsible approach to the declaration oftheir needs. While it is slightly greater than the BLS. amount, thepoint is that they dispel the attitude that if you give a zero-base budget:opportunity to the tribes, they will ask for the moon.That is just not true. They have been studied to death, as well as theBureau. They have long-range planning capabilities, because they goto every-governmental office. They have the capacity and capability ofdesigning their long-range requirements. They have those documentedvery welL

Some of the smaller tribes or-agencies may not be quite as well of anal.need help from the Bureau, but they then can adjust their annual re-quirements to-at least keep on the track and have some confidence thatthey are approaching the goals they set when they determined their-own. needs.
,

PACSENT arec-ArasiATioN
PLANNING AND BUDGETING

CONARISSIDDICA

This portion of the planning process and this portion of \the budget..process is not coordinated and. is one of the highlights of the recorn-menclations. It should be integrated into a new budget planning de-velopment program for the Bureau, and the tribal community_On this slide we have a. process which shows how the flow of doc-umentation -would be_ They are summaries.
ti
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We feel that,the tribal requests and the Bureau -requests should be
separated so that we would actually know how much administrative
costs are-being expended by the Bureau.

. Chairman Auotitrrxx. That is not happening now.
Mr..GoErrixa. We do not know that. In the study, we could not find

that out.
The manner of presentation of line items in the budget doesn't dis-

tinguish between administration overhead, indirect expense. direct
costs, and the progress reports measuring.performance and production
and accomplishment of any particular objective set by the tribe or even
by the Bureau.

We believe that these are necessary in the accounting system. There
is a standard sample form, the one that the Pueblo Laguna has adopted,
in order to get at that very information.

It is ironic that the Bureau requires. in their contracting processes
. under Public Law 93-638. that the tribes have such indirect expense

ratios developed in order to- determine how much they might have to
have for administration and how much is actually charneable to direct
expense.

. There is a specific requirement under the contracting process that
imposes a detail similar to that we are recommending.

It is ironic that the Bnreau doesn't follow its own instructions
within itself to provide that information: We were unable to find that
in our studies.
- Chairman ADoxatEzic. With respect to that partkular requirement,.
it seems to me that that would be possible-to mandate by ;legislation.
We may not be able to do the entire reorganization by legislation, but
Itihink we can time_ specific portions of It and mandate it.

Do you concur with that ? . .

Mr. GOETTIXG. In the 193-1 Indian Reorganization Act,_ the intent
was that there was a separation between what the tribes thought they
ought to have and what the Bureau or the Secretary thought they
ought to have,_ so it came to Congiess with a .requirement in the law
actually asking the Secretary to notify the tribes what the request was
for each program affecting that reservation.

The Jaw was never followed to the degree it was _intended in the
hearings of the 1934 act.

. Asa matter of fact. in the discussions with OMB, in one circular' of
instructions- .they had the Secretary could not release information
about the budget prior to the announcement and Xlie declaration of the
President. But. the Indian Reorganization Act actually required them
to do that in advance, so the exception.was taken and the Indian tribes
were excepted from that OMB, circular requirement. They.lound they
were in violation of that 1934 act.
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This slide demonstra.ti3s the sources of information which go to make
up the compilation of the budget and Who must participate is the de-
velopin.ent of it It is so multiple in its scope that it can hardly be done
other! than at the 1°631 level where the Indian input is actually
effective.

PROPOSED ORGANIZATION
CENTRAL OFFICE

PLAN NiNG AND BUDGETING
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-This slide shows the land of coordinated orgtniz ation we would rec-
ommend in the BIA.'s central office:

Chairman ..A.Bou-B#E.. We can't read the print on that slide from
here.

Mr. GO.e.a-LNTG. In the _plannin,4:r and budgeting process, we believe
that several of the divisions of the BIA that -now .exist, ought to be
coordinated &little closer. - . .

.
For instance, on the left, we have intercrovernmental relations. There

3S- a. function of. that-goingr But howeill3D, for instance, and how
housing,activities in the Bureau actually get together in a govern-
mental ariere-ncy ought te be considered and related more-directly in the
preparation and operation of the budget

The second one is budget and_analysis. The historical records which
accounting reports should 'have, should give some historical progress
being made to long-range goals's° that project-by-project completion_
ratio. -Analysis of performance and accomplishment ought to _be evalu-
ated. and used from the experience in the basis ..of the preparation"of'
the next budget -

Mr. Ftrrace, Is this diagram in the management study book? ,

Mr. GozrrzN:G.It is on page,24 of themanagementstudy book -
The third item from the left is program and service pia-wiling. These

are the considerations of the long-range planS of tribal operations.
There is one thing about the BIA. defirkition.of the goal or purposes

In one of the areas, you will find a recommendation that specific-
statements be prepared and developed for the lmOwledge of all of the
W.& emploYees, as well as 'all tribes and congressional committees
:involved, on -specific- issues faking the Bureau,so that thei-e is some
consistency in interpretations as to where the objectives are actually

to lead
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In the last item, the trust,plannmg, establishment of the trust re-.
sponsibility is one thing that the tribes have emphasizedthe need to
protect and the guidance in governing that they want to retain, and.
the protective services that are necessary until they decide they are
capable of handling their own assets:

But the production and the trusteeship should influence the pro-
posals of budgetary requirements because of the objectives set. If all
of the objectives and goalS were set on a long-range basis so that the
trust participation and protection could be analyzed and inserted to\ the comfort of the Indian tribes who feel that they need. it and want

.\ it, it would be a real item in. the budget process in the money and the
\responsibility.

So far as the recommendation were concerned, this represents the
zero base budget and the participation and the support of Indian ac-
tivities on the budget materials_ We believe that the management in-
forMation collection system should be available.

We get to the management information collection data and process-
ing in the management information section.

The next slide is the personnel management operation.
The recommendation is that we strengthen Indian preference_ Ac-,

tuallv, we believe that the Indian Preference Act of the 1934 Indian
Reorganization Act and some of the cases and down
by the Supreme Court are all in the spirit of the intent of Congress.
The- BIA. should eventually-be staffed by qUalifi.ed Indians.

We .believe that there is some abuse of the operations as now per-
formed. Rather than Streng,triening, providing of better qualifications
and position descriptions should be accomplished.

The processes themselves need to be changed aria modified...in_order:.---
to exercise that requirement which_would-give India.n:-preference to .
those qualified people.

The 1934 Indian Reorganization Act required.by law that Indian
employment should be made without regard, to Civil Service. Commis-
sion. rules and regulations.

In our consideration, -we have considered a new Indian- career serv-
ice.

Some r6istance has been voiced with regard to this, because
plied that there would be no recrulation. We believe that -the type of
Civil Service Commission regulation should be retained; -except it .

Should be balanced with tribal employment and wage rates, tribal leave
and retirement. tribal benefits and annuities similar to that now in the
Civil Service Commission. But the-qualification standards shOuld rec-
ognize particulars and the elements concerning Indian activities; res- .

ervation experience, language, or a number of other things peculiar
. to the Indian community that are not now in standard qualifications__
as published by the Civil-Service Commission.

We believe that the recruitment..program should be improved, spe-.
cifimlly for attracting qualified Indians.

There is. some belief and some implication that there are no qualified
Indians, and that Indians always have to be trained and educated in
order to take over and that this process yet to be completed:



Chairman ABorrtt.z.h.. May I just interrupt you, Ray,' -for a minute?
--...... I want to introduce some guests we have up here. These are the Girl?...
Nation representatives from South Dakota and Montana.

I . wilI introduce the ones from South Dakota: Bridget Corrigan.
from Yankton and Ta.mi Stradingen from Spearfish.

John Melchor will introduce the two from Montana.
Senator- Gwenn Smith from 'Missoula and Monica Cadil

lac from Butte.
Chairnian Artounr.z-x. They are ex officio members of the commit-

tee today. gaaugliter.] Sorry to have to interrupt. f
.

Mr. 'Crom-r-rNG. It is-a Pleasure, Senator..
When we walked in and saw who was sitting up there. we were not

exactly 'disturbed. but I think the situation has been greatly imprOved.
fT.aughter.1

Now, if the influence of the pro tem additions to the committee is
influc.ntial. We will have accomplished a great

Chairman Ar.orizEzx. You are anticipating no tough questions from.
them. iLaughteri .

Mr. Gorrrxxo. Incidentally, I presented a prey-iew of the final report
of the Commission to the Laguna Council on the very day. that they.
were liarin.-r Youth Day. The high school had_just elected the entire._
staff of the Laguna. Tribal Council and its officers, so they were.attend-

the Councirmeetiner. The acting governor of the youth,' sat by
the Governorand so OW:down:the line.

When' I was through, I had more questions from the Youth Day
officers than I gOt :from the council. So -I think youth today is really
interested in contributing a great deal, and we hope that they observe
and pay attention to the problems that they will face when they be-
come operations of the Government or the municipalities in.which they
live.

think.. I was talking about recruitment, and I mentioned the .fact
that the Indian community has a great number of qualified people--
-attorneys. particularly,. and educators. specifically.

We feel that'the concept that Indians still have to Ise trained to hold
poSitions in the Bureau is not as serious. a necessity.as one might think.
- We believe they do not apply to the Bureau because of dertain.bu-:
reaucratic loess and certain aspirations they have to serve .their
own- people. They feel there is a restriction. so application froth -the
ir'enera 1 Indian qualified community is not as Plentifill tve would
like to see it. . -

. The recruitment from the Indian' cOmninnit--;-.we believe,. ought...to
--be--emplrrsized.-fiertainly--We---a-re-not,..6biecting; to the in'S-07fic,e-prO7
motion privileges. but sometimes we feel that-a-person who spends all.
of his life in the Federal service working his Way. up from a low gr
to the top grades in the Bureauwell..the reservation experience, the
cultural experience: and the community operation and co repetitive ------7
aCtivity.has not really been:experienced:by them.' A training program
for their:understanding of, that activity should be instituted. We did
not find a viable training program available to the employees of the
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Bureau. There have been several attempts made at it, and the Depart-
ment has some executiv=e training programs. -

But what we really believe is necessary is that the experience of
the corni,etitiveness that is goings to be required to establish a self-

. sufficient ,community at the reservation or tribal level is _neessary in
--order for them to administer and provide technical assistance.

In Public Law 93-63S there is a provision whereby training of 13I..
employees could be made in_order to provide technical assistance to the
tribal people. !

That seems like a, waste of money, because in-the outside world there
are technical assistance organizations, even Indian organizations, who
laNtv: technieal a<.,istance capabilities to provide to tribal people Jand

who ha..ve betn a:n the competitive service and organized themselves in
the communities in which they exist, to compete with management
consulting firms and educational activities, and so on:

Scrthe resources that should be available to the tribes should and
could come from there, as well its from the Bureau.

There are techniquds developed by industry to determine manpower
requirements ;the need for certain

by
and the development of

qualifications and training and experience necessary to perform specific
jobs. , . -z.

We believe an approach of this nature is absolutely essential in the
BILL personnamlanagernent system.

We believe when fills equitableness of operational procedures is in
vffect, it will enco-ura.ze Indian participation.

I would like to point out here thartflis is not to be-considered. that
*- the non-Indian employees .of the Bureau are not worthwhile and not

performing. There are some highly dedicated and motivated em-
ployees .in the Bureau, ar we appreciate their` operation_ The Indians
do not object to having them. . .

What we do object to is irat-when there is a preference requirement
that the position be filled with an Indian and this sometimes results
in a reduction of grade and the quality of performance In the posi-
tion._ This is an unjust requirement, not only to the person who occu-
pies 'that position, but if they- lower the wade they don't rovide
the service that the original gradeslevel shoiild have required_ bo they
not only deprive the Indian community of that service, but they ex-
pect high-level performance from someone whose qualifications are
lower than required.

We did have an example in the field- where -a, grade 11 was lowered.
to a grade 9 position. -Neither of those position announcements at-,
tracted anY- Indian _applicants, so they lowered it to, grade, 7. An
Indian apPlica.nt appeared. and they employed the

But if he was only qualified for a 7, when the job' really should have
been an 11, then both the Indian occupant of that position and the
Indian community were deprived of the qualifications for the position
that 'was necessary in the first place.

We feel that should be adjusted_
The next one is management information.
We don't have slides identifying the -personnel management and

the management information recommendations, but we will show you
the result of those onsan or.cranization chart shortly_

In the management information section, we have comments about
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perforMance ratings, primarily so that managlament can determine the
type of staff, the effectiveness of that staff, the performance, and the
personnel procedures requiring performance rating. We do not believe
that is an effectivotprocess at. the time. Those requirements are not
carried out specifically. Supervisory action is not specifically required.
The people who make the 'performance ratings are supposed to talk
to the employees. Generally that may' occur, but not significantly in
terms of establishing low-level grades and ratings as to what should be
done. A viable process of clarifying and improving that employee,
because of low ratings, is not designed and not effective.

When that is not done, the supervisor who grades that employee,
his supervisor does not grade that supervisor to determine Wheiher
supervision of employment is actually effective and what'. is done.
about the inadequancieS of that supervisor to carry out training and
correction of weakmesseS in grading.

So the supervisory responsibility needs to be exerciseeand needs to.'
be recorded. A. process needs to be implemented to require it so that
action can be taken. It should be coordinated with the training pro-
gram and the internal operation of development on a career basis

in management information, communication between the organiza-
tional levels right now is very poor. The line and:staff functions re-
quire 'too many hands t6 resolve the problems that -.come up the.
ladder. .

If the-delena tiOn of authority, and the rearrangement.. of the orga-t,
nization were actually implemented, much of the solution and the de-
velopment of the elents that require consideration in providing
a logical solution to -*ay. problem may provide the answer at the
lowest level. .f

In the. absence of that, for counsel and advice, time-consiuninfr re-
lationships with an area office at the present time is a slowing process
a bottleneckbefore the decision is actually required of the -central'
office. We believe -that that could be shortcutted and improved. .

,Distribution of qualified people to the agency level would provide a.-
similar capability at the agency. level. So if the agency staff were lip-
:.oraded and qualified to the same level, we believe that the decision
process, then,-would be applicable:

One of the procedures by which management information is Col-
lected is the automatic data processing activity. It is located, for the
Bureau. in Albuqueique.N....Mex---

We had with us an individual-who was not only an inventor of sorts
IAA was a professional developer of data processing equipment for

Chairman Anot-nErK. With regard to data probessing, what kind
of information is on that Albuquerque computer setup ?

Mr. Gorrrr;:c. Right now. they are using it for accounting a.ndPer-
sonnel activities and payrollinga number of other things.

Chairman Anounizz.K. Is it working fairly well for that purpose ?:.
Mr. GOETTING. As far as I know, the processing of payroll and

checks and distribution and that-Sort of thing is timely.
I find that the agencies have to maintain t own acytonntinp- rec-

ords on a cuff-basis. because of the sloven of rocessing of the in-=.
formation into the data processing.

28
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The organization in Albuquerque actually says they. put. out their
reports on a timely basis. But it requires so- much reconcilement be-

_ tween .what has actually been `done at the agendy level and what ac-
tually. got into the .recordS so far as the proceSsing was concerned in

---- -Albuquerque that a great deal of reconcilement between the two is
necessary for them to find out where they stand. ,

Chairman ABounEzic...' Do they have other information on that com-,
puter setup or on any computer setup, such as land inventories and
lea-sing information and things of that nature? Is that on any cora-

. puter setup ? .,

Mr. Go.k..--1'11.....G. It was started, but I don't think it has been com-
pleted. .

Chairman ABOtritrwa" Do they intend to put that on- in final forin? -.

Mr. GoErriNG. Yes.
Chairman Anomizz-z.. What; other information should be on the

computer that is not to facilitate manaement in the 13I.A, ?
Mr. BrBA. _As a matter of fact, at the time of our study they had an

excellent plan with the one exception that the time frame was so long
that the benef ts wouldn't be realized for years.

.... . It was the recommendation of the study that that should be imple-
mented much faster. In the opinion of our experts, it could have been4..

implemented much faster. _

That goes back to a point I made_ earlier that a -great deal of time
has already- been lost and opportunities have been missed to utilize
the capability that is there.

Chairman .A.Bor-Rr-z. There are sodfindings that the BI.A.:- com--
,

puters are extremely outdated. .

.

Mr. Bra,k. That. was-Correct at he time of the study. I have no
knowledge of what it is today.

Chairman A.130MIEWK. They don't contain resource information.
What t critical frocram infOrmation do youneed ? _

Mr. BIB A. As I understood, that was the documentation of how the
program itself. was written.. so that some other technician could come
in and analyze what the hardware was doing. .

In other words.. the software did not have documentation.
Chairnian. .:-k.so-cR.Ezzt.... I think you say -there -is no interactive corn-

puter system. The various agencies and tribes have no terminals Which
contain information from a central_computer-

:- Mr. Bre.A_ Exactly.
Chairman _A...sotrizEzx... It Would seem to me to be an extremely im-

portant function. If the tribe. for'example, wanted to find out infOr-
mation on land leasewhat is available and so onthat they have
these Portable computer terminals. 7 -.A?

, They are _very easy and very cheap to install. They can go into a1,,
central system to find out that information.
_ Mr. Brut. It is called real time data processing; however,,it re-
quires a more sophisticated base unit. The pregent hardware, or the
hardware at the time of-the study. -was not compatible with that kind
of an operation, which as you point out is an ideal thing to have.

Clia.irman AllOU'REZ. It would require an overall. computer .plan
to put this in effect.
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3stt'.. Bra.A. Exactly..
=They did have the plan, but it was not a plan for implementation.
Chairman AsoirREzrr.. It was just a plan.
Mr. Bri3A. That is right.

. Chairman Anortzt Ezir.. Another statement.you make is that proinformation passes from the central office to the area offices anc fre-quently gets 'bottleneciced at various points along the Way, causing de-lays and =efficiency. Do you wasit_to comment on that t ,Mr. 137-rtA- I think it is serf - explanatory. g...Mr. Go.r11.1sr0. It causes the reconcilement I was referring to-in re-
7.yard to the current information for management use at .agency andtribal-level. .,

....... ...

Chairman ABOMIEZE. Idet.rae go back to the budget plaiming, This'.- is more for Senator Melcher'S -information, because you have already-testified to that.- .

But as I understood you to say, the overall, management system con-tains no overall plan for tribal use or the benefit of the Indian tribes.for the future. That mangement decisions are made on a day-to-daybasis, catch-as-catch-can. Is that correct ? . c.251r. 13n3A.. Yes.,, sir. _

Mr. Go.-r-r-mbra. Yes, sir_
Chairman ABOTTREZiE. That particular thing slaould.be. with the useof modern computer techniques -and so on..---With modern management:N'techniques it could be overcome.
Mr.. Bra...a.,. It is a philosophical thin.", as well.
The present outlook is in terms ofem'almclget.period, and that budget--period happens to be a year. Sure we are planning- ahead for the/follow-

mg year and so forth, but everything is locked into that kind of a .= -cycle rather than- having the ability to look forward to 4 years or 6.years ,past a budget period, and that is the missing link.
Chairman A.B.cthmzi If the agency itself -does not look forward.,it is extremely difficult for the tribes to attempt to look forward;_ isthat -Correct ? . F

Mr. Bre-A. Exactly.
=-

Chairman Aricatatrz-m. Therefore, they are caught in this "Catch -22 "-cycle Whei-e they could be the beneficiaries of good, efficient manage-
ment and.. Planning-and they become the victims of it. In a large
sense, they get blamed for being inefficient themselves. Is that correct ?-

Mr. BthA. Correct. rs- . e
Mr.. G-o}:11t,-.J.-L-s-G. There are a number of tribes who have an extensive,

sophisticated., long-7-range and they do- have it,

Mr. Gori-2.4.3..ri-G. Yes.

But there is no wa-vto insert that into the budget system of the Bureau
because it doesn't provide any- further than the budget year available,

reorganization of the area offices and the installation, of service centets?
. Chairman A-130XTREZ:M. In your next area are you going to cover the .

So it just doesn't tie together yet- .
.,

There is one thing-I would lik te o say about data processing before. .-....-we leave management information-
In my more recent experience of trying to put-in. a system at the

pueblo of Laguna; we are securing time on data processing Operations -
from a company whose sole business is to operate and utilize the latest
equipment available:-

.30



The state. of the art of the'hardware in computer businesses is so
last rraoving that it appears to me personally, since the management
study, that.the BIA. may be better oft to lease -space and :tine a
centralized Operation like. San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, Washing-
ton, or. New York with terminals.in the various offices. The flow back
and forth of thatWould be current and usable and available on the most
modern uipment.

Any so package would be immediately adaptable, to the state
of the art then. .,

the'Bureau puts in its own system, it begins-to be obsolete with the
very next invention that comes along. The reason it is slow being piit
in -is because of: -the availability of money. Thej.are expensive..

SG when the availability of money -not to put in the- hardware in
- a year whenthey don't get quite so much money for equipment-

- cidentally,_- we couldn't find in the bndget where that
arrived at the

Money andwhenthey,;did--or if they have. . ..

But the point I aircanalring is that the Bureau may notnecessarily
acquire hardware to cr into the business of providing management
information. through the data processinfeoperation. E,

There are a lot of people in the business: Honeywell, GE, Westin,.,-
house,Sind so.on.

Chairman *ABorrazz:K. Leasing a -central terminal :'somewherelet
me see if I have this right. 2 '

What you are saying is that BLA-.. could -buy _ and then plug in
each agency

Mr. CxoErriaTG.-Right.
Chairman ABOUELWK. Would that be- a fairly decent cost?

: Mr. Gol.A.-.1.Lwo. I think it would be a very'd.edent cost. It would be
very reasonable. I believe it would be scattered over a period of time.
It would prove iust as successfill, if not more so.

I believe the adininis-tia.tive .:overhead and expense that now exists
in the operation and maintenance of the equipment itself would -not_
be necessary. I really believe that\ it would be .cheaper. and if-would
be more current, Ten years from now -we,wciuld have the current; in-
stead-of another outmoded; obsolete set of eritiipment.

-Chairman Asormumr..."If there -W-e-re;,for example, a new invention -
that came along that the agency though. Would be a lot better, they
could transfer that to a different central computer at minimum cost.

Mr. GOETTING. Right-
The teiniina.ls are not nearly so expeiisiye, and y-Ou could "put them ,

anywhere' with a teletype wire between the two You could put in the
cluestion. -and get the answer back imriiediately. The mails would not
be a necessary instrument in it. N

At the pre ent,-to..get a voucher paid in 90 days is hard.tO do. It is
.-vouchered at the agency level, sent to the area for review and audit.
and then to the 'central office before it ever gets paid. Then it is mailed
to 7:Denver to the Treasury Department for issuance;; of a -check.

.The ;processin is still a significant part of the operation but
terminals would. eliminate that:if the delegation of responsibility7 and
the certifying officer's activities were at tRe prOper agency ,

-Chairman.ABotnzszs.. Would you like to proceed with your. slides?
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regardless of 'where it may be located, to proiide...What :we area recom-
mending as .adrainistrative services. So if we- had the admin.s. thitive
services- with terMinals in various locations closer to the agency,: With-
out having to go through three steps, it noW.would only: go to -one.

Chairman Anorpicks. I Want. to ask some specific .questions on this.
Directly' below the Assista:nt Secretary, you have `in gton in

the central office legislatiVe affairs, plasm hi and --bUdgeting, and a
legal .office. Would that mean the solicitor: in' the Interior:DepartMent
would be -moved over and under the Assistant Secretary?

. Mr. Go ti-c. YeS. We find that now the 13L9.. is without counsel, who spends his entire. time with thaeclient.
Chairman AitouaEzs. And this would.'have an eye:toward Separating-

firs BUreau out of the Interior Department in the first Place.:
Mr:*GozzL-J.-.1....s-G. That Wasn't one of the management study:concepts.

They did not Comment' on ,that in.-the-manaerernent study_
,However, the elements that Make a good Organization to be ,self-

' contained are there, and it would operate-whether or not it was in the
T. Interior.

Chairman ABOVICE41C. What would the Indian Sea-Detennination.
Office be _for ? What would be their specific 'duties ?'

GOkrrmca. -Primarily to adriiinistei-. the contracts or the grants:
Chairman AisounEzs. Under Public Law 93 -638.

GOk..--i.-wiro. Yes:. _

airman Asor-akzs... How about the . Office- of AdministratiOn:?
Would. be-the overall peL:sonnel ? , -

orti
Personnel, management infOrmatien, accounting, andrepng.- , <

Chairman AxiotatEzic. The heavy black.line going down to the second
layer,_Would that'series.of offices also be in Wa4hington, or wou.-ild they
be somewhere else ?

.For .example, education- Would that be centralized here?
'Mr. GO&Li.-XLIN G. Yes; it. would:be in Washington.
Chitirman YoU have six regional -service- centers. `"They'

would replace area Offices.
-Mr.

_an Aso -o-E-zzic.. What would their purpose be?
Mr. exar.zr.-LL&G. 'To -do the- administratiim work that. wenovv -find in

.
. the -central office Operation in. -=-Albuquerque- on the datta. processing

activity_ . : .

We belieVethat if you eliminate 'Pie Albuquerque data processingas
.Such .and extend the terminals to the service centers, the payinent_Of
Vouchers, processing of Int,3'-rolls;--amici-that-scrrt- of thing-ivoiild:be
divided into six---Or-,-whatever the necessary number .might, turnout
to -be.: -

So the responsiveness and the layering of processing of documenta
tion for-management information would be more prompt. It would be
..bY wire, and it would-be close. It would be available "as, if, and when
its Was-needed-

Chairman -AP.ov-REzs... Would there be any other purpose .for the
regional service- center? Wdald they Be there for other technidal ..7:
asszistance, such as engineering?

.r.



Mr. GOETTING. Yes. We believe thrit management consulting and
technical. assistance in special fields that exist in regard to the Bu-
read's trust responsibilities should be there where justification for
full-:time employment might not exist-at an agency leveL

Mr. BI . Simply Stated, it is economic deployment of perionnel.
Rather than having . specialists at each local service center, they

could be liOused or quartered in a .regional headquarters_ and made
available as required to the local service centeito 3

--

Chairman ABOUREZIE. Joint Use AdministratiOnwhat is that par-
ticular. office? ?

3.f.r.\,Got.r.1.--Kr..2co. That actually is the office that exists. at Flagstaff
for the controversy between the. Hopis and Navajos. There is a joint

a. designated there.
.Thatil. that problem is resolved, we have that office.
Chairman A..sotnurzic.. That is the only purpose for that ?
Mr. Grorrrixo. That is the only one.
Chairthan Azov-arm. Human resources-what is the purpose for

that GOETIG. That is the deVelopment of the human resource
educationa.dult educationthedevelopment of people, qua-1; fications,
and =training. There are a. lot of Pro,vrrams through the other vern-
mental agencies that should be coordinated .-with retard to the /fro-
crrams at the triballevel.

Chairman ABotnrz.s... Natural resourceswould that contain an
inventory of resources of various tribes ? What else would it provide?

Mr. G-oz-rx.risTG. It would be- the development of the minerals and
the assets that belong to the tribe in order-to provide a self- sufficient
objective for their-use.

Chairman Ai:tot-=3K. Would it include geological engin:eers in that
office ? It would. be similar" to the regional service center, except. that
it would specialize in natural resources? -

Mr. GoETrrico.YeS. It would be a function that would be the ie-
sponsibility of the central office. Staffing, of course, would be where
the probleins are and the situation exists..

Chairman Asourc:Ezw.. Trust rest>onsibilitywould that perhaps be
. the-trust:council authority

Mr. GOETMCG- As the trust Council authority, it is a. little bit dif-
ferent with the legal block that we have in the upper line.

The trust responsibilities now, with...respect to the protective devices
-of the assets and the tissu.rance- that the .oration of those.,,amets
of tribal "activities are to the benefit of the tribes and not flirniiiished.

-It is a. protective device. It is a policing device. It is an enforcement
device. .

They should have access to the legal division that is established for
all purposes.AxiouRrariar- That is in the central office.

Yet; it is. .

Jr Mr. Thak.,COuld I go back one moment to the two program areas--
the human resources and natural resources ?

I want to try to make it clear that those ..are where- the program
decisions -take pla.cebetween that office and the local service center, ,
in a directlinetelationship.
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anal service center, then, is not a conduit for program
Whey. are merely a source of assistance-technical services

and:what-have-you. .

That is the major. change betWeen this .!organization and the exist-
organization. PresentlY,prograin functions which we have con-
dated into two generic terms called human and natural resources--

are; now direCtly. handled with the local service center. Hopefully, at-
some 'future .tame, with _ the tribal council (IT the
local ., service center.. That is a far-..off future hope: that the

;quarters
bead -

program .deCision can be dealt with directly through the-
The interim. Unit.; the regional service center, is merely one of sup:-

port and sissistance and administrative dzities.,
Chairman Asorrazzs... Is it accurate to say that the power now

in the area office -will be extended Into the- agency- level
rather tom- the central office?

Mr. Gokrrx..7a: Tee.
I might make a comment here with regard to Task 'Force 3's responseto the m ent 'study- recommendation. on that very point.
We exten ed the. line e-from the. Commissioner to: the local service

.center in order to give that superintendent the right and the privilege
to go directl .to the so that the delegation of authority Would
not n hampered by any diffUsion of responsibility-

If a superintendent disagrees with the Director of the Human-Re-
sourceS DiVision, there is a way for him to appeal to the Commissioner
or the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs.

So we gave him a direct line. That is one difference that Task Force3.: added when we wrote our report from the information from the
management

;The. next subject. we want to present is the implementation. .'Although you mentioned this* a little in your remarks, Senator
Abourezk, just for emphasis I want to say that we, too, believe that
implementation must occur in order: to satisfy the progress. that Pub-
lic Laws 63S, and 437 and the Indian Finan -Actthose- kinds- of
laws that actually put the responsibility on thetri

--.We,feel.that. the implementation of the processes to make it effective-
might ,te be put. on the Bureau, so that builthn failure doe's not occur_ -`.

There are some tribes who feel that to accept Public Maw 93-638
would. actually 'jeopardize the trust. We feel that this -should be dis
pelled.: 'We (feel . that. one of the issue statements that ought to-.relieve'
the tribes from concern about whether ornot they -are about to be ter-

. -nainated shOuld be emPhasi.z.. ed.
So the application of ihe procedures as intended by these laws could

actually be applied in cooperation. and an enthusiasm that would getthings done.
= But the recommendation that you sparked in the be,ginningof a Seri-ate resolution or an act requiring periodic reporting I think.should be

a. part of the. budget process -to shoW that:there is a long-range pro-gram for the tribes. I think-the 'Should include the oh-lectives interms of tribal activities,,and that it should Ire tribally sup-partedported and 'Submitted along With tho budget of the Bureau. .



If there is r- review and _policing, we believe that your committee
hasthe right to ask GAO to investigate the operation and the activities.

We believe that this committee has the right to inquire through its
oversight responsibility and authority to use its staff m maldn' g in-
quiries as to the progress, the reporting on, and the activities of im-
plementation, when and if this occurs, and as it occurs.

I would like to say that this is a process that can't just be declared
to beimplemented and tomorrow everything is going to change. There
has to be some first things done first. It may take some time to accom-
plish it. There may be some evaluation:: of employees to carry it out.
It isn't something that is going to be done by the snap of your fingers.
But if and when these things are done, the increased_payofr and the.
Jong-range economy of doing these, we believe to be very worthwhile.

The experience o-fWarren-Kiner & Associates in. the approaches that
they have taken with regard to State , -fro vernnie_nts, local governments,
and educational institutions within St*tes is that generally they have
been successful to the extent that they haverealizecl considerable high
percentages of the estimates reflected in their reports.

I would like to say that we appreciate the cooperation we got from
many of the BI A:. employees.: They, too, are anxious for improvements
and changes to do something that. will give them the ffreedOm to do
what Indians feel and want.

Chairman AnounEzir... Did you find in your ditcussions with DIA-
peoPle during this-7-and I have heard this 'before that there is a di-
minishment of morale in the BIA because the management-is so poor,
They would rather have a. better line of authorityone they can un-
derstandto laiaw what their specific objectives are? Do you find that
to bethe case?

Yes, to a great extent_
One reliance in the communications is to the manual, and the Bureatt;

Manual has not been updated for 10 years. There. are no real guide-
lines to the conscientious tmployee to support himself in thedecisions
he may make.

If you are writing the rules as you go, it is very difficult to say-what
Lind of decision response you will get.

BraA.. There was no deliberate effort tomeasure attitude through-
out the surrey_ However, I think we sensedall of us as a group
collectively at the end that there-was, indeed, a morale question.. There
seemed to be a. need on the part of the employees -for,:more direction
and more guidance. As a result, there was a complacency and:a:falling-
back on the attitude that we can't do it; it's not our job,.-or the
manilal Won't permit this or that .

So there was- a. constant falling backis the best way I can eXplain.
iton procedures and guidelines rather than trying and attempting
to do new filings.

Chairman Anou-rtEzw_ No one was willing. to take responsibility?
Mr. Bat. I think that is a good Way ofsayer it.
Chairnian. ABOUREZIC Do you have more- slides We have- to hear.

from Mel Tonasket before noon.. He has to catch a plane.
. ILIA BMA. We have one more slide to show you the savings now after .

the costs_



Recoinmendatiiins
Action Financial

_required impact Estimated.
amount' ',Filo

BUDGET PROCESS :.
Establish a formal Planriing.systen within BIA and

_ it into the present budget process.
Z. Reorganize budgeting, planning. and intareovara-

mental relations into 1 integrated organisation.
3. Stiveniele. Indian. participation auntie-budget process_

.4. McDade all nonbanded arm programs except
funds! 197

intbe
9.

agency budget formation process. bymar
3. Mahe OM budget function- reeponiible for variance

analyses and performance reviews.
R. Enressaile Indian participation and bend analysis in

-1 BM-budget review to the department, ,09113,
President, and Congress.

7. Establish annual project planning at area and agency Executive Annual saving_:-
Ievsb for all continuing programs and monitor
performance quarterly on &personal basis, atter
leg tbe plan In reflect status changes.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Executive-.

Executive

EXIICUthe
Executive__;.S- 1-time, cost__ $50,000

Executi vs

Executive

& Strengthen ladies' preference to Improve BM el-
feconmess while continuing to hire. train and tip-
trade Indians for Bureau emnloyment.

9. Develop, a human- resources planning svetem using
indintrial ag techniques to establish ap-

. propriate levels and position requirement.
10. Develop an aggressive recruiting program to secure

qualified or trainable Indians-
11. Reorganize the employment classification system to

improve credibility.
12.. ImProve,BIA employee relations practices-
13. Develop training- programs to meet specific-Blk

recnurements.
14, C.ontinue. regadar civil servicwevaluations and up-

grade personnel-nsenapiment quality through Do-
partmentof the. Interior project manager appoint-t'.

,i3study -by00 study-, Oct

men
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

15- Esla install performance 'measurement
standards.

16. Initiate a program to improve and facilitate general
communicabOns between central *Mc* and

17. Devel-supervisors.op a concise statement on critical issues_
Improve.the management by objectives' program---

19. Expedite the automatic data processing _pooderniza-
ton study to insure completion by Jan. 4 1977.

20. Campbell application analgvection`ed the modem-
21. Add remote. accept and intecective cm:Abilities to

reduce- processing time-and MOIMISO computer -

Develop an inventary-systent ter a comprehensive EXISCUtiVe:-...-;ecmipmeat management system.
23. Develop standardized material and supply inventnry---ixecuti {Annual saving 5.000,000, t. notions*. ve--'4,1-tme saving-- 20. 000, 000sJ

Executive__

250, 000

Eigealtive {Annual saving,- ---. -75, 000,000.
1-tinse cost- 430, 000`..

.,...f11-tnne cost_ ------ Sirbna...-/ -7 `-EXOcuthollL..-.................,.-............-...,-..--,-,--............

Executive 1 -time 021*-
Executive_"_fAnnual cost--tl-timecost.. _ --
Executive-_-_ Annual cost-

11n000
00,000

200,000
4Z, OM

Executive--....-:.- Annual 15, 000; ONO

Executive.-Executive* ..;.-
Executive_trzczincecost___---..:--1.:4.-: 10. 000, Oa,- -
-Executive

Executive
program development atficiency.

. .- =PM

6, 000, 600

.. -

Chairman AisoprezzrZ.: That is the annual s_aVings ? _

Mr.. BMA. Tlie.$2'0 million at Vie bottom is one time; .with that ex-
ception.; it is auriiiaL.- -..--,

r
-

_There is;axi. annual SavingS wlUchis-n.'t showing on that -which is $11.
:,...:_iinilliOn-tin. reduced personnel costs as a result of the Vposed organi7;

zation-siL-ucture- ,
....31r:.Goim-mai-.G.-1"riniaxil- y-- it' a reduction on the area: offices. c'

_.',-,Chairman Anovxrezir.. The previous slide. showed. the cost of ixnple-/inentina. this ?
Mr. 13mA. We estimated,apProximately $1.1 million.
Mr. -GOETTLNIISf- It is $1.102,-000. .

Chairman Aso. To implement and you save annually $122t_.m_graci.
BMA-. That is a-pretty good. return.



Chairman. A BOVREZA. Not bad_-
Senator 3IEL,c-mak. What is the one-time cost ?
Mr. Brat. Approximately $1.1 million'.
Senator 31_,Er.c.nER. As compared to a saying annually of $12:2 mil=

lion_
lqr.-131BA. Those costs incidentally. were one-time costs. They are not

.iongoin,v costs. So it is essentially a startup cost.
crrrs-a. I thinktlititcon-cludes-ourbriefing 'of the elements--

Chairman' ArtorrizIc:: We did ask questions throughout the.presen-
tation, so ,unless you have anything else, I want to express my thanks
to -pin both for an excellent presentation..

.Toe De La Cruz and Mel Tonasket are the next witnesses who will
appear together as a patiel.
STATEMENTS OF MEL TONASKET. PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CON-

GRESSRF AMERICAN INDIANS, AND JOSE'S DE LA CRUZ, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIR ZEN'S ASSPCIATION.
Mr. ToAsKr..r. T appreciate the opportunity.:to be here today.--
I ani"sorry that I don't have-a written statement prepared for this

-committee.
The main reason I came, nto town is because:Of a water rights prob-

lem that Interior has presented to Indian. country. So- we have been -
Spending-all of our time dealing With that issue.

.I would like -to: give the committee a - resolution that was passed. on.
Jahuary IS -at an ekecutive council meeting held here which
adopted and supported the .following general principles in the new
Burcan of Indian Affair.4adminiration.

..,If I might. I would like to go over the seven points:
1 -That an Indian management team be selected which is prepared

to'implement an action plan.
2. That- the 13T.A. budget process become-a tribal budget process with

'nix participation. emphasizing Indian needs.-
n. That the I3IA management information and automatic data

processing system be overhauled to provide for tribal use and terin.i.-
nals with full access to the 111A/tribal budget information.

That a new organizational structure be proposed, to transfer au-
thority tO-the tribal level_.. That-the 12 area offices of the BIA he'immediately divested of
their line authority and those authorities be delegated to the agency
and tribe.

6. That a General Counsel's Office be immediately created by the
Secretary of the Interior to relieve serious conflicts of interest.'

7. That the Secretary of Interior administratively create an Assist-
ant Secretary for IndianAffairs immediately. This has already hap-
pened_ I gl I eSS.

The, resolution was passed unanimously at our exeCutive council
meet irior. and I would like to make it a part of the record.

Chairman ..ksour-Ezx. It will be accepted.
[The resolution referred to follows :1

stssioN--
Mk -AIM 19, 1977. .

Pres:Went Tonasket caned the-Fifth Se ion to order at 10:00 a_ux_ and called
upon-lir_ Jae Cloquet to pree.ent those recnIntions which were initiated during the
course of the rexeentive Council meetin1,-- These were read. and passed and are-in-
cluded in the back of this report. _
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President. Tonasket then called for Ernest Stevens and Rr-y Goetting to pre-
sent the plan of Action for the Bureau of Indian Affairs under the Carter
Administration.

The plan, "Transition Proposal for the Administration A Management Model
for Indian Affairs" was presented to the Executive Council, and an accompanying
resolution was adopted as follows : I,

Whereas, there has been, 78 management studies of the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs in the past 25 years ; and

Whereas, continued studies is a substitute for immediate action; and
Whereas. a transition proposal fora management model for Indian affairs has

been presented to the new .Administration (INDIAN SELF-GOVERNMENT "An
Alternate to Rule by a Federallaepartan.ent."a and

Whereas. the principles in that proposal have been continuously supported by
the Indian tribes ; and now therefore, be it

.Resolved. That the National Congress of American Indians in Executive Coun-
cil Assembled in Washington, D.C. adopts and supports the following general
principles in a new Bureau of Indian Affairs Administration :

1. That an Indian Management team be 'selected which is prepared to imple-
ment sax' action plan-

2. That the BIA budget process .become a tribal budget process with BLA. par-
tipication emphasizing Indian needs-

, 3. That the BIA Management information and automatic data...processing sys-
tem be overhauled to provide for tribal use and terminals.with full access to tae
BIA/Tribal budget information. ,

4. That a. new organizational structure be proposed to transfer authority to the
tribal level.- -

Tb-at -the twelve Area Offices of-the BIA be Immediately divested of their
line authority and those authorities be delegated to the agency and tribe.

.6.,That a General Coun:sel be immediately created by the Secretary of the In-
terior to relieve se-riou.s,conflicts of interest.

T. That the Secretary -of-Interior administratively create an Assistant Secre-
tary for Indian Affairs immediately,`

And be it further
r. Regolved. That continued necessary studies be conducted in an action. context

with the philosophy of implementation
(The Tranaition. Proposal for the A.dviiiustrt'ztion-f-A---3f-an_agensent Model for

Indian Affairs IS a lengthy document that could not be iii-Cludedthis report.)
Mr- To-zsr.tsr,-.E.i. I did have the opportunity to participate with .ta:91-:- ---

Force Three, which this subject the hearing is held on today was a part
of.

Althouah when we divided up the task force rponSibilities Mr_
Goetting *had. .BLS arid I had trust responsibility. But.I am familiar
with the overall management study.. and I did critique it before it went .,
into final form. .

I have to agree with the majority of the than study report, but
was one question that I had when I critiqued it a.na continue to

have_ is. the problems that we have With the civil service era.'
ployees within I.A..
-It is my position, always has .beeiir that it doesn't make any .-

difference how you- restructu le BI.A..--what lines run to where
as long as you have the same indil is with the 'same _mentalities
and the same ideas and either fears or ner attitudes about tribal
government. nothing will chancre..

I think if you really look at the history- of the di a factions -
within the 13IA.- it is always being reorganized and restructu _yet
nothing really happens at the reservation lei el- because the same incliz---..,,
viduals are there.

I think= that the-civil service question has to be considered. Maybe
it was too complicated or maybe it was too touchy. i don't lmow the
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reason why it wasn't_approached or attacked more vigorously than it
was. But I would hope that I have made my point very clear. I know
how .difficult it isnot only being preSident of the National Conrress
of American India r..3 but being a tribal councilman and a past chair-
manman and presently a vice chairman of my tribeto try to replace bu-
reaucrats when they are covered by the civil service laws.

.As a member of the task force, I was made aware of something I
didn't knowbefore. There have already been laws which were supposed
to have creafed own, 33IA-type civil service, with. its own require-
ments to fit the special category ofLndian affairs.

I wish that would be done. I would hope it would be done very soon.
It seems tome that if the U.S. Government can make certain-qualifi-

cations and backgrounds and attitudes for a requirement for people to
work in the foreign service and other parts of Government, with the
uniqueness of the laws and cultural and heritage backgrounds that
Indians and tribal government have, that we der- ve the same
consideration_I think that I have made my personal position very clear on band
analysis problems and the budget process that 13I.A. is involved with.

It is my belief it is a total farce. I know, as a councilman, when we go
to the band system, it leaves us with no alternative_

I don't know how the BL& can operate under that sort of a. budget
process. .

The witnesses before me I think-were right on point when they said
How can .something operate when they can't plan from year to year,
based on what the Office of Management and Budget tells the BIA
they can have ? -

That.iS not a planning process.
fully support, personally, the NCA1-position that area offices

should be changedthat line authority Should be taken. away.
I !mow, as a councilman, it is very, very difficult to get Public Law

638 contracts through the area office. I've tried my best, when necessary,
to go through. the central office to:cret contracts. I don't receive as much
flak, and they don't nitpick words and hold up a contract because
maybe the tribe has- "r' instead of "n" or something little that they
don't tell us 3s the problem.

-I mow there are a number of tribes that just don't work with area
offices.

I -think-. that there should be more of a techniCal assistance plan.
There is no place-in the BL& where you can get hydrologistsand geoio-
gists and-agronomistspeople in the different sciences that we need as

rts., particularly when we are preparing- for litigatiom
will use hydrology as a perfect example. When the Colville Tribe

got into water litigation and we needed hydrology and e.spertise in
-those areas, the Government tried to get us to go through the USGS_
Whenever 'we talked with USGS, we were made very mare that
Whatever we gathered,- or they gathered, would also be given to the
Department of Justice which had taken a position in this Water-liti--
gation contradictory to the triate's position..

Because of those situations, we need to stand up with competent
People wither the 131A... I think to just change the area offices into'
technical assistance centersif that is what the title might bewe
can't keep the same Personnel there.
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I know when we got rid of some of our acrency people because they

weren't doing their job and weren't advocates for tribal government,,
they ,crave them a promotion and. put them in area. offices-

thin.k that there -is too much of that I think that by taking the
line authority and w it to the ,,agency. and converting the areas
into more technical that we ill save some money. Hopefully,
that money will be used to help. establish agencies where there are
multitribal agencies_now. For instance, on the-northwest coast where
Mr- De La C comes from aid in Nevada where it is really needed.

.1, personally, with tribes that hadn't seen a BIA. person for
a year I think Southern California was a 'clPic example of that when-
I toured down there as a member of the task force..

I could go- on and- on abotit the problems that I see within the
BIA- What I would rather do is to have you ask me some specific
questions when you are ready for questions --and answers, so that
might addres those specifics that you want information on_

.firma n ABOUREZIE- You were here during the presentat-ion by the
management study group of the reorganization-

I think-. that you .stated that you endorse most of the provisions,-.
.but let me just ask you one question_ , .-

..-You are a tribal official- -r ou have lived as-a member of a tribe' and
an Official of the _National Congress of American Indians'_ Would you
liken of the III their relationship to tribes as-that of
se
=. patronizing e.gency toward the people they are supposed to -bervin?

'Letme just elaborate oft that a bit. It seems. to me that the BIA,
which has total tithitrol.over not only the budget of the 'tribes but
of their daily lives, is dealing with adults and -mature people as
:though they were children_ Do Tali see..that as a philosophical prob-
Tem ?:They don't deal with them as equal,s. They don't give them room
to-operate-and room tog-row.

3f.r. _ToN-AsK:er. I definitely ao. X think that has pretty much been
resolved on my.)reserva-tion, beeause-we handpick most of the people
that -work in the Bureau and we have one of_ our own tribal members

. as iiitenclent.su -

enz.I first got on the council 7 years ago,-..it.atrfini tely -was like
that. warn well aware of- some other areas and other agencies that
fit the description you give exactly-

I don't know whether they consider us igLyrant, or whether they are
afraid for their jobs, but. as I testified before vou in AlbUquerque on
Public Law-638, they don't give you mach leeccs.y.

-loiow that when -Copgress -passes acts that -basically-are-hele
to the tribes; when the- Binreau gets done -writing the regulations, it is
almost unrecognizable.

I think-- a lot oirthese things could be changed administratively.
Hopefully,' with Vie new Assistant Secretary working with the Na-
tional Tribal Ckfiirmen's Association and the National Congress of
American radians and our resource people that we can put some of
these back in line.

Chairthan AEOV zs= Do you think there is a desire on the part of
the -a.c-14mini.'stration to do thatto make those changes that are neces-sary?

Mr. ToN-AsimEr. A would be completely an assumption on my part.
But if you Want my_assimiption, I think that the biggest percentage.
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-.if I had to give a percentage of the Bureau does not; .mainly be-
cause they are concerned their empires and their survival, and
not necessarily ours.. 41. .

Chairman ...sounrzk. Do you think, as you said earlier, that they
are worried about their jobs and that is why they treat them like chil-
dren? Is that the reason for the treatment the Indian tribes get?

21.I.r...roxAss.ET... Yes. I think the -Self-Determination Act is a good'
example of that -where they really lobbied the tribes, scaring them out
of contractinz, saying that it was termination-

I think that is the *ay they control contracts. and that when we do
have a contract that they don't provide the followup to monitor and
to make sure that the. contracts are rim/ling, properly, just gives us
ways to defeat ourselves rather. than assisting those governments in
developing themselves .so that -they can take care of themselves..

Chairman Asouarz_isi:-.: That is all the questions I have.:
Senator Melch.er ?
Senator ME.r..cmkER. I have no questions at this time.

A.Bouitr_... I appreciate your.presentation and your testi-
inony given in.sesponse to the questions_

Mr_ To.-N.AsiEr.E-r. It is my- pleasure. I am in&re than happy to re-
sp-oncl....A.nd-I will be happy to respond in the future if you have any
further questions_

Chairman ABOVREZ-K. We will be having continuing oversight
hearings:son different aspects of the Bureau: and we will look forward
to hearing your testimony on each of thbse aspects as well.

Thank you very much for i.-our testimony_
Mr.. De-La Cruz ?

. Mr_ DE LA. Citvz. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Tribal
Chairmen's Asiociation and on behalf cif -the Quinault Tribe, as its
president, it is an. honor and a plea.sUfe again.. to come before this
committee.

I have a Written statement-6n behalf of the national Tribal Chair-
men's .Association Which I would like to submit to the Committee -for
the record.. ,; -

Chairman AsouRkzw. It will be accepted.
[The prepared statement referred to follows :]

STATEMEN*T or JOSEPH DE LA CBE= PRESIDENT. ZZATIONAI. Taxn-Ax. CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION ON AD31INISTRATION or INDIAN AFFAIRS B1: THE DEPARTMEp T-. or
TILE INTERZOB,
Mr. Chairman, I am Joe De La Cruz, President of the ,National Tribal Chair-

men's sociation and Chairman of the Quinault Indian Nation-of Washington. I
_.. _would-firsi like _to_ thank.. you. extending_me_ your_invitation_to -

todayto
executive adminiStration of Indian Affairs.' I hope to be

able to address as many of your concerns as possible, but I-must note that NTCA
received your Memorandum on Specific Questions for these Hearings only two
days- ago and I saw them for the first time last night- The time has, therefore.
been totally insufficient to assemble the views of the many NCTA constituent
tribes and to consolidate them into a unified presentation.. If NTCA. or any
other organization purporting to represent the, views of a diverse membership
are to consult meaningfully- with the Congress or the Executive Branch, there
ninstbe:greater respect for the time elements involved_

NTCA is-an-association of the elected or-appointed principal leaders of some
190 Indian tribei-and Alaska Regional Corporations representing a broad di-
versity of tribal population sizes and characteristics, land bases. and political
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and socio-economic circumstances. As such, it seems safe to, say that our mem-
bership has had quite different experiences with the Interior Department's Budget
process.. the funding of tribal governments, the impact of federal a.dministra-
tive'strUcture and .Interior's personnel management policies. It is not possible
to answer all of the Committee's questions on behalf of all tribes.

We propose, instead, to offer some general observations on the subject areas
identified by the Committee- In. addition, we will circulate the Committee's Mem:
orandnui among our member chairmen, soliciting their written answers' and cora-
ments which we would then forward to the Committee within 30 days or within
such time as the Committee specifies.

In analyzing current federal administration, we start with the proposition
that the goal of the Department of the Interior and the BIA must be the most
effective deliVery of federal funds to Indian people. The federal dollar must be
delivered as close to the problem as possible with the greatest possible impact
Administrative costsmultiple skimming., of program dollars at layer upon
lay of the bureaucracymust be reduced.

-*Millmtever recommendations are made to accomplish this goal, NTCA strongly
endorses the principle of maintaining and enhancing flexibility in the develop-
ment of tribal Initiatives at the local leveL Tribes-are well able to identify their
specific needs. -SeLf-determination and dollar effectiveness, if they mean any-
thing, mean that each tribe must have the capability of setting its own .priori-
ties and establishing for itself the economic dimensions of tribal life.

The BIA Management Study performed last year as part of the work of Task
Force 3 of the American Indian Policy Review Commission represents an im-
portant attempt to bring professional analysis to bear on the administrative
problems of the BIAand we do acknowledge that problems exist. However, the

- Management Study should be received with a good deal of caution. An NTCA
special committee reviewed the Study last :November and reported that tile per-
spective of the Study was too narrow, tliat it appeared to focus exclusively on
technical questions of internal agency management, operation. and organization
without sufficient regard for the unique constituency served by the agency. The
Committee felt the Study had not considered the BIA. in the context of tribal
hurasui and resource needs and goals or in the context of existing federal law
defining the purpose and function of the BIA. Nor had the study adequately ad-
dressed the need for resolution of conflicts of interest With othez federal bureaus
and agencies.

BUDGET

Considerable improvement could be =Lade in the BIA's overall budget proses..-Band Analysis is a desirable concept. but it has its shortcomings. -many of which
were identified in the Management Study. Banded programs account for a mi-
noritY share of tribal budgets and tribal participation in and control of the budget-
process. therefore, is no more than that of a minority partner in business--
There is some sharing of responsibility, but this is not the equivalent of self-
determination. 'Planning and operational flexibility should be fully developed
through the maximum possible banding of programs.

The BIA. Management Study rightly identified budgeting problems stemmingfrom the lack of long-range planning and tribal needs assessment Limg-rartge
planning is especially critical in the area of natural resource development and
management. Orderly timber management. or coal development, for example. ob-
viously cannot be most effectively planned on the basis of IS -month budget cycles.Band analysis 'should not be a substitute for more studied tribal needs assess-

----ment----Aga-iiu--we-Want tfr rAress-theimportante-itif-dering: the federal dollar
so that it has the greatest possible impact on the most critical tribal needs. Rote
application of funding formulas cannot and does not always accomplish this goal.Recently, in Albuqrierque, at the oversight hearings on implementation of PL..

-93-838, we testified concerning the especially difficult -burdens faced. by smalltribes where an adequate needs assessment is not made.
This leads us to another of the Committee's specific questions. Adequate con-sideration is not accorded irr the budget process to actual service populations ofthe tribes. With small tribes the service popurnitions are often interpreted tooliterally, without regard for actual higher costs associated with delivery ofservice on a smaller' scale_ With regard to Aart.rer tribes. ways must be forma to

make the budget process responsive to the recently expanded concept of service
populations. the broader interpretation of "on or near reservation" mandated
by the Supreme Court's decision in Morton v. Ruiz.
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STRUCTURE

I think the problem with BIA. orgaidzailonal structure is-more a question of
fragmentation of authority than one of--Area Offices having too much power.
Some tribal chairmen feel the Areas actually have too -little authority to meet
tribal needs-that too much has to be referred back to the central office for
approval. Others feel strongly. that more authority must be granted to. the Super-
intendent at the agency level- This was in fact the position of the .Z.-TCA's.special
review -committeein its reports on the Policy Review Commission work. Twat
Committee felt that a new emphasis on and delegation of authority to the Agency
with an altered, more technical role for the Area Offices would in fact improve
delivery of services Sand cut administrative costs. A common complaint. of tribal
chairmen has been the definite problem in many Areas with the disbursement
of funds becoming bottlenecked at the Area level. Monies are not reaching .the
tribes quickly enough from the source after they are committed_

.In summary, there is considerable support among tribal chairmen.for a major
restructuring of the Area Offices, but that support is by no means artrin imoua

Indian Individual and tribal' life, like the life of no other group in modern
America. is constructed upon legal advice. The quality and independence -of that
advice, therefore, is of deep and special concern to us. The inherent conflicts of
interest existing in the federal administration of Indian- affairs in general and
the trust responicibility in particular must be resolved- I recently chaired an
NTCA. study committee which recommended strengthening the position of the-
Associate Solicitor,. of Indian Affairs. making that -office more independent- in
its advocacy of Indian positions. Complete removal to the BIA. of Interior's .legal
capacity in the area of Indian affairs could have adverse consequences for the
tribes. The tribes,, we feel, need a direct lawyer/client relationship with the De-
partraetet...Such a relationship -would -be damaged If the present Associate sale-
tor- became, in effect general counsel to the Bureau rather than :the ;tribe's advo-
cate, in the Department' Of course, the -Bureau needs legal _expertise, but we
would, not accept .a nominal . or functional downgrading of -thelpriraa.ry federal
Indian -legal officer that would .damage tribal, legal positions within..-the Depa.rt-
ment or vis.a vis other federal agenciesr.especially the Department of Justice:

In the area of personnel management serious consideration must be given A°,
the- creation of an' Indian .career service.. We are not; how-ever, offering mtn .en-
dorsem.ent of the concept at this time We would not like to see, for instance, the
development of a personnel system which would seriously impair- tribal access to
the most competent personnel and professional assistance available_ Nevertheless.
a. well conceived, well run -service .could :greatly .expand the .collective skills of
Indian people and advance the cause of Indian. individual and tribal .economic
development as well as th-e quality services_ -

These are necessarily general observations on some of the questioni-posed to -us.
We thank the committee for the- opportunity of testifying but.hope to be.able
supplement our views at a later. date.

Mr. DE LA Crru--z I have been the president of the Quinault Tribe
since 1970, and I -was the business manager for 5 years before that

In many of the areas that the management ucly speaks about, I
have many personal experiences- with the Bureau as far as their
-administration.

am glad that this committee and the American Indian Policy Re-
-.--ThvieW-Cordinissidirlia-ve-tiike-na- deep interest in tardhg-ii:Took---i-nto this-

-- From my own experience, laiow that we can reshuffle orgaiLiza-
tions; but I think the whole intent, of what, we want is getting the
delivery -of services that Indian people are entitled to down to Indian
peoplewhich hasn't happened through many. many years of pater-
nalism by the Bureau of Indian Affair and the U.S. Go-Vernment.

The questionnaire that was sent outlast night was the first oppor-
tunity -I had to review itI could-probably answer most of the ques-
tions the committee is asking. I could lid -lib on everV one of those of
the e-periences that we had in contracting and in paternalism
treating the Indian people as children rather than as their trustee.--
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As far'as the past structures of the Bureau and the structure of .013-organization, there has been a-national position. and there Ns:as-a. reso-
sp. lution last year by the National Tribal Chairmen's Association to make
. some changes with the area. offices to do away with the-m. . .

.

When we analyzed the budgets and what it cost's' to operate those
area offices for the amount-of service we cret out of them for the Indian
people. it is not a very effective way of spending dollarg. -- . .

The 'other area I definitely feel there is a. problem in, as far as the
management of the Bureau and the personnel: It is-the quality of the ,.. ..,....1q,_

personnel of the Bureau in their various departments.
When it comes to giving technical advice and things regarding in-

tensified. management of the natural, resources on an _Indian reserva-
tion, 'under the present regulations, the Indian Self-Determination
Act, the 'Bureau at this point in time is unable to compete for the type
of people that we have to deal' with when it comes to natural resource&

In my own tribe, I have laid quite a%record for the past 5 years withthe -House and the Senate on the problems of forestry management.
31any'of the programs that the Bureau administers treat the symptomand never get at the cause. .-I had an example a couple of weeks ago where the Bureau tried to
ignore-tribal government and treat us like children. It was oversome
timber resources, but there happend.. to be an eagle tree right in themiddle of that property with an eagle nest in it.

.......-,..- ----- . .The Bureau chose to issue a permit and tell -the,non-Indian logger
to go ahead .and logrAnd leave the single tree Standing. and to complete-
ly i.crnore the tribal laws and .ordin.ances ancl:the tribal chairman.The State Forestry Practices Act.stateS that there should be ::','1 acresleft around an active...eagle tree. Federal forestry regulations say 350feet. The Bureau- chose to ignore that and leave thz single tree stand-ing. which they have done with. two other trees on .Quina.ult, and the
eagles moved away. The tribe- took action and took the Bureau intotribal court. We are not through with it yet But it is_areas_lik-eAhis_____

. where .every law of nature and all reason is with the tribe. Our -pater-
nalistic trustees-choose to ign 7-e these thinrs. This happened in. other
areas on the Quinault Resery tion. We just won't sit still for it-

As I testified, in the area of f restry management-the Bureau's posi-tion. has been that they are always shortof personnel. When I hear that.they are g,oing to save money, they are short of personnel_ But our posi-tion-is thatthey are also short of quality person.nel------7.7-r--
When we hold. seminars with industry in maim-alresources the peo-ple we have to deal with and compete witliz,welfijid. that industryman-sees their resources_for e-stockholdrs-far--sitrrivz17-
We look across the Nation at Indian resourcesv-Histo'rically. if youreally analyzed it. they are managed' on a liquidation-basis.. I some

tunes wonder if these cater frets of self=determination are really mean-ing-ful, or are we oinf,;- to get from this mana-gement:study a central-ized and organized structural trustees and streainl_ined. enough toget the expertise, programs, and dollars to the Indian people -whichreflects all the way back through the conglomeration_ of boxes the In-
. dian wishes. Or do we continue to :have an organizational structure

where there is no pyramid to it and_no stopping of the buck.As far as the budget process- and ifie band analysis, my experience
.with the band analysis system .as it reflects to the tribes is that the
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budget system which- the Burea.0 sUpposedly consults wit..h the tribe on
as a..rule is .a. budget-iiiikling, to perpetuate the Bureau of rndian Af-
fairs and its own systYm....

That is whv, during most of the appropriation hearings, you have
most of the trilies coming in and trying to tell their own stories of their
needs_ Because of the redtape you have to goithrouffli once you get those
-dollars, we were able to -convince a pilot pr,ograna on forestry direct
funding_ I am hopinc, that we can show an example of a tribe being able

---,to do something without going through 60, 90, and 120 days of redtape
to do what it and the Bureau agreed on doing with the dollars that were
lobbied on behalf of the reservations fortaldngcare ofth.eir. problems-

Chairman Aso-dr-Ez-s.. Joe, I would just make a comment at tlds
point.-

I asked:the Detouty,rinder Secretary for Interior if he would. either
attend these hearings today or send a representative. He is not in town
I was told that a representative,rict from the Bureau, but from the De-7
partment of the Interior .would be here_

I asked at the beginning of this hearing if there was an-Interior rep-
resentative here_ and there Was-not. I want to ask again.

Is there anybOdy here from the Interior Department ?
Mr. Gn\-GLES. Yes; sir, there are about five.of usher e:
Chairman Ar.ottrzEzic. What is yourposition?
Mr_ Gr_sGr.x_s. I am in the Congressional Liaison Office of the Secre-

tary of the Interior.
Chiiirman ...'4V-1301[7REZM- And your name please ?
Mr.- GLNIGLES. -John Gin des_
Chairman AsounEzK. have you sat through most of the hearing thi-s

morning ?
Mr: Gr....mrs..I have not. We _have had our departmental people here

from the Bureau- on our behalf_
Chairman _AmouilEzr... That is from the Bureau, but you are the only

one from Interior? .

Mr. -GLNGLES. From the Secretary 's Office of the Department of the
Interior.

Chairman'AliO-REzx. The reason...1ln G.ingles; that I wanted some-
body here was specifically to hear the presentation of-the reorgathza-

. tionn, plan itself; so you could brief the Under Secretary as well as the
Secretary on the plan, since neither one of them could be here_

I wonder if we might be able to give. you a separate briefing- Mr.'
Biba and Mr. Goetting are still here_

I think it is important to have somebody from the Secretary's
Office,. rather than from the Bureau. I think there is a general
resistance in the Bureau on reorganization.

Mr. Gr.NGx.Es. We understand that- The Secretary and -Under Secre-
tary will certainly be briefed on what transpired. We have a great
deal of confidence in Mr_ Reeser who has been here. .

Chairman ...A.3101:TREZN.- I have a great _deal of confidence in him too,
except that I. wouldn't._ expect anybody from the Bureau to want to
reorganize itself_ Thal is why we wanted the _Secretary or his _repre-
sentative to at least understand the plan that the. American Indian
Policy Review ComMiSsiOn isreCommending.

I would hope you would be able to get together.with Mr. Goetting.
Mr., Gns-Gx.r.s. We will certainly do that. -



Chair-3=8.n ABOURGIC. We tilirtir it is extremely important that unless
'something is changed, you may as. well- throw the whole thing in any,
how_ I Would. hope you will.pass on what you have ledrned from these
technical experts to the Secretary or the -Under Secretary-

Mr. GINGLES.. Yes, sir- . . .

- I think-it might be appropriate to mention there are several people
here from. the President's reorganization project who are sitting in to
see what is transpiring-

Chairman A.noz-REz.v..... Were you hereduring the initial presentition?
Mr- MUELLER- We -were about 15 minutes late, but we heard most

of it-
Chairman Iwoirld like to ask the staff to make sure that

we have copies of that study given to these-people_
I think this is a good sign that the 'President's reorganization people

are here, because I think that is where the impetus has to come from_
Mr_ DE La CRUZ-I have one final point I want to make on reorga-

nization and structure. and not only the Bureau of Indian .Affairs.
Mel mentioned that we are getting ninny*.educated. Indian people

in superintendent's positions-.No matter how we streamline or reorganize the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, as long as we have the conflicts of interest within the .Thstice
Department and Solicitor'sOffice who are advisina these Indian super-
intenclents, we end-u in situations like we have at Quirlault with the
eagle tree situation_ somehow that also is going to have to be looked
at in reorg,n-nization and restructuring. .

There are still a lot of old-statutes; and sometimes congressional laws,
that haven't been overridden or superseded_ Most of them are statutes
from. .-Departinent that our.trustees seerre to want to hang their-
hats on, even though. there -are instances where there- are superseding
statutes_

In forestry and Some of these natural resource areas, I think .I can
:send some -things which show- that is. true where they use 1920- and
1930-regulations where there are later-date regulations_ .

.Chairman Aso-trin- Those are all recruhrtions?
D'EMA- CRUZ- Right- They are rec.-Illations:

Chairman Asoynrzm. miiht point out that the 1934 -Indian Re-
organization Act gave ihe . administration total authority.. without
coming back- to Congress for additional. authorization. The manac,e-
ment study team also- was one of- the directions- -we the them at: the
time -to -d.etermine whether the reorganization needed congressional
authorization or not

The detei-inination was that it all could be clone through Executive
reo tion,.. None of it needed to be done congressionally. The-
re ations can be changed by Executive order as well.

Mr, DE LA CRV7... The other thing that the Anierican Indian .POlicy-
Review Cornmi.ssion study has 'aided ns in realizing and de.veloping, is
that we know what the, relationship has been for. the paSt 200 years:
Throttgb. thiS Study and- through som.of our. own efforts and thronr-h
some of the other Interior and Insular Affai rs Committee studies.. we
kno* what resources we have. We know what the values of thoSe
resources are, and we want: towork with this committee and the Con-
gress and the adrninistratiOn to develop those- resources for the_ full
potential of this country and our Indian people_
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Fracirm. Should that counsel have independent litigation /
Mr-DELA. CRUZ. Yes.

- ,

Mr- Hu:Nice...Is there any assessment of tribal needs and .preparratiOn.
the, BIA.--iny long-range assessmen- tof what the tribe's actual

needs are, both in terms of services and program. delivery and alSo in
the.area of natural resources and:potential for economic development ?

Mr. DE CituzfAs. far as- the budgeting procesS with the band
analySis on long- plc-pning, there 2S no opportunity fortit under
the direction: of the a titan with budget and nnel ceilings.
. you looked, at the record of individual testinony. where
they try to accurately spell. out their needs-;Toli. will find :that in most
areas. there are many, many millions of dollars and they are really
piped.reams of what they needtci really get down to theibusmess of de-
veloping,rtheir inunan resources andnatumlxesources. /

'Some tribes-,-Mine is one of themhave been able to utilize not-only
Peden:I/State lowadatiOn funds to really take care of some of the needs
of our people not provided for in the present proceSs.of budgeting and
pro :..v.a=nig-for Indian affairs--.

Mr. Fuicirx. Is zthere any coordination: between the Bureau's...budget
process and the budget cess of other agencieS outside of the Depart-
ment of the. Interior t have related programs? If not, does that
have any adv eise impact in terms of -long7range p :-or short-
term picurrnin,crof the tribes in terms of:various programs an construc-
tion.

.
projects? '

Mr_ Die 14.& dRUZ. Where-you haire.theioterrtial. for integrated pro-
and. am the White House people are back

ugh the regio
glad

concept, the agencies play Indiantbeople
off and play out one another. We: are- all to pitt trollarc4 but
they sit back for which agency is going to come up with :the.bUclrs
first before the other ones kick in. ,,'

In the example of HUD and the bill on Indian Bating develop-
ment, it is either one-agency or the other that has the money up front.

. To the present budgeting.process at least=and ir don't know what
will come out in the future in some instances,-Indian health may end.
up short for their end of the,projeet. or else the BTA..intheir budgets
Which I think are poorly plannEd-

Thetdaybefore yesterday I attended a meeting for the Liunmi. Tribe
for an. integrated sewer project. It is EPA money, but also there issyp-
posed to be nu-D, money and some other money going into it It. IS a
standoff of whoffsg;:oing to puttheir bucks up_first.

d.The vehicle an the authority is there for theni to really get in and
do a Job _for Indian pe:iple..

Ifind.there is a reluctance to do it because, I feel, there are very un-
clear'guidelines-in tie regulatiOns. A lot of the legislation specifies In-
dian tribes as Unitit-oflocal government The guidelines developed. after
that legislation di:gilt get down to the needs of a small 'Indian corn-m 'unity., The guidelines are normally written for populaticins.of 50,000
or 100,000, an11, they find it difficult to work it. .

Mr..-FITN:' Do you think-the situation could be remedied by con-solidating a number of the Indian programs that Presently. exist in
other d.eparements ?



M14- DE t..1 CBtrz. I think that would be one way of really .tsarhig 'a.
serious look at addressing the problem.. z

With the present structure of the various departments. the guide-
lines are different- Mach and every one has different 'guidelines than
Interior. -J1.1).0 has different guidelines.

To meet Didion needs, someone is going to have to take a Serious -
look at putting a set of guidelines together--whether it is three agen..-
cies or it as consolidated into one to get those services to the Ind:
people.

.

There is no rhyme-or reason to the' guidelines from. the different
departments. They are all departments of the U.S. Government and
completely different as to the nature of the work they do.

Mr_ FTT:+73. What participation do the tribes have in. the budget
formulations., outside of banded programs ?

Mr. DE LA. CRUZ- Very little..
Trib1 participation, from my experience, has been:with tribeses where

their own planning departnients and tribal councils have put
ogether themselves and made their own pitch to the appropriations

-committees. ...
Mr. Fuz...-iKE. Does the budget sent up by the. Department of the

Interior to OMB, and the 01 IVM: -approved budget which is sent to
Congress, reflect tl ate. needs of the tribe, or is it substantially altered by
the time it gets there?

Mr DE LA CRUZ. What -I foun ',le of years ago,, when I
was looking into the band process, t by the time it went through
the process of going to the area and back to the central office, yam
couldn't even find what started out. Eveil the Bureau education people
I-work with couldn't find it. .

Mr. Ftr:s-iKr... What land- of consequences did that have on the tribe!
Do the tribes fr6quently haVe to go to appropriations committees for
supplemental add-ons and that type of thing?

Mr. tfrz.I.,A. Circ-z. Yes; we do. .

Mr. Are the iribes advised of. what the budget 'allocation
is before Interior sends that budget over to OMB !

Mr. DELL& Cn-crz. The ceiling
Mr. Yes.
.Mr. DE IA.A. Cituz... Normally we know -what the ceilin.g is.
On the budget ceilings,. at least. since rhave been in.volveclasif you

look back. through the Congressional Records, we have Made. the-
and the backlog of dollars.to adequately
various past administrations aware of the sho m,..vsys in the dollars-

Indian resource_s---
whether it be grazing lands, farmlands, or forestry -lands.. or what..

As recall, when Lee. Bruce. was commissioner, forestry and timber
and land. mama, enient had something- like a. $60 million .backlog.
Of course, we have beenpointing that out year afteryear.
--Where you end-up with a budget.ceiling each year, there is no way

you are going to catch up on that backlo4) _unless you go outside
austr_v Or foreign nations_ Intensively_ -managing a resource. not only
benefits Indian- people;"it benefits the surrounding economy and the
State and national economy..

areilcioldng-, at that type of a-budget backlog. in many areas in
natural resource management.

Mr. FZ-NXE- The Indian Reorganization Act- authorizes a budget



a.ppropriation of million a year for the acquisition of lands for
Indian tribes. It is not a loan type of thing The purpose of the
funding was to acquire lands for tribes who had insufficient lands
or whose reservations were severely checkeiboarded.

The Department of Interior has not requested any money pursuant
to that appropriation authorization since about 1954.. Is there a con-
timiinc, need for money to acquire lands for tribes that don't have,
a. sufficient land base?

Mr. DE LA Cittiz- I am a. !gcfeid Democrat, but they stopped that
during the Eisenhower administration with their. termination era-
There definitely needs to be someone to take a.look at putting dollars
in to consolidate the heirship problems and fractionated. interest of
Indian land if that land is ever going to be put back into proper ".
perspectivemanaging- that land

going
the sake of the resource and

for the sake of the Indian people and the counties, the States, and
the Nation..

It is probably a negative value.. It is a negative value to the tribe,
to the people, and to the United States.' .

There are no .eruidelines on what to do about the heirship problem.
It. is a situation that is going to snowball as far as administrative
costs to the United Statesbesides the fact that the lands are sitting'
idle because .you, have that complex problem.

. Mr. FL-NICE.. It is more expensive for the Federal Governnient to
administer the checkerboard type of reservation.. I)o you .think- it
has an effect on economic development'?

Mr.. DE LA Citt-z. To do any type of intensive .management, it .is
impossible under present structures and presentzuidelines where you
have to have the .consent of all the owners: You have a fractionated
interest of property; You have 100 to.150 heirs, and you have to do
for each. one of -those people what you. would have to clo for a single
owner or a single entity owndr.

AS the heirshilis increase and they start snowballing after awhile,
it is going to cost somebody a lot of dollarS to do something about it--
or they never will be able to do anythinx about it

FATN-Km.. Do you feel the $ million appropriation authorization
is adequate?

Mr. DE CIMTZ: It is not adequate at all.
For Quinault: We are preparing to come in for a restoration bill

that will Completely address this problem.. Economically, the loss to
the Indian people, the countries, the States and to the Nation, and
the cost to the Nation to administer such a complex situation, is grreat.

Fr-N.-Km. In your prepared statement, you said that you didn't
have enough time to respond to the specific questions that were sent
out to the witnesses.

Mr. DE LA CRUZ. As president of the nate6- nal organization and as
the resident of Quinault. from my experiences with the questions, I
would respond.

Mr. Fuxici.-.. Perhaps I can run through some of those questions.
Fitt of all. would it be_posible for vou to get a position on a number
of, those major questions from 2S:1'CA and submit it to us at a later
time

Mr. DE LA Crrcz. -Yes.
On the things the.American Indian Policy Review Commission has
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done, there are as on the area office that NTCA passedover a year was not quite a 'unanimous decision by the boardand by emberShip. -

re are other areas, and we will get that information to you andthe committee but-there have been positions looked_ at and -taken-Mr. Fu-Nir..r.._ The Indian Reorganization Act also provides that theappointment of Indians will be made without regard to the civil serv-ice laws. The Secretary of the Interior is mandated by that law to es-tablish independent standards for the Department in the appointmentof Indians-
.

Do you feel that should be implemented ez.- do you have any-specificknowledge of problems that the lack of implementation of that lawhas caused ?
Mr. DE LA Cleft. I definitely feel that the Department of the Inte-rior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs should be making every effort todevelop a, set of policies for Indianspersonnel policies to hireanddevelop the technical sidlls and administrative skills of Indian people-I know that tLat hasn't happened,. and the Bureau itself, until a fewyears ago, used personnel departmentslike inmy area from the Bon-neville Power A.dministration or somewhere elsewhere the person-nel departments laiew nothing about Indian people or of the 1934 actor anything else..

Mr. Ft-24mm. Have you had a chance to review the American Indian.Policy Review Commission recommendations with regardto chalingthe line authority from the area offices to the agency offices and thenconsolidating area offibes into regional service centers providing thetechnical assistance and administrative backup to the agency offices ?Could You state your views on that 1Mr.
you

LA Ca-c-z. I concur with that. I think NTCA did take a po-sition. that the area office be disseminated. and maybe made into serviceoffices.
My own feelings that if that happens, those service offices get qual-ity personnel. If they are not quality personnel, I know my tribeandI think many other tribes--will go to outside consultants. 'We are talk-ing about survival with some of the resource management things, andwe have to have quality people as backup for service- for that type ofservice office_
I definitely feel that all this authority belongs in the agency. andthe dollars belong_ in the agency with the delegation of authoritywithin -those agencies to spend those dollars to the benefit of -Indianpeople for what they are intended for.
The process that happens now, I 'think I pointed that out prettyclearly in Albuquerque with the hearing on the 638.-situatiorr.Mr. Frwice. Do you feel the Bureau does not have adequate tech-

; nical assistance or does not provide adequately ?
Mr. DE LA Crew,. In natural resources, the Bureau definitely doesnot have adequate personnel. They don't have quality personnel toprovide the-type of technical assistance we need in the managementof our resources.
One area that seems to have a lot of people concerned in this court-.tryand there is a Presidential task force on itis in the area of fish-eries. The BIA has no fishery expertise. They never have had..Mr. Could this be-remedied by providing more contracts tothe tribes to obtain theirown technical assistance ?
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Mr. DE LA-Cituz.. Either contracts or contract dollars. That is the
way we have had to treat this situation to be able to deVelop the infor-
ina.tion we have developed for our survival.

We have to :be able to call on our trustee within the Bureau or-the
Department. We have some assistance in- the fishery area from Fish
and Wildlife, but theie are conflicts there also

Mr. Frm-Kr- That is all Ilaa.ve. Thank you.
Senator ML-1.c-nma [acting chairman] . I have several questions that

I want to ask so that I clearly understand_yourtestimony.
You mentioned that long -range planning-is especially critical in the

area of natural resource development and management.' You .specify
',that timber management and coal development are examples.

`--You stated with regard to budgeting.-problems that.plannin7 for the
natural resource development cannot be:- accomplished effectively on
the basis of 18-month budget cycles.

Can you be more specific in your recommendation on what you.
-would recommend for budgeting for that purpose?

Mr. Dz:LA.Crrtrz.. For timber management. it is just because of our
-pres5-..1- res. The Bureau is trying -to develop the expertise and capabil-
ity- to intensify the managed timber resources..

If they had that long-range planwhich they -don't--intensive
management planit would-be --possible to manage those ...resources on
asn 1S-month budget. But they: don't-haVe.that. plan. Where the-tribes
have developed those plans, it is hard for us and very, very frustrating
-to -know :whether or-not -we- are going to be from one year
to the next on plans we developed to rehabilitate and intensely man-
age resources..

Senator MEr-citiai. In other words, if a tribe which has-some-timber
has a management plan for reforestation, it would have to.be a-plan
over a period of -years-

Mr. DE LA Catrz. That is right.
Senator MELCTIER. Would a plan for 10 years, for instance, be

a practical time frame?
air_ DE LA CR.C.- Timber is maned. -and industry manages tim-

ber lool6ng at -the cycle of harvest: They are managing their timber
50 to 60 wears down the-road.

Where you have that type of renewable resource, it is almost a ne-
cessity to know where your dollars are going to come from to manage
that type of resource for survival 50 to 60 years down the .road.

How we got the Bureau off the dime -was that we hosted a timber
seminar.- for the tribes in -the NorthwestQuinault.. Yakima, and
Warm Springs. We invited the major timber comps- -s to-that sym-
posium to (-rive presentations on their management. - think through

--that a lot of people's eyes were openedthe tribal people and.also the
I3ire3u: --a .

Those industries are managing not only their reforestation but the
total forestry ecolovricatunit. on a long-term basis and how that has
to treatedthe soil_ the cuteilig-,-and the harvest.

That is what I am talkinn- about --a Comprehensive plan of what is
to happen. Without that plan. it is pretty hard-to .do anV-thing on an
1S-mordh'bud.get cycle. Even-with that plan, there haS-to-be :reShuftling
ljl -your budgets.

Senator Mia.c-Erfut. Eighteen months is much too ''shor't for timber.... I

management.
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DE LA CRUZ. It is much better thcm 12; that is what we wereunder.
Senator Mmi.cmat. But unless there were some provision for long-

term budgeting for management of_ natural resources, such as timber
or coal,: then there is no practical solution In other 'words, it handi-
caps the tribe in their management.

Adr-r- Comz. What we are able to doat /east 'lmowing 18months down. the roadthrough our plan, we Lmo-iii how many-, acres
we will be able to rehabilitate.. We know. with that budget how manyacres we can do soil analysis or soil rehabilitations on.-

At least knowing what that budget is, we know from year to yearwe are to have that much money: The Bureau hasn't been ableto do.that.They data Imaow what their budgets are from year to year.
As the president of .Quinault, we are earmarked for 10 years. We

10 ears whatwe can do. There fare so many dollars each yearfor is . = that -Was a pilot situation for one
tribe_

I pushed and lobbied for that for. 4 or years of la Q cord
and the history of Quinault before the Congress, but that -isn't truefor the other 5 million or so acres of timberland under Bureau man-
agement. There are 5.5 million acres-

That is one situation where we have at least part of the problem._
Ten. years down the road we "mow how many dollars we have to work:with: .

.Senator_3._Would a proposal for at least say a 3-year ad-
Iranced budgeting that would roll onin Other words, every year you
would know what the 'next 3'years was goii a to be in timber manage,-mentwork

Mr. DE La Cittrz. It would be much better than 18 months. as lOng-
as there was a flexibility where you needed. budget adjustments for
specific management_

Senator Micr.cmizo. I see- .;

I-don'tsupriose your tribe is involved with coal ! -
Mr. I)E LA ISTO ; it sn
Senator MitzciEnEo. Obviously; any coal development in the West

that involves strip mining will probably entail -mining plans that, have
to be at least 5 years in advance. It is difikult to get anybody interested
in developing a mine unless they know 5 or 10 or 20 years that they

_ are gointo be able to proceed. The investments are so lirge.Indeed, I'm told that it takes about 5 years, perhaps a little less, to
even secure the necessary equipment to open a strip mine that might
result in mining, say, 2 or 3 million tons a year.

goingYet that 'Seems to be the size that would be opeiied;-if it Is g.to.be opened in an area. The question then comes about approving
inn plans and -ordering. equipment -6.nd that's a delay. And then

after you get the equipment onsite, most of the time it takes 9 to 12months just to assemble the dragline; or whateVer huge equipment. is
used in that-type of mining operation.

So I believe I agree With you in a more long-range budgetary plan -
ning-'"for tribes' natural resources - at least in these two. areas .of con Iand timber_

Mr. DE" LA. Crtrz. I don't come from a coal area, but I laiow from-
what happened with the- Alaskan pipeline and our feelings on timber
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and other .natural resource managementsuch as' fisheries: where you
-have renewable resourcesand some of the energy resources Whits
are depletable -resources, that the technology is here to do the proper
plai..ning, whether it is 10 or 2.0. years, and the proper dollars to do
it right.

I think Indian people are willing to sit down with the proper Fed-
eral officials and people from the industry anti satisfy that solution to
get all those parties together. It took us Years to get the timber com-
.panies together that we-,were fighting- with to sit down and realize that
we are not the children that our trustees sometimes treat its as that
we are reasonable people, and we can sit down-at a table and work out
some of these problems.

Sensitor -MEL( You are speaking of tribe by tribe.
Mr. I:km.7,A -CRt-z_ Tribe by tribe.
Senatdr 31ELCITER. You say that there is considerable support

among tribal chairmen for major-restructuring of the area offices, but
that support is by pro' means unanimous. I would be surprised if it
were unaYiiinous. I have never lmown a situation where the tribes are

_unanimous.
But I want your feeliner, speaking for the NTCA. first of all, on

whether you believe there should-be-a continuation of area offices?
Mr. DE LA CZEMZ. In some -type of technical service capacity. _

In_the present structure and the budgets that go along with those
area offices. I just can't see thaeas good manageinent and a good deliv-
ery of services where it gets down to the reservation people.

Senator Mt.r.ciErmit.. You think they are top heavy in personnel.?
,Mr. DE LA Circrz. The whole structure and staffing. tile agency where

you have the same departments and same counterparts in -the area.,
offices and you get to the-central office ever; thing we do, each one of
those people have to initial and sign off.

. The people that hare to work with us and:the Indian people are the
-.agency people at the reservation level, yet they have a counterpart in
the area that really does review work or provides technical services-

-I can't picture how someone can provide technical services over.and
above -what their counterpart right there on the site and working with
the' people develops from someone .150 to-200 miles down the road in
the7area office.

Senatoi- MELaTER. W Th rr is.tlie area office for your tribe
"Ur. DE LA CRY-Z_, Portland- _

Senator Afitt.C.iii-F.R. How far away is it
Mr.-DE. LA Car,z:. 190 miles.
Senator MEI:cm-ER. What if it were at Salt Lake City ?

Ten -yes
LA Cnr-z. If it is a technical service office. we work with other

::#',,e-lacies, where we have technical service: We are speak.ing of techni-
,--'cal services out US-Alt Lake City. and we crot. those -services.

lia-ppened to,1:. with -the University of Utah .when- OF.7.0 eras 'Best
started. That,,was the technical service center for the Indian-tribes in
the Northwest_ Those people were able to .opezItte. out of that service
-center at the University of rtahand _wet out to .the reservations and
try to -provide the technical -services. It so with the area people.

Senator Ximr.ctit_n_ As I said. T am not at all amazed that there is.
.noeirnariimous amt-7-pent .about the tribes among the tribal chzarmen
,on -what should be done tliccre. because there are two pointi-lirfaVecl-,--
4,
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Mr. DE LA CRcrz. One area out of the 12 areas, I think., was a little
hesitant and that was Oklahoma.

Senator Ifmr,cirert- There are two ,points that come immediately toinv mind.
-First of all: Is the availability of whatever office that is left after.

restructuring, in terms of mileage, from a tribe ? One hundred and
ninety miles away from Portland is not a great number of miles in my
State. With anarea office-in Billings, some of our tribeS are over thatdistance.

But if the function of the area office would move to Denver or Salt
Lake City, the mileage involved is quite considerable.

There is a second point that comes to my mind-immediately also.That is, that if you are going to restructure on the basis of saving
money, you are going to eliminate-some personnel; and you don't save
much moneylunless you do -eliminate some personnel, and that wouldoccur here. -

The tribal chairman has to bite that bullet if it comes about, because
a lot of thosepersonnel are going to be Indians.

Mr. DE LA CRUZ. The nature of the present structureand Izuessthere is no guideline-185 miles or to Salt Lake isn't far..Theinueage
immaterial_ It is the nature of the present-structure to get those

people who provide the technical services to go otit to the reservations.
The majority of the people in those area offices you -never even see.

If it -was designed and restructured in order that those people aretechnical servicesand they 'have expertiseif the agency people need
them, tit they get out and deal with thoSe agency people and. the
tribal people.

It is h=rd for me to look at what was put up here this morning and
say I ainlaroing to'bite the bullet, and they are going to save that much
money when I know of the shortages in the agency. -I know of the
shortages of manpower. Historically, as I mentione a. there is a back-log in natural resources. I thirar in restructuring Aley are going todo the job.

If they save any dollars, there has to be a reshuffling.
The Portland area in 1970and I think it was $18 million in 1969 or

1910approximately $12 million of that was to operate that agency.
_The _other. $6_,million.-went--to-the--12-aj,,cies.--So--the majority-or-the--
money in the area went to the agencies.

It is a counterpart situation; it is a layering situation.
Senator Mzi-cmen. Are you tellint meand I want to be sure Pm_

right on thisthat you don't believe restructuring of the area office
results in much loss of personnel, because there would be :xxore shuffled.
down to the agency level ?

Mr:. DE LA CRUZ. As I look at .a lot of the past testimony of tribes
and past .Conj.rrethIonal Records, the personnel ceiling thing has putthe Bureau in a bind. At the agency level there is p. shortage of
personnel.

In the one area I am- familiar with. where foreitry is our biggest
branch in Froquiam, there has been a shortage of personnel there for
years-=as compared to industry or State agencies or other Federal
agencies--to manage the same amount of forestry resources:

I am saying that if you have good foresters in that area, they should
keep some highlv.-aualifiedA-echiical person to be ;,he adviser to those
agency foresters in those 12 agencies.



As, far 'as the rest of those.personnel, those people sliOuld be put out
in the agencies---or those dollars--7to take care of the shortages that are
a known record of backlog..

Senator MELCMIER. That is a good point. It is. an excellent point.
If the p. in providing thatpersonnel is in the. area office and a

shift. of---erap from the area-office to the agency would accomplish
`what you waiit,-you -might be able to walk what I consider would be a
popular road for the tribal. chairman There is no reduction in
personnel.

I Well know that when you start reducing- persoiineli-whether they
are-typists, clerks; or somebody higher in the GS level, you are going
to have a built-in resentment on the part' of the people-that are either
shifted out of their jobseven. if it is Moving. from Billings to_ the
agency which is one argtmient=but when they lose their Jobs-because
it is eliminated, it is a greater argument_ Then the tribal chairmen that
are going,rto reconarnendthat are on the spot.

Mr.. DE L.A. CRuz. The other thing that I keep emphasizing is quality
personnel_

In the Portland area, there was a county evaluation of grade levels
and salary levels for academicor the lob that was related to that
individnaL -

There is no sense in reshuffling personnel or changing things in the
agency if the tribes have-to go out and hire-their own experts because
you don't have it within the BI

Senator That is an excellent point.
If the goal is, technical assistance, then they better be cuPlified to

provide the type.of technical assistance that would be utilized if it were
private industry; for instance, in the case of timber management.

Mr_ DE LA auz. Yes.
Senator Mia.cmoKa. That is an excellent point, Joe.
I used to live on the Pine Ridge ReseFvation. In the thirties- and

early forties, the biggest payroll the area.orthe- general vicinity was
the 13IA_ at Pine Ridge_ Those were tames when our total Federal
budgets were very Small compared to what they are now..

I would be interested.. for my own information, to learn what the
personnel on- the Pine. Ridge Reservation is: now,. as compared to what
it was in the late thidties. -

But I thinkI4vould. agree with you that the technical advice should
be a.vailableat the reservation level, for natural resources, and that it.
should be- Of a quality to-provide technical- advice comparable to that
advice' that would beI to private industry.

Dm LA. Cn-az- I realize this is not a popular move when you are
about peoplesJobd..

was part of a tribal task force. for western Washington and the
Portland area We are a multiagency with 20 -some tribes that have to
get. services out of an agency in Everett, Wash..-Ecoquiam is a sub-
agency-We visited each reservation under thaurlediati.
mendati:Ons were to move, probably; to Olympia. which, would. have
been a more-central point.

I realize there are a lot of jObs.. and a Tot of dollars related- to that .

agencY in Everett Senator Jackson is -from. Everett, and it wasn't a
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very popular recommendation but I have still pushed it for the last
5 years_

Senator M.F.I.Cmceis You have bitten the.bullet.
Thank you very much..
The committee will be in recess until-2 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the committee was recessed to recon-

vene at 2 p.m..]
AI-TERN-00N SESSION

Chairman ABOurice:z.s.. The committee will come to order.
Our first witness this afternoon is Reid Chambers from the law firm

of Sonosk-y, Chambers &.- Sachse. Mr. Chambers, would you come for-
ward ? Mr.. Chambers is a former Associate Solicitor of the Depart-
ment of the Interior for Indian Affairs and was, I thought, an excel-
lent advocate for the Indian-tribes- There have been others-who have
riot been such a good. advocate_ We are fortunate to have his testimony
here today, and we welcome him.

STATEMENT- OF REID PAYTON CHANEBERS

Mr. Cx-rAmnacEr..s. Thank you, Mi. Chairman. I 'thank- you for your
good words.

I have some prepared testimony which I have given to committee
staff. I take it vou would like me. to summarize? Is that right ?

Chairman ._A:Bo-o-R.F.zn. If you would like to submit the entire state-ment and ad-lib the important highlights, then we would appreciate it.
[The 7-Ireparecl statement of 3Ir- Chambers follows :3

TE:srrmomr of Rem P.A.Trox CiEr.-kminimts
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I appreciate the opportunity toappear before you today. I am an attorney in private practice in Washington,

D.C. 3- As you lolow., I served as Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs in theDepartment of 'the Interior from August 1973 through September 1974. I would
like to offer some suggestions on -how to improve the legal enforcement and im-
plernention of the federal trust responsibility to Indians and Indian tribes by theInterior Department and tl2e United States Government- -

Historically. the record of the United States Government has not been a strongone in this regard. The Committee -is. of course. fnmiiiar with the tragic conflict
of interest which has impeded the strong federal protection of Indian rights
promised in the various treaties. statutes and executive agreements and orders
concerning- Indian affairs 2- Over the years. very few cases have been brought
where the 'United States has been suing as trustee to protect Indian rights. More
often. the 'United States has been in court as defendant for the failure to act asa trustee. Moreover. federal departmengchiefly agencies With; the..Departmentof the Interior itself. the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Forest Servide
of the Department of Agriculturehave sought to seize Indian resources or. limitIndian rights to resources_ Because this conflict of interest continues today. astrong single-purpose agency shbuld be created for fulfillment' of the trust -re-
liponsibility- to American Indians. which hasno "conflict of interest" and can
vigorously :pursue, advocate and implement Indian rights. The American Indian

13.1°st of7-m7 practice- concerns representation ofr4American Indian Tribes-- My office
ter-rs-cm Gerre-ral Ccratthel-fror-ttw-Autitibotre-and-:-S.7rotif"Tillif'-ari--iirllie-Foet -Peck IndianReservation. Montana. the Shoshone Indian Tribe of the Wind Ricer Indian Reservation."Wyoming and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribeof North and South Dakota- We also serve
P R Snecial.Counsel for various other Indian tribes. including the 'Temoalc Bands of WesternShoshone Indians, Nevada. and the Seminole Indian Tribe of Florida.. I am appearingtoday in my- individual capacity and my views are not necessarily- those of, my- clients.For the Committee's Information, I -am lodging with you a copy of a Committee printenneerning administrative conflicts of interest in protection of Indian resources which -I wrote in 10:1 for the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee -on Administrative Practice andProcedure-

5-8
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Policy Review Commission has so recommended and hopefully Congress will act
favorably on that recommendation. The Policy Review Commission wisely in-
cluded, as part of this recommendation, a requirement that all federal agencies
file an impact statement any time their proposed actions would threaten Indian
rights. Otherwise, the Indian trust agency would be isolated, and Indians would
lose the one advantage the present system gives themthat of learningbecausethey are in the fox's lairwhat the fox is planning to do to them_

Pending creation of a new agency. I believe that there are some changes which
should be made within the Department of the Interior to aid protection of Indian
rights and enforcement of the trust responsibility. Over one-quarter of the De-
partment's budget is devoted to Indian affairs. Some of its most exciting, and
certainly many of its most significant. legal cases concern protection of Indian
rights. Yet, the J.Avision of Indian Affairs is the smallest of the five central office
divisions in the Solicitor's office. This reflects an historic discrimination against
Indian interests, derived from earlier days when Indian legal problems were of
low priority in the Department_ While recent Solicitors have devoted significantly
more of their time to Indian. affairs and the "Department has become more
cognizant _of Indian prol derns and interests. the Indian Division continues
to be greatly undermanned. Twelve to fifteen lawyers are its total complement
to enforce the trust responsibility to over 300 Indian tribes. The Indian Division
has a heavier caseload than Most other divisions and many of its cases involve
protracted legal proceedings against states and sometimes hundreds of private
defendants, such as cases to adjudicate Indian water or hunting and- fishing
rights-Although the Indian Division does not itself have a "conflict of interest" in
that it has been charged in recent years solely with the- vigorous advocacy of

:Indian legal rights, there is still a serious conflict of interest in the field and
regional solicitor's offices around the country.. Frequently, the same person
within a field or regional office represents Indian rights and at the same time
serves as the attorney for other bureaus and agencies-Within the Department

of the Interior... Additionally. because Indian law has not_ been a faVored practice
-. within the Interior Department, most successful regional and field solicitors -have

built their careers through representing other agencies in the Department. As a
consequence_ regional and field solicitors are often unsympathetic to Indian
rights. An administrative change should be made whereby attorneys are assigned
within field and regional offices solely to represent Indian rights.. These attorneys
should report directly to the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs. so that their
advancement, promotion and general support _for their work does not depend
-on approval by a field supervisor. The number of field and regional personnel
working in Indian affairs should also be expanded'

Another change which should be carefully considered won" ld be vesting the As-
sociate Solicitor for Indian Affairs with direct authority to refer litigation to the
Deportment of Justice. and/or to bring suits in the name of the United States as
trustee for Indian tribes if the Department of Justice declines to file litigation
he recommends. I should add that. in my experience as Associate Solicitor, it was
somewhat rare for the Solicitor ultimately to refuse to sign a litigation report pre-
pared by the Indian Division or for the Department of Justice ultimately to refuse
to bring a case which had been referred to it flowerer. long delays sometimes oc-
curred. Of course.. if the Associate Solicitor is to have this authoritypartkmlarly
authority actually to appear in court personnel in his office and in field offices
rets:rting to him would have to c-rommensurately increase.

A final proposal I would like to address myself to is Recommendation Num -.
her 1-f_b (f the American Indian Policy Review Commission: that the Associate
Solicitor of Indian Affairs be removed from the Solicitor's office and, instead, an
office of General Counsel be created in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I question
the desirability of this change. If the Associate Solicitor were the General Counsel
of BtA. reporting to the Commissioner. his. capabilit_y effectively to advocate In-

yon know. Mr_ Chairinan. one Field Solicitor handles all work for "Department of
the Interior a=eneles in Nnrth and South Dakf.ta and parts of Nebraska.. There are overn cierzen major Indian tribes in the area, and this Individual simply does not have the
time or resources carefully to investigate all of the legal problems and claims which can bemade by those tribes. This problem was graphically demonstrated nation-wide when re-=tonal and field offices were asked to report on all possible claims for trespass atzainst-third parties which might be barred by the statute of limitat141:hs scheduled to expireInter, this year.- Man:r offices reported that they know of no such claims, mostly becausethen had not had the timeor taken the timeto investigate them_ Other offices. where1born Bill, and particular field solicitors had been more venturesome In discovering possible
claims, reported scores of lawsuits which should be :naught.
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dian rights could Iv curtailed in certain situations. As you know, Mr. Chairman,
there is a. strong to in any institution, including BIA, to defend any past
decisions. For example, when the Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Montana in 191'3.
challenged the validit of coal leases which had been previously approved by BIA,
the officials who approveli those leases and others within the Bureau strongly
resisted this-challenge. S#alitirly. Bureau officials who have for two decades-been
involved in termination of certain California rancherias have vigorously resisted
and continue to resist claims by rs.ncheria members that their termination was-
invalid under acts of Congress. My present point is this: if the chief legal officer
of the Department of the Interior dealing with Indian affairs were within the
BIA and reported directly to 'the Commissioner, his independence and capacity to
advocate Indian rights could be circumscribed Where bureaucratic forces within
BIA had created the past dectition contrary to Indian rights. For in that kind of
organizational structure, the laWyer's client would be BLA. and his boss would be-
its Commissioner or Assistant Secretary.

Moreover, given the present structure of Interior, the Solicitor can be a highly-
powerful officer, with staff and resources to become intimately involved- in policy"
decisions. For this reason, it is useful to the protection of Indian rights that one-
of his top associates be an advocate of Indian rights.

On the other hand, I am certainly aware of the dangers where the Associate So-
licitor is ineffective or unsympathetic to Indian rights : in such situations, he can
be an obstruction to effective advocacy of Indian rights by, say, an effective-
Commissioner who would have no direct control over him.

I would leave the Committee with this suggestion: there are limits to what CILI29
be achieved by an institutional change..The soundest guarantee for strong and vig-
orous protection of Indian rights is tcp insure that both the Commissioner (or As-
sistant Secretary) of Indian Affairs and the Associate Solicitor are-men of ability,
integrity- and unswerving commitment to the protection of Indian rights- No-
institutional change can insure protection of Indian rights if these conditions,
are nottner-I would also suggest that Interior's record in the protection of Indian righter
has improved to some extent in recent years. There have certainly;. been grave
derelictionsSolicitor Austin's "stroke of midnight" opinion last January denying
the claim of the Quechan Tribe to land in southern California because it would
interfere with -programs of the Bureau of Reclamation, the allocation of Central
Arizona Project water to the five central Arizona tribes, continued construction
of the Central Utah Project. to name a fewbut such decisions follow from the
nature of the beast : an organizational structure where Indian affairs is part of
the Interior Department. Further institutional tinkering with Interior will not
alter these kinds of decisions.

Vigorous enforcement of the trust responsibility to Indians is a national re-
sponsibility of all agences of the national government The Committee may wish
to consider institutional ,rearrangements in agencies other than the Interior De-
partment to eliminate obstructions to vigorous protection of the trust
resposibliity.

Mr.- Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to share my- thoughts with the
Committee today.

Mr- CA: } -3rtmms_ I will do. that First, my testimony: assumes that the
Bureau of. Indian Affairs will stay in the Interior Department in the
immediate future: I support the American Indian Policv__Review Com-
mission recommendation that it be transferred to-a separate depart-
Ment out of the Interior Depirtment- Of course- it would take legisla-
tion_ T hope that that legislation will be forthcoming-

In the meantime. it seems to'rne there are several things that could be
done within the Interior Departrzient to, improve the Department's
record in terms of enforcing the trust responsibility to the Indians- I
would like to catalog those in zid lib fashion.

Chairman ABOURMC-. Fine.
Mr. CITA3rritEns- The firsesuggestion I would* make to the commit-

tee is that/the Division of Indian Affairs_in the' Solicitors' office °tight
to be expanded dramatically in terms of personnel. There are five cen-
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tral office divisions in the Solicitor's office. The Indian :vision is the
smallest division. It has been the smallest division for as lo as anyone
can remember.

There are something like 12 to 15 lawyers, depending; on\acancies,
that are charged with enforcing the trust responsibility for 300 Indian
tribes. managing over 200 cases, most of -which deal with cases where
the United States is suing as trustee to protect Indian rights.

That just simply is not enough lawyers. The reason the Indian Di-
- vision is the smallest division in the Solicitor's office is the historical
discrimination arrt'ainstIndian affairs as one of the less important things
that the Interior Department does..

I do not think that recent Solicitors have felt that Indian affairs is
unimportant. I think that all of the Solicitors I have been acquainted
withMr. Frizzell, Mr. Austin, and the present Solicitor, Mr. Kra-
litzspend an awful. lot of time on Indian affairs and recognize its iin-
portance. That has been to the benefit of Indians usually.

But I do think that, historically, the Indian Division was kept un-
dermanned. While it has grown proportionately -in recent years with
other-divisions, what really needs to happen is a dramatic reallocation
of lawyer resources away from other divisions and into the Indian

The second matter that I bring to the committee's attention is the
problem in. regional and field offices. The Indian Division, at least
the last several years, has been charged With one role; 'as tile -chairman
mentioned at the start of m-v testimony- That role is the effective en-
forcement, without any conflict of interest, of Indian rightS, which are
part of the U.S. trust responsibility toIndians.

But in regional and field offices you do not -usually have one person
who has that responsibility and no other conflicting responsibilities.

Senator Abourezk, as you lolow, in South Dakota there is one field
solicitor. He handles all legal work for the Department of the Interior
in the Dakotas, in parts of Nebraska

Chairman ABOIIREZIE. The whole Aberdeen area; is that right 9
Mr. CITA3EBERS. That is right; He also handles the work for the Fish

and Wildlife Serviee.
That is true thronghb--iiftlie.Wiiii.The same people in the regional

or field office will handle the work, both .for Indians and for the Bureau
of Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Management, for the Fish and
Wildlife Service. It is the most manifest conflict of interest.

It seems to me, then, that what you ought to have is that, in each
regional and field -office where there are Indian matters that come to
the attention, of that regional or field solicitor, there ought to be one
or -soinetimes more than oneman who does not ;nn but Indian-
affairs. .

I think the other problem that ought to be addressed is that, since
Indian affairs has not been. the glamor practice of the Departnient,
by any means, Most of the career civil service lawyers in the regional
and field offices who have rise' up the ladder to be regional and field
solicitors have done so by. specializing-in other areas of practice.. Reg-
ional solicitors in Portland or in Tusla, for example, where A large
percentage of the work of both of those offices is In.clinn alliairs, have
made their careers by representing the public power agencies of the de-
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- partment.and are exouisitely good public power lawyers but they ar©.not knowledgeable atout .Indian affairs particularly. In some casesthey are not byiltpathetic to Indian rights.
So. even if you had lawyers who did:just Indian affairs, they shouldnot report directly to a regional: or a, field solicitor whose major in-terests and major sympathies are elsewhere in the Department
My second suggestion would be that You have individuals inregional and field offices doing exclusively

You
work' and report-ing directly into Washington to the central office Associate Solicitor,.,who is the Indian advocate.. who is responsible to the Indian trust re-sponsibility. I also think that the personnel in the regional and fieldoffices doing In an work ought to be expanded.. The same problem isthere,-Senator There really are not enough lawyers to dothe work needed for the Indians and for the trust responsibility.My third suggestion is that you may want to look at some of theother agencies, not simply the Department of the Interior, in terms ofthe 'effective administration of Indian rights.My only sense of the Department of the Interior. is that it has im-proved in recent years- There have been terrible derelictions. For ex-ample, Solicitor Austin, just before he left office. wrote a midnightopinion denying the claim of the Quechan Indians to large amounts of

California-withortt-legal. justification. ----_because -of-the:politically -pewerfa.iiatei districts and the Bureau ofReOlamation wanted that opinion signed before he left office.
Chairrnah ....A.Boviazz:K... I recall that. I recall stalling to Air. Austin,:trying-to get that chan cred_
-Let me ask you a question. DO 7011 think that other agencies of theGovernment ought to realine insofar as Indian affairs are concerned?Isn't there a good deal of resistance to Indian programs in the JusticeDepartment, for example,' and Other agencies?
Mr. C11.4.3EBERS. It may not be as much resistance as simply not hav-ing sufficient concern for Indian problerds.
If you take the Justice Department, for example. Senator, the an-.- thority over Indian problems is dispersed- in that Department it is snot c_entralized_in _any_Lone.--placer-.-Y-ou-have-got-th-e---Lands-DiviSibiti--;-which recently and admirably set up a separate*Office of Indian Nat-ural Resources.
You have got the Civil Rights Division, -which has its Of ofIndian ,Rights. The Criminal Divisionion handles all cri.minal casesinvolving Indians or crimes on Indian reservations.
You have got the U.S. attorneys. who have a great deal of autonomyand- handle a large bulk of_the Department's .csiseload.. Then,- :when.a case is appealed,. you haye to persuade the Solicitor General's Officeof the validity Of an.Indian position.
Unless You have key people in each of those offices who are pro-.Indian and who recognize the trust responsibility of the United. States:to Indians and are deterzniner/ to fulfill it, you are likely toget someonesitting_there as a judge =a: saying, "Ltiok, I don't -agree with this:argument_" or "I don't agree with that argument" But theynot be loolring at it as a trustee.
That is the problem you have, say, in the Justice Department

thinir you.have similar problems, let's say, in the OffiCe of Manage-ment and Budgetat least in my experience. You have a low priority-
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given to Indian programs in some of the other agencies of Government
that administer Indian programs. HUD is an example-

1 notice the Senate recently passed a bill that required the estab-
lishment of a central office in HUD that would have ju.risdiction
over all Indian larograms in HUD. That is an admirable step,. That
should be done in some of the other agencies that have not done it.

I think the problem in the other agencies is more than they do riot
give a sufficiently high priority to Indians as something that the
United States has a regal trust responsibility to. They tend to look
on Indians as just something that is going to be balanced with other
interests, with other minority groups, with ranchers, with coal, with
hogs, and so on; and aot look on them as something that we have a
unique and distinct duty to.

1 guess another chancre which I would like at least to suggest to
the committee would be --this., I would want to give the Associate
SoliCitor the authority to recommend litigation directly to the Justice
Department. The Associate Solicitor would also have the authority
to commence litigation in the name of the United 'States. if the Justice
Department declines to bring litigation he recommends or declines
to bring it within a reasonable amount of time.

In my own experience it was relatively_ rare for the Solicitor to
refuse to- recommend litigation I -would recommend to Justice: He
would usually sign on at- Usually- the Justice Department would

it,although there were exceptions. But there were often very
long delays, delays of over a year; mattki:S-would-bounce-a-round-m------
the front office.

It might help the 'protection of Indian rightsthe committee may
want to inquire into thatto give the Associate 'Solicitor direct au-
thority to send litigation requests to Justice and to bring litigation
in the name of the United. States.

The final item I would like to address myself to is the recom-
mendation of the American Indian Policy Review Commission. It
is that the Associate Solicitor be transferred out of the Solicitor's
Office, into BIA.

I question the -Wisdom of that recommendation for a couple of
reasons.

The first is that the BIA. is like any it tends to defend
its past decisions. That is not unusual with an institution. But, where
you have a past decision that has been contrary to Indian rights,-if
the Associate Solicitor were part of BIA, his flexibility, his authors'
to' take a pro-Indian position in that situation would be curtail

For example, in the Northern Cheyenne coal lease controversy,
there:-was strong support in BIA by the people who had approved
the coal leases--I think unlawfullyand by people who were propo-
nents of those people to uphold the validity of the leases. It would
have been. I think, impossible for a General Counsel of BIA. to have
resisted that support.

Similarly, for 20 years, officials-of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
have beenI -think unlawfullyterininatin,r India7ns on raneheris
in California- Again, that was something that, as Associate Solicitor,
I. was able to take a fresh legal view of and ultimately persuade the
Commissioner to go along with my view. I gather it may be some-
thincr that the committee wants to inquire into. I (rather that the
old-line forces are reasserting themselves somewhat of late.
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I think, again, you have situations that have happened in the
Bureauas in any institution where -past decisions have, been made
that were made wron.gfully. There is a resistance of that agency or
any agency to reexamine them. I think there is an advantage to have
the Associate Solicitor be independent of the Bureau to that extentI also think there is some advantage within the present structure
of Interiorthe Solicitor.,is an immensely powerful political official.
I do not mean personally; I do not know about the present Solicitor.
I mean that the office IS-a very powerful one. It inter3e,cts itself deeply
into the policy, despite disclaimers that it doesn't.

Therefore it is very useful for the _cause of Indian-rights to have
someone who 'is a top associate-of-the .Solicitor who is able to have
input into' his policy_ deterininations. I think that -would not happen:
if you transferred the Associate, Solicitor to

do-al.free that there are great dangers. You can have situationswe situutionswhere -you have an Associate Solicitor whohas not been an advocate of Indian rights, where you have an Asso-ciate Solicitor who is ineffective or unsympathetic. Then that indivi-
dual can be a block on effective actions by advocates of Indian rightselsewhere- in the Department

I think it is a fairly close question, but I think that the committee
ought to be aware of other views on

I suppose that, ultimately, the guarantee for protection of Indian
rights is' to make sure that both' your Associate Solicitor and your

_Commissioner_or__Assistant_Secretarv_are__RowerfuLand_are,inen_of.integrity and are powerful Indian advocates in their own right. I thinkthat is important.
Chairman Artop-REzir. I have come around to the ideaand we will

call it "Abourezk's fifth law"that there is no administration that will
ever appoint anybody who is an Indian advocate in those kind of posi-
tions. I am talidno- about the full Solicitor and whoever is going to bein charge of the -BIA.

They become BIA advocates and not Indian advocates. I have a Silg-gesti on, by the wa.v, for the Indian tribes who are trying to invalidate
those leases that were approved by the BIA, like the Navajo leases:aild.the Northern Cheyenne, who were virtually ripped off b he energycompanies. .

I think that the Indians ought to-rename those leases and callthem "treaties." They do not-htive any trouble breaking them now.[Laughter.]
Mr. CMCAZfESERS. It sounds like a good idea. [Laughter.]
Chairman ..A.13o-s.-K. We can call- the old treaties leases. [Laugh-ter.]
Mr_ CTIA3rEIMS. Mr: Chairman,-I think that concludes my testimony

If vou have any questions, I would be pleased to respond, or if I canassist the committeedn any way; I would be happy to. --
Chairman .A.Borr.Ezm. I am interested in the idea that you just came

up With: I was originally under the impression about putting the So-
licitor in the BIA, but r see that there may be problems arising fromthat.

Do you foresee any other problems other than defending old BIA
decisions that might arise from putting the Solicitor into the BIA. it-
self and taking him out of Interior?
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Mr. etxxminiazt... Other than not having access to the Solicitor andother than the old decisions, I am not so sure. I do not know quite bowto put this, but I will try to put it as it occurs to me.Senator Abourezk. you are probably more familiar with BIA thanI am. I was only there 3 years. You have been dealing _wit It it longerthan that.
It is one of those odd institutions where the totality is less than thesum of the parts. Th'ere are some dedicated and capable people in theBUreau. But it is one of those institutions where they tend to canceleach other out. I am not quite sure why it happens.I have .a fear, and I cannot focus it directly, Senator Abourezk. Itis a fear that the staff of the Associate SolicitorI guess it is self-serv-ing for me to say thisit has been an advocacy office. I think it hasdone an effective job usually. I. think sometimes we have not doneeverything we should have. I-think it has been a positive force for In-dian rights.
I have a fear that. by putting it in as a part of the Bureau, there isa. danger that it would get canceled out. It certainly can be canceledout in other ways. It can be canceled out by an unsympathetic. Solici-tor. It can be canceled out by appointing an Associate Solicitor who isnot an advocate of Indian rio-lits--althoundi I think the -incoming As-sociate Solieitor will be. He is Tom Fredricks.

_ You certainly can. and we have all experienoed situations where theAssociate Solicitor has actually held clown progress. I have a feelingthat there is a danger. for whatever reason, the office would not be aseffective in BIA ass it is presently. I__ guess._ I eannot foeus_it any morethari-fhat.
Mr. FUNKE. Do you think the problems of blockage. for example. bythe Solicitor could be cured by giving independent authority to the As-sociate Solicitor and also litigation authority?
Mr_ CIT.13rnEns. Yes: I think that is a positive step. I would support.that step.
I think if you do it. Mr. Funke. you have to increase the staff of theSolicitor even more When you are handling eases. that takes moretime than sonic of the other work in the office: and you are workingunder deadlines.
I think that would lielp some of it. The real problem I experiencedwas not so much that they would turn down litigation we would rec-onunend. 'Usually they would not. although there-W45fild be timela,n-s.The real problem was conflict of interest within the Interior Depart-ment_ I lost more decisions than I won where we were takiwr on otheragencies in the Interior Department. I referred to some of them in mytestimony: We could have a whole catalog of horrihles: the CentralArizona Project water allocation: some of the problems in water rightslitigation in the Stat.! of Washingtcm with the Colvilles and the Lum-mis-
There are also angers where they will brinc, liticration you ask themto bring but they will not let you take certain positions you want totake.'I guess that really conies up in some of the water ricrhts liti-tion. That could be cured by having an Associate Solicitor beinr, able..to make direct referrals to the Deparfment of Justice and ultimatelyto -bring cases if the referral was turned down.
There is one subtle problem that the committee ought to be awareof_ If you expand the power of the Associate Solicitor and say that he
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becomes a kind of solicitor or at least a deputy solicitor and you sayhe can refer as to Justice, then be becomes a kind of assistant at-
torney general if he can bring eases himself. There is a danger. if you
give a man that nmeh power. that there will he strorwer forces thanexist no to inake sure he is not an Indian advocate. The kinds of in-
fluences that .S*4' bmitor Abourezk was mentioninev over appointment, of
other high officials may he brought to bear on the appointment. You
may- lose your Indian advocate. The man /tiny have more power. butthe politieal forces may prevent stronr, adv4acates from being ap-
pointed to that kind of position. Yon might not end up with as much-T think it is an idea that is really worthy of eciiisideration. I -cer-tainly would have liked to have it. 7 can frith rantee that

111r. FUNK E. Do von think that would be TV me("Fed in part by hay-
ing the *Indian Affairs Committee having approval power over thatappointment ?

:NTT% Crr vArrivr4s_ Tt could be. ;riven the present eoninlittee chairman,
Senator .Abourezk. But T would encourage the committee to focus
attention on other agencies of Government also. This is partly because
of Servitor A boure:k's work and others in the Seliate and elsewhere,
and the determination of Tn-ilian leaders to make sure that the TndianDivision is an advocacy division.

There have been improvements in the 'Interior Department over thelast or 6 years. There have not been similar improvement in someother a evnries of Govern4nent.
T am thinking that,probably the inn reinal benefit for mak-iru an

institutional _eliannre in Interior is less than the marginal benefit fortriakine- it in other plaCes:-
Mr_ Fr-Nrcr... Whrt type of institutional ehnnev- a mild von recom-

mendlet"s say at. the Department of Justice am' ,:/- in omn?
'Arr. CIT.mrsErts. T think at Justice you need 1.-) ,,traltze the au-thority for Indian eases far more than it has f think that the

danger at %Justice is that the rie-ht hand does not know what the lefthand is doing often.. Ti i n decentralized areney_ So often you have
very important policy decisions beine- made by 1E.S. attorneys.. let's
say_ that are not even 1,-..notvil by the Assistant Attorney General or arenot known until it is much Poo late to ital with them effectively.'

T think the .Tustice Department has notalthoivrh there have been
improvements there- too. I think the Justice Department has not con-ceived of its role its a trustee in the same war that. let's say. the Tndian
Division of the Interior Department has. Some people at Justice have
conceived of the role that way.-and some of them have been very ef-
fective. But itois a matter of the luck of the draw_

Let me give an example_ My partner Harry Sachse. T think. was a
very effective Indian advocate within tin' Solicitor General's office-He
did not see himself simply as an Indian-advocate. but he was a strong
and sympathetic- supporter of Tridian rights, Ther effect that that had
on tb- kinds of decisions and the kinds of cases that were brought be-
fore the Supreme Court. say, in the last 6 or S years. was very sub-stantial.

Mr. Sachse is not there any longer. The result of that is that it just
depends on what the proclivities and attitudes are of whoever is ap-pointed to his position are. We do not know exactly what those are..
bnt it is a matter of chance. Tt is not a matter of Planning or design-
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The Office of Manwnrement and Budget has. not cvenerally been asupporter of President Nixon's and President Ford's and. T assnme.President Carter's policy of self-determination. There are people there
who have different views tr4f what the (*pals of Indian policy ought tohe. There has not been direction from top levels of OMB to changethose views.

Of course, that is something that is part of the Execut ive Office ofthe President. You would expect that that would he most faithful to
the President's policies. But I do not think in practice it has been.I do not mean that they have been just restrictive in terms of thebudgets. That is OMT3's job. I mean in tern of the policy determi-nations. There have been a number of times wher the policy determi-
nations have been restrictive of the T:..tian rights. T think that that islargely just a matter of changin., the view of the agency and gettingpeople in fairly high positions who are sympathetic to Indian rights.Mr. FUN-KE. To the extent that Justice can be improved throughinstitutional changes as opposed to the luck of the draw: How would
you reorganize the .Thstice Department ?

Mr. Crr_vArnEns. If I were the czar of the :rustic; Department. I
would want to have a separate Indian division. It would be just like
an antitrust di-via-lion or a tax division or something like that. T would
want it to havexesponsibility for the NA-hole gamut of Indian cases. Ithink the trust responsibility is important enougli.

Chairman ARCWREZIC. Would that include the criminal as well asother trust eases like criminal prosecutions. as well as taking care ofthe lands part of it ?
Mr CT' rivr-Jts It would inchfde criminal cases. tax cases. lands.-and.. .

natural resources cases, and civil rights cases. Those are the four majorareas, and it would include direct line authority over U.S. attorneysand their handling of Indian cases.
Tf it could not he done as a separate division, one idea that was float-inc, around the Justice Department- for some time was having a sepa-rate deputy assistant attorney general in one of the: present divisions to

have. that authority. Maybe it would be in the Lands Division: thatprobably would be the most logical place.
Of course. that kind of approach only works if the nerson is given aclear charge by the Attorney General, to be an advocate for the Indian

trust responsibility and for the trust relationship of the -United States.
It does not work simply to have it centralized.

There, were terrible -problelins of coordination.. I can remember tax
cases that the Tax Division would. brintr. There would be criminal tax
prosecutions where the 'Interior Departmenchelieved that taxis werenot owin.-, where it was Indian trust land_ an assignment of Indian
trust land clown in North Carolina. The woman was running a motel on
the land. The Tax Division was criminally prosecuting her, whereas we
believed the taxes were not ow inn- on fruit derived from trust land.

We had a split brief nrocedure. T am sure, Senator Abourezk. you
are familiar with that. The Interior Department could ask the Justice
Department to separately state the Indian trust views in a ease whereit had' taken a position for one of the other agencies of Government
toward the Internal Revenue Service. We exercised that in this case.The court apneals reversed the conviction and basically held that
you did not have to pay the taxes.

6



What I nlean is that that case never should have been Iwonglit, cer-
tainly not as a,eriminal prosecution. But it is brought because the Tax
Division lid not cheek with other divisions which would have given it
the same opinion. It did not cheek with the Interior Depaa<lent. It did
not check with 41t her divisi(ms in .Instice.

That kind of ease ennui he brought by a 1._S. attorney in a criminal
matter. Lots of the reservation boundary eases like the Ro..trInifi case
tlerive from -criminal iwiTsecirtions of petty burglaries out on reserva-,.
tions. They are bryiught by V.S. attorneys. It is not until they reach
the Sufkreine Colirf. or :it Icast the courts (If appeals. that the line divi-
sions in thcrphistice Departmrnt. which really have lie expertise on
Indian law_lind out about it. .

Sf/Ne- can end up with reservations being terminated as a result of
ed criminal Tirosecutiom-. I think it is :serious. r think it is

son Iii ii that the Department of Justice ought to address itself to.
tairman Anouni-..7.K. I tkink those'are all t he onestions we have at

this )oint. I would be interested in hearing more about tin -Justice De-
part nent teorganization that vou were just talking about.

I want to thank Ton ve-ry nmeh for an excellent pwsentation and for
your appearance today.-

Mr. CIIANIlIERS. ThaTIL.p1-11.
Chairman Anta-rmzi:-. Without objection. we will- insert into the

record some material prepped for the et)t-utnittee. It is entitled -A.
Study of Administrative Conflicts of Intereist in the Protection of
Indian Natural Resources.-

r Ain terial follows :J
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
CosmrrTEE ON THE 'JUDICIARY,

Washington, Dembag- 15, 1970.
Hon.- JAMES-0. EASTLAND,
Chai.Assam, Committee on the Judiciary,

.Semate, Washington, D. C_
DEAR MR. CHAIR.. MA:s.1: For some months now the Subcommittee on

Administrative Practice and Procedure has been looking into the
issue of administrative conflicts of interest in the protection of Indian
naturalresources_ It came to my attention that the California Indian
Lea-al SerVices had sponsored a stufb.- that was parallelin& ours, and I--
.instructed my staff to cooperate with OILS in the preparation of its
study_ The final paper. written b-y Mr. Reid Chambers, brings
together full documentation of numerous instances of -conflicts of
interest within the Federal Government, involving the Departments
of 'Interior .1-ind - Justice, that hax--4- resulted in erosion of the natUral
resource base of Auterica.n.Inclians aria, in one case,.Alaska Natives.
That -papefi: :attached. -Precedent Nixon indicated a concern witt. this in his
Indian Message-last July, and the Administration, prepared legislation
(S. 4165) to deal with this problem: Initial hearings on the bill were in
September, but it appears that it NV:ill be some time before any -actiOn
will be taken on the proposal. In the interim, the case studies discussed
by Mr_ Chambers present a strong. case- .for imriiediate institution
of new practices and. procedures .designed to minimize conflicts and
maximize protection of Indian rights and resources: Some of these
practices and procedures are outlined in my foreword to the paper.

I am sure that my colleagues on -tlie"-.-.Judzciary Committee, as well/
as .other Members of Con,greS--.4"' and persons -interested in Indian
.affairs; will find the Chambers' paper useful, and I ask that it be
printed as a Committee. print. .

I

EDWARD M. KE.NN-R.DY..
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FOREWORD
(By Senator Zdward 3E. Kennedy):

A year ago the publication by the Joint Economic Committee of a
-.paper entitled "Federal Encroachment on Indian Water Rights and
the Impairment of Reservation Development" }rought to publicattention the fact that, in'tlie authors

1/4.,-9`"-s-iflicting responsibilities, obligations, interests, claims, legal theoriesindeed
philOsophies-oftentimes prevent the Interior' and JuStice Department adminio-

- ,trators, planners, engineers and lawyers from. fulfilling the trust obligation (which
- the - on owes) to the American Indians in regard to natural resources '1`*"-

t, was clear: to ine that these conflicts arose in part from the admin-
,. Istfative structure within the rxiterior-- and-Justice Departments that

required the same SoNctor to advocate, defend, and- -2-tidge-n.aa;ters
where the interests of Indians- conflicted with those of other Interior
bureaus, and the same Department of Justice Division -to prosecute
Indian claims against states and third parties while -opposing Indian
claims ag,ain- st. the United States:-But they arose also from the lack of
prcic.tedures and procedural Safeguards within the Executive branch of
government designed to minimize conflicts and mr-x-irnize protection of
Indian natural resources...I thus felt it appropriate that the Su.bcom-
niitee on Administrative Practice /and Procedure investigate tbiS
matter.. -

1.0

/
During the course of the Subcommittee investigation it came to myattention that a comprehensive paper was being compiled on admin-

listrative conflicts of mterest by/Nfr.. Reid Chambers, under the aus-
"pices of the California Indian Legal Services. Mr- Chambers has

.ac iously consented to the Snbcommittee's publication of his paper.
The paper, which follows, presents .extensive- background 3n- the re-
sponsibilities of the federta.,-government to American Indiuns and on=
the 'wocess by which officials and, offices of the government find them-
selvesxinvolved in conflic%-of-interest situations in carrying out these
responsibilities. More importantly, the- paper traces example after
example of situations-in,-whith-- a :conflict _of interest; -of one sor xr
ano-Eher, worked to thei detriment of. the American Indian.. Wheret-er
Indian land and water are involVed, past and present conflicts within
the Executive branch can be found. The -examples Mr. Chambers.
discusses illustrate_ clearly an elethent of .the process by 'which the . -
In.dian land base during the Past 80 years has been eroded by over 90
million acres.. /

July-the President recognized iheirconflicts of interest involved
in the protection a Indian rigb.ts. He observed=

.
The United States Government acts as a. legal trustee for the land and water -rights of American Indittns. These rights are often of critical economic impor-

tance to the Indian prople; frequently they are also the subject of e--ztensive legal
dispute. In many of these legal confrontations, the Federal government is faced
with an inherent conflict of interest. The Secretary of the Interior and the At-

By Willlan3. Feeder, in Toward Economic Dereigpment for 2.Vatirt American .Consniuniikar (Joint Eco-
norolc Conan.. 9Ist Cong.. 1st 2.4.0 p. 460.

(V)
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tornev General must at. the same time advance both -the national interest in the
use of land. and water rights and the private interests of India-Its in land which
the government holds trustee_

Every trustee has legal- obligation to advance the _:..trests of the '.'benefici-
axles of- the trust without. reservation and with the highoest degree .ofdiligence and

Under present conditions; it is often difficult (Or the Depart trent of_t he In-
teriii-Fand- the-Department of Justicet6 fnifill this obligation. No self-respecting
law firm would .e%er allow itself to represent two opposing clients. it2 one dispute;
yet the Federal government. ,has- frequently fourfd itself in preciseir. that position..
There is considerable 'evidence that the Indians are the Iolsefr, 0. hen -lush situations.
arise. -More than that, the credibility of the Federal government is damaged
whenever it appears that such a, conflict of intert exists.

Congress is presently considering a bill to establish an Indian
-Trust Counsel Authority, a separate agency which, would. have the
''appropriate responsibility. and authority. fully to protdct Indian
natural resource interests. Since :the Authority would be distinct
and separate frOrn the Interior and Justice' Departments, conflicts
of interest in the representation of Indian interests -could not
"Unfortunately'. there will undoubtedly be a considerable period of
time before this legislation is enacted and the Authority becomes
operativ e. In the interim, it is clear that certain procedures should
be established. to insure full protection of Indian resource. .

The President, under 25 U.S.C- section 9, is specifically authorized
to -"preScribe such regulations as he may think fit for carrying- into
effect the various provisiirns of any act -relating:to- Indian..tiffairs,.
and for the settlement of the accounts of Indian affairs." Section 2;
T.T.S. -:COde, invests the .Commissioner of Indian Affairs----`.'under the---
direetion of 'the Secretary- of the Interior, and- agreeably to such
regulations as the President may prescribe`'' -with. the -tinanagement
of all Indian affairs and of all matters arising nut of Indian-relations.."
It thus seems clear that, there exists ample authority. for instituting,
effective immediately, the following practices*and 'procedures:

F72-8t, every agency of .government taking action affecting:
Indian rights or claims should 'Dive complete and timely notice to
the tribe and to the BL& before such action is taken_ This should-
apply especially to the administrative stages of-any action..

Seceind, Indian tribes or their representatives should be given
full opportunity to participate in any decisions affecting them,
including-. the formillation-:ot --policies and rules,- as well . as
adj.'

Th ;rd, in both administrative and.fildWial-proceedings,--Indians__________
should be assured competent, independent counsel_ -To the extent
that a tribe cannot- afford counsel, the Government should
nndertake to finance representation.

tie' '..f-cee of conflicting -governmental inte're.fst
the Government should _fulfill itg responsibilities . under federal -
law to represent Indian. tribes. And tins representation -should be
under the direction of the .client, not of the. goveThment.

These. steps may not provide a. complete answer; to the problem of
conflieting interests in the protection of Indian rights They should
go a hing way toward 2tileiviating- the impact of such conflicts- Fail-
ures by the Government to .dischar5re its trust responsibilities withotit':'"
compromising- Indian rights 'should not be tolerated. Where con-
filets occur, as the -paper which follows illustrates, the Indian- is always
the loser.

Vt
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DISCHARGE OF THE FEDERAL. TRUST RESPONSIBILITY
TO ENFORCE CLAIMS OF INDIAN TRIBES: CASE STUD-
IES OF BUREAUCRATIC CONFLICT OF INTEREST

(By Reid Peyton Chambers*)

No servant can serve-two masters; for either he will
hate the one and love the other;-. or else he will hold to

. the one, and despise the other. Luke 16:13
The. United States.stands in, a fiduciary relationship to Indians and

Indian trig_ It has been held by the Supreme Court- that "Indian
tribeg- are the wards of the nation. ; The duty is _a "self-imposed" .one .

which arises out of the Iiidian tribes' status as "dependent domestic
nations" within_ the territory of the United States. The classic dis-
cussion of the Government's fiduciary duty to Indian tribes is found
in Chief Justice Marshall's landmaik decision of -Cherokee Nation- v.
Georf;a-, 30 U.S. Pet.) 1. 17 (1S31). In holding that Indian tribes are
not ."foreign states" entitled to invoke the original jurisdiction of the
S'ipreme Court, the Chief Justice, stated that "the condition of the
Indians in relation to the United States is _perhaps unlike that of anyother two people in existence."

. _

Later Supreme Court decisions have rea.Ormed. the special guardian-
ship of:the Federal Government for 'Indians. In United Stotes

..K.agama, 118 U.S. 375 (1SS6), the Court analyzed the fiduciary. duty
as growing out of an "exclusive sovereignty * -* which_ must exist
-in the National Govern. ment" and the fact that Indian. tribes are
"communities dependent on the United States- (Emphasis in original.)

.Accord::-Urated States v. -Sandoval. 231 U.S. 2S.- (1913).:: 111:9st-
recently, in Sern;nole v. L7nited States, 316 U.S 2S6, -296-97 (1942):
the Supreme Court held that the United States "has charged itself
with moral obligations of the highest responsibility and trust." This
guardianship was referred to as in part "a humane and self-imposed-
policy."

Tge existence of this trust relationship was recently reaffirmed by
-President Nixon. In a message to Congress 'on July 8, 1970, he em-
pha,sized that: .

The United :.Atates. Government acts as a legal. trustee fOr the land and water
rights of American Indians. These rights are often of critical economic importance
to the Indian people; frequently they are also. the subject of extensive legal_dispute.

The President noted that many legal disputes concerning the ex-tent of the Indians' land and water rights are between -them and
"'This paper was prepared for California Indian Legal Services (CT LS). The author is an acting professor

of law. University of Californhi nt Los Angeles_ lie is grateful to CI LS. and to all individuaLn who have
generously. cOnts-ihutel ideas and information. and is particularly inelebt-1 to _Richmond F. Allan. Egg--David II. Getches. Esq.. Roliert S. Feleyger. Browiaing loipostem. Esti. Prnfessor Monroe E.Daniel Rosenfelt. Esq.. Lee J. Solar. Tlioma.s Susumu. Esq.. Henry B. Tallaferro, Esq., WilliamH.Veeder. Esq.. and

Esq..
Esq.

r United Staten r. Kaparna. 1 Z.4 U.S. 3351 (1 SSA) 1) Cherokee Nation v. neoraia.150 L.S. (5 Pct.', 1. 17
Chiefiustire Marshall stated that the rehiticaiship between Indians and the L'ulted States -rcsentliles that
of a ward to his gunn:ian." ('ailed =.:14rfes r. '213 3 (7.S. 4441. 44s (P424): Charturn .tiertion r. United Slates,
119 r.P.S. 1. (1.%04-:). See aL....41 Creek Notion V. Cured State's. 295 10 t, (1935). .

(1)
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agencies of the federal government, their trdstee. Such instances in-
volve conflicts of interest, as it is- impossible for the government vig-
orously to provide legal representation to the Indians and, at the same
time, effectively pursue its own designs and policies with respect to
land and water also claimed by -the Indians.

In order to remove the conflict of interest, the President propoSed
creation of a new entity, independent of the executive branch, to
provide legal representation to Indians. Legislation to establish this
entitythe Indian Trust Counsel Authoritywas .;ent to Congress
on July 31, 1970. As proposed, the-Trust Counsel Authority would be
controlled. by a three member Board of Directors, appointed by. the
President -with the advice and consent of the Senate_ They Board of
Directors, in turn, would appoint the Indian Trust Counsel as the
chief legal officer_

The purpose of this paper is to examine several situations where a
conflict has arisen between Indian trust rights and conflicting federal
claim-3_ The situations described herein have all arisen within the past
three years, although in some cases the conflict of interest has deeper
hi-:torical antecedents. Since the trust responsibility to the Indians
is primarily reposed in the Department of the Interior, the conflict
of interest is most direct when the agency- with. an interest adverse to
the Indians is a bureau located within the Interior Department.
Therefore, conflicts between either the Bureau of Land Management
or Bureau of Reclamationboth Interior igenciesand Indian
rights have been selected for most. of the cases analyzed.

analyzing the conflict of interest between government agencies
and the Indians, it is imperative to perceive that the federal govern-
ment as trustee is charged with the protection of what are essentially
pr: ate property-rights. As trustee for private rights,- the government.
does not act in its usual political capacity, but is charged with the
same general obligatkins as are imposed on private trustees.2

Indeed, the Court of Claims recently held that the United States
should be held to the most exacting fiduciary standards" with
respect to Indians, whatever its other goals and preferences.3 The
same principle was announced by the Supreme Court in Seminole

v. Einited States, 316 U.S.. 2S6, 297 (1942). Just as a private
trustee, the .United States has a duty of undivided loyalty, which has
been called the "most fundamental" duty owed to the beneficiary by
his trustee or a ward by his guardian.4 Another important duty is
the obligation # preserve and protect the trust property, which
includes talus;., ll reasonable steps- to enforce 'the beneficiary's
legal claims relating- to the property.5 And just as a conflict between
the private trustee's fiduciary.duty of loyalty and his own personal
interests would be intolerable if it interfered with-performance of his
trust responsibility, a. conflict between the rights of Indian bene-
ficiaries and the public purposes embodied in federal programs with
adverse interests must not impede the effective discharge- of the

In IlenornItzee Tribe of Indians e. Unilect .N7arcs. 101 Ct... Cis. 10.10.-19 (1944). 'it was held that a spectra
lurimclictiorud act providing that -"the court shall apply as respects the United State.% the same principles
of law as would be applied to an ordinary fiduciary. addrs] little to the settled doctrine that the United
States. as regards its dealings with the. property of the Indians. is a trustee." 11i Menominee Tribe. the govern-
silent was barred from borrowing funds from the Indians v.-i!liout paying a normal rate of interest. and from
making expenditures with high-Interest funds before exhausting low interest accounts_ In Sioux Tribe v.
United States. 105 Ct. CIs. 25 (1946), the court held that the government has a star.dard,fiduciary duty to
make a proper accounting to its beneficiary.-

'Tribe of Indiana lied Stales. 364. Y.. 2r1 ZI'Alt. 322 (Ct. Cls. Ilefel.) Compare Menominee Tribe
0) Indiana r. r..Pnited titatra. Pr2 Ct. C:Is. 553 (1:45).

Se,if. Trusts. p. 1297 and i 170-17. c
Id.. 5 6 176-17.
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United States' fiduciary obligation to protect private Indian property
rights.

This "conflict" then, is not one which properly can be resolved
through the process of balancing conflicting interests. Such a balanc-
ingprocedure within the executive department is desirable where corn-
petingpubiic policies are being balanced: this, of_course, is the method
by which public policy-is .forinulatad.- Hilt private rights, which the-
united States is obligated as a fiduciary to defend, cannot be so bal-
anced against conflicting public purposes. The government's relation-
ship to the Indians is, in this respect, unique in character.

On the one extreme, the prohibition against the ,United Ste as
trustee, having an interest adverse to his benefi iAry could co= ceiv-
ably he resolved by holding that wherever a public purpose conflicts
with Indian trust rights, the latter shall always prevail. Such an abso-
lute frustration of competing public policies would clearly be intol-
erable for several reasons. Most -importantly, the formulation of
public policy must retain more flexibility than would be permitted by
such an iron-clad rule. As will be seen, Indian property rights are some-
times difficult to define and raise complex legal and Tactual questions.
Moreover, a private trustee faced with a conflict between a. fiduciary
duty and a critical -personal interest could resign, whereas the federal
trust obligations cannot be ended without an Act of o- That
can be demanded at a minimum is that Indians' claims asserted
by an advocate with undivided loyalty.

The opposite extreme would be a, rule requiring the Indian interest
to -yield to conflicting public purposes. In the past this extreme
while by no means a fast rule of administrative practiceaptly de-
scribes the result of most, although not all,6 cases where a conflict of
interest has arisen in the discharge of the federal trust responsibility.
In part, consequence may derive from entrusting primary re-
sponsibity for administering the trust obligations to Indians to the
Secretary or the Interior and, within the Interior Department, to. the
Bureau of Indian Affairs 7 The Department of the Interior's major
responsibility is the management and conservation of public property
and resources; 8 its bias, therefore, would be against conflicting private
property rights.

The Indian Trust Counsel proposal now pending before Congress
represents a departure from either of these extremes. Without pledg-
ing that private Indian interests should prevail whenever they conr
flict with public purposes, the proposal represents an institutional
rearrangement in which private rights can be advanced with undivided\
loyalty. Since the proposed bill waives the sovereign immunity of \
the United States in connection with actions commenced by the Trust
Counsel, it favors resolution of conflict situations by the judicial '

branch rather than by executive fiat. As stated, this is the very least
*While the case studies-described below are ones where the Indian interests appear to have been compro-

mised, this is, of course. not always the rmelation when conflict arises. For example. in January L969, the
Solicitor determined that the south boundary of the Salt River Indian Reservation in Arizona had been
erroneously determined by the Bureau of Land Management to be the north . rather than the south. channel
of the Salt River. Memorandum. Solicitor Edward Weinberg to Score ttiry of the Interior. M-36770. January 17
1969. Similarly. the Solicitor determined in 1966 that the boundaries of the Yakima Indian Reservation had
been erroneously surveyed and portions of the land that should have been included in the ieservation admin-
istered by the .BLM, should be returned to the Tribe_ Memorandum. Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs
to Assistant Secretary for Public .1.4nd Management.. June 21, 1967, "Restoration to Yalcoant Tribe of Lands
Omitted from Survev."-

3 U.S.C. 4135' U.S.C- 0 1. 1A, 3
" its duties include administration of public lands, =inns, territories and possessions. lsh and wildlife,

nationallparks. and petroleum conservation.
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to which the Government's Indian wards are entitledto have their
cases advocated and adjudicated by officials and tribunals free of
divided loyalties.

The Nature of Legal Conflicts of Interest
In legal representation, there are three basic conflict-of-interest situ-

ations. The first is where the attorney himself has a personal interest
in property claimed by his client- It is obvious that an attorney will
not zealously advocate his client's interests if he must sue himself, a
corporation in which he has a substantial financial stake; or his
employer_ Such representation has repeatedly been declared to be
unethical _9

Similarly, an attorney cannot effectively. represent a client whose
claimed rights conflict with those of another client." An attorney
"should resolve all doubts against the propriety of" representing mul-
tiple clients." The multiple client problem, where a federal agency has
a claim to property adverse to Indian claimants, is the most common
conflict in federal representation of Indians.12

A third conflict of interest is that political influence may intercede
between the lawyer and his &dents- A conflict may thereby be created
between the attorney's duty to his client and his dependence on third
personshere, chiefly higher officials in the Departments of Justice
and Interior and members of Congress. Canon 35 of the American
Bar Association, Canon. of Professional Ethics, would seem to be
violated by the present structure by'which federal legal representation
is provided to the Indians_ It reads (in part):

The professional service-4 of a lawyer should not be controlled or exploited by
any lay agency, personal or corporate, which intervenes between client and law-
yer. A lawyer's responsibilities and qualifications are individual. A. lawyer's
relation to his client should be personal, and the responsibility should be direct
to the client.

The American Bar Association Code 'f _Professional Responsibility
similarly bars political influence exerted upon an attorney-client
relationship." Ethical Consideration 5-23 declares that

Si ce a lawyer
the

always. be free, to exercise his professional judgment
twith° t regard to he interests or motives of a. third person, the lawyer who is

J. .%.rn.r#cs.n Bar Association. Committee on Ethles. Informal Opinion No- 967 (1966)- In United States
rAnonarnons, =5 F.. Supp. 1I1. 11.3 (Ea). Tenn_ 19e3). the Court stated: "Attorneys must not allow their
private interests to conflict with the of their clients . They owe their entire devotion to the interests
of theirnzieents." = . - .

DLarip'tlhary'lile 5-101. (American Bar Association) Code of Professional Responsibaitm provides "Except
with the consent (14' his client.after full disclosure. a lawyer shall not accept employment If the exercise of his
profeterlonal Judgment on behalf of his client will be or reasonably.may be affected by his own .fiziancial,
birdnefta. property. or personal inures le."

to For e'XII.TarI. an attorney for an insurance company was engaged in representing X. a motorist insured
by the company. in a suit against Y following an automobile accident involving X and Y. In this litigation,
the ettoree-v was contending before the court that Y had been negligent and X had not-been negligent. Due
to the length of the court proceeding. and the size of his out-of-pocket expenses in connection with his injuries.
X requested an arbitration proceeding under the terms of the policy where, if successful. X could require
prepayment of certain benefits- To resist prepayment, the company must show that X was negligent in the
accident. It was held that the same attorney could not represent both X in court, and his company in the
arbitration' proceeding. even if both X and the company consented. Informal Opinion No. 977 (1967)-

12 Ethical Consideration 5-Li. American Bar Association. Code of Professional Res-ponsibility.
is The federal conflict-of-interest laws protect the Government against any such conflicting interest held

by its employees. "'These Laws. butressed by criminal :emotions against violators. prohibit any federal em-
:. 'over from rePrese" tiny[ a private part before a court or air in a matter where the United States has an
.-.-iterest. IS U.S.C. This prohibt.ion survives for sa, period of time after a person leaves, governmente-.3.,;-.1oirnent with respect to matters in which he actively participated while with the government and
matters under his official supervision. IS U.S.C. 5 ar (a),(b)."

ia Ethical Consideration 521 reads in part: "The obligation of a. lawyer to exercise professional judgment
.seiery on behalf of his client requires that he disregard the desires of others that might impair his free judg-
ment. The desires of a third person will seldom adversely affect a lawy.er unless that person is in a position
to exert strong economic political or social pressures upon the lawyer-

:4
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emuloyed by one to represent another must constantly ward. against erosion of
his professional freedom_
While political influence may properly focus upon goyernnient
attorneys who are charged with implementing public policies, . it
cannot be jui4tified in: the case of attorneys employed in discharge
of a federal trust responsibility to protect private rights.

The case studies which follow demonstrate that all of the three
types of prohibited conflicts of interest, exist in the federal- rePre-
sentattion of the Indians. Additionidl3,-, they indicaIes thatwhere a
conflict of :interest of the "multiple client" type exists\ and a federal
ap-.4.ricy is claiming trust -property in which the Irid.N.ns claim an
interestno government attorney is at present charger r- with single-
mindedly .advancing the Indians' claim_ Tht- Solicitor's office, in
evident violation of professional ethical sta.nclArds, generally "rep-
resents" both the Indians and the agency involved. Moreover, the
controversy is usually resolved in that office itself: the SolicitOr issues
all "opinion" which, 'far from resembling an opinicin letter- from a
priv-Lte attorney to his client, constitutes an adjudication Of. thedisPute for all practical purposes_ No government attornev\will
"appeal" the opinion to a. court or higher adtninistrative authority;
:t is accep.ted as a. statement of the law."

CASE STUDIES OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
A. THE "MULTIPLE et-IE.:NT" PROBLEM

Lease, of Colorado Rverfront Property, Claimed by dtz. ;Lechan Tribe, by
the of Land Management

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) administers the public
lands of-the United States. Not infrequently the BLM sells or leases
lanlis lands claimed by the Indians or Indian tribes_ -

The Colorado River. serves as zs boundary for a number of Iridian
reservations along its .banks. Riyerfront property in. many areas is
especially valuable for recreational purposes. In April 1967 Interior's
Program Support Staff recommended that Secretary Udall approve
a lease of land!: to Yuma County for zi.n airport and park facilities_15
These lands, which border the Colorado River, were claimed by the
Quechan Tribe to be part of their Fort Yuma -Reservation-

The conflicting claims of the tribe and the BLM were presented to
the Department of Interior's Solicitor for.his "opinion_" The'Solicitor
reasoned that the Quechans possess a beneficial interest only in. the
irrigable hinds Within the reservation, but that Indian title to non-.
irrigable reservation lands had been ceded by an agreement. of Dec-.
ember 3; 1S93, ratified by an act of Congress in 1S94-16 The Solicitor
then deternained tiit the proposed lease was legally- unobjectionable
so long as one irricrahle parcel of land was exCluded from it.17 -

In rendering this "opinion'_ ,' the _Solicitor was in reality arbitratino..
a diSpute 'among. various of his "clients." The Indian- tribe and the

34 Mediation (Jr disputed intetests of two clients by an attorney is permissible only ff (1) both clients
affirmatively request it and () the attorney desi.sts from further representation of either client on the /nutter
involved. American liar Association. Code of Proremsional Reepowribility, Ethic:1 Consideration 5-20; H.
Drinker, Legal Ethics 11::_ .

sa Memorandusn. "i.eeuc of Land.c. to "fru.rna C431221ty-- Acting Director Program Support Stuff t4 Secretary
or The Interior.' April 20. tco67.

14 Act of August l5. 1S9t. Stat. Zr.r.,
or 1 opinion of June 12. P..614. Status of Litaid T.16 S.R.22 and 23 E.; SBA! PrOposal for Lease to Yuma.
-County. Arizona.
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BIA., on the one hand, resisted the lease; other Bureaus within theDepartment supported it. Clearly, .the Solicitor could not providecomplete legal representation to the competing interests_ Rather thanacting as an advocate, he functioned as an umpire and fashioned a.
"compromise" solution_ Moreover,. the critical technical-determination
as to which lands were irrigable and, whichwere nonirrigable was madeby the Bureau. of Reclamation, one of the Bureaus which favored the
lease-18

In sustaining the lt-gaIity of the lease, the .Solicitor held the 1893Agreement, on which the 1894 statute was based,. to be valid_ This
determination rejects certain claims of the Quechan Indians that theAgreement was an utter nullity because it was obtained by fraud,'duress, and even forgery arguments the Indians could expect- anuncomprornised a.dvocate to advance in a judicial or administrative
proceeding.

In 1S93 Congress granted a right-of-war to an irrigation companyto construct a canal over lands on Yuma. Indian Reser-vs-don:5.9
Three commissioners were appointed to negotiate with the Indians andobtain :their consent to the right -,of-way. The tribal members couldnot read, write, or understand English, and an Indian interpreter who
was not a member of the tribe was engaged by the commissioners. An
"agreement" was concluded, by which the Quechans granted not onlythe canal right-of-way, ''out also forfeited all reservation lands'in returnfor allotments once the canal was constructed. Evidence introduced
before the Indian Claims Commission" indicates that. the interpreterand commissioners forced some Indians to sign document, forged othersio-natures and failed to explain that the agreement would have the
effect of ceding the entirety of the reservation-21 Moreover, eight tribal,,members opposed to the agreement were imprisoned in Los Angelesat/the time it was signed; some of these dissidents were whipped and

one died in prison _22
The agreement was ratified by an Act of Congress in 1894, but

significant portions of the act were never carried out_ The Act specifi-cally provided that unless the -company began construction of the
canal "within three years from the date of the passage of this Act. - -the rights granted by the Act aforesaid shall be forfeited." 23 Thecanal was not constructed within that time period. Instead, an irri-gation project over reservation lands was finally constructed over a
decade later pursuant to the Reclamation Act of 1902 then in effect
and an appropriation bill enacted in 1904.24 This legislation was far
less advantageous to the Quechans than the 1893 agreement, for theentire cost of the irrigation project was to be -borne by them, and
the land. was to be sold at its value prior to reclamation, rather thanby auction at market value as provided in the 1894 act- Allotments-were not made until 1912, nearly twenty years after the 1893
agreement .25

D Id. at p. 2.
it Act of Februsry 15. UM. Z Stat. 456 (MM.

Prior to the leloting dispute discussed above. the Queehans filed a claim against the 1" nited States assert-ing the liability of the government for the low of use of a considerable amount of their land. 77se Qttectian Tribe
of the St_ Yarns Reservation c. United .bates. Ind. Cl_ Cora. Docket No. 320.

22 Indeed. the agreement and congressional enactment following it have never been interpreted as extin-guishing in*. Queclisn's beneficial interest in irrigable lands which have not been disposed of under thereclamation laws of the United States.
22 Memorandum. William H. Veeder to W. Wade Read. Area Director, Phoenix, Arizona. April 15, 1970."Title of the Quechan Tribe in the Yuma Indian Reservation."Stat. 6, 336 et seq.
2 33 Stat. 189 at 224 (11.054).
21 Veecer memorandum. supra. note =1 at pp. M-24.
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Clearly, an argtiment can be madeand would be advanced by an
uncompromised ad-V-ocate of the Quecha.nsthat the 1893 agreement
was void ab initio, and that even if the agreement were valid, the
cession of Quechan lands contained in 4. and in the 1894 Act was
revoked bv the company's failure to commence construction of the
canal within three years_ The area continued to be administered as
an Indian reservation after the 1894 Act, and the 1904 Act recognized
that the Indians maintained a beneficial interest in irrigable lands
(the only lands the 1904 Act covered) not sold to settlers. If the 1893
Agreement and 1894 Act had really ceded all reservation land, no such
beneficial interest could have continued- The issue, of course, is not
whether these arguments would ultimately be sustained: the crucial

-point is that they were never articulated by the Solicitor.
2_ The Use of Big Horn River water by the Bureau of Reclamation

The Bureau of Reclamation is the other agency within the Interior
Department which most often has claims which conflict with Indian
tiltilaroperty --rights_ The federal reclamation program, originally
limited to the construction of irrigation works for both public and
private users, has expanded over the past seventy years to ,provide
water for power, municipal, commercial, and industrial users.z7 Rec-
lamation projects may store and sell surplus 'waters, and may advance
such objectives as navigation flood control_28

Frequently. these projects seek to use water to which Indians and
Indian tribes- have a claim under the "Winters Doctrine." First set
forth in Winters v. United States, 207 US. 564 (1908), this doctrine is
that when the Indians ceded lands to the federal government, they
impliedly retained rights to sufficient water to serve the present and
future needs,?' of those lands which they retained."

There are a number of unresolved general issues concerning Winters
doctrine rights. While it seems that the Indians can use their water
for any purpose-for .which their- reservation was created.,31 it is not
clear how far they may depart from the initial agricultural use served,

irrigation.32 Moreover, the measure of the Iclinters. doctrine-.right
may be exceedingly complex, involving a present estimate of fiiture
beneficial needs. It seems obvious that the Indians require -lam advocate
who will press those claims to the fullest extent possible. In a number
of instances, the Interior and Justice Departments have desisted from
doing so, in large measure because of the conflicting policy of tie
Bureau of Reclamation to ..appropriate as much water as possible for
the reclamation piojects. Reclamation projects, in fact, cannot be
authorized under present nrocedures unless found feasible from a

This was recognized...In an earlier opistica be the Solicitor. ,:auseiry 8. 1936. M-Zi198. pp.. 10-11-
zr Irrigation is the paraMount use for rovlatnation waters_ 43 T.T.S.C. §§ 485h. 521-52"- 1r .was not until

19M that-Congress generally authorized the disposition of project water to uses other than Arrigntion. Act
,f February 25, 1920. ch. 86. 41 Stat. 451, 43 .S.C. § &U. Dot as early as 1906 the Secretary-was authorized

supply water and power to "towns or eines on or in the immediate vicinity of irrigation prole:Ls-- Act
of April 16. 1906. ch. 1831. as Stat. 116-1. 43 U.S.C. 5=. 567.

J. Sax. -Federal Reclamation Law: Water and Water Rights. p. 1=-2. Caked States v. Alttasram irrigation District. :Mr, F. 2.1. 321. 326 (9th Cir.. 1956): Conrad Investment Coln- -

PaLlaYSZ:
United

rally VeecIle61.r.FWto.tere
(9th

iRi9°982ia: Keystone of National Programs for Western Land and
Water Canservation and Utilization. =I Montana 1.. Rev. 149 (1065).

"Thy Master ruled that the principle underlying the reservation of water rights for Indian Reservations
was equally applicable to other federal establishments such as National Recreation Areas and National
Forests. We agree with the conclusions of the Master that the United Starks intended to reserve water +WS-
elent for the future requirements of rite Lake Mead National Recreation Area. the Havasu Lake NationalWildlife Refuge. the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge and the Gila National Forest:* Arkin= v. Cali-
fornia. =3 546, 601 t1963).

In United mates Ir. Walker Rfrer irrigation Ifistriet: 106 F. 2d 334. 340 (1939), the Court of Appeals for the
N'Inth Circuit held that a Winters doctrine right could be used for irritoeion, power. and domestic and
stork-watering purposes_
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financial standpoint.- A finding of feasibility requires that the estimated
cost of -proposed-- construction which can properly be allocated to

power, municipal, and miscellaneous purposes be repaid
to the- United States- from the. sale, of water and power to private
users.33 -

Another point of contention between-the reclamation projects and
-.Indian Waders rights claims is thatwhile the Winters doctrine ex-
tends to water needed for present and future use, --the Bureau- of
Reclamation seems to plan projects where water sufficient to sustain
the project is not cwrrently-being appropriated, irrespective of whether
an Indian claim of future beneficial need might be asserted.. (This
problem appears-in the Rio Grande and Kennewick Dam. case studies,
=Ira.)

The Bureau of Reclamation constructed Yellowtail Dam on the
.Bit". Horn River in the late 1950's, on the Crow Indian Reservation in
Montana. Lands below-rill.g to the Crow -Tribe and the right to use

-water owned bv the tribe for power generation were condemned for
this- purpose 34 Without legal opposition from within the government,
the Btireau of Reclamation is currently selling waters' from the Big..
Horn River-to-industrial users. These sales may be in violation of the
tribe's Minters rights,35 which have never been inventoried .or..estab-

.
In November 19G7, the Field Solicitor's-Office in Billings, Montana.

issued a memorandum .stisLaining the -legality of the Reclamation
diversions.36 The Field Solicitor-proposed a restrictive inter45retatiOn
of the :Win tees case. .whieh would`limit th.e 'rights conferred. by the
doctrine to uses in agricultural produC'tio.ii. Since the Crow Tribe is .

primarily desirous or'devehiping coal deposit:!7; on the reservation
estimated at up to one; billion tonsthe Fiad...._Solicitor's opinion
would deny Ahem the right to use Big Ilorn wati;r-inpreference to -
Reclamation. for this purpose. The Field Solicitor adoptedjhis posi-
tion while adniitting that c`it his not been decided whether tlie-Al. e of
Wintees [ski Decree water may be clanged from irrigation to
trial use.' "7 Moreover, the Field Solicitor- argued that since the Bureau'------
had condemned the power: site for Yellow-fail Darn, it could urge
that it had colulanned the entire 1-4-inter rine rights of the tribe
to the river.-sinre the value_ of-the power sit e would b"e diminished
by tribal dia.-ersions, No opinion could be more damaging to the
interests of the Solicitor's Indian clients. '-Aurelv any conimitted-
tulvocate-would be expec;ted 'to urge -on their behalf till-a, since the
condenination vase explieitly compensated the tribe for the. use of
water fin- power generation, all other water rights-rernained ititact
and the power site value was merely paid for the taking of land. in
this .instance. the Field' Solicitor' chose soleIN,- verve one of his
"clients," to the inevitable detriment of7the interests of -the Indians.

The problem is a. continuing one.. Ili January 190S, the Commis-
sioners clef the BIA- and Bureau of Reclamation met, and it Was Agreed
that :the -Crow Tribe, would receive 110,000 acre- feet annually of Big
Horn. water. This a<hvement 'tats bed on assurance contained in a
Ludy that this was all the water-which could be made available to the
r Cosnp4re Act of A iunist 4. 1929 ch. 415, 0 9(a). 53 Staff. 1.'93..43 V.S.C. y 4s51r(a).

C-,./fed .7-441u. r. 56774.; .4 mei* Laud. 162 F. z_upp. lbS (D. Mont. lt45m).
-3*; Coiled Statesr. Pertrere. to3 F. '2d 7x3. 7s5 (9th !Mt.) afrd 305 C.S. 5? (1939). _

Minnonindunir from Fs. -id Solicitor to Itegignial I iirector. Re.-I itnat ion, 1)iversion of water of Idigliorn
River under lerrns u1 Yelhawo-tooie.ltiver Compact." November 16. ltra7.

3' The Piet.: itolleitor likwrise took the positissi that Winters doctrine- rights wen eton-true sferzWe uniesS
-tile Indian land wete also :SOUL Iseult Uirtlit shut this ciue.:tion hue- never liven lesolverti court.
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Indians." A year later; at the 1969 Reclamation Conference, the Com-
missioner of. the Bureau of Reclamation and the Billings Regional
Director reportedly indicated that about 750,000 acre feet of water
-would be available from Yellowtail Reservoir for industrial purposes' -7
two-and-one-half times the .amount. projected in the study .preceding
the 1958 agreement. it was stated that much of this water had been
contracted for and that the sale of industrial water alone would tepay
the cost of constructing Yellowtail Reservoir earlier than planneu. A
persuasive argument can be made that the tribe is entitled. to sufficient' water to7meet all of its beneficial needs, including industrial uses, or
that it . is entitled to ,cpmpensation for the loss 2'of water riF-hts. izot
covered by the condemnation of the Yellowtail power site. But since
this would obviously involve a payment bY the government, this claim
has not been pressed by the Indians' trustee39
8_ Pyramid Lake

Pyramid Lake has often been cited as the prime example of a
long-continuing conflict-of-interest between an Indian tribe dnd the
Bureau of Reclamation .° The Pyramid Lake Paiute reservation. was
established, in. 1859; it essentially forms a circle around the lake, Which
is the.terthinus of the Truckee River in Nevada- Historically, the
Paiute . tribe, for whom the reservation was established, had been a
fishing people, and the lake's fishery was the chief source of suL-Acitance
for the reserva.tion."

Reelanititiort's incursions into the v-ater used to stipplv_ the lake
began shortly after the passage of the Reclamation Act of 1902. In-

. 190tt the Newlands Irrigation Project was established on the nearby
Carson River which constructed a 41:tin and canal to divert w_ater
from the Truckee The canal steadily depleted the water supply of
Pyramid Lake, reducing its level. and utintatelv destroying its nut twat
fishery.. .

After the -canal was constructed: the United states initiated quiet
title actions to adjudicate the rights of water users along the ettrson
at id Truckee Rivers. A temporary decree was entered_ jn_i1950
United, States a-. Land and L'eerroir. Co., E93.Lity . No D-7-.1S3
(1). Nev.), adjudicating the respective rights of the Newlartds,.project
and private users to Carson River water. A-final decree:,..along the-
Truckee. the Orr Water Ditch decree, was entered in 1944-.43- Although
the Winters doctrine was established when these cases were brought,'1:7 2

,24 Memorandum. MaKh 2t.t. 1068. Commissioners of Bureau of Reclamation and BiA to Assistant .:...-tecre-
taries Public Land Management and Water and Power Develop-tient. "Srale of M & I water from Yellow-
tail Unit. 11issouri River Essig Protect. Monume-Wyoming.- .

ContlictS between the Bureau of Reclamation and Interior's Indian wards in the Missouri River BUS111
are by no means limited to the Big Horn River. in a memorandum of March 1-i. 1..)67. to the DI ff.'s Aberdeen
Are-4 Director. the Director of the BL 's Missouri River Basin investigation claimed that upstre.tmaievelop-
ments of the Agnostura Rapid City and (projected) Belle Fourche projects by the fluPtCan of Reetamation
had depleted the flow of the Cheyenne River- leaving a barren several thousaThi acres of potentially irrii:able
bottom land and higher benches on the Cheyenne Indian Reservation. The Director quoted the Bureau of
Reclamation's own Cheyenne Diversion Report to substantiate his charge: "A reconnaisikoce-erade
reappraisal of the Cheyenne Pumping Untie was made in 195.1. with the conclusion that further ron.,:adera-
tion unwarranted mainly bemuse of the doubtful water supply 'co appreciable further development
of either land or water resources May be expected in the Cheyeitne River Basin. Five Bureau of Reel.s:liation
reservoirs, taking iidvantage of all the more a.ttraztive site.N. effectively control most of the runoff."

4° The principal study of tilt...federal conflict of interest. William EL 'Weeder "Federal -Encroachment on
Indian Rater I.C.1gh s and the Impairment of Reservation Development." in "Toward Economic Develop-
=lent for Native American Communities." Subcommittee on Ecoi 'only In cioverstment of tte;'Joitr: Econo-
mic Committee. Cortgrew. 91st Congrrss, 1st Ses. (Comm. Print 1069) (hereafter cited "Veeder Com-
mittee Print") devotes major attention to Pyramid Lake.'

41 United States V. Sturgeon. 27 Fed- Cas. 1357 (No. 16. 413) (I). Nev. 1879). are/. 27 Fed. Cas. 135s: Seeder
Committee Print; pp. 498-99.v_oectvir COnarnittee Print. pp 490-500.The Carson River runs south of. and generally parallel to. the
Trucl.ee.2 United StalZra Orr Water Ditch Co., Equity No. A-3 (D. Nev.).
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the Indians' federal fiduciary did not assert their Winters doctrine
rights for water to stork Pyramid Lake and protect the dying fishery."
The United States did. however, assert and secure a water right
for the New-lands project to divert T!-uckee water.45 Betweerr-I917
and 1967 the average annual !liversion of Truckee River water for
the .Newlands project has been 250,000 acre feet -half the average
annual flow of the Truckee River.

In recent years, the government has been derelict in representation
of the Pyramid Lake. Ir'ndians in the following respects:

(a) The Orr Water Ditch, decree did rule that the Indians were
entitled to 30.000 acre feet per annum for irrigation purposes. When
the tribe sought instead to use this water W raise the lake's level,
thereby improving, the fishery resource, the Solicitor of the Interior
Department in 1955 issued an opinion that- this was unlawful "
hardly an _act of zealous -advocacy on behalf of the Indians. The
tribe then sought to have the 5rovernment modify the decree to permit
such a use_ In 1964 the Interior Department requested Justice to
petition the court to amend the decree, but no action was ever taken.

(b In 1957 Congress.,authorized construction of the Washoe Project.
by the Bureau of Reclamation.47 This project has two principal com-
ponents: t I Stampede Darn on the upper Truckee River, and (2)

t m u Dam and .Reseryoi on the Carson River. upstream
-from the canal and Newland,: project. The major. threat. posed let' thisprc.jt to Pyramid Lake is t construction and authorization of
WataSht:111111 Dan and Reservoir. If operated for the benefit Of up-
stream C_7arson users. it .vould have the certain affect of depriving the
downstream Newlands project of Carson River water and increasing

-its chrnand upon Truckee River water.
The possibility that Watashearmi Dam and Reservoir might be

constructed impelled upstream .Carson water users to press for a
sett1,inent in the Alpine ease (Carson River) more-favorable to them
than the 1950 temporary. decree. Their hope %vas, in part, that enough
water could be reserved for upstream users to make. the construction.-
of Watasheatim Darn feasible. Negotiations by Justic.' Department
attorneys looking toward a more lenient. settlement than the temporary
decree aroused stvpicions by the Indians that the Bureau of Recla-
riuttion was initttencin7 the Justice Department nerrfiations. In addi-
tion; enforeemeni of the temporary decree by as court-appointed water
niaziter haS in many respects permitted use of water by private parties
not :sanctioned by- the decree. The Indians, therefore, sought to Inter-

" vents in the Alpine case to require strict enforcement of the decree
and to participate in any settlement so as to protect their existing
use of Truckee water, which could otherwise be.. diverted to serve
the Newlands project if the project's rights to use of Carson water
were curtailed. The. tribe charged that the Departthent of Justice
had riot adequately represented their interestS." The, motion, to inter-

" After the eas.e was begun. but long 1x -:ore a final dec.:ed.:vas entered in it. t he Supreme Court conclusively
estatlishect The right of an executive-order reservation to protect and conserve its 11:4hing rights. .1.1eiska
Patifte Ftskerres r. Coated States. 24E. U.S. 7S (1915)

S A 196K report by Ciyrie-(riddle -WorIciagsrd Inc. of Snit I. City, "Report of Lower Truckee-Carson
River I-1 vfirolory Studie.s- concludes VILA'. !"~ryes is sub:ctun1ial waste in this water use and that uttly half the
diverted amount is beneficially used by the project. Such waste Ls kb violation of the .eclarnation laws which
limit-water to beneficial tiz.e.s.

.MotriorandUrn. Associate SoSicitor. Indian Affairs to Comm: mloner of Indian Affairs, May 5. 1955.
? Act of August 1. 1957. eh. kti. 5 2 (a) 70 Stat. 775. 43 1.7-.S.C. 6 614a (a).
"feeder Committee Print. pp. 507-504.
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yen& was opposed by Justice and de r:'!e- District Court and
. the Court of Appeals for,the Ninth C.:

(c) In Apri1.1969, ce Interior Depai recommended that the
Department of Justice institute a quiet title. action on the Truckee
River on behaltof the tribe, limited to waters not already adjudicated
in the Orr Water Ditch case. No such action has been commenced
since that request was made. Unable to receive a response' froM the
government, the tribe 'finally filed suit in the Federal District Court for.
the District of Columbia against the Secretary of the and
Attorney 'General." The relief sought includes an injunction com-
pelling the Secretary to recognize the prior and paramount right of
the tribe to Truckee .River v.-axer to maintain.. the lake's fishery. The
tribe also requested a court order that the defendants enforce both
the Orr.Water Ditch and Alpine decrees, and an order requiiing the
Attorney General to seek a judicial determination of the tribe's water
rights.

Water Right L;iigation Concernin :g. Tributaries to the Rio Grande
River

While the American Bar Association's Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility permits representation of potentially conflicting clients
where litigation is not involved, it clearly enjoins an attorney from
any representation of clients with differing, interests in liticration.51eThe wisdom of this absolute prohibition is demonstrated the
difficulties in which the Department of Justice has become enmeshed
while conducting water rights litigation on behalf of Indian pueblos
in New Mexico. In a real, albeit indirect, sense, the government may be

. said to be representing "both the plaintiff and defendants in an
adversary action." 52

The State of New Mexico has commenced five suits. seeking to
administer water to be diverted into the Rio Grande from the Colo-
rado River system bv the Stc:-, Juan-Chaim= Reclamation Project. 53
The State- Engineer of New Mexico is authorized to administer the
Bureau of Reclamation's project in certain respects. Accordingly. the
state Engin- =as instituted these suits to determine all water rights
to eel ..-$. of the Rio Grande: so as to aid in this a.dminis-
tration.

Onc\of 'we pending cases 54 names as among the defendants four
Indian \.r.,z,zb, .Nambe, Pojoaque, Tesuque, and San Ilclefonso-
This case seeks adjudicate water rights to the Nambe and Pojoaque
Creeks. San Ilcizfonso Pueblo,- and a number of other pueblos not
named defendants, border on the Rio Grande and claim water in the
Rio Grande, by virtue of the Winters doctrine. Representatives of the
Solicitor's Office in Albuquerque have even expressed the view that
assertion of the Indians' full claim to RiO Grande water would exhaust

present flOw..55 Thus ttte federal attorney for the pueblos is aware
.oi an Indian property claim which, if asserted, might destroy the
feasibility of a reclamation project .which seeks to supply principally

4 United States v. Alpine Laud and Reservoir Co.. No. 24. 156 (9th Cir. Aug. 24. 190).
se Pyramid Lake Paiute- Tribe s. Iliad. Civil No: 2506-70 (D. D.G. filed August 21. 1 s).
sl Ethical C.onsirloastion 15.
41./edlaalrap v. Philadelphia Transportation Co., 390 Pa. 231, =,5, 135 A. 2d 252. 254 (1957), cert. denied. 355

17.S. 906 (195.
?'he San Juan Chama Protect was authorized in 196,':.-P 76 Stat. 96.

44 New Mexico's. Aamodt. No. 6839. U.S. DkctrIct Court. D. New Mexico.
se Meeting. October 8. 1969. eLcussed in Dante M. Rosenfelt. "Report ut. the Protection of Pueblo Indian

RIghts to the Use of Water it the Rio Grande Basin: A Discussion of Pending Litigation" (hereafter cited
as -Rosenfelt P.eport")tp. 2
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-municipal and industrial users in Albuquerque that already use some
Rio Grande water:,

. The Department of Justice intefvened to defend the litigation on
behalf of the pueblos and filed a .complaitisc- claiming "quantities of
water sufficient to satisfy the maximum ,neecls and purposes orsaid.
Pueb!os.. , ." 56 -But. although one pueblo, San Ildefonso; has claims
to wti.ter on the Rio _Grande as as Pojoaque,Creek, the United
;.States elected to accept the limitations on the' ease framed by the
Stite not te; as:sert any claims to' the; Rio Grande -itself. Con.se-
quently. San Ildefonso must "compero" with the three- other pueblos
for wat4- in- the Pojoaque and Nambe creeks which, in fact, are almbst.
411-3-.:'7 Some of the Indian pueblos are concerned that the govern-
ment's decision to limit the.water rights adju4keation to tributaries
of the Rio Grande, and-nat to assert claims to the main river itself,
is influenced by a desire not-to delay the completion and operation
of the federal San Juan (lama Reclamation Project.-" The first clear
conflicrt of interest in New Mexico then, is that the United- States
'eDa--tment. of .Justice and the folic hor's office of the Department of

n t £t he regular attorneys for the Bureau of Reclamation) are
representing- Indian interests which may n9t be compatible with
the multimillion-dollar project of another important government
"client."

A second conflict of interest appe,ars on ,the face of the pleadings.
The same attorneys aye representing interests of the Indiuns and tie
Santa Fe National Forest_ Both the Inoliang. and the-National Forest
nuist compete for the same limited Aupply of \water_

These conflicts are not theoretical; appear to have resulted in
a serious failure fo protect Indian rights. 'or example, the government
has failed to contest a "settlement" arrived at between the State-
and non-Indian users followin!"- administrative procedures under New
Nlexico. State law notwithstanding the federal nature of Indian water.
rights.6° When it filed its complaint, the State prepared an elaborate n
hydrolographic survey showing its determination of all lands which
have been irrigated within thet-Nabe-Pojoaque watershed. The State
then made."offers of judgment" to the non-Indian defendants based
on the survey. If accepted, the,;s offers were signed as court orders.
The rederal attorneys in an instance of non-adversary representation
of the Indians, failed to require any non - Indian landowner to prove
the source and character of his title, or the measure of rights to the
use of water, or history of water use.6° Indeed,-these non-Indian
defendants are not even required by the United States to answer its
complaint and to pleadlet alone provetitle to their land or use
of water."
5_ Private Trespass Over Tlingit and Haida Lai is

The Pueblos' water rights claims to the P:o Grande (just as the
Northern Paiutes' claims to water for Pvr _I Lake) involve the
prospect of adjudicating all, or a substantiLa ,L...ber of. the claims to
use of water --a a, huge river system_ Tfie government's handling of

p :ugraph VIta).
It*&-ei,feIt Report, p.

:;4 St ebilso Memorandum. William
in- rights to the use of water of the
e-tober 31. 19614.
- Affidavit of Darsiol i,I. Rcr!..ertfifl
411 R«+PntPit Fteru--t. p.
41 Id. at 43.

Veeder to Commissioner of Indian Affairs. "Memorandum rwpect-
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico in the Rio !".irande and its tributaries;
t. April L.n. 1.970 Case 16639 District of N e".? Mex.ico.
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more limited types of litigation, however, appears no more effective
when blemished by the occurrence of a conflict of interest. An example
of this deficiency can be. seen from an analysis of the trespass com-
mitted by a private roa.,: builder over Tlingit and Haida lands near
the -native village of Klukwan, Alaska.

The builder in-tially'sought a permit to construct the road from
Bureau of Land Management in Alaska. Simee the road would pass
over] and use timber so-uated on, land tjeterntinecl by the Court of
Claims 62 to be held in aboriginal "Indian title" "3 by the Tlingit and
Haida Indialls, the BLM told the firm to secure the Indians' consent.
The BLM specifically stated that "no cutting of right-of-way timber
or road construction is to take place, until the right-of-way and timber
permits are issued." 64 Nonetheless, when consent was refused by the
Tribal Council, the firm constructed the road without the permission
of either the Indians or the BLM.45

In January 1969, the Tlingits and. Haidas requested the Solicitor
for thk; Interior Department t.cs take action against the builder for its
trespass.66 In April 1969, a decision was reached to institute Suit
seeking money damages and injunetive relief. After suit- was filed,
the BLM was asked to "investigate" the facts of the situation. This
investigation revealed that the road,had indeed been constructed in
August 1968 and a report described in some detail the factual results
of the investigation.' No action was taken to prosecute the claim_ In
the view of the Indians' Washington counsel- this was because the
theory of recovery was resisted by the Public Lands Division of thli
Solicitor's 0fRei-..6' Ultimately, the action was dismissed by the
United States_

The Solicitor's Office, evidently, did not wish to claim that aborig-
inal "Indian 'title" gives the Indians enforceable rights to the land
despite the fact that the Tlingit and Haidas' tide -91 been recog-nized by the Court of Claims, and Indian tii. been held by the
Supreme Court to furnish ii. basis for the recovery of money da.m.ageg."
This is not surprising in view of Interior's history of dealing with
Indian title in Alaska.. BetWeen. the time of Alaskan Statehood Act
of 1958 and promulgation of the land freeze in January 196S," the
-BLM patented six million acres in Alaskamostly -to the -State.
.Half of this land was claimed by Alaskan native by virtue of aborignal
possessiOn," a claim ignored by the Bureau. To some degree, in
additions the Solicitor's reluctance to assert the enforceability of
Indian title as a property right may have been due to the fact that
the Interior Department was, in the latter .part of 1969, considering

issuancessuance of right -of -way permits for construction of a trans-Alaskan
TZi al::: and Flaida Indian v. United mater. I4: et. CI. 130 (19614).

43 Indian title is it right to exclusive peepession of Sand. based upon occupancy since. "time immemorial?'
aohnfern v. McIntosh. 21 U.S. 'P.:Wheat) .543 (ISM): Chateau v. Molany. 57 tLS. (Di flow.; 203 (1853): -Mildew v.
jou. is r.S. (17 'Wall.) 211 t 114712): Bra= v. Northern l'acijic R.. 1.19 U.S. 55 (DM); Cramer v. United ,Yates.
251 77.5. 219 (1923): United States v. Shoshone Tribe. 304 15.S. 111 (19310.

" Letrer. James W. Scott. Manager. Anchorage District Office. BLM. to Moore .Sc Pacer. inc.. May 21,
13 LA-tt-r. I. wziasbrocit to Edward Wetaberg, Solicitor. Departmen t. of the Interior.
M /but.
4? Report from Natural Resources Specialist. Juneau. to Distri...rt Manaeer. BLM. AtiChorage. -Moore

and Ree6er Inc. Timber and Road.- May 19. 1969.' vr. S. Weisshrodt to Mitchell Molich. izolieltor Department of the Interior. NoYernber S. 1969.
" United States v. Sar.le Fe Pacific R. Ca.. 314. U.S.. 33 (1941).
t PLO 45t C2. 3$ Fed. Reg. 1025 (1967).
"x Federal Field Committer for Development Planning in Alaska. Alaskan Xatires and Me Land-1 52 (196t41.
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pipeline, which would pass over lands claimed by Alaska natives by
virtue of Indian title."
13. OTHER. CONFLICTING RESPONSIAILITTES OF THE CNITEZD STATES:

DEFENSE OF INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION PROCEEDINGS

The D-epartment of Justice's statutory duty " to defend proceedings
commenced by Indian tribIns or bands in the Indian Claims Commis-
sion results in a conflict which has, on occasion, prevente&it from ful-
filling its trust responsibility to protect and conserve, ndian property
rights.

In October 1968, the Rincon and La Jolla Bands of Mission Indians
requested the government to commence an action on their- behalf
against the Escondido Mutual Water Company for an injunction and
damages for unlawful appropriation of San Luis Rey River water
claimed by the Indians. 74 Despite repeated requests, and a growing
urgency asr negotiations progressed concerning the terms under which
the water company would sell ,all its assets to the City of Escondido
and liquidate, the government refused to make any decision.75
Finally three days before the water company's shareholders were
scheduled to meet to vote formally on the city's offer to purdhase the
company's assets and on the liquidation plan, the Rincon and La.
Jolla Bands filed suit, represented_ by private counsel, in the federal
district court'ii San Diem°, against the Escondido Mutual Water r
Company, and the City of Escondido_ The Secretary of the Interior
and the Attorney General of the United States were named as defend-
ants because of -their failure to repre-;:mat the Indians.76

The government's reluctance to :nmence litigation proceeded in
part from a desire not to embark ul, a general riverwide -water rights
adjudications." Another reason given by the nepa.rtment of Justice
for its failure to represent the Mission Indians was the fact that the
Department was currently defending an Indian Claims Commis----ion.
proceeding in which the Indian Bands claimed that the government
had been derelict in its preServation of their water rights in the river:is
This institutional conflict-of-interest is particularly troubling since,
when the government filed its proposed findings of fact and brief in
the San Luis Rev case before the Commis--lion, it had urged that the
Indians' best course was to seek redress from the water company

72 In April 19717. a preliminary injuction was issued against the Secretary of the Interior barring Lesciance of
right-of-way permits to traverse some lands claimed by Alaskan native villa..2%-etire Village of.etnakettattv.

Civil No. 706-70 (A-D.C. filed March 9, 2970). .

§ 70n.
74 Letter. Robert S. Pelcirger, California IndiareLegal Services, to 3Ir. E. Finale, Bureau of In-

dian Alan's. October 31- 1968. <

:3 DMzig the course of discussions between the Indians. and their attorneys-with California Indian Legal
Services. on the one hand. and the Department of z:silos and the Interior, on the other hand, a report
together with recommendations was submitted to the Department Uf the Interior by the Sacramento Re-
gional Solicitor's Office. Although the Indians' attorney requested as opportunity to review:thle; report
and discuss it with the individual preparing it. the Regional Solicitors Office refused to make the report
available. After-its submission. it was classified as "confidential." The withholding of this report from the
Indian scuds seems in violation of the trtm'ee's dui'- to dtecleae opinions of counsel dealing with his own

- xnanagvntent of the trust property. Skoit. "rinses 1407. 'This disclosure must be made even if it reveals the
trustee's own negligence- American Bar Association. Informal ()putt= No. 1010. The government's defense
of its actionthat the document constituted an attorney's "work product "constitutes an admission thatthe Departments of Justice and the Interior have interests adverse to those of their Indian beneficiaries.

kincon Rand of Mission. /radians r. -Escondido Mutual Water Co., No. 69 -217 -S (S.D. Cal., filed July 25.
1969).

Tr In a letter to Representative James B. Utt. August 15. 1969, .Assistant Attorney General Eashivra
pointed -oast that such adjudications require several years and entail great erpense both for the United
States and alt water users In the arra. It tit tar from clear that a general stream adjudication would have been
required in the San Luis Rey east.. Ninee only the water company's appropriation was complained of not
that of other w-atier users..

17.inron Rand of Mission Indians v. Escondido Mutual Water Co.. No. 69-217-S (S.D. Cal., filed July 25.
196a), Response of Attorney General and Secretary of the Interior to Court Order dated November ZS, 1969.
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miller than the government, and even that receiving egitnages from
the government could preclude the Indians and the government from
litter ssertilv, their-witter-rights." If such atdjudicatiop. is a desirableMeans to pr,ti.ct the trust property, the goveriament as trustee shouldbrought it. Similarly, if the statutory requirement. that-the
-Department of Justiee defend Indian Claims Conartission actionsmakes-that nney less vigorous in protecting Indian trust property.
new institut.i.,ial arrangements should be created to fulfill that vital
futict ion. .

Indeed, the Department of...rustic- has acknowledged that the pend-env .4 the Vittittl proe*-ding.r and COncerli that the United States
.4110 i.1 be liable for its sanctioning of the water company's diversionSeitar3.- of th had entered into a 1914 contract with
11 Wat.r Con)Ph eey withwit the Indians' consent, limiting their us*. ofthe. river's water) influenced the Department's attitude towardrepresentation (f the Nlission Indians. Assistant Attorr GeneralKahiwa, instifying, theclrostice 'Department's ten Mot_ delay indeciding whether to assist the Indians, stated that:
The La Jolla. Rincon, Pauma and Pala Bands of :Mission Indians are not onlywards of the United States but must be considered as potential adversaries inlitigation against the United States." NO

The Department of Justice's defense of Indian Claims Commissioneases on behalf of the government adversely affects its representation
of Indians in "those situations within the Interior Deparcment wherethe 54)lieitor Or another. official ."arbitrate.s" ata Illdian claim. For
exa,nple, the (4114'ehttlIS t117+0 bad a claim pending before the Indian
Claims (.7ommission- at the time the Yuma County lease was signed.'The 7overnment's determination that the-riverfront lands Were non-irrigable may have been motivated by a desire to minimize their value"
before the Claims Cornmission.'12

c -C. coNFLICT OF INTEREST BETWEEN THE .ATTORNEY'S D'UT'Y TO
REPRESENT INDIAN TRUST PROPERTY BIGHTS AND POLITICAL,
INFLUENCE--; FROM THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

Iii addition to his representation of conflicting Interior Departmentbureaus, the Solicitor's zeal in representing Indian trust beneficiariesis further strained by his position as"the legal advisor to the Secretaryof the Interior. The Solicitor is thus clearly responsive to the Secre-
tary's desirets_ There is evidence in the Quechan lease case that Secre-tary Udall was influenced to favor the lease by pressuresfrom his home. state of Arizotia. Prior to the Solicitor's opinion, a

-meeting. was ,1111d in March, 196$. between the Yuma County River
Parks Advisory Committee and representatives of the SolieitOr andthe Seeretar:-. In a letter to "Dear Stu," the Chairman of this Yuma
Comity ii-7ottimittee reported on this meeting and expressed disap-.

pointinent with the sympathy shown by Deputy Solicitor Weinberg
for Indians' claim.s3 Secretary Udall resix to "D7-ar Roy"

1.11_IrAnne. ttotyert S. eIcyger, to Thonw.s M. Liusunus- Starr. Suhcornnsitter ran .A.ctrokuLgtrative
a-ti.e. iz.nd Preariluir. U.S. Senate. :s;ocentlei- ti. 19(0+, "San Luis ltte3. Water p. 14.-0 Le-errr tc, iielttr+4.11::St VI. iarne4 r tr. August 11469. p. 4.

"t.The cortechav Trifie of the Ft. Yuma Reoerration. Carifarn:o United :"Iatess. Ind. CI. Corn. Docket No
7 Letti-r. Roy It. Younsx. to honorable Sten-art L. Udall, March 13. V.1614.

64 ri.
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on .larch 22 and expressed the hope !hat the Iaw ers. could promptly
overeome the obstacles involved. The same clay, the Seeretary urged
the Commissioner or the Bureau of Reclamation to make his deter-
mination as ;to the irrigability of the lands "as rapidly .as possibIel"
awl indicated that "I consider this matter of great priority."'"
D. TEcliNicAL DETERMINATION Iry INTERIOR AGENCIES WITH. AN

INTEREST ADVERSE TO THE INDIANS: THE KENNEWICK DAM EX-
TENstoN

One problem illuminated in the Q1.14ChaLll ease' WHS. the un-
questioning- reliance which Interior Department decision-makers
placed upon the technical determiirrtions made by the .Bureatt
Reclamation lt.) the irTigability of the land in 4,0111trtiVerST. Sii11i-
111.rly, the -Tlingit and thudas Nvere required to rely on an investigatitur
of the trespass to their lands by The Bureau of Land Manzwentent.

A more extreme ,i,x-ainple o; the Interior Department's
cerning reliance upon the technical determinations of a Bureau with
interests adverse to the Indians is the Department's contitit =+ei support
of the Kennewick Damn Ex-tension to the Yakima Reclamation Project.
Legislation authorizinr- the extension had passed the Senate and was.
nearing House passage when the Yakima Indian -Tribewhich had
not been.notified of the pending legislationurged that consideration
of the bill be postponed as the extension would use .Nraters to which
the tribe was entravd. Specifiimay, the tribe was concerned that if
he extension were constructed it would preclucle the Yakimas' own

plans, which were eoncrete in their formtdatiiin awl bad been sni)-
initted to Interior, to construct three irrigation projects.

On July 1.6. 1969, a meeting was convened by the Assistant Secre-
tary for Publi Laild Managnient. attended by representatives
from the tribe. t Nat ional tonr.oress of America'' Indians, the Bureau
of Reciamatili. Interior's Legislative Counsel. and nil mbfbrs of the
Solicitor's Office r-Ot,wnting both Indian Affairs and Reclamation_
All present- agreed that a. 1945 court decree constituted a full and
complete adjudicatioa of ater rights in the. Yakima River above the
contemplated _project and of all waters in tributaries to the Yakima,
River owing: throucrh the Yaldmas' landparticularly Toppenish
and Satus-Creeks. where two Indian irrigation prbject were planned
by the tribe_ At this Meeting Re.clumnAlon officials stated that they
would make no use of tributary water, and the Assistant Secretary
accepted their technical determination that the hych-ology of the
river did not require their use of these.waters.N4 This assurance how-
eve?;-"was directly contradictory to a. prior -House Report, wherein
Reclamation had stated that, in order to establish .project ferlsibili -,

Al-Memorandum. Secretary of the Interior. to Commissioner. Bureau of Reclamation. March 22, 1D6 A.
-tter. Mr. itobe.rt. Jun, Chun-man. "ialcixna Tribal Council. to- honorable Henry M. Jackson, JulyIts Oa -relater referred to as `-.dim letter).

lt-
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it did rely nn the these tributaries during certain times
of the year."

The Bureau of Reclamation's July dislaimrs7 ids, ineonsistnt
'with a memorandum less than one month earlier, .rhih stated that
the extension would utilize onty "return flow front upstream irrigation
and uncontrolled spills past the point of 4liv.rsicm. '244

Despite these plain inconsistencies in Reelalnlitinlk's reports, the
Assistant Stiettary stated that his study confirmed Re.:-Iamation's
disclaimer," and on August 12. StCretarV Rickel reaffirmed his
support for the Kennewick Darn Extension.;°

E. PRIOR NOTIFICATION TO lxf)IAN TRIBES OF PROJECT:- WHICH MAY
AFFECT THEIR INTEiti..!::sTS: THE "RETURN" OF LANDS CLAIMED BY
1: ors MOJAVE INDIA NS TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

As is apparent from the discussion of Kennewick Dam Extension,
affected Indian-- are sothetimes not notified when a federal agency.
coulee-npiAts i.etiorts adverse to their trust -property rights. ,...on-
sequently, t he Indians may be stripped of the land and other natural
resources on winch- they rely for their livelihood and left with only a
claim-for money compensation_

On March 15 1967, a ELM hearing ex-.tniner issued a proposed
dociNion to award to the State of California a substantial portion of
the lands claimed by the Mohave Indians to be included within their
reservation. The basis for this decision was a determination that the
land in question Wti.S public land on September 2S, 1950, the date the

i) and Overflow Land Act 91 Was passed, and was hence "returnn.--
ble" to the State by the United States. At no time did the Mohave
Tribe have notice of- the proceeding. By accident, in June 1967, the
BIA learned of the decision. Shortly thereafter, both the BIA and the

11. Rept. No_ 296, Sath Cong. 2d states in part:
AVAU.SUI.X. WarEit

The flow of the Yak 'naltiver at Pro&ser Darn consist:i of spills over Sunnyside Dion, the next diversion
above Pro-ser Dam. and inflow between Sunnyside and Prosser Darns is ruade up of tributary inflow and
return flow from irrigated lands. The spills over Sunnyside Darn constitute ti Le greatest volume of the total
amoral runotr. but are u fluctuating. unreliable irrigation supply. 14 comparison tile return flows below
Sunnyside Darn comprise a smaller portion of the total runoff, but because they are dependable flows, they
provide a large portion of the irrigation supply for the Kennewick Division.

INTLOW. SUNWYSIDE TO raossEk. DANI

"The inflow to the Yakima River below Sunny-side Darn is made up of runoff frovirtriinitarl (Topp-et ish
and Satus Creeks) and return flows front irrigated lands. Tributary runoff is of little importance in the
months of July-nctober., when it amounts to about 2 percent of the total inflow. Return flows drain To the
river from-the Wapato project. south and west of the river, and from the Sun nyside and Roza divisions Of the
Yakimaproject-on the north and east. A high total inflow is sustained during the irrigation sea.son because -

the maximum tributary runoff and the maxi rum return flow occur at different times. T:ribistary runoff
reaches a ntarirnu in during Vie spring and early SUM men, sehertreturn flows are Fetal irely anti:cll. After May or June
tributary ranierdecreases abruptly. and return flows increase sizably. reaching a maximum during the late sum-
mer. In the fall and winter. inflow is small and does not increase appreciably until augmented by xitelting
snow and spring.risins.- (Emphasis supplied.)

J im-Letter. P. 3.
'57ernorandunt. rortiniissioner of Reclamation to Legit:lilt:re. Counsel. Office of the L 'vier Secretary.

"Water Supply and Water Rights for the Kennewick Darn Extension, Washington."' June 17 Itats. p. S.
The proposal to use uncontrolled spills is inconsistent with a portion of the 1945 decree, which allocated
spills -wer Sunny:side Darn (the project directly upriver from the Kennewick Division?. relied upon by
Reclamation. to existing users (as of 1945) accordance with its practice prior to the entry of this judge-
merit." William II. Veeder. Memorandum. "Yakima Indian Nation's Rights to the Use of Water Imperiled
by Hills: To Provide for the Construction. Operation. and. Maintenance of the Kennewick Division Exten-
sion. Yakima Project, Wasliington." JJ:ly- 7, 1969,1i.s.15-

* Jim Letter, p. 3.
Letter to Senator Jackson, August 12.. 191;tr.

s! 43 U.S.C. 11+,41 et seq.
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Mohave-Tribal (.7otiate. petitioned to intervene." The grounds for the
petitions were that the Indian Claims Commission had determined the
lands in question to he held by the Mohaves by "Indian title'' in
1s50."

These petitions were referred to the Office of the Solicitorthe
Indians' trust. attorney. Earlier iii 1967. the Solicitor had rejected the
BIA's request to resurvey the Ft. Nlohave reservation b-nindaries.
and. a member of the Solicitor's staff xvh had written tha... .recision
also participated in the decision eoncrning the petitions to intervene.
At first the Solicitor t ;.elLet. the BIA's petition (on the ground that
since a government attorney had participated in the hearing. the B IA
hail been atdequately represented) and granted the Mohaves a limited
rig,ht to intervene which was co: litional upon the Solicitor and the
Secretary making certain dtermi.tions. Then. in October 1969, the
Solicitor broadened his decision a. granted _the tribe a de rioro hear-
ing. with the right to cross-exa wanes who hLd testified
earlier." Althotigh the tribe requested that a government attorney
represent them in this costly-proceeding, the Department of Justice
refused to provide one and the Mol.-.J.ve:: were ultimately required to
secure private counsel.
F. CONFLICTING INTERESTS A.MONG INDIAN CLIENTS: INTERVENTION

I-NTO RIO GRANDE LITIGATION BY PUEBTOS aF SANTO Dt NGO
AND SAN FELIPE

\s discussed earlier (Part IA(4)) certain Indian pueblos believed
their interests to water on the Rio Grande. should be asserted

in the New Mexico litigation which was limited by the state and the
United States to tributaries of the river. On April ?3, 1970, the.pueblos
of Santo Domingo and San Felipe moved to intervene in all five
eases-ornmenced by the state and to assert their claims to the Rio
Gnu:Z.. This motion was resisted by the Depaitment.-4 of Justice and
Interior on the -ground that the interests of the intervening pueblos
were adequately represented by government counsel.

The Commissioner. of the Bureau of Indian Affairs sought to assign
a highly experienced water rights lawyer in the Bureau's employ,
Mr. William H. Veeder. to represent these pueblos. The Justice
Department resisted Mr. Veeder's being assigned as a. co- counsel to
them, so the Commitisioner assigned him to the pueblos themselves,95
and the pueblos directed that he appear in _court. After Mr. Veeder
had made one court appearance, a dispute arose as to Whether Mr.
Veeder's assignment was to act as counsel or as a i3 expert witness. Tito--
Commissioner then took the position that NIr. Veeder was only to be
an expert v. :tness. Accordingly, Mr. Veeder's assignment was retracted
on the grounds that .2overtime:it attorneys could not oppose other
government attorneys and that the Department of Justice aiequate13,-

zp-ech. Repreiitative PtT tie of California. December 4. 1989 (H. 11818. Cong. Rec. Daily ed.) (here-
after referred to is Pettis speech).

II= 7 Ind. Cl. Coni. 219. The Supreme Court hale declared the Swamp and Overflow Land Act to be in.;-
applicable to lands which the Indians held in 1830. United States V. O'Donnell. 303 U.S. 501, 509 (1937):
U.,' and State, v.. Minnesota. :TM U.S. 181.206 (1925). Also. t he act applies only lands made unlit forcultivation.
see Keeran v. Alien, 33 Cul. 342 (Cal. Sup. Ct7. and the Mohaves rely on the Colorado River to irrigate and
fertilize their fields.: Ind.- Cl. Com 11--'19. 252 (App.).

c,4 Pettis speech. supra note' 2.
us The Commissioner relied on 25 1D".S.C. ¢ 4i4 which provides: "Where any of the tribes are. in the opinion

of The Secretary of the'Interlor. competent to direct the employrneet of their blaelatmi:hs, mechanics.
Tez:ehers. formers. or other persons enguiz d for them, the direction of such persons may be given to the
proper authority of the
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represented. the pueblos. NIr. Vecder \vats t Vett threatened h ts-
et t ion for vi4 via I ing t be fe414.ral c4.in filet 4f it iterest laws 9. if 114
4'01361111(yd to represent the tiebbrs against the govrnm11t.'7

The New Nlexico litigation. and the intervention by the pueb los.
dramatizes another in'oblsn; that Indian tribes or groups may lsae
44 ill" inte're'sts among, themselvi-s NvIlielt t*ClUlre t 011

Eit litrrren t Indians may have ronflieting claims to partictilar
proiert.. as the four pueblo d,.-fendants obviously had cearipeting
claims t. the waters in the Nambe-Pojaque system; or they way
differ out tactical' qutstions. sttb 11.S -Whet her to assert their right- to
the Rio Grande itself. Notably San 1 Itlefonso. ittlel the other puel44s
with Rio Grande claims. did it,/ join Santo 130miti74 81141 Dart Fei Owe.
in recineciging that the ion be broadened to inelnde the R14,
Gram e. OA

CONCLUSION
This piper hts tlisllssd tit settle length at least eight separate 111-

Sttillees xvilre a outlicting interest oil Ilse part or all Interior Depart-
ment Bureau has-obstructd legal enforwment un claim to
land or natural resources. Each sittiati4A-1 is etirrelnarising in 1967
or laterand s4 4tne are continuing controversies. The shortehangitor. of
Indians by the white manthought be ,40I1)( to be an historical pile-
n4,menoti-----is 1) present day- occurrent- abetted by the. Governm411
itself.

The resilionsibilities of the Interior Delairtmnt's Solicitor to other
departmental bureaus. and the duties of the Attorney General to

L4I of her age:I-cies tool Indian Claitits C-41/121i.-:+i, I Yrt*Ceediligr+.
practice .-reatly diminish the zeal and effetiveness of these officials M
providin!.- !egai.representation to tit, rn,lians. The Solicitor is. purlieu-
larly compromise.l as an advocate for Indian rights by the fact that
he must render opinions settling, intradepartmental disputes, includint,
such procedural matters as %rho her the NIhavs can intervene in a
proceeding pending in the Bureau of 1..and Mana!Yement.

The Solicitor is thus chared with serving both as lawyer and as
inarer. The Department. of Justice seems slufrgish in respondinr, to
Indian. requests that litigation be brqntr-ht; moreover. the defense of
Indian Claims- Commission prceedine-s forees upon that. Department
the role and zdso the mentality of beim.- an adversary to many Indian
claims to natural resources. Similarly. the Interi4.r Depz qment's duty

an4.1 pr(,teet public resources engenders a. l agility CM its
part in some inSta.111(Pr- I el:tun:4 by Indians of private property rights.
EVen the existne rt" a suspected conflict of interestas in Justice
ne7.44tiations to settle the Oarsn River Alpine case. or its decision to
confine the scoi if New NIexico water rif_Tlits liti,rationraises just
doubtS in the minds of the ciients as to the fidelity of their
at t orney-s.

The of tho in the Inte-fir Department are. more-
over. frequent ly base. l upon. ill Vest i7itt. t::s (-fill id %Acted by agencies
with interests adv4 rse to the Indians; for eXtiriiple.. the livily1o7i?'"al
studies- by the Bureau of Reclamation concerninr- Kennewick Dam and,
land surveys conducted by the Bureau of Land Manaf-vement (as in

ie 2s 1' S.C.. et sec.
b ! weza.ta.i.jumbm 1A-1 f Ansztp.:f riT). .11. AM.

F:ven 6-au Ptlefolase ta-d 1:s ! ights So- Rio Grande. three pueblos: would have been.
left to rely exclusively on the tributaries.
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the 77;1,9:t sind iirzida ase). These farts. are seldom :.ubjcted to
scrutity 44 >444-10114. tee that' 41f ere).:-Xatilinatilisi by at, zeal .11:! attOrgley
4 tir 1110 critieal c..aluntiota of a hearing x/It-slittr. et swmissioner o.
ituld.oe. The Indians .ttrally have ms comparable experts to whielt
t'sti.v. tilt") 1411.' ehilitMI expertis.e.

I`iiiatll'. illy sysematic procedure exists for notifying Indian tribes
r their rottrs of actions which might infringe Indian trust in-
rests, In the Kennewick Dam extrusion and th Nlolsave land 'trans-

fer, the affect,1 Indians learned only accidentally of the contemplated
as.ci with speet tea the. former. it was t4o late to L Mister er-

Girt iVe 4 41 ion.
The Indians' fiduciary relationship with the Government is 8. unique

rotectin for n4, minority group. The value of this relationship is how-
substantially eriled by ek,ntlit-t-4 of in ere:-t thiit. compromise the

Federal prtt exten,led t" the Indians. At the very least. t he
Fe eral trustee sh,,uld disclose ad I 114*sibie C(i =ifuct. to the Imliams
:tfreted. and provide them with legal and tr-41,.nierti representation
nnislimishea by divided loyalties. By separate institutional devices,
IL:. an Verninc 14_ hlt,r. ill the past to represent both side's itt

rversy.'" and t here seems 111,4n' WhY t his cannot be done in the
case of c.utIlicts between Indians and other Federal departments.
And even apart ft-4,m the creati n of new institutions, proceshires

4'Sta:Atihea within the Interior Department to give notice to
Indians of adverse claims against land and natural resources claimed

them. aml to relieve the Solicitor of responsibility for representing
sides and srvin!,, as as well in contested matters.

.secretary eirrrcradtt4 re v. Lasted State». 350 16'2 t 1tt561; Cnatect lates v. 337 U.S. 4-Nr
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Chairman Anoura.:zK. Our next witness is Mr. Sherwin 1.r3oadhead.He is a. private consultant who rain aptly be called the granddaddy of
the American Indian Policy Review Commission. Ire was a member
of my personal stall' .2.or 3 years ago at the time xe put together the
concept and the details of the legislation which established the
Cominis ion.

I would like to welcome him here today. Ire is very knowled,reable
in Iluivan A tTairs as well as general Imlian affairs. Welcome.

At this time I will place in the record a statement prepared for the
committee by Charles Peone Jr.. a former staff member of the Ameri-
can Indian Policy Review C011iiiiis,4011 :1T1(1 a member of the BIA
Management Study Group.

NIr. Broadhead. .1 will also plaice your prepared statement in tray-L
record and you may proceed with your verbal testimony.

[The statements follow :1
PI:LE:PARED STATEMENT (W CZIAICI-Es PEONR, liEt;ARDIENG THE BUREAU Or

INDIAN AFFAIRs Z.;AGEMENT SYSTEM 1

The pnrpose of my statement before the Senate Select r(munittee On-Indian
Affairs is to point out some of the significant issues regarding the management
and or,:ztni=ition of the. Bureau of Indian Affairs in terms of i 1) inaction of the
Carter Administration. 4 2) the retinired opvrntional encept of the BIA and (3)
discussion of factors whirl' underii- the difficulty in reaching an efficient level
or operations through organizational change in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The
context of this statement will lie in terms of recognizing the importance of the
findings and recommendations of the merican Indian Policy Review Commissionand in particular. the nr.A. Managtennent Study of 1976 conducted by the
etnninission.

My first point of concern is to indicate the relative lack of interest displayed
y the Carter Administration regarding Indian Affairs. To date, very little has
been done and very marginal attempts have been made even to make contact or
acknowledge the Indian people. During our work on the American Indian Policy
Review Commission and on the MA Management Study. every effort was made to
give -full c- onsideration to the then "new- Administration in implementing any
proposed changes within the Executive Branch., We strongly felt that the Presi-
dent's promises would be made good in an expeditious and efficient manner, while
adhering to broad guiding principles on Indian policy provided by the American
Indian P-llicy Review Commi-.4ion and supported by extensive "Indian testimony
and documented ease study over the past two and one half years. Apparently. the
Administration has chosen to ignore the voice of the Indian people and will at-
tempt to -.grapple- with the issues of Indian policy indenendent of their desires.
This is ckspeciaIly disheartening when' one considers the magnitude of the effortand base information provided in the reports of the American Indian Policy
Review cnmission. Presently. personnel selection and policy statements are
bogged dowii. indicating a totally inadequate approach to Indian problems by

Administration. The consultation process is once again being reduced to mere
rhetoric- in an effort to contend with complex Indian issues.

Something must be done to put the new administration in touch with the In-
dian people and the relevant issue which demand immediate attention_ 'Without
this impetus. major changes in the Indian bureaucracy will he frustrated. The
Indian people will not support substantive changes designed by an Administra-
tion which lacks the confidence of the people. I 'believe that enough time has
passed for the Ar7imnistration to react and now it. is .up to the Select Committee
on Indian Affair,- and Congress to take issue with the Administi-ation in response

'Charles Peony Jr. is a former staff' member of the - merican Indian Policy ReviewCommission a member of the BIA .1Iann=innent Study- =rollp--concentratin= ran NInnazementInformation SF stems of the report- In addition. Mr. Penne is a Wiyot (Eel River Randof Indians. California): is a. former employee of the Navajo Area Office illtAt pres-ently a Ph.D. candidate in the College of 'Business and Public Aelministration. University
of Arizona. concentrating in Management Information Systems:. and is presently on thefaculty staff as a Research Associate working on a Training and Technical Assistancerontract under 93-638 "with the Phoenix Area Office ARIA).



to the recommendations of the --American Indian Policy Review Commission.Support from the top dawn plus full support of the Indian people are requisite tomajor institutional ehange., The most important Point of our work on the Com-mission was a full commitment to an netion lanenough studies have been made.now it is time to take, immediate corrective action and it is not too soon to askfor a response to the concerns of Indian people.
If the Administration can be made responsive to the needs of-the Indian peo-ple. then there ar certain issues that must be addressed. The first issue dealsvith a fundamental -understaoding of the operational concept under which theTireat of Indian Affairs must conduct its business.This statement' is made withrhk understanding that the Department of the Interior and the Office of Manage-ment and Budget greatly influence and effect operations of the Bureau of IndianAffairs.
iFrmn a strict management approaeh. the Bureau of Indian Affairs' primaryficnetion is the tranSfer of management capacity to the tribes. notwithstanding-th'e trust responsibility function of the federal government. These transfers in-,vo4ve speifically the transfer of information, technology. skills, and functionalcinpottents necessary for the assumption of tribal control over federal Indianservice systems. ''urtlier. tribal government capacity tte-relopment is implicitwithin the understandthg'of self-government and delegated federal program serv-fes responsibility and control.
'rhe roeni point of federal policy should he Indian tribal governments. Theirimprovement is the determining factor by vhielt the BIA should he judged. Theircapacity is strerm...til..med if these transfers are made through MIA operations. Ifthis point is understood. the-o -;ssnes are: control of information. lines of cora-tuniaie and re!lit'i;ction systems: major shifts in manpower re-ouirentents of the:federal bacrixicraey and; whether pri,gratil functions should.absorb the (-fists of tiperating federal i/re:slier:ley. The hnsis for maintaining'exec ssive personnel levels is tied directly to the continuanee of in-kind servicecntrihntios bv the federal bureatzeraeya ohilosooltieal divergence from thepolicy intent of Congress and the expressed desire of Indian people.'I snspet that the simplest analysis of the problem would be to rationalizethe relationship of the Tmlian people to the federal bur-envier:fey._ The Tnrlianpeople have an express right to sel!f-govefnment and control of their own affairs.The federal government-. as trnstee. mirst develop' a meaningful policy which in-vorporates the elements of the trust relationship into a policy of Indian self -government. Therefore-Indian policy can best he-described in terms of the policyset by rtelt lot-al tribal institution based on locally defined needs and priorities.These needs amid priorities need not be "interpreted" nor "certified" by federal.agents exeept in terms of deve14-ping response criteria and overall budget formu-lation. A highly responsive federal hurean wouldmake every effort to. formu-late fedei-al hudgets which sex-tire federal domestic assistance. to meet tribal,needs .vithin the constraints of fiscal
What is normally thought of as effective and efficient government does notneeessarily hold true for administering to":the Is of Indian people. Decisionmaking power must flow from the tribes to the federal government on an opera-tional and policy formulation basis. Centralization of program functions anddision-staking iiiclaice tremendous costs on the -.Indian people who cannot bedisconnted nor retieeted- as a non-cost to the federal government. although thereis an appearanee of cost-savings to the Tiovernment. Application of this thought isreflected it the present information and reporting system of the ETA. All infor-mation ;ficiws away front the operational level (the reservation level or tribalgovermnizt Ievel i. In effect. the -local level is work]oaded to support massive.'reporting requirement; of the "central" bureaucracy.
There-are specific points to he considered in formulating a strategy for changein the cirganizational concept of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Our experiencewith ATPRC indicates that what is really reouired is 'a commitment to makechange and to implement the change process. These factors are well under-Stood.by Commission staff. however, these vonsiderations shout(' he reviewed_ brieflyfor the record in hopes of expediting the nature of recommended changes:

ATTITtDES OF BIA EMPLOVEMS

The ETA has been the subject of constant criticism over the tears from Con-gress. the Eexcutive and the Indian people. Gross ne;r1i-zence. ineffieiencie andmismanagement is attributed to Bureau operations. leaving little - .satisfaction or
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self-esteem for its employees. Confrontvd with these issues, the Bureau has
remained relatively unchilhged, primarily_ because of a lack of sustained effort
on the part of past administrations. Low-key interest in the leadership and
management of Indian affairs is a relevant factor In the lack of major changes
being implemented. Employees have been conditioned to short -term political
interests in change, but have been "unmoving" in the end.

Mor Lie is extremely critical in the Bureau because of no leadership, poor
con:imualeations, indecisiveness of managers, instability in career structure, and
the effect. of continuous criticism of the organization. All employees have been
effected by the reluctance of the BIA to properly implement Indian preference
and the lack of a rational approach to the problem by the Secretary of the
In terio-_-_ .

Me inability of the BIA to cope with Indian preference has caused much of
tics .2nderlying management problems of the organization. Two major problems
permeate the entire organization : 1) conflicting goals and objectives between theMA and Indian tribes, and 2) the confusion of operating Indian preference
policy under Civil Service Commission regulations.

The basis for Indian preference is longstanding, that of providing a mechanism
for Indians to govern themselvesnot strictly us an employment function. The
right to self-government is implicit in establishing a means for developing com-
munity goals and objectives in isolated areas. Indian preference provides for the
opportunity of Indian people to govern and control those federal programs which
effect community development and welfare. Instead, today, Indians are treatedns "exceptions- to normal hiring procedures and must compete against the restof society for civil service jobs which serve the Indian people. Further, thestructure of jobs are developed based on typical Civil Service Commission Stand-
ards without regard to commitments to individual Indian communities. Thus, _7reliance on the present policy cause 33IA. operations to diverge from the commoninterests of the Indian community.

The second issue involves the obvious confusion of operating under a CivilService Commission which establishes standards and qualifications foreign toIndian communities and potential Indian employees.-Okviousl.v, the advantage inhiring is in favor of the non-Indian. Indians employed " the BIA are inherentlyconsidered to he /ess qualified than their counterparts because of "exception"Miring. The appeal process is distorted and often neglected because of the con-!flirts in equal opportunity and preference ring. In addition. training andadvancement are developed arbitrarily, causing morale problemS throughoutthe workforce. 1
Statistics indicate that some 70 percent o the BIA employees are Indian, - -hut maize no rnis'Alke about it, non-Indians rt the Bureau of Indian Affairs.Cha.racteristicall:i. most are career servants o entered the Bureau In thelate 1940 s and -early 1950's, a time when termination Juld complete autonomouscontrol over Indian life were the conflicting hailanarjcs of managerial philosophywithin the Federal agencies anck-the halls of Congress. ,Although -many youngIndian pzofessit,:nals have entered the rants, many are frustrated, have, yieldedto the internal philosophy still very much present or have quit the Government= .as a result of the experience. Those who seek change do not last -long in the ,Bureau or their careers are dampened by deeply embeilided bureaucrats. The-choice is not easy and often compromise in the workplace is more acceptablethan leaving friends and family for work elsewhere. In sum, the- virorking en-viromnent within the-BTA---is-_law-keyk-azut.-telittis-ely. non-producave in "termsof meeting the needs of the Indian people_ much lei providing a stitisfying.work,environwent for productivity and accomplIShment. -

,
.

-
. .

P O N I C E S S OF g..41.77.EA. OFFICE

Since 19r:1 at the Chicrtgo Conference. -Indian tribes have voiced their dis-pleasure with the excessive layering of the Area Office structure within theBureau of Indian Affairs. The Area -Office is analagou:s to a regional_ fiffice withjurisdiction over several agencies and individual tribes. =he Area Office servesas a policy "Interpreter" for -Central Office and Congressional policy decisionswhile maintaining autonomous dontrol over Agency and tribal operations.
- Budget accountability stops at the Area Office level.-`hence. allocation eel fundscan be controlled and manipulated by Area Office staff. In effect; the AreaOffice is able to maintain excessive power over tribal government through priority
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setting, control of Federal and tribal funds, and "certification" of most opera-
tional actIvitleS. Responsibility is delegated to the field agencies, but authority
-.ts retained in the Area Office.

The Area Office 'controls operations by "playing" tribes off against one another
through the -budgeting process, pro gram. allocations and certification of all
ruajorA.lecisions. The\ Agency operations level is left with little aut.!. lrity to
_conduct business such\,as ci..intracting for services, cash flow reimbursement
and polity decisions on. operational mutters.At present, the Area Office is an impeding force in the path of Indian self-
det'ermination and self-gov6rument_ This issue has never been clear to Federal
administratOr4 because of We...relationship the Area Office has been 'able to
maintain witlk the tribes. 3 major highlight of the history of the Area Office
should be pointed out and that is` the love/hate relationship with the tribes..
This has posed.\vsery confusing problems for, those who tried to change the
structure of Indian Affairs in the past- The relationship is informal and is
based on the arbitrary decision-making authority established by the Area Office.
That is. the Area ()nice is the bolder of the purse strings" for the tribes under
its jurisdiction (includes the authority to control expenditure of tribal funds
and miscellaneous revenues). Therefore, thos6 tribes who have gained "favor"
with Area Office staff would do very well in the budget process at the expense
of those who demand equity or niust assert their rights on various priorities_
There has been a continuously shifting pattern of program allocations over
the years. Those tripes able to deal effectively with the Area Office situation
see the advantage of maintaining the system ; those who must bear the burden
havehave other views. Over time_ shifts have been effectively manipulated to induce
the tribes out of favor" to support Area functions as Well- This fitakes for
an extremely unstable- condition for tribes to plan, but it does fit well into the
citneept of Band Analysis and incremental budgetary processes.

Clearly, new role must be established for the Area Office if they are to
continue to exist under future policy of self-determination. I do not foresee
a major role in the BIA structure for the Area Office except on a limited basis.
First. the Area Office must be taken out of the line" of Bureau operations
and- redefined in terms of technical staff support to the Agencies or tribes-
Second. the total staff must be reduced markedly. and those funds and positions
be reallocated to the operational level.The results -of this organizational shift would improve the...overall opera-
tional concept of the BIA in terms of expressed Congressional mandates. Or:t'-a. ni-
zationally lines of voiumunications would open up between the policy group
in Washington and the, individual tribes; direct services and expertise at the
local level would be upgraded significantly with virtually the same level -of
effort ; and'the Area Office would be in a position to offer technical assistanceon a regional basisa concept which originally justified the establishment
of the Area Office structure.

The overwhelming power presently orchestrated by the Area Office to control
the Affairs of Indians would be sharply reduced to a more positive role of support-
ing -staff- to the individual tribes. Lam convinced that the Area Office must be
either eliminated or assigned a new role, as mentioned above, in any future
organizational or policy realignment. The imps of thiS single organizational ad-
justment would be revolutionary in the field -A' Indian affairs in terms of meet-
ing the progressive environment the tribes require to develop for themselves the
right to self-government_

BUDGET-Iirr ErFOWT

There are two majci- considerations in terms of the budget process which should
be me:It:inlet] in this statement. One is the actual process itself which is explained
in. the B. Management Study. The budget process will be addressed in a later
bearing and is beyond the scope of this statement with the exception of under-
standing the relationithip of Indian tribes to the federal government, mentioned
earlier hi this paper. If the basis of needs and priorities can be identified from the
Indian perspective. then a federal-Indian budget can be developed in line with
meetingin an --efficient and effective" manner, the goals and objectives of the
various Indian. tribes_

The second issue involves the actual budgetary effort of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the other federal agencies involved .extensivelY in. Indian programs-.
The el 'ii text of the BL.k budget 'must be identified in terms of the relative ex--
penditures allocated to resource protection, resource development, 'human. re-
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source programS (including education funds) and administrative support services._Effort in thiS case should be determined by direct services- to 'Indians in terms of.. either direct subsidy or in -kind service contributions by-segregating administra-
tive support and indirect costs into separate eategOrieS. This task is difficult

. enough, but when_this is complete the budget breakout would indicate the rela-tive expenditure of federal funds on specific Indian priorities.
A critical issue is the maintenance of effort in resource protection and resourcedevelopment In view of the overall effort, only a very small percentage is allo-cated to the fundamental mission of; the BIA. Human resource demands. are dis-placing the natural resource functions of the ILIA. A simple review of the past fiveyear budget effort indicate sharp rises in human resource programming and de-clines in natural resource efforts. In effect, this trend follows closely with sig-nificant increases observed nationally_ Howevr, an analysis must be made inrelation to the importance of maintaining a significant budget in tire resource pro-

tection and development programs. Increases in the overall budget must be evalu-ated in-terms of the impact on resource programs rather than a prorated in-crease in all programs. I do not suggest that natural resource programs be in-creased at the expense of other htunsit resource -programs_ I am simply statingthat incremental increases are eroding the 33IA. budget because of the imbalancebetween natural and human resource efforts. For example. the Education budgetis approximately 40 percent of the total budget alone z while trust related pro-grams are an insignificant percentage of the total budget. Vithen fittnie budget .considerations are made. this imbalance must be viewed from more than just anincremental approach, as in the past_ Either the imbalance must be reevaluatedor extensive increases must be requested to adequately protect and develop Indian
Another important aspect of the budget is the lack Of Indian participation in thebudget process. The BIA. advocates the use of "Band Analysis" as a means ofestablishing priorities through Indian participation_ HoWever, only about Onethird of all BIA pro;'raritS are on the band. hardly a significant porti6n of theBudgetary effort. In addition. with the advent of other federal agencies develop-ing Indian programs, the BIA effort may only result in 40 percent of the totalfederal effort on some reservations. Therefore, in terms of using the overallactivity on Indian reservations or in effect, the tribal budget, Ind iAns do not sharein the decision process of establishing federal priorities.The result is that the BIA. is playing a less significant role in the overall pro-gram services area and the tribes are the focal point of the fragmented approachof federal domestic assistance programmin- A major consolidating effort in thisarea should be considered on behalf of the tribes so that control of planning andbudgeting can become a meaningful mechanism for future use.of federal funding.The Bureau of Indian Affairs could do much to support these efforts as a liai-son in support of tribal needs. The BIA. offers little in the area of intergovern-mental relations which should be a major function of the .trust agent in terms ofprogram services. Here is where the BIA could become an effective and impor-tant instrument in advancing the development of the Indian tribes. The BIA.should identify the needs and priorities of the individual tribes and act as a "con-duit?' for federal domestic assistance programming in support of tribal govern-ment operations while providing the necessary assistance to tribes in developingcapacity to manage their own affairs_

MAN.A.GE.IfENi IN-FORMA.TION AND CO3rAtUNICAT107.4.r
. -The BIA. Management Study amply identifies major problem's in the manage-ment of information and communications_ Little need be stated about the prob-lems involved in the fact that tribes are widely dispersed and reside in isolatedareas throughout the country. One major point must be made about the condi-tion of the BIA effort in. developing computer systems for future operations. Theseefforts bear little resemblance to the policy of self-determination established byCongress. The fact is that control of information is 'a tremendous tool in con-trolling the activities of tribal government This tool has been used over theyearsto undermine the stability of I.ndian policy. A tremendous capital venture is tak-ing place in the Albuquerque Data "Center to update already proven outdated ma-chines and manpower_ The new investment is intended to bring the system up tothe standards reqVired to operate large-scale bureau programs_I question the wisdom of centralizing and controlling major components of op-erational reporting systems at a time. when Congress has established law inviting
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tribes to take over the responsibility of such program services. This action runs
counter to the intent of Congreas and undermines the capacity of tribes to fully
control programs under Public Law 93-638. Further, a centralized system again
wakes demands on the operational level while offering little in return. The BMA
has a proven track record in their past efforts to manage large computer systems.
Somehow a rationale has been presented that simply because the present system.
has never worked. means that an even larger system is viable under BIA manage-
went. One only needs to draw perspective on. Indian preference policy and the
future manpower requirements of large computer systems analyses and operations
to see the nature and scope of this project.

Information and reporting-systems should. be developed primarily in support of
local operations with secondary consideration given to centralized reporting re-
quirements such as statistic and annual reports. These functions can be logically
built into a. dual communications system without the burden or eztz.-ssive manage-
ment expertise- This is a common tool used in industry and by tyril., re enterpriser
who specialize in the market of management information. In the long term, de-

.. centralized suppOrt systems at the reservation level would prove to Ike. the moat
effective in terms of cost-saving;ta and compliance with the intent of ,C.4.';regress.

The basis for my statements revolve around a central theme of tribal self-gov-
et-nix:exit and the extent to which a major federal commitment can be made. The
issue of federal administration of Indian affairs has been very confvsing to most
but the procests is really quite simple. Understand that there are individual Indian
tribes and recognize that each entity is culturally and politically unique. Utilizng
this understanding, the federai government can establish the role of being sup-
portive of the efforts of tribes to develop at their own pace and to recognize
that Indian tribes are basically more capable of establishing iloorities and iden-
tifying needs than outside intervention forces.

The inimediate objectives of the federal government should be VD* improve the
operation and management of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and t develop op-
erational policies which establish goals and objectives in line with tribal goals and
objectives.The long term goals of the federal government should be to establish a com-
munications linkage with the various Indian tribes through the budget process,
the pcla-sonnel process, and the management information process in the .context
of tocusing on support systems for tribal activities.The issues brought forth in this paper are critical to such a linkage. There are
many' alternatives by which to accomplish these basic fundamentals. however, the
most important factor is the idea of commitment and of sustained effort on the
part' the administration to implement and follow through on action plans.

CONCLITEXONS

PREPARED STATE-ME:TT OF SUERWXN BROADILEAD

Mr. Chairman. members of the Committeeany name is Sherwin. Broadhead.
I live at Reardan. Washington. I thank the Committee for the opportunity to pre-
sent testimony on the need to restructure and redirect the activities of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.3Iost of ray work experience since I graduated from Law School has been. in
government organizations working with Indians. Although some of the positions
I've held appear exciting and even important, none is as relevant to your present
iuquiry than the three years I'Yvas Superintendent of the Colville Agency of the._
13.nrean of Indian Affairs.1 was employed in-the Capacity as Superintendent in an unusual manner...The
Area Director usually does the hiring for these positions, in my case, the CAA:411e
'gibe sought me out and in the early days of Commissioner Bruce's Administra-
tion persuaded him to transfer me. The Area Director made it plain that I was
not his choice and that co-operation from his Office. -would be limited_ Perhaps
that attitude coming from the Area Office contributed more to the success of my
efforts than anything else. It allowed me the freedom to reorient staff to work
with the Tribe and within the framework of a national policy of self-determina-
tion to have the tribal council set policy for the administration of Bureau of In-
-dian Affairs programs. With the help of the tribe, I was able to secure delegations
of authority in almost all program activity. by carefully analyzing the letter and
the spirit of the law and the regulations with occasional assistance from the Cen-
tral Office, we were able to move expeditiously and effectively to return the Agen-
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cy to the reservation said reshape It to meet the needs of the tribe and serve the
residents of the Reservation' instead of catering to the whims of various Area
Managers. Some say It can't be done, it would take a long, time, or that Superin-
tendents- would not be able to effectively function without the line authority of
the Area Director.. It was done and I believe the effectiveness_of the programs
at Colville, the rising to prominence of the Colville Tribe as leaders Wrogram
creativeness attest to the effectiveness of local administration. The Col e Tribes
were thy originators of the first Indian Action Team, they have assumed control
of a former mission school on the reservation, they have developed businesses,
and are in- control of their timber and mineral operations. Certainly the Colville
Council is made up of an unusually talented people, however, I believe a part of
the success they are having is traceable to getting the Area Office off of their
backs._

My experience in working with the Agency staff was most rewarding. Some
had worked many years with the Bureau- Once they learned they could actually
service and work with the tribe. they became most effective creative technicians-
-Several came to me later and expressed of having a purpose in their work. I be-
lieve there are hundreds of such people working for the Bureau if they can just
be reoriented.

How many times have we heard announcements coming from Executive Offi-
cials, Presidents, Interior Secretaries and Commissioners that basic change was
being made in the nolicy or structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, how often
we hear that the Bureau policy is self determination. Yet there is really no change.
WEEI: NOT? because the policies and structural changes never reach the service
delivery level- Why not?

The executive officials. often newcomers to the Bureaucracy and especially one
of the oldest bureaucracies in the Government, the Bureau of Indian Affairs fail
to come to grips with a very effective filter or bufferthe Area Office.

They are not able to recognize the sophistication of the Area Managers. who
have mastered the art of survival management Such concepts as self-determina-
tion or contracting if successful would undermine the power base of the _Urea Di-
rector and his Area Managers. They have learned to speak the language of several
past administrations, yet they have just as effectively prevented the changes.

An Area Manager skilled at survival management can appear. to be all things
to all people. He gets along well with officials of other agenices as well as state
officials because he is most co-operative with them often at the expense of program
funds intended for tribes or even more detrimental he can provide these a-encies
with information or strategy in the other agencies grasp for Indian resources-

Area,Managers almost always have the cooperation and support of the Super-
intendent Branch Chiefs and Technical Staff of the agencies because they control
such important personnel actions as promotions. transfers and staff hire at the
agency. They allocate program funding and even a novice survis-aLmanager knows
how to hold back funds to distribute- as rewards in times of need_ In addi-
tion Area meetings of various disciplines are held at certain spots where entertain-
ment is available and they talk things overlaugh at and decide the pronounce-
ments coming out of the Administrations and plot to overcome the latest efforts by
the Atlministraion to bring about change. A real sense..of Brotherhood exists in
this atmosphere of survival and a kind of mutual loyalty is built that often
obscures other considerations.

The Area Manager Ins been able to exercise his management of surrjva/ with
tribal leaders as well. His bundle of carrots -a.nd stick.s seem endless. If a tribe.
is cooperative. special funds are found to meet special tribal projects. Tribal
actions such as chances in Law 'and Order Codes or attorneys contracts are
quickly approved and perfect harmony exists as long as these don't fake the
Commissioner or other Federal Officials with pronouncements of change too seri-
ously complement support of the Area Director.. On the other hand. some tribal
leaders speak out in favor of change; try to contract programs or seek to exercise
their authority that may canse Area Managers and Superintendents problems
with state authorities. other agencies or force them to answer Congressional
affairs...Approval of tribal action are often delayed or have to be changed. Attor
ney contracts are nit-picked and funds for .needed programs never seem to be
available. inflation forces cut backs in last. years program and. building programs
are postponed.

A special survival technique has been perfected between many-Area Directors
and Superintendents. it goes like this. The Superintendent disagrees with a tribal
action that requires Bureau approval, yet if he would disapprove the action, he
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'would have to explain his action to the Council and perhaps suffer their dis-
pleasure, after all. he has to live there so he works a deal with the Area Director
that he will..forward the action to the Area Director with the recommendations
that he approve- if the Area Director will assure him

. that he Will reverse the
Superintendent's action. The Superintendent stays in good graces with. the tribe
and owes strong support to the Area Director and perhaps the Superintendent
ean convince the tribe to pass a. resolution favoring the Area Director if someone
tries to unseat him.

.With. these kinds of developed mechanisms- holding the remnants of the OldBureau together its really no wonder that the transient administrations don't
tamper with the- filter are satisfied to sit back and bask in their Pronounce-ments.

I want tomake a few hing...s clear.
1_ These experts = survival Management are within Democrats or Republicans

they treat all administration who propose change. with equal disdain_
All the people within the Area. Office and many people in agency offices arenet part of this survival system. some even make waves and suffer the

consequences.
I do not intend to be critical of tribal leaders whether they cooperate or

light. I believe they best know the needs of the people and usually they are very
aware of consequences not only will befall them but also the people they serve.-

Tbe Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study is right on tawe. t when they
state. will be .possible to eliminate the position of Area Director and replace
it-. At present these employees interpose between central programs development
-;u7tivities and agency service delivery functions ,as a. result they restrict commu-
nications and inhibit rather than enhance the Bureau's overall effectiveness.

Obviously. Warren King and Associates could not have learned aboutall the
Survival Management Techniques but they had insight with what the result
.is when these survival techniques are exercised_

I would like to comment on two other recommendations presented by-the Man-
agement Study. .

1. I believe the management study was too kind in their comments. about the
band.analysis system. Let's look at what options are nossible under that system
for tribes to meet their needsobviously there is some need for last- years pro-

. gram, the funding limits have already been set. If the tribe sets are priority-
'over .another, they may cripple the travel budget of the non-priority program
ind therefore denting its effectiveneon thArea Office program or staff. are
not included in band analysis and certain amounts of special program funds
an be easily hidden for later distribution and therefore only very limited agency
budgets.' are effected. Yet the Band Analysis is often thrown back at tribes-.if they later seek funds in other than priority programs or want to initiate
a. new program_ It appears to me to even imply that the present band analysis
plan meets the requirements of the Indian Reorganization Act is a gross misstate-
merit. The spirit of the IRA provisions regarding tribal budgets was to bringthe budget 'process out in the openthe band mechanism. serves only the
Rureaucracy not the tribes and further obscures where the bulk. of funds are -:
being spent.

LEGAL. ADVICE

Since the tribes are constantly beset with whether they have certain authorityor notwhat to do when non-Indians defy their authority.. legal kinds of
advice is sought from the Bureau. of Indian Affairsvery few Bureau officials
have any background in law. these questions must be. forwarded_ to Regional
or field Solicitors and the delay often seems a hardship on the tribe_ Without
a legal resot rce directly available.- Bureau officials cannot possibly uphold the
trust responsibility. The conflict of interest within the Solicitors Office and
particularly obvious . In some regional Solicitor's Office. make the asking of
-some questions regarding resources by a Bureau official a violation of the trust
Service it gives the Solicitor and opportunity to cast a legal cloud on the tribal
property.

T7ntil the Bureau is taken out of the conflict ridden Department of the-Interior. or , until a Trust Counsel Authority is created. the necessary and
expedient solution is to create a General Counsel's 0-ffice under the Commissioner
or Assistant Secretary as the ease may be_

One other vital ingredient must he added. that is training. relevant trikining
that deals with concepts such as sovereignty. jurisdiction, trust responsibility
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training that allows 131A Administrators to grasp the importance of his proper
function to the survival and well being of the Tribe. Training that will provide
these administrations with the self confidences..

STATEMENT OF SHERWIN- BROADILEAD

Mr. Bno..SiTEAn. Thank you, Senator Abourezk.
I want to thank the committee for the opportunity to appear here

and address myself to what. I feel is a very important matter that has
been neglected far too long-

Most of my experience since graduating from law school has be,
working in various Government programs. Most of those programs
have dealt with Indians. None is more relevant to -the inquiry you
have today than the 3 years I spent as Superintendent of the Colville
Indian Reservation.

I was hired as superintendent in a- different way than most super--
inzendents are hired. -Usually the area director makes a choice. He
is the direct employee of the area director. In this-case the Colville
Tribe exerted its influence. They sought me out. They influenced
Commissioner Bruce in the early days' of his commissionership to
appoint me. I arrived on the scene without the blessing of the area
director_ Tie let me }mow about it_ He said I would not have the
cooperation of his office and that it would be very difficult for me_

Perhaps that is the best thing that ever happened to me. I was able
to operate in a very autonomous way. With the help of the tribe,
sought all delegations of authority that I could. possibly -get to the
local level. We were able to bring the staff-tocrether. That was no mean
task.

The staff function, with their colleagues-in the area office, was very'
difficult to break. I- had a tough time getting them to .stop their morn-
ing chat with the area office and getting their directions here.

Chairman Aitoz-RE.zs.. Who was the area director?
Mr. BIZOADirEAD- Dale Baldwin.
Chairman Ar.o-u-r.Ezs. Where is he?
Mr. BROADECEAD.. He is retired. He retired 2 or 3 years ago-.
Dale had been in the. Bureau for many years, first as a supei- -

intendent and then as an area director.
The policy that we went under was much like a board of directors

and a. general manager or an operational unit, with the tribal council
being the board of directors_

With the area director out of the way, this worked Very smoothly
because we did not have two masters to answer to, so to speak. How-
ever, there were some areas where I was not able to get a delegation
of authority. There were matters of funds and funds distribution
which were very difficult. But I had contacts in the central office.
It is-not all that difficult to talk to people with modern 'communications
and to go beyond that_

It was a -very satisfying eXperi. ence from the standpoint of some of
the staff which was there_ I was able to bring around some to see that
the real need of the technicians was to work with the tribes to -ga-rry
out the needs of that reservation rather than-some remote control- and
serving some other master_ After these fellows had worked for 2 or
3 years, they became pretty good at this and they took great satisfac-

1
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tion. Also, people who had-been 15 or 20 years in the Bureau said that
that was the most satisfying 2 years that they had ever had because
they really saw a purpose in their work. They just did -not go to work
in the morning and satisfy somebody: else's need; they really satisfied
a need in themselves in seeing things done and a result happening.

I really think that some of the successes that the Colville Tribe has
had in the past few yearsand there have been manvwere not due
to any great talent that I had. It was due, in some respects. to being
able to get the area office out of the way so the decisions could be made
and so that they could come to grips with the real problems facing
reservations..

How many times have we heard announcements coming from execu-
tive officials. Presidents,. Interior Secretaries, and Commissioners that
basic change is being made in the policy or structure of the 13nreau of
Indian Affairs? How often do we hear that the Bureau policy is self-
determination ?

Yet, the more we talk of a change, the less change we actually see
take place in the field.

Why is this so? It is because the policies and structural changes
never reach the service delivery area. They never reach the agenc3.-,

The executive officials. often newcomers to the bureaucracy and es-
pecially one of the oldest bureaucracies in the Governmentthe
Bureau of Indian Affairsfail to come to grips with a- very effective
filter or buffetH7the area office.

They arc not able recognize the sophistication of the area man-
agers, who have mastered the art of survival mana.frement. Such con-
cepts as self-determination or contractiiig. if successful. would under-
mine the power base of the area director and hisarea managers.. They
have learned to speak the language of several past_administrators, yet
they have -.1.1.st, as effectively prevented the changes_

An area manager sidlled at survival management. can appear to be
all things to all people. He gets along well with officials of other agen-
cies as well as State officials because he is most cooperative with them.
often at the expense of program funds intended for tribes or, even
more-detrimental. he can provide these agencies with information or
strategy in the other agencies' grasp for Indian resources.

Area managers almost always have the cooperation and support of
the superintendent branch chiefs and technical staff of the agencies
because they control such impoitant personnel actions as promotions,
transfers, and staff hire at the.agency. They allocate priagram fund-
ing, and et en a novice survival manager lolows how to hold back
funds to distribute as rewards in times of need.

In addition. area meetings of various disciplines are held at certain
spots where entertainment is available and they talk things over_ They
laugh at and deride the pronouncements coming out of the adminis-
tration and plot to overcome the latest efftort by the administration to
bring about chancre. A real sense of brotherhood exists in this atmog-
phere of survival, and a kind .of mutual loyalty is built that often ob-
scures other considerations.

The area manager has been able to exercise his management of sur-
vival with tribal, leaders as well. His bundle of carrots and sticks is
endless. If a tribe is cooperative. special funds are found to meet spe-
cial tribal projects. Tribal actions such-as changes in law- and-order
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codes or attorneys contracts are quickly approved, and perfect har7-
mono exists as long as these tribes do- not take the Commissioner or
-other Federal officials with pronouncements of change too seriously.

They compliment and support the. area director, of course.- On. the
other hand, some tribal leaders speak out in favor of change. They try
to contract programs or seek to exercise -their authority that may
cause area managers and superintendents problenis with State au-
thorities. other agencies. or force them to answer congressional affairs.

Approval of tribal action is often delayed or has to be-changed- At-
torney contracts are nitpicked and funds for needed programs never
seem to be available. Inflation fords cutbacks in last year's program,
and builtling- programs are-postponed-

A special survival technique has been perfected between many area
directors and superintendents. It goes like this. The superinandent
disagrees with a tribal action that requires Bureau approvaL -Yet, if
he would disapprove the action_ he would have to explain his action
to the council and perhaps suffer their displeasure- After all, he has
to live there. so he works a deal. with-the area, director. The area direc-
t-or' says, "You go ahead and recommend.i.t and send for me; and I will
disapprove it."

The superintendent stays in good graces with the-;tribe. and he owes
strong support to the area director. Perhaps the superintendent can
convince the tribe to pass a resolution favoring the area diiector if
someone tries to unseat him.

With these kinds of developed mechanisms holding the remnants
of the old Bureau together. it is really no wonder that the transient_
administrations do not tamper with the -filter and are satisfied-Tio sit
bark and bask in their pronouncements.

I want. to make a few things clear.
First, these experts at survival management are neither Democrats

nor Republicans. They treat all administrations who propose change
with eqUal disdain.

second. all the people witiiin the area office and many people in
agency offires- are not part. of this survival system. Some of them even
make waves and suffer the consequences.

Third. I do not intend to be critical. of tribal leaders whether they
cooperate or fight. I 'believe they best know the needs. of the people.
IT.sually they are very aware of consecmences that not only will befall
them haat also the people they serve. They are between a rock and a
hard place- in other words. . .

The Bureau of Indian Affairs management 'studir- is .right on target -..
-.# when they state : "will be. possible to eliminate the 'position- of area

director .and replace it. At present. these employees interpose between
central programs clevelopnient activities and agency se-rvice- delivery
functions:. as a result they-restrict communications and inhibit rather
than enhance the Bureau's overall. effectivene.":-
.

Obviously..Warren. King Sr. Associates could not have learned about
-all the survival management techniques., but they had insight with
what the result is -(7-hen-these survival techniques are exercised.

would-like to. make a coupleof other comments.
T. believe -the Tnanasrernent study was too kind in their discuion

of the funding. I think the band analysis system is a fraud: it srhoUld.
not be called that. It makes Indians think they have an input when, in

IL'
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fact, the determinations are already made. It is used as a. handy mech-
anism when the Bureau has failed to meet its commitment.- They can
then come back and say to the tribe, "You did. not put it on the band...".
So. it is a kind of scapegoat

It certainly does not mean. that the spirit of the Indian Reoraidza.-
tion Act provisions regarding tribal budgets, which is to bring the
budget process out in the open. The band mechanism serves.. only the
bureaucracy and not the tribe. It further obscures where the bulk of
funds are being spent..

On the matter of the Solicitor's_offi.ce, I have to respectfully dis-
agree with Mr. Chambers. I perhaps saw it from a different angle. I
saw it from a. superintendent's angle.

In attempting. to-be an cdvocate, I was very often without the legal
research -that- was needed. / did not dare call the regional solicitor
because -he also worked for the Park Service. He also worked for the
Bonneville Power. Those are the questions I wanted to ask him about.
How come they were using tribal resources? So, his conflict prevented
it from being a. useful resource..

At the earlier point in time, the Associate Solicitor was not useful
to me.-

Mr. Chamber's came along and filled. the post very welL Perhaps he
filled the vacancy.

However, I th ink: there is another point that needs to be considered
here.

As We pointed out this morning. the-Bureau of Indian Affairs does
not seem to be a -very professional agency. They seem to say, "Well,
we clo,not Imow.. We are not lawyers_ We cannot decide that"

I think they have to be made a professional ag,enc3r. I think the
impact of somebody like Mr. Chambers as General Counsel to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. could go -a. long ways to maldng that agency
professional. He could demand -better atechaicia.-ns to work up the
cases and to develop the resource issues.

For too long, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has been able to settle
for less and less.. Recently this whole claims matter before the Con-

-gressthere are so many hidden claims.. They are there,because the
Bureau of Indian Affairs does not have the competence to bring them
out into the open. and develop them..

I think the department has an obligation to do that There must be
some mechanism set up to do it-

I have one other thing that I fhiriar should be said.. I do. not think
this was emphasized in the same Ni-ay that I would lie to emphasize
it, which is that aspect of the management study.. I am talk-Trig about
management framing, I think a great many superintendents are svin-
pathetic with tribes. They woul &Hite to be very helpful.,

However, they do not -have the 'background as to the concepts of
.sovereienty. jurisdiction. and trust responsibility. They do not under-
stand .the proper role of the Bureau and where it could move;

I think that-providhig these kinds of tools to the administratorsin
the Bureau of Indian Affairs would bolster their self-confidence.. I
think they can become.the'Ind of advocates that the tribes are asking
for:.

I would respond to questions, Senaior.



Chairman Attounzzn. I want to say that-this is excellent testiiiiiiiiy;-
It is the find that is needed, and it is very helpful. You have had the
kind of experience of the area offices and it is very helpful.

I ask a member of the staff to give a copy of your statement to the
Bureau.staff person. I will ask that a copy be sent to the President's
reorganization staff. They were here this morning, but I did not see
them here this afternoon. I think those statements will be helpful to-
them.What you have just testified to has been a matter that has been sus-
pected by a great many people for a long time. There is survival man-
agement in the area. offices and-not Indian management.

It does seem that whatever direction that an administration may
want to take. it always becomes frustrating before it gets down to the
level where the help is really needed; that is at the tribal level.

The system of rewards and punishment for those people who try, to
unseat area directors or threaten their position is one that has been in
existence for a long time

As chairman of Indian Affairs Subcommittee, representing In-
terior. and as chairman of the full Senate Indian Committee that we
have just created this year, I have seen the results of the politiclthng
that has gone on in-the area offices. It is a consistent effort on the part

f area directors to lobby the Indian tribes into opposing things that
the Indian tribes themselves might want at the outset. Through this
system of rewards and punishment there are always enough tribes who
are frightened for their own position. So, those tribes can' be talked
into coming out in opposition to programs that would greatly benefit
them. This is out of fear of being cut off, I guess, by the area offices.

There is no more furious kind of politicking that goes on than that
done by the area offices when they want to-stop something.

Mr. BROADFIEAD. There is about 1$O yea.rs of training that goes into
the survival manan-ement. They havebeen surviving for that long in
that kind of a way. There have been a lot of charges from Conn-ress
about the corruptness and the misuse of funds over the years within
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. But they have- always been able to
weather those storms because of the survival mechanism. It is a. pretty
brave tribe that will speak up in support of a move to get rid of the
area offices when the area office is putting pressure on them to say
otherwise._

I would advise any administration that is going to make such a move
as" to disband area offices to make the move and then announce it.

Chairman ...-knomzEzK_ Do it quickly?
Mr.. 13ttoAmme-n. After,it is announced and the area director has

lost' his power, which. is a power relationship, then you can do
-something..

The Congress and the administration can then give the area direc-
tor the power to hold over the Indians- that is, by giving him the funds
and the approval power of any of their actions.-

Chairman ....A..noura-m:m_ We have no more questions.
I want to express my thanks for your testimony- It was a good forth-

right statement. We appreciate it -very much.
Our hearings are recessed_ subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon. at 3 p.m.., the committee recessed, subject to the call

of the Chair_l



BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ORGANIZATION

MEONDAY, A:1743-73ST 1, 1977
- SEZTA.TE,

SELECT COMMLL-L-1"..:e ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :05 a.m in room 5302,
Dirksen Senate- Office Building, Senator James Abourezk (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Pritsent: Senator Abourezk.
Staff present : Ernest-L. Stevens, staff director; Alan Parker, chief

counsel; Karl Funke, assistant coubsel ; and Michael Cox, minority
counsel-

Chairman -4pol:razz:Er- The committee will come to order.This hearing is one in a series on administration and man-agement of Indian affairs.
-The purpose of the hearing today is to-take testimony from. govern-

mental -witnesses on the administration and management of ImEan af-
fairs by the -Department of the Interior and its various bureaus and.
divisions..On Julv- 2, we heard testimonAfrom nongovernmental wit-
nesses concerning- their views on administration and the American In-
dian Policy Review. Comulis.s.ion?s findings and recommendations con-

. cerninff the same_
Additional hearings.wM be held with regard to the Federal budget

process in relation to Indian affairs, Federal Indian domestic -assist=
ance progivons, and the in.dependerzt Indian agency concept.. The
American Indian_ Policy Review Commission has Aefitified severalareas of concern and have developed recommendations for the im-
provement of the administration and manaffernent of Indian- affairs..

Wig-hope- that the hearings today will assist both the committee andthe executive branch in identifying problems and deficiencies_
We would like to acknowledge the conscientious efforts which the-Department and Bureau have undertaken in respp,nding to the corn-mittee- inquiries.: The oversight activities of the committee representan intensive effort to see: that the needed changes are actually brought

about- We anticipate that these hearings will constitute a;pe_ant of de-parture for- contin 47-follownp Deparbonen.t regardin;gmaJoi-pkoblems which have n identified.. This close coordination between
. thecommittee. its staff. and the Department and its staff is necessaryif' e are not to Tose sight of the objectives.: /

any_ I would emphasize that our efforts on the committee are a
responsibn&y mandated by the establishment of the IndianPolicv Revie-Gromission_ It is the culmination./Of 3 years of compre-
can Indian Policy Review o

fi

hensi-re investierativii' when Congress jointly created' the Ameri
The :first and only witness this m will be Under Secretary ofthe. Interior, JamesJoseph...
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Mr. Jot---eph. I would like to welcome you once again to the committee.
I sec that Mr. Butler is with you.

So. if you are ready to proceed.. then go right ahead.
Your prepared statement will be placed. in the record in its entirety.
[The prepared statement of Alr. Josepll. follows :I

STATTIIVENT Or I ON. JANE ES A. ZOSEPT/. SECIILETAIrr, DEPARTILENT of TflE
IticrESZOn

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commitee, we appreciate the opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the "Bureau 'of Indian Affairs Management
Study" which was done at the direction of the American Indian Policy Review.
Commission ariel conducted by Warren Xing and Associates, Inc., under the chair-
mansh..!:1 of Mr. A. T. Anderson.

We have reviewed the Management Study in the context of the Comraissiorrs
complete report and recommendations. with particular attention to Chapter Six,
"Federal Administration of Indian Policy."

This Department and the Administration are fully aware of the unique status
of the Indians as beneficiaries of the trust relationship owing to them by the
Vaitcd States. We are fully committed to the fulfillment of that trust in terms
of protecting valuable Indian lands, water. minerals and other natural resources.
We are equally committed to the strongest possible development of tribal govern-
ments to assure that the goal of self-determination is fully accomplished with
meaning and sUbstmace.

The Unrest' of Indian Affairs has been designated by law to serve as the, or-
gan i=tional entity-in the discharge of a major share of the, trust resposibilities to
the Indian people. It- is essential, therefore. that any contemplated reorginiza-
tion of the Bureau be undertaken with the goal 'cif strengthening that :vital
-function.The Secretary, myself and the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs will be
working closely with the President and his Reorganization Team to insure the
most effective administration of Indian polic7 and programs. In this process, we
will give considerable weight to the recommendations contained in the ll&anage-

-- anent Study and in the Commission's Report.
The Management Study states that for more than 150 years American Indians

. have been critical of the services provided by the United States Government It
also indicates that repeated studies have identified deficiencies of themanagement
of the Federal system as a leading- factor in the distrust and dissatisfaction ex-
preed so often by-the Indian people, the Coness, and the public at large. The
Study thus .suggests that implementation of the management improvement rec-
ommendations contained therein will lead. to significant financial benefits and also
result in impro'i-ed relations between the Federal. Government and the Indian .
Community.We agree that ninny of the management problems identified in. the Study con-
tinue to exist Thus. a priority concern of this Administration in its overall Re-

, organization efforts must be extensive improvement in the mana,,,,-ement of Indian
prog-raxns. Secretary. Andrus-and r are both convinced that this can be done in a
manner which will make the Federal Government a leaner, more efficient orgnni-
.zation and also more responsive to Indian needs.

However. are aware of the challenges presented-in achieving these obiec-
] lives.. Though small in comparison to the total population of our country, the
'Indian tribes are nonetheless spread from coast to coast, and face a wide variety
of problems which are difficult to resolve. It would be a mistake therefore for us-

. -to rush into 'structured changes in.-the Bureau of Indian Affairs without careful
planning...We intend. to make, major changes. but We want to Insure that they 'do
not canse major interruptions in thellovs- of services to Indian people, and that
This true spirit of self-determination is fulfilled by seeking active participation
from the Indian community throughout this process.

The Management Study proposes .= specific = recommendations for !Improving
management activities in the Bureau. In general they fall into the three mstior
categories .: the budget process. personnel management. and management in.for-
raation. Ave are submitting a discussion of recommendations, which indicates the._
status of action already taken. However. /et me at this time comment briefly on
the recommendations concerning the budget process and organization structure
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muncEr PROCESS

In my view. the seven _reconneadations7 covering the Bureau's budget process
eoustitute a significant portion the study_ Two. very important ideas ,underlie
the. recommendations.The first idea. is that program effectiveness would improve if budget decisions
were based on long-range planning. The study suggests that Bureau Ill:aiming and
budgeting functions be merged- It also recommends that tribal involvement in

budget formulation be based on local comprehensive p`kinaing. I agree that
the relationship between planning and budgeting needs' to be strengthened.

-e second major idea. in these recommendations is that the budget process can
altered to increase the opportunities for Tribal Self-peterraina.tion.. I feel

there is considerable potential for using tribal involvement in the budget process
as an instrument of Self-Determination, and I am currently working with the
tribes and the Bureau to exploit this" Potential fully.

011G-kNIZA.TIOZT STKCCITTIM

In our view, the most important aspect of the Management -Studty pertains to
the organizational structure of the Bureau. It charges that the present structure
results in excessive administrative costs, slow decision mald..ng, and poor coin-
ramtications iioth within the Bureau and with the respective tribes. 'The Study
particularly singles out the area. offices and indicates that they-are a major fac-
tor in the failures of the Bureau. - .

..
. .

To remedy..the situation, the Study proposes a .new organizational. -structure
for the Burea.=. Area offices as ;they uow evist would_be eliminatecPand replaced
l.y regional service centers. The role of Agencies wOuld be expcui:ded to that of
local service centers- With increased authority and responsibility: Functional
authority for specific program operations would. flow. directly from the,PrOgrana- -
managers- in. the central office. The Primary.;function. of the regional service cen-
ters would be to provide administrative support and- techn.ical assistance to the
local service centers and special projects.Although this Administration has not yet 'formulated a specific new organi=
zational structure for the Btu-eau, wecompletely agree that in order to, effectively
carry out its trustee functions and 'to fully- implement Public Law 93-638.the,
Bureau must organize itself for a new priniary role as at techi4cal assistance
agency.. We also agree that (1) administrative overhead- catCarid should be
reduced so that more funds are availabre For prograir:s in Indian communities ;
(2) maxim-Urn Uedision making authority- should exixtrt at the local agency or
service center level ; and (3) interrixediate. levels- of 'activity which constrict
the flow of services and slowd6wn :fitLecis.' ion making should be streamlined and
eliminated where not justified. .7,, "

The one area in which we need additional interpretation by those who con-
ducted the Study is in the- recommendation that the supervision 'of functional
program activities in the central office should be strengthened and more effee-
tive monitoring evaluation and audit activities must be achieved_ We wonder
if it is not:inc.° ent to recommend a stronger. reporting line to the central
office while at the ,!..-. time advocating greater decentralization through tribal
control: We know at those-who conducted the Study have given considerable
thought to how the Bureau can achieve this delicate balance/so we will need to
seek additional comment_ from the= -_t

We are impressed by the thought which has been given in the Stud to the
overall objective of improving the effectiveness of the 33ureait of Indian Affairs.,
The first important- decision made by the reflected one of the recom-
mendations of the Study as we movedAtaraediateIy to upgrade the position of.
Commissioner of Indian_ Affairs to -of Assistant Secretary of the Interior
for Indian. Affai. This is more tharaa--, symbolic change in' title. It means that
the head of the Bureau will be- a member of- the Department's Pali ,c3- team and
Will participate -in all policy delibera.tiolas. Be will not be restricted "simply to
policy decisions which have direct and obvious impact on the Indian Community_
For example. be will now have a change for an input on decisions- which goveriii
the- operations of the Bureau of Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Management_
the 'National Park *Service and other Bureaus which have often been in con-
flict with the objectives of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.- _

-..-

WittCregard to-the recommendation to,eliminate the area office. the are aware
of the extensive criticism aimed at these offices anti agree that fundan1ental
rather than eoLecetie changes are needed.. We intend to make those elianges-

...
V.
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However, the transfer of these functions to the central office and regional and
local service centers will require detailed planning in .order to insure that the
transfer occurs with *flielFreal $iterr uption of essential -services. We-a:rust care-
fatly consider the ability of the central office to respond directly and effectively
to the needs of each of the 80 local agencies and the more than 400 tribal units
which they serve.. We are well aware that the closure of some offices would af-
fect local personnel and economies and this will be an important consideration_
We will consult closely with the Committee and members of Congress as-..to
these impacts. /

The Policy Review Correeission held extensive bearings in Indian country
and its findings and recommendations reflect the expressions of a broad seg-
ment of Indian people. Indian tribes were offered an. opportunity to comment on
the draft of the Jinni -report_ We strongly reiterate our intent to lister to and
involve Indian people before any major decisions that affect them are made. -ks
a first step, we would greatly appreciate the Commission's sh'aring with us the
comments received on the Management Study portion of the Report.

IMPLEXE=IT:A:TION

Both the Study and the Commission's Report express concern for "proper fol-
low-up so as to insure 2,=.1at the needed improvements in Bureau management

_occur_ We share that conce =it and assure the Committee that it is our full intent
that proper folloWup will take place. To accomplish this, we plaa to take the
following actions in the near future to guide us in implementing the improve-
ments envisioned by the Sttrdy.

First, a task force will be appointed to work directly with the 'Under secre-
tary and the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs in reorganizing the Bureau_
They will have direct access to the Secretalry through the Under Secretary and
will be charged with advisory responsibility for effecting the management
provernents in the major areas covered by. the. functional report section of the
Study, as well as others which might be identified as their aetivit3r progresses.

The composition of the task force is riot yet.set, but it Will- include several repl,
resentatives, :1'rota the. Indian cemmunity, experienced organizatkon.s1 taanae.ge
ment "experts from, the i?ri-vate sector and at least -two senior taanagetnent offi-
cials within the Bureau who have proven record of amicable world -lag relal
tionships with the Indian Community_ -

Second, the Office of the- Secretary will assume an overall. role in- a continu-1ing review of the regommendations of the Policy Review Commission., #21d par- _ticularly those aspeets relating to the future organization and strigteture -of theBureau. Recognizing that my 'day- today responsibilities and the of the As Wit- 7;
ant Secretary of the Interior for Indian Affairs will preclude our Providine
full-time -direction to this effort. a Special Assistant to ,the "Under Secretary %-will be appointed to assist -as in coordinating the work of the task force and the "-
overall planning for the reorganization of the Bureau.

Third. the implementation of the reorganization of field OperationS Will be
under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian Aft/firs assisted bY
Departmental personnel from a-variety of areas.

Fourth.--the Assistant Secretary for Program. Budget and Administration. win
provide staff support for the planning and implementation of a1I changes in the
budget process.

Fifth, the Assistant Secretary-for Indian Affairs will he a member of the ad-
visory Task Force on M. A. Reorganization and will exercise overall res;ponsibilits-
for implementation of Secretarial policfr, but a primary initial responsibility will

oto insure that there are, no interruptions in present services while reorgania--
n is taking place.
Sixth. the implementation prpcess will include direct involl. et:pent by the Sec-

retary. as well as myself and the Solicitor, We will he' working With 5sistant
Secretaries and others in the Office of the Secretary to give renewed attention to
Indian Altairs as a major depart-mental priority. This is a commitment w e lAave
aflifmed to all of the Bureaus in the Department as well as to Indian tribes `and
the American

Seven, we will. continue to use-the Management Study to- help achieve mina 4..re-
men t irnproverne;:its in the Ttnrean. Zee reernrnize that the Stiuly did not nntici-

te or recommend -the completion of reor=nnIzation immed tely. sinnelent, plan-
-ming. must be clone to insure continued services. But tre are convinced that n gen-.
nine rather' than cosmetic reorganization is long overdue and we plan to move as
etpeditiously as possible.

r'



Eight, we intend to consult regularly with this Committee and its staff as wt
seek together to insure that the major Federal agency serving Indian people is
managed in such a v-ay as to serve the best interests of its constituents.

During his several interviews with the Secretary and myself, the Assistant Sec-
retary of the Interior for Indian Affairs designate ezzpressed his strong belief thzt t
a well-planned and executed reorganization of the Bureau was an absolute necc-!-:-
sity in order to fulfill our Nation's moral and legal commitments to the Indizin
people. I am pleased to assure this Committee that we hare his full support in
the action proposed_ 33owever, it should be understood that until we have an A-
sistant Secretary confirmed and in place, it will be difficult to undertake the re-
forms the American Ind,an Policy Review Commission proposes.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. SOSTWIE, TINDER. SECRETARY, DEPART-
71174.14T OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY RAYMOND V. BUT-
T:F.13, ACTING DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, BIA, DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR.
Mr_ .TosEpri. Thank you. 'Air- Chairman_ We appreciate the oppor-

tunity to appear before yciu today to discuss the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs manageMent study whieh was done at the direction of the
American Indian Policy Review Commission and conducted by War-
ren Icing & AsSociates, Inc., under the chairmanship of Mr- A. T. An-.
derson_I have brought with me Mr.' Ray Butler, who is Acting Deputy
Commissioner Of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.. After I have com-
pleted_ my prepared statement we will be pleased to answer questions_
As far as questions that relate to the present and future, I will
be pleased to 'answer those myself Mr_ Butler will. Questions that
relate to the past performance of the Bureau of Indian Affairs can be
answered by people in the audience whom I would be pleased to. call.

Chairinan ...,11..no-c-ar.z. We do not have time for those. {Laughter71
Mir_ JosErrr. We have reviewed. the management study in the context

of the Commission's complete report and recommendations,..with par-
, ticular attention to chapter six; "Federal Administration of Indian

Policy."This Department and theAdministration are fully aware of the uni-
que status of the Indians as beneficiaries of the trust relationship owing
to them by the -United. States. We are fully committed to the fulfdr-
ment of that trust in terms of protectingvaluable Indian lands, water,
minerals, and other. natural resources. We are equally. committed -to
the strongest possible 'development of tribal governments to assure that
the oai of self-determination is fully accomplished with meaning and
substance.The Bureau of Indian Affairs has been designates by law to serve
as the organizational entity in the discharge of a major share of the
trust responsibilities to the Indian people. It is essential, therefore,,
that any contemplated reorganization of the Bureau be undertaken
with the goal of strene-,th'ening that vital fUnction_

r The Secretary. myself, and the Assistant Secretary for Af-
fairs will be working closely with the President and his reorganization
team to insure the -most effective administration of Indian policy, and
programs. In this process. we will giver considerable weight to the
ree-ornrnendations contained in the management study and in the Corn -
Mission's report.

S
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The management study states that for more than years Ameri-
can Indians have been critical of the 'services provided by the U.S..
Government. It also indicates that repeated studies have identified de-
ficiencies- of the management of the Federal system as a leading factor
in the distrust and dissatisfactior. expressed so often by the Indian
people. the Congress, and the public at large_ The study thus suggests
that implementation of the management -improvement. recommenda-
tions contained. therein will lead to sig-nificant financial benefits and
also result in improved relations between the Federal Government
and the Indian community_

We arrree that many of the management problem identified in the
stzady continue to exist. Thus.. a. priOritY concern of this administra-
tion in its overall reorganization. efforts must be extensive improve-
ment. in the management, of Indian programs_ Secretary Anclrus and
I are both c-)nvinced." that this can be done in a Manner which will make
the Federal Government a leaner_ more. efficient organizition and also
more responsive to Indian needs-

However. We are aware of. the challenges presented in achieving
these objectives Though small in comparison to the total- population
of our country. the Indian tribes are nonetheless spread from coast
to coast and face a. wide variety of problems which are 'difficult to
resolve_ . .

It.. would be a mistake. therefore_ for ins to rush into structured
changes in the Bureau of Indian _Affairs without careful planning We
intend to make. major changes. but we want. to insure that they do not
cause major interruptions in the flow-of service-_s-eo Indian people,.and
that this true spirit of self-determination is fulfilled by seeking active
participation from the Indian community throughout this .process---

The manageinent study proposed 23 'specific recommendations for
improving _management activities in the Bureau. In general. they fall
into three "'major categories: the budget process:. personnel manage-
ment. and management information_ We are submitting a_- discussion
of recommenclations.f- which indicates the status of action already
taken_ However, let me at this time comment briefly on the recom-
mendations concerning the budget prockss and then follow with com-
ments on the organization structure.

In my view. the .seven recommendations covering the Bureau's bud-
---?ret process constitute a signiffcant portion of the study.. Two very im-
portant ideas underlie these recommendations.. . ..opoor-

The first idea is that program effectiveness would improve if
decisions were baSed on long-range planning-'The study suergests

that. Bureau planning and ,budgeting -firng.tions be mern-ed.-It also
recommends that tribal. involvement in DIX .budget formulation be

'based on local comprehensive planning- I. agt:ree that the relationship
between planning and budgeting needs to be strengthened_

The second major idea. in these recommendations is that the budget
process can be altered to increase the. onportunities for tribal self-
determination-- I feel there is considerable _potential for using tribal
involvement in the budget ;process as a.n instrument of selfdetermi-
matiOn. and- I am currently working with the tribes. and the Bureau
to exploit this potential fullY.- ._\.

Now I want to comment on the organization structure-
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. In our view, the most important aspect of the management study
pertains to the organizational structure. of the Bureau.:It charges -that
the present structure results.- in_ excessive administratite .costs,. slow
decisionmal6ng, and poor -communications; both -within the Bureati

icl with the respective tribes. The study particularly singles-out-the.
area offices and indicates that they are a major factor in the failures of
the -Bureau-

.
To remedy the situation. the study proposes a new organizational

structure for the Bureau. Under this.new proposal, area offices as they
now exist would be eliminated and replaced 13y. regional service cen-
ters- The role of agencies would. be expanded to that of local service
centers with increased authority and responsibility. Functional au-
thority for specific program operations would -flow'-directly from the
program managers in the central office.. The primary function of the
regional service centers would be to provide administrative .support
and technical assistance to the local service centers and special
projects.

Although this administration has not yet formulated a specific new
organizational structure` for the Bureau. wc., completely agree that in
order to effectively carry out its trustee functions and to fully imple7-
Ment: Public: Law -93-- -638 the Bureau must organize itself for a new
primary role:as. a.teelmiCal assistance agency.- -

We also ii.gree'that
1- Administrative overhead can._an.d. should be reduced so that more

funds are available for programs in Indian communities;
2_ Maximum dzciSioninaking- authority should exist at 'the local

agency or se vice center level; and
Intertnecliate levels of activity which constrict the flow of serv-

ices and slowdown decisioninaldng_ should be streamlined and even
elii-ninatgd where not justified.

The One 'area in which we need additional biterpretation by those
who c&nducted the study is in the recommendation that the super-

of functional program activities in the central office should- be
strengthened and more effective monitoring evaluation and audit ac-7
tivities must be achie+ed.

Ar e wonder if it is not inconsistent to recOmmerid a. stronger. report-
in* line to the central office. while- at the Same time advocating greater
decentralization through tribal control. We Imow that who con -

acted the study have considerable thought to how the Bureau
cm achieve this delicate balance so We wily. need to seek additional
Comment from them.

We are impressed by-he thoUght which has been given in the study
to the_ overall objective of improving the effectiveness of the Bureau of

Affairs. The first important deaision made by the Sedretary
reflected one of the recommendations of, the study as we movea
mediately to upgrade the position of Commissioner.:of Indian- Affairs
-to that of-Assistant Secretary of the Interior for 3riclian Affairs.,- .

It is important to point ont this is more than a symbolic -change in
title. It means that the head of the Bureau will be .'a member of the
Department's policy team and pai-ticipate.in all .:policy delibera-
tions. Ile -will not:be restricted simply to policy deiSlons Which have
direct and obvious impact on the Indian community_ For example, he
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will now have a chance for an input on decisions which erovern the
operations of the Bureau of Reclamation, the Bureau of Lm'ancl. Man-
arrement, the National Park Service, and other bureaus. which have
often been in conflict with the objectives of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

With regard to the recommendation to eliminate the area. offices,
we are aware of the extensive criticism aimed at these offices. and agree
that fundamental. rather than cosmetic, changes 9re needed- We intend
to make those changes-

. However. the transfer of these functions to the central office and
reional and local service centers will require detailed planning in
order tO*Insure that the transfer occurs -with minimal interruption of
essential services. We must carefully consider the ability of the central
office to respond -directly- and effectively to the needs of each of the
SO local agencies and the more than 400 tribal units which they serve.
We are well aware that the closureof some offices would affect local per-
sonnel and economies and this will be an important consideration. We
will Consult closely with the committee and -Members of Congress as
to these impaets,----

The Policy Review ComMission held extensive hearings in Indian
country and ,findings and recommendations reflect the expressionS
of a broad segment of ,Indian people. Indian tribes were offered an
Opportunity to comment on the draft of the final report. We_.stron!,-ly
reiterate our intent to listen to and involve. Indian people before any

-major decisions that affect them are _made. As a first step, we -woula
-,--greatly appreciate the COMmission's sharing with us the comments
.receiyed on the management study portiori of the report.

Chairman ABo-uREzm. Let me interrupt. I thin.- ..k we provided all of'
that.

.Tos-mpir_ a will have to check it. It was not my understanclinz..
-Chairman Anou-RE.zK. asked the staff about that-this morning. They

we did..".-If not, we will certainly be able to.
Thank you -very much, Mr. Chan-man.

.. -., Finally. ;want to conclude .with a word about implementation of
the recommendationS.
' Both' the study and the Comthissiori's report express concern for

proper followup so as to insure that the needed improvements -in::
Bureau-management occur. We share that concern and assure the
committee that it is our full intent that proper-followup will take place.
To accomplish this, we plan to take The following actions in the'near-:
future to guide' us in implementing the improvements envisoned bythe study.

First, a task force will be aiipointed to work directly with Ctlie -Uriaer
Secretary and the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs in reorgani".-
inn-the f3ureau. Thef will have direct access to the Secretary throughthe ender Secretary and Will be charged with advisory,responsibilitv
for effecting the management ithprovementsin the major areas covered

. by the- fUnctional -report section of the stUdy, as well as others which
-might be ideritified as their' activity progresses.

-.The__oryr position of the task force is not vet set_ but it will 'Includeseveral representatives frOm --theL-rndian community.. ex'perience& or-
ci-anizational management experts from the-priVa.te.seetor,-and at least-
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record of amicable working relationships with the Indian community_

Second, the Office of the Secretary will assume an overall role in a
continuing review of the recommendations of the Policy Review. COM-
mission, and particularly those aspects relating to the future otga-
nization and structure of the Bureau.-Recognizing that my day-to-day
rc.-sponsibilities as Under Secretary and those of Assistant Secre-
tary of the Interior for Indian Affairs will preclude our providing full-
tithe direction to this effort, a special assistant to the Under-Secretar-y
will be appointed to- assist us in coordinating the work of the task
force and the overall planning for the reorganization of the Bureau_

Third, the implementation of the reorganization of field operations
-will be under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs assisted by departmental personnel, not only from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. but from a variety of areas.

Fourth. the As sistant Secretary for Program. Budget. and Ad.-.
Ministration will provide staff support for the plan-fling- and imple-
xnentation. of all changes in the budget'prOcess_

Fifth, the Assisthnt Secretary for Indian Affairs will be a member
of the Advisory Task 'Force on DIA Reorganization and will exercise
overall responsibility for implementation of secretaialpolicy, .but a
primary initial responsibility Will, be to insure that while reorganiza.z.

7, O.tion is taking place. there are no interruptions in present services while
reorganization is taking place.

zixth. the implementation process will include-direct involvement by
the Secretary, as well as myself and the Solicitor- We will be workiing
-with Assistant Secretaries and others in the Office of the Secretary to
,2-3.ve renewed attention to Indian affairs as a. major departmental
priority. This is a commitment we have affirmed to all .of the bureaus
in the Department as well as to Indian tribes and tree. American
public_

Seventh.. we iwill continue to use the management study to help .
-achieve -management improvements in the Bureau- We reeognize that-
the study did not anticipate nor recommen.d.-the -completion ,of reor-
ganization imitiediately. Sufficient planning must - be done to insure
continued services- But we are convinced that a genuine, rather than
cOsineti,l; reorOnization,: is long- overdue and we .plan to move .as es-
peditiously as possible_

Eighth.. we intend to consult regularly with this committee and its
staff-as we-seek together to insure that the major Federal agency serv-.in Indian people-is managed in: such a way as to'serve the best in
ests of its constituents. "

. During -his -several- interviews with the Secretary and myself, the.
Assistant Secretary of the Inierior for Indian Affairs designate ex-
pressed-his strong belief that a well-planned and executed reorganize-
Lion cf the Bureau was an abSolute necessity in order to fulfill our
Nation's moral and legal cominitments..to. the -Indian people.

I am. pleaSed to assure this committee that we have his full support
in the action proposed. However, it should be understood that until -'

ire have an Assistant Secretary confirmed and in place, it will be
difficult to undertake the reforms the American Indian Policy Re-
view Commission proposes, and the reforms that the Secretary and
I are committed to.
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Mr.. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement- At this point
I would'be7pleased to answer any questions

Chairman ....knotatErs._ My first question is this-,
. Is your last paragraph known as subtle pressure to get confirmation ?

JJosses_ The last paragraph, Mr_ Chairman, known as "real-
ity- affirmation."

[Laughter_]
Chain:nail Aso :FR:Z=6- Mr- Joseph, in my short tenure in dealing with_

Indian.affairs within the Congress, there have been numerous efforts
at reorgani75!tion, most of them cosmetic and most of them, holding
out great promises. at is my personal opinion that it appears that you
are preparedand I emphasize the word "prepared' ' to go further
than any other administration that I personally have dealt with-

I want to get in a couple of _along that line- and -try to
distingaish between somebody being -prepared to do something and
someone actually doing it-

We have had. testimony before this committee from former BIA.
employees, -in addition to the Many conversations I have had with
former BIA em_ ployees,who sayand I -guess the best way to desqr:be
it is thisthat the area directors, ever since their rise to power_ have
always practiced what is nOw lriown as "survival management_" Th is
is - not "Indian Management' but "41r-rival management" and...sur-
vival of their own power centers-

It worts soineadncr like tliis according to the,descriptio.ns _given
to this committee. Whenever, there are any 'complaints or .criticismS--.
by Indian tribes of the 'area directors themselves and their failures,
an-effort to maintain themselves is made. The area directors will be
gin to withhold Federal funds to -those tribes which deCide to under-
take the criticism of the area directors. . ,

7. Once they are brought in_ line by the withliCilding of 'funds or the
-ail-eat of that, then it is "business as usual" which means hardly any

_business at all-
"For those tribes who support the area directors, rewards are handed

-out; that is, quick approval of projects for funding and so on:
So the criticisms have always been sort of und.ero-round. criticism

Jhat never surface in an. official way-
I understand that you have to make a plan, and you have to have

certain prepaiations, because none of this can be done Overnight or
abruptly. But I am wondering if during that time, the longer\the time
it takes. will it not become increasingly difficult to undertake \the real
reorganization' by virtue of the fierce -politicizing. that will,, <YO\ on by-
the area directors and their efforts to obtain support of the tribes for
retention of the present system.? .And, in addition, support in opposi-
tion of any kind of reorganization which would diminish- the area
zklirectore power ?_ I assume you have thought about that. Do you have
anything in mind that might overcome that. particular oppositionl.,.; v.

Mr- Josimem Arr. Chairman, what vou_say is. Certainly true in a. num-
ber of instances. In bnreaUcracy of 18,000 people, I suspect that you
-Could -repeat that time and time again. In the Bureau of= Indian Af -
fairs, it is probably even more so than most bureaucracies, but-it co*Ici
happen-in any bureauCraCy.

Bureaucracies have their ownbuilt-in momentum.. That momentum"
resists Changes verV often to'that bureaucracy We recognize the diffi-
.cultv. The same thing is said of the Department of the Inte-riorrwhich
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YOU, have just said of the Bureau ofIndia.n. Affairs. There are people
who have told me that' it would be a.. waste of time to try to change
that bureaucracy because of the built-in resistance. -

I have, no assurance that -I can offer except that we are seriously
committed to do that. The management style that the Secretary and I
practice will indicate that Wherever we find this resistance we will re-
move it immediately.

As faras rna.nifestations of that resistance in concrete personalities.-
is concerned, we have not yet been able to identify that so that we
would have a particular person-to move. But as we move into that re-
oreranization, if we find people resisting, we will remove them.

Chairman ABot--n..E7i..-. To indicate how serious you are about this
kind of reorganizationand I think you have already committed
yourSelf to changing the. area director system. let me say this.

Is it correct tliat.-you committed yourself to changing that down to-
a service center system rather than an area director system

JosEfix.--.1 think I had better make sure_ that I carefully under-
stand. I do not want. to have a lot of nervous people before we have a.
plan which is concrete. =Laughter_3 .-

We are committing ourselves to significantly changing the area
rectors and the area office 'concept' around the concept that is proposed
as we und.erstancl what you mean by "regional service centers."

-I am not.saving that We are immediately- abolishing area offices. the
technical assistance concept is the one that we propose to adopt. Any-
field operation that we have Should be around the concept of technical
supportsupport and the service -center concept which this committee has pro-
posed. That is what we plan to implement...

ChairMan. AnoL-nEzic. In that regard, you state that clecisioninakin
authority would--let me read-your exact statement : "Maximum deci-
sionmaking authority should exist at the local agency or..seryice cen-
ter level."

It seems to me that does not change Much if yOu leave the decision-
making authority at the .upper level. Do you intend to allow the line
authority to be retained at the service center level ? ,:-

3111-. JOSEPH- In this particular paragraph, I am akreeing, with the
'recommendations of the committee with regard to, Maximum decision.
authority being at the lowest level; rather than the central control at
the office, or particularly, at the area office.

Chairman Anop-nEz. I think the CommiSsion report talks about the
local service center decisionmaking,, not regional service center.

Mr. JosErri ThiS is local agency_ It is not regional. This is not re-
._ _rrional.

Chairman AsoE.z-K. I see. You do- not intend to invest line author
ity at. the regional leYel. do 7011 ?

Mr. :TosErit Xo; but let me say sornething,-here There is proposed. ..

in the management study. called matrix system-.--of management.,.,in
which each person has his dual reporting relationship_

Mr. Chaim:1=n, that is one of the areas in which I have some ques
tioris about the nature of organization.. I have spent the last S years in
the management of a large international corporation with.20,000 ern-

) ploy ees. firmly believe that somebody has-to be in charge and sortie- .

/ body has to be held accountable. I do not like the idea of
diffuSin2M,

- that-
accofintabilitY.
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When somebody is obstructing the policy of the Secretary or the
Bureau, then I want to know who that person is arid who to deal with.
The-concePt of having two bosses sometimes makes that -very am-

So what I am saying is that I think there ought to be some anthority
down there so that you lmow who to hold accountable.

Chairman A.sornEzx.. I cannot-argue with that. I think that is a
better-way of doing thing's.

I understand that you are committed to adopting this regionalserV-
iee Center. If you intend, then, to adopt this concept or proposal. you
intend to change the area office concept to that regional center. is there
not a very simple and easy way to avoid the ldnd of politicking that
we both know will take place? Even though you have not seen it, it is
there. I understand from people I have talked with, that it is in a furi-
ous pace right now.

Is there not an easier way to do that in immediately relieving area
directors of their authority to hand out money, to: give. rewards, or
withhold' money and to offer punishment .fOr tribes who either support
or oppose their position ? This. I hope could he done without disrupt-
ing the services to the tribes.Is that.not an easierway ?

Joszen. That is one of the' options that we are certainly Con-
siderina and will consider. I am 'very concerned not to cause any more
confusion than there already is. I met with the area directors and
shared with them my concern and my basic commitment to the concept
of regional service centers. They. understand what that comrnitmant is
and when we find, people withholding money and seeldng to punish
tribes. We will deal with them.

Right now. I am not certain that adopting an overall policy which
says they will not handle any money will not hurt more than it will
I el p. That is my concern.

Chairman A.BOUREZX. Is there a way that the, tribes will know that
they no longer need to fear that system of reward and punishment?

JosErir. I- am not sure. but I am willing to do whatever is nec-
essary or whatever I can to communicate that, that is:;:that we will not
tolerate that. Wherever it occurs, we would, like to lmow.

Chairman Anornrzx. I really think the wholeeffort is this. I have
seen this happen before when the area offices swing into full.activity'
on maintaining their own position. I am not sure-that even't,he best in--
tentioned people. as I lmow you arevolt. and Secretary Andrus
can overcome that particular kind of lobbying.

have to say that. if you are really serious about itand I happen
to 'believe at this point that you are 'serious about itthen vou have
to do something more than just announce your intention to do it. That
has been done 100 times before. There haS to be some concrete way to
show that you really mean business.

Mr..TosEril. I suspect that one of the wars to do.that. Mr. Chairman,
is to.just set. an example. If you have.some concrete. information where
this is being done. I would certainly like to have it so we can do that.

. Chairman ABOVREZIC. You mean you Want to,set somebody down if
that should be the caSe?

Yonsitid that. this is going on. I wol;ld like to lmow ex-
actly where it is gOing on so I can deal with it.

-
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Chairman ABovu.ezic.. I can put you in.touch with people who will
testify personally aS to that, if you are interested_

Mr. jos.EPIEL. Yes.
Chairman ABOTTIEZ1K- I wonder, if at a very minimum, you would

advise the Secretary to issue a policy statement indicating that is
exactly what he intends to do.. I thirtir without- that particular policy
statement, and unless you make certain it is distributed to the tribei,
without that land of thing nobody is going to be very- sure. I think the
firmer you are in this sort of thing, tne better off all of you will be as
well as the Indian tribes themselves.

I wonder if you would comment on. that
Mr. josrcrii. I need' the information you have and a better under-

standing- of the problem_ As soon as I. have that, I am quite willing to
advise the Secretary to issue a policy statement prohibiting the use of
funds in a punitive way, ratherthan in. a supportive wad-.

Chairman ABOUREZE... As. soon as-these hearings, are over, we will be
able to sit down and discuss that briefly with you.

Mr_ JosEeEr..AII right. . .
Chairman ABounrz:m. What are your views on giving the Associate

.Solicitor for Lidian Affairs independent referral authOrity ?
. Mr. Josme-sr... Independent referral-authority

Chairman ABOVICIEZ:6- Yes.
Mr. JosErxr- Explain exactly what you mean there, please;
Chairman ArsomtEmr... Well, right now if he wants to refer any_land

of a lawsnit dealing with the trust responsibility to the, tribes, --at has
'toV go through the Solicitor for the Interior Department.. The compet-,
ing forces within Interior sometimes prevent the Solicitor from refer-
rin.g that lawsuit to the Justice Department. -

So, theinterest of the tribes is generally thwarted because of -that.
Now. if the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs had independent

referral .autholity and could act as an advocate for the tribes: Would
you be for or against giving hail that referial authority to the Justice
Department, indefienderitly of the Solicitor ?

JOSEPH- Let me preface my -cimment with this comment. The
Secretary has the trust responsibility for Indian affairs. He is the per-
son- that has to be held responsible. The Secretary's lawyer. is the -
Solicitor The *ayinnwhich we have chosen to operate the legal office in

the Department of the Interior, which-is the Solicitor's office, is that he.
isV the person responsible for recommendation to the Secretary, whethei.-
it is for transfer tothe Justice Department .or not.

The Solicitor, then., becomes th-e4advocate. My position at this point
is that is. probably the best -way for us to operate.

I recognize the problems gnat we have had the past. I think tha.t
the one thing we did to preclude that was to _Select a Solicitor who
-understood what it means to be an advocate for Indian affairs. The Sec-
retary- clearly understands his trustee responsibility.

I think it confuses and coMplicates the matter to have a. subordinate,
solicitor being able td go -directly to other agencies without going
through the Solicitor_ 1t is just_ not good management practices.

But, I rec.o.gnize the complications that are raised. That is Why we
Selected .a Solicitor who understands that.

Chairman ABOUREZIL May I ask some questions.. then. about their.
task force that you intend to appoint to assist in undertaking ilorga-,
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nization? Do you have any intention to bring,- into that-task forcerany
of the management-people Who 'conducted the Poliey.ReYiew Commis-
sion's management study?

Mr- JOSEPII. I do not Imow- any of those people personally, Mr_
Chairman_ Certainly, as we look at management consultants andman
.agement experts who are willing to volunteer their time. of which
there are a limited number, we want to look at those people. But I -.Might
add that in the last 7 S years I have often been involaitd in the .provi-

.:sion of management expertise and management organization exmrtise
to .nonprOfit corporations. Most of those Were southern nonprofit cor
porations. I 'mow- a few people in the business Who are very good at
maxkiement organization._ at least, intend to. go to some of these-
p&ple to see if -I can get them once again to volunteer theirtin-te.---

Chairman AnouRE-7-. Can you give the estimated:time-frame within
which you intendtO undertake the reorganization ?

3.1_r.,--;TosErrr_ Mr- Chairman. that is very' difficult to do, not the least
ofThe factors being the uncerfainty'about-when we will have sornebocly-
on board to head the organization that we are talking. about re-
organizing. .

But, I would like -to think that some of theSe things we can do 'pretty
__..quickly. Others. Will take tithe. I think one of the.''first-prioritieS in the

reorganization effort is the area officeS: 'Time and time again. when I
-have talked with Indian representatives. they have. pointed to the
area offices ns--the problem. One of my major commitments is.to doing
that first.. I have-no idea hoW long that Will take, but I- am committed
to doing it as quickly as possible.

At this point I am in no position; until I can' .get the task- force to-
. -r-zether' and until we can do a realistic-assessment. But what I- would

like to do, however, is once the :task foree is set up, I-would work out
a. timetable for reorganization With objectives and dates. We plan to
do this on a this and this by a certain date" baSis. I did riot want to
do that on my own. I would rather have this task force in place and
the Assistant lecretar-57. for Indian Affairs on board_

Chairman. Anou-nEzrz. Do You have:' any idea .vet who the senior
--management 'officials within the Bureau will be as members ..of . that

task force?
Mr. JosErrr. : I do not_ I have not talked with any of the senior

management officials. I have a.couple of people in my mind. I would
rather not say who they are at this point. but I would be glad to in-
form the committee beforehand if you would like that.

Chairman ARCYCIZEZK. We would appreciate that. .

Do you have any idea who you will appoint as representatit-es in the
Indian community ?

-Tosrlt. No: but I would like to :2-n-o to--the major national or- .

---g.anizations and !vet somebody who is involved. I would like- at least_
one person who was involved. in the American Indian.Policy flevie*
Commission..

Chairman Arourzy.zs. In the management study itself?
Zfr osErit. Yes-
Chairman A.BOE'REXK- Who will be the Assistant Under See-

rotary
Mr_ JOSEPT1- The Special Assistant Secretary or the Special Assist-

ant to the Under Secretary ?
Chairman Anor-nr.zm.. Yes-
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Mr.. JosEP33c. I do not laaow. We will start interviewing somebody
for that. I would really like to have somebody whg has no ideological
taint of any kind, but who has management 'expertise. [Laughter.]

Chairman Ar.ot-TrEzK. I would like to ask the staff counsel-to ask
a couple of technical questions.

Mr. Ft-N.-Kr.. Mr.. Joseph,- one of the recommendations of the man-
afrement study in the report of the Commission was to set up a model
regional service center, possibly in Denver, revamping the Indian
Technical Assistance Center out there_

What are Your views about setting up that model regional service
center? How soon do you think it could be done if You plan to do it ?

..TosErir. I saw that recommendation when I read the report- I
do not know enough about that center pre.sentiv. I really need to find
out more. The report sayS that it is .a model. I am not that familiar
with need to familiarize myself with it. That is my first step. I
want to try to understand if it expresses what the Secretary and I are
committed- to.

I think it probably does, but I have not et had an opportunity to
personally analyze its operation. As soon as we have had a chance to
do that, then we can consider whether or not it is a model and -whether
or not it onght, tabe a model.

Mr.- I think the report points- out that in its present form:
it is not a model. IAA it could be revamped:

- Mr. .TosErrx. Then the first thing is to make it effective. As long- as
it is out there operating as a center, we would like to.ma.ke it effective..

Mr. F-u-Nkr_ Do you plan to set up a model regional service center
at some pointwhether-it is in Denveror do you plan on making
across-the-board changes in all_ area offices which would become re-
.rvional service centers?

Mr. TOSEPIT. .1 would really like to move -as quickly- as possible to
reorganize it all rather than delaying the process by -experimenting-
-.first with the model_

If. as we get into a Study of the functions of those area offices and
consider what it means to 'move into regional centers. there trne ques-
tions and problems that we think we need additional time for study
bylooking at a model, then we will consider that.

But my preference would be to develop an or,.-ranizatioiial model
and to move that organizational model across the board rather than
phasin,-, it in on The -basis of first doing a model..

Mr. FL-NKr- To what extent do you plan to change the budgetary
process which is presently being used todeveloP tribal budget's.?J crosErtt. The budgetary process is goin to be changed in a
very comprehensive way by the mere introduction of zero-based

That is,froinfr to be the vehicle by which I hope we will be
able to deal with many of the problems that the Commission is point-
ing to.Mr. Ft-NKr.. Do you plan to stay with the band analysis type, of
bucli-rpting-?

Josr.-rrr. We plan to move to zero-based budgeting. As far as
that concept fits into that, yes. But it really is a zero-based budget
rather than a band analysis.

Mr_ Fv...-7.e. One of the other recommendations was, that -there is
not enough long-ranged plf-nning in the budget process. There was a.
recommendation that a needs assessment be done for each tribe.
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What plan-S does the Department have for conducting in-depth
needs assessments in the areas of social services, edonomic develop-,ment, resource protection, and so forth ?

Mr- JOSER33.- Let me comment first on the .concept of planni-nic. I
could not agree more with the recommendation of the Commis' sion
that there ought to be a relationship between budgeting and plan-

rhave to make a distinction between the kind of relationship
can becthat is, with -regard. to the Bureau's internal operation,

and the kind of relation.ship that there -can be with -regards to the
total administration's budget proccs..

I happen to think that the concept of 5-year planning.. where each
annual plan is the first year...of the 5-year plan.. is a very good con-
cept. It happens to be thene that I am familiar with and the one
which was used in the industry in which I formerly worked. I hap-
pened to belie-Vethat also can work-in the Bureau Of Indian Affairs.

However, you recognize that in the 5-year planning concept. we
ba-ve to t.,,t7y to fit that into the administrative process that is used by
the..adthinistration, in relation to Congress and that sort of thing..

in terms of our own internal ability to forecast-axed our own-
internal ability to anticipate, I think the concept of 5-year planning
is a ve-ry valid one. I would like to see the Bureau move to that con-
cept. I would like to see- that concept :very much integrated to budget
projection, just as the Commission recommended. I see no reason why
we should not be able to do that.

As far as the needs assessment is concerned. I think that has to-be
an integral part of the 5-year planning process_ The --on1-.7,--wly in
which we can plan is to laiow what the needs are presently and to
be able to anticipate those needs.

As far as economic development is. COncerned..--1.think certainly

a

that is one of the areas in which I am mos5--concerned.. There is no_
question of the fact that some of the tribes-have resources.. If those re-
sources are proporly and adequately 5eveloped_ we will find that they
will at.least .find an economic selfrs:uificiencv that has not been there_
We are committed_to that_

Mr.
Mr. Cox. With regard to-- recommendation No. 1 of the manage

ment study : The-Department indicates that resources that are avail
able outsifte-t-he jurisdiction is the fact that it has never been
properly considered- in the past in the development of BI _-k. program

ahni n
Is there presently a plan- to give increased authority or an in- -

creased role of the X.istant Secretary for Indian Affairs to impi-Oze-,L_
the interagency coordination of available resources?

Mr. JosEprx.There is no official -plan at this point. The reorganiza-
tion that we do has to be don_ e in the context of the overall adminis-
tration of the reorganization effort. As we get, into that overall reorga
nization effort iii regard to other agencies, this is something we will
discu.ss.

Right now I am only free to talk about those kinds of things that .

the Secretary and I can do in the context of the. Bureau of Indian
Affairs ,internal to the Department of the Interior.

When it gets to other agencies, that is something that we would
have to deal with in the. context of the overall ,reorganization of the
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administration: Certainly that is a point that we will keep
Mr. Cox. Do you know if the Joint Funding Simplification Act 4-Ur

be utilized more in regard to this kind of coordination in the fiiture
Mr- JosEzer-r- It certainly is applicable. I cannot answer terms

(-)f how it will be used because I do not km.ow.what kind of reor,
tion will take place. But obviously, philosophically, as far as tie As-
istant Secretary- ,of Indian Affairs' position is concerned, is

to be an effective advocate for the Indian_ community, then
he has to be. concerned about those programs outside of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs that, in fact, are in. the Indian community as Well.

Mr. P.ximr..s. Mr.. -Jose h,..rduring this committee's oversight hear-
ings on the Indian -Self- Detern 'nation Act's implementation, many
of the tribes identified fundamental problems they had with the con-
tracting system. The Self-Determination Act authorized the expanded
-authority of the Department to contract directly with the tribes to
deliver services which the Department had formerly delivered itself-

During the oversight hearings. when the tribes testified to this
c-ornmittee. I would think it was fair to say that there was a consen-:
.sus that a block grant system. somewhat along the lines of the reveithe-
:,harinct program, in their minds was far preferable and in their View
would go a-long way toward alleviating many of the problems7that
they had experienced with the-contracting system.

Do Yon have any views regarding such a proposal?
Mr. JosErvia. For One, we have some of the funds that are commit-

ted through the Bureau of Indian _Affairs for specific 'purposes_ We
_b aye to follow congresSional mandates with regard to some of those
specific. purposes.

.As far as a block rant system- is concerned, when we get into zero-
based budgeting and when we try to implement it, at least our present
look at the budget on a tribe-by-tribe basis, we would be doing some-
titing like that.

But as to whether or not you can simply have a revenue sharing
and block grant across-the-bOard. I do not

simply
that is possible un-

der the limitations which- we are presently operating under-
Mr- P.A.R. My question presupposed that the Self-Determina-

tion Act be amended to call for grants dristead of contracts under-
that *particular provisionsection 106of the law. I think it presup
poses that. the act .could be amended to the grant system in lieu- of
the contract system_ I think- my question went to that_

Mr. JOSEPEC. All right.
My experience in making commitments to provisions I -have not

seen has not been very good_ [Laughter.]
What I would like to say is that the concept sounds like'a good one.

Until I see the amendment and the provisions, I. cannot really say
whether I would be in favor _of it or not.

Mr. PA.RICER. Thank you.
Chairman Mr. Joseph, when Secretary Andrus was

being confirmed before the Energy Committee, he was asked a. qUes-
tion along the lines of --w:hether or not he believed in .the Bureau of
Indian Affairs becoming a separate Agency outside of Interior_ His
response, if you recall. was glong the line that if the' Indian tribes-
suppoi-ted th-at, he would support it as well. He said that.a number of
times, in fact.



As you well 'mow, the American Indian Policy Review Commission
report recommends that. That recommendation, along with the others
in the report, of course,*ere run by. all the tribes for comment. That
was_overwhelmingly supported by the tribes, that is,.the concept of a
separate agency.; _

you. in a- position now to state whether or not yotrwill -work
toward making the BL.k. a separate agency?

JOSEPII,- Mr. Chairman. on that point I said at the nit-set-that--
some' Of the recommendations had to be seen in the context of the ad-
ministration's overall reorganiZation effort_ The idea of a separate
'agency is one of those. I cannot unilaterally make a commitment be-
eanse 'there are .a/lamiber of other factors in this.

When we-get -VI t.lie overi-cll-reorcra nization. of the Department of
the Interior and human resources in. the administration's a.pproach.to
-r-eor7aniza:tion, that is certainly one of the things that we will probably
be corisidering.

Other than-that. I dann.c.)t rnake..a.commitrnent at this point. We cer-tainly. want to lmow., what fail Indian community thinks, and we
have betrun to hear that. Ruf-at the same time, we_have to see how thiS
fits into the administration's overall reorganization effort. .

Chairman .:_knot-nr.zm. Are T0u saying that even though you intend
to reorganize the Bureau of Indian Affairs.:aiong whatever lines, thatnjj will be unable' to do_that until the administration moves on .if'nadministrationwide basis?

Air. Jos-Erit No. What we, are saying is that we are committed 'to-
do whaf:-,we can to make the-Bureau of Indian Affairs as effective aswe-can Within the Department of which is the only man-
date' we ha.v6724-:411,1- now_ That is the responsibility we can assume.When it to question of Whether or not it is to be-a. separateagency. that is met g that will be seen-in another context and 'will
be studied and an lyzed. in -other contexts. We do not intend to' Waituntil it happens__We. intend-to-move as soon as we can..I would say that at, the first moment we have an' Assistant Secre-
t:n-34; the next steii.tvould be to appoint an. advisory. task force andconvene that task-force and develop a plan for reorganizing theureau
of Indian Affairs. That-is hou: I would like to move.

It may be sometime before the overall administration7s reorganiZa-,:.tion effort gets around to considering the conceot-of a separate agency_It may be.some time before Con,sr.ressfactS on the reconimendations of
Policy Review Commission- We do not think we ought to wait.Chairman Asotizzm. Let me say a. word about the confirmation of

the Assistant Secretary whom.yon have nominated.
It was some 7--..mdnths after you took office that you finally made the

_nomination. I hiEve to say that I have been -verv-deli_berate in prepar-
.. ing hearin7s because I did want them. to be well prepared. There- havebeen requests .by you. and othersThere has been what I would call'

sometimes ``subtle pressure" to hurry up and-confirth the nominee prior-
to the August recess. I. peYsonally have resisted. thatbecause I thinkthere has to be better preparation. I have seen enough' nominees comeup and when they are asked what their position is either for 'or-

-



__against a certain. issue.. and thei- consistently say, 'Well.' I have not;
had time to-study. that,"- or '.."1 do not know What my

As You know, I wrote the Secretary letter stating that I would
expect both he and the nominee; -Mr. Gerard, to be able to take a posi-
tio.0 on 'major recommendations 'of the Policy. Revieir Commission_ I

intend to try. to fulfill my responsibility as chairman of this
-coniinittee along those lines.. .

But you-do have- Sr.2. Gerard.. the,noininee;working as a .consultant,
7-`"ht--this. time.. Is -there anything wrong with assigning him. this task,.

beginnin..- the reorganization plan, working as. a consultant? You
.certainly have that authority.

- Mr. First,: I was nominated, by the President to be 'Under
Secretary-in February. If the Committee on Energy and -Natural Ile-
s'Ources had. taken- that position and waited.- until I. was ready to--make
.a policy decision on some issues, I probably still. would not -be.cOn
firmed and -the Secretary would still be trying to operate -without

---.-.an.- -Under Sebretary...
So, the precedent is that very often people will hare to "go in an

start. performing a function before they can take a position- on policy
- issues_ I can appreciate your conedrn;sbut at, the same time, you under7.stand the bind under Which- that places us. -

Second, with regard to Mr. Gera.rd's present function as a- con-
:- sultant. I- really do not think that the reorglunization effort., which is

rea llr a. veL-y. comprehensive look. at the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is
.something that ought to be' done on a part-time basis:I really. thirik
has to be there full-time and onboard before he can -give it the leader-
ship that. is necessary_

Chairman AP.ounEzK. My second .question along those lines is this.
Have you siren any thought to consolidating the Indian desks
other agencies to the Bureau of- Indian Affai.such-as-the desk,
the education desk, and.:-..Indian. Health Service--.-under the Assi taut.
Secretary.? .- .

Joy. This is another interagency question that we -have to
(-nnsideein the context of the overall reorga-rization act.It is not some-

we are presently- dealing with.. As .1 said before, we are dealing
with present Mandate that we' have ra.thdr- than the one that -we_
might: have or could" have. -under the reorganization_ -We are moving
on that_

When -we get into a consideration of overall _reorganization,' that
,is one of the.tliiings that we can certainly consider.

I -.am not vet prepared to take a position. _on- whether -riot the
dian Health.-Service ought to be separated ,canot.-1 am simply fo-Cii.s-.

-----in-0.-onwhat we -can do with what we presently have..
Chairman ;k to ap-point-_.

.. Mr- Gerard: as the Acting .-Secretgry at Oils point, pencli.rig his-eon-
fin:nation?

' .
Mr. JoEt.mi... I1 think,' 'we' do, Mr. Chairraan:-,.but ray-experience with

Acting;AisiStant Secretaries rand Acting Directors- of offices is that

of 30-.) that-we-are talking about.-

P.
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Chairman ABOVILEzE. Would that not solve the problem of bi..ting
part timel Could not he then work fall time ?Mr. Jose- Chairman, I am not sure I understand this line of
questioning; but :are you to tell me something? [Laughter.]

Chairman ABotrimzim. I and only asldng. [Laughter.]
Mr. JosEriEr. We would,. like to 'have an Assistant Secretary in place.

to really provide the leadership that is neccissary. I 1-1-1-iT114.- you are very
well- aware of that. Mr. Butler has done as well as he couldand
I think. he has done an excellent job in the interimthat there is a
sense which-the Bureau Of Indian Affaifs is awaiting its new leader-
ship. As low? as -we ',allow that to happen, we are going to have a'
continuation of some of the problems you have referred to.

Chairman Anorramzim. I would have to say that under Mr.-Butler's
acting capacity, it has had better leadership than it has had fOr
II umber of years.

Mr. JOSEPH. Yes.
Chairman .A...sourREz:K.. It is better. than when- you had a permanent

man.
Mr. JOSEPH. I am glad to hear you say that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fb7STCE. In testimony, from the hearings on July 13. it -was

pointed out there was a need for a complete revamping of the Com-
puter system, that the Bureau now uses. One of the recommendations
was that a central computer' bank be established with interacting
terminals, both at the area and tribal 'level. _

What plans. if any, does the Department have for implementing
that recommendation ?

Mr. JosErrr. I do not really Imow of any at this point. It is not one
of-the things that I have given priority attention to, up to now, I
might say. I recognize it. I saw that recommendation_

Mr. Butler, do we have anything on that ?
Mr- B-c-rr-ER. We did until the action took place on our appropria-

tions request in which that amount was deleted for the
of the software and 'hardware. We have. to reassess our position on
that at the present time. We got cut to $2.6 million that we asked for.
We '-vv--111 have to reassess that.

Mr. Fry-.Nrr- Were your plans to buy the hardware yourself, for your
computer system, or was it to plug into an already existing system ?.

Mr. BuTLER. It is my .understanding.that the plan at that, time was
to purchase the equipment. As I said, now it has been deleted from
our Budget; we will have, to reassess the activity there.

Mr_ rumcnicr.. I think the recommendation of the study was that you
be granted time a central com-putei bank.'In that way. the people
who are in the business of running 'computers could keep the eq-uip-
ment up to date, and. the Bureau's equipment would not become obso-___
lete and require another capital investment in la0-Por 15 years.

Mr. 13z-TEL-R. Yes_
Chairman Ancroirr-iir_ .Tose-ph. I think that is Vail the cmeStions

that we have this. morniir. You -have covered. a Treat -deal in -vour.
statement. which obviated_ the. need for a great many. questions. al-
though licit all of them..The cornmift.a.e hFis submitted other ..ouestions
in writiiirr and your responses will be printed at the end of the hear- .

ina record-
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on.

I want to expre-Ss my personal tlianks, and I think that of the cora-
mittee as a whole, for what I consider to be a very _good attitude towardIndian affairs. It is refreshing to me,after_liarang_seen_the-obstruc,,tionism in the past-feiir years.

If ,7ox.z carry out your. intentions, it will be a great thing I hope you.can do it. . .

Thank you very much for coming.
Mr. Josisrr-r. Thank you.
Chairman LBO -crtzzs. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10.:10 a.m., the committee adjourned.]

[Committee questions and responses of the Department of theInterior follow :]

1
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Does BIA plan to implement such. standards and monitor manpower output
and productivity?Is there a plan to assess -and' forecast the changing manpower and personnel.skills .which are needed or will be needed due to the shifting role of the BIA
because of P.L. 93-4338 and other changes.wit:It:procedures have been followed or will be followed by BIA to adequately
Measure cost effectiveness of their .personneL and specific programs and projects?

The Management Study at 34 states that DIA- labor relations practices are
poor. management dictatorial, and employee` input not solicited nor responded
to resulting in high personnel turnover.. What is being done to correct this
situation?

The 'American Indian Policy Review Commission. Final Report at dis- -

cusses the outdated. confusing andrunworkable status of the BIA Manual_
Wbatis being done to revise, consolidate and update the Manual so that it is

.a useful functional guide for BIA operations ?_ -Several 'witnesses at our hearings on- the 13th stated that .the caliber and
quality of many B/A personnel was very low and that in many instances. tribes
did not receive the technical assistance, prograin assistance, and adequate--in-
formation necessary to make critical decisions or become. self-sufficient At least
one witness indicated that the tribes should be given more contracts to obtain
the assistance they need because BLA. is either incapable and/or unresponsive In
providing technical assistance.

What plans -does DIA. .have to insure that key 7,%.ersonnel are in fact capable
_of. providing the types and quality of technical assistance, program inforination,

j-budget formulatton., information, .edonomic development assessments etc., that
the tribes require?

Does the BIA haVe any plans to expand their technical assistance contracts
to enable tribes to obtain TA from outside sources? . .

BUDGET

The Final Report and the Management Study have identified .many problems
in' the budget formulation process. ..

Based on several hearings by AIPRC personnel, it was learned diat BIA_ does
not have accurate tribal membership and service population data-

What plans does BIA have to acquire such data? -
On what basis were service population representations to Congress formulated

in-the past?'
r The past BIA 'budgets have not been based on . accurate .service population
figures nor on actual tribal needs assessments. -

What plans does the 33/A. have to conduct indepth needs assessments of each
tribe in terms of z

Service.population-
2_ Natural resource protection and development -potentiaL

. 3. Fcturiomic development potentiaL
4. Level and adequacy of health care, level and adequacy of horsing, level.

and adequacy of income_
5. Tribal capabilities in terms- of personnel, facilities, equipment, land_patterns

.(whether land is severely checkerboarded or diffused due to heirship problems'
-or scattered 11o/dings etc-, so as to prohibit- or inexhibit 'efficient administiation
and-utilization-of the land)- . .The BIA budget process has been- criticized because the process works -fromthe top down. program directors decisions on :fund allocation rather
than formulating the budgets based on the needs and objectives of the tribes-

What is -being- done to determine the 'needs and objectives of the -tribes and
.formulate funding allocations frOm the tribal level up through the Department?

Thepresent budget cycle operates-on an 18th month. plarmire process:- There is <-
little or no long range planning to assure that priority- long teint needs and, proj-- pets of a tribe will be met from year to year. What is being done to develop long
:tinge- planning and assuring that the budget process.will assure adequate fund-ing to carry out long, range plans? - -"To what _'extent and in what manner does die- .BIA establish program
objeciives?

'The Management Study' at 16: states that the only- measurement at the Piesent
IS that of determining the funds spent or allocated. against the amount budg-
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eted and there is no procedure for determining results, administrative costs as
opposed to actual delivery of services, effectiveness of managers, programs or
organizations. What is being done to measure program effectiveness and adminis-
trative costs -etc.?

IfJaVAGE31..E.NT nCEOUNE4LTION

The Management Study at 41 states that the BIA does not have a method
or equipment to enable it to effectively evaluate, manage. and motivate people,
make decisions or measure program-quality which results in a. multitude of man-
agement problems. -

What plains does the 33.1A have to set of standards for evaluation and setting
up an effective system- to utilize the management information 'which could be
developed?The Study further indicates that critical management and program informa-
tion gets 'bottlenecked within the various levels of the Bureau which results in
low employee morale,' wasted time, hinderance of program development and -

promotes tribal-bitterness. .

What plans does BI.A. have to insure that all levels of the Bureau have suf..:
licient data, programSinformation and management-information to enable them
toTefficiently manage and administer programs and personnel.?

What is being done to provide a more direct and efficient information flow?
The Management Study characterizes the BIA data. processing hardware as oh- -

solete and inazipropriate for the type of functions it is performing and: inade-
duate to handle. many additional functions that are not presently handled.n an
-automated fashiourtherrnore the present - system is of limited utility because
of inadequate retrival system i.e. no remote terminals, incomparable hardware
and no interactive computer system. - .

.What is being done to correct these deficiencies?
Please respond to recommendations 11-3- at pages 42---27 of the Management

:'Study and indicate'to what degree the Bureau plans to implement each of them.
oa.G.A.--vizArioN or TIM B1A

-The Management Study has identified critical problems in the present organi- ---
zational structure of the BL and developed a. method to reorganize it
:.-.0ne of the central recommendations of the Mana.genient Study is to remove

the line authority of the Area Offices over program fund allocations, .program. -

determination and service delivery and redelegate it to the Agency offices. The 12
Area Offices would be consolidated into 6 Regional Service Centers and their-role
would change to one of being"staffed with highly trained technical experts and
aaminigtrative personnel to provide indepth technical assistance and advice to
the agency offices- (local service' centers) and to the tribes and also provide ad-

.ministrative functions Of record keeping payroll. etc. This recommendation was
'Unanimously 'endorsed by the witnesses who testified before the Committee on
July 13th.-- What are your views on this recommendation and what plans if any. do you
have for implementation?

What's- -the- Department's response to developing an expanded role for the IL
d'art Technical Assistance Center in Denver as a- model/ Regional Service -Ceixter
to test angl demonstrate the feasibility of the recommendation? {This -would be
combined with the delegaticin of line authority-to the agency offices in that area-)

What is the Department's=response-to a proposal to further expand the role of
-the -Regional Service Center. by including the operation of technical assistance
and` administration for other Indian programs run by other agencies such. as
JEDA, -EMI), etc.,_ within the Service Center?

What ale the' Department's views on establishing...a legal office (genera/ coun-
sel's office) within BIA. 'as opposed to retaining a division within the Solicitor's
Office within BIX?Please review the prepared statement and testimony of Reid P. Chambers,
torraer-ildwociate Solicitor-for Indian Affairs and inform the Committee on wheth-

.-er you concur with his testimony regarding the following z
(1) Creation oft General Counsel's Office in IA
-(2)- Giving independent' referral authority to the Associate Solicitor for In-

dian Affairs on- matters to be referred to Justice for litigation.
(3) Giving the Associate Solicitor independent litigation authority in matters
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which Justice refuses to. take action. -.

14) The need for increased-staffing 'of' the Indian Affairs-Division of the So-
...licitor'S Offtce. _ . .(5) The need to have trained Indian specialists in the Regional and Field So-
aicitor's Offices with line authority running directly to the Associate Solicitor.

(6) The same as (.5) above with regard to the line authority punning from the
.U.S. Attorneys handling Indian cases to the Associate Solicitor.

(7) The need to consolidate. into a single division the presentlY scattered func-
tions of the Department of Justice regarding Indian matters..

Nory..For items (2)(6) above. Associate Solicitor is applicable' if no Gen-
eral Counsel's Office is established in BLII. otherwise General Counsel is sub-
stituted for Associate Solicitor. .Please review Section IV of the Management Study (p. 55) and comment on
your plans for implementation if, any,

.Please review the 2.1anatzement Study and --kirnc Final Report Chapter 6
concerning reorganization of the BIA and supply us with your views- and_ plans
for implementation of the same.

..4
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for preference in employment Although. the records are_incoMplete. it appearsthe office of the Department's Director of Personnel was allso Working on plansto implement Section 12 of the Act. This effort cul.niinated in the exemption fromcompetitive examination of all positions in the .Indian Service when filled byIndiansExecutive Order 8043, of January 1939. which provides for the Ex--: -cepted. Service in the Federal government. Previous Executive Order's had .exempted only specific positions or groups of positions. Soon -thereafter. allprograms in the government were impacted by World :War II. The Bureau of -.Indian Affairs was physically relocated to Chicago and less emphasis was placedon assistance to Indian people or employees. In the 1950's the termination policyprevailed The Department apparently felt the termination process would mootthe question of a separate career service. In the 1960's emphasis shifted from....

the policy of termination. The rekindled interest and concern of the entire cowl- ,try for the minorities gave impetus to new studies and new interpretations ofthe Indian Reorganization Act. We bell,ve a continuing assessment should bemade to determine whether there is a need for a separate Indian Career Service.The assessment will include whether the present system can be, improved rmore effectively carry out the directives- expressed by Congress in the I a a r..-Reorganization- Act taking into account -policies already adopted b e Sec-retary of the Interior and- recent court decisions.
Why are Civil Service Laws and regulations still being a ed to the appoint,T,..;ment of Indians in derogation of Federal Law?,
The Bureau has functions mandated by statute -that it must fulfill as thetrustee executing the. Federal government!s-fiduciary responsibility to Indianpeople. 112 order to accomplish this -IV insist design poSitions which enable it toachieve those tasks and it- must employ persons whose skill are commensuratewith the tasks Involved.. It has been the consensus of the Department that lesserstandards should not be applied to the appointment of Indian. candidates. Forgroups of rositicrns for which the Civil Service Commission has no qualificationor classification standards, i.e., Tribal Operations Officers and Specialists, En-rollment Specialists, Employment Assistance and Community Living GuidanceOfficers, Dormitory Aids or A-ssi. stants, the Department has approved singleagency standards. The provisien of the Excepted Service which exempti Indiancandidates from competition and the use of . single -:agency standards wherenecessary appears to meet the requirement for appointment without regard tothe competitive Civil Service laws and regulations.
What plans do you have to correct this situation?
Our Personnel Management Action Plan deals with several areas that areaimed at improving the recruiting practices.
On May 26. 1917- procedural guidelines were issued' dealing specifically withrecruiting techniques, expanding areas of consideration and utilization of jobdesign. It was developed specifically to_ aid In avoiding -1th:1g-delays in filling.positions because of readvertising- and/or reclassifying the position..-In- addtion. in September 1977 the Bureau's Merit Promotion Program was revised togive better gtildelines to eliminate long delays in the recruiting process.A .3 day Burea.uwide training program on making qualification -determinations

was conducted for Personnel Staffing Specialists..Work is continuing on 'develop- t..;ing 'appropriate qualification standards for a. variety of- Bureau occupationalcategories. z

What plans do you have fOr forecasting-I-manpower and staffing needs?The Personnel Management Action Plan Step HR-1 titled "Develop andstart operating a manpower forecasting system" has been started. An employeeparticipating in the Federal ExecUtive Development Program has undertakenthis project and began work on it in Aril- 1977. We expect the first results ofthis project within_ the next- 30 to 60 days. We will then expect to -refine theprogram and develop from that an ongoing procedure.
What roles do the Agency and Area Offices play in determining their staffingand manpower needs? -
On May IL 1977 the Bureau issued a revision to 33 I3IAM which provides

-the policies and procedures for a systematic approach to Planning

systematic planning_ to 'assure that Bureau functions. manpower. and activities-
direct and effective manner.
the 0MB and Interior personnel allocation determinations?

and Position 31-anagement Improvement
levels

of the Bureau.

are organized- to expedite accomplishment of program objectives in the most
This directive requires the involvement of both- area and agency officials in

How does the BIA. plan to incorporate manpower and..stafting forecasts into

Q.



and
BIA plans to continue to furnish Interior with projected needs for funds

and ceilings through the Budget process and also make, timely personal presen-tations of these needs together with appropriate justifications.
What is being done to plan for the future manpower needs of the BIA espe-cially in the areas of technical assistance management and professiDualpersonnel?
In 'addition to the manpower forecasting being developed as previously, men-

----tioneds_Action Plan Item ER-4 deals specifically with a plan, to "grow" Indian
candidate positions. A task force composed of repre-
sentatives from both Central Field-was established in March 1977.
After their preliminary work a meeting of-tbe-task_force Seas held in Washing-
ton in -April 1977 and developed 11 specific recommendiitidas--Tor Bureau Davie-
rnentation to ':grow" .more Indian candidates for the professional -occupations
the natural resources and engineering fields. TheseThese recommendations _have .been----:
sent to both the Area Offices' and the tribes for comment after which
proceed with implementations of the final plan. :

What plans does the BI-& have to develop recruitment-Practicwwith Univer-
sities. Colleges, professional-and trade schools,?,.--

While some Areas do make periodia-frisiti to certain.colleies and universities,
We agree With the need_to devejop..aniore formalizeft-Bureauwide program: This
will be done in the implementation of Action-Plan" Step HR-2 '`Develop and start -operating a centralized,,skills inventory/Indian. Affairs jobavailable system
involving positive. okrtreach recruitment." Although this step is running behind
our initial timep-lin, this- remains a high priority item for implementation.

Are there' -Plans to .establish a central recruiting office which would report
directly-to the Chief Personnel Officer as recommended by the Management

.....14t1i-d.v? If not, why not?
At this time we do not have plans to establish _a separate central recruiting

office for the BIA. There. is. however, Central Office involvement and.direction in
Acticiit Plan Steps ER-1 through Eat-r10 that deal with the total recruitment
-process. We will continue to evaluate -our recruitment processes to determine
whether Or. not there may be a need for some is or central recruiting partic-
ularly as it relates to certain "shortage" category positions.

What plans does BI3 have to develop and implement Indian Intake and devel-
opment programs?, Specify how they win 'irork. in what personnel areas they are
planned, and how extensive the programs will be whether there will be emphasis
on training or recruiting Indians for upper level profeSsi9nal policy and manage-
nit-nt positicins from within and outside.BIA.

We have plans to implement ER-3 "Develop and operate an Indian intake and
development program" FY-79. Our action plan -calls for several 'steps ; (1)
Guidelines for Bureauwide uitilization and coordination of program, (2) Based
on Information -developed in H11-1 determine numbers by occupational categories,
(3) Develop basic requirements for program entrance. (4) Develop progzam
publicity to contact network for locating candidates,- and (5) Develop rkpplica-

.tion . screening and selection procedures. --
'What is being done to speed-up and bring consistency to the Job classification

procedures-of the BIA?
The Central Office and Area Rersonnel Offices have taken significant action to

imProvftthe level-and quality of their classification staffs and train Ane managers
regarding their responsibilities for accurate pOsition,classifii-ation and good posi-
tion management-

we have been developing cla.ssrification. guidelines for specific occupations for
our field activities. These guidelines are based on paper-.reviews, on-site visits
deqk audits and input and assistance from, Central Office and Area program

-. managers. Depending on the particular occupation being studied, the guidelines
contain series and titling instructions, model position descriptions and classift-
cation rationale indicating standards referenced. and interpretations of grade
level determinations_ Thise guides have the same impact as single agency stand-
ards. do not require CSC approval, and will result in more consistent, accurate
and timely classification -decisions. Efforts completed or currently underway are
as, follows; -

Vocational De'Velopakent Specialists (completed March 1977). -
Teachers (,completed March 1977).

'.;EducationlAids and Technicians (estimated July 1977 completion) .
Law Enforcement and Police Officer Positions (estimatejuly 1977 completion).
Wage Grade Positions-Iguidelines issued in March and June 1977; continuing)

1
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Clerical .Poiktions (estimate July 1977 completion).
Tribal Operations (estimate August 1977 comPletion).

- Housing Development (estimate late Summer 1977 completicm)
Title Plant Positions (estimate July.1977 completion) - . .

d EnginZers (estimate Fall 19:7- completion).
Administrative Managers/Officers -. (estimate late Summer 1977 completion) -
Social Workers (estimate July 1977 completion) .
Sirperintendents (continuing project, completion date not deter-Mined).
Position Changes: Resulting from- P.L. 93-63S Actions (estimate July 3977

completion). ,.

, We plan 'to study other 'areas in the near .future including forestry, realty,
appraisal, plant management, credit; industrial development, etc.

-Policy material on organization planning and. position management improve-
ment procedures was issued by the Acting Deputy Commissioner on Mayll, 1977, .
This should improve organiiiational and position design and result in .more &Tee-

--live.efficient use of human resources. .
We-have.rerbinded field activities of cyclic review requirements and collected

data . for first six-months of FY_ 1977. _Developed new fqrmat 'for data reporting--
beginning with second lialf-oZ.,FY '1977. This is a continuing effort and will even-
tually.result in a planned.lsystiiitatic_claslidfication program. ..-

. Field activities have been directed tei,'conduct statutory annual review of posi-
tions (Whitten Review) and report results iiiKthe_central Office "by end of the
fiscal year.

A policy letter _regarding preparation of accurate positfon--deicriptions was
-big eclat by -the Acting Deputy Commissioner in. June -1977. This-letter was- /id-

, dreese.A to all - supervisors and managers and discussed rthe reasons bellincl: the
'requirement for accurate .position desi=riptions and furnished .information regard--._
ing the-,AmPortance- of .gam position design and preparation of 'position
descriptions. -

have - provided . on-Site technical assistance visits to every Area Personnel
Office and the Field -Administration Office during the past year. These visits
were to reduce classification backlogs, study classification problems in various
functional areas and explain cinggsrilica.tion policy graidelines'issue&

What i.e. being done ..to -insure adequate internal communication,, Within the
BIA.?Ia the Personnel management area, .several area offices and the _Central Office

-Personnel Services- have developed newsletters that are distributed to all em-
ployees..A. BUreauwide Personnel newsleteei is being developed to be issued from
the 'Personnel- Management Division in :Central Office. Beginning in June 1977
and, scheduledfor. completing in -August 7/977. a. series of personnel management
communication workshops, action plan item HR -1Z will be completed_ The Com-
mismdoner held 'a series of expanded,staff meetings in .which there was the oppor-
tunity to discuss .and reach.: a better..understanding on a-. number of human rela-
tions topics_ In addition- several office Directors' have held all employee meetings
In Washington to discuss the action-plan-

What is being done to insure that BIA personnel hive adequate know/edge of
-their expected .performance. levels and evaluation and feedback concerning their
:' performance? .

What is being done to insure that personnel with inadqtiate perforinance levels
receive needed guidance'and training?

.0n. June 21, 1977 a .policy .statement- was Issued reaffirming. the 'Bureau's conk-
.
miliment, to-_a sound. on-going -performance evaluation- program. In addition the ..
Bureau's Performance Evaluation Program is being revised with a goal to corn-
-raurticate 'to each. employee what management -expects of him or.her in the posi-
tion they -occupy.' and establish standards' of performance that toxin the basil;
for .awards, training, and punisliments The program requires :'the- following
responsibilities of managers and supervisors:-

TO discuss with. each employee on an individual. basis the performance stand-
azdslobjectives of his/her position, so that a mutual' agreement and tmderstand-
Ling Is reached between the supervisor and employee of these standards /objectives.To give continuous assistance to each employee to attain the performance
stsuldards/objectiVes by frequent discussion 'with the' employee regarding per
formancestattzs/progress and the appropriateness of periodically revising/upda.t
ing the standards/objectives as-circumstances change. '

. _

,a.
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To set an example in personal behavior and conduct for the ethical values and
moral principles to be adhered to as a Federal goyerainent'and Bureau employee
in relation to ofic:n1 duties and work.

To evaluate ful13- and fairly, based on mutually understood standards/objec-
iives...each employee's performance, sharing this evaluation with the employee,
-and taking._

appropriate actions flowing therefrom (e.g. additional traPaing,
awards, disciplinary measures, etc.)

In cases of poor performance against standards/objectives---despite su'pervi-
SOTS- assistance towards improvementto seek the aid of the personnel office
regarding the appropriate steps to take and procedures to follow in regard to
disciplinary action.

Rr-SPONSIAILI-ries or PERSONNEL. ors-lc-is

To provide assistance to managers /supervisors in fulfilling their performance
evaluation responsibilities by providing appropriate orientation and training.

To orient employees to performance evaluationits purpose, principles, meth-
ods. etc.To help run the Bureau's program mechanics (form, procedures, etc.) for
performance evaluation in such a way that it enhances the meaningfulness of
the process rather than lapses into a useless rote operatiou-

To.provide advice and guidance to managers /supervisor on the appropriate use
of various techniques/devices for building performance standards/objectives in
individual cases. and-on approaches to solving specific prbblems.

To counsel With managers /supervisors in specific cases of performance prob-
lems/failure. concerning the correct procedures to follow in pursuing appropriate
action. -

Does the BIA plan to implement such standards and monitor manpower out
and productivity ?The Performance evaluation program will certainly monitor manpower output

and productivity.
Is there a plan'- to assess and forecast the changing manpower and personnel'

skills which are needed or will be needed .due to the shifting role of the BIA be-
cause of PM. 93-63S and other changes? .

.

Because of the Bureau's important role in the area of PM. . anc3 the
-shifting role associated with it, these program trends- are;a. part of Action Plan

-Developing a manpower forecasting system." --
What procedures have been followed or will, be followed by BIA. to adequately

:measure cost effectiveness of their personnel and specific programs and projects?
As part of the Bureau's Program. Planning and Evaluation data system, we

s-have gradually developed a system for collecting selected outputs (wcirk measure-
-..mints)...data- These' selected outputz are directly related to ate funding andsts.f-

tin-a---propls...contained in" the Tribal and Bureau program ply ns Several pro-
-gram -areas-ha-Cs. --end of year reports which indicate work which has been ac-
complished during the in that specific program.

At the present tirae-ontputs- are collected only once a year, as the program
plans are being developed"..-It-is our intentionto formalize the procedure into a

- semi-annual requirement- to be .ebilected at the time the plans are being prepared
and again at the mid-point of each l'iSeal,Year. This Will permit us not only re-
port output levels for each program as related-to funding and staffing- levels but
t.' also monitor each program to determine if they Itzeprogressing at a reasonable
.trace as the program year moves ahead.

The Management -Study at 34 states that BIA. labor relations practices-...,are
poor, management dictatorial, and employee input not solicited nor -r---pondeci.: to.
'resulting in high personnel turnover. What is being done to correct this situatioiL?

Supervisory. Development The 'BIA. has taken a number of initiatives
meeting the. need for improved supervisory performance, leading. to better labor
relatioii practices. better communication with employees and improving morale..
. A.. Bureau managers are advised of the various non-Bureau sources of super-
visor.- training.. These courses include :

1. The Department's Supervisory Training Program-
= Civil Service Commission courses for supervisors.

Locally; .available courses through colleges and universities.
BL. The Bureau is developing supervisor3- training materials for Bureau-wide

use on -personnel management topics. Unique personnel management issues --in



-ZIA. will be dealt with in these sessions. Guides developed and distributed for use
'within the last year include the following:
- 1. Career Development System-

2_ Promotion and internal Placement
3_ Freedom of Information suld.Privacy Act.
Guides on the following topics are scheduled to be developed and distributed

within the BIA. during this fiscal year and 1978.
1.. Upward' Mobility- F.Public Law 93-638 Orientation_
3_ The BIA.. EEO Affirmative Action Plan.

- 4_ Staffing_
5- Position Classification.
6. Employee Relations.
7_ Labor Relations-
S. Special Programs.
9. Indian. Preference.
The above material are designed for groups of supervisors to use throughout

the Bureau under competent leadership to develop an understanding of their:"
responsibilities in the subject areas of 'subject 'hatter.

What is being done to revise, _ consolidate and update the Manual so that it is a .
useful functional guide for BIA. operations? .

On July 26, 1976, the Bureau established an objective under the MBO system
for updating the BL311.1 and 25. CFR. With assistance from GSA/NARS, the
objective called for (1). the development of a. plan to convert the old IAM to the
BI AEI ..yst.ean ; (2) improvement of procedures for Preparing, clearing, control-
ling. aired maintaining BT-siNr, direCtives ; (3) development of an-external directives

- system for issuing policy and guidelines to tribal omaniz-aTtions and contractors;
14) coordination.swith and assistance to GSA/NA_RS in developing workshops to
instruct employees on the improved system and, procedures ; and (5) implementa-
tion of the systems. The target date for commencing the implementation phase
is 12-31-77.

What plans does BIA have to insure that key personnel are in fact capable of
providing the types and quality of technical assistance, program information,
budget formulation information, economic development assessments, etc., that the
tribes require?

BIA will insure key personnel capability through quality appointment in filling
-vacancies and through training of on board personneL BEA. will respond to the
increasing tribal need for professional and technical expertise by changing its
personnel staffing reqnirements and through the medium of contracting with
tribes for technical assistance.

Does the BIA. have any plans to expand their technical assistance contracts to
enable tribes to obtain technical assistance from outside sources? .

. The range of activities for which the Bureau is responsible to Indian people
is nearly as broad and varied as that of government itself. As the Bureau changes
from primarily a service to primarily a-technical assistance agency, the means of
delivery of this assistance will be a matter of major concern. To a large degree
this will be addressed in connection with the .-hole budget and planning process
which is addressed elsewhere. Consistent with the policy of self-determination,
we believe the tribes should have the option_ as to how technical assistance is
delivered by contracts from either the tribe or the BIA; from other public or
private agencies or directly from Bukeau personneL

Much has been done recently, particularly where additional`- 'dollars have
become available. to enable-tribes to obtain the fechnicat fromoutside
sources_ For instance, about 75 percent of the training and technical assistance
funds relating to PIA_ 93638 activity is expected to be d-elivered to tribes from
outside sources_ Similarly, where natural resource funding has been expa.ndecl.
much of the technical assistance associated with it is being provided from outside
the Bureau- However, we would caution that this does not efrotoish the need for
the Bureau to have on its staff personnel who are fully capable in the various
fields they represent if the tribes are to receive maximum benefits from funds
appropriated for technical assistance.

BunGL-r
Question- What plans does BIA have to acquire such data? (Accurate tribal

menabership.)
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\. . Cr.,..Answer. In most instances the BIA regards the maintenance of tribial rolls as a

tribal responsibility. We recognize the importance of'this in-formation, and thege-
fore we assist the_brili.es in this task as resources permit- -

For .era in-ple The Bureau furnishes technical guidance and assistance in pre-
paring rolls-
. At the option of the 'tribes, tribal rolls are maintained on. the BI3 computer at
nocost to the tribe. The Bureau-is currently de ...eloping an improved, data base.
system to better FS-SiSt the tribes in preparing and maintaining their rolls_

A pilot project is being developed at Phoenix to' provide training for tribal
official2 and:tribal employees in tribal government and in the basics of enrollment
and rc31-preparation. The 13ureaii hopes to expand the training-to a. nationwide.
project.

Tribe:3am, add some have, devoted part of -their BI.A. Self-Determination grants
to establishment and improv ement of tribal rolls.

The BIA is conducting a survey to determine the current status and needs of
tribal rolls_ -Results of the survey, which should be a.railable early this fail, trill renable us to p4an effective assistance to the tribes in preparing and updating tribal
membership rolls, within resources available.

The BLA prepares ea judgment roll in cl:i.ses where the funds are to be distributed
to lineal desdendants of a tribe that has no presentelay organization_ If there is
a present-day organized tribal entiv, the membership roll is prepared by the
tribe, with Blh:assista.nce, for usejn.distribution of the judgment funds-

In the case Of the Boidt decision, ILIA funds were provided through contracts
with tribes to prepare the in'erabership lilts necessary for identification of tribal
members. The tribes. in the Western Washingtoxf Agency are the subject of a pilot
project for an improved data base.

Question. What plairs does the BIA have to acquire 'such data?. (Accurate
service population data);

Answer, It is-genereZly agreed that Indian population figures are not accurate.
Regarding long-range plans to improve data, the -BI.3 is now and will continue
working with the Certus Bureau to improve the 1980 decennial census data for
Indians. The BL3 plans to spend fr--4-60,000 in FY 1978 toproride maps of reserr-a-
tions satisfactory for Censtis Bureau purposes. The BIA.. along with °NAP,-
funded a Census experimental survey of .three Navajo chapters in .order to test
procedures for improving coverage. In later stages the BIA. will assist in secur-
ing Indian cooperation with the Census.

Regarding plans to improve current data;- we disctiss three different .Indian
population figures below_ The first might be called a general overall local esti-
mate, and there are no plans to improve it because of the cost, and because
almost no BI3 funds are distributed directly upon it The second and third popu-
lation figures, which are closely dated. have an established appeal procedure
which permits corrections. BIA intends to t.ontinue-this procedure.

It must be pointed out thralto one population. figure will suit all programs. For
example, scholarships related to high school graduate of ]4 blood or more who
wish to attend college, Social ervice depends on the - population meeting particu-
lar eligibility requirements, housing needS dependon fxmiZy units.- and so forth_

(1) As a broad. overall measure, of- the population -at a reservation the BIA
uses the Indian population living- on the reservation .-or adjacent The term
"adjacent" is not defined on a -map but refers generally. to Indians within com-
muting distance of the reservation_ This' figure is a local- estimate provided by

' the Agency and/or the tribe, using the best sources available, which-differ from -reservation to reservation.
The only BIA funds distributed on the basis:of this figure are Roads Construc-

tion funds, for which population comprises 10% of the formula distributing to
Areas.

(2) The Indian population used for General Revenue Sharing is comparable
to figures for non-Indian governments. It is essentially the Indians living on the
reservation or on trust land adjacent it is the most accurate Indian population
figure because (a) it is geographically- defined. (b) was-derived originally from
3970 Census data, and (c) it can be appealed by the tribe. There have been many
sueeessfnl appeals by tribes. The 1970 figure has been updated.' to :rnly 11:473.
and again to 313_1y 197 5. using births. deaths. and migration estimates. The- BIA
has updated the tribal `populittioris, and the Census 'Bureau the ponulations of
the other governments_

(3) The -third figure is used for BIA Self-Determination Grants. through' Fiscal
Year 1978_ In Fiscal Year 1979 the distribution will be deter-mined by-ti-ibcti
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-priorities on the band analysis and will not depend on poptilation. This figure
was also used by EDA (Commerce) fox the second-round comptitation of target
amounts for Local Public Works for tribe.3.

The Bg-ure corresponds to that used for Revenue Sharing, except that :
(a) In Oklahoma, all tribal members living in the former reservation counties,

are counted.
b >- allowance is made for adjacent, population in the case of a small reser-

vation. pope with substantial adjacent population. This adjustment -cor-
-respond:1 -in part to the small tribes incentive portion of the Self-Determination
Grants.

Quext:on. On what basis were service population representations to Congress
formulated in the past?

Ans.r.-er. Service population data presented to Congress have been derived from
the Ioeul estimates of Indian populatiOn living on and adjacent to reservations, as
cleseril?efl. above. In the State of Alaska, all Natives in the State--ar-e_sounted. In
OkIahalkik, all Indians in the former reservation areas are counted. In
estimates of Indians on and adjacent to reservations are supplemented by esti-
.mates of other Indians living in the rural parts of counties which contain trust

ue.vtion.. What plans does-the BIA have to conduct indepth needs assessments
of each tribe in terms of :
1. Srrricc Population

See the answer to previous question concerning BI_ . plans to acquire accurate
service population data_ In addition, the various BIA. programs assess needs

-.in terms of their program characteristics. Thus, the need for housing on each
reservation is assessed by housing surveys, the need for law enforcement by
studies of the local situation, the need for social services by projections of case-,
_loads and costs, the need for employment assistance by projections of applica--
Lions. and so forth. A special assessment of-Indian education needs is being con-
ducted in cooperation with HEW.

rtrrral Re.qo v reca' Protection and Development Potential
There is a mixed-situation on need assessments in this area- We have good

data for some categories of natural resources. and for some reservations, but not
all. We are accelerating needs assessments in minerals and Forestry.

As we move forward in adjusting our budget and planning processes, we will
be working closely with the tribes to develop better long-range planning
capal
3. Economic Development Potential

Many reservations have already conducted comprehensive assessments of
their economic development potential.

However, we recognize that other reservations. particularly smn.11 floes, stilt
lack these plans. As this task is carried forward,. it is important to achieve
coordination of BIA development efforts with those of EDA and other agencies
active in economic development

Answer, 4(a). Lepel and adequacy of health tsare.--Tbe BrIA has no plans.
This is a responsibility of the Indian Health Service.

b)..Lerct and adeqrserey-of_houRing.Each year the BIA assesses housing
needs by- a survey of the housing situation- at_ea.ch. reservation. "The data COI:a-
pnea include the number of. housei; built or imii-roved-by-HVD or BIA, the
number that can be repaired, the number that-cannot be repairW-axid----mxist_te
replaced. and the number of unhoused families (doubled-up).

4 (c) . _Level and adequacy of income.The Bureau is concerned' about the
lack of adequate data relating to personal and family income. In the past the
BIA attempted to determine per capita income with data -gathered in the budget
process. but found the results to be frequently un.iatisfactory, so that com-
parisons among tribes were unreliable. We have hesitated to _conduct income
surveys on a Bureau-wide basis because of the cost and because of the resistance
to answering income questions.

Surreys of economic development potential (see item 3 above) usually pro-
-ride some income data for the reservations studied. A number of tribes have
assessments of capability. and plans to improve capabilities:- as part of a cora-

_____.--prehensive development plan. The BIA would undertake to assess tribal capa-
bilities only if the tribe requests assistance, or if it is proposing to contract.e.
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Various resources are available to strengthen tribal government operations
and capabilities- Thin is the main purpose of the WA. Self-Determination-,
Grants; and tribes are encouraged to use the grants for this purbose.. In addition.
BIA training and technical .assistance are available to tribes wishing to cont.ract.
Other resources are .the General Revenue Sharing grants and various Labor-
Department progrornil supporting training and employment of tribal government
employees. The Statement is made that The BIA. budget process has been
criticized bec-ause the process works from the top down, program directors
dominate decisions in fund allocation rather than formulating the budgets based
on the needs and objectives of the tribes." However, this opinion is not com-
pletely shared by the American Indian Policy Review Commission- In the BIA
Management' Study introduction to the section of their report on the' Budget
Process. they state that ... "the Bureau of Indian Affairs is unique because the
client, (it serves) formally participate in the process through Band Analysis
which" allows tribal councils to set priorities for selected programs'_" (italics
added). General criticism of the BI-A. budget _process notwithstanding,
the Management Study, with that statement, has formally recognized that the
BI 1 has, for some time, been making a determined effort to make BIA budget=
lug srld proeram development a joint effort between the Bureau and individual
Indian Tribes.Question.. What is being done to determine the needs and objectives of the
tribes and formulate funding allocations from the tribal level up through the
Ilepartment?Answer_ With respect to the actual needs of each tribe. we have included a_
need column on our Band Analysis forms to fully reflect the needs of each tribe
even though these needs exceed the budget limitations_ With existing funding
as well as employment and travel ceilings, we continue to face results that
provide only a fraction of the stated-tribal needs_Other columns n the Band Analysis forms are used by the tribes to display
their current objectives and priorities by indicating which programs are most
important to them and which are of lesser importance-

To more fully support their needs and priorities, the tribes are also requested
to provide a narrative statement to indicate major impacts of each band level
and to indicate the general direction of program changes. -

There are, however, a number of existing factors which are outside Bureau
control that effectively limit the application of the Band process- About % of
the Bureau budget is theoretically uncontrollable where neither the tribes nor
the Bureau have the option of assigning priorities- These funds are to be .used
in support of trust responsibilities, for past legislative mandates, for "entitle-
ment" programs such as welfare payments where spending follows claim levels,
or represent one time unusual or major expenses such as construction-

The band analysis system is not a budget request and it will not, by itself.
produce more funds for the BIA and the tribes. It is simply a tool by which local
tribes can indicate their desires . within established funding limitations. The
band. is used as a mechanism to involve tribes in the hard decisions. which must
be made in order to realize the best use of the limited, funds available-

Question_ The present budget cycle operates on an 1S-month planning process-
There is little or no long-range planning to assure that priority long-term needs
and projects of. a tribe will be met from year-to-year. What is being done to
develop long-range planning and assuring that the budget process will assure_
adequate funding to carryout long-range pint's? .

Answer_ We concur that here is a need to more fully develop. the concept of
long-range planning in the Bureau, particularly at the tribal. level To be- truly
effective and meaningfuL comprehensive planning must have its genesis at the
local level and the primary local planner must be the tribe_ However, many
tribes do not have the capability necessary to produce acceptable planning docu-
ments nor do they have the financial resources necessary to hire competent
planners_ To accomplish this they will need outside support such as self-deter-

---mination .grants for local tribal.. planning
-Working *ith tribes-on the. budget process and program plans beyond the 18-

month period presently being used generate some difficulties because of
the rapid turnover in tribal leaders in many tribes_ Also, in some cases- tribal_
circumstances and fortunes are subject to a variety of changes during a planning
period that extends over several years. These changes raaST require some reorder-
ing of priorities by both the tribes and the Bureau.
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For these reasons, it is. necessary that long-range tribal 'plans remain flexible
- enough to adjust to these changes. It is also essential that. the Bureau be given
the flexibility to adjust program .levels,.dtering- this same period of time to keep
pace with these changes and revised service eats as determinedby newtribal priorities. We -believe this to be a real life factor concerning which the

; --Congress and the Administration must be acutely aware. _ -:- .
.,. As-- we approach a- total reassessment of the Bureau budiet process we are-pledged to stress the concept of long-range planning--

Questions- To what,extent and in what manner does the DIA. establish program
objectives? ,

. ___, .. .._.
Answer_ Program objectives-are based,--insofar-as possible, on the stated tribal.needs and objectives as developed through -the individual tribal Bands.. The

process is the-lirm basis for the development of a Bureau-wide budget. as
well as Bureau-wide program plans. The integrity or. the tribal -input into the
process is carefully maintained. at all' levels of the Bureau budget dev'elopment.

We recognize the Band Analysis is an imperfect process and that there areimprovements that are needed- Major Issues are equity funding, multi-tribal agen-cies and small tribes vs. large tribes- . -

31A.N.aar.31,r=yr /iirrort.m.a.Trox
What plans does the BL& have-to set up standards for evaluation and setting

up an effective system to utilize the management information which 'could. be
developed? . f ...

. .

The Bureau has initiated a two-pronged strategy to deal' with this issue. In
response to a -Presidentia1/03EB initiative the Bureau cornmenced an organiza-
tional evaluation program InDeember 1976. A draft of the implementation plan
and BIAIIS procedures has been circulated' within

, the Bureau for comment with
final development' of both the BIAM and the implementation. plan scheduled for
1`47ovember30. 1977. A. detailed evaluation schedule-is. to be developed by Decem-
ber 30,1977 so that each organizational entity Will be reviewed at least once every.
three Years. In addition, the Implementation of a system. to collect improved pro-
ductivity data for.itse in management, planning and' ecision-maldng is scheduled
for October 13,1977_ .

The second facet of the strategy is, to develop standards in conjunction with .the above two efforts. These standars- will -address the issue of organization
and program performa.nce levels. Deviations in output and/or cost effectiveness
. measures will alert management officials to possible .probleni areas in sufficient
time to permit solutions. Moreover.the availability of 'variance data will -facill-
tate program management decisions and help insure that those decisions are
based on more concrete information than heretofore has been available-
- What plans does the ZIA have to in that all levels of the Bureau have- sufficient data, -program information, and management information to enable .
them. to efficiently 'manage -and' administer- rograms and-personnel?

-In order to. -confront this problem, the rean's ADP modernization programis focusing on an analysis' of :program. Cen'tral Office, Area, and Agency- infor-
mation 'requirements.- ThiS is- an 'integral part of the Bureau's long-range data _._

processing- solution. The analysis will determine those data elenients.essential to
meet' -user requiremeats and ;will probe viable _alternativea to capturing these
data elements. ,. . . - _

In the short-range, methods to improve the acquisition. processing tan53 dis-
tribution of data are being studied.- Each new, as well as existing., ADP require-
ment Is being analyzed to determine precise user requirements and the capacity
of the data element structure to 'Meet these requirements. This effort will lead
to assurance that information outputs are responsive to information needs of .

.
managers at all levels of thelitureau organization. : . ..What is being done to provide a more -direct and efficient-Information flow?

The Bureau recognizes that the implementation "of a 'sound, management in-
formation sys-tem- depends not only on the .acquisition of data but also on the-
timeliness, fatality, and. conciseness with which in-formation generated from
that data is made available to the user.. Consequently, measurements. of and
standardS for addressing _these management information requirethents are being.
studied in 'conjunction with the ADP moderniiation program- Because of' the-.
dynamic nature of information 'needs, the development of an Information flow
system responsive to the needs of 'the' Bureau -and-capab/e of providing focus
on the .problems of communication of information between -the ,ADP unit and .the user is a project of some duration. .
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Ta illustrate this, the Bureau commenced its modernization program during

the early portion of FY 1976- Not 'until FY 1978 will the Bureau have theresults of a requirements analysis of Bureau needs, conducted with the assist-ante of GSA, reflected in a conceptual systems design. This effort will permitthe developinent of., an information acquisition, processing, and dissemination
system about 1950 In the interim, the redesign of the Bureau's employee data
and compensation, ,fund control reporting, and tribal enrollment systems hasbeen initiated. This is a short-range solution to the problem of providing a. moredirect and efficient information flow to Bureau and tribal managers. Therange solution will be developed along with the ADP modernization program_ .What is being done to correct the deficiencies in the. BLA. data processinghardware?

An ADP Modernization Plan has been developed to cover fiscal year 1971--fiscal year 1980 and to accomplish these fspecifc objectives:
ve access to BIA. managers, Mission personnel, and to provide needed

information ndian and Alaska Natives. .;B. Improve trig systems and resources to acquired, modern computerhardware and teclinoIft_
The Department of Interiorand BIA will 11 utilize the ADP resources as

a tool in achieving-mission objectiiies-and provide services in support of program
activities in a. timely and cost effective manner--__

The Bureau is concerned about- its ability to proceed at the pace planned'and
to meet the -deadlines established because of a significant reduction in its budget
request for- ADP services in Fl .1978- The Joint Conference Committee con-
curred with the language in the House Appropriation Committees report in
acting -on the Bureau's. ET 1978 appropriation request- The report says, "TheCommittee has also deferred funding of the budget request of =616,000 to
implement the Bureau's Automatic. Data Processing plan to permit moderniza-
tion of the centralized ADP facilities located in Albuquerque, New Mexico."

ORGA-NIZATION Or Tim BLA.
What are your views on this recommendation and what plans do you have for

Implementation? ..
We recognize that there has been much dissatisfaction expressed by Indian

people about the role and funCtions of the BI.A. Area Offices- The Management
Study - indicates that problems of excessive stdministrative costs, slowness in
decision making, and poor comniunications..have their roots large part in the
Organization and roles of these offices- The Study also enunciates a --xtexmber
of objectives for sound. management of the Bureau which we accept in principle,
and which relate in large part to the Area Offices_

As yet, we do not have a course of action detailed to Implement the - specific
recommendations of the Study concerning tl.;:e Area Offices. We recognize, how-
ever, that major-actions relating to. them are 'called for and, -therefore, we plan
to address this /natter in depth beginningiramediately--

As you are aware. the Study does not go into detail on haw the recommenda-
tions are to be carried out We believe this is an important element of considera-
tion whioh must be 'carefully -planned in order to assure that the Bureau meets
a variety of legal responsibilities _ required of it and sees that there is no
disrupticin of vital services to the Indian people-

_ It is envisioned that the action taken on this .recommendation will involve
proems which will be both planned and implemented over a. period of time

It is our intent to move immediately on this process, relying heavily on the
Management StUdy as a guide, but also making specific determinations based
on our own experiential considerations. As these are _developed, we will be
happy to share them with the Committee, ,

What is the Department's response to developing an expanded role for the
Indian Technical Assistance Centex- in Denver as a model Regional Service
Center to test and demonstrate the feasibility of the recommendation?

This recommendation came out of. the final report of the Commission and is
-not included in the recommendation of the Management. Study- -We ,do- not have afirm position on this at. the present time, but are willing to give it careful
consideration-

As the Committee is aware, the Bilreflu has had serious-marm-ge-Ment
lens at the ITAC office and since the lirstof-the-yea-i-has-had. underway an in-
tensive effort to correct these--protzleiii-s., In so doing, it has recognized that the



nature of this operation is a unique delivery system. As we implement manage-
ment improvements in the ITAC omee;-_we.wili. keep this potential and the Com-

. mission's -recommendation in mini-What is the Deplertment's Response to a proposal to 'further expand the role
of the Beg:lanai Service center by including the-opera.tion'of technical assistance-and adMinistzatton. for other Indian.' programs run by other agencies such as

etc-, within :the Service Center? . .

We -recognize the large amount" of fragmentation involving _Federal pro.rams
authorized for Indian people- While sporadic efforts have been and to
be made to better coordinate these programs, the total problem has never been
satisfactorily addressed.In accord with the Commission's recommendations, the 'Interior Department
plans take the lead in eirckyrviiii-rig and responding to the recommendation for
a separate Indian Agency. Particularly if this prove to be feasible. it seems logi-
cal that -in the evolution of this proces to provide for the kind inter-agencycooperation and coordination suggested by this questiori. At this time. and
especially- in the absence of contacts with the other Agencies. we are admittedly
not able to give a. definitive response. . .

What are the Department's views on establishing a legal office (general "COUTI-SerS o_ ice) within STA as opposed to retaining a division with the Solicitor's
office?'within BIA?We are opposed to this idea. While some of the rationale is appreciated we,.
believe the- Secretary would find himself in an intolerable situation on many
Issues' With- two lawyers giving legal advice. A third would -be necessary to
mediate differences:--Please respond to each recommendation of the Management Study regarding
personnel management listed on page 57 of the Study and discussed more fully
in the body of the study-

SECTION DIGEST OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Financial
Recommendations required

Esmated
impact amount

BUDGET PROCESS

1. Establish a formal planning system. within BIA and
integrate it into the present budget-process_

2. Reorganize budgeting, planning, and iritergovern-
mental relations iota 1 integrated organization..

3_ Stimulate Indian participation in the budget process_
4. Include all nonbanded area programs except trust

funds in the agency budget formation process by
fiscal 1979.

5. Make the budget function responsible for variance
analyses, and performance reviews..

6. Emphasize Indian participation and band analysis lo
the BIA budget review to the department, OMB.
President, and Congress.

Cr 7. Estibfish annual project planning at area and *gem)?
levels .for- all c:oatisming 'programs and monitor
Performance quarterly on a personal basis, alter-
ing the. plan to reflect status changes...

-
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Strengthen Indian preference to improve WA ef-
.fectivenass while continuing to hire. train and up-
grade I easels for Bureau emPloYmant--

9. Develop a human resources planning system using
industrial engineering tee:link:1ms to establish ap-
proprietor stafhog levels and position requirement.

10.. Develop an aggressive recruiting program to secure
qualified or trainable

11_ Reorganize the_ employment classification system to
improve credibility.. .

12. Improve BIA.Employee relations practices
13. Develop training programs to meet specific WA

requirements.
14. Continue regular civil service evaluations and Pp-

_ grade personnel-management quality through De-
partment of the Interior project manager appoint-
meats-

Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive 1-time cost- -----
Executive

Executive

Executive__ Annual saving__ ____.

Executive

$50.000

250,000

/Annual saving_1-time cost--
cost_

I-ti me
Executive
Executive_ 1-time ant*: -----
Executive 1-tiose cost_
Executive Annual cost__

ti

75, 000, 000
430.000
150, 000
SO, 000

100.000
SO, 000

200,000
42,000



SECTION V. DIGEST OF RECOMMENDATIONS--Coidirsued

Recommendations
Action4 Financial Estimated
required- impact amour!

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

15. Establish 'and install performance Measurement Executive-- Annual 15,000, 000
standards.-

16. Initiate a program to improve and facilitate 4eneral Executive
communications between central office and field
supervisors-

17_ Develop a concise statement on critical issues__ Executive
18- improve the management by objectives program __ "E3teCtitiVe
19. Expedite the automatic data processing moderni=.- Ex f Annual cost_ 10.000,000.000

ton study to insure completion by Jan.. 1, 1.977_
20. Complete application analysis section of the modern -- Executive-

ization study by Oct. 1, 1976.
21. Add remote access and interactive capabilities to Executive

reduce processing time and increase computer
program development efficiency..

22. Develop an inventory systems for a comprehensive Executive_ Annual saving__
equipment management system.

saving_----- 5, 000, 00023. Develop standardized material and supply inventory fAnnual saving..
ystems. 20, 000, COO

6, 000, COO

BUDGET PROCESS-ST:corste
1. .E.Itablish a forma; .planning system within .BIA and integrate it into the

present budget process
; gree.in principle but it will take time to accomplish Any organi.7ational and

funding adjustments will be directed toward implementing this concept- To sup!.
port this we need to: 1) develop and document an assessment of human and Itat-
ural tribal assets and potential and provide an evaluation of resources avail-
able from oth6r Federal, State, local and private agencies ; 2) .adopt a fofmal,
integraxed progress records and reporting system; and, 3) strengthen local
tribal) involvement -and planning capacities to insure budget priorities are

tribal priorities-._
2_ I? eo r ganize budgeting, planning and intergovernmental relations into one in-.'tegrated organization.

_Agree that Budgeting and Planning should be integrated but not with Inter-
governraental Relations which should operate outside the budget and planning
organization_ 3Ia_xiMUM cooperation and. interchange of data should be encour-
aged- A careful monitoring of the operation and of the general direction of its
efforts should be undertaken_ We will explore further the- - possible benefits of
consolidating the Central, Office organization into one physical location.. .

3.. Stimulate Indian pcirticipation in the budget process
Agree with this recommendation_ The move to tribe-by-tribe budgeting,. now

underway, will increase Indian participation in the Budget process_ Improved
periodic reporting on program development and progress will help: stimulate
and maintain. Indian interest_ Also, need to develop tribal participation in .the
budget process at the national level, possibly through the offices of national
tribal organizations.
4. Include WI nonbanded area pr-ograms, except trust funds, in the Agency_ budget

formation process by fiscal year 1979 .

Agree in general but too late for Ft 1079- Our stated goal, and the general
trend, is to include increasing amounts of band dollar:3;st the tribal level for
their determination as - to priority levels_ Tribes- have recently been surveyed
as,-. to which -programs 'should be included in the band and which would be- ex--
eluded- Our FY 1979 band forms and guidelines were developed based on this
survey- .-
"z7. Make the budget function responsible fair variance anahises and performance

reviews
Agree that a.ccotuitablIfty and program and -Bureau performance need -to be

systethatically reviewed, but this should be carried out at a level higher than
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. 1_ Establish a formal Planning'-system within BIA. and integrate It into
the present budget process.We agree with this recommendation. in principle., It will take time to , pull-

-- this activity together in a.way that will enable us to properly Integrate planning
into the budget process- However, any organizational and funding adjustments
will be directed toward implementing this concept 'Also, in. support of the plan-
ming operation, an integrated progress records and -reporting system (account-
.ability) is essential and will be adopted_ -

Whe consolidation of the plismvkille and 'budget processes is a logical approach
to prOviding the tribes with more meaningful and better Information.. It will
provide a better working relationship between the tribes and MLA. This im-
proved relationship is essential if the tribes are to take full advantage of the
self determination opportunities being made available under Public Law 93-
-638-

In develoPing realistic . comprehensive plans, all potential -resources must be
accounted-for and considered.. This will involve a- wide variety of activities that
are not always under local control or are 'sponsored by other Federal,. State or
local -Agencies as well as private entities. Resources that are available outside
the MIA. jurisdiction- is a factor tha't has never--been properly considered in
the past when DIA' program plans_ In many of these instances, BIA.
may provide supporting funds and/or 'services but cannot control -these activities
or do much of the 'actual planning involving these activities- It does not; how-
-ever_ eiiminate the need for assessment of the local situation and evaluation. of

---_these resources when de*elOping local and Bureau-wide programs-
To be truly effective and meaningful,- comprehensive piaxining must have its

.genesis at the local level and the primary local. planner must be the tribe_ Many
-tribes do not have the .capability. necessary . to produce acceptable planning
documents nor do they' have- the financial resources necessary; to hire competent.
planners_ There. is a "need to - strengthen tribal planning capacities if we are to
have meaningful tribal priorities.. It is essential-t. iidelMbrities established

. overall Bureau planning be developed at the tribal -level- To accordplish this, .

-one emphasis of self- determination grants- could . be for local' tribal- pisimNivIt.,-We agree that before any long range plans are developed; the tribe's present
..irituation, should be carefully documented.. These analyses should include a com-
prehensive inventory of tribal assets and-potential, both human 'and natural,
and should also include a survey of its current social and economic conditions.
The Bureau. is constantly encouraging Tribal efforts to document their resourCes
and such analyses already exist in varying degrees of completion for. a number
of tribes_ These could become the basis for more comprehensive _efforts reqUired
for long-range planning_ Although a number of attempts have been made in-the .

Fast to promote long- range. planning in the. BIA. none of these attempts have
been particularly succsessfnl and none.--have produced much is the nature of
respful or workable, plans- This can be attributed. in part, to a lack of commit-
=tent and follow-through on the . part of the BIA. and a lack of understanding
by the tribes: It also- reflects a continuum of change in Bureau leadership.

The proposed approach in this recommendation is to Identify total needs and
an optimum condition then draw up a 5-year. plan to achieve it. However, unless

- the daditionar resources needed to attain- this goal are available, the end- pro*-
duct will be purely theoretical_

In construction, economic development. land 'development ew activities,
a :-sear plan is especially valuable.. On the other -hand for theliCk-to-day activi-
ties razta.:ing up many of the programs a -simple. restructuring or reorganizing of
the existing programs is a more practical focits than long-range planning.

Further. working with tribes on the budget process and prograni plans beyond
the 1S month period -pmzently being used will generate some difficulties because
of the rapid turnover in tribal leaders in many tribes. There is- a tendency for
newly elected tribal officials to reject plans and proposals developed and.endorsed._
by- previous a.dministration..s to the extent that .much of the long-range 1:k/terming
developed .arthe. tribal level tends to be changed from-year to year.. We believe

. this to be a real life.-factor concerning which the Congress and the administra-
. .-don must be acutely aware- -

No_ 2- ReorganiZe Budgeting. Planning and Intergovernmental, Relations into
one Integrated -Orga2liZEttirysi.

With" the exception of Intergovernmental relations. which we feel should not
beeome a part of this proposed budgeting and planning organization. we agree
with this recommendation_ The mating of budget and planning activities into one
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operation would Present a strong focal point for the entire planning and budget-
ing process and would be particularly, appropriate and advantageous with the
establishment of a formal planning system as proposed in recommendation
No. 1. From a Bureau-wide viewpoint, the functions of budget and planning
should naturally go hand-in-hand. However, the chart in the study report seems
to propose a planning line from Central Office to Agency to tribe, by-passing the
regular line organization, As we are now organized, such a change would involve
every function in the Bureau. . .

Whatever organizational arrangement is adopted it is important that maxi
mum cooperation and interchange of data between the operating units be en-
couraged. These groups should be very flexible and kept as informal as possible.

To maintain the integrity of the proposed organization it would undoubtedlyte
desirable to conduct periodic checks on the operation and on the general direction
of its efforts. A careful monitoring of the operation could also lead to program
revisions and the introduction of new ideas as the'budget cycle moves forward
and experience is gained.

With respect to intergovernmental relations, we recommend that the activity
retain its independence or operate outside the province of the budget and planning
operation. In any case, wherever this function is placed, it should be (as it is)
a liaison coordinating and reporting unit. The responsibility for coordinating a
BIA program with other Agencies rests with the program people at various
levels and not with the intergovernmental relations office. However, this in no
way detracts from the recognized importance of coordination with other agencies
in the budget process. The report also recommends, that the Central Office or-
ganization be consolidated into one physical location. It is possible that some
benefits would be derived from this recommendation and this will be explored in
greater depth in the time immediately ahead. -

No. 3. Stimulate Indian participation in the budget process.
We agree with the general recommendation.
It is recognized that although Bureau efforts to stimulate Indian interest and

participation in the budget process have increasnd in the-past several years.
there is still a great deal of apathy and distrust on the part of many tribes insofar
as budget preparation and development are concerned. With increasing interest
in Indian self-determination it becomes correspondingly important for tribes to
become familiar with the budget process and to fully participate in its develop-
ment.

The Bureau intends to move toward budgeting on a tribe-by-tribe basis. When
this elan becomes functional, it will go a long way toward stimulating. Indian
participation in the budget process.

The question then becomes how to reduce frustration on the part of Tribes
when their plans do not generate as much progress as they anticipate. In this
instance, periodic reporting on program development during each current year.
as suggested in recommendation number 7, would help. Also, the new computer
network and more computer capability will provide a new opportunity to keep
each tribe informed as the budget year progresses.

At some point in time after the program plans have been developed and fund-
ing allocations hare been made, a monitoring system sbould be applied to measure
the amount of funding. each tribe receives in relation to total BIA funding and
the expressed tribal priorities. Hopefully, snch.a monitoring system will indicate
that funds are being distributed along priorities developed.

No. 4. Include all nonbanded area programs except trust funds in the agency
budget formation process by fiscal year 1979.

In general. we agree with the principle of this recommendation. In order to
have good program planning by tribes at the Agency level, it is necessary for
them to know what assistance they can expect from other levels of the Bureau.
Therefore. at the time they make funding priority decisions and develop program
plans. information on other program assistance from the Area and Central Office
sources should be available to them.

A ieport that will provide total cost figures at the Agency level and a further -
breakout of the controlled and uncontrolled Scures as suggested in this recom-
mendation will provide each trii:c with the basic information necessary for real-
istic budgeting and would certainly improve local planning possibilities. It would
be especially useful for tribes that are considering taking advantage of self - deter -.
mination options provided under Public Law 03-638. We are moving affirmatively
in this direction.

a
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The backbone of successfulitribal planning however, remains with the success-
ful application of the band process and in order to include tribal leaders in a
man14. aspects of the budget process as possible, last January we sent a. question-
naire to each Tribal Chairman as welt as to each Area Director and Superinten-
dent and asked them which programs or activities they would like to have on
the:Band and which they would prefer be left of Based on the responses we re-
ceived, we developed the Band- forms stn.d guidelines which are currently being
used for the fiscal year 1979 budget cycle. Although'there- is agreement among
most tribal leaders and supporters of the Band process that if the process is to be
successful it must be applied to a maximum number of Bureau programs, and
developed at the lowest possible level; we are too far into the fiscal year 1979
budget cycle to attempt major adjustments. Our stated goal and the general
trend i to include increasing amounts of band dollars at the tribal level for their
determinations as to priority levels but this can't be completed all at once. How-
ever, our 1979 budget effort moves strongly in this direction.

It should be noted that inclusion in the Band system of some of the programs
not currently on tl a Band at the tribal level becomes,. in. some cases, a policy
question and will require the fun support of OMB, the Department. and the pro-
gram directors that will be affected by such changes. Also,- if it is determined
that alloc..tted -costs are to be changed through local decisions, then we can pro-
ceed with this proposal. HoweVer, if they can't, then there is not much point in
pursuing this: A careful consideration of. What impact cost allocations could have
on budget decisions should be made.Finally, the report suggests the need for an equity determination. This is a par-
ticularly troublesome problem that hels been with us for a long time The further
we go into local planning the more this will become an issue that will have to be
resolved.No. 5.. Make the budget function responsible for variance analyses and perform-
ance review,. .

We agree- that accountability has long been neglected by -the Bureau and that
there is a need to review program and overall Bureau performance on an orderly
and systematic basis. We plan to move positively on this. A formal, semi-annual
review of current program performance and budzzet variations requiring correc-
tive actions as the current year progresses would provide a. better trail of the
changes that occur during the operating year -and would eliminate end of yr
snap decisions and program actions. It would tend to, produce more even pro-
gram development on-a year round basis.

We also agree with the analysis that effective. uniform application of appro-
pria.teanalyses procedures can serve management both as a control and a Motiva-
tional device and that performance reviews aid managers in establishing proper
corrective action to bring: operating activities plans into line.

The Bureau does not.consist of one single program or activity, but is made up
of a number of complex and diverse programs. The role of program performance
review and the accompanying program adjustments properly belongs with. each
Program office and should be the responsibility of each Program Director or
manager.Overall performance review and supervision belongs at a highei- level than in
the Budget office where sufficient authority exists to require that corrective ac-,
tions to taken to resolve program deficiencies. The role of the Budget office in this
operation should be mainly that of data gathering. -tabulation coordination and
dissemination of information among the various Program activities. As part of
this activity. -Budget should have the responsibility of developing adequate 'per-
for-mance measurements to indicate if each Program activity and the Bureau as
a whole are performing on schedule. This would be in the form of a staff review
process for the Commissioner or Assistant Secretary-

The Bureau has attempted to develop periodic reviews and evaluation of pro-
gram development and variations inthe past The effectiveness and benefits from
such actions were minimal because there was little dedication to the process and
a complete lack of follow through existed. The suggested quarterly review of
program prorr, ess is .excessive. If this operation is to be done-effectively it most
be done in seine depth and will be quite time consuming. Quarterly reporting will
require too much time. Reviewing conditions at approximately mid-year and
again near the end of each year will be adequate and will be more receptive to
the operating personnel charged with the rIsponibility of producing these reports-No.. 6. Emphasize Indian participation and band analysis in the BIA budget
review to the-Department. OMB. President and Congress.
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This recommendation is closely related to recommendation No 3. to "StimulateIndian participation in the budget process" and should probably be combinedwith it. -We agree that there exists a great deal .of confusion regarding- the nature,purpose and application of the Band process as far as Indian program develop-ment is concerned and the current degree of Indian participation in the Budget.and Band process. This confusion exists at all levels of budget deVelopment andthe result of a lack of proper public relations on the part of the Bureau as farBand process is concerned- Because we have been applying the. Banddget development for a number of years, we tend to take it for
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process t
granted that it understood and appreciated by all who come in contactwith it We are probe of sufficiently cognizant of tribal personnel changs.We also agree that addi documentation and support of- tribal prioritiesand banded programs should be early_identified and the degree of India.n par-ticipation in the Band process and in tile-budget review should be documentedand made a part of the budget presentation thitt:--1-s,...Sent forward to the Depart-ment. 0D:4133. and Congress_ A concentrated effort to that -end will be made by theBureau in future 'Budget cycles_

If we are successful in including national tribal groups into the pr wily settingfunctions of the budget cycle, this would go a long way toward increasing-recog-nitien of the tribal influence in BE3 budget development.No_17..: establish annual project planning at area and agency levels for alt con--tin uing-prograrns and monitor performance quarterly on a personal basis, alter-ing the plan to reflect status changes.
We agree in principle with this recommendation -but, as noted under recom-mendation. No- 5, we consider quarterly reviews as being too frequent and wouldtend to be counter productive. If program personnel are charged with only twokey reporting dates each year there is a better chance that these dates will behonored.. Experience indicates that anything more frequent than -this requires-toomuch effort and just does not happen on a continuing- basis.. The adoption of aprogress records and reports system. discussed under recommendation No. I. isan. absolute prerequisite. There is no point in making plans if the ability and toolsnecessary to monitor progress on those plans does not exist_

PERSONIVEL if-ANr.ALGE.SCMC'T---8Th". OPSIS
No. S. Strengthen Indian Preference to improve 33IA effectiveness while con-tinuing to hire, train and upgrade Indians for bureau employment_Action Plan Item HR-5On May 26, 3977, a new policy guideline was issuedconcerning the qualification and selection process specifically relating to adminis-tration of Indian Preference.. Qualification Training now going in. Albuquerquefor all Staffing Specialists-
.X o. 9_ Develop a human resources planning system using industrial engineeringtechniques to establish- appropriate staffing levels and position requirements--Action Plan Item. HR-1-31r... David Rector from Federal Executive Develop-ment Program hired to develop and forecast needs and 'design ongoing system_He is still working on project. -o. 10. Develop an aggressive recruiting program to secure qualified or train-able In Mans-
Action Plan Items HR-2 and 3- -In fiscal year 1979 Budget request we haveindieated need for funds and ceiling for 1st Indian T' .tke and development pro-gram_ Will be long range program to meet manpow -eels in professional andadministration positions. Still in planning. (a )- on --oing positive recruitment.(h ) centralized Indian skills Inventory, and (c) centralizealized Indian Affairs jobs,!,nvaitrtbility listing.
No. 11- Reorganize the employment classification system to improve credibility..
Action Plan Items 11-A. C DStaff capability has been increased in Central.

-Office- ClasSification guidelines have been issued for several positions and morewill be worked- Organization planning and position management policy issuedMay 1977. New reporting procedures for cyclic audits published. Policy communi--catiOg Commissions support regarding accurate position descriptions issued June197- Continue to provide onsite technical assistance-
No_ 12_ Improve BIA. employee relations practices.
No specific action item covers employee relations- however. implementation of

all steps will-improve all areas discussed In this report. i.e., proper classification
and pay_ better recruiting. revise' Performance .Evaluation. program. and accom-plish training as planned and listed in- response to recommendation 13_
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No__13. Develop training prcltrains to meet specific BIA. requirements.
.Action Plan Items 1.R-12 and G.5 A.Communication workshops in Personnel

Managenient either completed or in progress for Area Offices. Indian IntakeProgram for FY 1979 covered in recommendation 10. New training modules de-
veloped and published or (1) the BIA Career Dei;elopment System. (2) Promo-
tion and. internal placement. (3) Freedom of Information and Privacy Act. Nine
more modules are now in development stages.

No.. 14.. Continue regular Civil Service evaluations and upgrade personnel man-agement quraity through. Department of Interior Project Manager appointments.
Regular CSC evaluations will continue according to CSC schedule:: Project

Manager from Department has been extended_ In addition, the. Bureau has estab-lished a. Branch of Personnel Management Evaluation in the Division of Per--sonnet Management. This branch will conduct evaluations. coordinating where
possible with the Civil Service Commission and the, Department_

ZL PEBSONNEL. M.A.ICAGE-Wrr

A series of events have taken place over the past few years which has resulted
in a joint effort on the part of the Office of the Secretary and the Bureau of Dv:Ilan-
Affairs to cooperatively work in improving the Bureau's Personnel .1ranfigement
Program_ This led, in April 1976. to designating a'Project Manager from the De-
partment working full-time with Bureau Management. in both thew, Washington

- office and all of the field activities to continue studies for personnel management
fizatirovement. As a result of an intensive study the present Per-gannet 3innage-

,1 meat Action Plan was approved by the Commissioner on January 3, 1977. Most of
= the findings and recommendations of the. American Indian -Policy Review Com-

mission tend to dovetail with our own reviews and Personnel Management Action
.Plan. Many of these steps have been completed or progress is- being made toward
implementation of the recommendations. At- 'approximately the same time anationwide recruiting effort took place to fill the vacant Chief Personnel Officer
position_ One more measure provided several additional positionS to the under-
staffed Washington office, Division of Personnel 3ianagement. This permitted
restructuring the Branch of Position -Classification and establishing a Branch
of Management Evaluation. During the summer the Personnel Action Plan is
being reassessed and will be reissued in an updated format in September TheOffice of the Secretary has a continuing and strong commitment to give assistance

guidance to the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the common effort to improveBureatt-personnel management-
Action Plan_Itera HR. 5, 8 and 9 speak to this recommendation.
(S) Indian preference will be -strengthened in the qualification process. We

have recognized the need for increased guidelines and training in respect to the
adrninistration of the qualification process. Recently issued guidelines stress . theneed for quality staffing procedures as they relate to the determination of
qualifica.tions as well as specific factorirtolze considered regarding the acceptabil
ity of candidates_ In addition a. Burean-wide-troining session will be conducted
this month: which will equip the Personnel Stafilielernent with greater unch-r-standing and improved -expertise restating in better -duality candidates in theBureau..

Realizing the need for clarification in recruitment of Indians. procedural
guidelines were issued for expanding the area of consideration and utilizationof job design. These guidelines were designed to emphasize the need to make
concerted efforts to recruit highly qualified ca.ndidates. A separate clear state-
ment for non-Indian candidates to read and sign concerning Indian preferenceand the effects it will have on employment or promotional possibils lieen
published. A. clearer understanding by the non-Indian employees will tend to
eliminate a certain amount of unrest generated after a few months of employmentin the Bureau-

The report says that the Bureau has 'three categories' "Highly Qualified.'
"Qualified" and "3finirnall3r Qualifiecl-" It must be pointed out that within our.
personnel system of rating applications to determine who is qualified for a job.
we do not have a category for "Minimally Qualified" individuals_ I think the con-
fusion might arise in the language used by the Civil Service Caiiitalssion wlsereSn
they refer to "minimum .qualification..." Perhaps it might eliminate this type of7----
confusion by merely using the word QUILMIC:EitIOXIS. EveryoneIndian or non-
Indianinust meet the basic qualifications standards as outlined by the Civil
Service Commission or the Bureau's excepted qualification standards.. That is to,Say, if two individuals apply for a positionone Indian and one non-Indian, and
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they are both found to meet the basic qualifications I have just mentioned, then
they are both qualifiednot minimally qualified. The use of the other two
categories "Highly Qualified and Best Qualified?' is a requirement under Civil
Service regulations. However. this process is a part of the ranking process to
determine who the best qualified candidates will be for referral. and not part of

- the process for- determining who is qualified for the job. Qualified non-Indian
candidates cannot be considered for positions as long a-s'there are qualified Indian
candidates available. It's conceivable that by having two categories, "qualified
and not qualified," and eliminating the ranking process might hasten recruit-
mente however, there should be some tool used to designate the "best" applicants"
for the position.(1)) Action plan Item EIR-1 speaks to this issue. An employee who is an EPA
participant In the Federal Executive Development Program has undertaken theproject of estimating the Bureau's manpower needs and designing a continuing
forecasting system_ This employee started on a full-time basis April 4_ for 13/4
months. then spent one month away from the project while assigned to the
Preaident's Reorganization Project Upon his return he will be able to continue
the forecasting work on a part-time basis--

The use of industrial_ engineering work measurement techniques may be used
for certain types of functions, in the measurable productivity units. However.
there will be functions within the Bureau that will require utilization of other
techniques to develop manpower requirements. We also agree that the Bureau is
presently lacking in personnel and program performance standards. The Bureau
has a plan to meet this need through- the development of performance guidelines
and manpower utilization studies throughout the Bureau, Which is now being im-
plemented. We are unable to concur with the generalized, but unsupported state-
ment that $75,000,000 in annual savings will take place if industrial engineering
techniques were applied_ We would be happy, however, to review any back-up
material the Commission might have in order to study further its applicability to
the Bureau.(10) Action Items Hr -2 and 3 speak to this issue_ While this is a specific item
in the Bureau's action plan, it is running behind schedule. The plan calls for
hiring for one year- a Project Leader to develop (a) * positive recruitment sys-
tem. (b ) centralized Indian Affairs jobs available listing and., (c) a central-
ized Indian skills inventory. A candidate was selected who subsequently declined
and we are still in the process to start this action-item_Despite these initlal delays. through the normal fiscal yenr 1979 budget proc-
ess the Burethi-'has already indicated the need for 100 ceiling slots pins funds
to corer the first Indian intake and development increment to commence Octo-
ber 1975. This long-range program to meet forecasted manpower needs in all pro-fessional and administrative management occupations will start addressing the
issue of adequate numbers of qualified Indian. employees in years to come. -

(11) Action plan Items 11A-13. speak to this recommendation.;Questions regarding development of single agency standards or separate
distinct occupational series for MIA can be answered by reference to 11-k.

Questions related to impr-:.ving class-Lfication systems and procedures can
be answered by reference to 1113_ -Questions relating to management support required to improve the re-
sponsiveness and credibility of the classification process can be answered
by reference to 11C;Questions about filling classification 'vacancies and training classifiers
and line management officials can he answered by reference to 1113.

Reorganize the Employment Classification System to Improve Credibility.
(11 A ) Develop a sr-partite: district occupational serf.'. for RIA to reorganize

8 unique rteeds.---We disagree with this recommendation_ Most Bureau posi-
tions can be evalnated by comparison to existing Civil Service Commissionstandards. In addition_ single agency- standards require prior CSC approval
whieh is extremely rime consuming. The CSC involvement in converting to theFactor Evaluation System over the next five rears would further delay review
and anproaa-1 of peopeeed MA. standards. The major problem in the past has
hewn the lack of classification -;guidance from Bureau headquarters. The Area
Offices went their separate ways : misclassification and serious inconsistenciesresulted and are the major problems we face today. We are vigorously attack-
ing this problem by developing classification guidelines for specific occupations
for our firld 11 CI"! vitios. These guidelines are based on paper reviews. onealte--
efeirs. desk audits and Input and assistance from Central Office and Area Pro-
gra M rnanacers. Depending on the particular occupa tion-hil_ing studied. the
guidelines contain series and titling instructions, model position descriptions
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and classificaticin rationale. indicating standards reference and interpritations of
grade level determinations- These guides have the same impact as single agency
standards, do not require CSC approval, and will result in more consistent, ac-
curate and timely classification decisions. Efforts completed. or currently under-
way are as follows: . , - .- . - -tVocational Development Specialists (completed March e77) ,

TeacherS (completed March 1977).
Education. Aids .and Technicians (estimated July 1977 comoletions).

--Law Enforcement and Police Officers Positions (estimate aiily 1977 com-
Pletions) - .

Wage_ Grade Positions (guidelines issued in March and June 1971; ',eon -
tinning)tinning). .... .....-Clerical. Positions ( estimate July 1977 completion }_ -s. . .....

Tribal Operations (estimate August 1977. completion) . ..
Housing Development (estimate late Summer 1977 completion).
Title Plant Positions (estimate July 1977 completion)-.- .Road Engineers (estimate all 1977 completion). . '
A.dmini.stratio Managers/Officers (estiraate late Summer -'1977 comple-

tion). .. -
Social. Workers (estimateJuly 1977 completion )'..Superintendents (continuing project; completion date not determined)--
Position Changes Resulting from P.L. 93-638 Actions (estimate July 2977.

completion). . .. . -We plan to study other in the near future including forestry, realty,
appraisal, plant management, creditz industrial development, etc

(11B) There is no organized retriefc policy. A regular system of classification
audits must be established.--We agree completely with this recommendation and
:have taken_ positive actions toward achieving these objectives. These actions
are designed to streamline and systematize-the etas- Vacationcation process; to make it
more effective and eflicient.and to improve credibility. The following -ems3nples_ -'
axe. .i/lustnativ-eDeveloped policy material on organization pis-Tuning and positions man -

agement improvement procedures approved by the Acting Deputy Commis-
-sioner on May 11, 2977- Should improve organizational and position design
and force more effective, efficient use Othuman. resources_

Draft input to the pro-posed Depariament aranual covering position classifi-
cation was accepted virtually um:I:Lunged.. Final version will contain overall

.PolicY guidance in PoSition classification. Estimate completion of Bureau
action in. late Summer 1977.Itenzinded field activities of cyclic review re _J.rements and collected_ d.a.ta
for first six months of fiscal year 1977. /Deveped new-format for data re-porting beginning with second half of fiscal year 1977. This is a continuing
effort and will eventually result in a planned, systematic classification pro-
gram-Directed field activities to conduct statutory annualewofpstsitians
(Whitten Review) and report results to the Central Offi-e--e-by the end of the

fiscal" rear_ 4
Two policy papers related to the Indian Preference inrpact on position

r3si-s-ctification are currently being prepared_ One relates to exceptions to
promoproo n- procedures because of the assignment of additional duties

to s; the other de:als with distinguishing between---imw and successor
postfions.(11C)Top .41tenagensent support, clearly communicated to aZZ levels, ab-

solutely necessary for system integrity. The Commissione must clearly communi-
cate his commitment and: support -to ensure that classifiers and line.managers are
properly trained far system integrity.We fully,_agree with this recommendation -

and believe it to be absolutely essential if :we-are to signifiCantly improve the per-
sonnel program. lUCanagernent support is critical at -the Central Office. Area and
Agency because. it is the one ingredient -necessary for overall program
iZprovement. It 'affects lin functional aspects of -the personnel program We have
accomplished the following specific classification items in support of this recom
mendation.: .Developed policy material regarding improvements in organization and

position management 'mentioned earlier_ A 'cover letter specifically express-
in* the -Acting Deputy Commissioner's_ support of the policy objectives .and
concepts transmitted the material_Ao--allCentr..11 Office and field activities in
earlYMay

a
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A policy letter rega-rding preparation of accurate position descriptions wassigned by the Acting Deputy Commissioner in June 1977_ This letter was

addressed to all supervisors and managers and discussed the reasons behind
the requirement, for accurate position descriptions and furnished informa-
tion regarding the importance of good position design and preparation of
position descriptions.Developed a position description for the proposed Deputy Commissioner
(Management) position agreed to under the improvement Action Plan. This
would be a line position reporting directly to the Commissioner with. re-
sponsibility for improving and refining the Bureanr-management prose sls to
make it more effective-Returned classification authority in March and June 1977 to-all Area Per-
sonnel Offices except Aberdeen. Billings and Muskogee. The authority had
been withdrawn in April 1976. since that time, approximately 500 cases were
reviewed by the Central Office staff. We returned the authority to ti lose
Areas who had demonstrated top management support for the program. as
well as the staff capability to accomplish the work_

Provided on-site technical assistance visits to every Area Personnel Office
and the Field Administration Office* during the past year_ These visits were
to reduce classification backlogs, study classification prOblems in various
functional areas -and explain classification policy guidelines issued. This isone of our most important functions and we must increase this activity
during the next fiscal year. Full travel funding and management support 47.
_all -levels is absolutely essential.(LLD) Insure that classifiers and line Managers are properly traincd for

system integrity: Qualified personnel for this specialty area are in short supply
and turnover is high_We agree fully with this recommendation. The Central
Office and Area Personnel Offices _have taken significant action to improve the
level and quality of .classification staff support and train line managers regard-
ing their responsibilities for accurate position classification and good position
management. The more significant actions are summarized below:Staff capability has been increased in the Central Office. In addition to

the Chief Classification Officer, five additional classifiers were recruited.
one of which was later reassigned to the Personnel Services branch- One
clerical support position was added. Two vacancies have not been filled dueto _ceiling and money restraints; hoWever, we hope to Ell them as soon
as controls are lifted.

Area Personnel Staffs have been improved. Several have added staff. In-
cluding Albuquerque_ Muskogee. Phoenix and Navajo_ Others. including
Aberdeen. Billings, Juneau. Portland and the Albuquerque Field Admini,--
trative Office have vacant positions_ We are attempting to help the-ma by
advertising their- vacancies in the'-Departmentwide listing and the Clas.'i-
fication and Compensation Society Newsletter. Recruiting effort is difficultbecause of the location of some of our offices. Indian Preference policiesrelated to hiring and promotion ; and the general scarcity of qualified
journeyman clatification. specialist..

Bureau managers at all levels continue to receive training in position clas-
sification and position management principles and techniques and the new.
Factor Evaluation System for classifying-General Schedule Occupations now-
being implemented by the Civil Service Commission,. The Central Office is
devtgoping. a model training module which should be distributed sometime in
the fall of 1977_

Most Classification staffs have been trained in FES and basic _la..%sificaon
techniques. Some advance training is required and will be emphasized dur-
in- the next fiscal year_

r-
ing

conference of all Bureau classifiers is required to facilitate exchange ofinformation and ideas and to insure consistent interpretation of policy
and classification guidelines which have been issued_

(12) No specific action plan item covers this recommendation as stated.. How-
-ever_ implementation of all steps of the action-plan will have effect on ernp7.oyee
relations. In addition there are several other activities in progress that relate to
this recommendation_-Labor Relations : There is an implication in the report that unionization is not
desirable and can be prevented by improving management Perhaps the authors,relying on private sector experience under the National Labor Relations Art
were not aware of the expressed public policy endorsed by the last four Presi-
dents and outlined in Executive. Order 11491, as amended that ". . the well-
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being of employees and efficient adrainistration, of the Government are benefited
by providing employees an opportunity to participate in the formulation and
implementation of personnel policies and practices affecting the conditions of
their employment; and the- . participation of employees should be improved
through the maintenance of constructive and cooperative relationships between--labor organizations and management Officials."Our experience has indicated that the labor organizations function as aneffective means of communication between management and employees of mat-
ters that affect the employee/employer relationship.(131 Action Plan Items HR--12 and G 5 A. speak to this recommendation. A
Bureau-wide workshop for MA_ employee development officers in Oklahoma City,
November 9-11, was convened to

(1) share work skills and experiences common to Bureau operations ;(2) produce a better communications network among BL& employee de-
velopment officers creating an open environment -for creative pi ailing and
evaluation of BIA. Employee Development Programs ;(3) begin designing the major structure of the Bureau's training and
drvelopment system in cooperation-- viath the Staffing and Classification
functions. -

One result was a. small group workshop in Washington in March 1977, out of
which came the format for a Role Clarification. and Problem Solving- 001:11112A..A.L-
cation Workshop on personnel management for 'managers,. supervisors and -per-
..-ronel staffs. These workshops have been scheduled for each Area and are to be
completed by the end of August 1977. The first was held in the Muskogee Area
during the week of June .20. These are aimed at hammering out differences and.
difficulties between managers and supervisors and personnel shops-

A_ second major project underway-growing out of the Oklahoma City experi-
ence is the development of a management orientation for managers. Materialsare currently being gathered for this effort Two versions of this program are
envisioned: One for new superintendents and one for new managers in general.
We expect to pilot test the_ superintendent program in October 1977-.A small work
group of field and Central Office managers are working on itand professional exchange of information have been stepped
up during the past year through on -site visits by employee development special-
ists on the Commissioner's staff with the Area Office employee development staffs
in the Juneau; Billings. Sacramento, and Navajo Areas..New training modules developed in-house for Bureau supervisors were initi-
ated on-the following topics :

(1) ..TheBIA- Career Development System_' (2) Promotion and Internal Placement_
.(3) Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.

During -the remainder of this year and 1978 modules_ listed below are antici-
pated

(1) Upward Mobility_
.(2) Public Law 93-638 Orientation-
(3) Equal Employment Opportunity_
(4) Stvrffirig.
(5) Position Classification-
(6) Employee Relations_
(7) Labor Relations.
(8) Special Programs.(9) Indian Preference.A training agreement with the Civil Service Commission to encourage SocialService Representatives working for the Bureau to complete their professional

training and become Social Workers was reinstituted in 1977-A. quarterly Bureau-wide employee training and development newsletter, The
Developer, was primered in early 1977..

Action Plan P.F-5 deals with program evaluation-
(1.4) In February 1977 a. joint agreement between thee...-Bureau and Depart-

ment was reached to continue the "role of the Project Manager for an additional
9-12 months period- from the original March 1976agreement:

As stated in the opening remark the Division of Personnel -MiCnagement has
recently established a Branch of. Personnel Management E'valuation. This Branch
will be conducting such evaluations within the Bureau, coordinating where pos-
sible with the Civil .Service Commission's and Department's evaluations_ Our
work plan calls for evaluating fenir (4)_ area offices each year.which will cover
each office on a three (3) year cYcle-
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We do, however, believe implementing this 'program as planned will cost con-
siderably more than the $42,000 estimate in the report. The annual salaries for
fiscal year. 1978 for this branch will be $137.702.00. added to this will be thetravel requirements for a minimum of.,4 visits each year by a team of 2-4 em-
ployees to conduct the evaluations.

Bequirexnents Critical to Continued Improvement. In Classification:Management support at "all levels to restore order and credibility to the
total process. This requires integrity on the part of all concerned managers
and classification specfalists alike so' that decisions are based on all the facts
applicable to, a particular situation.Adequate funding and ceiling to assure full staffing of the classification
function at both the Central Office and Area levels.Adequate funding to enable Area Office Classification staffs to perform
on-site surveys at the Agencies and schools.. This is absolutely essential to .

meeting statutory position review requirements, maintain accurate -positionclassification and restore management and employee credibility in the pro-
gram.Adequate funding to enable Central Office staff to increase assistance visits
to field activities. This is a big payoff function because it results An direct
accumulation of factual data for Bureauwide studies; provides direct assist-
ance to field activities in keeping backlogs to a minimum and provides on-
the-spot resolution of difficult problems ; and insures continued 'consistency
of approach in problem solution and application of Bureau policy guidance-

The BIA has taken a number of initiatives towards, meeting the need for im-
proved supervisory performance. .-A. Bureau managers are advised of the various non-Bureau sources of super-
visory training.: These courses include :

(1) The Department's Supervisory Training Program.
.-Civil Service Commission courses for supervisors.

(3) Locally av:ailable courses through colleges and -universities.
B. The Bureau has a self-study course entitled, "Pre-SuVervisory Training!'

available to employees who aspire to become supervisors and to new supervisors
who have not previously completed the.. program- - (Attachment '1133) ,

C. The Bureau is developing supervisory training materials for 33areauwide.use on personnel management topics_ Unique personnel management issues in
BIA Trill be dealt with in these sessions. Guides developed and distributed for
use within the last year include the following:

"(1) Career Development 'System-
(2) Promotion and internal Placement
(3) Freedom of Information, and Privacy Act.Guides on the following topic are scheduled to be developed and distributed

within the BIA during this fiscal year and 1978.
(1) Upward Mobility_
(2) Public Law 93-638 Orientation.: -
(3y The BIA. EEO Affirmative Action Plan.
(4) Staffing -
(5) Position -Classification -
(6) Employee Relations(7) Labor Relations
(8) Special Programs
(9) Indian PreferenceThe above materials are designed for groups of supervisors -to use throughout

the Bureau under competent leadership to develop an understanding of their
responsibilities in the subject areas of subject matter_

COMMITIVICATION .A2CD WORATM.

The report identi des poor communications and the absence-of two-way com-
munications as seriously affecting the effectiveness of the Bureau. While every
organir...rition suffers from some form of communication problem-S. we have recop.;-.--nixed significant needs for improvement in this area and meaningful work has
been Initiated. The Personnel Action Plan has been the -Vehicle for a series of
expanded- Commissioner's staff zneeUngs in which the bersonnel staff has had an
opportunity "to--meet and discuss a number of human relations topics with theBurettu'Ef Executives. In addiOn, several Office Directors have held all-
employee meetings in Washington to discuss the Personnel Action Plan and an-
swer employees' questions. There are other important communication links
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between Bureau manages:nen and the Bureates employees. We have already men-
tioned the 100 exclusive labor recognitions in the Bureau which serve as sounding
boards for the implementation be personnel policies. The Bureau also has granted
National Consultation Rights to the National Federation of Federal Employees
(NFITE) which requires that evy new or changed personnel policy be submitted
to NFFE and that their comments' be seriously considered prior to implementa-
tion. Our experience has been that employees participate in policy develop-
ment through this consultative machinery. Many of our Area Offices regularly
_publish newsletters for all employees 'which highlight changes in personnel poll-
'cits. The Bureau' requires that bulletin boards have Various policies and regu-
lations 'Posted where employees have tiecess to them- The Bureau distributes a
variety of manuals and handbooks frozn\various sources on personnel and labor
relations subjects which give detailed guidance_ to managers and supervisors on
such subjects as: Labor contract administration and negotiation of labor agree-
ments.We are now_ revising the Bureau's Performance Evaluation program, which
is a big feature of a sound employee relations program. The goal of this pro-
gram is to communicate to each employee what management expects him or
her to do in the position they occupy, and establish standards of performance that
form the basis for awards and punishments.The Bureau provides for formal upward communication of dissatisfactions
and concerns on human relations issues by employees in the Grievance Proce-
dure. The Bureau procedure in 1976 processed hundreds of individual employee
grievances, the overwhelming majority of which were settled at the informal
stage. However, on a bureau-wide basis 134 grievances reached the formal
stage and 38 hearings were held. Note : Several of these hearings involved ap-
peals of adverse actions. The Bureau is actively working with the- Departznent
to naake significant changes in the present grievance procedure to improve it as
a problem solving vehicle.

DISCIPLINE AND ADVERSE ACTIONS
The basic source of guidance on ethical conduct of BI3 employees is Part 20.

DM 735 Department "of the Interior Regulations Employee Responsibilities andConduct. It is the expressed policy of the Bureau to -use discipline as a construc-
tive tool in. securing ma-XiMUM employee contribution to the Bureau mission. Our
discipline policy encourages both supervisors and employees to maximize the use
of motivators in securing employee contributions_ to the accomplishment of the
Bureau's mission. To this end the Bureau has made a major commitment to an
Incentive Awards program which annually recognizes 480 employees who have
significantly exceeded normal standards of accomplishment Notwithstan4ing
these positive motivators, corrective discipline is sometimes required both to
correct offending employees and to maintain discipline and morale among all
employ_ee71.4--__Xffectire discipline is timely, fair and effects positive results_ We are
now process Of publishing a new Bureau handbook on Etaplbyee Responsi-
bilities and Conduct, which gives 'detailed guidance to managers and supervisors
on how to -establish a constructive and positive discipline program_

It should be noted that almost one-hair of all BIA employees are in the
Excepted Service and. therefore, do not enjoy the right to appeal their Adverse
Actions to the Federal Employees Appeals Authority as do racist Federal Em-
ployees.: The Bureau and the Department hare, therefore, established an appeals
procc.dure for such employees _whiff includes a full evidentiary hearing to
correct this inequity. In this..ma.nWer all Bureau employees have ful1 due nrocess
'rights to a thorough review of all Adirerse Actions to insure- agaInst arbitrary
treatment_ While many Federal "Agencies do not provide such a program for their

.-.excepted employees because of the time Allid expense involVed. BIA -believes that
all employees should be entitled to a full -arid fair :hearing where important em-
ployment rights issues are at stake.

. .

GMED FOR MECUM PASTY

The report identifies a neckk3 to improve the training of managers and super-
visors in labor relations topics_ heartily agree that more training is necessary
although 600 managers -and supervisors hare attended, such training in the last
-three years. High turnover and numerous .transfers and reassignments have
decreased the benefits of such training.
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One goal identified by the report is to decrease the need for third-iit.rty

relations. Perhaps a few "commen on this
inter-

t.svention in management-employee
recommended goal are in order: (1). BO- 11491 as amended and the rentesgrievance procedure grant protected rights- to the union and eaeh ern Ioyeeto request such in when they feel - it is required (Management cannotcontrol third party intervention ). (2) There is often a therapeutic effect when athird party enters a dispute where both parties will not or cannot comprothise.3) 'Where a serious problem exists it is in the Iong term interest of the organiza--rion to recognize it and' deal with it and, (4) A strong pro-active managementlabor relations program which seeks to maintain Managerial control of the-organization and the ability to accomplish the Bureau's mission will oftenincrease third party intervention over the short term. For these reasons' we feelit is not meaningful to count instances of third party intervention and makeassessments without consideration of the reasons for such intervention. We thinka 'more realistic approach is to attract and train- labor-and-eruployee,relationsspecialists who are capable of maximizing the benefits of 'third- party cases aii-d-protecting the Bureau's ability to accomplish its mission.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
While the regulations governing employment and. financial interests of ern-ploy-ee'S are located in 20 DM 735 Employee Responsibilities and Conduct. webelieve a separate discussion of this topic is called for_ In general, the regulationswhich apply to /3/A are the same as those that apply to all federal employees-- However, in recent months there has been- a recognition that the Bureau's Selfneterminatiou and Indian Preference obligations create a unique circumstancefor Native Americans employed bs; the Bureau_ After months of research.preparation, drafting and consultation with the Department's legal staff, specialexceptions for Native Americans employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs wereapproved by the Civil Service Commission and published in the Federal Registeron December 23. 1976- In essence, these exceptions provide that a. Native Ameri-can employee Of the Bureau may with the approval of the; Commissioner, be in-volved in tribal affairs and hold certain personal assets on tribal lands whencircumstances Justify and no real or apparent conflict of interest is created.Since each and every request for exception must be handled individually, wehave experienced a tremendous increase in workload: Since our Personnel Offi-cers also serve as Deputy Ethics Counselors this workload has fallen upon theirshoulders and the Branch of Employee and Labor Relations in the CentralOfflee. More and more indepth research of holdings, customs_ work prOceduresand Indian law are necessary to properly advise the Commissioner on the ap-plication of these new exceptions. We need adequate staff to insure that the twingoals of Increasing self4letermination through development of Indian leadershipand protection of the integrity_of the Bureau are achieved.No_ 15. Establish and install performance measurement standards_The Bureau is- in agreement that performance standards are needed_ It willdevelop standards tailored to fit the environment of each position In consultationwith the affected tribe(s). The institution of Bureau-wide standards cannot beaccomplished except for certain Bureau support progran:ss: The Bureau questionsthe cost savings figure and doesn't agree that it will be 515 million- --No. 1e.. Initiate a. program to improve and facilitate general communicationsbetween Central Office and field superviors.

The Bureau will strive to attain this. Modifications to emoting communicationsystems will .1}e. undertaken after consultation With the Indian tribes_ Improvedcommunication will require travel and the Congress. has cut the Bureau's travelfunding for the second consecutive year-. .No. 17_ Develop a concise .statement on critical issues.
.Because- internal pont:v.- directionlis the prerogative of .an organization head. itis unwise to coxrunit the newlynominated lk-cistant Secretary for Indian Affairsto _specs is response to this recommendation The Department will request thatthe Assistant Secretary provide the Secretary with a timetable for his -takingaction on this recornmcndation.

No. IS. Improve the Management by Objective pr."gram.MBO is but one management style now in use within- the Bureau. Where It isbeing used it will be strengthened_ Many of the other systems now in use are pat-terned after MBO and operate similar to it However, flexibility of the =tanager.
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is important, and each should be, allowed to choose the management style most
suited to -him-

o2 "I9:: Expedite the Automatic Data Processing Modernization Study to ensure
completion by January 1, 1977. .

The- Bureau highly approves of this recommendation. The Bureau has already
initiated its MBO process in FY 1970 with some encouraging . results. To date,the short term aspects of replacement of present hardware will be completed by
1Noveniber 1977. Step two of completing-an application analysis of the system "van
be completed by the end of July 1977. A projection of FY 1981 has been estab-
lished to install a complete adequate system.

,No. 20. Complete Applications Analysis Section of the Modernizaon. Study by
October- 1, 1977.

The Bureau is in agreement with this recommendation. Presently. technical
analysis resource requirements are being augmented by GSA Region VII.. Man-
agement Task committees have been established in several critical areas and are
resolving Informational data and reporting requirement.~_

-No. 21. Add RemoteAccess and Interacting Capabilities to Reduce ProceSsing
Time and Increase Computer Program Development Effipiency.
__I:4e Bureau corresponds with this recommendation and have completed and
inciudeifiEh-e-following-key-iteras_forAmplementation : (a) Fiscal. year 1977 ex-
-pansion of prototype terminal system has been develope-(r.irr-Iisc:ri-year--197-a-and__
is beginning to be proved at the area and key program office levels - (b) fiscal
year 1977 implementation of applications on remote terminal's developed and/or
initiated in fiscal year 1976 ; and (e) fiscal year 1978 expansion of remote termi-
nals to the agency level.It should be 'noted that the present Central processor Capability does not
include a COM.131)Xtunica Lions Front-End Capability which limits the direct inter-
action of remote terminals with the Central Processor. Techniques have been
implemented, however, to facilitate remote terminal tele-processing to a cen-
tralized-terrainaltape conversion unit in Albuquerque.

o. 22. Develop an Inventory System for a Comprehensive Equipment Manage-
ment System..We agree with the recommendation. For the past two- years, two task forces
have been engaged in the development of inventory systems for management of
real and personal property. These groups have nor identified and defined all
elements and are ready for the development of a computer software program.
This is primarily a. management system but can serve as a nucleus program for
developing an equipment utilization system..

Develop Standardized Material and Supply Inventory Systems.
We agree with the recomMendation- The plan recommended is similar to supply

depot operations of the military, which, from all reports,' has reduced operating
costs and increased efficiency. A. thorough study of Bureau procurement, storage,
and utilization in all areas will be necessary to determine the extent of central-ization and inventory which will best meet our needs, that is, by areas or by
regions. - .

rrr. Management information
The recommendations presented in. the A.IPB.0 management study imply that

the management of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is less than ideal and indicate
improvements which should be made. The Bureau is well aware of most of the
deficiencies identified and has taken, or is now preparing to take, action to over-
come these_ In responding to the recommendations numbered 15 through 18, theBureau voices general agreement with the report. It has specific reservationsabout embracing the recommendations in -their entirety which is also
communicated -' ".

In-its response to T5 and 18. the Bureau questions the validity of Burenuwideapplication of remedial measures ;--in commenting. on 16, it points to funding
restrictions on -complying - and in answering 17,' it stresses the need for main-
taining general policy direction with closer attention to the integration of Critical
issues into the directis:e system. The greatest reservation held by the Bureau con-
aerns imPosing She necessary modifications without first determining the desires
and needs of the Indian tribe. espeCially in light of Public Law" 93635. The
Bureau states that the management of -Indian Affairs is the responsibility of
both. the Bureau and the tribes and insists that greater attention be paid to sha.r-
Lng this responsibility. Finally, the Bureau questions the vaLidit,-- of the savings

22-2S5-78-7.--11
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estimate in 15 given the absence of cost data and the analyses undertaken by the.,
study team. . .

25. The Bureau is not in opposition- to establishirig performance measurement
standards for its personnel and the positions theyoccupy. Indeed, a major effort
in this direction was recently (June 317.7). begun 'through the establishment of
standards for Facilities Engineering functions in the Navajo .Area_ These stand-
ards_ may- have ve applicability for similar function.sthroughout. the Bureau.

. There is also a _strong possibility that -a similar effort could show productive.-
results if - applied to other Bureau functions. At issue is the .application of-
industrial engineering techniques to establish- standardS for all functions in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Bureau is primarily charged with .fulfilling.the-
trust responsibility of the Federal Government to Indian tribes as administered'.
by the Secretary. Because tribes are political entities comprised. of. individuals,.
the Bureau operat._-s and/or administers service programs which benefit Indianpersons. It is thus a human resource oriented organization rather than one
which is oriented to the production of tangible. standardized objects- To arbi-
trarily determine that an educator who teaches children from families where -there is no familiarity with English is to have the same standards as the edu-
cator Who teaches children with an opposite background would undermine the
effectiveness of the Bureau's educational. system. The same is true for the other
functions dealing with human servicesPrograms.

. In addition. _there are cultural and language barriers to the establishment of
Bureanwide_performance_ standards. If one considers cultural diversity to be a
necessary and important ConiPoiient-Orthe-A-rnerican--Indian- heritage. as does the- -Secretary. the prostitution of high ideals will be necessary to institute uniform.
rerformance standards in the- Bureau of Indian Affairs.- This is undoubtedly-.
neither, necessary nor desirefi by ,.the Commission_ Each of the 400 American.
Indian tribes is a unique entity and to attempt development of single perform
ante standards will undermine the individuality. of the tribes.It is possible, however. for the Bureau to establish and install performance-
measurement standards which are tailored to fit the program. function. and
environment to which they will be applied. To do so will require the concerted
effort of the. Bureau. the Department. and the Indian tribes and. consequently, .will require -time_ The endorsement of this effort will not be lacking from the
St.eretary's office: the results which can be realized from such an .undertaking-..
will strengthen the Secretary's ability to fulfill his trust responsibility obliges-/Towever, the Secretary will not endorse nor be a party to a unilateraleffort.

It is time 'for everyone to recognize and accept the underlying premise of Public--
Law 93--63S and the concept of Indian Self-Determination. Indian tribes now
have a joint respon.Sibility.. along with the DTA_ for Indian Affairs. The effort-
put forth in'TshouIdering that responsibility is also to be a joint undertaking._
Tribes are beginning to establish and install nerformanee measurement stand-
ards for those programs and functiOns which they are operating under cox tract,
but this is only a minor step when compared to what the tribes can do. Public -La.w .9:1(138 allows tribes to undertake "the planning.- designing.- monitoring And

. 'ex-air:at:a= of Federal programs serving the tribe'? [Sec. 104(a) (4)3.. If-the I3IA is to establish and install performance measurement standards on its
own. how can the approximate/y 400 Indian tribes plan. design. monitor or
evaluate the Federal programs which the Bureau operates?. It is inconceivable
that the Congress intended that Sec. 104(a) (I). not be applicable to the Bureau- .of Indian Affa irs programs_

The trvinacs-rnent study report indicates "notenital annual. savings would be
about $15 million." This was competed on the basis of "5% of the total man-.
.agement expetts-e bud:zret." The costs to be incurred in installing and operating the
system were :absent.; Perhaps this is clue to the recognition by the study team
that empty words and-broken promises are an everyday fact of life in the tribe-Federal relationship and therefore an extremely cheap commodity.,One certain-
ly wonld admit that the satisfaction derived therefrom lum a negative value.

We in the Department of the Interior are committed to Sec. 304(A) (4) -and,-. feel that the bilateral development and establishment of performance measure-
ment standards-Ls vital to that commitment. To meaningfully involve tribes in-
that effort will be expensive_ Calculations of the cost of providing grants to tribes,
financing salaries of Federal employees' assigned- to work on this task. necessary
travel expenses, and costs of computerizing the standards will require time, but
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the tot,*1 will demonstrate a highly inflated "savings" figure was presented by
the management review team.To computerize and keep functional. the performance measurement system will
be the largest expense. The cost of maintaining a computerized system may be
greater than that of installing. one maintained by individual program managers
and the loss in speed and accuracy may not be sufficient to preclude a non-com-
puterized operation. Because. the cost is so great we do not feel it would be fair
to siphon from funds that could go to tribes the money required to computerize
this effort.Moieover, the administration of performance measurement standards by a
non-thinking, unsympathetic computer will exacerbate the human relations
problems which will- be encountered in the installation and operation of the
system. To create other problems in solving an existing problem is antitheticaL.--
to sound management practice. We therefore propose that only-those performance
measurement criteria which can be' applied Bureauwide be computerized.

That impediments to resolving this recommendation will exist regardless of the
method of implementation is recognized. Change is resisted, even when that
change portenrIs improvement. Nevertheless, these obstacles can and ,willebe iden-
tified.. and overcome as the 'Bureau implements its performance measurement
effort.16. The Bureau concurs that communications can and should be imprOvecL
Personal contacts require face-to-face as well as telephone communications to
achieve the greatest result. Improved communication involves more than face-to-_
face contact It requires a. commitment on the part of managers to develop and
use communication procedures and channels. We will strive to Attain this, using
existing procedures, as our first priority. Concurrently, the Bureau will seek ad-
vice front the tribeS -and-its field offices on how best to achieve the-modification
of the exisitng system which is required to fully facilitate improved -communi-
cations. . . -

A program to improve communications between the Central Office and field
supervisors would expedite the Bureau's mission to assist tribes and to provide
service to tribal members_ Any program which is developed must incorporate the
concept of personal: face-to-face contact: however, this will require that Central
Office program stair visit field installations periodically to foster an improved
understanding of the field operations_ Extensive travel is required, and for the
second consecutive year the Bureau's funding for travel has been cut by the

S. Congress.17. The lack of up-to-date policy and procedures manuals is recognized by
the Bureau and efforts have been underway for some time to give currency to
the system.. The responsibility for keeping manual issuances current rests with
the affected program office; Management Research and Evaluation merely co-
ordinates this effort In keeping with the recommendations of the management
review team this Division will, in the future, give more attention to reviewing
the conciseness and consistency of manual releases.

Because of the diversity of program services provided by the Bureau it will
be necessary to maintain an extensive policy directives system. Each of the
program directories must be able to, provide its field personnel and the service
population with guidance on operating procedures if the Congress' concerns
-are to he communicated to the Burean's personnel. Only in this manner will it
be possible for thief Bureau to translate those concerns into action consistent
with the Congress" desire-The issues-which are critical at any one time may. differ from those of another
time. The directives system. therefore, must be such that specific critical issues
can be handled in a timely manner_ The system provides for this. Directives
:ire general rather than specific. Still the issuances are voluminous and require
substantial time for reading and careful study.. For this reason it is improbable
that all managers will be conversant with program directives other than their
own_ We recognize : that knowledge of services and functfons throughout the
Bureau would result in more cooperation among program managers and better
services to the Indian people.Moreover- thi: advent of Public Law. 03M3S has increased the need for closer
coordination between and among the various programs. Indian tribes which
operate service delivery mi-ehanisms frequently combine program functions on
their reservation in order to better manage the programs. Inconsistent and im-
precise issue guidance is not conducive to the tribes' proper management of their
delivery systems.
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Likewise, the integration of the policies coutained in Public 03-G3S with those

of the substantive legislation establishing the various Bureau programs is of
concern to the tribes. The Bureau has established an Indian Self-Determination
Staff to orchestrate Bureau activities so that integration can be accomplished.
This office does no issue policy without the Commissioner's approval, however..

Because policy direction is the prerogative of the Commissioner, it is unwise
to commit the soon-to-be appointee to specific policy statements. However, the
Secretary can, and shall, request that the individual who is appointed to that
position be cognizant of the Task Force's concerns and provide the Secretary
with a timetable for his tak.ini- action on this recommendation. It is anticipated
that the new Commissioner-can begin this effort during the first quarter of his
reLlure.This is not to imply that the Bureau is doing nothing in the interim. The Policy
Plannin-, Staff is coordinating the compilation of critical issue statements which
receive the Commissioner's 'and his line officers' attention. The system is similar
to that developed for and used by the Secretary's office. A sample listing of those
Issues receiving the Commissioner's attention during the past month is provided.

Also. at the Bureau's request, National ArchiC-es and Records Service (NARS),
which has Governmentwide responsibility for directives management, has com-
pleted reconnaisaace study of the Bureau's directives system. NARS suggested
two alternatives to improve the Bureau's directives system. The Assistant Sec-
retai'y for Indian Affairs will review the NARS recommendations and make a
decision on implementation of improvements. Once the decision.. Is made, NABS
has agreed to revise the instructions on the Bureau manual system, develop as
external directives system for issuing guidelines to the tribes and other members
of the public, and give training to Bureau employees. The Division of Manage-
ment Research and Evaluation will coordinate the project, schedule the imple-
mentation, and provide advice and assistance to the proigana offices updating

or preparing new manual material.
18..The Bureau agrees with the aproach taken in the discussion of this recom-

mendation pertaining to-. the 31130 process. The suggestions for making MBO
an effective management tool are worthy of consideration and implementation..
Management by objectives is one of several management tools in use within the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. At the time of the policy review study the system was
used by Commissioner Thompson and several of his Area Directors in their man-
agement of Bureau activities.Variation on the 31130 theme are still in evidence throughout the Bureau.
The Bureau's personnel office works to resolve critical issues through the imple-
mentation of -its "action plan"- This is an 31130-type system which has been
tailored to meet the needs of that office. Other offices have refined MBO to fit
their particular needs. The Budget system in use by the Bureau is a 31130-type
plan. The rights protection issue plan and the Public-Law 93-638 Management _
Information Sytera are further exaraples.

A _management tool which works for an individual manager or office may be
unsuitable for another, however. Flexibility to tailbr a management system to
fit the manager of the function and the problem or-issue being dealt with must
be incorporated into /my viable organization_ The turnover in staff and line man-
tigers of an organization dictates that a dynamic system for management of that
organization be established. -To determine that one management style is better
suited than all others for that organization undermines the validity of the orzr-a-
mization. Furthermore, the Bureau must consider the needs and desires of the 400
Indian tribes which it serves. and elements of "contingency management," Space
Age Management," or "Results Oriented 3Lanagement" are perhaps more viable
than MBO for the Bureau manager..

29. Expedite the Automatic Data Processing Modernization Study to insure
completion by January 1, 19rt.

.The Bureau is most pleased with the detailed recommendations resulting from
the discussion containeeln this section of the AIPRC study. The modernization
program was, in fact. initiated as a Bureau MBO project in .fiscal year 1976. The
results to date have been most encourang and Is receiving good support from
Departmental staff functions involved. It is unfortunate in many respects that
progress has not been as fast as the Bureau would have liked. However, progress
has been solid and is following sound technical and professional plans. The pres-ent plans and schedules reflecting changes incorporated subsequent to the review

-by the Study Team are illustrated below for Key Milestone:
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StepsModernization action Short range Long range

1.. Replace present hardware:(a) Requiremeireedermition and economic analysis__ ____
(b) Departinent.and 'GSA approval of requirement_-.._______
(c) Department and GSA approval of solicitation document
(d) Vendor proposals received
(e) Vendor selection -----
(1) Installation.

2. Complete application analysis

Complete--- __- -_.Complete-----July 1977 ____ August 1977- _
November 1977-

July 1977.-
Fiscal year 1978.
Fiscal year 1978.
Fiscal year 1979.
Fiscal year 1979.

3.. install adequate system:
a) Preparation of workload specifications_

(b) System requirements definition and economic analysis
(c) Department and GSA approval of requirements
(d) Department and-GSA approval of solicitation document
(e) Vendor proposals received Fiscal year 1980.
(1) Vendor selection.. Fiscal year 1980.
(g) Installation Fiscal year 1981.

20. Complete Applications analysis section of the modernization study by Oe-
tober 1. 1976.The Bureau is in complete accord with discussions related to this recommenda-
tion. It is unfortunate that sufficient resources to expedite this analysts are not
available to the Bureau from either the technical analysis capability or the
availability of managerial Involvement. This is not to imply that the analysis
being neglected or unsupported_ At present, technical analysis resource require-
ments are being augmented by GSA Region VII, Ft. Worth, Tex. Management
task committees have been established in several critical areas and are revolving
informational data and reporting requirements. It is anticipated that this effort
to establish a .basic applications structure and data need will result in the work
load specification identified in the previous recommendation (Recommendation
19)

21. Add Remote-access and Interactive Capabilities to reduce processing time
and increase computer program development efficiency.
--The -Bureau. is-in -general_a=eement with the discussion related to this recom-

mendation. The major problems of impleiiienta.tion -relate to the Bureau's progress
toward upgrade of Central Processing Capabilities to .91equatel3r interface with
remote terminals, development of software to accomc-,... distributed data, and
technical resources to accomplish the necessary c -ges in an acceptable
timeframe-At the present time, the Bureau's plans have been --clapleted and include the
following key items :(a) Fiscal year 1977 expansion of prototype terminal system has been devel-
oped_ in fiscal year 1976 and is beginning to be proved at the area and key pro-
gram office levebt.

(b) Fiscal year 1977 Imvie.znentation of applications on remote terminals de-
veloped and/or initiated in scal.-year 1976.(c) Fiscal sear 1978 expansion of remote terminals to the agency leveL It
should be noted that the present Central Processor Capability does not include a
Communications Front-End Capability which limits the direct inter-action of
remote terminals with the Central Processor. Techniques have been implemented,
however, to facilitate remote terminal teleprocessing to a centralized terminal
tape conversion unit in Albuquerque. A compatible tape is then prepared for
processing on the central computer.. Output reports are transmitted through the
same system to the remote terminals. This essentially gives the Bureau the capa-
bility of 24-hour remote Batch operations. The projected upgrade or the Central
Processing Capability will give the Bureau a direct interface which will facilitate
both remote Batch and Conversational Communications modes.At the present time, the Bureau studies indicate that it is not technicall3r or
economically feasible to modify the existing equipment to incorporate a. com-
munications controller_ In order to continue the Bureau's steady progress on themodernizr.tion program, available resources are being applied to the short term
upgrade of the Central Processor which will have a Communications Capability
and software development responsive to immediate user needs-

22_ Develop an inventory sysi.eux for a comprehensive equipment management
system.We agree with the recommendation.. For the past two years, two -task forces
have been engaged in the development of inventory systems for management of



real and personal property. These groups have now identified and defined all
eIenu and are ready for the development of a computer software program.
This is primarily a management system but can serve us a nucleus program for
clevelnping an equipment utilization system.

2.3. Develop standardized material and supply inventory systems.
We agree with the recommendation The plan recommended is similar to supply

depot operations of the military. vrk.:z.1%Nkrom all reports, has reduced operating
costs and Increased efficiency. A thorough study of Bureau procurement, storage.
and utilization in all areas will be necessary to determine the extent of centrali-
zation and inventory which will best meet our needs, i.e., by areas or by regions
(more than one area).

[Memorandum]
DIEPARTM =CT OF rrrE INTERIOR.

SITREA.17 OF INDIAN ArrAnts.
Washington, D.C. September 14, 1976.

Central and Area Office Directors.
From : Acting Deputy Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Subject Personnel Management Action Plan for BIA.

Attached is a copy of the subject PIan and its September 7 transmittal memo-randum. A separate copy of this material is being mailed to your Area per-
sonnel (or. where appropriate. administrative officer) so that they, hopefully,
will have received it before leaving for the Portland personnel officer conference.

The Plan of Action now needs review within the Bureau. You are requested
to duplicate and distribute further copies in your Area or Central Office direc-
torates.Based on your careful reading. please be ready to discuss the Plan at the next
Directors' conference. where it will be the major agenda item. Current thinking
Is for the meeting to take place in Denver in mid- October.

TnEODORE C. X.RENZNE.
Enclosui

[Memorandum]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIT E I:NTERIOR.

BrramArr OF INDIAN Ars:Ants.
Washington, D.C.. .S'epternb-er 7, 1976.

Tc : Commissioner of Indian Affairs_
From : Paul Lorentzen. Project Manager.
Subject : Personnel Management Action Plan for DT 1.

Attached is your copy of the Personnel Management Action Plan for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. As provided by the March 2Z Agreement procedures.
X have given copies to the four members of the BIA Personnel Management Task
'Group and requested them to meet with me in a. few days to clear the proposed
review procedures:

Distribute Plan now to all Central Office and Area Directors and Personnel
Officers.

Hold discussion meetings with top managers and personnel officers. in October.
. 1.w Washington. D.r.. Albuvierque and Billings. for further clarification. explana-

tion. and initial reactions.
Receive written comments in Central Office by October 31.
Make revisions (if any). and conduct appropriate consultations with tribal

groups.
Transmit final Bureau Action Plan to Department by December 15, indicating

specific time frame and resource commitments.
Ia summary. this Plan contains =I' major actions which are considered essen-

tial for resolving the present complex of personnel management problems in
the Bureau. The Plan speaks to the background and environment of these prob-
lems in order to address fundamental causes rather than purely symptoms_ Gen-
eral. human resource. and personnel function management improvement actionsare includedas indicated by the table of contentsand their interrelated
nature is stressed_
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The extensive discussions held with the Bureau's manager and personnel
.staffs were invaluable to the development of this Plan. In fact, very little, a any,
of its contents is original or creative An that the views and suggestions from
within the Bureau itself were the basis for all of its components. For example,

was specifically urged by several persons to include a section on "an alterna-
tive option," and hope that it provides the germ for a much more intensive study
of this subject.Mr. Commissioner I trust that my frame of reference and purpose are evident
To provide a plan of action calling for constructive work for several years to
come. based on an objective analysis not concerned with pi:telt:2g blame or fault-
finding. The factors which have led to the Bureau's current management situa-
`tion are so numerous and complex that there is ehlaroe" enough for allBureau,
Department, Civil Service Commission, OMB, Congress if that's the game.1.ie more vital question. however. is whether the Bureau has within itself
the capability to effect the needed changes. Here I was often discouraged clar-
ity= my months of readings and discussiglins.mince many persons in the past and
in the Bureau today Indicated they did not think so. However, I also found
myself talking to many who in my judgment are ready to be part of the solution.

I believe it can be done. Help and cooperation will be needed from manysourcesthe Department. Commission. Congress. etc.and this the Bureau
should demand. But ultimately, the Bureau together with the Indian people
will determine -how much progresm will be made.I am looking forward to participating in the review and approval process,
and want to be sure you know that I stand willing to help in any way with the
implementation of the Plan. Various actions could ::.-:art almost immediately.
The resources and time needed win be large ; I am ready to start contributing.

Thank you for the complete cooperation you and your managers have given
to use in this effort.

PATTL Lor.m=rracm.
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7. Further facilitate outplacement of non-Indians 398. Develop qualification standards/guidelines for major types ofpositions 409. Improve procedures for determining qualifications for specificvacancies 4110. Reissue updated and more specific guidelines for tribal consul-tation on personnel selections 42

11.. Develop and operate an effective position manageraent/classi-fication program 431",. Conduct management orientation and supervisory training inpersonnel managementPersonnel Function Management__ 471- Redefine and clarify the role of a personnel office 472. Establish a program. planning system_ 483.. Provide Bureaux-vide coordination within the function________ 484_ Improve operational methods
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A. March 25 agreementImprovement of personnel manageMentwithin BIA.
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PE:aso-s-zrEt. NAGEMEN ACTION PLAN' Fort TITE 33r-BF-4.17 OF INTMILN AFFAIRS

Oen- -.Rix o1 the Project
Daring the earl's- months of 1976. it became apparent to the Department's Officeof Organization and Personnel Management. the U.S. Civil Service Commission,and the Bureau of Indian Affairs itself that a. major effort must be made toaddress the signifies:It-and pervasive personnel management problems existing-in the Burean-------- ission's several personnel management evaluations conducted Bur-g the past year. as well as those conducted by the Bureau itself In coordina-

tion with the Department and the Commission, had resulted in written reportswhich showed severe and consistent mismanagement of the function. The prob-lems related to both technical. regulatory matters as well as the more systemic.,managerial aspects of the function- Many of the latter issues in need of improve-. went action (e.g. manageinent development. Indian recruitment. 'and personnel
office staffing) had also been identified by 'the Bureau's Personnel ManagementPolicy Review Board, which had been created in the fall of 1975 and deliveredvarious recommendations to the. Commissioner the following spring..

After several months of discussion and negotiation bad produced a. number ofdraft improvement proposals. an 1S-point Agreement"Action Proposal for Im-provement of Personnel 3anagernent- Bureau of Indian Affairs"was signedon March 25. 1975. between the Commissioner and the Assistant Secretary
Management_ While most of the Items concerned actions to be taken to address
immediate and urgent position ciaksificntion and personnel office staffing prob-
lems, the A.greement called for the designation by the Commissioner of a Project
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Manager (Paul. Lorentzen), who would develop coordinated Departmental-ZIA. Action Plan for Improvement of Personnel Management is the Bureau.
Copies of, the March 'r5- Agreement and the April 9 memorandum from the Com-
znissioner;rega.raing the role of the Project Manager are attached as Appendices
A. and - .- -
Sources of Information

In order, to adclres the full f:cope of the project"All aspects of personnel
management and management's direction of human resources, at- all organiza-
tional levels in B.L...A."the Project Manager used a variety of written and otherinformational sources- -In addition -to the personnel management evaluationreports mentioned above, written material ---41 various Bureau Manualchapters, the files of the Bureau's Personnel Management Policy Review Board,
books on Indian policy,- the 3.971._ Management Review Report on BLA, and a.
wide variety of publications produced by Area. Offices and tribal groups_

The most important information source consisted of the views and perceptionsof Bureau personnel themselves; obtained in numerous discussions and inter-
view In the Central Office, many rsark-s were held with the former Chief Per-
sonnel Officer, (who retired on April 16), the Acting Personnel Officer (who re-

, ported on. April 19 for a. 21/2 month assignment), and..the various staff members
in the personnel office. All Office Directors were interviewed, often. With their
key staff members. All 12 Area -Offices and the Albuquerque- "complex" were
visited, with lengthy discussions held with 110 man.agers* (including Area Di-
rectors, "Depuz.y Area Directors, Assistant Area Directors, Division Chiefs,
Branch Chiefs, and 'Superintendents) ; and 36 personnel officers and staff mem-

. bers- The views -of_ several- Indian 'tribal chairmen were also obtained during
these field. visists. On the same trips discussions were held with 25 officials of.
the Civil- Service Commission in the five Regional Offices servicing the Bureau
(Chicago, Dallas, Denver, San Francisco and Seattle)._

Another- valuable source .of information constituted the Project Manager'sattendance at the Bureau's Directors Conferencei July 21-23, in Sacramento,
-California. A. "Tentative Outline" of the Action Plan. had been prepared before-
hand-and was used as advance briefing material for participants in preparation
for the' two-hour discussion of _personnel manag-ement on the agenda for the
morning of July 22- The wide- rarging and lively nature of this discussion by
the top. management of .the Bureau was helpful input to the Action Plan In-
formation base. _

.
A_.kr.-rsis OP TIM M.A...NAGEMEXT PRour...z-m

Interrelated Nature of Personnel. Management
The way in which an organization obtains and uses the people it needs to ac-

coMplish its work--and the effecUverkess with which it thus performs its human
resource , (personnel) managementis directly related to the general znanage-
2:tient condition of the organization_

The personnel xnanagenient problems of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, identi-
fied by the evaluation reports and the perceptions of Bureau managers and per-
sonnel staffs themselves, are thus symptoms of the orgerkirction's basic manage-
ment problems_ The deficiencies in position classification, employment procedures,
and other technical/a.drainistrati-s-e aspects of personnel management; and the

`Weaknesses in staffing programs, training plans. decision/communication. methods
and other policy /managerial aspects of personnel- managementall find their
basic causes in the general management condition of the Bureau_ 'Therefore, ananalysis and understanding of this organizational/institutional situation must
precede any effort to address the personnel management problems_ And any
sonnel Management Action Plan for improvement must be based on the realitIA;s4
.of-the organization's general management effectiveness.

'The purposeor this analysis section, then. is not to hold Bureau ina.nagcs.-:-a.14
up to any searching light of inspection or fault-Ending, but rather to place the
-personnel management problems within their proper context so: that actions taken
will be aimed at real, underlying causes and thus result in lasting instead of only
cosmetic improvements.
Background to the Management Condition

The policy of American society towards its native pe3les has gone through anumber of stages, from remov I to concentration / reservation to individual allot-
"'An intP-resting side observation is that 57 of these Bureau field managers are Indian. and53 non-Indian.
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ment to tribal reorganization to relocation /termination to today's self - deter-
mination. Since 1831, when the Bureau of Indian Affairs was created, this orga-
nization has been the GoYernment's institution implementing and administering
these policies and their resultant programs.The past ten years, have seen as radical a shift in basic Indian affairs policy
as has ever occurred_ As part of the recent general trend in American societytoward greater involvement and expression by 'an population segments, Indian
people participated in the social and economic ferment of the 1960's and 70's.increasing their self-awareness and independence of action. The Presidential
messages -of March_ 196S and July 1070 called for rejection of the termination
policy of the previous decade, and the recognition of Indian. rights to self- controlof their future and self-operation of their prograna The Indian Self-Deterzana-
tion & Educ. A-sst. Act of 1974 (PI, 93-63S) gave a legislative foundation to this
new policy ; and the administrative extension of Indian preference in 1072 for
Bureau employment (confirmed by the Freeman and the Maneari decisions in
1974) provided the vehicle to "Indianize" the bureaucracy implementing these
policies_ Significant increases in appropriations for Indian programs occurred at
the same time, with many other Government agencies in addition to BIA. play-
in- a large role in meeting Indian needs.The actions and reactions associated with these fundamental policy and pro-
gram shifts often partook of the sudden, even revolutionary, character of the
general times. .7.71ii1e the first two Indian. Commissioners of Indian Affairs. in
the 1960's, gradually advanced the principles of consultation and coordination
with Indian tribes, during the earlY 1070's the complete top structure of the head-
quarters office was replaced by Indians using novel and extreme approaches in
their dealings with tribes and the bureaucracy itself. This internal situation of
BIA_ often termed "chaotic" and characterized as an organization with a broken
spine, was matched' in late 1072 by external events when Indians "took over" the
Bureau's building in Washington. D.C. for several days and produced havoc to
the "institutional glue" represented by records, files, and other documentation/
communication means.The resulting "interregnum" situation took several yeas to work out. and the
elarnaging after-effects are in most people's opinion still very much evident in theorganization_ The suspicion of Indians\ tovea.rds the Bureauand some say
towards Government policy - in general has increased ; white the ability of BIA
to exercise authority and serve as an eective instrument for enunciating clear
policies as well as fol,lowing through with well-designed programs, is severely-
questioned both inside and outside-the Bureau_
86cau Management Today.

The basic. shifts that occurred in the past few years in Federal governmentpolicy toward Indiar: affairs have bee revolutionary in themselves. Further,
they have presented unprecedented challenges to DIA as an instrument for pro-
g-kam development and an institution for program implementation_ In the process.the management of the Bureau itselfthe systems.. methods and procedures of
operatingon the whole attempted to deaIwitir the ,totally__ new- problems and
situations by employing basically the same attitudes_ app'ioaches and procedures
of the past.. Whe dints n<on-s.nd severity of the management pYoblerns now endemic

--in-the Bureau indicate the inadequacy of this strategy and prove the necessity for
seeking new directions_ -The shift in fundamental -values and 'objectives underlying MIA's raison
d'etrefront essentially conducting paternalistic operations to nominally advis-
ing and assisting self-governing equalshas had such sudden implications for all
parties that few have been able to "catch up." Congress, 011B. Interior, CSC, theBureau itselfall are struggling to understand what the new situation means-

. and requires in the way of implementing legislation. revised monetary arrange-
'nzents, different leadership and direction- and novel conimniiication methods_ Per-
Imps the party least successful in analyzing and coping-.With the changes needed
has been the institutional management within the Burean. :Itself_ Being a creature
of the past_ designed to serve the needs-of the past_ anc1-4.--eivarded for_addressingthe problems of the pastthe internal znanagemeniuttitution. has tended to
ignore. dep'ore, or misinterpret the changed conditiOns jirn it 'about- by the re-
direction of the Bureau_ -

'Several factors actually encouraged this non-constructive reaction, rather than
that of responding to the unprecedented challenges by developing new manage-

. anent solutions, including:
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A historic under-valuation of the signifmance of internal management in the

Bureau, which has never been held-up as a. paragon of good management;
A. pattern of defining the role of persons staffing various internal-Managementfunctions as basically that of followers (of orders and directions) rather than -

that of leaders (in effecting innovations, initiating decisions, etc-) ;The natural. inertia of the internal management institution- itself, which of
course was not consulted on the basic redirection of the -Bureau's mission, and
which was unable to see many advantages from its standpoint in. the new situa-
tion

A historic absence of the teamwork approach with c,.aechanisms for iclentifFickg
common problems and "Boating': ' them up to headqual tors for common resolut::Atu;.
this situation extended beyorid.-that-of healthy cieCentralization ;

The lack of continuity in top management leadership. which from t_e stand -
point of .managers outside of Washing-4--on, D.C.has added :up to a lack of Central-. --
Office capability- to provide real leadership. guidance-and assistance ; and

A lack of timely decision-making .capability, which is universally viewed-with-
in the Bureau itself as BIA's single most disabling managerialtrait_

Certain basic. interrelated requirements exist for effective management of any.,
organization- To the txtent that BIA fails to live up-to -these essentials, its man-
agerial improvement needs are revealed_ (The characterizations below, together
with selected quotes, are drawn directly' from and are representatiVe of the per-
eeptions of the Bureau's own managers)

1- Clearly deflizecZ and underxtood'mistrion. The basic.,reason'for its being has
become unclear and controversial in the Bureau_ To many of its managers. the
shift to tribal consultation and self-determinatiOn destroyed their basic. under-.
standing of the Bureau:mission : Making decision.s'for Indian constituents based
on possessing 'more and better knowledge-than -the Constituents, especially in the
area. of economic de-c'elop-rnent and trust 4.esponsibilities. "Managers are not sure
where the Bureau is gOing'.'is an often heard refrain Just recently a Bureau mis-
sion statement taskforce started to address th..ts.-:question by coming up with (1)
Trust responsibility and. (2) A g.overnMent-t6-goVernment -relationship as the
twin foundations for Bureau existence and program responsibilities. r

mission queStitins still remain the primary responsibility simply. to
help tribes do what they determine thek.Want to do? To becothe a large-scale
contract-monitoring institution? Oa- to say.r"Xo" occasionally to tribes, i.e. inter-
pose the Bnreau's-juftment on tribal determinations? Or, some managers in
their individual quest to define the-mission have come up wi.h, simply to provideBureau employment to Indians? The present search for a. formal mission -'.

recognizes the absence :.p.f such ,a common understanding and the. urgent
need therefor. -- . _

2- Common _acceptance .of program/objectives and rorcs. With the basic mission
--!acking clarity, it is not-surprisimr,..that -there--are deep--cOnflietithiii-the. -Bu-
reau regarding fundamental program objectives and roles_ The enunciation in
173 of the Central Office's- shift from an operational role to focussin:,-.
-policyllandg.et role has in most managers' opinion been neither-fully abided- by nor
of assistance to the -operational parts (Area offices and agencies) ,)f-the Bureau.
"Central Office Directors have not moved out of operations; there is friction be-
tween the Central Office and the Areas.'t And the role of the Area offices is equal-
ly controversial in the eyes of Many : A resource to draw upon for assistance. or a
severe. unwarranted restraint/on the needed operational freedom of the agencies
and their Superintendents.Basic program objectives and th=stsbe they in the education. natural-re-
sources, or community services fieldsare controversial in the minds of many

- managers from the standpoints of both legitimacy and the Bureau's instrumental.
ability to perform effectively. At present. for example, a complete redefinition of
the Education function and its objectives and organization is in .processfor the"umpteenth' time in recent years. as far- as most Bureau managers are con-
ceraed : using the wrong change methods ;,...-and-not.addressinf:,r-the basic questions
of what continuing need there is. if any, ft.ri. certain institutionswithin- the func-
tion. The appropriateness of various elements in the socjal/corrnnnity services
-program objectives is similarly severely questioned by Various Bureau managers-

"'The trouble with BIA. is that is doesn't have a firm set of objectives and no_
clearjy enunciated strategy."

. -1;7.-very Area-has drifted into its own 'channels, with no consistency and little
sharing among Area offices."

- .
4 4.
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The absence of common objeCtives and accepted roles in the Bureau (and of
Inter-Area communications) is graphically demonstrated by the complete incon-
sistency of Area office organizational arrangements goin.-, far beyond a -healthy"
prerogative fQr local adaptation and experimen=2. .on..Area offices often" display .

little compatibility with 'Central Office organ anion functions or titlitig -Prac-
-tices; present a confusing array of. Deputy Area Directors (or none). Assistant
Area Directors (or none). -DiYisionS" and -Branches" ,(used -interchangeably :
for the same organizational levels) ; and possess little knowledge of the organiza-
tional arrangement (and its underlying' reasons-) in any of the other Area offices.

--Throng.hout the Bureau yon'have programs operating without knowing what
they are supposed to do."

-There are so many different functions in the Bureau, each out for itself, and
not about to budge."

These statements are more understandable when viewed against the backdrop
of organizational role dysfunction and disarray.

3. Clear and timely policy formulation and i.ssuance. A common criticism
throughout the Bureau is the -absence of current Manual material, policy guid-
ance, and even plain responses of any kind from the Central Office on -policy ques-
tions. While the many extenuating circumstances making this situation more
Endersta.ndable are generally mentionedrapid. policy and legislative changes,
the proliferation of other agencies' Indian programs, numerous personnel changes
in the Central Office. the disruption of the -"take-over" and its after-effects, etc.
the fact remains that the average manager's -perception is that

"There are inordinate delays in getting guidelines to the field."
"We ask for help and direction, and get none."
"What policy pronouncements and revisions we get are not complete, leave out

the implications. and piovide no real guidance. Everybody is on his own,-each
like a little island."

--knolier major point _made -lack of involvement of Bureau operating man-
agers in policy formulation, thus missing the opportunity to build in commitment
to the resulting policies.

4. "Application of common procedures, rules and -regulations_
"Each Area has its own unspoken rules, resulting in many inconsistencies

*mong the Areas in services provided to the Indian people."
-There is a general feeling that WA doesn't haVe to follow any regulations."
"The former Bureau -leadership in effect ordered ,,rts to violate rules and

reguln tibias." --

These typical comments by managers Indicate that a_ general breakdoWn in
programmatic discipline is perceived as one of the chief management problems
or the Ilureirit. And there is often a strong feeling that "sticking to the rules and
revs" in many matters is still unwanted, results in being considered and treated,
as "uncooperative." and might jeopardize one's status and career: .

5. Communication- system for teamscork_ The common perception in the Bureau__
is that there is an absence of effective Bureauwide coro.municlztions in manage--
merit matters: This has already been, exemplified above, as within the Education
functiOn and its current redirection. and'In .general- poliv__formulation and-its
lack of organizational involvement. Many -examples were offered Central--and--- --
Area office managers of topics and concerns -urgently needing forums for group -

discussion and wide organizational communication. but which are ,not accorded
such treatment. The -rear' issues and problems concerning Bureau programs and
management matters are generally avoided in whatever meetings or conferences
are held. and it is the perception. that this is a_ deliberate tactic or style to avoid
Controyersy and the necessity to "bite the bullet."

In many Area offices
-this

:zame lack of effective-com. municrrtions-for-teamwork
exists among -prtlgrnrn fnn-ctions. and between them and the agencies. "We corn-, --mirritente onlY in crises" is one manager's statement of the Bureau's compa.unica-tior. . . -

Progreint era7umtion ogrrinsrt standards for accountability. There Is no system
for evaluating program effectiveness in the Bureau. Several managers mentionedthis as one of the key managerial deficiencies which contributed to the total
problem -situation.

want an overall evaluation-of my agency."
"Wg. are spending_ millions of dollars. and should be looked at periodically."
"The Departmental audits have no effect: nobody-takes-.any actiOrt on thin."
"We-.1mve no _system for getting the facts and figures to base organizational

and Manpower allocation changes on." -
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.With basic missions and programs in controversy, policies and guidelines
/ -unclear, and common-procedures generally absent, it would- be difficult to produce

standards against which to measure program effectiseness--which undoubtedly
accounts for their absence. Managers voicing their concerns in this area ars
probably those who feel that a true evaluation (or --inspection.") ope.-ation would
necessarily 'uncover the many problexxis" and contradictions they see as inherent
in the application of the new self-determination and tribal consultation policies
so that something would have to happen to correct-what they, believeris an undis-
ciplined, "candy store" situation clia.racterized by --politics and favoritism" in
relation to Providing services to the-Indian -people. Our managers are used todoing illegal things for so loilg that they don't know they are illegal any more"
is one manager's way of putting it

Many managers do not feel that this standard-less, program effectiveness -lest
management style_ of operation is ultimately benefiting Indian people, -since it in.
reality is based on a demeaning' conception of them as children rather than asmature adults who will be held accountable_

The Bureau must learn to say "no' occa.sionnaly, stick to some standards.
'stand up' to tribes for their own goodand they will understand and cooperate
if they respect the Bureau's leaders and policies- But if you act this way now,
you. are threatened and persecuted."

These viewsas well as the others in this analysiswere expressed by Indian
and non-Indian managers alike, when they were expressed.

7_ :internal management problem-solving and decision-making ability. The Bu-
rean's ability to solve its own managerial problems and make the necessary timely
decisions for effective internal management is severely questioned by its - ownmanagers.

"Nobody listens to our problems, and nobody gives a damn."
"Instead of addressing questions regarding effective organizational arrange- .ments; better utilization of our manpower resources. the best technology and

professional expertise available BIA is absorbed with political problems "
-The Bureau do.; mot waist manpower allocation, position management, work

meai-tursment studiesdoesn't want, to know -.the facts- regarding._ improvement
possibilities in archaic methods in use. They just want- the status quo and no
ripples."

Whether the -Bureau "wants' " these tools or not. the fact is that there is agree-
thent that effective ntechaniSms for ferreting out the problems and making timely
decisions on these matters are mostly absent. The criticism of delaysjin decision-
makingon filling specific vacancies. allocating employment ceilings, approving
proposed organizational changes. coordinating budget and staffing considerations,
and similar internal management mattersis as intense and vivid as any subject
addressed by the managers of the Bureau_

a General confidence in and respect for leader87t,ip. It is hardly necessary to
dwell on the -fact that the above .analysis of the management condition of 137A
adds up to a very general lack of confidence in or respect for leadership in the
organization_ At whatever levelagency to Area. office (and vice versa). Area
(+ince to Central Office (and vice versa), program* function to staff function (andvice versa); Central Office function to another Central Office functionthere
typically. isa deep. feeling of frustration and lack of di.rection..

Many believe that this is a. natural resulf'Of the. unprecedented events of the
past decade when so often a physical vacuum actually existed in leadership posi- .tions and, frlso often in their perception.- the even worse situation of abortive ordestructive leadership prevailed_ Verbal expressions of the feelings take the form
of "overwhelming trauma." "a. ors's'anization" and "lack of integrity." Stillothers attribute much of the situation to the increased racial fictionalization orthe Bureau produced by. the 1972-74 extension of Indian preference and its .

application since_ They speak of-the inability of most non-Indian career employees
to make the psychological shift inherently required by the radical policy changes,
ard of the over-reacting attitudes of many Indians caused by the. years of dis-
erissination they feel they suffered in the past_

The significant .points of the above ferif*lysis is not. so much-to what extent the
Rureau does or does nog s...-vhibit these managerial dysfunctions, as it is that the
Bureau's managers themselves generally perceive the problems as stated. This is..the organization's analysis of its own situation, and as such is the managerial
reality within which operations-proceed-
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Towards Solutions

It would be astonishing .if the Bureau of Indian Affairs had not been- expert-encing severe management problems and difficulties in keeping pace with the _

challenges flung at it during the past decade_ Every organization in American
society---Government or privatewith the task of providing services to people
has been faced with novel demands and inadequate resources due to the meat
changes that have occurred, in the people themselves, their problems and their
self-perception.s. 'With responsibilities in many ways similar to those of local .rov-ernraents, the Bureau has been dealing with the same forces and restraints as
have the struggling cities and towns throughout the country..But more so : The additional, unique factors of the BEI. situation such
America's continuing ambivalent feelings and policie_.- regarding its native people :
the Federal government's "trust -iespo-ritility" towards recognized Indian tribes
and,_=-onps.. and the contradictions in_ terms within this concept.; the
element of ''sovereignty" in Indian affairs arising from treaties and a renewed -
stream of court decisions the multitude of -differences in problems and -need-
perceptions of the many tribes themselvesall make it considerably more difficultfor the Bureau to respond adequately in regard to such desiderata as clearly
_defined missions, commonly accepted objectives, timely policy formulation, etc-
As an agent of the Indian people themselves. and as a bureaucratic (in the best
sense of the word) instrument of the Federal government too, the contradictors
nature of the Bureau's role is built,into the situation and has significant impact
on its ability to manage itself-Thus the Bureau faces the same complex of internal management problems asall other institutions todayof organizing itself for results, obtaining and allo-
cating adequate monetary resources, hiring competence, providing a motivational
environment, utilizing best methods and teChnologies, developing and using a.
multitude of skills. maintaining meaningful communication systemsin addition
to coping with the legacy of historic and outdated dis.4-Tria' minatory attitudes and
current needs and desires to "catch up?' .

Many of the forces have created today's management condition have
been, -and _continued to be, beyond the control of .the organization itself and itsleaders. Those elements which are subject to mana.--ement inthience are alsocrucial. however, and constitute the agenda for whatever improvements are to
be made. The seeds -for these actions will often be found within the Bureau itself;others will call for coordinated steps with various other parties in the total
problem environment, such as the Interior Department,, the Civil. Service Com-
mission, OMB. arid Congress-The solution outlinean-Ucipating the action steps
expanded upon belowrevOlves around:An institutional focus (leadership role) for effective internal managementA problem identification, analysis and solution proposing instrument in the
organizational, manpower allocation, and work methods areas.

A program evaluation function,-including standards.
A communication/team work management style_
A management developna.;_at program_

Txr-E PM:MONNE:I. MANAGEN.C:=C'T SITUATION

Relation:. , General Management
It is obvious that an organization with the type of general management sittia.-

tion one:tined above Will be experiencing severe problems in the management of
its human resources_ The essential components of general management effective-
ness missions. objectives, roles, Policies procedures; communication, standards,evaluation: decisions, leadershipare basically the same required elements
for effective personnel management- The whole purpose in presenting the preced-
ing section was to ensure that in' addressing the Bureau's Personnel manage-

-- -problems,- various- basic. causes stemmingfrom the_general ...management
-condition were identified and, to the extent practicable, included in the Action
Plan agenda_ .Thus, looking more closely at the personnel management situation in the
Bureau, often the reasons for a specific problem condition are directly traceable
back to elements treated in the general management analysis above- Similarly,
a. specific solution approach' in. personnel management will often require that
actions be taken In the general management realm..

There is a distinct purpose in repeating and re-emphasizing this matter of inter-
relationship : To overcome a serious misconception in the Bureau regarding the
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nature and role of, and responsibilities for., personnel xnanagenient. This con-
ceptual/definitional -problem is not unique to IIIA.; however,. the unfortunateeffects inherent in this pc:pular' misconception are greater in the case of the
Bureau because of the urgent need. for many improvement- actions. The. question.
becomes : Who are the responsible change agents ?
Conceptions of _Personnel 3fanagenzenr

Managers in 33L A., with few exceptions, understand personnel inanngetnent to
consist of the activities performed in the Bureau'z personnel offices, which are
in sum viewed as the processing services required by the Government's personnelsystem in order to effect those individual personnel actions raanagezneaat has
decided will take plaCe. Personnel management is thus seen as equalling the
personnel processing work imposed by -"the system." Representing an externally
imposed 'burden" to be borne by the organization, as a minimum those services
should therefore be performed quickly and routinely so that little d lay is experi-
enced by managers in classifying their jobs, filling their vaza.ncies, effecting their
promotion actions. processing their training requests, etc.

_Under thiS conception, the personnel office's. job is considered to be limited to
1mowing -the _system," being able to use it innovatively to satisfy promptly
managi-ment's needs and desires. and in "general to keep management "out of
trouble" in personnel -matters. The, manager's job is limited to seeing that the
personnel office performs in this' effective, servicing manner. The sole effeCtive- -

ness test of personnel management thus becomes whether the personnel office
explains to the manager bow what _he wants can be clone; rather than why it
cannot.This traditional role of personnel managementgenerally termed personnel
administration or personnel services, and recognized as-one legitimate personnel
function served the Bureau's needs fairly well for many years, as it did many
other organizations. Operating programs were comparatively well defined and
static ; organizational arrangements and position structures were generally, uni-
form and determined at headquarters-; positions were usually filled from internal
and/or. local sources through a "network of colleague-family-friend contacts and
the role perceptions of the personnel office staff members themselves generally
were no different from those held by management.

To the long list of forces, and events which during the past 10-15 years have
caused a radical change in the demands placed upon management in the human
resources field, so abundantly described in -many other places---the revolution
orgteni7.1vtional concepts, position management, job enlargement and enriennent,
manpower planning and ntili9'ation, equal employment opportunity, career de-
velopment. motivational management, labor relations, etc.., etc.must be-added in
the case of BIA the many challenges to and effects on. personnel policies and
practices of the unprecedented 'events -summarized above. The "battle of orga.-
nizational roles" of the early 1970s between the Central Office and the Areas ;
the extension of Indian preference to internal personnel actions : the institutional-ization of consultation with tribes on personnel matters ; the shift to contracting
Bureau functions to tribes : and the rapid changes in top leadership all placed
what proved to be an unbearable burden upon managers and personnel staffs.

Even if . the Bureau's conception.- of personnel management had been. broader
than' that described above, the challenges of the new' personnel management forces
and of the Bureau's own managerial "revolution" would have been difficult to
meet successfully. But with .this role definition unchanging.- what occurred was
inevitable : Managers blamed "the system" for imposing. further and unwanted
obstacles in their path of "getting the job done," and generally ignored or rejectedthe "obstacles" in order- to keep "operations as .usual.". They blamed the per-
sonnet offices, as "representatives" of this externally imposed system, for the
increasing complexities of human resource management; and personnel staffs
started-blaming management for not recognizing that a new ingredient was now
needed: A. different conception of personnel management based- on management's
acceptance of and commitment to-a. leadership role in personnel management.

The result has been the creation of an almost "two hostile camps" situation,with neither the managers having bad the opportunity to become acquainted
with or skilled in- ea:Tying nut their personnel management responsibilities: nor
the personnel staffs generally having gained the stature or resources needed to
fulfill a. broader role and provide managers with the expanded and differentservices now called for. This situation-also.. detracted from the ability of the
personnel -offices to perform even their traditional processing functions, thuscausing still more Criticism from ipanageinent.

t,
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This matter of conception of personnel management has been dwelled uponso extensively because it is perceived as, a most crucial element involved in the

success or failure of any action plan for improvement The key to the "solution"
of the speCific human resource management problems of the Bureau Lies in anina.ial recognition and ownership of these problems by management_ As long asthe ownership and reSponsibility continues to be perceived as lying elsewhererwith "the system," thejoersonnel office,- the Civil Service Commission, theDepart-'meat, etc.that element of management commitment and resulting "solution"behavior essential to improvement action will not be forthcoming

While it is .not unusual for managers of organizations to shy away from and.reject their personnel management role and responsibilitiesoften having beenselected for management positions on the basis of their technical specialty skillsor other factors not connected with those distinct abilities implicit in manangorganizations typically overcome this situation by ensuring that persons areexposed to management concepts and developmental experiences prior to (or atleast soon after) entering a management position. Such a management orienta.tion or development program has not- been used in BIA, for either those reachingleadership positions "through the ranks" or those brought in from elsewhere.
New managers, often in management positions in a large and /or Federal govern-ment organization for the first time, do not have the benefit of being exposed toeither general management principles and concepts cr the Federal government'sand the Bureau's own policies and systems for management

This has been identified by-many as the most significant need of an action planfor improvement : Management development so that persons in leadership posi-tions become aware of and own up to their internal management responsibilities,
and thus committed to expanding the time and resources needed for turningthe Bureau into an effectively managed instrument for accomplishing itsprograms.
Id_ entification of the Maigzpfobiems

In addition to the almost universal (and generally legitimate) criticism bymanagers in the Bureau of the long delays and frustrating procedures they runinto in practically every dealing they have with their personnel officeswhich.as has been said, is typically their only perception of what -personnel manage-ment is all aboutBureau managers are thoroughly aware of and eloquentlyspeak about the other severe BIA problems in human resource management.-Generally, however, these issues fall outside of their conception of personnelmanagement, and hence no problem ownership is recognized- on their part Theyare not sure where these problems do 'belong conceptionally or functionallyprob-ably not in the Bureau at allbut with the Department or the Commission orthe courts or Congress. In any case, they :-few them as new and foreign. elementsproducing increasing frustrations to "getting the work done."
Similarly, personnel office staffs --rho are equally adept at identifying theseproblemsfind it difficult to identify such Issues with the historic personnelaction 'servicin role assigned to them by the'. Bureau. Hence. they also tend toreject ownership and. in their frustration. throw the probleins back at manage-anent. The resui,t has been little progress. towards problem resolution.
1'he followingk issues are in most cases interrelated, i.e., the non-resolution ofeach one tends to increase the destructive effects and degree of frustration causedby earh of the *hers; and to solve any one, an action plan for addressing allmust be implemented. They are listed in the order -in which they are perceivedas the most critical. based on the extent to which they were commented upond-iring the discussions held with the 136 managers and personnel staff membersin the Bureau.
1. radian preference- -There is no doubt that this subject is the single mostvisible problem issue in the Bureau today. as well as the issue whose ramifica-tions are the most far-reaching and interrelated with the other personnel man-agement problems. 4;When Indian preference --whieh `-(since 1934) was applied onlyto person.: initially enter' nz the Brusan from outsidewas extended in 1972 toapply. 1-0,, filling Bureau positions through all other types of personnel actions

(promotions. reassignments. transfer5=c:, etc.), it Is agreed by all that the change-
was accomplished in a very sudden manner and without the benefit of the kinds
of planning and communication prOcesses which would have addressed the ex-tensive psychological and managerial/procedural implications inherent In nett.
a radical personnel management 'change.. 'Neither were these needs met in 1974,
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after the court decisions spelled out in great detail' the_ extent to which positionsmust be advertised.and made subject to Indian. preference..
----Asa-reaulttheestension. of Indian preference has caused :

Deep emotional reactions,.OftenTsplittnThrg-the employees in an .ofilce into almost. hostile factions ; .

Many non-Indian employees to feel threatened,. in relation to both their oppor-
tunities for further career' advancement in the .Bureau and their own psychicimage as wanted-and-needed contributors in the Bureau ;Managers to experience increasing difileulties in filling their' Positions In- atimely man with persons perceived-as well qualified, -and in. making personnel

-shifts needed for reasons of improved efficiency and performance;
Personnel office staffs to have severe difficulties in effectively im lezttenting

this new staffing, factor, what with the lack of planning and prepara. "on. withwhich the change occurred and of management direction since then- \-Typical comments illustrating the present situation, made by Indian and nonIndian managers alike, reflect both. the real and the psychological barriers to.management action which Inelan preference has be.-zome in the Bureau
"Non- Indians feel dead-ended .1n their positions and are losing their challengefor the work and for giving out with new ideas."
"The pendulum has swung too far; we are. not getting people as qualified asneeded into our jobs."
"We've been sliding around for four years on the issue and have lost theability to "move employees, reorganize and make needed functional changes."
While it is apparent that the Indian preference extension had the intended

effect of finally getting Indians into many positions, partidularly higher gradedones, where they had not: been before (because of past actual discriminatory
practices, many will add), it. is also obvious that the action had znany other.-.;presumably. unintended 'results which constitute the core of the personnel man-.
agement problem situation_ Present conditions and operations do= not generally
result in a sufficient supply of: good .candidates for jobs, Indian or non-Indian ;.. do not hold out the promise that this situation will improve; and continue to
leave the practical questions of restructuring jobs downward and. re-advertising--, jobs over and'over again (both in attempts to obtain Indian candidates) withoutany effective 33ureanwide guidance or direction. Each part of the organization-feels it has been left to itself to struggle with these coMplex issues which
should -have the benefit of Bureauwide policy and procedural leadership.

Tribal consultation on personnel actionsTraditional13- the Bureau has
conferred Informally with appropriate tribal leaders- on the prospective appoint-
ment of persons to at least the top ,management position in an agency; i.e. the
Superintendent The nature and scope of this practice was changed drastically
in the early 1970's when the Bureau's new...top management team formalized
and directed consultation with tribal leaders in such cases and. In the opinion
of most persons, deliberately- left the tribes with - the feeling that they. rather-
than the Bureau itself, were the actual selecting-party on positions In- agencies-

Managers now feel that no meaningful Bureau, guidelines have been issuedIn., this 'area, with the result that the nature, scope and methods of 'tribal
consultation show tremendous 'variation from Area to Area ;and_ even agency
to agency. One thing is common : The trend is towards more and more problem-
producing situations, with tribes permitted to constitute the effective final
selecting authority for ail positions in some agencies ; tribal _pressures becom-
ing. intense (and . often . decisive) on appointment, promotion,- and removal
actions for specific individuals; and inter- and intra-tribal faconalis.rm playing
an increasingly important role in filling (and vacating) even Area office jobs. -

"We are reaping the whirlwind from our failure to define what 'consultation;
means." -

"Tribes have been led to believe they make the selection?"
"Each agency does it its own waywe have-no- standards or guidelines."
"We need firm limits, in writing, on consultation.- 33IA.' employees are Govern-

ment employees and cannot have the tribe as their boss."
Few people -would deny that '1:xibal views and preferences should be' sought

on the filling of the for agency position ; but Most have concluded-that the present
lack of direction has led to a "running-for-office" environment catering. to tribal
politics and subversive- of effective mariagexnent of the Bureau itself.- As one
Indian manager put it
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"Tribes are just like any other small communityscratehing each other's

back, living off each other, and mating decisions on polities/ and family con-
siderations. But the Bureau is supposed to represent the Federal government
with its principles of merit; accountability, conflict of interest, etc."

Indian intake and development_Given the great need. and opportunities .

for Indian candidates for Bureau positions since 1972, and the generally :recog-
nized fact that there are inzufficient numbers of Indians qualified and available
for many types of Bureau work, one would assume that this sta ffing problem
had been addressed through an Indian intake-and-development program.

Many reasons are offered for why it has not. Referring back to the Bureau's
narrow conception of personnel management and responsibilities, this is another
instance where management shows non-ownership of the problem.. Further,
with few exceptions past practice provided the Bureau with little preparation
or expertise for visualizing or attempting such a staffing venture: Jobs bad
always been perceived as being adequately filled through the colleague/family/
friend mechanism-. The..one, significant exceptionthe coordinated, nationwide
teacher recruitment programwas -for- various reasons... discontinued and was
not viewed by most managers as a solution model.

The problem of ensuring that an adequate source of manpower exists for
its various jobs is a normal one l'n.ced by all organizations and generally met
through the perSonnel management system. With the additional factors of Indian
preference and self-determination. the problem for BIA is one of forseeing
its specific skill needs, counseling and az:sisting Indians to prepare for various
occupations needed by both the Bureau and the tribes, using recruiting methods
which reach those already qualified. and operating an intake-and-dt.',.eIopment
program of sufficient proportions to guarantee a reservoir of trained replace-
ments for those who are leaving.

"For years we have badly needed a program,. with budget and ceilings, to
hire and train Indians to replace the many people who will-be leaving."

"We never had a real training and development program in the Bureau,
and few Indians are preparing themselves for many of our crucial work areas -

such as natural resources, realty and appraisal, and management""Managers are scarce both in BIA and the .tribes. What are we doing to
remedy the situation?"The answer is very little so far_ Again, some parts of the Bureau have at-
tempted to address the problem.. but with inadequate resources available to
them. jaek of Bureauwide leadership. and in isolation.. Some feel that this
constitutes' the biggest indictment of the Bureau's failure to ensure' that it is
an eL7ective instrument for providing services to the Indian people: It's inability
to staff itself now and in 'the future with "the best."

4. Qualification requirements and Tleterminations.
"The attitude is that an Indian is qualified for anything. Rating procedures

are lousy and in effect say 'Put an Indian in thereit doesn't matter whether
he knows the job or not' "qualified' has become 'hire any Indian.' There is an over-emphasis
on education instead of the actual abilities needed for the job. And we don't
-feel we can do anything about it or have any control over our own qualification
requirements.""The personnel people qualify everybodythere is no bottom to 'minimum z."
and the consultation process means that tribes can recommend anybody on a
certificgate. whether highly qualified or not_"

"We are not getting the best type of applicants because of Indian preference,
and too many minimally qualified are having to be selected. This is a disservice
to the Indigkn people."These. comments. by Indian and non-Indian managers alike. point up the
most ironic example of management's historic non-ownership of its personnel
management responsibilities : The inability of the organization to define and
implement qualifications needed for successful performance of its own work..
Managers sincerely believe that they do not have either the authority or respon-
sibility to do this, pointing to "the system" as implemented by personnel offices
as the culprit_Again. the Bureau's past record unfortunately does not provide a useful
model or experience base for dealing with this issue.. Most people agree- that
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little attention was ever placed in the past on determining in a systematic
manner the qualifications needed for the various main types of Bureau jobs,
many of whichif not uniqueare peculiar to ELL._ Thus the actual imowl-
edges, abilities and skills for positions such as Area Director, Superintendent,
Administrative Manager, tribal operations officer, and nary others have not.
been set down. No explicit system of career paths, defining type of experience
needed to get from here to there," was established; and no attempt was made
to systemaU.ze the relevance (if any) of such factors as variety of geographic
and/or functional experience, understanding of and empathy with Indian culture
and values, or the host of other factors conceivably important in Bureau work..

Candidates have generally "emerged" in a haphazard manner through personal
contacts and laduenc..es; and the rating process has typieilly consisted of a.
mechanical personnel office procedure to ensure that the minimum civil service
education/experience qualifications (X-11.8)--if they existed at all for the
type of posy tiou being filledwere met. As some Indian managers now say,
"'What is all of this emphasis suddenly on qualification standards?" Too
many examples of raismifitches and nils-performance--in very visible Bureau
positionsfrom the past are widely known to conclude that the Bureau has
operated an effective qualification definition-and-application operation_

The-differenc-e now is-that Indi4n people are far more formally and effectively
involved in and coucerned with the effectiveness of Bureau operations, in the
Bureau's ability to provide servic ..esand hence in the extent to Which its
managers and others measure up to criteria of successful performance. Through
the operation of Indian preference. tribal consultation, and self-determination/
contracting, the matter of qualificationsboth genera/ standards as well as their
application to specific caseshas become very visible and controversial.

As evidenced by the above comments by managers, no improvement is more
fundamental to and needed in Bureau management of its human resources
than a systematic effort to define the qualifications needed for the Bureau's
major types of jobs; and the establishment of procedures to determine the
extent to which individuals may reasonably be expected to actually measure up
to the more specific requirements for successful performance in each position
being filled. A clearer personnel management responsibility for the managers
of an orgarti9.ation to ensure is fulfilled, is difficult to imagine. And to a large
extent. the degree of potential success in effecting improvements in the areas
of Indian preference, tribal consultation, and Indian intake and development
depends upon the Bureau's meeting the challenge of qnnlification standards and
determinations.5. Performance standards_ Closely associated with the qualif' [cation stand-
ards problemand with the absence of program evaluation in general in the
Bureauis the lack. of performance standards and their application. The severity
of this problem. typical in many organizations, may be no different or worse
in 33IA ; but again its significance has been increased by the new challenges to
Bureau personnel manftgement of the last few years_

"Nobody evaluates any".ody else."
"The lack of performance and suitability standards is a long-standing problem

in. the Bureau, which has not taken action on flagrant non- conformance cases
of alcoholism and immorality.","Nobody's willing to do it so there's alcoholism at high management levels,
positions filled by sick and neurotic and senile persons who should retire or
be removed. But nobody wants to be mean or nastyeveryone wants to be a
`good guy.' "Here again the Bureau is not able. as it should be. to serve as the model to
Indian people and tribal governutent_ always with the exception of the occa-
MOTA711 individual office or managers. since the Bureau did not institutionalize
a performance-system addressing even the minimum of the suitability factor,
it is not surprising thza Many-now-feel -that- there is alarge element of-hypocrisy,
or plain -cli_scrimination, in emphasizing this subject as the Bureau _ becomes
more and more "Indianized." But as an Indian manager stated :

"It is true that an Indian won't 'write up' another Indianbut this is wrong.
and must be changed. Treating Indians like children is not doing them a
favor_"A very direct and damaging effect of this absence of a meaningful per-
formance evaluation operation is the inability of the placement function to
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screen effectively on the basis of "the record." While "everybody Imows" that
a certain candidate for an advertized position is ineffective for this-or-that
reason (alcoholic. unreliable, untrustworthy, etc, etc.). the formal record con-
rItinSt no reference to this less than satisfactory performance- And -even if .direct
inquiry is made. through vouchers or phone calls, of persons "in .the know."
they sby away from putting themselves on record regarding the person's lack
of qualifications_ Thus the lists of candidates on certificates are viewed with
great skepticism, and "the system."through the personnel officesis blamed
for doing a poor evaluation job.

The importance of such -organizational values as standards of performance.
responsibility... and accountability is becoming more and more evident to Indian
managers in the Bureau and to many Indian tribal governments., as the Federal
government's only instrumentality devoted solely to providing assistance and
guidance to Indian people, the Bureau needs to be a pacemaker in managing
itself according, to these principles.

6. Classifications standards. Primarily because of the results of the personnel
management evaluations conducted throughout the Bureau in the past IS months,.
the issue of the proper occupatiotial series and grade levels of positions in the
Bureau has been spotlighted and recognized as a major problem area. And in this
area too many of the factors mentioned again and again above come into play
Non-awareness ;>s- managers of their responsibility ownership; past experience of
little model value for needed improvements; and an understandable skepticism.
regarding the coincidence of time and the degree of objectivity with which this
problem came to a head, in relation to the "Indianization" of the Bureau-

Perhaps. .to an even greater degree than in many other Federal agencies. position
classification as a disciplined management tool has traditionally been deem-
phasized in the Bureau.- All of the factors which have given rise to todaY's
Governmentwide situationuse of upgra.dings to compensate for perceived ie-ticiencies in the Federal salary structure bureaucratic tendencies to "empire
build" and proliferate organizational layers. misconceptions regarding basic
classification principles such as "rank in the jab and not in the person." and soonoperated in BIA., as well as several others. Often termed classification
"myths" by managers themselves, various "princip/es" were believed in and
applied Bureatrwide, including the ones that all positions with the same title
(e.g. Superintendent and Administrative Manager) or at the same organizational
level in similar, offices (e.g.- Area Office Branch Chiefs) were to be at the samegrade level ; and that BIA work in general was "unique" and could not be
properly classified by using the regular Civil Service standards Aince these were
based on jobs in urban settings and/or certainly did not take into consideration
the trust responsibility and government-to-government elements inherent in Bu-reau work.

The result was that managers here too saw the personnel office role as limitedto that of expeditiously processing actions handed to them, the grade levels of
which were generally determined beforehand by reference to these "myths" and
other non-classification-standard factors.. And personnel offices found little in-centive or reason to write any different script The "right" awarding of position
descriptions was much eniphasiZed : while the practices of conducting dk audits.
writing evaluation statements, and testing the position/organization structuralstrength of offices through cyclic reviews and audits were almost non-existent.
With few exceptions. efforts were not made either to get Civil Service elas.eifice-tion standards revised or expanded to recognize specifically- any classificationfactors peculiar to Bureau jobs, or to develop single-agency classification guide-lines based on Civil Service standsrds.

The reaction of most managers to the current classification problem situationis therefore understandable if not excusable. They generally do not see themselvesas responsible for being .acquainted with or ensuring the application of thefactors which are to determine the grade levels of their positions: they perceivetheir personnel offices' newly-found interest .in this question as an unnecessaryover-utilization of one of themost burdensome features of "the system" withoutwhich they got along very well so far ; and they see themselves as being madedoubly the victims of circumstances beyond their-controlthe Bureau twin,- un-fairly_picked nut as a guinea pig for the current classification "craze?' and theBureau suffering because of "the system's" inability to recognize its special needsin classification matters.
The sooner the Bureau has met its needs for any standards revisions and guide-lines. common' position descriptions, cyclic audits. and other traditional elements
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of the Federal classification system, the sooner it will have facilitated the solution
of the many other complex personnel ma.nagement problems described herein..7.. .uperviso-ryintanageriaI training in personnel management:It is more than
evident from the above that one of the major problem areas in human resource
manaj.,eraent is the lack of effective orientation and training of managers andsupervisors in this aspect of their responsibilities. This problem was, quite
naturally, commented upon mainly by administrative and personnel officials dur-
ing.the held discussions. but several program managers also talked of this need..
The supervisory correspondence-type training course employed by the Bureau for
se.tar years was itener:Ally viewed as somewhat helpful (although even this has not
been consistently put into use Bureauwide), but was recegnhted as not v_kerving.
specific need.

The crux of the problem is the need for a major conceptual /attitudinal change
its itureatt managers, particularly at the to levels. concerning personnel manage-
nlent. In view of the general management situation analyzed in the preceding
section. this constitutes a major challenge. Managers must own up to their respon-
si flinty for making the Bureau itself a well-managed organization, one part of
which of course consists of the human resources. The present attitude, that in-
ternal management affairs are a burden imposed by some "outside system" which
"others" hopefully will take care of, must change to one which accepts the
leadership role and starts establishing an institutional reward system based on
effective management.

Managers and supervisors are right when they contend that they do not have
to know all of the detailed rules and regulations and procedures of Federal per-
sonnel adminiittrationwhich unfortunately may be the thrust of some training
efforts being adviSed at this time. They do not have to know the principles and
policies of the. Federal personnel management system, and the Bureau's own
adaptations of these in their major formbecause they are resnonsible for ensur-
ing that, . Bureau personnel operations are conducted accordingly. The conception
of personnel management must change from that of an imposed control system to
that of an internal policy-and-process operation needed by the organization if the
Bureau is to accomplish its mission successfully.

S. The personneZ function itself.As has been implied, the Bureau's personnel
staff function itself has to a large extent become part of the current problem.
Managers are of course very vocal in leveling their criticisms here; but, as indi-
cated above, since their general conception of personnel management and of the-
role of personnel offices is itself part of the problem, the degree to which-4.helr
analysis can be depended upon to solve these problems is limited. Hence, ipanrove-;
ment actions which, have taken place so far have mainly been devoted to

Bove
some minimum personnel functiol needs, and have occurred chiefly because forces
external to the Bureau recognized the urgency and severity of these basie-prob-
lens:: and convinced the Bureau to act.

Some managers believe the Bureau "could have done it,itself", and started on apath of corrective action and constructive problem resoaution. The point remains
moot since this did not actually occur, and external parties concluded that their
intervening role was essentiaL Hence the March 25 Agreement and the resultingsubsequent actions in Central Office personnel office staffing and organizational
arrangements. position classification- control procedures and .raining. Area officeassistance. etc.

;Traditionally. the personnel office funetions in the Bureau accepted its limited
role definition stated above and operated accordingly. Exceptions can be cited, ofboth individuals and program thrusts. but generally personnel staff members sawto it that personnel actions and matters were handled as they emerged frommanagers.. to satisfy the perceived requirements of "the system.." Outreaches
Jeyond this basic personnel administrative role into the more pro-active personnelmanage,ment arenastandards deve-pment, position management surveys, cyclicelassifi:tation andit.s. policy forniblation and revision., and generally interactionaloperatioxis to Identify and solve managerial problemswere limited. both by theorrzaniztion's nor- recognition of their need and often by the capabilities of....rg4s-sonnel staffs.

.As the dramatic events in the Bureau's life started to take place and gave riSittto raclieally new demands and needs In human resource management. the resultwas ehietly the development of the "two hostile camps" syndrome (manage7s/
supor visors. vs. personnel stair) rather than a mutual ownership of new problemsand the mutual development of new, constructive policies and procedures for their rc"--
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-resolution Personnel .sth tu could .not-see_ho= the complex_pc=onnel problems
frig* from Indian preference, tribal consulta tion, contracting out, shrinking employ-
ment ceilings, constant organizational shifts. -and rapidly changing leadership
were either caused by them or amenable to being solved by them, given their re-sources and defined institutional role_ Neither did managers. although in their
eat scapegoat for much of the trauma__ The inevitable result was a decrease in the
search for a problem locus, many found that personnel offices provided a conveni-
efficiency of what the personnel function had done up till thenaction process-
ingwhich further compounded the problem and led to even more frustration and
critieism on the part of managers_

The path out of this dilemma for the personnel function has been pointed nut
during. the past few 'months since the March 25 Agreement started to be imple-mented. and now needs to be pursued in a long-range planned and consistent
manner. Starting with actions adequately to staff and train the 1somael offices
and staffs them5-zelvts. the main areas to be addressed are :

Re-defining and clarifying the role of the personnel office fano ion within humanresources management
Establishing a program planning system for setting priorities and integrating

t tte ar.7tivities of the main speciality functions.
Developing the fqnction :into a coordinated and coonerating network' of offices

working towards. common Reals tin4er_ common concepts, and sharing problem
perceptions and solution apVroaches in order to attain greater efficiency antieffeetivenesS. -

Improving operatIonal wars of doing business through a 71.nreanwide systematic
st1747y and further application of automated methods.

nit-erating a ruren/i-wide evaluation program, in cooperation with the Depart-
meat and-the Civil Service Conunission. to serve as a self-correcting and self-
developing mechanism for problems identification and resolution,.

Tilnthe personnel function shoulfl be able to meet both the problems .andChallengt.s of itt part of the management work to lie dime: Standards develop-ment. policy formulation and issuanee. position. management. maior staffing pro-gram. development. rranageme_snt training. eta --ass well as the 'difficulties of per-prxteessing operations.
.

.T.Providedthat managed-lent .recognizes itsr proper role in human res,.Thurcernaang-ment and. exhibits the leadership attitudes and behavior congruent With-\these 7-esponsibilities.
A c-rlort rLA S-rzr s

The actions .which are called far by the current .personnel management situ-ation of the Bureau flow directly from the ai,ove analysis ina. primarily on thebasis of the information obtained from managers and personnel stags. Theseactions. as the preceding analysis. fall in the three main categories of (1) Thoseimprovements in general management required as a foundation for (2) Themore spe..i 11 human resource -management -prcgitem-resolutions. which must takeplace nnder the leadership of manage-41 with the assistance of (3) The
redireett-d. and regenerated capabilities of the personnel staff function itself.
The otlitial with primary responsibility for the action is idertified, togetherwith an indication of the appropriate time frame for action accomplishment

2%f ANAGEME:srr

1. .E.Irrb?ixh. an. effcctirr for:vR for, inferno? nrfrPergrmenA
The Bureau must have a line official responsible solely for its own manag.e--ment.. Typically orgeniz;ation's top manager has a multiplicity of other legiti-

mate concerns and roles ,,c..cupyi rig his/her time in the case of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs. matters relating to tribes and tribal organizations. the Depart-
ment of tbre Interior and -other agencieS. OMB. Congress.. etc.. necessarily must
take precedence_ The T-puty Commissioner similarly is involved primarily in the
operating programs thernelves. serving as thJ2' COrnlnis:-zionf,r-s4 "alter ego- in
these areas and in effeet. as a Deputy Commissioner (.1.!rograms).

-ri^ type of institutionr.1 function not currently recognized. and performed in
a (1,,,arly focussed and structured position is that generally referred to as chief
0Z p servin:r as "alter ego'` to the top manager on internal man-,
-agernent m=trers.ensures that- the oranization Jrlevelops and implements the
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iiolicies. systems and procegures nee- 11- areas of monetary, human, and
physical resourcesall three of wh' - :toy orannizaUon requires for its- own
existence and health- The chief of a: -ar.0-: that (1) Planning for these re-
sources is accomplished. (2) Object- , -et for their use, (3) Standards
and policies for their operation are fork, and implemented. and (4) Sys-
tems and programs are in effective use for continnual communications and evalu-ations regarding internal management problems arising and their resolution-
Tim.e is not occupied primarily with individual 'cases and day-to -day questions
arising for settlement ; but with the principles and policies (e.g. on organizational
arrangements. allocation of resources, and information managing methods) pro-
viding the underlying foundation for resolving these actual cases.

At the present time this institutional management role is not clearly defined or
visibly places/ in any position in the Bureau- As a result. some elements are picked
up by the Commissioner. the Deputy Commissioner, the Director of Administra-tion. various assistants to the Commissioner, and still others; while to the larg-
est extent the role goes unfilled and "everyone blames everyone else" for the
non-effective -performance The charges of organizational dysfunctions, man-
power =is-allocations. work method anachronisms and the excruciating delaysexperienced in any matters dealing With these aspects of managementstem
from the n.bsence of this clearly established internal management sole_Time ffame for implementation.The present opportunity of the vacancy in
the Deputy Commissioner position., and the normal expectation of other major
changes at top management levels occurring every four years, should be used
to institutionalize this role in the Bureau. Various specific titles are possible.
e.g. Deputy Commissioner (3fa.nAgeraer.t). Associate Commissioner for Internal
Management. etc.. with the significant point being not the title but the concept :
-tine "alter ego" for the Cum iasioner on internal manage-mcnt (as distinguished
from the staff role of administ ti .

,Respon.eible offeict.7.Commi. sioner of Jndian Affairs, in consultation with the
Office of the Assistant Secretary Management-.

2.. Establish -and operate an anolytiera proaram in the-organizational, manpoweranocatiqn/utilization. and work methods areas
The Buren does not have an effective., clearly-Identified system for ensuringthat organization arrangenients. allocations and utilization of manpower. and

work methods being used are- consistently studied. analyzed. and changed based
on shifting program priorities, improved technology available, and the changing
realities of the Bureau's en-. ';# ronment_ These internal management matters re-
.ceive everybody's and nobod:c"s attention. with the result that changes proposed
by the field are based on little Bureanwide guidance and are subjected to long
cle1.-zys when- : most changes that should be made are not effected and
those tb - are 'dewed with skepticisni and suspicion in many qnarters.

...;7ose r zo the establishment of a line position for internal management
t1,1' -option. ot-c Dune tinf e - FT ,position orgarsizh-

tinnall: LInalytical" function would serve as the "eyes -and ea.rs". of the
Buren _ iernal\ruanager on organization:a, manpower allocation and-utiliza-
tion. and -41 --irk methods` matters. A schedule of studies would result in the es-
tablishment 1.%17 benclunarl.c. standards for the staffing of f and allocation of man-
power to) mnJor Bureau operations and the performance of primary tasks_
Guidelines on appropriate organizational arrangements in relation to such stand-
ards would be produced and available for analytical rind application purposes
and explorations would he made On the applicability in the Burena of novel and
awry-rent structures sneh sfs_project management and the service center concept
Major improvements in nieth-Ods of operation would be pursued through a con -
scionsly planned schedule ct studies and analyse -s.

The receqznition :end _performance of this role wonlcl give managers and em-
ployees a designated place for eomnaunicating their improvement ideas and
achievement actions in organizzational_ manpower utilization, and work methods
matters. At the present time some Areas and agencies rre experimenting and
taking v-trious actions in these fields. but in isolation from other parts of the
nnreau :flicl with no 1.--nor,riedge Of similar or different actions taken and resnits
attained elsewhere.. The general feeling- is that the -Bureau as ;In institution
is neither intereAed- in nor capable of providing 14-,a.clersl. liphere-

-Time frame fo- ininIe7ner:te,tion_Sinee this small staff function reeds to act
as the problem identifier, analyzer and solution-proposer to the Tharean's internal

I as' 0
. 72
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manager in the specified-fields, it seems appropriate to establish the function asan integral -part of the institutionalizafion of the role discussed in (1) above.However, it. does note, necessarily depend upon the implementation of this prioraction step. as the staff role could be established- now in the present Office ofAdministration.
The work to be- done lends itself to a project-type, primarily temporary-aSsign-

men t staffing pattern, to a great extent using some of the people now- scatteredaround the Bureau in various line- and staff positions with these analyticala.biLifies and work interests. In malty casesthere would be no need to bring thefull staff together physically ; in fact, some elements of the function could best bep6rformed on an assignment basis by persons Ir. the Areas and agencies. A pri-mary responsibility of the staff head would he to identify these persons and theanalysis /improvement opportunities, and then dcrect''an operation which broughtthe two together to produce a more rational basis fOr organizational, manpowerallocation/utilization, and work method decisions in.the Bureau.
.Zicsponsible opleial.Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Desfgn and conduct a program evalucr.tion_operation
Since the Bureau has recognized the urgent need for a clarification of itsbasic mission and is now engaged in producing a mission statement togetherwith the framework of program responsibilities flowing therefrom, the requiredfoundation for setting standards of operation will presumably exist. The im-portance of carrying through this mission and responsibility definition workeannot be emphasized too greatly_ It should constitute the number one priority ofBureau, management, leading then to the development of program standardsagainst which actual operations are evaluated on a -regular and periodic basis.As long as Bureau managers are uncertain of the results expected and forwhich they will be evaluated, the undisciplined nature of operations as character-ized by the managers themselves will continue to prevail_ Understanding whatthey will be held accountable for, and then held so accountable through periodicevaluations. managers will have an opportunity to demonstrate their true man-agerial abilities. and the Bureau to judge its managers on the basis of moreobjective and relevant criteria than at present
Time frame for implementation.As indicated, the development 'of programstandards and Ile subsequent establisbient of a 'program evaluation operationshouldi follow right behind the mission-and-responsibilities definition work nowtaking place. Task forces in each of the major program areas, presumably withparticipation b Indian tribal representatives, could work simultaneously onstandards development ; while the system and procedures for program evaluationwere being developed on project basis as a top priority of the Bureau's man-.agement team
Responsible offloial.Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

4. Develop a communicationftecrm work, management AtyZe
The managerctenet problems of the Bureau addressed in this plan will not bechanged significantly unless a. more cooperative way of doing' business becomesstandard operating procedure in the Bureau. The organization. needs to haveits significant .management problefas brought out into the open, examined anddiscussed by the responsible managers in a team atmosphere. and resolved insuch a. raanner that commitment to and respect for the decisions made are theresult. . -

-
For whatever reasonsthe lingering effects of the military roots of the Bums.the traditionally authoritarian nature of an Education function, a "spill-over"effect into internal Bureau management of its historic operational style vis-a-vis_the Indian people servedit is apparent that co* nurtications in the Bureau have

typically been conducted in a highly formal, e- to-the-02est manper. Personsto be affected 1-y policies are not generally in the deliberations leadingup to their cletermination and deCisions are made in managerial problem., areasvvirh little .but from those living directly with the problems. All of the symp-
toms characteristic of this style of communication management great depend-
ence on rumor and grapevine. intense skepticism of the fairness and equity of
-the decisions made_ non-commitment to or ownership of the results. and muchfactionalization and internal strifeare visible in the- Bureau and result in
problem situations of still further intensity and frustration.
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One of the most poignant comments made during all of the interviews and
discussions leading to this Action,Planwas_b,y_ a_mana.ger who pointed. to the fact
that while the Bureau was espoiising broad consultation with tribes, it Ras the
greatest 'Violator of the consultation principle in its own management At every
level of the organizationCommisioner. Central Office Directors:, Area Direc-
tors, Assistant Area Directors, _ and Superintendentsproblems affecting the
whole staff and whose resolution will have general impact are usually not sur-
faced openly, considered by the group,And meaniEgfully explored from different
viewpoints. alanagers do not_see2n to recognize a communications responsibility
or this type or to be aware of the unconstructive results of the means they do use
Several persons commenting in this area labeled the Bureau's communication
methods as rank discourtesy and crudeness_Since communications is a factor of such more fundamental elements as trust
and general value systems, a style more conducive to.and reflective of team work
can of course not be mandated for an organization. However, a conscious decision.
can be made by its managers to adopt certain methods and procedures which will
start _generating cooperation and zautuality, and thus tend to turn the situation
around into one of more and more interaction' and receptivity to working together_
The problems of the Bureauboth program management and internal Manage-
mentare so immense that it would seem only self-evident that their resolution
ealls for managers and staffs to work together in an atmosphere of openness.
trust, and a recognition of the need for using all problem-solving resources avail-
able_ To use .a communication style which simply further frustrates the institu-
tional members places still further obstacles in the path-of problem resolution_

Time frame for implementation. When the management structure of the Bureau
has stabilized, an explicit decision needs to be made at the top to start operating
and communicating in such a way that a. team is built rather than a continuation,
or even further growth, of the present isolated and fractionalized situation. Of
course, any individual manager (and some already have) could act in this fashion
within his own part of the organization at any time There are many useful meth-
ods and aids available for a manager's use in such an endeavor if he/she recog-
nizes the problem and wishes to work on it_ReRpun.s-ibIe official.CommissiOn of Indian Affairs to provide leadership in
policy adoption and -congruent follow-through behavior; and all other Bureau
managers_
S_ Institute a management development program.

The needs in this a.rea.`hav already been a t,; ..mod and commented upon_ The
specific main efforts called r i elude :

_ Orientation for present and n w managers. Many of the persons now in man-
ageMent Positions (defined, for this purpose as the Commissioner through Divi-
sion Chiefs in the Central Office; Area Directors through Assistant Area
Directorsor the equivalent Division Chiefsin Area offices ; and Superintend-
ents) are comparatively new to management in a large organization. Many others
similarly situated can be expected to enter into these positions in the next few
years- All should have the opportunity to become acquainted with (1) The basic
principles of general management. (2) The major principles and policies of Fed-
eral government manage/I:tent. and (3) The major Bureau policies and programs
implementing these. It is a disservice to both theperson, the organization, and the.
Indian people tooling to the Bureau for services to make believe that a person
suddenly is transformed into an effective manager by simply attaining the posi-
tion and title of one. If such an orientation seems demeaning or unneceary to

- anybody proposed for a management positic..1, it would seem appropriate to
the appointment-Guidelines for career development. The Bureau owes both its employees and

itself a statement outlining the general types of career experiences appropriate
for persons aspiring to management positions. Such guidelines or model pathways
would cover the questions of functional diversity. staff versus operating experi-
ence. need (if any) for geographic -variety of experiences and mobility, etc. The
need. for this type of management development material is especially urgent in
view of the increasing number of Indian persons to be developing into Bureau
managers and the increasingly related trend towards tribal and/or geographic
parochialism.Identification and development of management potential. Closely related to
the Indian intake-and-development program discussed below_ a program needs
to be established through which the Bureau pinpoints specific employees con-

!
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sidered. to possess to a high degree the potential'-to- become managers, and then
pro-Vides them with developmental opportunities. Screening and selection methods
need to be thought through primarily from the standpoint of the persons con-
cerned' actually al-l'suming specific management positions upon the completion of
the- individually' tailored = developmental. experiences. The understudy technique
seems particularly appropriate here.

Time frame for impiementation. Each of these three parts to management
development needs to and can be designed during Quarter 1 of FY 3.077,-,o that
lint lementation can begin by January-March 1977._All.--three elements need input
from a. small and carefully selected group of experienced Bureau managers work-
ing closely with Bureau and Ilepartmental training staff as resource persons.

Responsible offEciaZ.Commissioner of Indian Affairsto give the go-ahead
signal and general objectives definition; Director of Administrationto ensure
I mplementation.

ECUM.A.M" RESOURCE 151d24A.GEMEXT
.The many specific action steps needed to address and resolve the human re-

source management problems analyzed aboVe are closely dependent upo'n each
other for effectiveness, i.e. they need t, be implemented together if any is to
have full impact. The total action packa:.re will ensure that the Bureau's human
resource needs are (1) Identified, (2) Met through various-action programs, and
(3) Addressed by clear poUcies and constructive procedures. These action steps
assume no major change in the current application of Indian preference, although
-certain procedural changes are called for below.
I. Forecast the Bureau's manpower needs_

While everybody talks about the manpower the Bureau needs and the difficul-
ties of finding qualified persons, no systematic effort has been made to identify
more specifically the numbers and kinds of persons needed to staff the Bureauwithin a given future time period.

Recognizing the difficulties and uncertainties inherent in trying to forecastthese needs with a degree of specificityparticularly in view of the generally-
unpredictable developments regarding contracting under ,PL 93-63S, major poten-
tial_ shifts in program priorities,' and possible passage of early retirement legis-IatiiNn for non-Indian employeest' Bureau still can and must produce "hallpark" projections sufficiently valid serve as tit basis for major staffing action
programs. By using broad categoriet, of manpowere.g. general managers..`..na.tu-
ral resource specialists of major types, realty and appraising personnel. admin-
istrative staff members.. etc.and comparatively flexible time period e. i.r,. two or
three years hendesufficiently accurate estimates of the need can be produced for
the intended purpose. Past experience in turnover and hiring can serve as partialguides. as reflected in any relevant statistics.obtainable from the Bureau's auto-
mated system as well as managers' own records.

This -manpower planning operation should be limited initially to job categories .considered significant Bureauwicle from the standpoint of expected difficulty in
filling needs, so that it does not become immediately encumbered by any peculiarly
local problems in the clerical and sub-professional categories.

Time frame for implementati'.Dn. Since the results of this manpower planning
exe'-cise are needed immediately as the basis for many other action steps. it must
-commence at once.. By avoiding unnecessarily sophisticated proCedures and hew-
ing to the objectiv,e- of producing "ball park" estimates of major categories_ the
manpower planning contemplated should be able to produce sesults during the
early part of Quarter 2 of FY 1077.

..12c.qp6nsible offir-ial----Director of Administrationto give go-ahead signal and
general objectives definition ; Chief Personnel Officerto ensure implementationthrough the use of the project: method with participation from concerned
functions.

Three closely related actions are then needed to meet the Bureau's ma.npowez
needs more effectively than at present. The next three steps address the staffing
problem froth the immediate, intermediate. and longer-range perspectives, with
the results of the manpower planning program in (1) about naturally providing
more specificity in regard to the types of manpower skills and the numbers being
dealt with.
2. institute a positive -recruitment system.

Both a conceptual/attitudinal and a procedural change is involved here- A role
definition and clarification must occur in regard to the mutual responsibilities of
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. --managers and personnel offices for locating and developing sources of fully
qualified- candidates for vacancies above the clerical and sub-professional levels.

---The policy ShOuld be adopted and clearly stated that functional managers bare a
responsibility for ke4ping- aware of and in. contact with the main sources of
their potential -Manpower ; while personnel offices must work . closely. with man-

-alters t41* provide helpful procedures and assistance in develOPing and actually
drawing front these sources. At the present time, managers and supervisors not
only do not understand. that they have this. responsibility .(since this has never
been 1.ointed ant), but often believe "the system" -. actually forbidS them from
contacting a: 1 cultivating those organizationsjacademic institutions, other gov-
-ernment agencies, professional societies, etc..) and individuals constituting poten-
.tial sources .of qualified applicants in their field;

Alspecific-'pait of this positive recruitment system must address the -require-
ment. not presently- being met,- for the Bureau to be knowledgeable of and have
an effective procedure for communicating with potential sources of qualified
In ian ca.ndiclates.:&:-.number of managers stated that the larger-part of the
Bareau's problem injilling-jobs with fully qualified Indians is not that there are
none, but that effective ways of locating and interesting those who do exist are
not being used. A. specific recruitment project' is needed _which gathers together

/ from all available information -sources within and outside tbe Bureau data on
Indians-in various managerial. administrative and profess! :.I fieldsboth to
-comixtunicate with them regarding their potential perso-naI in st in appropriate-"
Bureau. employment opportunities. and to elicit their cooperalzoa in developing
further recruitment sources of Indians.This type of a positive recruitment effort must become standard. operating.
.procedure to supplement the present "P033'ing" or advertising of vacancies_ As a
matter of course. the network of managers (from Central Office to Area offices
to agencies) in each major occupational/functional field must constitute a com-
-munication channel regarding potential staffing sources for its own type of work
and specific vacancies that occur ; and personnel offices' trust- develop and use
positive outreach methods to help managers cultivate and draw more effectively
from these sources. Thus, I3ureauwide resources will as a matter of bourse be
-drawn upon for locating qualified...candidates for specific vacancies, wherever
they occur in the major Bureau functions- . -

Time frarnc for impIcmcntation. The heavy work required to develop an effec=
t IT.-e recruitmeni. system of this type needs to commence immediately. Pursued

- on a 1.111-time project basis- it should be possible to have at least initial parts
of the project operational by Quarter 3 of FY 1077_

1:c.rponxibIc official: Director of Administrationto give go-ahead signal and
-general objectives definition ; Chief Personnel Officerto ensure implementation _
in consultation with appropriate functional managers_ and through the. use of
the project method of participating frOm major functions : and the top man-
ager of each functional areato give leadership in his area for fulfilling the
recruitment source cultivation responsibilities.

-Z. Develop and operatc an Indian, intake-and-development program. .

Even before manpower projection estimates and the benefits of a positive re-
cruitment system for locating presently fully qualified Indian candidates are
available_ it can be safely stated that the Bureau must commence a large Indian
-intake-and-development program_ Til e manpower forecasts will help to . deter-
mine more specifically the types of occupaticns, target position. and n.tunbers.irt-
-volved ; but it seems clear that at least in-the areas of general management ad-
ministration. and realt*./appraising. large numbers of vacancies will be wperring
in the next few rears for which an adequate supply of fully qUalifiMi Indian
candidateS will not be available unless positive actia in is taken to erur-e other -
wise.This massive staffing. effort represents the key to the solutions of many of
`Ile other parts of the Bureau's complex personnel management problem sitna-

in_ Unless Indian employees and tribal members become convinced that Indian
preference means that higher graded positions in the Bureau will be filled by
selecting from among numbers of fully trained and experienced Indians. dis-
crimination will continue to be suspected and tribal consultation will remain a.
frustrating element of the selection process_ And unless the Bureau fulfills such
a basic responsibility as developing an atlerinate reservoir of the kinds of sl'"Ils_z
needed for its own effective leadership and servicing role in the future. many
will continue to doubt its ability to fulfill its .basic mission responsibilities_
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The program required calls for :Determining the specific types of target positions for which partiCipants willbe developed, e.g., Superintendent ; Administrative Manager; the various ad-
ministrative specialties (personnel, budget. etc) realty officer; appraiser ; etc.

Determining the numbers of participants needed per "intake class" in each of
the general occupational categories.Costing out the program's first year and obtaining authorization, appropria-
Lion, and employment ceilings from Congress and 01E13_

Developing_tecrtzitment, screening and selection procedures in consultation with
tribal representatives.Designing the comparatively short initial general orientation and training_ pro r
gram for all partielpants,ine .4ingjocation and `raining program for all partici7
pants.' including location and 1. ainihg resources to be used_

Planning for the more individually-tailored development phase of the program,
by major occupational category; /type of target position and by each participant's.
particular .needs.Establishing a network of Specific understudy. formal training course, and 0=experience which ensures that each participant reaches the fully qualified'
status within the time and skills level objective of his/her individual develop-
ment plan..

-For a program of this major proportion and significance, all possible and avail-
--able assistance must be. utilized. The experience of the two or three Area offices-
operating their own Indian development/intern programs should be tapped :
similar staffing programs in other bureaus (e.g- National P'ark Service. Reclama-
tion) should be reviewed for possible helpful. guidance; and the-views and sug-gstions of Indian tribes on methods of recruitment. screening and selection
should be major determinants. The perceived reluctance of many Indians to. jointhe Bureauparticularly those who already have gained some work ex-nerience

- in other organizations, and who are the ones particularly needed as participants
in .the Bureau's programmust be overcome_ Indians already in the Bureau. who
may-meet the program entrance requirements, must be remotivated to become one

/ . of tle sources of prbgiam candidates..Time frame for impleMentation-_ A task force of carefully selected Central
. Office and field operating and administrative persons. headed by a project man-
ager:-must be established during Quarter 1 of FY 3977. to ensure that the re-
quired steps are accomplished so- that budget and _ceiling resources are included
for FT 1978 program operation. With Departmental assistance in the clesign.of
both the financial and personnel aspects of the program. plus utilization of Civil

:Service Commission advice and training resources_ it should be possible to develop
the required structural and procedural features of the program so that the first
recruitment /screening /selection operatio'n takes plare during Quarter 4 of FT
1977. and the first "intake class" reports for initial orientation. during Quarter 1
of FY 197S. . .

. .Responsible official: Commissioner of Indian Affairsto give go-ahead signal
and general objectives definition : Director of Administration to ensure pro ram
development through the coordination - of the personnel and budget functions.
and with the leadership of a project manager and appropriate task force-
-4- Take steps to grow _Indian candidates for technical /specialist position

Again it may be safely concluded maw that Indians are not preparing them-
selves in careers in the engineering anti natural resources (forestry. soil science.
"range management.- etc.) fields in sufficient numbers to meet either the Bureau's
Omm .fritrire needs or those of the tribes- themselves. Many persons. have stated
that while there has been a dramatic increase in the past few years in numbers

--of Indian people pursuing higher education_ comparatively few are preparing
for these career fields as distinguished from education_ law_ and social science
fields. At 'the same lime. however. these are the fields directly related to the :in-
significant Indian land base and trust responsibility matters.

The -Bureau must make those efforts that seem only comnionsensical to change
this situation.- i.e.- as a_ minimum take deliberate stens to ensure that throng:1i
its own educational grant/scholarship programs T.Fulians are counseled and en-
couraged to consider the-opportunities presented by pursuing educational -pro-
grams leading to these career fields. Certain spe47:ific inducements' along these
lines may even arpropria.tely be built into the Bureau r,rograrns.

Also, even more basic actions by the 713nreati can be taken_ The need for cnr
ricula including more adequate mathematici and science preparation in Bureau-
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schools can be explained to Indian people and advisory school boards. Indirectly,
this same effOrt can be made with those public schools with significant Indian en-
rollment. Further, standu.rd policy can be adopted calling:: for periodic visits to
Bureau schools by Bureau officials in the economic th..;_%-t,lopment and natural
resource functions, to acquaint classes with these aspects of the 13ureau's work
and the great need for _these skills by both the Bureau and tribal, governments.
In various similar ways-.--if 'appropriate representatives of the Education; Trust
Responsibilities, and PeitFonnel functions contribute ideas and work together as
a task ;once ---an innovative longer-range program helping to meet these Staffing
needs can be designed involving appropriate academic institutions, professional
societies. and other interested parties.Time franc for implementation. By starting task force deliberations in Quarter
I of FY .1077, specific policies and procedures could be 'a effect by the end
of the fiscal year and hence the beginning of the new school year.

Responsible official: Commissioner of Indian Affairsto give go-ahead signal
and objectives ; Director of Administration for implementation through
the task force method.Taking the three staffing action steps aboveand particularly the Indian in-
take-and-development programwill to a large extent eliminate_ the current diffi-
culties associated' with Thclian preference. and in the best possible v.--ay that can
lie done: Increase the supply of fully qualified Indians available for filling Bu-reau positions. However. there remain several other elements of the complex
of problems connected With Indian preference, and these are addressed by the
next three action steps;

Issue guidelines on. the application. of-Ine-.-4n preference
Clear policy and prOcedural guidelines must be issued regarding (I) restruc-

turing the grade level of positions downward, (2) Readvertising positions when
no qur.lifieci Indian candidates have applied, and (3) Not filling positions at all
when no qualified Indians apply.At present, each manager in the Bureau is trying to accomplish the twin ob-
jectives of filling his "vacancies with qualified people so he can get his work done,
and at the same time apply the requirements of Indian preference as he under-
stands them. In the absence of 33ureauwide guidelines "in this respect. there is
wide variation in both. opinion and practice. from Area to Area and agency to
_agency. as to how to do this without violating these requirements or having un-
desirable effects on the work.

On the one hand, some managers believe they snoulcl. hire nobody. but Indians,
and in order to obtain any candidates even minimally qualified, will restructure
every position downward. advertise positionS over and over for a fourth or fifth
time. and/or simply leave positions vacant for extended periods of time The
result is generally actual work disruption_ with specific tasks either not getting
clone at all. or done ineffectively or inefficiently because of the filling of so manyvacancies with persons in a trainee status. Conversely, others are perceived as
making only perfunctory use of these devices to get Indians_into their positions.with the result that feelings and charges of continued discrimination against
Indians are rampant and internal office factionalism is increased."Everybody can criticize everybody else's actions in' these matters since the
Bureau has provided no standards or guidelines to its managers.. The processes
of qualification determination and tribal consultation are additional compli-
cating factors in this situation. as indicated below.

Nobody argues that both the downward restructuring of posz ns to recruit
at less than full jonrneyman/performance levels and the reztdve sing of posi-
tions to broaden the search for applicants. are not legitimate metho for any or-
ganization to employ -as part of its total panoply of staffing techni es; and it
is agreed that these are imrticularly appropriate for Bureau use in implementing
the 1972-74 extension of Indian preference. Indians must have opportunities to
-enter positions where few have been found in the past. But what is needed to
make the use of these tools a more balanced and consistent operation in the-
Bureau is a policy statement which makes it clear that :

The desirability of using either of these two Methods in any specific case must
he weighed against the potentially deleterious effects. they may have on the or-
ganization,aI unit's a.1.;-a1t7 to turn out the quantity and quality of work needed_

Use of bcith methods in any specific case is always optional with the manager-.
who is responsible for applying reasonable judgment and common sense in bal-
ancing the effects of use :versus non-use
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The ability r to _ccomplish the Bureau's work objectivesto perform "Ilie-re--
quired operations so that effective services are being- provided to the. In-

- clia.n peopleare a paramount. consideration in making these staffing de-. cisions, irrespective of the internal Bureau or external tribal pressures
that are present for employing Indians_

In no case should a position ho filled at less than the journeyman /frill
performance level unless the resulting situation provides the trainee with a
meaningful opportunity to receive the needed additional supervision . and
training while performing.In no case will the delay caused- by multiple advertisingor not filling
the position at -allbc any longer than (a prescribed period of time-
to be determined by the Central Office after field consultation. -and spe-
cifically included in this Bureauwide policy statement, with any exceptions
to be approved by the Central Office) -

The basic causes of the prese l difficulties attendant to staffing 1;iireau posi-
-tions with fully qualified Indian.- -rill be effectively met only through the kind
of major staffing programs mile* or in (2). (3) and, (4) above. As these pro-
grams result in more and more -6 fined 'and experienced- Indian candidates for
all types of positions, the need to esort to the -pediences".;f restructuring and
reaclvertising Will greatly diminish. :end thus -ti.e problems nttendant thereto_

It is generally agreed. however. that it will still take years before adequate
numbers of Indian journeyman fo-es.ter-s. engineers. :tdministrative managers -
and specialists._ appraisers. etc.. are available to the Ilureau ; and that in the
meantime a reasonable balance between trainees and journeymen must prevail if
the work is to get done. In mnny cases this means hiring without delay whaWver
journeymen- are available_ The reverse situation has often been termed the

-eatest ci:.service to the Indians who are employed : Placing them .in trainee
situations with certain performance failure built into the situation because the
job demands exceed capability and the needed training- time and resources are
net available.Time framg... for implementation. The appropriate consultation with the field
on the specific details and language of the policy statement/guidelines can be
-accomplished during Quarter 1 of PM' 1977, so that the issuance is available no -
later than .Tanuirry 1. 1977.

Responsible official: Chief Personnel Officer.
G. Obtain legislative modifications in Indian preference.

The mnIlher in which the extension of Indian preference was confirmed in
1974 resulted in very- specific court decision language regarding the need to ad.:- -
'vertise positions whenever reassignments were being contemplated. If for rea-
sons of increased program efficiency or other legitimate management objectives
or for the employee's own health and safetymanagement wishes to reassign

nrwn-Indian_employee from his present position into another one at the same
grade level for which he onalifies. the second position' must first le advertised
:Ind: if any Indian who meets the minimum qualification requirements applies, .
the Indian must 116 appointed if any action is taken at all. This result naturally
defeate the whole purpose of the intended action since the objective was not
to add another employee to the Ttnrean's rolls or to move the internal Indian
candiatite. but to nse more effectively the one already employed.

., Similarly. a non-Indian employee cannot switch positions with anti -her em-
ployee in a similar positioneven in the same officewithout advertising' his
positinnand both positions_ if the other one is also encumbered by a non-Indian_
Roth employees will he without Jobs if qualified Indians apply for both positions.
and (17,7A IlriTNninted. Of conrse management does not have to s ppoint the Indian
apnlienntsand presumably would -notbut the re-snit is that the switch can-
not. take ;slat -e- Simple she avnilability. of tilt:. Tnifi n fr-rxeb-pc swg t tri Tur.

action_ In some specific eases the proposed reassignment arises from the deSire
-of an Indiarr tribal group to obtain the services of the non-Indian L.& its agencY

seb '1.41and the same obstacles are present.
fIrt-cnthe reason for the desired reassignment action is that the positio. n en-

cumbered is no loriger neededin its present location or orgnnizntional unit
or confignration : or that the incumbent's abilities and skills are more greatly
needed in csr .spited to another position. Titus as a. result of the 1974 -court- tie-
cision inne.-nnze; the. Bnrean finds itself with nrimerons cases of non-Indians
who should he reassigned for -various -reasons brit cannot be without either-
jeopardizing their having any nosition to occurry_ or frustrating Indian candidates
applying in response to advertised "vacancies" and then not being appointed_
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The time and- energy devoted throughout the Bureau to attempting to-solve
such cases are immense. :Ninny shifts in organizational arrangements, poSition
structures, and functional realignments that are needed for improved efilcieney
and effectiveness are stymied or compromised or not atternpted at all because,
of these administrative monstrosities resulting from the specific language-of the-
court decisions which now governs the internal application of Indian preference.
The courts- themselves referred to these anticipated administrative difficulties

rI declared" that their resolution, if any, would have to be sought tbroug.b.
':-es in the law.Bureau and the Department must present to Congress a bill which revisesthe Indian preference language to remedy this situation. It could take thesimple form of providing the Secretary of the Interior with the authority to

allow the Bureau to reassign non-Indian employees without the need for adver-
tising the receiving positions in certain specific reassignment situations meet-
ing designated criteria (e.g_ needed organizational rearrangement, changes in
function, the emploes' own. health and safety, etc..)

Time frame for implementation. Following appropriate consultation with the-
Offices of the Solicitor and Assistant secretaryManagement and with tribal
groups, the draft bill should be ready for coordination through OMB and submis-
NiOn. to Cong-.res. for consideration during the first session (1977) of the new
0:"th Congress.Resportsib!e official: Commissioner of Indian Affairsto give go-ahead signal;
Director of. Administration to ensure proper implementation procedures are
followed.
7. .Furt7icr facilitate outplacentent of non-Indian&

For a... variety of reasons.'non-Indi. employees in -the Bureau have little faith,
in the Departmental Career Placement Assistance program. Tiles, employeeswith rears yet to. work before they can contemplate retirement are either in
occupational fieras which are used hardly at all in other Interior bereaus (e.g
teachers and social workers) -or at grade levels :71 common occupati,Mal fields
(e.g. forester and engineer) where positions in other bureaus are trt.ditionally
filled from within. They joined the Bureau before 1972 with ever; indication.
thht they would have the normal opportunities for career progre ion, and they
were neither consulted concerning nor oriented to the application of Indian pref-
erence to internal personnel actions.While it is properly debatable whether the Bureau should further facilitate-
the departure of employees whose skilLs often cannot be replaced for some time
yet by qualified Indians at the same skills levels. in many eases these em-
ployees are so dismotivated by the total Bureau situation. as they perceive it,
that their effectiveness as workers is seriously questioned. Speeding their de-
parture by providing additional opportunities for their finding jobs elsewhere
seems the lesser of two evils.

With the assistance of the Department and the Civil Service Commission, the -
Bureau should design:

A gy4.-.:tena for transmitting to other appropriate Federal agencies rAsurn4s
on non-Indian employees interested in and available for short-term. zIssign- -
merits in. these agencies: and then making those who receive offers available
for sneh assignments.- Through this _means their skills and performance
capabilities would become known to the host agencies, and permanent em-
pl oy rn en t oppo rta nit i eswoul d presumably be enhanced.

A formal retraining program for teachers in the Bureau who are r. illizzs
to shift into the administative occupational fields..

Time frame for inzplemmtation. The necessary design and coordination work
for thes4-_- two programs could be accomplished during the first half of FY 1977.,
The cost and manpower implications- should be spelled out in .-ufficient detail scr
that any budget requirements would be included for FY 197.S.

Re.vpon.q-ible official,: Commissioner of Indian Affairsto give go-ahead signal
rind general objectives definition: Director of Administrationto ensure pro-
grnm design. consultation. and budgetary implementation.

The seven aetion plan steps called for above address problems primarily in
roreettsting and meeting the Bureau's employment needs under the chnllentting
mandate of Indian preference.. They call for programs and actions which 132.-C:l4t
persons agree should have been accomplished some years agcy. The next three ac-,
tion steps relate more specifically to the internal placement function. i.e. rating--
ind selecting employees for vacancies (generally involving a. promotion).
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S. Dere lop qualification standards/guideline& for majc.r types of partitions.
As pointed 'out above in the Personnel Managemert S.tuatioa section. there are

-few qualification standards or guidelines for the num.... types 4 If positions in the
Bureau which are either peculiar to the orl.mnizatica or require certain morespecific quahticatioms within the minimum civil Sevice stabdards -for experi-
ence and etint_.:ition. arising from the nature and demands of cne Bureau's work_
The developraent of these tandards/g..uiclelines for such positions ats-Area- Direct-
tor. i......Superincendent. _Administrative Manager: and various specialities in the
Trust- nespKynsibiiities and Tribal Resouret. and Services areas is of funda-
mental importance to the successful implementation of many of the other action

steps_
The work to be done consists of a series of interrelated tasks :L. must first be wade clear that managers and the Bureau not only may

determine the qualifications needed for successful pe7foratance in Bureaujobsin inaplific-ation 'of- ally minimum experience raid education require-
ments laid down in X-118----but that they have the responsibility to do so.
Art explanatory and clarifying issuance from the Central _Office regarding
this responsibility and the general nature of qualification standards in the
Yedercil F.overrinient should receive wide distribution throughout the Bureau-

A general qUaliiicaticni guideline applicable to all Bureau positions-should
be developed addressing the factors of personal acceptability and suitability ;
and. where applicable (e.g.. managzr.rial and other positions or: responsibility),of knowledge and understanding of Indian problems and empathy- with
gnals and aspirations of Indian people--A general guideline applicable to all management positions should be

developed around the specific qualifications needed for managerial wo714..those abilities. skills and personal characteristics not related to or neces7
sarily developed in any functional specialty.

Individual qualification standards/guidelines -should be developed for each
type of position as mentioned above, built around. the imawledges, abili-
_ties and skills needed. and providing examples of the types of typical ex-
perience needed. (the "career pathways" previously mentioned) to qualify
for the position.

The task lends itself to the project mode, and selected groups_ of managers
should be used in each phase of this standards development operation so that
the practical experience and lc-- wledge existing in the Burean is tapped. Each
draft of general and specific Sumnda.rds/guidelines should receive wide distribu-
tion and time for discussion and comment before final issuance.

Time frame for implementation.. A beginning has already been made with the
Commissioner's memorandum of last June addressing the subject of qualification
determination, standards for tribal operations positions, and the matter of per-
sonal acceptability.. This project should be 1iVen the priority and resources re-
quired to ensure that all of the above components are ready for issuance in the
form of a qualification standards handbook no later than Quarter 3 of fiscal year
1977-

Responsible ofAcial: Chief Personnel Officer_
0. Improve procedures for determining qualifications for specific vacancies.

As with the action plan step immediately abOve, action in this problem area
also has both a conceptual /attitudinal and a. procedural aspect 4,42:ain., it must
be clarified to managers that tines are responsible for defining the more specific
lmowledges, abilities_ and slskills needed for satisfactory pberformance in each
specific job; and to .personnel staff members that these specific qualification
tors must be developed with the ma.na,-ers/snperivsor.s having the vacancies. be
included in the vacancy announcements, and used as an essential part of the
rating process-

The great controversy everywhere in the Bureau regarding personnel offices'
"qualifying anybody" is Ine to the ahserrce of this step. `'INlinimuin qualifications"
has been equated by all to purely the X-11S requirements regarding experience
and education, instead of to these as fimplified by the more specific requirements
-inherent in any individual job- The az-alification standards/guidelines developed
in (S) above will13e of great benefit_here. but do not take the place of this needed
individual -bv-individual vacancy qualification factor development

In addition to instituting this Bureauwide procedure in determining qualifica-
tions needed - for specific jobs and including, them-on-vacancy- announcements,
the procedures used in determining whether applicants meet. the qualification
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requirements and in ranking those who do should be subjected to a major study
and improvement project. This is particularly relevant and essential in view of
the generally perceived uselessness of "the record" for determining the quality
of employees' performance, as mentioned above. _

Through this improvement project, standard operating procedures should call
for the greater involvement by operating officials in these processes, by the use
of standing or ad hoc panels_ The development and use of vouchers or qualifica-
tion inquiry forms tailored to the types of positions being filled should be pur-sued. The use of a Bureau appraisal/evaluation board or committee should be
considered for all positions where the Commissioner has appointing authority. In
every way this project should refine and develop methods to ensure that no can-didate finally listed on a certificate cannot be expected to perform the jobsatisfactorily.

Time frame for implementation. The qual12-ation determination training
workships needed to implement the conceptual /procedural changes relating to
filling specific vacancies should occur during the first part of fiscal year 1977,
and involve appropriate operating officials and personnel staff members in everypart of the Bureau. The rating procedur. study should be conducted within the
same time frame, using the workshop sessions as part of the informational study
base, and result in actual procedural changes effected during the last half offiscal year 1977. The work lends itself to a cooperative effort between the place-
ment and training functions, spearheaded by a project manager experienced andadept in working with groups of operating, officials.

Responsible official: Chief Personnel Officer.
10. .Reissue updated and more specific guidelines for tribal consultation on. per-807titei selection.s.

The present Bureau guidelines in this area are dated May 2. 1072, under thesignature of the previous Commissioner. While they read comprehensively andreasonably. the fact is that -hey have little relevance to or impact on actual: conditions. today. Most top managers in the Bureau have assumed their positions
since this issuance ; are not generally aware of its existence; and, even if aware.doubtful of its current aoplicability because of its date_

To correct the inconsistent manner with which consultation on personnel se-lections now tales place, and its too common pernicious effects described above,
the Bureau must issue new guidelines and then provide for inplementing pro-cedures which ensure adherence in practice to the stated principles. The cur-rent situation suggests that :

consultation with-tribal groups on selections be limited to the positions of
Area Director, Agency Superintendent and School Superintendent Any
other specific positions proposed for inclusion would need the Commision-er's approval-

-the preference of tribal groups be expressed as two (or more) of the avail-able candidatesnever as just a. single candidate..
optionally, the tribal group be permitted) to express its single preference

among those two (or more) candidates identified by the Bureau. as itspreferences.
it be made clear that the selection authority is the Bureau's; and that the
preferences of the tribal group will be seriously considered in making this
selection.

It will be a major challenge for the Bureau to "turn around" the current situ-
ation where "consultation" in effect often means that tribal groups demand (and
obtain) the appointment of specific individuals, and the positions affected include
every single one at an agency. Bureau inaction has permitted agency employment
often to become an extension of tribal politics and factionalism, with all thedisruptions and co: Ilicts inherent in this situation reflected within the agency
instead of agency employment operations serving as a model of the merit andfitne'ss principles of the Federal government for the tribal government to lookto and emulate., This is especially ironic in view of the programs aided, and co-sponsored by the Bureau for training Indian tribal members, in good personnel,
management principles and procedures so they can return to their tribal govern-ments and start applying them.

Tir,te frame for implementation.. A new guideline issuance and consultation onit with Indian tribal groups should occur during the first half of fiscal year 1977..The attitude and behavior of many Bureau managers, now habituated to thecurrent situation, will require major reorientation. Operations in conformance
with the new guidelines should commence by the beginning of fiscal year 197S.

22-2S5-7S---13
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Re epon-sibIc official: Commissioner of Indian Affairs. , .

1L Develop and operate an effective position management/47lassification program.
Here is an area where one of the greatest and most difficult attitude and Le-

havior changes, for managers and personnel stuffs. must take place. It undoubt-
edly is true that many Governn......ntwide classiticatiTin standards do not serve usadequate bases for classifying various Isureau jobs, and that for some typcg of
positions no appropriate standard exists at all for this purpose. -The remedy,
however, is not to "(lama the system" and 4.-.!asAtify by "myths," but to develop
those revisions and supplementary guides called for. The movement in this di-
rection has already started.The actions neeessary to establish within the Bureau an -operational system
ensuring that positions are set up and crested out in an of and disciplined
manner conforming .to legal and regulatory requirements, are traditional and
multiple. They include:defining and clarifying responsibilities- Managers must have the opportu-

nity to learn the principles of the system and the reasons for them. in-
cluding their own responsibilitic s. for structuring and organizing positions
in a "lean" and cost-conscious fashion ; a.nct tne personnel function's- re-
sponsibi - or helping them do this by asking the "why's" when positions
are es dim ed. I'resently most managers feels "it's none of personnel'sbusiness" to question whether a.,position is needed, the type of position
proposed, or the predetermined grade level_ The goal to be reached is for
managers to demand that the personnel perform this position management
role at the earlie., r-lssible stage in the process. to ensure viable struc-
tures and correc : and for personnel staffs to be proficient in pro -
viding this assistac_ee.developing standaLds and guldeLines_ A major project to prepare those
single-agency standards and classification guidelines needed in the nu-
reau must be undertaken. Through extensive studies, the proper occupa-
tional series for various jobs must be identified, and the standards for all
series. used by the Bureau examined to determine what nureatt guidelines
or standards revision:, are needed to provide effective classification tools
understood and applied consistently Bureauwide.using helpful tools to increase efficiency of operations.. The studies shouldalso result in the Bureauwide use of vurious classification tools which
speed up operations. such as standard position descriptions. checklist
pacl..'s. and interpretive material addressing especially complex situations,

--operating a cyclic audit program. As a standard operating procedure. or-ganizational units and functional entities must be reviewed on a regular
schedule to identify changes in position structures and grades required
Iby new circumstances and developments. The heavy load of daily ease
work will significantly decrease as a result of this "maintenance" operation_revising and developing Manual materiaL Bureau policies and procedures
covering both position management/classification and wage administration
(e.g. hazard pay) need to be updated or developed originally.Time frame for implementation. Because or their great visibility the im-

provements needed in position classification served as the "tri.ger" to the March
2.5 Agreement: and hence much of the improvement action which has occurredsince then has been concentrated in this area. With the gradual correcting
throughout the Bureau of the completely inadequate staffing situation in the
classification function, more and more time should start becoming available forthe programmatic/needs listed above as distinguished from the time of IleCeS-
Rity devoted to clise work-. Standards and cyclic audits wilt produce that con-
sistency throughOut the Bureau which is too frequently absent now and about
which managers and employees justifiably complain.

It should be possible for the position man.ag...etnentielassification function toestablish and follow a work plan which, ensures that the major standards arbd
"helpful tools"; development work is completed during FY 1977. together with
a substantial Start being made on needed Manual material. 3 cyclic audit pro -
gram shonld be operational throughout the Bares in FY 107.S.

.7ZesponsiDre officialz Chief Pers. ormel Officerto provide general prof-ram
guidance: Chief Classification Officer to develop work plan. ensure implementa-
tion, and provide Bureau-wicic coordination to improvemegat efforts.
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22. Condisct management .Oricntatiiiip anti supervisory training' he perworinel Mt 11-
agement. 'IPP

Enough has been said 'above regarding the key role played by the conceptual
and 'definitional aspects of the Bureau's persottnel management problem situa-
tion to make it evident that various means must be fohnd to cause changes here.

Most of the action plan steps lit the general management area above are di-
rectly related to this problem. by serving as re foundation for management's ac-
vept.u.nce. and performance of its responsibility for The health and effectiveneas
of the Bureau as .an organizational instrument. Without the Bureau's providing
is focus for internal management. using effective tools in manpower allocation
and utilization, accepting the values inherent in a program_ evaluation system.
Wildmost cruciallycomrnunicating and operating in . a truly proldern-solving
mode. the Bureau's personnel management problems will have little chance for
'being resolved. Most often. as seen. the solution demands close cooperation be-
tween managers and personnel staffs. joint projects and forces. and mutual
understanding of and respect for each others' contributions.The type of orientation and training needed in the personnel management
area grows out of the same need. situation behind the management orientation
called 'for in General. Management -step 5 above. In each major organizational
part of the Bureau. managers should have the opportunity to sit down with their
personnel staff and together discuss the basic principles and policies of Federal
personnel management Using Bureauwide training guides. the discussion leader
or facilitator should btu adept in identifying 'key +differences in perceptions as
they arise and in leading the discussion towards clarification and possible resolu-
tion of these differences. A similar training program for supervisors. using thesame approach but including more specific Bureau policies and procedures.
should also be developed and conducted Bureauxvide.

The last thing needed at thiS time In the Bureau is an intensification of the
two hostile camps" atmosphere between managers/supervisors and the per- -

simnel offices. A program requiring one or the other party to sit and be lectured
to and **told" will have this undesirable effect_ While there-is a legitimate need
for some officials, such as Administrative 111arinf-zert-4 and AI As bet ItT1 tt-T, to increasetheir knowledge of and proficiency. in using the procedures and tools of per-
sonnel administrationand this type of training is called for in many xilaces ira
the Bureauthe primary Managerial/supervisory needs are of a different orderand require different approaches. The program envisioned here would haveas its chief objective and benefit the bringing together of the two camps. to
start build ft-4r the basis for that cooperation and coordination needed if personnel
managemeat problems are to be truly resolved rather than just cosmetically coy-
.ered over.

Time frame for impTcmentation. A model workshop guide needs to be developed
by the Central Office in consultation with field managers and personnel offices.
Including sections on the major excepts, principles and policies of Federalpersonnel management, the guide should point out typical conflict and con-troversy areas concerning roles, responsibilities. and interpretations. The de-
velopment of the guide-using a project task force mode. and the identification
and training of discussion leaders/facilitators can be accomplished during the
first half of FY 191'7, so that workshops, can commence Itureatrwide by April

.g..caponsibre °Near:- Chief-Per onamt_Olneer--tove_go-a bead signal and gen-eral objectives definition Chief Training Officerto ensure'lraplementat ion.
Peraonnei Function Management -

In several ways it has been indicated :trove that the personni4 functiOir-itself
was not able to cope with alI the new demands and challenges it faced_ One of,
the main reasons was' simple lack of sufficient staff both in the headquarters
personnel office and in many of the Arim offices. While a sig-nifica-zt turn about
has occurred in. the past few months in this re-pert particularly in the position
managemerzt/claification function both in the Central Office and various Arez_offices.. and in the staffing (employment) ftmction in the Central Officethere
remains sr need to study Bureattwide the staffing of the function and to allocate
manpower according to more cor.sistent and rational gnidel;nes. This endeavfer
should be one of the first actions of the instrumentality called for in General
Management step 2 aboire.
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'With the appointment In :Tu ly of a new permanent Chief Personnel Officer,
the institutional. focus exists for taking needed improvement actions in the
function itself: The demands which the function must meet in fulfilling its role
in im-plerner.cing the improvement actions above' are so heavy and numerous
that only by managing itself effectively can the challenge be met. The follow-
ing major steps are essential in this respect ; and they are presented somewhat
more sketchily than the others in this Plan since there is no indication that a
more detailed exposition is needed to ensure implement:-.w=on.
2- Redefine and clarify the role of a personnel office-. A position document needs to be prepared spelling out the specific responsibili-
ties of the personnel function, how they relate to the personnel management
responsibilities of managers, and how they support and. assist the effectivNva.n-
agement of the Bureau- This draft document could serve as a useful discusion

'mai/ tool for\the managerial/supervisory orientation and training workshops called
for in (12) above, and could be further refined through these discussions. Event-
ually the statement should be incorporated in the Manual.

The process of preparing this role clarification material will serve as a. re-
orientation and redirection exercise for personnel office staff members them- -
sefves. For a. 'variety of reasons, there has been little communication on these
matters among Bureau personnel offices. and no cdmmon conception of roles and
responsibilities is "ound in the Bureau. By using a task force with Central Of-
fice and mostly fieldNparticipants, the &rafting experience itself can start devel-
oping the needed interaction and interplay among personnel offices_

Time frame for implementation. The draft statement- process should occur
during the first half of so that it is available for use during-the second
half in the managerial/supervisory personnel management workshops. The
final document should be issueflat the end of the fiscal year_

Responsible official: Chief Personnel Officer_
.2- Establish a program planning system_
- The traditional tools of systematic planning must be used by the personnel
function if the many programmatic improvement actions are to occur in a timely
and efficient manner. The Division' of Personnel Nisruzgement has the job of es-
tn.-Wishing priorities among its objectives, allocating its man-power resources, and
designating time frames within which actions will ocepEr. And the specific objec-
tives and tasks of each major specialty within the function must be coordinated
and -integrated into a total framework. Each servicing personnel office in the
Bureau is faced with the same basic managerial tasks.

The "press of daily business," as in every office, tends to take precedence in the
personnel function"cases and crises and calls" will consume all available time
-unless a planning system is institutionalized and lived by- At-this time, the pro-
grammatic actions needed are so numerous and complex that imagination and
innovation in 'the use of resourcesproject teams, task forces, interfurtetional
groups, etc.are essential within the structured planning_ framework. The
sponsibility for developing, updating and monitoring the planning system-needs
to be identified as a specific task and assigned to a designated individuaL

Time frame for implementation. Imthediately. The system should be ready for
-action plan use during Quarter 1 of fiscal year 1977.

.itcsponsible official: Chief Personnel Officer.
Provide 13 u rcau wide cooicdinat ion within. the function.
Again for a. variety of -reasonssome alluded to alreadythere has been a

historic lack of communication and coordination among personnel offices in the
331.2reau. That which occurs is primarily in relation to specific cases or problem
situation.i, and often based on the coincidence of personal friendship_ Rarely is
-one office aware of what another is accomplishing in prograxardatic areas such as
handbooks or training material available, use of classification aides, etc. Working
--e-centially on the same types of problems and challenges, each office generally
-"reinvents the wheel."

The Central Office must provide the linking pin role. A comparatively simple
-system for communicating plans, needs, and accomplishments should be estab-
-lished by the Division of Personnel Mauagement so that all personnel offices are
:kept Informed of each other's major activities. Based on this communication
-system. common problems and needs will emerge permitting the more efficient
= utilization of resources. e.g_ sharing a handbook or form Buren:ow-We. Further,
'topics will start being identified for mutual discussion and resolution through a.
Planned series of workshops and meetings in the functional specialties.



Time frame- for implementation. The design of the cpmmunica.tion system
should occur during Quarter 1 of fiscal year 1977, so that by January the vehicle
for inter-personnel office sharing is in operation. The task lends itself to being
accomplished by a small group of field personae!' staff. 'members working with
a Central Office representative. A tentative schedule. of workshops /conferences
during FY 107T should be established early-in the year.

Responsible official: Chief Personnel Officer.
4. Improve operational methods_

Several Area personnel officers mentioned that one of the biggest needs, and
with the biggest potential pay-off, is a Bureauwide study of the operational meth-
ods used in the offices. This has never been done; and the prospect is that more
efficient and up-to-date ways of doing business-can be identified through such a
study, thus ,attacking the problem of justifiable management concern of timely
action processing.As a start, the Division of Personnel Management should obtain from each
Area office a brief description of whatever newer methods and materials it is

- using or contemplating.. Some Area 'offices have designed, or are planning to de-
sign, certain improved training, position classification, placement, etc.. tools and
aids which should make for more efficient :operations. Similarly, others izre be-
ginning to put certain newer types of equipment into use to speed up processing..
All of these ideas, and others, need to be considered for possible Bureauwide
application.As a significant part of this study, the subject of automating various part of
the personnel function needs to be reassessed. While an updating operation of the
current system is taking place, what is needed is a major review of what addi-
tional needs there are which the automated personnel system should and cam
addmss, such as -the production of l3tIF registers, basic skills inventory data, etc._

To attain the needed momentum- and consistent application of effort in this
the Division of Personnel Management should locate responsibility

for automated -personnel systems x-ork in a specific position. This used to be so,.
but as it is now every personnel ffice and specialty finds itself dealing with the
subject as an isolated entity. Wit tno single person at the he-

ureauwi e needs in all specialties and
working on the totallatireauwiclystem.Time frame for i2nplementatfOn. The initial steps towards the complete study
can be taken immediately. THE task lends itself to a project mode with a person-
nel specialist with a systems;-bent as a leader. Several specific Area personnel
officers and/or staff members with particular interest in this field should serve
as resource- persons. The initial identification of needs and of possible new Bu-
reauwide operational methods should be completed during the first half of fiscal
year 1977. During the second .half, the-design and implementation of additional
'automated system eomponen',s should be completed_

Responsible official Chie' Personnel Officer.
(o' riot an eraluation gram
There is no new -for th,i-Bureau to have to wait forlars for a Civil Service

or Departmental peesonrie.qmanagement era:nation to take place to obtain . si
status report on itself. ,Itzle the occasional "outside" review is valuable and
appropriate. the organizafkm itself must have the capability to evaluate and
make appropriate snuggles 'find improvements.

With the imminent establishment of this responsibility as a. specific function
within the Division of Personnel Management, a schedule of reviews and as-
sistance visits from the Central Office should be drawn lip covering all aspects
of personnel management and all parts of the Bureau. The capability of each
Area office to conduct agency evaluations must be assessed and improved. Both
organizational and functional priorities need to be identified, and reviews should
be. coordinated with and meshed into the major improvement actions under the
Plan- which are taking place at the time. Personnel staff. members who are to
participate in evaluations .hould have the opportunity to become acquainted with
and trained in evaluation methodology_ -Appropriate use of outside Bureau. re-
sources. e.g.r. Departmental and Civil Service Commiqsion, should be part of the
total evaluation framework.It should be mentioned here that - organizationally, the evaluation function
lends itself to be the "home- for the other four- action steps mentioned above.
i.e_ clarification of the personnel function role. program plat:fling, coordination/
communication within the function. and operational improvement

Time frame for implementation_ The evaluation plan. should be drawn -up dur-
ing Quarter 1 of fiscal year 1977, and start being implemented by January 1, 197T-

%
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ril'esponsibie official: Chief Personnel Officer.
AWROi. The "-t.t Action Plan Steps covered above are listed in tabular form in Appendix

C, for ease of reference and overview regarding time frames and responsibilities_
AN Ax.i.ittx.,yrivE op.r.to'N von ruirrriEit CONSIDERATION

The basis for the Action Plan above- consists of the principles and policies of
the Federal government's personnel management. system as it exists today. This
system has as its foundation certain values and key institutions of the ''majority
culture," e.g.. equal pay for equal work, hiring on the basis' of merit and -fitness,
position structuring' for efacien of operations, consistency of basic, policies
within an organization, etc-It seems logical that if the Fedora Nernment's pulley in programmatic mat-
ters is to ensure that Indian tribes have an opportunity to determine for them-
selves what their priority needs are and how they will be met through -Tiurestit
operations. n_-similar opportunity might exist for them to determine the type of
human resOnrce nmnagement they want used in these programmatic areas. in
other words, if each Bureau- agency and school is now consulting.' with tribal

7 governments and advisory boards regarding the nature of natural resource, com-
munity service. education. etc.. programs to be funded and conducted at the res-
ervation or school_ it would make sense to let the same tribal governments and
school boards have a determining voice in the management of the persons -con-

.... ducting the programs.
',. The alternative for further consideration, then, is to give tribal groups the
Opportunity to establish their own version of a personnel management system
fin- itureau operations. Excepted from the various laws. rules and 'regulations of
the "majority culture" pertaining to personnel management, eaeh- tribe which
.wished taxi° so Would design 1-he type of operation that best -fitted its concepts of
position structni-e. compensation, employment practices. etc. ...-1.r-e there is some
variatior.'in basic values from tribe to tribe, this alternativt, rt -prrniz the po-
tential' iOppropriateness of trying to have one consistent poltcy or practiee
throughout the Bureau. If-it is true that the 1312re-fin in effect dert;.: wit a large
nntriber /Of entities cotnparaldr- to local governments. seattered thrmgliont the
conntryl-Why attempt to force conformity when diversity is the rule in actual
loeaVgovernment matters in the ITnited States?

Sonieg--sribes. may- choose' to remain with the Federal' government's personnel
manapinnerit -systemwhich. would be their choice. Others might want to use
several of its features, but not all. For example. the basis for qualifications to
be. met for Bureau positions in some a ..geneies might welt he entirely different
-front/ those in the. -majority system" be ause they _reflected a. tribe's sense of
values for local la edngunge-knowlge, various personal characteristics and cul-
tural- attiindes important to the tribe, and so on. Similarly. the-relative- value
placed on various oeeupational services rendered might distinctly different from

,tha t reflected in flie position classification, standards of laliks 1`majority -system_"
'What is being proposed-as an alternative is 1 he possibili- .--,:-:,-4i-!..' the hest way to

solve the -1111re:in's personnel management problems is not to -giv about the task
in the traditional manner, as described in the Action- Plan. Lky- improving the
Bureaus inanngement system to bring it into conformance with the principles
;and policies of the "majority system :" hint to rec-ognize Indian values and differ-
ences as a possible basis for constructing a system for collection of systems)
which abandons the quest for consistency and provides freedom for "local option.'
Each school as has been said recentlymay very well be the beSt organizational
enrity to set its own qmilifieations. pay rates. and management procedures for the
personnel it needs- Each tribe may he the best judge of how to organize and staff
and nntnag:e its agency's personnel dimension.

To have this opportunity now. Indian tribal governments must opt for contract-
ing- under Public Lave. :43-e...s. and then still abide by very specific "majority cnl-
titre" terms Tinder the eontraet_ wemi a it be Tinssihle to permit one part of the
Federal gni-et-rimer-ftthe Bureau of. Indian A MI i rs to operate under a personnel
system which had built into it a wide variety.of different methods and procedures
conforming toy and chosen by the various groups of constituents it serves? Tf. the
Federal government is serious al-our giving Tn-iinns- reel chniee. why not also the
choice of personnel management systems? The manner in which- Tndian prefer-
ence is applied.- the variety of qualifications factors and their"relative weight, the
elements important to evalun ting. prformatieenll of-these personnel questions.
and still. others. could he made the snieet of self-determinati, by each tribe_

.
Many persons will probably object that..pnrsuing this. alternative in effect.

would destroy the .Bureau as an organization as it has-been known. But that has
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already to n$ent extent -occurred.- The Bureau has been buffeted by extremely
powerful forces of change and at present has neither evolved into a new, effective
instrument nor maintained its traditional management style. The_ situation de-
scribed in the pages above adds up to an organization "in the middle," conform-
ing to neither the principles of effective management of the "majority system"
nor those of an effective different orientation.

---- The steps described in the Action Plan are essential to attain effective human
resource management as understood in the Federal government. The alternative
here raised is the possibility of constructing an entirely different system, as
determined by Indian people. but still part of the Federal government. The fur-
ther consideration. needed of this option must answer the question whether the
Federal government has the breadth of view. and spirit of adventuresomenesS
within it to give Indian people the opportunity to determine what they would
decide upon as their system of Federal personnel management ; and the flexibility
and risk-taking ability to implement the result.

AP PEN DIX A.
DEPART :11E :srr OF TciE INTnarort,

Wa.yhington, March 25, 197G.
Memorandum :
To: Commissioner of Indian Affair's
From : Assistant Secretary Managemec.t
Subject.: Improvement of Personnel Management within 13IA.

Attached is a copy of 3-owr. Action Plan for Improvement of Personnel Man-
agement within BIA. I Ative concurred as you requesttsl.

I am happy that .--we were able to mutually agree on a course of action thereby
avoiding irkterna1 conflict and quickly moving to bring about the necessary im-
provemente.c-vitliin

In light of this agreement, you may consider my letter to you dated March 2
entitled. "A etiou. Plan to Improve Position Classification Program in the Bureau
-of Indian Affairs" to be rescinded.

You may be assured that we will move expeditiously "to assist you in this effort
as required by the departmental commitments ?elected in this action plan. In
this regard. I am appointing John McEune. Director. Office of Organization and
Personnel Management, to be my representative on the BIA Personnel Manage-
ment 'Task Group (Item 6) -

Lastly. it is my understanding that you have selected Paul Lorentzen as the
Project Manager. Further. that he will report for duty effective April T.-, and will

.- be funded effective that date by RTak. Would you please have the appropriate
people contact Dick Bite to implement the necessary fiscal and personnel actions.

It is important that we begin immediately to find a suitable candidate for the
Acting Personnel Officer job. By copy of this memorandum,- I am asking John
.Mcli:une to contact you -so that a s:.lectiort may be mad,7 as soon as possible.

JAMES T. CLARKE-
Attachment.
Ac-rroN PROPOSAL FOR I M-PROVEM ENT` OF PER-F _NEL MAN A GEM-EXT, BVIIEJVC Or

I ND IAN' AFFAIRS

Geno::raZ Objective: Through' joint efforts of MA. and Department persannel
specialists and managers. develop and Implement an action program to correee
and improVe specifically identified problems and .deficiencies in BIA. personnel
management at all organizational levels.
117A.InitiativeR/Commitments

1_ The Commissioner Will issue immediately a modification of his delegation
of authority for position classification to accomplish the following:

A. Remove classification authority from Area Directors.
B. Delegate -classification authority to Chief Personnel Officer. Washington ;

Chief of Classification. Washington :Chief of Personnel in eaeli Area Office.
C. Temporary withdrawal to the MA Central Office effective April 4, 1976 of

final classification approval authority from all Areas for the following position
series : (1) Jobs classified in the GS-301 seriesall grades. -(2) GS-1700 group
positions at the GS-11 level and above. (3) GS-502 Series. Engineering Tech-
nician. GS-7 and above. (4) All professional engineering positions; GS-11 and
above_
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2. Intensify its efforts to recruit and appoint a Chief of Classification, Wash-
ington.
- 3. Add eight permanent Positions to the Washington Classification Branch_

A. Seven experienced "classifiers, GS 12/13 level. B. One clerk typist.
4. Undertake intensive recruitment effort to fill new positions in Classification

Branch.5- Immediately- employ a Project Manager to coordinate and direct the efforts
of 331A. and the Department to correcf.specifically identified problems and defi-
efencies in MA personnel management.6. The Commissioner will appoint three high level BIA officials to serve with
a-repiese.ntative appointed by the Assistant SecretaryManagement_tA, serve as
a DIA. Personnel Management Task' Group with authority and responsibility. for
the following:A. Identify specific problems and deficiencies to be addressed under the Gen-

. eral Objective.-B. Review and approve Project Managers detailed "Action Plan".
C. Meet periodically (biweekly or monthly) with the Project Manager to

review progress under the "Action Plan".
D. Make anal recommendations to the Commissioner and Assistant Secretary

Management on specific policy initiatives resulting from the "Project " -
E_ Make monthly reports to the,Commissioner and Assistant SecretaryMan-

agercient on project "Results" and "Problems' reqUiring their action..
7. Recruit qualified Chief of Personnel, Washington. -
S. Change the organizational placement of the Personnel Division to provide

for the Chief of this Division' to report directly to the Director,. Office of Admin.-
istration_-9.. Establish a Personnel Management Evaluation Unit within the Washington
Personnel' Division and provide the following, permanent staffing: A. Four pro-
fessicmal Management Specialists, GS 12/13, Chief GS-14. B. One clerk stenog-
rapher.
Departmental Initiatives/Commitments

. Assist 331A in the -immediate employment of a, highly qualified Project
Manager.-2_ Initially assign four highly qualified Classifiers, with three additional to
be made available it needed, to work with BIA ,under the direction of the Per-
sonnel Officer for ninety day period_ Assignments would phase out as new 33IA.
Classifiers are recruited and trained.3. Assist BIA in recruitment of the Chief Personnel Officer and Classification
staff.4_ Provide positive interaction on behalf of BEA. with CSC.

5. Appoint one high level official to serve on the I3IA. Personnel Management
Task Group (described in item 6 under BIA Initiatives /Commitments)

6. Assist-331A. in_ identifying and designating by March 31, 1976 an Acting
Personnel Officer to serve from mid-April until a new Personnel Officer is
appointed. .t

T. Assist in the establishment of approval requirements and benchmark clas-
ification guidelines for specified occupational series and grade levels.

S. The Department will designate BIA as the initial Bureau to implement the
new CSC factor ranting classification system and will -assist the Bureau with
the training and implementation of the new system..

9. The Department will develop standards of adequacy in the classification
program in order to measure progress and effectiveness of the program.

A.I'PENDIX
Memorandum :
To : 'All Area Directors_ Central Office Directors
PF01:11 Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Subject : Project Manager. Improvement of Personnel Management

Paul Lorentzen has been designated by -me
as the Project Manager referred

to in the Action Proposal for Improvementof Personnel Management, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, which was jointly screed upon by the Assistant SecretaryMan-
agement -and me. and was transmitted to Area Directors separately last. week-
( Copies for Central Office Directors are attached )The Project Manager's responsibility is to coordinate and direct the efforts of
BIA and the Department to correct specifically identified problems and deficiencies
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in BIA. personnel management. Working full time on the Project, be will inte-
grate both Depart-mental and Bureau plans into' one "Action Plan." Further, he
will ensure that all activities in the "Action Plan" are on schedule; and will assist
in assessing the ability and effectiveness of each personnel office to assume its full
personnel management responsibilities.

The _scope of the Project- includes all aspects of personnel management and
management's direction of human- resources, at all organization levels in BIA.
It objective is to. correct and improve specifically identified problems and deficien-
cies. While the first priority problem being addressed is position classification,
the "Action Plan" will cover all areas identified as needing improvement -

The Project Manager will work closely with all DIA officials concerned includ-
ing the Bureau Personnel Officer and his staff, the Bureau's top ma.- tgement
staff, Area Directors -and their personnel officers. While having no suk-ervisory
responsibilities. Mr. Lorentzen will ensure that all personnel management im-
provement actions needed, proposed, and developed in BIA. are coordinated into
the ".Action Plan." together with similar Departmental efforts. The Project Man-
ager's initial detailed ''Action Plan" its Various evolutions as .the Project pro-
ceediz, and progress under it will be reviewed periodically by the BIA Personnel
Management Task Group referred to in the above-mentioned agreement

Your cooperation and support will be needed by the Project Manager, who will
be-fully accessible to you and will be communicating with you and members of
your staffs. Mr. Lorentzen- is temporarily located in Room 122, Interior South
Building. and zany be reached on ext. 6010 or 30287.

I shall be giving' my personal attention to the Project and the reports of prog-
ress under Ow --Action Plan."

Enclosure_
APPENDIX Ci

ACTION PLAN STEPS

MORRIS T.ICOMP,-,-,-c-

Number Action Time frame (fiscal years) Responsible official

G-1 Establish an effective institutional focus for in- 1st half 1977
ternal management-

Establish and operate an analytical program in the _____do..
organizational, manpower allocation:utiliza-
tion. and work methods areas-

G -3 . - ... Design and conduct a program evaluation opera- During 1977
tion.

G-4 Develop a communication /team work manage- do
rn. nt style.

G -5 Institute a management development program 1st half 1977..

Commissioner with O.S.

Commissioner.

'HR -I Forecast the Bureau's,manpower needs__ ______ _-

BR-Z.._ _ Institute a positive recruitment system
HR-3___ ____ Develop and operate an Indian intake-and-

development program.

HR-4_ Take steps to grow Indian candidates for technical!
specialist positions.

HR-5 Issue guidelines on the application of Indian
preference.

Obtain legislative modifications in Indian pref-
erence.:

Further facilitate outplacement of non-Indians..
HR-8 Develop qualification standards; guidelines for

mainr types nt positions.-
H R _ trn p rove, procedu res for determining qualifications

for specific vacancies_
HR-10 Reissue updated and more specific guidelines for

tribal consultation on personnel selections.
HR-11_ Develop and operate an effective position manage=

silent cInssification program.
HR-12.7 __ _ Conduct management orientation and supervisory

training in pt .:sonnet management..
Redefine and clarify the role of a personnel office _

PF- 2 Establish a program planning system
PF-3 Provido. BureauwiCle Coordination within the

function_
PF -d I-nprove operational methods
PF-5 Conduct an evaluation program

Quarter 2. 1977 __ ____ _

1st half _1977
Durirg 1977. for quarter

1. 1978. class.

During 1977

Quarter I. 1977_ ___ _

During 1977

1st half 1977
Quarter 3. 1977 _____

Do_

Do.

CommiSsioner and
Director of Adminis-
tration.

Director of Administra-
tion and Chief P.O.

Do.
Commissioner and

Director of Adminis-
tration.

Do_

Chief P.O.

Commissioner and
Director of Adminis-
tration.

Do..
Chief P.O.

During 1977___ Do.

_do Commissioner.

do Chief P.O.

Quarter 3, 1977 Do._

1st half 1977_
Quarter 1. 1977

o

During 1977_ _

Quarter I. 1977._ _ _

Do_
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
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it'CRE.A.13 OF I NDI.A.N .AFFAIRS., ACTION PLAN WA Pratso:g .I.:r..&GENtr:srr
3axPRrOVEMENT

5Iemora.ndura
To : All Central Office and Area Directors
From : Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Subject Bureau of Indian Affairs' Action Plan for Personnel Management

ImprovementAttached are copies of the subject Action Plan, which I have approved for im-
mediate implementation.The plan was developed through a joint effort involving all of you and your
representatives. It is to your credit that you recognized the need for commencing
these improvement actions, and are now committing specific time and manpower
resources to carrying out the actions-Progress under the Action Plan will be reported monthly, and review of its
status and effectiveness is expected to be a regular part of the agenda of each
Director's meeting in the future.

Please ensure that your program management and personnel staff officials be-
come well aware of this Bureauwide improvement initiative, and are thoroughly
acquainted with their roles and responsibilities within it. 33= REIFEL.

Attachment
Memorandum :
To: Commissioner of Indian Affairs
From: Project ManagerSubject: Bureau of Indian Affairs Action Plan for Personnel Management

ImprovementIn transmitting this Bureau plan to you for approval. I want to take the
opportunity to place it within a larger perspective whic.o I consider of perhaps
greater significance than the specifics of the document itself.

1. What has happebed in the very process of developing the Action Plan repre-
sents the single most important change for personnel management in the Bureau:
Management's: ownership of the problem. While it may only be the beginning, the
point is that beginning has been made and the corner has _been turned: Bureau
management has confronted. discussed, and developed a plan for starting to
solve many long-standing personnel management problems. This is the necessary
starting point for building a new and more useful conception of the roles and
responsibilities for managing the Bureau's human resources. -

.MI other improvement steps depend upon- the continuation of this mode of
responsibility acceptance and problem ownership by management

2. The Action Plan development process has also clearly indicated the -close
inter-relationship between personnel management and general (internal), man-
agement of the. Bureau.. While we now are embarking upon. at constellaition of
actions which in total address the personnel management issues and recoroarienda-
tions of the "Management study" submitted to (and apparently being .ailopted
by) the American Indian Policy Res-iess. Commissionand which. I believe.
constitute a more complete and realistic improvement thrust than the Study's
similar planned initiatives are greatly needed in related areas of program evalu-
ation. manpower /staffing standards and allocation: organizational structure is-
sues, improved work methods. and corn rirm n iraticals.

As the last section of the Action Plan indicates, these r---,nagement needs have
been discus-se* to a degree. but the impetus for their full treatment and resolu-
tion through specific planned action must come from top management. The tim-
ing for addressing them now is right. A concerted effort made now can result in
similar detailed action plans for presentation in the next few months.

3. The continuation of the personal management improvement effort, and theundertaking of 'similarly needed efforts in any other areas of general manage-
ment. will continue to be open to a degree of uncertainty_ doubt and skepticism
due to the absence within the Bureau of an institutional focus for internal man-
agement. A line. alter ego, career Deputy/Associate ComMisioner Position mu t
be established and filled so that the direction of the Ecurenu---a_s an organizationreceives that systematic and continuous leadership needed to ensure that BIA
truly constitutes an effective and efficient instrument -for accomplishing program
missions and objectives. and not an institution wasting time and resources in-
less- than- effective management of itself.
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As mentioned, this Action Plan may serve as an "answer" to any questions
concerning what the Bureau is doing about the personnel management part of
the "Management Study." It also constitutes the major part of a needed Bureau
response to Civil Service Commission dild. Departmental concerns expressed in
evaluation reporl3 and elsewhere. Both the Commission and the Department's
-Office of Personnel Management are beim.; asked to piny significant "participant"
roles in helping to impIement_various steps, and their continued assistance and
guidance should and will be sought.As many of the Bureau managers expressed themielves in Phoenix earlicr
this- month, "We've talked and discussed enoughLet's start doing." I totally
agree. There has been more than enough writing and planning and verbalizing;
now it im time to act. The ultimate victim of inaction and unfaced problems in
personnel management are the Indian petIle whom the Bureau is to serve. They
have waited long enough for us to move forward.It quif.: been a privilege to 'work with the Bureau in developing the Action
Plan. It repr.ents an even larger challenge to be asked to assist in making it a

331jREAL- OF INDIA:N.1 A FF.x.tris' ACTION PI-VN fog: PERSON N I. 'MANAGEMENT
I5fPROVEMENT

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF PL-AN
This plan addresses Many long-standing problems of unman resource man-

mzeznent in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Its objective is to develop and charge
,various` concepts, policies, -programs and procedures so that persounel manage-
ment in the Bureau becomes a primary 'contributor toward program accon1;,lish-
rnent rather than cfrtiStitUting n problem in itself.The roles and respire-dbilities r >f 6th management and the personnel func-
tion_ are Aldressed, as are the programmatic and operating tasks within that
function. The plan does not presume to ,cver every conceivable aspect or prob-
lem area. Rather, it concentrates on those personnel nutnagernent actions con-
sidered of funilamental significance at this time so that the Bureau thereby will
be provided with a base for a fully acceptable program in all respects.

RACKGROCND TO TIIE NEED FOR IMPROVE:MEN:a' -

During fiscal Year 1076. the -neces:sitv for a major improvement effort in per-
sonnel- management hi the-Bureau .Was spotliglited by--a number of evaluations
made by the Civil Service Commission, the Department's Office of Personnel Man-
agement,, and the Bureau itself.- The March -2.1; 197G, Agreement between the
Commissioner and the Assistant. Secretary for Management detailed many spe-cific initiatives and commitments for both the Bureau and the Department,
primarily in the areas of position. classificaVon as well 1-4.s.,..the staffing and

,_nizational placewent of the Division.of Personnel Manag-eiiient. A project manager
waA'..ealled-foe.and designated. "-to--coordinate and direetC' the improvement efrorts
through the development and imPiementatioxi of an..ACtion Plan.

The steps outlined in the Marcli'2.5 reement-li:tve,iwen taken, with significant
and eontinning effects on the quality of position-,classificanon and the capability
of -the Divisior. of Personnel Management. The recommended Action Plan sub -
m?tted by the Project Manager on September 7. 1976. analyzed the effects on:_pcirsonnel management in the Bureau of the dramatic events in Indian affairs
>ir the' past 8-10 years. and emphasized the deveIepments and improvements

needed in the: -.Leadership rule in the Bureau for-general (internal) management.
Evaiiiittion and communication functions in the Buren

. Conception of _personnel managentent by managers a.nd perSonnel.staffs.
Orientation and development of managers and supervisors.
Management and opera.tien of the- personnel function itself_
Specific personnel management areas of Polley development and issuance:

Manpower planning: Recruitment : Indian intake-and-clevelopment ; Qualifica-
tion standarcls and determinations: Career development ; Position management/-
classification..

74,1' ETITOD OF .1" :vEr_OPMENT

The primary basis for the Project Manager's recommended Action Plan of
September 7 was an analysis of the 136 individual problem identification/soltition
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diseussitts held with managers and ers4rinel officials throughout the Bureau
in June-August. 11 a ny i rtia n t aspects of personnel managententStih its
performance evaluation, equal inployment opportunity., labor-management rela-
tions. and employee serviceswere purpokseiy not directly included in the rec.-
(mituaentlect iatt in order to..-1) Cloncentrate on those problem areas which the
discussions reflected as the nn basic and pressing, and thus (2) Provide a
foundation without whieh further meaningful development in these other areas
was vonsidered unrealistic.

I ',tiring the. following 3.1,4 month peril d. management of the 'Bureau :
1)istributed widely and reviewed the recommended Action plan.
Clataitted itself to adopt a MA. Action. Plan by December 31.
Held Iwo 2-day Director's meetings (Denver. October 2S-29; Phoenix,

December S-9) to diseuss the pIan., agree to its speific content, and adopt
an -immediate priority" framework-for implementation.

Based Ant extensive individual and group discussions within the Division of
Personnel Management and tat with Area Directors, the speeitic no-
later-than (NTT.) dates and the Ieaderiipartieipant names appearing on the.
Action Plan step pages were agreed upon.

STEPS TO DE AcIL'(1Ntri_isitEt)

Aceomplishment of the stweilic actions ineluded in this plan gill result in the
following initial improvements:.

PerxfortnA Fit net ( I'I' 1-.3)
1. } ratillshing a work objectives/work planning system within the Division

of Personnel Management featuring ci.mununiention and coordination across
Itraneli lines., /14-r-iodic' review of progress, being made toward meeting objeclives,
and continuing- expansion and updating of the work plans.

Develoiin^ more meaningful statemo.-nts of the role of each Branch and
of the personnel funet ion as a will etnistit lain:: a part. of the needed conceptual
change regarding personnel management in the Bureau.

. Providing the ineehanistn for Bureauwide coordination. wIthin the person-
nel fttuetion through :-.-.haring of work pions. the -lead Lroie" concept. and periodic
meetings of Bureanwide problem toiesthus avoiding wasteful duplication
of effort and establishing a. meaningful team mode for prot-lem solving.

4. Improving: Orscount-1 operations by providing immediate assistance to the
Central Office and Albuquerque Field servicing peration., conducting technical
assistance visits to ?..:41eetd Area en-tonnl offices. and initiating a schedule.of

tr tae-thds and telittiqnes Bureauwide.
Establishing a planned evaluatb program within the function.

1. Urging ontd Jranpcorcr ( If R 1 -.7. S-1
1. Obtaining the resur(7.es needed to prirwliu-e a set of numerical estimates of

Bureau manpower Ileed:4 for inn:let/late U:4. iu developing. relfrairalent and staf-
fing plan.g. and to install :t forecasting system. providing periodic Manpower
info vrma t i4bn to management for action pnrposes.

Lt. Obtaining' the res14urces needed to develop 7:1 positive, recruitment system
for the Bureau including a centralized inventorY +-of Indian skills. nationwide:.
and a evntralized list-ing of Indian Affairs jobs avail:1)e:

1)eveloping the- budget and eeilin--rjustificapons for an Indian intake-and-
development program in the Bureau.: .a.,.44 ttfe application requirements.
p9k111 it.ity. means. sertertinr proeedn res. ;end sel f'et sr! Laet hods.

4. Establishing: a task force to develop a work plan 1..--r growing more Indian
candidates for technical/specialist positions (e.g. engineers, foresters, etc.)

issuing policy guidelines fart the applivation of Indian preferences in rela-
tif.ot tr. refdrncturirt Z. and rea4lvertizing positions.

Issuing' appropriate qualification standards material i'or six major types
of po-,irions including...Arca 'Director and Superintendent.

7.. Issuing policy. guidelines regarding the use of general acceptability eon-
Siderations' and selective placement factors in determining el.gibilitv and quali-
fications for specific vacancies.

Conducting: training se,.-ssions Ttureanwide in the use 01- liandbc.nk. X-11$
for making- qualification dererminatiorvi..%

Thweloping a work plan to improve_the use of promotion panels. assessment
forms and rankintr prt-wedare:4_



201
10. Reissuing upilated policy -guidelines- for tribal consultation on personnel

selections.
iC. Training and development (HR 12 and G 5)

Developing and conductLng role clarification and problem-solving COMMII-
nicatioss workshops on personnel management, for 'managers/supervisors and
Personnel staffs.2. Obtaining the resources needed to develop an orientation course for man-
agers to general management principles. Federal government management pol-
icies, Bureau policies and programs, and Indian tribal government and culture;
and conducting sessions Bureauwide.-3. Obtaining the resources needed to develop career guidelines./pathways for
major types of management positions.
D. Position management crnd claasijleation (HR I1 A-D )

1. Issuing policy letter on coordinated budget/management analylds/persorma
procedures to be followed Bureauwide regarding proposed organizational changes
and new positions/upgradings.

2. Issuing revised Manual chapter on_position management and cla,Kifimtiork
policies.

3. Preparing wo - for developing several manpower/staffing standards-
4.. Issuing policy del on coordinated roles of budget and personnel

functions in employment ceiling operations.
5. Conducting supervisory/managerial training in position management and

the Factor Evaluation System.
C. Providing continuing assistance in position managenienticlassificatiOn to

personnel offices.
T. Conducting a Bureauwide position management/classification conference.
R. Issuing position classification guidelines for eight major types f positions

including Superintendent and Tribal Operations Officer.
9. Preparing work plan for designing a career system for law enforeement

posit tions.
10. Issuing policy statement on construction rates for 'Wage Grade positions..

COMMITMENT OF R.FOL-RCES

The manpower resources directly committed to implementing this plan include
a significant part of the total capability available in the Division of PersonnelManagement, participation in -four specific tasks by selected individuals in
Area offices. the use on a temporary project/product basis of outside -BIB
resources for four tasks, and the continued assignment of the Project Manager as
both coordinator/director and specified task performer. __..

The no-later-than (NTI) dates listed on the A.ction Plan ,Step. pages are the
most realistic one possible at this time.- As alreadY indicated. the Action Plan

isO way covers all problems in personnel management nor repiesentS the
total work performed in the function. The realities of the daily "press of business"and new "priority" demands have been taken into accour* as far as possible
in committing resources and setting deadlines in the plan.. system of monthly
progress review /plan update meetings will be used to provide management with
status reports and make appropriate plan revisions.

AnorrxoNAr. ISSUES CONSIDERED

During' the review period of the September 7 recommended Action Plan, the
additional steps included in the plan were discussed and settled as follows

A work group has been formed to prepare. two issue papers for the Comini!!=%;;Ion-
er covering the topic addressed in Hit G and 7. i.e. reassignment of non-Indiansin relation to India preference, and _outpIacement/legislative assistance for
non-Indians_ lIependin. pon the decisions on these issues, one or both may -
become future parts of the tion Plan.

.The".establishnient of a ca r. line Deputy/Associate Commissioner (Manage-
ment) position. to provide ail effectiVe institutional focus for internal manage-
ment, was agre44I7 upon. The next step is for Bureau top management to submit'
a specific written package /proposal to the Departmental' Executive Manpower ..
Resources Bon rd.



It watt agreed that the development of standards for evaluatiug operating pro-
gram effectiveness and to serve as the basis for an ongoing program evaluation
activity in the Bureau was a responsibility of the Commissioner's Office, which
Should be carried out. Central (Mice and, Area IPIrectors have been requested to
submit preliminary information and suggestions for use in commencing work in
this area..It was agreed that the iiroviding leadership In organizational structure
matters. the development of manpower/statlIng standards, and the systematic
study and improverneut of work methods are responsibilities of the Central
(Mee. which should be carried out. 7'hi:4 Action Plan includes the issuance of a
policy letter on procedure:4 to be followed in organizational nxatters, and the
preparation of a work plan for the development of several "pilot" manpower/
staffing standards based on preliminary int-f.-illation and suggestions requested
from Central 01/Ice and Area Directors. :-.1imilar information and suggestions
have been solicited regarding needed work method studies.

It was agreed that to a very large extent improvements in the Tiurean's com-
munication management style will depend upon the behavior of and example
set by the Commissioner. Many methods and techniques can be used to develop a
teamwork atmosphere of cooperation and coordination.

Any of the above issues. depending upon future developments and decisions,
may become parts of an expanded Action Plan.



Action plan steriesponsible official foments

Time (NLT)

or....rirr.7+1400limons 4

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

PM: IMPROVE OPERATIONS AND,WORK METHODS VIITHIN .PERSONNEL FUNCTION

(Conduct rich-nicialistanTiiiiiicklbuquesque held personnel o$ce and %shoe* area

Personnel dee (see HR-IIC),

5., Coordinate timing of assistance by other branches to area offices (e.g. continuing classificati

and stAng,'manpower visits to Aberdeensee HR-11C),

PF-5: CONDUCT A PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION PROGRAM.

Marc Herschler, Chief, Branch of Personnel Management Evaluation

Apr, 30, 1977. Marc Herschler Other division, personnel as

assigned.

...... ............. ...... .. ..... Other personnel division branch

chiefs. P.
-

4

L Develcosenedule.434PME'strybe conducted during 1977considering possibility that sonoi Jan. 31, 1977. .do.. Do.

may become more oriented towards assistance visits than strictly evaluations, '

Z. Conduct PME's Ongoing "

HR-1: DEVELOP AND START OPERATING A MANPOWER FORECASTING SYSTEM

Pattie L, Fulgbam, Chief, Branch al Starling and Manpower

L Recruit and hire from ilother agency I.yr detail) a projecgdader to(a) pro

duce immediate ballpark numerical estimates for Indian intakeanddevelopmeni program,

ant(b) design and install ongoing system,

Feb, 23, '977 ......

//

Z, Obtain information on anticipated program trends/levels the next 2.3 yr , ,,, ..

Jan, 31,191.,,,.:

' ,

3; Determine specific occupational fieldslypts of positions signircant,

L Obtain available statistics from computer regarding past projed attrituin, rates in these

occupational fields.

Prodoce ballpark numerical estimates of manpower needs by significant occupational finds...

i. Design method for capturing periodic Program information. . .0..

7, Revise/expand computer base.capabihty r
1, Install operational manpower forecasting system -

9 Monitor system performance
t

i 4 .!

NM: DEVELOP AND START OPERATING A CENTRALIZED SKILLS INVENTORY/INDIAN

AFFAIRS JOBS.AVAILABLE SYSTEM INVOLVING PROACTIVE, OUTREACH RECRUITMENT
6

Pattie L rulgham, Chief, Branch of Staffing and Manpower.

49

I

do Branch of PME.staff members

and other dollen members as

assigned, Area personnel office.

staff as assigned,

Ps)

.... .......... Pattie Louis D. Bayhylle, Jr.,' Paul

Lorentzen, RPM, CSC,
,

. ....... Project leader Financial management specialist,

designated area and C,O.

manag(rs,

'Employee data and jompensa-

bon personnel,_ .

,

Mar, 15,4577 do

11, 1977. I1 do

.

4,7r:30; 1g17 do

June 30,1977..
1.

do ' To be determined later.

Aug, 31, 1977 r do . .0o,

Oct,11, 1977 'do, Do,

Dec. 31,1917, and do.. Do.

I, Recruit and hire from another aim (on 1yr reimbursable detail) a orolett leader to develop Jan. 31,19777.

(a) a BMu positivs recruitment sYsttc?,.(b).a.tentralized Indian Affairs jobs available list.

No and (c) a centralize Indian skills mirk,

ti,
. ,

'. Pattie ..... .... Louis 0, Bayhylle, Jr Paul .........
--------",... Lorentten,-APM:Mi , ',--'''



//',
2. Determine =optional gelds to be concentrated upon :,.

Feb. 28, 1977. Project leader

:.:--3.-ProariSpecific work okra for (a), (b), and (c) above ' Mar, 31,1977. , .do

g , 4', Determine additional stet (numbers and kinds) needed to xcomplish work plans, recruit and Apr. 30,1971.,.
do

r hire on reimbursable detail basis.

,

zc
IIR.3: DEVELOP AND OPERATE AN INDIAN INTAKE:ANDOVELOPMEN! PROGRAM' -

*4 , Pattie L Fulgiarn, Chief, Branch of Staffing Manpower

o:, 1 .. , .

11 Obtain from area olkes completeinventory of Indian participants in present traininglevelop Feb, 28, 1977 . Paul Lorentzen.. Employment development speci-

mot programs by ocm.pational geld and grade level(including cooperative education, bridge

to professions, field management development training, and management understudy ..

'programs).

Develoliguidelinis for improved buteauwide utilization and coordination of these programs Mar. 31, 1977.

during the interim (r.e., through October 1978).

3. Based on numerical estimates of manpower needs in significant occupational fields (resulting Apr:30:1977

trim NR-I), determine estimated lstyr cost of Indian intaimanddevelopment program for

budget and ceiling justifications.

,.......do Mercedes Lewis and employment

_...---devalopmeotspeeigeationr,--7'
M

do Financial management specifi-

cations..

4. Develop basic requirements for program entrance
June 30, 1977 ,.....,..do

5. Develop 'program publicity and contact network for locating candidates
Sept 30,1177 do

6. Develop application, screening, and selection procedures.
Dec. 30,1971 do.

7. Develop work plan for bringing on board first intake class loy October 1918 ...do do

Mercedes Lewis,

Project leader of HR.

Mercedes Lewis,

Mercedes Lewis and employment

development specifications,

HR-4: TAKE STEPS TO CROW INDIAN CANDIDATES FOR TECHNICAL/SPECIALIST

POSITIONS ENGINEERS, FOiESTERS, ETC,)

Pattie L, Fulgham, Chief, Branch of Staffing &Manpower

1. Establish field task force of managers, to meet for a weekin central office in April, to develop a Apr. 31, 1977

work plan together with the C,O. directorates concerned (administration; education, tribal

resources, and trust responsibilities).

SS: ISSUE PO LICY ttlIDELINES ON APPLICATIONOF INDIAN PREFERENCE(RESTRUCTURING

AND READVERTISING POSITIONS)

Pattie L Fulgham,.Chief, Branch of Stab; and Manpower

Mercedes Lewis Central office directorate repre

sentatives; field task force

members; Richard Drapeaux,

deputy AA, Aberdeen; Dan'

Sahmannt, education program

administration; Anadarko A-

lonzo Spang, Chief, Indian

Service, Billings; Charles Tot

ebo, community service egret,

Sacramento; Robed Walker, .

financial officer, Albuquerque:

Otto Karl Weaver, Chief, land

operations, Navajo,

. 1. Prelim and issue guidelines in the form of a spotlighted expansion and explanation of the "area ;Feb, 1, 1977 Marlee'ieneckt_

of consideration" and lob redesign" paragraphs of 44 BIAM.335, romotiortind-leternel.--,

Placement

C



Aotion plan stepaesponsibliofficiallEleMents

HR-8; Db71a0PilUALINATION STANDARDS/GUIDELINES FOR MAJOR TYPESQFPQSITIONS

Pattie Fulgham, Chief, Branch of Staffing and Manpower

L Determine whether X-118 qualification sidards are suitabie as is for the following Bureau

positions: .

GS- 1715: vocational development specialist.

_.

Jan;5174577 Melee Benecke

GS-950: Tribal operations, officer (coordinated timewise kit classification's decision re Feb,28,1977 Joyce Branch

series).

(If not in either case, develop appropriate qualification material in consultation with CSC.)

2. Develop draft qualification standards for the following positions:

GS-081: Policeman (excepted standard) do Dennis Renville, sblfing

, % spec., Aberdeen.

GS-301: Area director (single-4mq standard) do William Finale, area

director, Sacramento '

GS-340: Superintendent (singleiagency standard) (coordinated inlowise with tlassifica ..,..do Poyee Waldrip, acting

lion's guideline). AD, Portland,

GS-1101: Housingdevelopment officer (singlellency standard; coordinated timewise with _do, Richard Slater, personnel

classification's guideline). officer, Albuquerque.

:3. Obtain comment on abovejdraft standards from appropriate central office program officials.,. Mar, 15, 1977 Joyce Branch

'4. Mae informal contacts on drafts with Department and CSC Mar. 31, 1977 do,

5. Send draft to areas, unions and tribes for comment.- do do

6. Receive comments back In central office May 31,1977 do

7. Revise as necessary send final standards to Department/CSC June 15,1977 do

& Obtain Depattment1CSC approval July 15, 1977 do

9. Solicit recommendations from areas for any additional qualification standards needed July 31, 1977 do

HR-9: IMPROVE PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY AND QJALIFICATIONS FOR

SPEIFIC VACANCIES

Pattie Fuigham, Chid, Branch of.Staffing and Manpower

L Prepare and issue policy guideline on general acceptabilityconsiderations and selective place- Feb. 28,1977 do

meet factorsin,the form of a reir.sion of the Qualification Determination of Applicants for

Positions in BIA memo and an expansion of the Determining Basic Eligibility paragraph of 44

BIAM 335, Promotion and Internal Placementto be used in announcing and filling vacancies,

2. Develop training program' in how to use Handbook X-118 in making qualifitatloalerminations. Mar.31, 1977 do

1.1dentify'and select 8-10 instructors (staMr,11 specialists) Apr.30, 1977 Pattie Fulghain

4. Train instructors by conducting a pilot session in central once May 31,4977. . Joyce Branch

.1
5. Develop:schedule of bureauwide training sessions and use of the instructors do .do

6. Monitor and evaluate several sessions ' June 30,1977 do

7. Obtain recommendations from areas on revisioOmprovernent needed in use of promotion July31, 1977 Marlee Benecke

'7.8..0evelopLwork plan to accomplish above sevisionsliniprovements r 1' 207 tio'
, panels, assessment fOrms and ranking procedures in 44 BIAM 335.

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

, , ,



11401BSSUEIPDITEPOLICY GUIDELINES FOR TRIBAL CONSULTATION ON PERSONNEL

SELECTIONS

I

Pattie Fir Ishii, Chief, Branch of Staking and Manpower

;

1. ;Draft guidelines statiment.
Feb, 15, 1911

Joyce Branch.;

Ha e dolt reviewed by central olke management and reviseftefine,with the heip of field task Mar. 1, 1977
do

force.

I Send resuNag draft guidelines b areas, unions, and tfibes for comet Mar 15,1911

4, Receive comments back in central rite
May 15,1971

5. Prepare and issue final iuidelines.
June 30,1911. .

HR -11A: ESTABLISH
IMPROVED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR POSITION MANAGEMENT

AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE,

James De France, Chief, Branch of Classi5cation

1. Draft policy letter containing
front.end submission and analysis procedures to be followed

bureauwide on (a) proposed organizational changes and (b) proposed new position/up

mginvolving coordinated review by budget management analysis and personnel

; types of justification documents needed, etc,

2. Obtain CU, review and comments on draft..

'3. Obtain comments from area directors.

4. Issue gnat policy letter, and start operating accordingly

5. Prepare .and issue revised SIAM chapter covering position management iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

policies (e.g. use of evaluation statements, cyclic audit operations,

'HR-11B: DEVELOP INITIAL
MANPOWER/STAFFING STANDARDS, AND IMPROVED

EMPLOYMENT CEILING OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

James DeFrance, Chief, Branch of Classidcation

1. Review submissions from area oft re manpowerIstdng standirds needed attachment 3 Jan. 31, Bill rt;Iong. ..AR, & E.

of Phoenix meeting repot).

2. Based thereon, prepare work plan for developing several pilot manpowerlstaffiq standard Feb, 3, 1917.
KR. &

paled; including the GS-200 field.

3, Prepare and issue policy guidelines on coordination between budget
and personnel functions June 30,1911

in employment ceiling operations, and on ling the flexibilities of the system,

HR-11C; CONTINUE TO PROVIDETECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN POSITION CLASSIFICATION/

MANAGEMENT TO THE FIELD

James DeFrance, Chief; Branch ofClassification

4 I.

ao.

do.

do

Jan, 15, 1977
James OtFrance

AD. 31,1917. .do.

Feb. 28,1911
do.

Mar. 15, 1917.... ..... ..... ...... .......

. .do Gene

James Canant AD, or, Anson 13,a

ker, supenntendent, Billings;;:

Emmett Cameron, administra-

tion office, Minneapolis; Ed

McCabe, superintendent,

Navajo.

L Conduct model
supervisory training for managers and supervisors in central office, in positi1 Jan, 111 1977

Gene Adams. Douglas Rebel,

management and factor evaluation system ,(FES); and make course content available

area offices. .
,

Financial management



Action plan stepiResnonsiblinfticialglernents
Paqiciparit rooms,

7:11R:.11C: CONTINUE TO PROVIDE TECliNICAL ASSISTIrriCE IN POSMON'CLASSIFiCidliit.
, .. ,

--- "NANAGEMENT TO THE FIND-Continued

Jima Delia, Chief, Branch of ClzsificaticoContinued
. I

'-"t2;.ProvideconOnuinglicigara to Aberdeen personnel (Act (every otho; month) (see PF-4). Feb, 28, 1911 and Gene Adams.

1 Help selected area ohs with position ciassikation negations, e,g, Billings and Phoenix Mar. 31,1971and Branch stslf members.

Isle PH). , , , , / ongoing.

4. Paiticlotelin technis' assistance viskr to Alboquilque field personnel office and Muskogee Apr.30, 1977 Do.

area P.O. (see PF-4). : ; ,

. 5, Prepare for and conduct bureauwidi position management/dassification conference (review May 31,1971 JamespeFrarce Do..

elfedveness of guidelines and n'rocidurtst facilible interchange of ideas on position man-

ape options in area, identify further work areas for policy and technical

assistance, etc.) (see PF-3)./

Hit'-.11D: CONDUCT AND 'COiPLETE VARIOUS POSITION CLASSIFICATION AND. WAGE

ADMINISTRATION STUDIES AND PROJECTS

lames DeFraro, chief, Branch of Classification

1, votional development specialist GS-1715: Issue position classification guideline firming up Jan. 31, 1977 Bill Furlong

.. . . Ise of GS-1715.series and providing grade livel/position management guidance. .

.

2. Educational aids and technicians 119-1702: Issue position classification guideline providing Feb. 8,1977 Frank Dekona and

grade level guidance for nonsupervisory positions, and standard pi's. 'Gene Platt'

3. Wage grade jobs: Review policies. and procedures related to construction rates, and issue do Wanda Byram....

policy statement.

4, Inbal operations officer GS-3011950; Coordinate with qualification standards study (KR-8) Feb. 28, Mar. 15, Bill Furlong and

, re use of GS-950 series, and issue position classification guidelines. 1977. Frank DeKona.

5. Housing development officer GS1101: Prepare rationale for use of GS-1101 series, and guide- Mar. 15, July 15, Gene Adams

lines for classification by cross-referencing other standardsthen coordinate with qualifica 1977.

fon standard project (11R4) for July 15,1977, issuance. . ,

goad allow GS-810: Continue study to determine if Bureau of PUblic Roads' classification Mar. 31, 1977

,,guideline is applicable to-BIA positions and, if so, issue same as Bureau guideline. (If not, _,..--------7*---

........_..60 ..........,....,.,

-,.

`-'""-: "dente, schodule-for guideline project, and conduct same). ,

, 1. Law enforcement positions; detailed work plan for designing a career system cnvering '. k do

guards, policemen, detectives, and criminal investigatorsincluding grade level distinctions '11

and relationships with other law enforcement bodies (i.e. F811State, and tribal enforcement

, . bodis). '

LI Social workers GS-185:,Prepare and issue dosition classification guideline Summarizing g rade do Kurt Stende

levetdistirctions.
.

,

. 9. Teachers GS-1710: Prepare and issue restatement of classification 'goidelines re GS-9 journey. Apr. 30, 1977 Bill Furlong and Gene

man level versus GS-11 insupervisory positions, including modes p,d:s. Platt

10. Superintenient GS-340: Continue to prepare guideline classifying positions: .

Send redraft, based on held comments, out to field - Mar. 31,1911
...

''')Frank Deliont.......... Branch staff members.

Obtain field omoients,back in central office , May 15,1977 ii
Issuefinal guideline....,................. ........................... .......... .. . .. June 30, 1977............... ...------. .. ... ---



HR.12, DEVELOP AND CONDUCT COMMUNICAT1pN WORKSHOPS ON PERSONNEL

MANAGEMENT

Douglas RabeL Chief, Branch of Employee Development

I. Develop workshop format and prepare initial draft of workshop guide.

;#,Rafine format and guide with help of outside resource

Fitialize format and guide with help 03 area resource persons..

''

Jan. 31,1977 Doug Rebel Dick Gubbins and Judy Zunde,

Irene Fisher, Paul Lorentzen

do Training officer, Bureau of,

Reclamation.

do Don Ross, Billings; Ed Rondeau,

.Portland; C. L. Henson, ShCfl

ment.

do Same as (1) above.

Paul Lorentzen Paul VOM14311, APM,

Doug 10. trained facilitators,

do Branch staff members.

Feb. 28,1977....

' Mar. 31,1971

C Identify and select10 facilitatortfrom within 3urtiu,
do

'.;5; Train facilitators by conducting a pilot workshop
Apr. 30, 1971

1

,,6::Develop initial schedule of ,workshops and use of bcilitlitors. do

I.' Monitor and evaluate several workshops.
May 31, 1977, and

ongoing.

.G=SA: DEVELOP AND START CONDUCTING MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION FOR MANAGERS

I

1y

Douglas Rabel, Chief, Branch of Employee Development

1.. Identify and select an outside resouree personforganizatipcto develop courseforma tend content. Jan. 31, 1977 ..do Paul Lorentzen,

a: Eifectutract with same Feb. 28, 1971., .do.. FinanciaLmanagement

,!3, Obtain product from same
, May 31, 1977 .do Contractor,

;4. Identify instructors and get them trained ' June X, 1977 do. Do,

5.i. Develop schedule of orientation sessions and use of instructors. do do Instructors,

6., Mooitorand evaluate several sessions
July 3I 1977, and do.

Cr5B: DEVELOP CARER GUIDELINES/PATHWAYS FOR MAJOR TYPES OF MANAGEMENT

011E0ifig.

' POSITIONS

Pattie Fulgham, Chief, Branch of Staffing and Manpower

4
1

:1 Recruit and hire from another agency (on reimbursable detail) a project leader. Work plan to July 31, 1977 Pattie Fulgham Louis Bayhylle, Paul Lorentzen,

include: Determining specific types of management positions (e.g. area director, super.
APM, CSC.

intend etc,) which will be dealt with; obtaining datton career pathwayswhich present

incumbetof these positions have followed; developing draft 'career viidelines/pathways;

sending drafts to appropriate managers and obtaining comments; ittising as necessary with

help of manager task force and issue in final.



HR-4 HR-8 HR-10 HR-12 G-5

Aberdeen---____ Richard Drapeaux_ Staffing spec.. __. __ _--__---__
Albuquerque.- ___ Robert Walker_ (Policemen) Ron Toya:
Anadarko , DanSahmaunt_ Herman Lewis.
; Biffings__ ____- Alonzo Spang

- . Anson Baker, Dan Ross
superintendent

BM Baby.

'Muskogee' . Frank Sapolik, _ _____ ____ __ Al NordwaIL
.

.tribal ops. .

officer.
Navalo_______ Otto Karl Weaver___________-- -.1.- Ed McCabe__,. -......

.
superintendent

Minneapolis
Juneau- - --
Phoenix_ Curt Geiogamah.P.O. (Housing

.

development
office).

Portland_...____ _________ __-__ Acting A.D.: and Ed Rondeau
superintendent

___ _

Northern Idaho
(superin--
tendent).

. Sacramento_ _ _ __ Charles Toyebo_ _- A.D. (area C. L Henson_ _ _
. director).

4-
31EliottANDUIL

To : Division of Personnel Management Branch Chiefs.
From : Project Manager.
Subject : Meeting tomorrow on Action Plan Step formats..

Here is your complete set of the subject formats, as worked up with your fine
cooperation in our individual meetings during the past few days. As assembled
they cover :.

The PP steps concentrating on the personnel function itself.
The HR steps (1-5, S-10) in the Staffing and Manpower area (HR 6-7 are

being pursued separately from the Aetion Plan).
HR 11, (A-D) in the Classification area.
HR 12 and G 5 in the Employee Development area.
Please look them over so that at our 9 :00 a.m. meeting in my room tomorrow

we ca.n.:
Discuss and come' to a mutual understanding of the PP activities which we

are all part Of.-
Highlight all_ other elements needing coordin'ation between -two (or More)

Branches; some of the obvious ones have been, cross-referenced; but there may
be others we have missed.

Zero in on how -the distribution among the Areas for Action Plan participation
has come outby tomorrow morning Ill have a chart on this for us -all to look
at_ And then decide who will make _which calls to what Areas- next 'week, to
check ant availability.

Makek any Snal changes/additions/deletions in the whole package: specifically,
I'll bring up the matter of -G 5Develop career guidelines7pathways for major
types ofmanagement positions" which got lost in the shuffle

P.A.VL

ACTION PLAN, STEP PF-1 AND .PF-2: RESTATE THE ROLE OF THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION AND ESTABLISH A
PLANN:NG7WORK OBJECTIVES SYSTEM WITHIN IT

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: MARC HERSCHLER, CHIEF. BRANCH OF.PERSON NEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION, DEC. 31,
1976

.
, Elements

Time (N LT)

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

-1. Schedule, select site of, and prepare agen- Jan. 7,1977 Marc Herschler _ __ Doug Rabel. Paul
da for 1st personnel division 2- to 3-day Lorentzen.
offsite communcation meeting for prob-
lerr. identification, interfunctional co-

...ard nation, and work objectives build-
mg.

4.

ti



ACTION PLAN STEP PF-1 AND PF-2: RESTATE. THE ROLE OF THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION AND ESTABLISH A
PLANNING/WORK OBJECTIVES SYSTEM WITHIN ITContinued

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: MARC HERSCHLER, CHIEF. BRANCH OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION.)
DEC. 32. 1976 -

,,.

2...Hold personnel division offsite meeting Jan_ 21, 1!177 Paul Lorentzen,
. -- with director of administration. chief (facilitator)

personnel officer-assistant chief, and 7
branch chiefs in attendanceresulting
in list of operational problems and pos-
oil:de-ways of solving them..

3. Prepare individual branch work objectives Jan. 31, 1977 ________ __ -fri.rc-tiersctrter----Ezch branch chief_
and work plans including resources -

_

needed (monetary, travel, space. etc.)
_

4. Prepare individual branch revised state- Feb. 28,1977 __________ ____ _do_________ Do.
meats of function and revised state-
meat of function for division..

5. Develop the ongoing personnel division Mar. 31, 1977 __ _____ _________do _ Do_
planning/work objectives system pro-
viding for periodic communication
meetings, measurement of program
progress, appropriate revision of work
objectives and plans, etc-

-17irrie (NLT)

Elements Planned' Actual Leader Participant resources

ACTION PLAN STEP PF-3: PROVIDE BUREAU-WIDE COORDINATION WITH PERSONNEL FUNCTION

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: MARC HERSCHLER. CHIEF. BRANCH OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION. DEC. 31,
1976

L Establish and implement concept of 'lead Mar. 31. 1977 Marc Herschler Other personnel .
roles" in specific areas of the personnel .. division branch
function, by area office, based on offices' chiefs.
interests and concerns (see PF4". and to

. avoid duplication of efforts..
2- Establish a communication network within Apr. 30, 1977 -, do. Do.

personnel function- by (a) sharing all
personnel division worKplans with area
personnel offices; (b) through "lead
role"concept, informing area offices of
major developments throughout Bureau
in all functional areas; and (c) using
normal telephone contacts for keeping --,

abreast" -0t' problem identification, and
resolution.

3. Prepare for and conduct periodic peisonnel Apr. 30. 1977 do Do-
. officer meetings during 1977 on -:;:kecific Aug. 31. 1977

. functional topics (with those functional Dec. 31. 1977
chiefs attending), using "lead role"
concept to develop agendas..

ACTION PLAN STEP PF=D- IMPROVE OPERATIONS AND WORK METHODS WITHIN PERSONNEL FUNCTION

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: MARC HERSCHLER. CHIEF. BRAN-CH OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENTEVALUATION; DEC. 31,
1976

L- Assist branch of personnel services. CO, in Jan. 15,1977 Marc Herschter_ __ Chief, branch of -'
(a) responding to and taking actions on personnel services-
the CSC evaluation report. and (b) Jan:- 31, 1977 do Do_
identifying work areas/methods in need
of improvement and developing a plan
for accomplishing same. .

2_ .Obtain fist from area offices of (a) im- _do do do
proved operational-methods/techniques

. each is using. and (b) operational
problem/concern areas in need of .irn- . ,
provement b

3.- Develop work plan- for conducting inn- Feb. 28, 1977 i do Branch of ProlE staff'
proved operational methods/techniques -.. members.

...: studies and instituting such improve-
ments Bureau-wide. -

-- 4_ Conduct technical assistance visits to Apr. 30.1977 .do Other division
Albuquerque field personnel. office and personnel as
Muskogee area personnel office.

..; assigned.
'
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ACTION PLAN STEP PF-5: CONDUCT A PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION PROGRAM

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: MARC HERSCHLER. CHIEF; BRANCH OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENTEVALUATION. DEC. 31,
1976

Elernerrts

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

L Develop schedule of 3 to 4 FMC's to be Jan. 31.1977 Marc Herschler____ Other personnel
conducted during 1977considering division branch
possibility that some may become more.. Chiefs. ..
oriented toward assistance visits than

eostrictly perrElpsations..

*
do_ Branch of PME

staff members
and other division
members'as
assigned,- area
personnel office
staff as assigned.

ACTION PLAN STEP MR-1: DEVELOP AND START OPERATING A MANPOWER FORECASTING SYSTEM

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L FULGHAM. CHIEF, BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER. DEC_ 31. 1976

1,.. Recruit and hire from mother agency Jan. 31;1977 Pattie Fesigham____ Louis D. Bayhylle, Jr..,
(on'1-year reimbursabie detail) a project Paul Lorentzen.
leader to (a) produce "immediate bait- APM. CSC-
park" numencal estimates for Indian
mistake and development program, and
(b)designand-install ongoing system.

2. Obtain information on . anticipated pro- Feb. 28. 1977 Project leader_____ Financial manage-
gram trends/levels the next 2 to 3 years. ment specialist.

designated area.-
.

and CO managers.
3. Determine sped* occupational fields/ Mar. 15, 1977 do

types of positions "significant"
4. Otrtainavailable statistics from computer Mar. 31, 1977 do Emphiyee data and

regarding past projected attrition rates.- compensation
in these occupational fields. ,... personnel:-

5. Produce "ballpark." numerical estimates Apr_ 30,1977 'do_
of 'manpower needs, by "significant"
occupational fields..

6- Design method for capturing periodic June 30, 1977 do To be determined
.program information. later_

Revise/expand computer base/capability ___ Aug. 31. 1977 do - Do_
8. Install operational manpower forecasting Oct. 31.1977 do Do_

system.
9. Monitor system performance - Dec. 31. 19771 do_ Do. _.

See footnotes at end of table.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR -2: DEVELOP AND START OPERATING A CENTRALIZEDSKI LIS INVENTORY/INDIAN AFFAI RS-
IOBS-AVAILABLE SYSTEM INVOLVING PROACTIVE, OUTREACH RECRUITMENT

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L FULGHAM, CHIEF. BRANCH- OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER; DEC_ 31. 1976

1.. Recruit and hire from another agency (on
1 -year reimbursable detail) a project
leader to deve!ab (a) a Bureau Positive
recruitment system. (b) a centralized
Indian affairs lobs available listing, and
(c) a centralized Indian skills inventory.

2 Determine occupat.onal fields to be con-
. centrated U pan.

3. Prepare specific ,work plans for (a), (b),
and (c) above.

4. Determine additional staff (numbers and
kinds) neoded.to accomplish.workplans:
recruit and hire on reimbursable. detail
basis_

Jan.' -31, 1977 ______ __ __ Pattie Fulgham____ Louis D. BayhYrIle.
Jr., Paul Lorent-
zen, APM. CSC-

Feb. 28, 1977 Project leader__
Mar_ 31, 19778 _ do___ ---
A pr. 30,1977 _do

r.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-3: DEVELOP AND OPERATE AN INDIAN INTAKE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L FULGHAM. CHIEF, BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER, DEC_ 31, 1976

1. Obtain from area offices complete inveri:
tort' of Indian participants in present
training/development programs, by oc-
cupational field and grade level (includ-
ing cooperative education. bridge to
professions,- fieldmanagement deve!op-
merit training, and management under-
study programs).

Feb, 28, 1977 Paul Lorentzeif____ Employment develop-
ment specifications:.'
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ACTION PLAN STEP HRL3: DEVELOP AND OPERATE AN INDIAN INTAKE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM Con.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L FULGHAM. CHIEF, BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER.
DEC. 32, 1976Continued

Elements

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

2 Develop guidelines for improved Bureau-
. wide. utilization and coordination of
these programs during the "interim";

ihrough October 1978.
3 Based ..on numerical estimates of man-

power needs in "significant" occupa-
tional fields (resulting from HR-1). de-
.term ire estimated Ist-year cost of In-

- - dian intake and development program
for budget and ceiling justifications_

4. Develop basic requirements for program
entrance.

5_ Develop program publicity and contact net-
work.for locating candidates_

6- Develop application, screening. and selec-
tion procedures.

7_ Develop work plan for bringing onboard 1st
intake "class" by October 1978.

Mar. 31, 1977 _ do Mercedes Lewis and
employment devel
mentspecifications_

Apr_ 30, 1977 do Financial manage-
ment specifications.

June 30, 1977 do Merceder. Lewis:

Sept_ 30.1977 do Proiect leader of
HR2_

Dec 30, 1977 do.. Mercedes Lewis.

do do_ Mercedes Lewis and
employment de-
velopment
specifications_

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-4: TAKE STEPS TO GROW INDIAN CANDIDATES FOR TECHNICALISPECIALIST POSITIONS,
I.E, ENGINEERS, FORESTERS. ETC.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L. FULGHAM, CHIEF, BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER, DEC. 31, 1976

Establish field task forts of 4 to 6 managers
to meet for a week in central office in
April. to develops work plan together
with the CO directors concerned (ad-
ministration, education, tribal resources,
and trust responsibilities).

Apr. 31, 1977 Mercedes Lewis 4 to 6 area office
managers per
names provided in
item 14 of "Man-
Power resources
for action plan
implementation"
pages.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-5: ISSUE POLICY GUIDELINES ON APPLICATION OF INDIAN PREFERENCE (RESTRUCTURING
AND READVERTISING POSITIONS)

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L. FULGHAM. CHIEF. BRANCH OF STAFFING AND_MANPOWER.
DEC 31. 1977

1_ Preeareand issue guidelines in the form
of a "spotlighted" expansion and expla-
nation of the "area of consideration" and
"job redesign" paragraphs of 44 BIAM
335, promotion. and internal placement.

Feb. 1, 1977 Marlee Benecke_

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-8: DEVELOP QUALIFICATION STANDARDS,GUIDELINES FOR MAJOR TYPES OF
POSITIONS

- RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE L. FULGHAM. CHIEF, BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER.
DEC,. 31. 1975

I_ Determine whether X-218 qualification Jan_ 31, 1977 Mercedes Lewis___
standards are suitable as is for following Feb: 28., 1977 Joyce Branch__ _ __
Bureau positions: GS-271.5. vocational .

development specialist; and GS-950.
tribal operations officer (coordinated

.7.- .timewisc with cialstfication's decision
re series). If not in either case, deuelop

i. appropriate qualification material in con-
. imitation with CSC:

2. Develop draft qualification standards for Staffing specialist
following. positions: GS. -083 _policeman do Aberdeen AD,
(excepted standard); , GS-COI, area di- ____ _do_ __________ ____ ____ __ Sacramento

- rector-(single-agency standard): GS-340, ____ _do Acting AD.
..... ----:-.- _ superintendent (single-agency-standard); Portland. and

(coordirated informationwise with cl-.n.si- superintendent
ation's guideline); and GS-1101. haus- No. Idaho

ing development officer (s-a standard) Agency.
(coordinated timewise with cla=sfication's PO, Phoenix. .
guideline).
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ACTION PLAN STEP HR-8: DEVELOP QUALIFICATION STANDARDS/GUIDELINES FOR MAJOR TYPES OF

POSITIONS--Continued
RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL- PATTIE L FULGHAM. CHIEF. BRANCH OF STAFTING AND MANPOWER.

DEC. 31. I975--Continued

Elements

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual - Leader Participant resources

3. Obtain comments on above draft standards Mar. 15.1977 Joyce Branch ...___
from appropriate CO program officials.

4_ Make informal contacts on drafts with. Mar. 31, 1977 _do__ ____ _ _
- Department and CSC_
S. Send d drafts to areas, unions, and tribes Tor __do_

comment
6. Receive comments back in CO May 31,1977 do_ do_
7. Revise as necessary; send finarstandards June 15,1977 do_

to Department/CSC.
8. Obtain Department/CSC approval_ July 15.1977 do
9. Solicit recommendations from areas for July 31,1977 do_

any additional qualification standards
needed.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-9: IMPROVE PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR
SPECIFIC VACANCIES

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE FULGhAM, CHIEF. BRANCH OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER, DEC- 31, 1976

1.. Prepare and issue policy guidelines on gen-
eral acceptability considerations and
selective placement factors, in the form
of a revision of the "Qualification Deter-
mination of applicants for positions in
BSA" memo and an expansion of the
-Determining basic eligibility" para-
graph of 44 SIAM 335, promotion and
internal placementto be used in an-
nouncing and-filling vacancies.

2. Develop training program in how to use
handbook X-118 in making qualification
determinations..

Identify and select 8 to 10 instructors
(staffing specialists".

4. Train instructors by conducting, a pilot
session in central office.

5. Develop schedule of Bureau-wide training
sessions and use of the instructors.

6. Monitor and evaluate several sessions-_-
'Obtain recommendations from areas-' on

revision/improvements needed in use of
-promotion panels, assessment forms,

and ranking procedures in 44 SIAM 335.
Develop work plan to accomplish above

revisions/improvements_

3.

Feb. 28,1977 Joyce Branch

Mar. 31,1977 do.

Apr_ 30. 1977 Pattie Fulgham _

May 31.1977 Joyce Branch

do.do.

June 30, 1977 _do
-July 31, 1977 Madee Beneae _

do.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-10: REISSUE UPDATED POLICY GUIDELINES FOR TRIBAL CONSULTATION OF PERSONNEL.-
SELECTIONS

-RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: PATTIE FULGHAM, CHIEF, BRANCH-OF STAFFING AND MANPOWER. DEC. 31. 1976

- Draft-guidefines statement. Feb. 15, 1977 Joyce Branch___
2. Have draft reviewed by CO management Mar_ 1,1977 _ ,- do.. Anson Baker. Bill-

and revise/refine with the help of field ings; Frank Sololik,
task force. Muskogee; Ed

McCabe. Navajo (in
. central office).

3. Send resulting draft guidelines to areas, Mar. 15, 1977 do.
. unions, and tribes for comment.

4. Receive comments back in- central office... May 15. 1977 _do_
5. Prepare and issue final guidelines ______ __ June 30.1977 do.____:
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ACTION PLAN: STEP HR 11A: ESTABLISH IMPROVED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES. FOR POSITION MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL... JAMES DE FRANCE, CHIEF. BRANCH. OF CLASSIFICATION, DEC. 31, 1976

215

Elements

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

1. Draft policy-letter containing "front-end" Jan. 15, 1977 _______- James DeFrance
submission and analysis procedures to
be followed Bureau-wide -on (a) pro-
posed organizational changes, and (b)
nroPOsed new position,upgrading--m-
volving coordinated review by budget.
management analysis, and personnel
functions; types of justification docu-
ments needed,i etc.

2_ Obtain CO review and comments on draft_
3. Obtain comments from area directors
4. issue final-policy; letter and start operating

accordingly,.
5. Prepare and issue revised 'BlAM chapter

covering position management and clas-
sification policies; e.g.. use of evaluation
statements, cyclic audit operations, etc..

Jan. 31,1977 do_
Feb_ 28, 1977 _do
Mar. 15, 1977 __ _ _______

do Gene Adams__ _

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-I1B: DEVELOP INITIAL MANPOWER/STAFFING STANDARDS AND IMPROVED EMPLOYMENT
CEILING OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: JAMES DEFRANCE., CHIEF, BRANCH OF CLASSIFICATION, DEC. 31, 1976

Review submissions from area offices re
manpower/staffing standards needed
(attachment 3 of Phoenix meeting
report)(

2. Based thereon, prepare work plan for de-
veloping several pilot manpower/staffing

ptojects, including the GS-200
field.

3_ Prepare and issue' policy guidelines on.
coordination between budget and per-
sonnel functions in employment. ceiling
operations and on using the fiexibilities
of the system.

Jan. 31, 1977 Bill Furlong______ M.it. & E.

Feb. 28, 1977 do do

June 30, 1977 do FinanCial manage-
ment.

ACTION PLAN STEP HR-11C: CONTINUE TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN POSITION CLASSIFICATION/
. MANAGEMENT TO THE FIELD-

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: JAMES DEFRANCE, CHIEF, BRANCH OF CLASSIFICATION. DEC. 31, 1976,.

L Conduct- -model supervisory training for
managers and supervisors in central
office, in position management and
factor- evaluation system (FES): and
make' course content available to area
offices- . -

2_ Provide continuing- assistance to Aberdeen
personnel office (every other month).

3. Help selected area _offices with position
classification operations; e.g.. Billings
and Phoenix-

4_ Participate in technical assistance visits
to Albuquerque field personnel office
and Muskogee area PO. (See PF4.)

5. Prepare for and conduct Bureau-wide
position management /classification con-
ference (review-erffectiieness of guide-
lines and procedures, facilitate inter -.
changeof ideas on position management
operations in area offices, identify,
further work areas for policy and tech-
nical assistance, etc.) (See PF3.)

Jan. 11.1977 Gene Adams __--

Feb. 28, 13771 rIo

Mar. 31, 1977 1

Apr1> - 30.1977

May 31, 1977 JaMes DeFrance___

Branch staff
members.

Do..

Do.
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.14.-110N PLAN STEP HR-IID: CONDUCT AND COMPLETE VARIOUS POSITION CLASSIFICATION AND WAGE ADMIN-
ISTRATION STUDIES AND PROJECTS

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: JAMES DEFRANCE, CHIEF, BRANCH OF CLASSIFICATION. DEC. 31, 1975

Elements

Time (NIT)
Planned Actual Leader

4.10.

Participant resources

1_ Vocational development specialist CS- Jan. 31..1977
1715: Issue position classification
guideline firming up use of GS-1715
series and providing grade leveliposi-
tion management guidance.

L Educational aids and technicians GS- Feb. 28,1977
1702: Issue position classification
guideline providing grade level guid-
ance tar nonsupervisory positions..and
standard pd's.

3 Wage .grade fobs: Review policies and Wanda Byram . _
procedures related to construction
rates, and issue policy statement

nibal operations officer GS-301,950: do
Coordinate with qualification standards Mat. 15. 1977
study (HR-8) re use of GS-950 series,
and issue position classification guide-
lines_

5_ Housing development officer GS-1101: _do
Prepare rationale for use of GS---1101 July 15, 1977
series, and guidelines for classification
by cross-referencing other standards -- -
then coordinate with qualification
standard project (HR-8) for July 15,
1977, issuance.

6. Road engineer CS810: Continue study Mar. 31, 1977 _ . _______ _ __do
to determine it Bureau of Public. Roads
classification guideline is applicable to
BIA positions and, it so, issue some as
Bureau guideline_ (It- not, develop
schedule for guideline project, and
conduct same.)

7. -Law enforcement positions: Prepare _do
\ detailed work plan for designing a
'career system covering guards. police-
men., detectives, and criminal investi-
gators. including grade level distinc-
tions and relationships with other law
enforcement bodies; i.e., FBI. State,
and tribal enforcement bodies.

8. Social workers GS-185: Prepare-and issue
position classification guideline sum-
marizing grade level distinctions.

9. Teachers GS -1710: Prepare and issue Apr 30, 1977
restatement-of classification guidelines
re GS-9 journeyman !eve! versus GS-I I.
nonsupervisory positions, including
model pd.'s-

10. Superintendent-GS-340: Continue to pre-
pare guideline for classifying positions:

Send redraft, based on field corn- Mar. 31, 1977
_ ments, out to field. .

Obtain field comments back in cen- May 15, 1977
tral office_

Issue final guideline June 30, 1977

Bill Furlong

Frank DeKona and
Gene Platt.

Bill Furlong and
Frank DeKona.

Gene Adams_ _

it*
_do

Kurt Stende

Bill Furlong and
Gene Platt.

Frank DeKona____ Branch sta:f Members

'ACTION PLAN STEP HR -12: DEVELOP AND CONDUCT
'RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: DOUGLAS RABEL, CHI

COMMUNICATION WORKSHOPS ON PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

EF. BRANCH OF EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT. DEC. 31. 1975

I, Develop workshop format and prepare Jan.
initial draft of workshop guide.

2_ Refine format and guide with help of "out- Feb.
side" resource_

3: Finalize format and guide with help of 3 Mar.
area resource persons_

31, 19 ;7 Daug Rabe! _ Branch staff rr --nbers
Irene Fisch... and
Paul Lorentzen-.

Training officer,
Bureau of
Reclamation_

Dan Ross. Billings;
Ed Bandeau.
Portland: C.
Henson. Sacra-
mento.

do_ Same as 1 above.

28.1977 ___________ __ _do. __ ---

31,1977 ____

4. Identify and select 10 facilitators from
within Bureau.

5. Tram facilitators by conducting a pact April 30, 1977
workshop.

G. Develop initial schedule of workshops and do.
and use of facilitators_

7. Monitor and evaluate several workshops._ May 31, 1977 3

Paul Lorentzen_ Paul Vaniman. APM,
as "critiques."

Doug ;label. 10 trained facitantors.

do Branch staff
members_

And ongoinr
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ACTION PLAN STEP G-5: DEVELOP AND START CONDUCTING MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION FOR MANAGERS

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL: DOUGLAS RABEL. CHIEF, BRANCH OF EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT, DEC., 31. 1976

Time (NLT)

Elements Planned Actual Leader Participant resources

L Establish a planning and development task Jan_ 31,1977 ____ - _ _ __ _ Doug Rabei __ . __

force of 5 to 6 area management officials.
2. Hold 2- to 4-day task force meeting m the Feb. 23,1977 do Task force members.

held. to work up course format and
content outline.

3. Prepare acbsa/ course material and 'guide__ April 30, 1977 .._ __ ________ ., _ __do_ __ __

4. Train instructors by conducting a pilot June 30. 1977 do_ Task farce members

session_
(slow as instruc-
tors).

5. Develop schedule of orientation sessions dO do_ Instructors-

and use of instructors.
6.. Monitor and evaluate several sessions__ July 31. 19771 -do

I Ongoing.
3.LEMOR-INDGS(

FE:BRVART 15, 1077.
To: Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
From : Project manager.
Subject : First Status Report on BI=M's Action Plan for Personnel Management

Improvement.
This report covers the first six weeks of operation under the Action Plan.

and may serve as the basis for starting the' discussion at the second expanded
staff meeting you have called on the subject (on Thursday. Feb- 17).

Attached is a set of the Action Plan step pages updated to February 15, con -
sistiug of 15 of the total of 20 such pages. These 15 "Version 2" pages should
be Agbstituted for the corresponding "Version 1" pages, thus retstirting the re-
maltang five (pp. S. 14, 17, and 26) since there are no changes in them.

. In general, during these Initial weeks activity occurred in all areas as called
for by the Action Plan, with some "normal slippage" experienced in several of
'them in view of the ambitious nature of the original deadline dates. The imple-
mentation progress to date may be summa.rized as follows :

A. PERSONNEL. r17NCTION (PE' 1-5)

The 21,;-day offsite communication meeting of the top staff of the Personnel
Division served as an effective forum for an open; discussion of roles, expectations
and procedures within the Division. The participation.of the Director of Ad-

_ ministration. at several points during the meeting provided the needed dimension
of top management direction: Agreement was reached on various communication
and work plan procedures which should go a long way towards molding the
Division into amore coordinated organization, with the Branch of Personnel
Manageraent Evaluation' increasingly filling an analytical-catalyst roje.

A comprehensive response to the Civil Service Com.mission's evaluation report
of the Central Office was drafted, coordinated and transmitted, and a system
for each succeeding 60-day response has been-established.

All Area personnel offices have been requested to sendOn their' ideas for
oneration.a1 improvements needed, and schedules of coordinated technical as-
sistance and evaluation visits covering these offices have been drawn up. The
assistance visit to Muskogee is occurring this week.

B. STAFFING AZ.CD 3t.A.NPONvF_Ic (11R 1-5, 5 -10)

Extensive contacts and phone calls have been made within Interior. CSC, a:nd--.
other Federal agencies in attempting to find the qualified persons neede'd to
accomplish the manpower planning and positive-recruitment action steps. Since
time fs running short. tiiis week should see a resolution of the matter. In the
meanthue. a prototype operation of this kind covering the single. Bureau, occu-
pation of Realty Officer GS-1170 is getting enderway through the initiative of
the Office of Trust Responsibilities and coordinated closely with the Action.
Plan_Guideline material has been drafted on restructuring and readvertising posi-
tions, qualification deter-minations. and tribal consultation on personnel selec-
tiona:' and. As being reviewed within the Division.. The 3-man field task force
concerning -the tribal consultation guidelines will meet next week 'to finalize
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this draft for Central. Office management review. Development of the training
program in qualification determination' is also proceeding on schedule.

Drafting of qualification standards is proceeding in all Area Offices' listed
in the Action Plan, and t has been determined that' similar single-agency
standards need to be devel

.t
ped for Yodational Development -Specialist GS-171.I.

C. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT ( rtiC.ef 2 AtKto G 5A-)
...

Drafting of the kacilitator's guide for the communication Workshops on per-
__ sonnel-management is almost completed, so that the review of this material

can take place, next month. Various possible resources Tor the different aspects of
the management orienthtions .program have been looked into. and a proposed ,
contract with Planalysis has been prepared to cover several /arts of the orien-.:
tation in conjunction with the proposed training in vroOram EtViduati on in the
Bureau.

D. POSITION :?..F.A.N.1.0EM EN T AND CL-&SSIFIC-A-TION (II R. 1 I .1.-1))

Comments are now being reviewed on the draft policy letter regarding pro-
cedures for proposed organizational changes and new/nperradecf-positions; while
preparation of the revised position management/classifitation Manual chapter
is being coordinated with the Department's revised material in this area.

Submissions from five Area Offices concerning program evaluation and man-
power/staffing standards have been distributed to Central Office 'Directors and.
concerned Divisions in Administration. - -

Onsite technical assistance in classification has .been given to the Aberdeen,
Billings and Albuquerque Area Offices; and Position classification is 3 "signifi-
cant part of the onsite'' visit taking place in Muskogee this week. The drafting
of. classification guidelines for. various positions is woceeding with those for
Vocational Development Specialist 435-1715 being discussed with that-functioH,;

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Beyond the specific numbered Action Plan steps. work is now 'tbeing7accOrn-
Plished to ensure that the Bureau is ready when called upon with proposed posi-
tions concerning reassignment of non-Indians and early retirement.

Work is also proceeding on the return of classification authority to-certain.
Area Offices. and on preparing the necessary material for the possible establish-
ment of a Deputy Commissioner (Management) position;

Finally, a redeseription of the Project Manager's role and -responsibilities WZIS
accomplished: stating specifically the nature of the work currentlj~ engaged in
and expected for the next 9-12 month period. in regard to the coordin:atingl_
facilitating role in the EEO-personnel management 'relations-hip.. guidance is7
being provided in the area of using parts of the Personnel Management Action..:

developing an EEO Action Plan, and in' -responding to the parts of the
CSC evaluation repoft pertaining to EEO. .

PA.13I. LORENTZEN.-

U.S. DEPART F: NT OF T TIE INTERIOR
VTLEAT.T OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Tr-a.rhington, D.C., January .3, 1977.
MomortAxnu:%r

To : All central offices and area directOrs. ,From :.Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Subject : Bureau of --Indian AffairS' Action Plan for Personnel Management.

Improvement.
. .

.

'Attached are copies of the subject Action. Plan, which I have approved for
immedin-e implementation.. .-2

The plan -was developed thropgh a joint effort involving all of you. and yonr,
repre.zentatives; It is to your credit. that you 'recognized the-need for cornmeiming.-
these impriovement actions. and-are...now committing smcifie- time,andmanpower
resources to ca.rry lug- out the net i011S.Progress under the. Action Plan will he reported monthly, and review' of its
status and effectiveness, is expected to be a regular part of the agenda. of each
Director's meeting in the future. -'
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Please ensure that your program management and personnel staff officials

become well aware of this I3ureauwide improvethent initiative, and are thor-
oughly acquainted:- with their roles and responsibilities within it-

BEN REIFEL.
,-=

L.S. DEPARTMENT OF TILE Isrrmixert,
13unE:Au OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

W.ci.shikagton, D.C., - December 29, 1976.

MEM OnANDU ;.

: Commissioner Of_l_ndian Affairs.
From Project Manager.Subject : Bureau of Indian Affairs' Action Plan for Personnel Management

:Improvement. - .
In transmitting -this Bu eauau plan to you for approval, I. want --to take the

opportunity to place it 1""i. a larger perspective which I consider of perhaps
zreater significance than the specifics of the document itself_

What bus happened in the very process of developing the Action Plait repre-
sents the.sirigle most important change for personnel management in the Bureau :
Management's ownership of the problem.. While it may only be the begineing..
the point is that that beginning .has been -made and the corner' has been turned
Bureau management has confronted. discussed. and developed a plan for starting
to solve many long-standing personnel management problems. This is the neeesr
nary stiirting point for building a new and more useful conception of the roles
and responsibilities for managing the Bureau's hunian resources_

All other, improvement steps depend upon the continuation of this mode of
responsibility acceptance 'and problem ownership by management.,

The Action Plan development- process- has also clearly indicated the close
inter-relationship between personnel. management a.nd generaL (internal) man-
asgement of the- Bureau. -While we rnow are embarking.- upon a constellation-76-f
actions which in total address the personnel management issues and recommends-
tions of the "Management Study" submitted to (and apparently being adopted
by-) the Arcierican---Indian Policy.Res-iew Commission and which, I believe. con-
stitute a more, _complete and realistic improvement thruSt. than the Study's ..
similar planned initiatives are greatly needed in related -areas of program evalua-
tion, ma.npoycer/staffing standards and-allocation, organizational. structure issues,
improved work methods, and communications: -

As the lait section of ,the Action Plan indicates. these. management needs have
been, discussed to a degree. but the impetus for their full` treatment and resolution
through specific. planned action must-come from top manageMent. The timing for
addressing- them now is right___A_Iconce-r-tea-kffOrt-inade-n-o-w- can result in. similar
detailed action plans for presentation in the.next few months.

3. The continuation .. of the personnel management improvement effort. and
the undertaking of similarly needed efforts in any other areas of general manage-
ment.. will continue to be open to a degree of uncertainty,' doubt and skepticism
due to theabence Ni-ithin the Bureau of an Institutional focus for-internal _man-
agement. A line, alter ego career Deputy /Associate Commissioner position must
be established and filled so that the direction of the Bureauas an organization
receives that systematic and continuous _leadership- needed to ensure. that BL&
truly constitutes an effectiv:e and efficient instrument for accomplishing program

-missions and objectives, and not an institution wasting, time and resources in
less-than-effective management of itself. -- -

4. As mentioned_ this Action' Plan may serve as an "answer'--to any questions
-concerning what the Bureau is dr.firip." ;thin t the personnel management part of the
"Management Study.." It also constitutes the major . part of a needed Bureau
response to Civil Service. Commission and Departmental "concerns expressed in
evaluation reports and elsewhere. Both -the Commission and the Department's
Office of Personnel:Management are being asked to plat significant' participant"
roles in-helping to implement various steps. and .their continued- assistance and
guidance should and Will be sought.

As many of the Bureau managers expressed 'themselves in Phoenix earlier this-
month. "We've talkpd and ilisussed. enoughTiers start doing." I totally agree.:
'There has been more than enough writing and planning- and verbalizing; now it

time to act _ The ultimate victim of inaction -and unlaced problems in personnel--
. . .

ve
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management are the Indian people vi:honi the Bureau is to serve. They have
waited !Ong enough for us to move forward.

It has been a privilege to work with the Bureau in developing the Action Plan.
It represents au even larger challenge to be asked to assist in making it a reality.

Paul Lorentzt:a.

1CREAU OF INDIAN ..A.FFA/ AcTiox PLAN Foie PERSONNEL M. N AG E NE ENT
IMP-ROVENIENT

OBJECTIVE ,END -SCOPE OF PLAN

This plan, addresses many long-standing. problems of human resource man-
agement in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Its Objective is to develop and change
various concepts. policies. programs and procedures -so that personnel manage-
meat in the Bureau becomes a. primary contributor towards program accom-
plishment rather than constituting a problem in itself.

The roles and responsibilities of both management and the personnel func-
tion are addressed, as are the programmatic and operating tasks within that
function. The plan does not ,presume to cover every conceivable. aspect or
pri_blem area. Rather, it concentrates on those personnel management actions,
considered of fundamental significance at this time so that the Bureau thereby
will be provided with a base for a fully acceptable program in all respects.

B.,!CKGROUND TO THE -NEED FOR IN/ MOVEMENT.

During FY 1976, the necessity for a major improvement effort in personnel
management in the Bureau was:,spotlighted by a number of evaluations made
by the- Civil Service Commission. the Department's Office of Personnel anage-
ment. and the Bureau itself_ The ,March' 25, _1076.. _Agreement _between the
Commissioner and the Assistant Secretary for Management detailed many specific
initiatives and commitments for both the Bureau and the Department,primarily
in the areas of position classification as well as the staffing and organizational
placemerte of the Division of Personnel Management. A project manager was
called for and designated. "to coordinate and direct" the improvement efforts
through the development and implementation of an Action Plan.
. The steps outlined in the March 25 Agreethent have been. taken, with -significant
and continuing effects on the quality of position classification and the capability
of the Division of Personnel Management. The recommended Action Plan sub-
mitted by the Project Manager on September 7, 1976 analyzed: the effects on
personnel manageMent in the Bureau of the dramatic events in Indian affairs
of the past S-10 years, and emphasized the developments and improvements
needed in the :

Leadership role in the Bureau fOr general. (internal) management_
-

Evaluation and communication functions in the Bureau.
Conception of-personnel management by managers and personnel staffs.
Orientation and development of managers and supervisors_
Management and operation of the personnel function itself.
Specific personnel management areas of : Policy development and issuance :

manpower planning : recruitment : Indian intake-and-development : qualification
standards and determinations ; career development: and position mana.gement/
classification.

NEETIIOD OF DEVELOP.M ENT

The primary basis for the Project Manager's recommended Action Plan of
September 7 was an analysis of the 136 individual problem identifiation/solution
discussions -held with managers and personnel official; throughout the Bureau
in.- June - August. Many important aspects of personnel managementsuch as
performance evaluation. equal employment opportunity, labor-management
relations, and employee serviceswere purpoSely. not directly included in the
recommended plan in order to - (1) Concentrate on those problem areas which
the dis-ctissions-rreflected as the most basic and pressing, and thus --( 2) Provide
a.' f6undation without -which further meaningful development in these other
areas was considered unrealistic.During the following 37 month period. managment of the Bureau

Distributed widely and reviewed the recommended Action Plan.
Committed itself to adopt a BEA. Action Plan by December 31.
Reid two 2-day Director's meetings (Denver,-Oetober 2S=29-; Phoenix, Decem-

ber 8-9) to discuss the plan, agree to its specific content, and adopt an "Immedi-
ate_priority"- framework for implementation.
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Based on extensive individual and group discussions within the Division of
Personnel Management and on contacts with Area Directors, the specific no-later-
than (1s-;1.0T) dates and the leader/partiCipant names appearing on the Action
Plan Step pages were agreed upo _

STEPS TO SE A.CCOMPLISICED
Accomplishment' of the specific actions included in this plan will result in the

fpllowing Initial improvements
A. .Persondiei ftmetion (PP 1-5) ty, .

1. Establishing a work objectives /work ,planning" system--within the Division.
of Personnel Management featuring communication and coordination across .
Branch lines, periodic review of progress being made toward meeting obfectives,
and continuing expansion and updating of the work plans.

Developing more meaningful statements of the role of each Branch-and- of
the personnel function as a whole,. constituting a part of the needed conceptual
change regarding personnel managethent Illthe Bureau-

Z. Providing the mechanism for Bureuwide coordination within the personnel
function through sharing of work plans, the ."lead role and periodic
meetings on Bureauwide problem ttrpicstlais-a-tr-oldffig asteful duplication of
effort and establishing a meaningful team mode for problem solving_

4 Improving-personnel operations by, providing immediate assistance to the
,,Central Office and Albuquerque 'Field servicing operations, conducting technical
assistance visits to selected Area personuel offices, and initiating a schedule of
'studies to improve operational methods and techniques Burea.uwide.

5- Establishing a planned evaluation program-within the function.. =fr

B.. Staffing and manpower (HR 1-5, 8-10)
1.. Obtaining the resources needed to produce a set of numerical estimates of

Bureau manpower needs.tor immediate use in deVeloping recruitment and staff-
ing plans, and to install a forecasting system providing 'periodic manpower in-

-. formation to management for action purposes.
2_ Obtaining the resources needed to develop a positive recruitment system, for the Bureau including a centralized inventory of India carms nationwide,

tind'a centralized listing of Indian Affairs jobs available_
. 3. Developing the budget and ceiling justifications for an- Indian intake-and-
:development program in the Bureau ; well as the. application requirements,
publicity means, screening procednzes, and selection methods.

4.. Establishing a tas' k force to develop a work plan for growing more Indian
'candidates for technical/specialist positions (e.g.. engirteerii; foresters, etc.)

Issuing policy guidelines on the applicatiOn of Indian-preference in relation
'to restructuring and readrertisimr positions_

6- Issuing appropriate qualffication standards material for six major types of
positions including Area Director and Superintendent.

7_ Issuing policy guidelines regarding the use of general acceptability consider.:
ations and selective placement factors in determining eligibility and qualifies.--
ti ons for specific vacancies.

'8. Conducting training sessions- Bureauwide in -the use of Handbook X-118 for
malthig qualification determinations.

9. Developing a work plan to improve the use of promotion panels, assessment
-- forms and ranking procedures-

10. Reissuing :updated policy guidelines for tribal consultation on personnel
selections. -

C. Training and 'development (Hit 12 and G 5)
1. Developing and conducting role clarification and problem-solving commu-

nication workshops on personnel management, for mana.gers/supe.rvisors and
personnel staffs- , .

2. Obtaining the resources needed to develop an orientation course for man-
agers to genera/ management principles. Federal government management poll-
cies. Bureau policies and programs, and Indian tribal' government-and culturTeT
a n d_conancting-seisions-Bureauwi de.

3. ObtoiTliTve the resources needed to develop-career guidelines/pathways for
; TrkAjor ty-pes. of Management positions-

IX -1;08U-ion management and claseifleatiai& (H1 11.11.-D)
1. Issuing policy letter on. coordinated- budget/management analysis/personnel

procedures to be followed Bureanwide regarding proposed organizational changes
and new Positions/upgradings.



'2. Issuing revisedManual chapter- on -positioifinanitgement and classification N,

policies.3. Preparing work plan for developing several manpower/staffing standards.
4. Issuing_PolleY En1-..delines_on coordinated roles of budget and personnel funz-

tionsemployment ceiling operations.
5. Conducting supervisory/managerial training in position management and

the Factor Evaluation System.
6. -Providing continuing assistance in position management/classification to

personnel offices.
7. Conducting a Bureauwide_ position -inanagement/clasSificatfon conferenCe.
S.-- l'ssuing---positron 'classification guidelines for eight major types of positions

including Superintendent and Tribal Operations Officer.
9. Preparing work plan for designing a career system for law enforcement

positions.
10. Issuing policy statement on construction rates for Wage Grade positions.

COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

The manpower resources dire-Ctly committed to implementing this plan include
a significant part of the total capability-available in the Di4rision of Personnel
Management, participation in four specific tasks by selected individuals in Area
offices, the use on a temporary project/product basis of outside-BIA resources
for four tasks, and the continued. atz.:signment of the Project Manager as both
coordinator/director and specific task performer.

The no-later-than (NTL) dates listed on the Action Plan Step pages are the
most realistic ones possible at this time. As already indicated. the -Action Plan
in no way covers all problems in personnel management nor represents the total
work performed in the function. The realities of the daily ."press- of business"
and new "priority" demands have been taken into account as far as possible in.
committing resources-and setting deadlines in the plan.. A system of monthly -

. progress review/plan update meetings will be used to provide management with
status reports and make appropriate plarrrevisions.'

ADDITIONAL ISSUES NSIDERED
-During the review period of the- Septeiaber 7 recommended Action Plan, the

'additional steps included in the- plan were discussed and settled as follows:
A work group has been formed to prepare two issue papers for the Commis-

sioner covering the topics addresSed in 6 ti.nd 7. i.e. reassignment of non-
India.ns In relation to Indian preference. and oittplacercient/legislative assistance
for nan-Indians. Depending -upon the decisions on these issues, one or both may
become future parts of the Action Plan_

The establishment of a,-,ca.reer, line Deputy /Associate Commisioner (Man-
'a.gement) position; .to provide an effective institutional focus for internal man-
agement, was agreed upon. The next step is fOr Bureau top management tip
submit a specific written package/proposal to the Departmental Executive
Manpower Resources Board.

It was agreed .that the development of standards for evaluating operating pro- --
gram-effectiveness and to serve as the basis for an ongoing-program evaluationb
activity in the Bureau was a responsibility'-of the Commissioner's Office:N.which
should be, carried our: Central Office and AreaDirectors have been requested to-
submit preliminary information and suggestions for use in commencing work
in this area.It was agreed that the providing of, leadership in organizational structure ':
matters, the development of manpower/staffing standards.' and the systematic
study and improvement of work methods are responsibilities of the Central Office.
which should be carried out. This. Action .151-an_inClud-the--issvance-of-aPO-11-63---.
letter on procednres re be followed in organiveTtional matters. and tlie presenta-
tion of a work plan for the development of Several. "pilot' manpower/staffing
standards based on preliminary information and suggestions requested from .
Central Office and-AreirDTf-eCt.Ois. Similar information-and suggestions have been
solicited regarding needed work method studies.

It was agreed that to a very large extent improvements in the Bureau's com-
munication man/men-lent style will depend upon the behavior of and example set

. by the Commissioner. Many methods and techniqUes can be used to develop a
teamwork atmosphere of cooperation and coordination.

AnyAnyr of the above issues. depending -upon future developments' and decisions,
'may become parts of an expanded Action Plan.



Action Plan Strp/Regansibls Officiel/Elemonls

PF-1' RESTATE THE IOU OF THE PERSONNEL 'FUNCTION AND ESTABLISH A

PLANNINGIWORI( OBJECTIVES SYSTEM WITHIN ITS

Tinned

an IlerxhierChi lelltanch of Personnel Management Evaluation-Version 7, February, 15 19i7

6

Wolin, mkt site of, and
prture'I

itenda for 1st personnel division 21to-3tday offsite.com.,

,muoicition meeting for problem identifr.ation, interfunctional coordination, and work object

Is building.
.:lioldisortnel division Obits meeting with director of administration, chief personnel of6cer,

issisbot Chielisand 1 braxh 'chiefs in attendance resulting Mist of optional problems

'Nib's Irmo! solvinctem,

branch work objectives and work plans including resources needed (move.

'Jwtplravelp Vol

Prepta Individual branch revised 'ittements of function and revised statement of functionlor

2i,Dewbp the ongoing MOiDidivisionikoninework objectives system providing for periodic

communicition meetings, measurement of program progress, appropriate revision of work ob.'

plar31rbc,

PF4:. PROVIDE BUREAUWIOE COORDINATION WITHIN PERSONNEL FUNCTION

Marc Headier, Chief, Branch of Personnel Managi;ment EvaluationVersion 1, Dec.31, 1976

Establish and implement concept of "lead roles iftspcific areas of the personnel function, by

dim based on °Mae interest and concerns (see PF-4) and to avoid duplication

of efforts. '( ;
Esbblish:a communication network within_personnel, function by (a) sharing all personnel

division swxk plans with area personnel of5ces, (b) trough "lead role concept informing

tooth of major deveisprnent throughout Bureau in Pll functional areas; and (c) using

normal telephone centacts for keeping abreast of problem identification and resolution,

Prepare for and.conduct periodic personnel officer meetings during 1977 on specific functional

topic (wit those functional:chiefs attending), using "lead role" wont to develop agendas.

, Time (NIT)

Actual Leader

,t4mments

'participant room

Jan, 14, Jo. 141 1977...6

(')

Jan 31,1977 Feb. 7,1971'

Marc Hershler....... Doug Rebel, Paul Lorentzen,

(1); . Paul Lorentzen ,(facili-

bier),

Marc Herschler... ...... Each brIXII 'Chief; division, ,

package to MI, Zuni by

February 18,

Each branch chief.Feb, 28,1977 , .do..

Mar, .... . .

Mar, 31, 1877

y

Marc HersChler......,.... Other personnel division branch

chiefs,

April 30,1977.. .do:

Apr. 30, Aug.

31 Dec, 31,

.do.

Do.



Planned Aral r. Leader

alPROVE OPERATIONS AND WORK METHODS WITHIN PERSONNEL FUNCTION

I

Meg Henchlir, chief, Balch of Personnel
EvoludlooVersion, 2 Feb, 15, 1977

.Ailstjbmich.of Personnel ilNiCIS; CO,

minding to end taking Khans on CSC evaluation report
1,05, 1977 :Jon, 17,' 1977

Comment: and

participant resources

Marc lierschler.

l,)0:41hintuiliveik artemethots in ne (id of imptovement,,and developing pion for are Mar. 31,1917

i *'s Of (a) IMPI001 OPlationsi
methods/techniques each is using, and Jan, 31,1911

(b)opostimml problem/con:ern No l3 need of improvement f

;'DovIMP wort Ow for' condttieg improved operant
mithodsitshniques studies and Feb, 28,1911

len`timprovemeetvI q 1.it

ttekt teisteravits to various ogees:

e)iklmee ma personnel ofIce....

SI.,

(1) (2
division'perimmel,

*timing of assIsten t/ other bran:hist 1111 dos

J. Wrote and L Brittylit

Other branch chiefs.)Alboluerquelild posonNi .... Mar, 31, 1977

Branch chief; moose Jonnit

developed next response due

Met. 17,

do Branch thief,

Brooch chief., .

. do.
-Memo sent to Beld Jan, 31; rep

deadline Fa.

.do PME both stiff melba,

PF-5::CONOLIOTA PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION PROGRAM

Ma IMatiller 41141, Bard of Personnel,
Management EvoluationVersion 2, Feb, 15, 107

,:l'Aveitedtedttleeti to 4 PME's to be *ducted during 1977-cosidving possibility that Jan, 31,1977...... Jan, 31,1917

aoaae may become more oriented. toward assistence visits than strictly evaluations.

LOxrdal

DEVELOP AND START OPERATING A MANPOWER FORECASTING SYSTEM

Pattetfulehen, Chief, Breach of Sistine and ManpowerVenion Z Feb. 15,1971

froultand him from Mier elect (on 1.year reimbursible debit) a project leader to (a) Feb, 28, I977'

poi* Immediate tellpark numerical etirnoti- for Indian .intake and development

program, and (b) delft' and install 'cooing s

1:',Obtainitdormetiorronenticipated program
1Ieveb.the next I to 3 years Mar, 15,1977

1. maim spcik caption! fogyPei of position "sited(

L. OM available stotisticsfromcomputer ;veins past projected attrition ratelin these or.u Mar, 31, 1917

paticeal ,

L Proke "ballperk"numericalestimatoof manyoivir needs by "significont"cupational held:. Apr, 30,1977

dD

Marc
Other personnel division bard

chief&

do , Branch of. PME staff members

and otbm division member: as

sniped; artapersonnelolke

staff unsigned.

Pattie Fulgtem Louis D.' Bay e, Jr, Paul
tante; AP CSC,'

Project letter Finance! renamed spetialist;

designsted areal end COI"

onagers.

do

do

do

1: Ulu method for coptvring periodic program information
June 30,1917

do

f. Revissiexpand computer teselcepability. ' . Aug, 31,1977
do

I., Instill operational manpovrerforestial system ..,..,,» Oct. 31,1977,
do

I, Monitor 'yew performara. , Dec. 31, 19774
do.

.

, ,
0

Employee 'data and caper* :

t personnel.

To be determined later.

Do.

Do,
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'''''' .2 'DEVELOP AND. FART OPERATING A CENTRALRED-SRalliNVENTORYIINDIAN
,,,,,.

' AFfAIRS.IOB AVAILABIL SYSTEM INVOLVING. PROACTIVE, OUTREACH' RECRUITMENT

ILYelibitn, Diskant .iid'SW54end kis 'npnierVosion 2, Feb. 15, 1977

44, ',IIKniltirwilikatriatimbr attsyHon1leat reirattistie detail) i Ord loadeit;idivelop Al. 31, 1977 , Pattie Fulgharn....,.... Louis D. ,Beyhylle, 1

r ',kw caldve re:taint (b) 1 *shad Indian ems jobs suitable list. , Lorentzen, APM, CSC

-_ And (c)tconhallzst India invinbary,

s'IDeltmInt nuptial Wit) be ccincentlated upon... Feb,28, 1977, r.. Project leader

i:,,i, 3,':Prepartopcifowirk piens for A MI and (c) ;toe :, Mar. 31,1917 do..

',,,
i Determine *WI staff and kinds) needed to aginplish work plans; recruit and Apr. 30, 1971.. do

,,,',` ', .,',,,,: hirion rimburobladebit basis

1.3,'DEVELOP'ARD OPERATE AN INDIAN1NTAKE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Poi L Fulgtam, Chid, Branch of blot and Manpower Version 2, Feb. 15, 1971

1...litinirootd016COcomPlitInvintivriladian psticipants, in .present training/develop. Mc 15, 1977

occupahorml told and grids IkOliciadidiCCOPeritie adattant bridp

pfdloinco, held maragiment, development training, and mantgortnt understudy

Paul Lorentzen.... .. Employment. developm

cares.

.: Dadop,doottietinespreLpLeroVoltreactuttelizator and ccordinston of thescprograms Mar, 31, 1977
, ,

do Mercedes Lewis and em

development swish!

h.,

on nauticalestimates of manpowir needs in "signifannmetiniml Nth (resulting Apr, 30, 1977 .do Financialmanegernents

.trom1111-11clehrrnme estimated Istiyear cost of Indian intake aM development program

la.bolgetend ailing justitatIons.
,..,,

:`$,',4; Develop basidrgirameta la PR= eatani June 30, 1977.. .... .......... ...............do.',............... Mercedes Lewis. _,

;.,.., unstop p publicitt and dental network la locating condidates Sept 30, 1977............ ..... ..............do........... .... Project Wit HRi,

,::, Deibp op - .. zoning, and selection procedures Dec, 30, 1977 .., do Mercedes Lewis.

t: Develop work plea or bringing onboard 1st intake "class" by October 1978 ' do. do. Mercedes Lewis and em.

development speciti:

TAKE STEPS TO GROW INDIAN CANDIDATES FOR TECHNICAL/SPECIALIST

POSITIONS, LE. ENGINEERS, FORESTERS,' BC.

"L Fillmm, Chief, Branch otStalliand ManpowerVoice 1, Dec, 31,1976 ,

fold tin Ica of molts, to meet for a week in central °Ma in April, to develop a Apr, 311 1977 Mercedes Dahl. or a directors

work r with the CO directorates concerned (administration, eduction, seetativer,

resorts; trust restmaibditi4 ;
Inembars . lithard

duly AD Abide
StimaLcd, edtatint

r

ft'
1

administrator, 11

Alonzo SPA!, Chili

kSerVia MO; 411
\):1, community sir

Wig bridal oll
. bilquergo: Otte Karl

izcklef, land operation

1\
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Action Plan Step/Responsk Official/E4mints

POLici GUIDEL INS'S ONAPPLICATION OF INDIAN PREFERENCE (RESTRU
44-111.1 3EADVERTISING POSITIONS) --..

. ,, - : .. . "N.

1... rt..,..1%.=. 07 . 29, 7L* w.-1.--Le.ef Staffing and ManpowerVersion. 2, Feb. 15. 1

and 4490 1111.;.4- 6-'1774' .5 .1 114;frn of a "spotlighted" expansion and explanati
; 7°AdeSigni.7 paragraphs Of " 8IAM 335 Prolix

Plftessiartt.
.

.

:L°11. triAL1FICAtION STANDARDS/GUIDELINES FOR MAJOR TYPES OF I

341_ itgba'rn; Chief,' Branch of Staffing and lodlanpower-Vees:on 2. Feb- 15. 19-

.123:itliether x-118 qualification standards are suitable as is (or the follimini

21kvocstional development
115°- tribal Operations officer (coordinated &nowise with classification's do
riittx
l's°t infer case. dovelop.appropriate qualification material in consultation

parAcfn4ii.eualitication standards for the following persitioris-
Doticernan (excepted ... .....

3llk11;18a di t n agincy.... .._ ,. .._

1,a5 superintendent ::(siiiiii4ge-nci standard) (Coordinated inforrnationv
iiniri,eation7s guidadine). . .

--A, housing devillopment officer (single-agency standard; coordinated
ith clikraificsbon's guioetne). . r_

.
-

.
1.7Izi- - development spec larat (sialle-ag,ncY ...standar ..... astandard ----
oalltients on above draft standards from approlnista Isemlwhaal COMO Progr.a ....

.centacts on drafts with Department. a
lilt tel wolfs. unions;,4and tribes forcorriment;- ..

.......M.111. MP MIF mirMe.midel, 1

cclihrftents back in contrail office_ .

s riatessaiy- send final standards to bepartmentiCSC_---..-..--_____-.P.--...
ktplarblientitSC approval_ ..; _____ __
Pccitiuriefidations from areas for any additional qualification standards needed

' 7



Time (NCO

Actual

1977- --- .....

Ed.

meede dialaelm

Leader.

r

Markle Benecke...._....

,P

Comments and
`participant resources.

L

Feb. 10, 1977., . Mercedes Lewis Wilt need development of
agency qualification standard.

1977_ inn I= .11. Joyce Branch7.

Dennis Renville, staffingI itMo= M. M.1M M MA. M
apeci al is t, Aberdeen.

Mo M= William Finale, area
director, Sacramento.,

Maldrip, acting. 11.

DTD$3, Portland. .

Rochard Slater, person-. Ieb Me . 1110E10..1MM. M MP.= MI.M dm.= ao de __ Wren ... ..... __MMI

officer,
.

.e. AlDelbigiiiirqUe. ...

1977. ..... ....... .... _ ...... ........_____ Mercedes UtwIlL,........_.....
.

6 '1977- ..1... ..........__ m.m. Me .00. Joyce Branch- ... ____ .........._ .

p 19177*...= ......... ..... M.M.6 ;11 IR. M.. .1.............. . ,........i .0.1. NAdaM Ma ,...i. ....."°..7=WM.... ftuld

P ,600.1.mml some mogi =OM daM single iIMMI MM
Wee ed de Mee. Neee 6011.-Md.....r deedde/.0

r1

CICLIN.Mo 4.. EY .N M4* N awn.

it 1977.1977 map mal .

dAl 1.
I.

....M. din m. w

F

.

r-



selective Feb. 28, 1977
opplicants
paragraph
Ind talzng

rrrarwwwwwwrmw Joyce Branch..,.

'ations_ Mar. 31, 1977 do
Apr. 30, 1977 Pattie Fulgham
May 31, 1977_......

do..
June 30, 1977

tomotiors July 31, 1911

...AM .a.,.............0- Joyce Branch
....... . do ..orm,

. do..................
. Marko Benecke........

N ON .

...
9

do a-

-1` Feb. 15, Feb. 10, Joyce Branch
field task Mar. 1, 1977 .... .. ......... .....

Mar. 15, 1977.. do
May 15, 1977......... ......... ...do x
June 30, 1977. do.....

%%GEMENT

rip

followed Jan. 15, Jan. 12 1977 . James DeFrance
iitionjup-
met func-

....

James Conan, AD, or A11300.
Baker, superintendent,
rings; Emmett Cameron, ad-
ministrative officer,;! Minneap-
olis; Ed McCabe, superintend-
ent, Navajo.

Jan. 31 1977 .. Feb. 7,1977 do Comments ,biing reviewed to-
__ Feb. 28, 1977.. ...... .........do rr rr.... gether with M.R. & E. and

financial mgmt



Idel/Elements
Planned , Actual

Commentt'ard
parddpsnt WNW

CURES FO POSITION MANAGEMENT

IREContinued

ii--Version 2, Feb. 15, 1977

. ,
Mar. 15, 1977. do

m management add classification poli- 'Apr. 30, 1977 Gene Adams..........., omit revised departmental chap:'-

*atm etc.

mmImmMONIIMINOMI.1

DAROtt AND IMPROVED EMPLOYMENT

)CEDURES

nVersion Z Feb. 15, 1971

tog standards needed (attachment 3 of Feb. 2e, 2977

roerl pilot manpower/staffing standard Mar. 31, 1911....1..

men budget and personnel functions in !cane 1977

of the sydem.

NCE IN POSITION CLASSIFICATION/

E FIELD

51)--Verilon 2;Feb. 15, 1977 .

opirvisors in central oflice, in position Jan. 11, 1977 (1) Gene Adams Douglas Rabe,.

make course content rabble to area
Feb. 29,1977... Material being prepared.

Nee (every other month). (See PIS -4).,. do do.

Nation. (See PF-4):
Jr. 3!, 197? e Bill Furlong and

- Frank DeKona.

(1) Bill Furlong. ,

ter received late December,
.

Bureau comments to Donut-.
ment on Jan. 29, 1977.

Bill Furlong.

1 di

do..,

PAR. & area office submissiom

available .Feb. 4, 1977.

fitt&

. management

Mar. 31, 1977

Apr. 30, 1977 .
menriclassification. conference (review July 31, 1977 Jim-DeFrance

fetching. of ides on position flanges
US for policy and technical assistance,

14114-444.14 .4 4

.1

Jim DeFrance Branch staff members.,

.

14

Do.If

r



IDUDT AND COMPLETE VARIOUS POSITION °CLASSIFICATION AND WAGE

ADMINISTRATION STUDIES AND PROJECTS

as OINKS, Chief, Branch of ClassiButiont-Nerton 2, Feb; 15, 1977

1001root specialist Z1715: low Position classification guideline firming up Feb, 28,1977

15 sain:id providing grade level/position management euidence,

a

Bill Furlong. Draft.

voc

tern

Is anhechnicians CS-1702: lisle position classification guideline providing Mar, IS, 1977 ' Frank 'DeKona and Lois

eidance for nooloPorvion paint iOni 10 .standard pd's.
itsfalko.

Itis: Review, policies and procedures related to contructon rates, and issue ..,,.do. Wands Bram

lent, , ,. .

ins afar ,SS4011950: Coordinate with qualifiatIon standards study (11R-1) re Feb. 28,1477 Bill Furlong and Frank

0 win, and Wile position dassibtion guidelines. - .., . , Mir; 15, .1977 DeKona.

Pleat dor. ap;1101: Prepare taboo* for used GS-1101 sales, end guide- do .,. .. Gene Adams.

sifabon by cross-referencing other elandardsthen coordinate with quake- lily 15, 1977......... ....... . . .................... ...........
11,0'4 (IIR-8) for July 15,1977 issuance. '.

'GS 410: Coto' 0,4y to determine if Bureau of Public Roads classification Mar. 311 1977 . Gene Adams

applicable to VA positions and, if so, issue 'amens Bureau guideline, (If not,

doll for Mahn Prolects and conduct OW
mtpositions: Prepare *tided work plan for designing a career system covering .. June 30,1971., Jack Martin

meow detectives, and erimiel isivesbgetors, including grade level distinctions 1
t

itipswitb other law enforcement bodies; i.e, FBISteikand WWI enforcement

iS415: Pripaiiind-isweiosition ilassiketion guidslat summarizingRiedes. Mar. 31,1911
A .

Kurt Stende. .

210:. Prepare and haul restatement of classification guildelines re GS-9 Apr.30, 1977. Bill Furlong and Gene

Platt. ,

,. Mar. 31, 1971 Frank DeKona Bran'

eel comments back In antral Oct May 15, 1917

ial guidelloe. a* ai J u ne 30, F7

AND CONDUCT COMMUNICATION WORKSHIPS ON PERSONNEL. MANAGEMENT ,

level versus GS-11 nceopervisor, position; including motel pd's.

C4440: Continue to prepare guideline,* classifying positions: .

IA based on died comments, out to field

Rebel, Chief, Branch of Employee DevelopicentVerlios 2, Feb. 15, 1977

op format' and prepare initie draft of workshop guide... Feb, 28, 1977

id guide with help of "outside" resource Mar. 15, 1977

wiguidowith help of 3 area tesonrce persons...L.... .... Mara 31 ,1977

ect 10 facilibtorstiom within Boma

s by ccmductioall pilot workshop

thedula of workshops and use of facilitators

date several workshops.

3 Doug Rebel .,. Dick

Ire

.. .do....... ...... ..... Train
Rs

do .Jon I
.Poi

.., Sac
do do Same

Apr.30,1977. . . ....... ................. Paul Lorentzen........, hol-
m!'

do Dougiabel. 10 tea

May 31, 1977 , do. Brant

4



ktlo Plot Stopiluralbli Offichil/Eloults

C4Ai DEVELOP AND START CONDUCTING MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION FOR MANAGERS

Pcstlo 101, Chilli Rood of Employ Dotlopot-Vitico 2 Feb, 15, 1911

TiiriN17)
Commit and

armed ludo orticipiol rISCUICIS

. .

,L lief aid ict ill outildctisouto potion/vitiation to divokip mai format and 1st 31,1911.,....,, Fah. 10, 1911, Doug Rebel..., . Piul lorentrat,

r

2.803,44tiviith um.; .. do

"1 tkela mixt Irv' ume .

Fab, 21, 1911

do Contractor,

Fined notopolot

0610t/ fashion ;id get lbw Itaicti

/411 31, 1911

1DrOopxhidtdeff air* mica ihd to of imfruclots. ,.

kat 30, 1917. . ,

do . .do Insttuctok

'f1.,hkeitalld rattsrool onion , July 31, 19114 .do

OpIELOP .CAREER 'CUIDELINES/PATNWAYS FOR MAJOR TYPES OF MANAGEMENT

POSITIONS

Path NO% Chid, Bad of Stillet and kliapowir4olict 1, Dec. 31, 1916

1 A

Llantitiod hitt Ircoicither moo (on teigbotuble Moil) i prolict Bader; Work plan to July 31,1911 Pitt' Fuliham Louis .61hylle, PIO lotto

WA; Dolsmisiq ipicifc typo of mirwpmelt politW4-44, in dicta, super.
r1PM, 05C,

idwowt, itto-which will tw dult with; Omit at; on mot pathways which oisot

lambiots of Om *co haw MINI; dolloping draft caner guidelliws/pit(ipays;

isiliqdralstipotoptistt rougin and *Olaf mIs; and rwisingas Dicasury

lith 1pcicaarGskkforoaaal lout in fat

YAIMIMIIIIIIIIMMEMINEW=IMMffin

MM.

I 1E410.11 and 17 -18.

I Fab. 1-11,

I 11n. YNFeb, 4,

I Jo. 24-21.



-Aria& 4, 1977.
MgalsossArtotnt

To : Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
From : Project Manager.Subject: Second status report, on 13IA.'s Action Plan for Personnel Management

Improvement.
The attached set of Action Plan step pages have been updated to reflect all

developments that occurred during the seven weeks since the first status report
(of February 15). Since every page has been revised and reprodwed, the at-
tached palace should .be substituted for the cbinplete previous set.

As a review of this updated' material will indicate, significant progress is
being made in almost every strea of the Action Plan. In a number of cases the ''
reality of the current budget "crunch" is being met by adopting "mini" or "midi"
implementation levels rather than. the planned 4412111.Xi" levels) ; and in other
cases the priorities of other personnel' work have meant slippage from originally
'contemplated dates. cietwever, in neinstance is the substance of the Action Plan
being sacrificed or lost ; and in some cases progress is-on or 'even ahead of original
schedules.The implementation progress since February 15 may be summarized as :

A. PERSONNEL VO'NCTION (PF 1-4)
A 'Division of Personnel Management Work Plan through FY 1978 has been

submitted to the Director of Administration, including aAtaternent of function-
The review of the Branch of Personnel Services has been conducted, involving
Interviews with 45 Central Once-and Eastern Area managers and personnel staff-
Members; and a specific Action Plan for meeting identified improvement needs
Is now being developed by Division leadership.Another 60-day response has been made to CSC on the evaluation of the Cen-
tral Office-last year. An extensive technical assistance visit is scheduled for later
this month to the Albuquerque Field Personnel Office to address problems identi-
field by the recent CSC evaluation there. And a schedule of onsite personnel
management evaluations hy the Division of Personnel Management covering four
Area Offices in the next 15 months has been drawn up.

8. STAFFING AND MANPOWER MR Si; - S-I )

Based-on our extensive "recruitment" efforts. David Rector (EPA participant
imethe Federal- Executive Developnient Program) began -a 3-month full-time
assignment on 4/4 in estimating the Bureau's manpower- needs and designing a
continuing forecasting system (HR 1) : while funds are now being sought--for
contracting with Nate Shinderman (long-term CSC official with extensive fa-
millarit3r with DIA) to plan a Bureau positive recruitment program (HR. -2).
The prototype manpower study of the GS-1170 Reality series, funded by Trust
rstponsibilities, is proceeding on schedule under Dr. Taylor's-leadership. And the
-Project Manager produced some preliminary statistical analyses and narrative
statements for the Indian intake-and-development program (Mt 3) which served
as a basis for the Congressional budget bearings and. temporarily, for FE-1969
estimates.Preparations have been made for the Apeil 19-21 meeting ofCentral Office and
field officials to develop a work plan for "growing" more Indian candidates for
natural resource and engineering occupations. A suggested agenda IS now being
prepared. (HR'Updated guidelines for tribal consultation on..personnel matters (hIR 10) were
written by a field task force. and are now being reviewed Bureauwide with .eora-
rnent due May 1. Guidelines on restructuring kg and readvertising positions (HR 5),
and on qualification determinations and basic -eligibility ( HR 0). have been
completed and are being reviewed and revised in the Division of Personnel Man-
agement with expected issuance date of 4/30. -

Draft, qualifications standards (HR 5) have been received from the field *or
Policeman, Housing Dev-elopraent Officer, and Area Director: and discussions
have. started on the first two with appropriate Central Office managers. The-
need for a qualification guideline for Vocational Development Specialist has
been identified and work on a draft started. The Branch of Staffing and Man-
power Ls also participating in the CSC research- study of improved evaluation
methods for teacher candidates : and has ensured that all requests for teachers
for the 1917-7S school year have been submittedqo CSC.



C. TRAINING AND - rIENrEI-OPMENT (Ha 12 AND G SA)
the personnel management comxunication workshoP guide (HR 12) is being

typed in final following its review by the TIrsirking Officer, Bureau of lac' lamation,
and a BIA field task force. For budget reasons, conducting the 'pilot workshop is
postponed until' late June, -with, the sessions to be held in all Areas during July-
August ; and the number of facilitators isrednced to two.

With the assistance of the staff of the Division of Self-Determination and
representatives from Contracting... a viable means for_ conducting management
orientation tor,managers (G 5A) is now being explored. in-volvi conplete co-
ordfrmtion with management training needed for PL 93338 operations and the
-use BIA resourcesfoi-course development and conduct...

D. POSITION 'MANAGEMENT AND CI ASSIF'ICATION (33R 2 14. D)

The policy letter on Bureauwide submission of analysis_ procedures for pro-
posed organizational changes and new positions has been finalized and is ready
for top management review and approval-
: Onsite assistance in classification matters has been.;Provided the Phoenix Area

Office ;.and.an extensive assistance visit is scheduled for the Albuquerque Field
Personnel Office. The criteria for an effective classification program were pub-
lished, and classification authority for the control series was returned to four
Area Directors (Juneau, Navajo, Phoenix, and Portland

ClassificaU.on guidelines were issued for -Vocational Development Specialist
CS-1713, Educational Aids /Technicians GS -1702, and Teachers GS-1710 (in theform of standard p.d.'s and evaluation reports in FES format). Work is pro-
ceeding in all the other occupational areas listed, in close coordination with the
appropriate Central Office program managers whose names now appear on the
Action Plan step pages_ A policy statement on construction _rates has been.

ADDITIONAL, DEvEz.oribrmvils

EaSecl on expressions made at the February 17 Commissioner's expanded staff
meeting on the Action plan, individual meetings were held by the Chief Personnel
Officer and Project Manager with two Central Office Directors (Trust Responsi-
bilities and Indian Services) and their top staffs to discuss theAction'Plan. Other
C.O. Directors are aware that such meetings may be scheduled at their request

A position description and evaluation statement for the proppsed Deputy Com-
missioner (Management) position agreed to under the Action Plan have been pre-
pared and are being transmitted upwards through channels for-re-flew. The objec-
tire is to have this material ready for immediate use in any future Bureau plans.

PAUL. LORENT.Z.C.



PF-t AND FR:: RESTATE THE ROLE OF THE PERSONNEL Rifle.

1,1.TIO AN ESTABUSH' A PIANNINGIWORK OBJECTIVES

"WITHIN, IT

Helchlerrihief, Branch of Personnel Managment Evolution

tsiedukc select site o1 and prepare agendo for 1st personnel Jan.'14, -Jan. 14, 1977'

; division to 3 day otitis comminution meeting for problem

idatiration, interfunclional antipolice, sad ark objectives

,

pevonceltvislizollsitemeetingwiltDirector of Adonis..

tation, Chief Pettne1.015cer,,Assistont Chief and ].branch

Marc Herschlor........... !Aug ffabil; Paul torinturi

Jan. 134, Itulareeta

.duets sttendait tin:thing in list otopentioni problems

and possible %toys of solving them.

?repo .indidual work obiclifiefindieriplans

Uinta:arca' (monetary, travel, space, etc.).

t,Preportindividul bard revised statements of function and

!,. reviled statement often:fon fordivision,

itevikp thloogoing personnel division plarmingiork obimtive Ongoing.

sow providing for penodit communication meetings, mask

:'urement 'of promprogress,sapped, TO* of work

'obictivos plaro, eft.

W CO
PF-3::PROY1 BO U. 10 ORDINATION -WITHIN PER:

SONNEt FUNCTION

Mart Heist:ger, Chief,. Branch of, Personnel Management Evaluation

1.Ettiblisti and implementrnapt of lead roles" in specific

.1. the personnel function, ,b1 area olOce, base( oroffices'

interests and axons (sp. BF 4) and toavoid duplication of

ems.

2 Establish 'a
comuniation Detroit 'within I function

by. (a) shoring, all prowl division pions with area

personae! dices, (b) through "lad role ?' informing

ores of. molar developments throughout ureau in all

functional areas; and (c) using normal telephone contacts lot

'leepingahrest problemidantifatiogand-risclutica..

, .1'.
A. .

3,'Prepare, for and conduct
pericdirpelonnel agar meetings Aug. 31, 1977,10ct E '

during 1977 onspcik funchouttoptinittpcsexticar,
chieffronding) Ding lel role mocepttodevelop agendas,

'J34. 30977-7 Feb. 7,1911 Marc torch dittdivisim

*to 4,4i by Feb.It
tsivitMar. 4, 1977 Exb

do.

fr

Other personnel division branch.

chiefs.April 4 other priorities

deloylag,

.chi



Pk:IMPROVE OPERAHIONSAD WORK MEMODSWITHINPER.

SONNEt FUNCTION

&tsar,. Cbief, irexh of Personnel Management Ev aluation

hist bierch ctpeisOrinistsvice4 CO, in (a) responding to and Janutri 15,1917

*intake on CSC evaluation rapt; (b) identifying work

toislmithois In need ,of improvement, and developing plan

foraommolishhfsame,

JonGary17,
......Branch chief. Response foot

developed; neat response due, .

March 17: Mey 17.

Muth 31, 1971.

2.'llbtiin Rite area of of (a) improved operational methods/ January 31,1971.

techniques ed hint, and (b),operationatproblem/concern

eras _lo use of improvement,

X Dell:90k plan forcondustingimproved operational
methods/ February 281 1917

WHOM studies and instituting such improvements bureau.

March 2-3 April 4: Review .. . . . .. Branch chief.

made; specific action plan for

improvement being developed

by division leadership.
,

... Memo sent to field Acuity 31;

reply deadline February
March 11,1977. April 4: Subs do.

missions being reviewed with.

in division of personnel man.

agent

4.:Condst technical u;is' taco visits bo various Ongoing..

ta)liktkOSN
ref February 14.18

.(b)Ltoquerque d peesonnel dice
March 31, 1917

Cdordinste tirningol assistance by drbranches bungles:

,PF5;CONDuciA PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT EVALUATION

PROGRAM

L.-
do PME branch staff memouis.

do
Other Idivision Peak.

'February 14-18 do J Ogren soft Beyhylia,

April 18 tay 6 _do.
2 classifiers, Istalfingicogitt!''._

1 employmentrelationssPecini.

I it
Ongoing. .do. Other branch chiefs.

Marillersdlet, Chief, &arch of Naomi Management Evaluation
.

1.: Develop%tiled 3 too RE) to be
oondiited durini 1917 January 31,1911, .,,,, , .. , . ,, Mar, 281.197 ..

1 considerinf possibility that some may become more oriented
;1

towardassistancevisits than strictly evaluations,

2~ Conductlf4E's.
Ongoing.

do.

Billings afea ofrice .i August 1911.,''f'

. Ftioenix env ob._ .. .....____.........._....,
October 1911

Sacramento area ote........._....._..... ... . ..... - January 1918

Juneau area office ,. .. lune 1978.

+F....4.w,,
.

r.s. PeOwdOwisesommse.odbooe.mome

Branch of PliE sbff members

end other division members is

assigned; area personnel of.

62 stales sniped.

do.

do

, do.



1R-1:"DEVE1IOPNENT 'AIID;START OPRATINGA MANPOWER

FORECASTINGSYSTEM

ofSIMIni.and Alsip:tor

o'

,.. , .

'..i,'.1' Pm:mite:id birefrunnotbrency(on 1.yr reimburmbie detaily feb..28, 1971.................
Fob,24...............,..... Pattie Fulshern (David Ws, Louis' D, Kaynylle, Jr.,, ,,Paul

. i

leeder to (a)produo nolo bit perk numerical . EPAidutt3 mo, swot lorinIzin. : , ' '. ,'', ','

. . .li

,

'1.";,;..,'' mates, it Indio intakeledideolomost prop; and ., .'
.

.
on pr.e a partof ha FEDP .

: o Coign and instal ogoift Systmn. -, - ,
. .

, ,,

1.,,li. , -1 , minpoirstisdpol rolti (1S-1170 t»oducted....:... Februart.Apri 1911..........-............... .,..... Trust response funded pad . ,

.

-

:, ,,,,,, ,,,, .: .. .. : ..... . . ,. , .

'conducted by Dr. T. 410r.

PmJect leder.-- -..- FielaCill raillitaent- *val.
14 desiguted set end . CO

spot ezupgi4ll'ioldsfri pa of positionVsiinift. ,..-....................
,..00,00.60N.11000011AL .... 010.000.,......

:::1,:', '..'ardo , / ,. ' 0
,

,

4;,0ttin vigil: :Weis' fram computer regarding put Proitdod .. ...... 01.1.1. ..... 606. do....." jmpJcy4dionIpeMa 7
. toper:FAL

odca NI park nummical estimates of ninpoir needs by May 15 1971..... ...........,,a..........-....................... ....e. 061. 0.0.0109.1011.00

V

Obtain information on anticipated props tends/levels the next 6011011410... ...... Popp O.PaPpe ....... PO P. P.

^ ' ,

1i121

.::63emenmelbod lora** . ic4egroggefon ..itor.:"...71-une 30,
To be determined bier.

I !Ohl . 1 Ang,,311.1971...............-

1.11610PmakelllePPOr foment Oct. 31, 1971..
,Dec. 31, 1911,

DC':

11R2 :DEiELOP AND START OPERATING A CENTRALIZED SKILLS

INVENTOR111,04 AFFAIRS JORS.AVAILABLE SYSTEM I.

VOLNG ,PDACTPIE, OUTREACH RECRUITMENT

Pattie FillitAmi ebief, Brash of SlaIng and Manpower

biretronloottsrancy(on 1.yr reimbursable detail) Apr, 30,1917

a .
projeleadm to. dollop (I) 1. Burst' positive recruitment

.
;OA (b) a ceiteliad Indian Maim jobs available listingo

". and (c) ecottalindIntio ikis inentosy.. ,

11160/01110000

2. Determine compiling{ kids b be concentrated upoo.........1009010,0100000001000=60010.01060..m.04.004o4.1.

:30-404,441311PhafOr (a) July 31,1917.

1

Pat. Caw (project kW Louis' 0, Bayhylle, Jr4 Paul

candidate identited, Nate Loreto.

Shindermant for30. assign.

mot; fundini expected by

April 30).

Project Isider...

MID.M.1.1.1.1.......11Saale11064. L41.. Mr.

ANION addliKel stiff (sobers and kinds) needed to mom- Apr. 301 . ....

771 like; mat' and hire on reimbursable detail basis. ,



Om phi stepiReportsible

lill,..3',DEVELOP AND OPERATEAN INDIAN INTAKE AND

.,:OPMENT PROGRAM

Pattie L NON, Brandt,if Staring ad Manpower

Obtaiortio ars alas comPlettinietery,ofIndinparticirmets .......... Employment development a

01OlottniolotdonkTneotInollnirmi;bY neoPoliooM flog - dist

",i:1,i1,2dinditiroolilodotiotoxiPentiotodnationittidattPro-,-:---

: _..:',4enlonsiddfflingold4Ovelopmeottralwig,
mid man*.

'.-mentudermudy, programs).L -, ,
, ,

Powlapsiddines forimpoxiberenrwideutilization and coor. Mar. 31 1977...... ....

'.-4:dloatictofitte progamidwingtheInterim" (i.e.tthrough

.;r'Octoter.194,1,, _.',

k. Pftwidemegb (lbw* and naught for WI year1979 bidg. ..............--. ... .. ... Mar. 9, 1977.. ... ... .. '....do......................... ,

::''' ,etpresentatloolued on statistical analysis.

.

LiketorrnuriericaMeskattof maromr whin signikant May IS, 1977 ....................do.................... "kande; managements

,,Iccupational Odds (resulting from NR-1), determine estimated

..' d,at,you tot of; Indian intalood.develoPmeot program for

,lodgetnmiclintiatko6on. ,,

L .kr,lkyolop.basiC nqUiromeablorpropm entrance.. .... .. June 30, 1977..... . .. ......, ,L. ...40. ..;.... Mace* leis,
. oromIkre a or pm orartadLow..00... Projct leder of IIII-2.,

001.11d1 . w ** , do
Mendesterris rad emote/meta

, development spcialist.

Develop programpublici4 ucicontactnehorkforliaingola". Sept, 30, .....

L. Develop app ..veeeing. and *lion, pro:educes Dec. 301 .

Develop work. *bringing on board Ist.mtake, class by

tober 1978:

GRRR INDIAN CANDIDATES FOR TECH.,

.NICAtispECIAl,IST; POSITIONS (LLENGINEERS;TORESTERS,

pra.616..1110 .. .

77. Pattie L Diet Rana )f Stating and Manpower

. Establish kid task force ofmanagers to meet fora week in can.

bal`dice in April, b di:N*94 workplealoothersith-tkq0

..directeratercomweriatrunistration, Elation, tribal re-

nom; 10 NM
log stics end statistical infor.

matioa for April 19-21 sched.

old meeting. Meeting agenda

to be developed April 5).

Apr. 31, 1977...

(March 9andiiiSemos
to rditipants provided basic

omMey,O. ON I*

Minds Ws.
Mercedes Levis and employment

doelopment specialist.

Mercedes Central: 051 direloatelmpres

atotadveglil Godes/De.

lore Haug*aDD), tit Reek,

y Suage11400) BM

onditeroffeng
Pet k forte mem

triPun;doPoil AD,
Aterdeec' Der Sehnunet;,

elution' program 'drakes.

trelloft, Anadarko; Alontr:'

Snot, chief, Indlen service,

Billings; Wu Toyiba:cce-

murity service ,orterilacra.,

mote; Robert Walker, ,Finan.,

till Aar, Albuquenloe; Otto

Karl 1Vover, chief, lend opera..

/, bore, Navajo.,



:'ESUIPOLICY MODES ON APPLICATION OF.INDIAN

ProusicE (RESTRUCTURING MD, READVEgrianc_pcs..,,

co-7, Clief; Brod 'otatiniarai dlllpow

t.11

songuidthoos in:tbolonr of aspollightedaxim- Apt.34
Daft beingrevised in DiV410I

Sid Whillti00 Olt. IRO 011:01Sid111601 lad i0b ref* ,

of 44131413351,Promation and latamal Place.

1
'

Pam:roil Mosomiet

i'llft-li:DEVELOP `QUALIFICATION
STANDAFu:SfellIDEIJNES .FOR

MAJOR TYPES OF POSITIONS

Nap, Waft Branchcabling and Manpower

,Dotermino *beer X-118 qualikatise :birds gentle as

is forthe follawin; Brae Keitiox:

45-1115: Vcatioralloilopruentspealist............ Jan, 31; ......... Feb; 101 Ilarcederlowit

ZSfie:Tfibatoper6at *or (mein* with classidm- May'301.1977. .... . . Jogamach...

t16110 SON dettanialion).,

Draloptift quilt; standard/0064e for(in id cmi :tops to

tm keladt:j (1) Obtailing osmatcmts' on 114ft from CO

m nskinglionnal atilt on.drafb with

(3)soling daft: to awl union; and

fitment; (4) cialtig rev* based on

toot (5)10411!inal'sbudardi alias to department'

::CSOforapprofdt- 1

(6413: Pal imuma (excepted
standarkdiftdeilloped.... Feb. 24 1917

6S-1101: Housing debtlopruentofficer (sieglalillY nods

draft doveivod.

17Ania dim* (singlaagray standard); draft

t$440: Silsk!indrit Oilltie4goncY (ft

wwM John Job and Ed Lantz;

need qualiti sttoduts-

line;

OlflOiS Pitsmon. ,

Mar, 8,1977...... Dennis Rolle, smIngspecial. Suarez, discussions atts
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Mr...stomezwrrss

To Acting Deputy- Commissioner or Ind:Um.Affairs..
Frdm Project Manager-
Subject= Third Status Report on BIA's Action Plan for Personnel Management

Jp.-so 17, 1977_

Improvement -
Tbig status report covers developments from April 4 (the' date.. of tbe last

report)' through June 16.. Once again the attached set of Action Plan step pages
Isave-beexerupdated and constitute a .complete package which can be substituted
inits entirety for the preseut pages.This will be t.7.ie last report in this format It is my intention to reassess the
Action Plan this summer ana reformat it in August so that: (1) All completed
steps are summarized 1,n one section >; (2) All steps still being worked on are
.,redesciibed on new pages ; and (3) All stepe-originally recommended and ap-
--proved but not impleMented are restated as to current -need and priority based
""on an analysis of the Information gained from ray pending visits to 10 of the
'12 Area Offices and discussion to be held with management and personnel officials
in the Central Office. Thus a "clean," updated version of the-Action Plan will be
available by. for top management use
-. The most important .generalization that be made about the work during

the.pastn2%- months is that -very extensive resources have been devoted to facing
the severe problems in the operating personnel branches -of the Central Office (1".C.
and Albuquerque) and to effecting improvements ; while those devoted to other
aspects of_the Action Plan in general have been less than sufficient to meet most
deadlines and desired objectives. The exceptions to this generalization are
aetailed below-

A. PERSONNIZX. 71:175'CTION (Pr 1 -5)

. Resources in this area have beep devoted almost exclusively to providing
asSistafce:to.the CO Branch of Personnel Services and the. Albuquerque Field
Personnel Office. In the Central Office, a 14-step action plan -.was developed and
approved based on the review of the Branch made in March. and each of the
other. Branches in the Division is providing extensive assistance to the Acting
Chief, Branch of Personnel Services, in implementing the many improvement
items. The overall effort is coordinated through the device of an Action_ Plan
Council 'consisting of the- Branch Chiefs with the Chief Personnel Officer as
chairman- Long-needed decisions are being- made re the- organization, staffing,
work assignments,-and work -procedures of the Branch. Another 60-day response
has also been transmitted to the CSC on its evaluation report of last August

Similar Massive afksistanee is being provided to-the Albuquerque Field Per-
sonnel. Office starting with meetings by the Assistant Commissioner: (Adminis-
tration) and his top staff with the Albuquerque Division Chiefs, and including
visits by the Departmental Director of Personnel : the Chief Personnel Officer;
the Project, Manager ; and staffing. classification. and employee development
specialists.. Significant resources have also been obtained:from the Albuquerque
-and Navajo- Area Offices. and temporary help from selected retirees. Serving
as the project manager in this effort the Chief of Personnel Management Evalrza-
tion has- developed an extensive action plan. diserzed it with all management
and personnel officials involved:- and is using it as the basis for making the re-
sponses to the. CSC-on-their evaluation

B. STAVIMCCIG AZTD,MLICNT400010-VER (1.R. 8-10)

David Rector's Work in estimating the Bureau's manpower needs (HR 1) pro-
ceeded on a full -time basis starting -April 4 for 1 374 months. For the past month
be has been assigned to the President's Reorganization Project but expects to
be able to continue the forecasting work on a part-time basis rising the ADP
'data developed in Albuquerque and available JUst two days ago. Also, the Realty
,Personnel Study. GS-1170. was completed and submitted by Dr. Taylor on May
16 to the Office of Trust Re.sponsibili ties.Our efforts to obtain the services of either a retired CSC official or a Bureati--
program offidal to tackle the positive recruitment program assignment (HR 2)
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have been unsuccessful. While we have submitteol the places and associated costs
to Financial Management for -budget purposesfor implementing the closely
related manpower forecasting, recrvdting. and Indian intake and development

_
program mat 3) action steps during FT 1978the unavailability of sufficient
.people and money to-proceed with these work: assignments is raising-a serious
:question of Bureau commitment anderfornfi rence abilitY-

Based on the work- accomplished daring the April 19-21 task force meeting on
-`4strowingr more Indian candidates for natural resource and engineering oc-
cupations (SD, 4), a report containing, 11 recommendations was submitted to
the-Commissioner. On May 2'I memos were sent to all Area and Directors
requesting' their -comments in_three weeks, and to all tribes forrtheir reactions
within-three months.

Policy guidelines have now been issued on restructuring and readvertising post-
-tions (Blt 5) and on qualification determinations of applicants (HR 9) ; while
the guidelines tor tribal consultation on personnel matters (HR 10) have been
.redrafted based' on comments received. 4 training course for improving" qualifi-
cations rating. under Handbook X-118 is ready to be given to all staffing chiefs.
who in tarn will serve as trainers back in their respective Areas. -

Work, on drafting qualification standard guidelines has had to take second
priOritY to other tasks. Still, development of guidelines for Tribal Operations
Officer, GS-950, has commenced after the determination was made that the X-
118 "atandard is appropriate for Bureau positions ; and the excepted standard
for Policeman. GS-083, has-been sent to-the field for comment

C. TRAECILNG /4.ND DEvigLOPNCEN-r (1111 12 At G 5.i)

The first two persormel_ management -communication workshops_ (HR '12) are
being held for the Muskogee and Anadarko Area Offices on Tune 20-22 and =-24

_resPectively. with Doug Babel and Paul Lorentzen serving as, facilitators.-The-----
-workshops for all, other Area Offices have been scheduled for the-perfos Zuly
11 -2) and August, 8-I2. with the two facilitators dividing-up the schedule and,
the Chief Personnel Office joining several sessions_ By the end of August sim-
ilar workshops are expected to be held for the Eastern Area Office and the Cen-
tral Office. . . . .

Based on discussions with Ted-Krenzke on management training for man-
agers (G 5A),_work-hait proceeded in developing (a) Orientation for New Super-
intendents-and (b) Orientation to Management for New Managers. A small work
group of field and CO managers has been identified to meet within the next 1-2
months to finalize all details so that the first Superintendents orientation will
be ready to be given in October. Much useful written_matel-inT is-bei-ng-ga.thered
for possible use in both _orientations;-andIffe: cross - cultural awareness training
modnie-has--beire completed in draft form by Bud Shapard.

D. POSITION NiANAGEMENT -AND CraiSSIFICATION 111t 2 2 D)

Based on the criteria established in the CoMmissionees letter Of 3Yarch 16.
position classification authority was returned to the Sacramento and Albuquerque
Area Offices. The Branch Chief also made brief orientation visits to the Al-
buquerque. Navajo and Phoenix Area Offices.

The B/AM policy material on organization planning and position management
improvement procedures was signed May 11. A policy memo on maintaining ac-
curate position descriptions was issued Tune 2. Other policy/guideline material
being developed for issuance shortly covers accretion of duties as an exception to
merit promotion, classification procedures to be followed in contracting situa-
tions. and distinguishing between near and successor positions.

Technical assistance efforts have concentrated heavily on the operating per -
sonnel branches in the Central Office and Albuquerque. Despite this major re-
source allocation. continuing work has been accomplished on classification guide-
lines-for WG positions. Tribal Operations Officer GS-950. Law Enforcement posi-
tions, Social Workers GS-Sr15. Superintendent GS-340. Administrative Officer/
Manager GS-341, and Title Plant positions GS-963.

-PA VI. LORENTZEN'.
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Joon 6
June 1978. do.

HR -1; DEVELOP AND START
OPERATING A MANPOWER FORECASTING SYSTEM

the L Foil* Chief, Ranch of Stang and Manpower

log and hire fro mother agency (on oreneer
reimbursable detail) a pied leader to (a) Feb. 28, 1977._ Feb, 24

produce "immediate ballperk", numerical estimates for Indian intakeinkmelopment

proput and (b) design and.insh0 ongoing system.

Pottle Fulghem (David Rec. Louis D. Bayhylle, Jr., Paul

tor, EPA, starts 3 months Loretto.

assignment OA April 4 es

pert of his FF.DP pro.

ram

Prolitype man study of realty CS-1170 ......... ............ February-April 1977 Trust iesp. funded

prolict oondocted by.

Dr. T. Taylor; final

mood M 161 1371.

Oblein information on anticipated program trendsfieveb the next 2-3 ..... ............... . ..... .......... holed Lealler.

,

.

,
.

Determines peihc occupational Oeldskpes of positions "significant"
June 30, 1977:......... ...................do..... ..... .

Obtein available ditto from computer regarding past 'projected attrition rates in these June X0977 ....... ...-- ......-----do.....----
occupational fields. ,

,

P7063 "bit*" numerical estimator of manpower needs by
lignifiant" occupational July, 15, 1977

do

kldt.
Daigle method for copturing periodic program infonnatiow4 . , do.. . . To be determined later. :

,
Revise/expand computer baseicapability

do ,,Do.

AnsW1 operational manpower forecastingsystem
. .do Do,

Motor system plti0=4 .
Ongoing

do.....N..MN.:w Do.

nancial management specialist

Designated area and C,O,

Olatneft,

Employs Data and Compri*

OD WOOD



0 -1

mIIMEAS

Time (NIT)

Comments and participant

Acton plan stepiRarmosible N genet Planned Actual Leader MOM

'i.1114: DEVELOP AND, START OPERATING A CENTRALIZED SKILLS INVENTORYIINDIAN AF.

FAIRS JOES.AVAILliBLE SYSTEM INVOLVING PROACTIVE, OUTREACH RECRUITMENT

Pills L. Full*, DK Branch of Staling and Manpower

1.: bauk ad bib frimmtitioxy (on * year reimbursable debit) a project leader to Apr, 30, 1971................. .... ...... . Pattie Fulgliam (Project Louis . 1 Bayhylle, Jr Paul

dollop; (1) 1 Wu Poitive recruitment system; (b) imbibed Indian Affairs jobs avail. leader midge idea. Lorenzen,

ebb listing and (c)a centralized Indian skills inventory. sifted, NateShindemon

for 3 in usignmint;

funding expected by

AP. 34

''. Z pinion %optimist fields ta be osactobsted upon ., Project Ltader._.._... June 16: Mr,Shindernbn declined,

Efforts to obtain bureau .pro.

grans Ail unsuccessful.

3. Newt, sock work Sailor K abet
r:' dnrn *-.

.4 Determine additional staff (numbers and kinds) needed to accomplish work plans, recruit and ..do........____
' `--hioanNrei. rnburoble detail basis.. r

HR4: DEVEgAIID OPERATE AN INDIAN INTAKE-ANDDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

''N
andL;Fulgham;thiel, Branch of Staffiniana manpower

1. Obtain from Area gees complete inventory of Indian participanb in ireserittraininglevelop. Paul Lorentzen Emcplamtse.01 development ape.

moot programs, by ccaptionat field and gradeivel (including Cooperative Education,

Bridge to Professions, Field Management Development 'Training, and Management Under.

study Programs).

:2, Develop guidelines for improved Bureauwide utilization and coordination of thestprogramaut.-.....:.,..,::::::,:::::::::::=7,...,..:z=1,do....L.__....Mercedeslewisinctemplurninr-7-7

ingihe Interim" (1.e.throlgh October 1978). development specialists.

a Provide rough estimates and narrative for, FY 11 budget presentation based on statistical` ... Mar, 9, 1911 .do. a

anslyis,

1 Based on BUIllitiCilestimates'of manpower needs.in "ipificant" occupgonalfelds(resulting ...........__....:. ......... do

from HR-I), determine estimated first year costal Indian intake.anddevelopment program for

_,
budget and celin; justifications. ,

4. Develop basic requirements for program entrance drr. ....,.

'5, Devebp program publicity and contact network for toting candidates
, ..do......;;.:-.....

6 Develop application screening, and selection procedures do

7, Develop work plan kr bringing on bard first Mtge "class" by October 191 ado

Financial management specialist,

Mercedes Lewis

Project leadr of HR.2.

leictles liwis.

Mercedeslewikand eMploy.

ment'dmlopmorspetiett



TAKE STEPS TO CROW INDIAN CAND1OATES FOR
TECHNICAL/SPECIALIST POSITIONS

ENGINEERS,, FORESTERS, ETC,)

?die L Fal m, Cliff, Stanch ofSalOpt end 14000

L Establish field task fee of nor; to meet fore week in Central Oro in April, to develop a Apr. 31, 1911

wank with the C.0, Directorates cogent!' (Admin Eduction, Tribal Re.

ages, and rust Responsibilities),
March 9 and

Mirth 22, memos

to participant'

provided bask

logistics 80 Sq.

iistoi inform
tion tot Apt. 19-

21, schedule

meelint Meeting

elands to be

veloped Apr, 5.)

NR5; ISSUE POLICY GUIDELINES.D1 APPLICATION OF INDIAN PREFEREEE-------

'--(RESTROCTURING AND READVERTISINO POSITION),

Pattie L Fulgham, Chief; Brandi ofOng and Manpower

Mercedes 'Cletrafte Directorate

negatives;

Field task force *mit:
Richard Dmpeeux,

administrator, Aberdeen; Dan

Sement Edoational Pro., ', >-

gram Administrator, Ai.:
derirof Atom Spew afro",

!Wien Service,

Charles Toyebo, Cannily

Service OlkeriiScimentrt,

Robert Walker, financial

ficer,, Albuquerque;' Otto

%levet. Chief,, Land. Opera.

bons, Nava... '2'j
'John Gordon/Delores bottler

(2001 Bob Flak (300); Jay ,',

Solve (4C0), Deelmek''.,

Leroy falling, (500),': ,

May 13
Report of Apr, 19,1921 ,nmetkiuvr,

submitted 6 1E1mi:slow.,

May 2?
Mario from commissioner iret,

and CO. directors with

mendations and request for

comments by June 20, Also

similar memo sentto alltritos

for comment 14,Ao& 27.,n1

1 110110 and issue guidelines in the form of a "spotlighted" expansion,80 expiration of the Apr, 30, 377. ...... May 20977....... Mettle Benecke

"Aria of Consideration" and "Job Redesign" paragraphs
of 44.1110 335, Promotion and

Internal Placement,
June 9,1911

Draft being revised in Divisloi,

of Personnel.Monagement,

Bareauwide memo. issued for,

use with, all non.Indiw,,;:

applionts re Indian preference

policy and resultant limited

career opportunides for non.,....;

Indians.

6



Action plan stepiRoponsible ofkiglements

!';11R-1: DEVELOP QUALIFICATION STANDAROSXIIIDELI NES FOR MAJOR TYPES OF POSITIONS

Pattie Fulghern, Chief, BranCh of Staffing rd Menportr

101.

Ditonniofwhether standards vs suitable as is for the following Burou positions;

,

4S-1715; Voltional development spoilt
Jan, A 1977. Feb. l0, 1977

Time (NW

Planned Actual Leader

GS-950i Tribe operations officer (coordinate with Clog, re, series determination)...,,. May 301911

2. Develop draft queLstandardlguiddinefor:(in each case steps to be taken include) (1) Obtaining

comments on daft from C, O. "program oft; (Z) Meking infonnal.contes on drafts with

, Dept & CSC; (3) Sok drafts to Areas, unionsoa tribes for comment; (4) Making

notary *nos toed on comments; and (5) Sending final standard/guidelIne to Dept"

CSC fa approoL ,
,

.

CA: Policeman (excepted standard); dolt developed ,1 Feb.28, 1977 Mu, 8,,1977 Dennis Renville, staff,

i . , sjtolfileeltanch.Abediellf

CS-1101: Hilulni diiiinPriiiAdir (singli'llint, stirld14; dolt developed Jo . Mir, 11,497T Richard Sister, PO,

ro

4"r

Comments and participant

sources,,";

4

Mercedes lewis.w John Jollie, and Ed Lint wfB

need quellAciOnn standard

guideline,

May 30,1977 Joyce Branch . Dennis, Pete X'118 stand ;

aids
I od suitable;

guide roes now' Pling:

41.4,.....s

Veal:Area direct:, (single.sgency standard); draft developed , do. Mar, V,197.

CS-310.,Superintendejit (single gency standerd); drift developed do.

ES.1715;Vostlool development spOlist (luelity boderd guideline);drat:developed.. Apr, 30, 1911.

3: Solicit roommodetionslrom Areas for any additional quality standerdsiguidelines needed.... July 31,

111,9: IMPROVE PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR

SPECIFIC. VACANCIES

Pattie. FulgliKthid, Brad of Staling and Manpower

Poore and issue policy guidelines on general to:eptebility consideration: end ',lolly, plot. Apr, 30,1971..

moot fectos-in the form of a revision of the "Quelification determination of applicants for

positions in BIC' memo and an expansion of the "determining basic01000" ;oomph, , . , : , ,

of 44 BIAM 335; promotion and internal placement-to kused in announcing and tiling

4

Gene Saito, discosioodwted.'.,?1,

June 16,41eft sot to Bell

comments ,

Ron Poke, des tssioes stottEL

Albuquerque, Joyce

Branch,

mentodore Branch

Waldnp, AAO, Port.

land, Joyce Bard

Mercedes Lewis,

iiiiM Joyce

4

John JoUie o0 'Ed Lantz,

Brod. Oreg.:03404d and being 'N.',

egad, rn division of, personoP,,

nugget '



Develop hill program in knv toedandtok X.1111 in making queliketion determinations. Mar. 311 1917.... Mar, 31, Brift 'IMO and

, Miley ind sel 1,4 1,410103 411611111P4lib)

viral n Bet of Employ
ment dnekpment, ;

Pattie Fullham lune 16: Request tent 643 to,

Commissioner for buriereldo

il:Utter taintngr sesslor

week of 711$ In Al

, Trio intitta by Kits i pilot session in Central Oftice......... .... ........... ...... .... ............. ......... ... Joyce Banch...........

Dollop Aside of wide training scions and use of the Instructors... .. .. do

:Monitor eml NI* !scions

Obtain recommendation areas on revisionilmprovements needed in use of promotion July 31, 1977 . Merle Beneke..... ....,

Vrgbrissesolentlal nd
ranking Pollute m 41 SIAM 335,

Develop work plan to mop above misiensiimprovernents 3

I1R.10: RE UPDATED CY GUIDELINES FOR TRIBAL CONSULTATION ON

RSONNEL SELECTIONS

.do

little Fulgoni, 11,43ranch.of Stalk end Manpower

Drift guidelines .
Km draft reviewed by cintriroici ....... took

\
Send resulting draft guidelines to au,unions, and tribe for comment

May 1, 1911
Reeive commenb back in Central Office 1,

Feb, 15, 1971 Feb 10, 1971 Joyce

Mar. 1, 1917.......,, Feb, rrrrrr..H James Clan;

Emmett Cook rdministre.,

five ofliceroldinnopcilkit:

Mabel suprintedent-
Navajos.:

Mar, 15 1917 Mar, 9,1971 dove' rrw..r ,

June 16::Telegrim sent Isirt21;r:,

t» six eras who had not*:

waded, revised draftmaygo

out for rewind

Prepare and issue guideline
July 31, 1917 do

fglitISTABUSIMMPROVED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES' FOR POSITION MANAGEMENT

AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

James De France, Chief, Branchof\Classikstion

Draft policy letter containing "fronsind" submission and\nalysis verdure: to be followed Jan, 15, 1911 Jan, 12 James Defame....,

bureauwide on (a) proposed organintionel changes and (b) proposed new positionlopirod.,

ing-involving coordinated review by budget,management analysis and personnel functions;

types ot)ustifation documents needed, etc,

, Obtain C.'0, review and comments on draft.
Jan, 31,1917 Feb,

Comments being reviewed t0
gather with 11 1E and Fine.

rl Mgmt



linitianxteCtikt, Brat of Clasalliation

comb In No Feb. 28, 1911 Feb,

(Flied in
SIAM foot for

`Commissioner's

Apr

Pique.* locrevad BIAM. chapter. airing position-i'manalement and claniketion ASA

poi (e.g. us et raluition Monts, cidic audic operations, it) r

chi

de

15, 1917. May 11, 1977

after

total
r

do

Gins Mims Daft revised ipartmenW

at* ncelod late
), :Banat cement. to

, Nadia id;draft
:81A ommintt

6;41410 Ism policy kilter on imporlince of accuracy of positiondescriptions.. . - June 6, 1917

7. PriPlrairgl lame Polio letter on cation of duties as an anaphor to merit promotion June 30,1917.,

Pore sod love policy leer on deification palm to be followed in mitring sit* JONA 1917

9, Prepare Ind Issue * lemon new and stew July 31,1917

DRELONNITIAL MANPOIVERISTAFFING STANDARDS, AND IMPROVED EMPLOY.

MENT,CEILING OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

James 00,310, Chit Branch of Classification

L 011.qtripanpower/stallng standards needed, (attach* 3 (Other priorities

of Moja meeting

work on this

project; rick

upcted

commence in

April).

2. este thug prepare work _plan for doellping several pilot manpower/staffing standard
t . MI&E.

projecti,' 'chiding the GS-100

3. Prepare and Issue policy guidelines °goon:intim between budget and personnel functions Curt Stande... Financial mannement, Junk16,.

In employment ailing operations and on using the Nuitilities of the system,
, draft being prepared.

ra dr Att...
do Jima 16, Rial,ladt rutty Ice

tauntsionires

PO'

ail Furlong.. M. & E. area orate submis.;._

sions rialto* Feb, 4,19J1.

. ,

pc!



CONIINUE,TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN POSITION CLASSIFICATION/

MANAGEMENT TO THE FIELD

kmes DeFrance, Chief, Bred of Chnificition

nd modisupvviory trinin/ tor minaps and supervisors in cents! office, In position Jan, 11,1911....... Jan. 1041,

At and foloreviusbonvtinr (FES); rid .111111 course:content ivailible to Jan. 17-18.

' 9 1

de conboing assisting to Aberdeen ;tunnel *Re (every othermonth) (sot PF.4).... July 31, 1971t_
, Feb. 28, 1917

,
end ongoing,

stigtod aria offices, with position classifation operations: (see PF 4) Feb. 31,1911 and

grail'',

Gene Adams Doak Wel,

Fib, ..... Gene Adams Material being prepared,

lillinp reipersonne1 olio
Jan. 24 -Feb, 4 Bill Furlong and Frank

DelLog,

ilbuqucque arru,personnel olke
Jan. 24.27 Bill Furlong.

Phoenktre penrJanel ogee.
Mar, 31,1911....... Mar. 28-Apr, 8. Bill Furlong and Frank

Debt

'ortfind and Aberdeen iris personnel olkes'

lavtio area net offrce

b Albuquerque held personnel ate

M Muskogee ems personnel dice

In Mil assistance visits to: (see PF

re for and conduct Bureauvride pen minigementiclissilation, conference (review

eOveness of guidelines and procedures, facilitate interchange of ideas on position

Agent operations In area of6sef, Identify further *Alines for policy and technical

iistage, etc), (See PF-3.) .

CONDUCT AND COMPLE'T'E VARIOUS POSITION CLASSIFICATION AND VIAGE

ADMINISTRATION STUDIES AND PROJECTS

James [lifting, Chief, Branch of Classification

diarist development specialist GS-1715; Issue position classification guideline firmg up

sit of GS71715 grin and providing grade level/position management guidance.

rational aids and 'technicians .GS-17C2; Issue position dassificatidn guideline providing

ride level guidance for non-supervisory positions, and standard PAIL

e grade fobs: Review, policies.and ,procedures Jellied to construction rates, and issue

41 operations officer GS-41/950: Coordinate with qualification standard: study (KR 8)

I use of GS.9% series, and issue position classification guidelines.

oficy statement, Formats and guides or classifation of WC positions issued.

Ongoing Feb. Fib, 14.18.. Jim DeFrance.,.. Branch staff members,

Apr. 18-May 6,

July 11.21,

July 25.Aug, 5.

Apr. 18-May 6,

June 6-30,

Jim DeFrance, Curt

Stood°, Jim DeFrance,

COI Adams..

Curt Stood!' and Gene Adams.

Oct 31,1971 Jim DeFrance Branch stiffmembers,

Feb, 23, 1977....... Mar, 28, 1911

Mar, 15, 1911 Mar, 28,1911

Tar.15,1911 Mar. 4,1911,

Feb. 28 1977 littI91111197

Bill Furlong John logic & Ed Lantz. draft

prepared and discussed at

vocational development coo

femme Jan, 19,

TrinialeXont

Wands,Byrimand Jack

Martin.

Bill Furlong and Frank

DeKona,

'Dennis 'Peterson, Meek. with

Mr, Peterson June 15 for final

discussionlinft"



Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader

MIMMEIMINVOIMIROOPPI01110111MIN,=411=1,

ICAT1ON AND WAGE

sued

AwillemiwnewrmiMIIMMIIMIMOMMINW

1101 series, and guide- June 30,1911

ordinate with qualifi.

Gene Adams

lit Rods' classification Aug , 15,1?n.771i Mar. 28,1911 do.

reau guideline. (If not, Ma

caw system covering June 30,1971

grade level distinctions
',and tribal enforcement

Jack Martin

line summarizing grade July 31,1971

alines re GS-9 Journey- Apr. 30, 23,1911

1.

positions; Send redraft,
k in central office; and

.

(
J Kurt Stood,

Bill Furlong and Gene

Platt

Frank DeKona

Ron Discussions haw. ';
started, -staffing input has

been reviewed.
Jerry Swigart and Bob

Determination made that
guideline . needed; work

'started., t:1/4."f

Gene.Suarel.'Field . Mar.' 21;:

Apr. 1, conducted in.. Brighan,

City, ..
Aberdeen, Phoenix and;

Albuquerque areas.. June 161..;
.d.'s and .evaluation'::.

.
rations e completed.

Joe .. Holmes. Alsr...4. requested.:..:.
-areas for p.d.'s.and 'evaluation 'H.7.".

statements, ..for Apr. 1
;mission. Comments in.' .

Ed. Marich..Standard..pAiraridt.:
...valuation reports In FES'Inr..el'-

Mat 411Sed.
. Branch staff *members Apr.'

Work to date
factors require 18V13104 AMU,
issuance of new draft guideline:

for comment June..16::Discup:.::::;.-

.
sions. proceeding regrade.con=.:.:..

Asst. upt-

ru ..... Aug. 31,1911
Gene Adams Samplepd's ami eval. stettments..,:tt

rigid 64. Managers of various

CO. program functions to bC..,Y

consulted. 'd

Bill Furlong Ken Fredericks. Field trip con. -:,
ducted 6113-22 to Portland,-,
Billings and Aberdeen. .

July 31, 19n

V I-)

e



4142: DEVELOP:AND CONDUCT COMMUNICATION WORKSHOPS ON PERSONNEL MANAGE.

VENT'

Dulles Rebel. Chief, Bruck of Employee Drolopment

L Develop workshop fait and prepare Midi drift of workshop guide

, Reim forint and guide with help of "NV 1" resource

Fineliaw filtend guide with help of 3 Area mourn persons.

end mkt (limited to 2 due to budget "cninch")fecilitetors from within BIND

tors by =dodo! 2 pilat'orkshops (Muskogee end Anedarko)..

6, Divelop schedule of workshops and use of facilitators

7, Conduct workahcos in all Arta

ilk. DEVELOP AND START CONDUCTING MANAGEMENT ORIENTATION FOR MANAGERS

Douglas Rebel, Chief, Branch of Employee Development

1. Identify end select an oubidtmoun personlorpnization to develop ;ours, format and. Jan. 31,1911 Feb, 101 1971 Doug Rebel

2, Effect centred with time do

Obtain product from sem do

4, Identity instructors and get them Veined do

Deve4 thedule otorientation onions and use of instructors do

Monitor ind.euluge evertsesions July 31,1971, end do

Feb, 28,1977

Mar, 1S, 1977

Doug Rebel

Doug Rebel

Dick Oubblm, Judy Zuridel, Irene

Fischer, and Paul Lorentzen.

Trebling dor, Burou'of Rea

lemation,

Mar, 31,1977 Mer, U.24 Doug Rebel Don Roo, Billings, Ed Rondual

Mend, C, f. Hew Sao
mento.

Mir; 31, 1977 Apr, 1, 1911 Doug Rebel Sims a (1) above

June 30, 1977 June 2044 Peel Lorentzen, Doug

Apr, 30, 1977

July 1, 1977, and

ongoing,

Apr, 1, 1977 Doug Rebel

Doug Rebel, Paul

Lorentzen,

Two trained facilitator:,

Lou "Bayhylle,

Paul Lorentzen.

rinencial Management

Contractor,

tors,Instretors.

ongoing.

"Apt, 4, 1977, During Mull discussions held with staff of division of self etermination do Wayne Chitin, Jay Sops etc.

and reps from conflicting, resulting in agreement that the G-5A °notation will include Ron Kramer, etc. Pent la

and be coordinated with management training needed for operation under Public law rentzen.

..934 Possibility of us g internal BlA resources for course development now being

Development of Indian culture and history, module starts; draft module finished June 10,

1911.

June 16,1977: Development of two orientation packages proceeding, for new Superin.

tendenb and for new muggers, Smell work 'troop of held and CO rumps to halite

details so that it sessions pri be held this

Apr, 4,1917 do John "Bud". Shepard; tribal

government specialist

do Paul Lorentzen, Field and CO

managers,



Action plan itepfilesonsiblolcialgietrienb

,Uirrommoom

Time (NLT)

Planned Actual Leader

Comb and participit

resource

O.58: DEVELOP CAREER
GUIDiLINESIPATIIWAYS FOR MAJOR TYPES OF MANAGEMENT

POSITIONS

PattizIWOham, Chief, 80ncla ofSOftwli and Manpower

L Recruit aid hire horn another fog (on reimbumaile Mid) a project leader, Work plan to July 31,1911
Pattie Louis Dayhylle and Paul Lo.

rentzen, APM and es:.

include;

Determining spciFic types of marogonent positions (for example, Area Dirrfor, Soperin.

terident, 110 wliicli,will be (kelt with,

Obtaining data of carter pathways which present incumbents
piles' positions have

*wed
Detiloplat drift cerwvidelinalpithways.

Sening drafts 0 appropriate MOPS and °lifelong comments,

Wing as necessary with help of MOW task force and issue in final,



U.S. DmearrstE..-yr oir TILE INTERIOR. BuszAtt OF INDLtic Aszsias.
Washington., D.C., September 2, 1977-

MF.MORANDU

To : Acting Deputy Commissioner.
Prom : Project Manager to the Commissioner.
Subject*: Reassessment of MA's Action Plan for Personnel Management Im--provement: A Plan to Turn BIA into an Effectively Managed Instrumentfor Serving Indian Affairs..

Management of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is characterized by lack ofaccountability, responsibility. discipline. respect and morale. Bureau manage-ment, program and personnel officials themselves identify and exemplify thesame severe internal management problems today as they did a year ago whenthe Action; Plan for Personnel Management Improvement was developed andadopted for implementation. The recent reports of the American Indian Policy.Review Commission, the House Committee on Appropriations, the House Inves-tigation on School Construction and Maintenance Programs, and of the U.S..Civil Service ComznisSion all reach similar conclusions regarding the need fordrastic improvements in Bureau management.
This timely reassessment of the current Action Plan has again made itapparent that no basic improvements will occur in Bureau human resource andpersonnel function management until these general management problems are_addressed.. These problems-relate to :

Clarified mission and program objectives :
Accountable program planning and evaluation :
Responsible organizational structures and manpower allocation/utiliza-

.tion-
Disciplined communications; and
Respectful conduct and program commitment.

These principles of management are generally absent in Bureau operations,and the.concepts are even foreign to the thinking of many Bureau personnel-.With new top management leadershin, an opportunity-now presents itself toturn the Bureau around so' that it becomes a more effectively managed in-
: strument for meeting the needs of the Indian people rather than continuing to----trustrate the attainment of program objectives Izszause of the Snreares own

institutional problems. A three-pronged Action Plan addressing fundaments/
improvement needs in general management. human resource management, andpersonnel function management has been developed... is outlined in the tableof contents, and described in the attached report Again. t'kis Action Plan inno way claims to or does address all problem areas of internal man-agement But it does include those considered the Inns:: t-- and severe, as-viewed by the Bureau's own management, program, and pss.-...inel officials- TheAssistant Secretary for Indian Affairs (Designate) indicate.s that he wanted thisreassessment report as

when
as possible. and with specific recommendations

regarding who, how and when for implementation.. In addition to such specificity.
another objective from the bv,ginning was to make the reassessment report socomprehensive that it replaced (except for historical purposes) and expanded
riporLthe 1976 report Bence appewlices have been included which list all specific
actions in timetable format. and refer to persons and groups with specific Wills
and -responsibilities for implerrselatation. Hence, also. the extensive use made
of quotations from last year's report_

A basic change in inammemeut values. expectation . tense of commitment.
and behavior must now- start for these steps to- more from -paper to reality-
The main ingredients missing so far have been an rmrlerstanding of management
concepts. a sense of responsibility- ownership. an ability to risk confronting
and deciding problem issues. and a sense of urgency_ Behavior modeling these
leadership traits in the internal management of the Bureau __must now become

..- standard



258

By calling upon those 30-40 Bureau employees readily identifiable as being
knowledgeable of management and committed to its improvement, top manage-
ment can for the working nucleus of needed Bureau expertise for the various
task force and project teams which will develop and start implementing the step-
by-step operational improvement programs now called for in the general man-
agement area ;, and provide the needed revitalized commitment. direction and
leadership in the human resource and personnel function management areas.

To be realistic, It must be recognized that most people inside and outside the
Bureau do not believe that this "re-instrumentalization" of BIA will happen;
and, for, various reasons, many do not want it to. Many employees, from man-
ager to messenger, fear that a fundamental change in management concepts
and. behavior will deprive them of "benefits" they currently enjoy, and would
mean that they themselves would be required to change long-standing and com-
fortable conceptions and conduct patterns. Of course, they are right. And many
interests outside the Bureau, despite their frequent criticism of present condi-
tions, realize that basic management improvements may deprive them of long-
enjoyed positions of power and arenas for present dealings.

Also, a significant proportion of all -persons involved base their estimate of
the Bureau's-Usability to effect major management on the belief that "Indians
can't - . ." They attribute the sins of mismanagementlack of accountability.
responsibility. discipline. standards, equity, etc.on a perceived constitutional
incapacity of Indians to understand and exemplify these "majority culture"
concepts and principles or, at least, nu unreadiness of Indians to do so at this
time.-Seldom, however, is it mentioned that the American people, the Federal
government. and the Bureau specifically have not given Indian people many
opportunities to learn about and put into use the concepts and principles of
managementmuch less presented them with good examples to follow, even
today. The paternalistic, authoritarian, and "client"-demeaning patterns of
Government management prevalent for decades in Indian country can hardly
be considered the best management school for Indians. or anybody else. They
may more rightly. Ue said to have represented the too-easily learned, less
desirable aspects of American culture; and too many of the "pupils" did learn
from this only available example.

There are. of course. thousands of dedicated. able persons in the Bureau
of Indian AffairsIndian and non-Indian, managers and clerks. Without them,
the Bureau's operations would have come to a standstill in the past traumatic
and troubled years. Thia. reassessment report, rather than causing blame or
guilt to he placed on anybody. is motivated by the hope that nowfinallythe
full capabilities of this work force will be given the opportunity to be led and
directed and motivated towards more effective service for Indian people.

An_ormanization needs to be managed. and managed well. if it is to be an
effective instrument for mission aceOtnplisInnent.--With-ail the - recognized -problems..
and obstacles facing DIAnot only those facing any organization today. but
also those unique to its history, mission and environmentthe Bureau of In-
dian Affairs can be so managed.

It is urged that the rea.;e.sed and expanded three-part Action Plan recom-
mended herein be widely reviewed, discussed and considered within the Bureau,
and that a decision to proceed or not with the implementation of such a Plan
be made within a month_ As with last year's report. Bureau managers must be
urged to read and disseminate this reassessed Tans.

A memorandum for your signature is attached transmitting copresto Area
and Central Office directors, requesting them to do this now. The copies are
ready for immediate dispatch. PAVI. LORENTZEN .

Attachments.
REASSESS If ENT OF BIA :s ACTION PLAN FOR rmtSoNNFZ. MANAG=3.1 ENT

I M PR 01; EMENT

The purpose of this docinnent is to give new r.nrcan management the-oppor-
tunikv to bring the BIA Action Plan for Personnel Management Improvement
tip to date, thus ensuring that the Plan is addressing those current problems
of highest priority in the most effective manner. This process has resulted in



expanded versions- of each of the three elexuents of the current Plan:
General uianagensent, liuman Resource inanagetnent, and I'ersouuet FU2ection
inanagetuent.

The implementation of the total reansessed Action Plan will move the Bureau
significantly towards becoming an effectively aunnaged organization.

L DACKOUOUND AND TIMING
It has.been 17 months since the Bureau and the Department signed the Agree-.

meat for taking actions "to correct and improve" BIA personnel ;immurement,
and de-signated a full-time Project Manager "to coordinate and direct" these
efforts. it is a year mince Bureau management started to review and consider
the Project Manager's report and recommendations. And eight months have
elapsed since the resulting BIA Action Plan for Personnel lltann getnent im-
provement was approved and began to be implemented.

During this time significant changes have occurred in the top management
of the Bureau: Four different individuals have headed up the Bureau; three of
the five Central Office directrates have been in an "acting" status for varying
length:4 of time; and four of the twelve Area Directors leave changed. In the
Central Office personnel function, the Chief Personnel Officer, five of his seven
Brunch Chiefs, and a majority of the personnel specialists have assumed their
duties during this periodin most cases coming in from outside the Bureau:
and the function has been relocated organizationally and reorgenizi.-C internally.

But most-Importantly In relation to the timing of this reasseasment, new top
managers are now on the threshold of assuming responsibility for the Bureau..
Their ability to turn the organization around into an effective managed in-
strument for serving the Indian people will to a large extent depend upon
their awareness and einderstanding of the scope. nature and Intensity of the
current intern:II management problems of the Bureau : and upon their- identifica-
tion and use of some realistic methods. for addressing these fundamental prob-
lemsrather than the development of eel:emetic approaehes to cover up symptoms
and evade problem ownershi p.

XL SOVISCES OF INFORMATTON

The 7.2-page report and recommendations of last September was based on
individual interviews with the top managers. program and personnel offi-
cials throughout the Bureau. in addition to a wide variety of v,.; Zttert material.

This reassessment of the Action Plan is based primarily oaa the thoughts ins:
.views expressed by 260 Bureau management program and personnel officials in
13 tliseussions of the Bureau's management problems and their possible solu-
tions. held throughont the country during the period June 20-August 31. 197Z.
One of these --personnel management communication workshops" was conducted
In each or the western Area Offices (two in the Navajo Area). plus one for
the CenTr:--il-Offfee and-F-ie;_stern Region combined. In each case the 20 participants
consisted of the Area Director (or his acting) ; selevted Assistant AD'S. DivY-
sion/Dranch chiefs. Superintendents. and Administrative Managers; and 3-5
personnel offlee staff- members. (The Indian/Non-Indian mix turned out to
he (7, e. Each cif the in groups worked up its ov.-re agenda of significant
problem, areas. discussed each issue, and developed its own approaches to what
(if anything) could be done.

Tri addition. the reassessment takes into eon--zideration certain key documents
that have appeared since last September. i.e. the report and Ixtekground material

..of the A meriean Indian Policy Review Commission. including its MA Manage-
miens- Study : the House Committee on -krriroteriations report of June G. 1977.
on Indian programs; the December 1976 House Investigation Report on School
Construction and Maintenance Programs of BIA.: and the Civil Service Com-

. evaluation report of April 12. 3977. on the Central Office's organiza-
tional nnits in Albuquerque-

A finzli *ziairef, of informntion natural/7 ronsists of the daily 4lealinzct of the
Project Manager during the pest year in helping; to develop and implement the
Aetidee Plan through working with Bureau management. program and person-
tee'l reff1(.1.als_
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112, Cuauac.rzustArioST OF TILE CLIII=ST.7. 311,-X3GE3aENT CON-DX=0X

The September report Identified 17 majcr internal management problems in
SIA., based. on the views ,,f the Bureau own managers and personnel officials.
These are summarized and listed in Appendix A.

These -same basic internal management problems were once again identified
by the 260 management, pro-zrara and personnel officials this summer. The prob-;-
lem areas most frequently identified in the workshops "-were lack of effective
comMunications; definition of ioles and responsibilities; manpower allocation
and urilizstion. methods; prakraia planning, direction, evaluation, and account-
ability ; the clear Bureau missions and objectives.

All of these problem areas may be characterized by five phrases which came
up over and. ever again irrespective of the particular topic or issue being ad-
dressed: (1) Lack of accountability, (2) Lack of responsibility, (3) Lack of
discipline, (4) Lack of respect, and (5) Lack of xnorale (demoralization).

The lack of accountability refers to the absenct within the Bureau of clearly
defined, stated and understood missions, objectives and program goals t which
managers eau tie their actions and for the accomplishment- of which ezzr are
held accountable. Every _manager struggles with feelings of organizational and
functional isolation and of "being on. his own," with neither expectations defined
nor performance evaluated since meaningful objectives and .progr standards
are absent. Definition and understanding of roles, organizational relationships,
and delegated authorities are generally unclear, so that pinpointing'accounta-
bility in itself becomes difficult and frustrating. By now the very concept seenvs.
foreign to Bureau thinkin g.. and threatening to -various institutionalized modes
of operation if implemented.

The lack of responsibility is a logical consequence. Bureau personnel wonder
why they should own up to responsibilities and behavior for which they are
convinced they would be punished rather than rewarded. The Bureau's value
system and institutional culture prescribes conformity to avoiding any actions
Which will "rock the status quo"be it setting and enforcing performance and
conduct standards; maintaining discipline regatding rules and regulations, or
car-fronting basic management problems and making timely decisions. Nobody
sees ownership behavior eithek modelled above or encouraged below. Since ac-.
countability is not demanded and responsibility is shunned, Bureau employees
from managers to clerksare adept at coping with the continuing organiza-
tional atmosphere of non-communica.tive non-ownership of responsibilities- As
often expressed, "Nobody says anything to anybody?' Most persons by now
feel it' would be too risky to become "controversial" by acting responsibly and
"doing right."The lack of discipline is a natural outgrowth of the institutionalized atti-
tudes deScribed above. Discipline implies defined purposes, meaningful actions,
and systems of behavior consonant therewith Bureau personnel find an absence
of these prerequisites, and hence lack incentives to behave in .a disciplined man-
ner. They do find the greatest models of undisciplined conduct at levels all around
and above them. be it in the form of abuse of alcohol and hours of work, im-
moral conduct. misappropriation, of funds, misuse of Government property and
contract authority, etc.many instances of all of which are talked about through-
out the Bureau_The lack of respect is for both the Bureau. its leadership. and for themselves_
Working in a culture pervaded by non-accountability, disregarded for respon-
sibilities, and lack of discipline, managers often attempt to create islands of
respect around their individual organizational unit or functional areaspri-
marily by strongly dienssociating themselves from "the rest." be it the Central -.
Office. other Area. Offices. other agencies. other functional programs. etc. This
urge towards "non-contami:z.al-i-",^' may not actually result in much respect
1,uildinfi but it certainly does lend additional momentum to the fragmentation/
isoltion Phenomenon identified above. In the end everyone is left With the
bitter taste of lack of self-respectfor being part of an organizatiOn in such an
advanced stage of incapacity. "The hest ones have left or won't join in the
first placewhat does that make us?" is a frequent final conclusion heard in
this attitudinal sren... -

Lac k of morale. or detnoriliza ti on. is a unanimous .jndgment made by Bureau
personnel in talking abort their 'organization and themselves. Not infrequently
the depth of this feeling is expressed by stich phrases as "the death of the Bu-.
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reau."_and "the art of managing a. dying orgarilzation." Managers are generally
.convinces that little. can. or will be done to change the organization's effective-

; ness; and are interested primarily- in escaping mud making themselves invisible
in. , the meantime.. With morale at this- state, the usually predicted failure of
-any attempts made to improve" becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy; thus pushing
moz-ale down still another notch.

IV- RELATIONSIIIP TO PERSON:NEM 31...1-NAGEM=ST

The purpose- for dealing with the" internal management situation of the Bureau
today,. and of zeroing in-on the essence of its improvement needs, is the same_
now as it was in the September report : "The way in which an organization
'obtninn and uses-the people it needs to accomplish its workand the 'effective-
ness -with which it thus performs its human resource (personnel) management-
is directly related to the general management condition of the organizati6n."

_ (P. 3)It is vita illusion to think that effective personnel management can be developed
In an organization which, by the perception of its Own management and personnel.
officials, must be characterized by a. profound lack of healthy institutional, and

.organizations values, principles. concepts and behavior. If the -very founda-
tions or "institutional glue" required for any organized human activity to be
functional accountability, responsibility, discipline, respect; Valid moraleare
to large extent missing, improvement efforts must address these anteeedent
general management issues at least siraulta.neo.' with any improvement ac-

- titmiattemPted in personnel management.
-This hiis still not happened in the Bureau, and thus constitutes the main rea-

son for the truly unimpressiv.e record _so far in making fundamental improve-
ments in the personnel management sphere. With the general management
condition of the Bureau ns ,described. above, it is only to be expected that Bureau
man..-4lent has not yet :

tinders-too-cll.' and accepted its ownership responsibility for personnel manage-
menn Since managers in general Have not been exposed to the basic concepts ofmanagement (including personnel management), it is difficult- for them to
own something about which they are mostly rsdnforme.d-

Developed a system for allocating and utilizing manpower resources according
to rogram plAoritie's and standards, and building organizatiOnal/position/

&.-2.-e level structures arbund program objCtives rather than around- "personal-
ities. politics. and mythS." -Since -the principles of program standards and orga-
niza.tional effectiveness are not generally part of the 6-real life" of Bureau man--
a)ripment_ few managers can be expected to accept and use such "risky" devices
even Mthey are awa.re of them. - .

Identibed and planned for meeting- the Btirean's manpower needs. Since the
concepts of planning and 'heeds assessment are not part of general Bureau man-
al--ement, it. is "putting the cart before the horse" to expect effective i

in _ mplemen-
of manpower planning to occur. . .

.

-Fsta.blished an:effective recruiting system for obtaining the kinds of persons/
skills needed through- positive outreach methods. a cultivated network of man-

. power. sources, meaningful qualifii5ation Standards and ad)praisal techniques. and
motivational orientation and initial placemenrocedures.gFew fnanagers areacquainted with these -responsibilities and techniques. feel any ownership of
the issiSes, or have- enough institutional connaitmentirepect to help build pro-
grams for bringing on. board -:tbe best:". Those who 'do find little response or
effective assistance from within rsonnel function. -

Identified the 33ureau-s rcra.jo training and development needs In all occupa-
tional and programmatic areas. and started to operate a system to; ensure that
such needs are being addressed. Given the general- management condition. it is
at least understandable that training funds often are used to p4rmirpersons to
"escape" temporarily from duties. prepare themselves better to "escape" per-
manently from fhe Bureau, or "hide out" as,an alternative to confronting per-

._ formanee -problems. Management and personnel .:dficialg seem equally incaPable

. of understand; ng the integral relationship betis.-eeil; program effectiveness and
human resource development. . .

-formulation and effective issuance.. The ge eral rnana.gernnnt state of isolation
Developed7anct-used-aeoramunle.-..ation-ltern -which promotes timely -IprilIcy_ _

and lack of respect usually results in littletrespiin:1.-e to shlicitation of views on
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draft policy; foriztalan and distribution of written policy issuances "too late";
and non-receipt by Many and non-conformance by almost all to whatever written
policies finally emerge. $ince effective contra= Bureau policies and procedures are -
mostly: absent: in ,:the- "real world" of daily Bureau nu:six:Less, it is visionary to
expect them: ta be present in. the personnel management arena.Developed and implemented a. personnel function characterized by the sys-
tematic setting of objectives based on operating program needs, efficient work
methods and action processing innovative use of professional and technological
tools, and effective leadership Ifin Sttreauwide personnel program planning, and
evaluation. Managers are generally not Only not aware of this full conception of
the personnel function and their need for it, but (wheu aware) actually opposed
to telrhrig the many risks it would involve to have one element of internal man-
agement operate in such a, coordinated, problem-confronting-and-solving,
"rockng-the-boat" tagthion-

This brings us full cycle back to management's lack of ownership responsibility
for personnel manageraen.t. The main Bureau motivation 17 and 1 and ti months
ago for going along with a personnel nazumgemextt improvement progr..,:ta and
for adopting the current Action Plan. Was two-fold : A desire to get the Civil
Service Commission and -the Department off our backs ; and a fear of what
even "wo-se" might happen if this Action Plan approach was not agreed to..
Neither motive was related to an awareness of the need for examining and -
changing any basic Bureau management attitudes or behavior..

However, only by confronting these fundamental issues and systematically
facing up to the urgent need for such basic changes will either the Bureau or its
personnel management be able to serve effectively the interests of the Indian
peoplewhich presumably is their -reasons for being." The challenge is to turn
the Bureau around so that a much larger proportion of time and efforts and
funds in the-future are devoted instrumentally and programmatically to mel-t-
ing the needs of Indian people, rather than institutionally and problematically
(as at present) to its own management defects_

As stated by the House Committee on Appropriaticins on June 6:
"The Committee believes significant changes must occur in the organization

and opet ,ttion of the Bureau itself before -improvements will he realized. It is
clear to the Committee that reform of the Bureau of Indian Affairs will not be-
an easy task _ _ The predicament of the Indian people of having to rely on an
organization which is more concerned with covering up its inadequacies. than
in fully meeting its trust responsibility without a viable alternative to turn to
must be changed_"Most persons* acquainted with the problem and this challenge. including many
Bureau managers, do not believe that this significant chaiage and --re-instrumen-
talization" will happen. They feel the situation is too complex and longstanding,
and that the required acti;:.:s would be too controversial and traumatic. for such -

a change to take place in the "real world."
Certainly past experience would support this -view. The inability of the BUre-an

to cnnfront face and own up to. discuss openly_ and make and effectively iritple-
ment decisions on basic management problems has been immense. Now these-
presentiv "non-conformin.-e'" behavior patterns need to become the "standard
operating procedures" and the institutionalized management system of the
Bureau.
. The methods end means for accomplishing such an endeavor dci exist and have

been used by other organizations facing<:the came problems. which are neither
uniqUe to the Bureau or unknown in the world of organizations. The essential
factors to success are management awareness. commitmentei and modeling
behavior.

RECOMM=c-DED ACTIOIc PLAN FOR az:NE-mem MAN'AGEMRNT IMPROVEMENT

The -September report identified five general fa) managernentzimprovernerit
areas that needed to be addressed (PP,. .2.-30)--itv'ord.er- frit- the human resource-
((HR) and persormeLlanction (PF)- action steps to hare a foundation for success.

----None- of "tlfese five basic steps has been taken_ In most _instances -management felt
that little-could-he done "about these improvement needs until the Bureau hail''
'permanent leadership. i --

In view of the present management condition of the Bureau. the sense or
urgency to adopt and implement an Action Plan for General-Ifanagement- Du-
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Pi-vement should be intense- The follosving action steps. including those previous-
ly identified as well as an expansion based on this current reassessment, consti-
tute minimum agenda for meeting the challenge described above.
G 1_ Establish an effective institutional focus for internal management (pp- 23-

26)
"'The Bureau must have -a line ofacial responsible solely for its own manage -

ment . . - The type of institutional function not currently reco=tized and per-
formed in a clearly focussed and structured position is that generally referred to
..as chief of staff- This person, serving as 'alter ego to the tot>

nlmanagement mutters. ensures that the organization develoPsalinliadign elr
on internal

implements the
policies:T. systems and proCedures needed in the areas of monetary, humaa,. and
physical resources.. - .

. is not occupied primarily with _individual cases a ml clay - to-day questions
arising for settlement": but with the PrinciPles and policies (e.g. organiza-
tional arrangements, allocation.of resources, and information managing methods)
providing the underlying foundation for resolving these -actual cases."

A draft position description for this role has been prepared under the current
Action Plan. Presumably the position title would he I.}eptity Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs (Management). -as distinguished front any .similar posAtion(s)
concerned -with programs and their operation_

As soon as the position is established- a comprehens..-,:.% and exact expianatii-in.
of the nature and scope of its duties should be made the Assistant Secretary
to then:lure-au work force. which would in effect serve as the long - needed commit-
ment by top management to the basic concepts and principles of mana:zsment :
Systematic objective and standard setting: program Planning, development.
operation- and control based on accountability : organizational and resource
utilization based on programmatic objectives: coordination and communication
for .ororam efficiency and effectiveness: and program evaluation' with aPpro-
priate and timely follow-through actions based on leVels of achievement_

Establish and operate an-analytical Program in th.,!- (a) Organizational- (71)
Manpower allocation/utilization, and (c) Work methods areas (pp. 26-M

"The Bureau does not have an effective. clearly identified system for ensuring.
that organizational arrangements, allocations and utilization of manpower. and
work methods being used are consistently studiec/, analyzed and changed based
on shifting program priorities_ improved technology available._ and the changing
realities of the Bureau's environment - function would serve
as the 'eyes and ears' of the Bureau's internal _manager fin. these three manage:
ment areas)

"At the present time some Areas and agencies are experimenting and taking
various aetions in these fields. but in isolation from other parts of the 13nreau
and with no knowledge of similar or different actions taken and results attained
elsewhere- The general. feeling is that the "tn. reau'as institution_isneither.inter-

:ested in nor capable of.providing,leader.s3alp here,-
If. as seems -apparent, there is to be it top. level Task- Force convened to study

and recommend new .organizational arrangements. roles- and relationships in
- the Bureau. the institutionalizing of.-an effective. continuing nureau capability

in these three basic, management areas becorm-s -even more crucial_ The oPPor-
tunity presented by the Task Force 4ipPrOa.Ch 4:hot-ad be grasped to gather- from
within the Bureau's own work force those comparatively.. few individuals (what-
ever their current titles or geographic locations) who have the demonstrated-
backgrounds and commitment to these roanagernent topicsand form theza into
project/task force teams. to iderntify---the-priority- analytiCal-lis-Snes---a-rid-d-eeli-ig-
alternative proposals/solutions'. This operation then serve as the basis for
such a continuing Bureau functional Unit attached to the Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary (Management).
0 Z. Design and conduct a program eva7aation operation. pp.'27-2S) --

'`Since the BlIrf,.412_has___reeng-nizeti-ttle-trrgent-'27:veer-Talr a clarification of its
hasiC-iffir4Sionand is now engaged in producing a mission statement together with

the framework of program responsibilities Sou-1w, therefrom, the required foun-
dation for setting standards of operation will preittnably .exist- The importance
of carrying through this mission and responsibility definition work cannot be
emphasized too greatly.. It should constitute the nurober one priority of Bureau
management, leading then to the development of program stand.ards against
which actual operations are evaluated on a regular and periodic basis.
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"As long as Bureau managers are uncertain of 'the results expected and for
----32021da they: will be evaluated., the undisciplined nature of-operations as charac-

_terized by Ives will continue to prevail. Understanding what
they-will be held accountable or, accountable through periodic
evaluations, managers will have an opportunity tonlo...1.,WEr-a-te-t-13-eir_wiana.- .

gerial abilities, and the Bureau to judge its managers On the basis of more (wjec-------
rive and relevant criteria than at present?'

The"mission statement effort stepped last fall_ It should still he the sin,.-!le high-
est priority for the Bureau_ Managers. and the full work force. must hear clearly

.. and loudly the official statement of the Bureau's reason for being_ with its attend-
ant Major program responsibilities_ =At present, sincerely and in desperation,
many managers throughout* the country have coined their own versions of the
Bureau's missionand they are at wide variance with each other. An urgent.

nconcerted driveinvolvig Bureau, Department, and Indian tribal official;to
complete this work from last year' should be a first -order or business for the
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs. Upon is.:2:.. -,,--e. the statement should then
be e_N-plained and discussed in meetings throughi.4.L.: the Bureau, to help to rebuild
a sense of common purpose and ownership_

Some movements towards developing a pro Tarr_ evaluation capability within .
the Bureau have taken place. Hopefully the route will not be followed which
turns the whole job over to "outside experts" without using the opportunity to
tap the Bureau's own program expertise and thug to use the developmental
phase to build a. sense of commitment to and ir3.wrp-rsh:ip of the final products
with which Bureau managers will live. "Task forces fo-: appropriate Bureau Per- -

sooner! in each of the major program areas, presumably with participation by
Indian tribal representatives', could work simultaneously on standards develop-
ment ; while the system and procedure's for program. evaluation- were being
developed on a project basis." (p. 2S)
G -1._ Dere7op a communication/team work management stzqe__(pp_ 28-20) -

"The management problems of the Bureau addressed in this plan will not be
changed significantly unless a more cooperative way of doing business becomes
standard operating procedure in. the Bureau. The organization needs to have its

. significant management problems brought out into the open. examined and di-v.:-
cussed by the responsible managers in a tea atmosphere, and resolved in such a
mannecthat commitment to-and respect for tthe decisions made are the result.

"For whatever 'reasons . _ _ it is. apparent that communications in the Bureau
have typically been conducted in a 'highly formal. close-to-the-chest manner- Per-
sons to be affected by policies are not generally involved in thedeliberations lead-
ing' up to their determination : and decisions area in managerial problem
areas with-little input from those living directly with the problems_ All of the
sywptoms characteristic of this- style of communication managementgreat
dependence on rumor and grapevine, inten'se Skepticism of the fairness. and
equity of the decisions made. nonrcomm-1-6nent to or owner hip of the results,
and much factionalization and intetar-strifeare Visible in the Bureau. ...

"Managers do not seem to -recognize a Communication responsibility of this
[consultation) 'type or to 'be aware of the unconstructive results of the means
they do use . . . Since communications is a factor of such more fundamental ele-_
=cents as trust and general value systems, a style more conducive to and reflective
of team work can of course not be mandated for an organization. However. a
conscious decision can be made by its managers to adopt certain methods and
procedures which will start generating cooperation and mutuality. and thus tend
to tarn the situation around into one of more and more interaction-and receptivity

., to working together." _ . .

The solution to none of the many management problems of the_Burean_is-more------
dependent.2upon-the-exampie-se_ t-by-the-top roana,ers than ii.ls one of communi-
cations_ Specifically-,-the--Assistant Secretary for Indian.Affairs needs to : 0

Enunciate_ clearly and explicitly -his concept and...policy of communications, and
his expectations of. subordinate managers therefor. This policy -issuauce_should
provide guidelines on the nature and use of various types of meetings-; the--u.S6--=-
of agendas and-,minutes of such meetings; - the use of various upward and down-
ward communication devices; the obligation of senders to ensure that communi-
cations not only are sent but also received and understood; and on similar basic
elements of organizational communications.

Ensure that all managers and supervisors are promptly given the opportunity
to become aware of the principles and techniques- of effective interpersonal and

- . .



tional communications. A series of werLshops,devOted to this single topic
should-be conducted throng/lout the Bureau to meet. this urgent training need,

--TIncluding:specifically_the5sutdeet-of effectivelistening-- - _'Serve as the .model . and example of effective communications which- 'the
./Bures.u' needs, so desperately. And take appropiiate action when subordinate
f raanagers.-haVingnow'been. trained and having a model to followdo not fulfill
:7/-t7e.eir responsibilities in-this- area-

,

.

_x_nstitsgte cs.-rylanagentent develoiment program (pp. 29-30)
-"The September.report called for (a) Management orientation,, including orien-

tation:. tot,Indian, history and culture, for present and new managers (b) Gnide-
', lines- for career development into management positions ; and (c),. Identification
.and development.of management potential.

Progress.made so-far in. this area is limited to the current plan to conduct a
one - week, orientation. program--for 30 new 'Superintendents In November and a
similar .orientation for some' 30 new managers the following monthwith the
intention to continue these orientation sessions in the future- The former ,program
will -be almost entirely subject-matter oriented (trust, non-trnst, and administra-
tive issueswhich .Obviously is greatly needed). and will not the identi-
fled need Exposure to the concepts and principles of"ma.nagement, and to Indian
culture and history.. What the latter program will include is still being decided..

,.: In fact, given .the present Tnnnngement condition of the Bureau, any manage-
in:tent training efforts made' at this time might well be thought of as a. superficial
andcosmetic. approach. What the Bureau's Managers first need is to hear and
experience are what they are being 'held accountable for, what expectations re-
garding responsibilities are being levied 'upon them,' and what reward/value sys-
tem will be used for judging management behavior. Without any change in these
ILandamentals from the current -condition, .,ananagers would 'understandably con-
clude that any training in management would constitute so many empty words
which had little to do with actual practice in the "real world."

Aften. that,' a massive effort at orienting managers to management should. 'Start,
nsing..rwhatever inside and outside resources are appropriate. such as already.
existing management courses offered by the Civil Service Commission, the Amer-
ican Management Association, etc., supplemented by- discrete training modules
tailored to the Bureau's specific needs, such as cross-cultural awareness training,.
Pi: 93-638 role and attitude training. etc-

To start the needed changes in the "real' world" as mentioned above, and prior
to the massive management -orientation program for -all managers and the de-
-Telopment of career guidelines and a system foi- identifying management poten-
tial ail of Which are very much needed =the following three additional steps
should be .adopted and implemented in the Action Plan for Genera/ Management'
Improvement :
G 6. Define and emendate expectations re conduct, behavior, and programinatie

commitment
Top management owes it to Bureau employees and the Indian people to make it

very -clear- what the Bureau and the Federal government expects from every
. employee in the way of appropriate conduct and behavior on the job, and of
commitment to the fundamental mission and programs of the Bureau. The As-
sistant Secretary for Indian Affairs is the proper official to fill this aWarenesS
gap, in the_ current Bureau condition. The values that urgently need to be -enun-
ciated -and modelled by management, and heard everywhere, should cover such

_. basic obligations and responsibilities as
Conformance to hours of duty and leave regulations. The widespread abuse

of official starting and quitting times, lunch periods, and the leave system is
known' and evident Burea.uwide. Those supervisors/managers who attempt to
"live by the book" are generally punished in various informal ways..Many man-

.,alters apparently sincerely believe that hours of duty standards do not apply to
then-Selves at least their flagrant abuses are mown by all. With no -perform-
ance standards for their work and few models of proper behavior to follow. em-
ployees are left with the impression that there are no enforced expectations.in-
this area. They must come to believe differently.

Conformance to minimum standards of :conduct during duty hours. Cases of
excessive drinking and "playing around" with, female employees during these
hours are again the subject of wide knowledge in the Bureau. And again. model
behavior and clear statement of expectations are largely absent This need must
be -met
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.CanforManee' to: basic principles -of equity in_ regard to employees.. Often man-

.

age's .are viewed with fear and mistrust because of their use of threats-and -

-4biaeic 115123' as standard management techniques. A minimum level of respect-
ful. and: just' treatment of employees must be defined and made imown to all
supervisors-and-managers_Conformance-to a mthtmum standard of commitment to the mission and pro-
=urns of the Bureau.. A substantial proportion of the -work force sincerely be-
lieves that much of the present legal foundation for Bureau programs and thrusts
is wrongwhich is their right to believe. But they further believe that there is
nothing wrong-in expressing these views during work hours in such a way that
others Mustconclude they are primarily Interested in subverting rather than in
assisting major program efforts..

.64 management effort is needed to draw distinctions between personal views
personally held (e.&_- regarding 'Indian self-determination,- contracting, prefer -
enceletc.)-and their expressions orally and in writing-on the job. As many_per-
sons said during the 13 workshops this summer, "We are our own worst enemies,
by alv..--a3ra 'bad-mouthing' the Bureau." While this phrase has larger implica-
tions than solely non-commitment to the new directions of Bureau policies and
programs of the past few years, it refers to a large extent to this verbal

prevalent brinany places.
G T.-implement actions to addieSs known abuses .

.Nothing_would.'be more -damaging to the management condition of the Bureau
than .for the above definitions and statements re coraluct/behavior/ooratnitment
expectations to be enunciated and thennothing haripened. Again. everyone would
realize -that :the ',Present "don't rock the status quo" and- inability-tobite-the-
bullet" style of management was being continued.-

A program of and follow-through actions must be developed and
followed; Which should naturally commence by addressing the most widely known
Problems-- This program as aminimum must include

-.A.,-hureauwide alcoholism program using the prescribed Federal ,government-
and,.assistance mechanism. To say the least, present effort' in :this

respect lire neither organizationally nor occupationally 'inclusive, while at the .
same .time the problem is widely recognized as one of the. most severe and visible
in 'the Bureau.. To be effeCtive, both as a motivating model' and for producing
concrete- results in improving management, the program must start with the
higher mana.gement levels and work downwards. These cases are welt imown, are
waiting for help, and should be addressed first. =

--A.-Bureatewide program to address cases of -misuse: and -.misappropriation .of
funds,: property and equipment Working together with the appropriate. Depart-

:
mental-officialswhose major workload in this area-comes from-the Bureau of
Indian -Affairstop management. -must search out, rather than try to ignore,-
cases -where contracting authority. GovernMent equipment and housing. etc.., are
being.i.used illegally. In fringing. this subject out into the open and -.publicizing,
rather than hiding, the effort, a start .will be made to rebuild the respect, dis-
ckplin

A bureauVvide SyStem. for rewarding. rather..than punishing. "doing. right" All /7-e..'and morale so greatly needed.
employees should be made to understand- that to report conduct and behavior!
abusesand violations of rules and. regulations, is to discharge their obligationS,-
as Federal .emPIewyees. While this message can . easily be misconstrued- as
couragement- of "snooping" and "ratting" on othersand should' be carefully.
Planned to avoid such misunderstandiagthe. potential benefits to the improved
health of the organization -.of-such a planned attack on nonaccountability and ir-
responsibility greatly outweigh the . possible misuse of the .approach by ."profes-
sional. gripers." .- - . -.

G 8. "Clarify or,gani---ationaZ rates and relationships
. There ..is great confusic,...1 and often deliberate misconception of the- roles. re-
lationships, delegated authorities, and. responsibilities in -the present organiza-
tional arrangement of the Bureau. The change in the basid role and function:of.
,the.Centrr.' Mee some years ago making-all officials staff rather than line (other
than the t;omrcdssioner/Deputy Commissioner), was never adequately explained
and has not been effectively implemented. Policy:planning and/ advice/guidance
'from' the' Central Office has been minimal to absent in most functional areas as
far as the Areas and agencies are concerned and many Central Office officials,.

-.* themselves have neither_understood nor accepted their new role.
.
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Similarly, Area Office/agency relationships are frequently deteriorating and

generally abrasive.. There is no consistency among Area Offices on basic organiza-
tiOn. metbod.-of-operation....or management concepts. The very concepts of line/
staff, delegation ofauthority but not responsibility, and coordination/commumi-
cation among-.and across management levels are foreign to many management
and program officials.

--, -7- While- basic' organizatioxua.changes may well be needed for the Bureau to be
able 'effectively to 'serve the. Indian people in the future, it wiE accelerate the
present deterioration if reorganization comes first rather than lastonly after
definition and clarification. of mission, program responsibilities and standards.
_manageme.nt accountability and responsibility, values and expectations, and ef-
fectire communications. and conduct. Also, to help any reorga.niza.tion to be more
meaningful, the proper roles and relationships of the present. organizational
arrangement must first be discussed and determine& As it is now, the misuses
and. misconceptions of the present arrangement are too frequently considered
the essence, rather than as perversions. of this arrangement

The-single-most important point made in-tbis reassessed Action Plan for Gen-
eral Management Improvement recommended herein is this : The actionsteps
embodied in 'G 1-7. which address the basic internal management problems of
the Bureau, must be undertaken now and first Only then will a reorganization
effort know "what is being or=itnized' . for "what purpose."

To put this "cart before the horse" once again in Bureau history, may well
prove fatal this time.
How to implement and timetable

How can these steps be accomplished? It is imperative that ont., the main
resources to be drawn upon is the Bureau's own employees wlib hay the demon-
strated backgrounds and commitment to management cohcept/principles:--as.al-
ready mentioned in the more specific area of G 2

The Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs should make it known that a BIA._
Action Plan for General Management Improvement is being developed, and that
most of the persons who will be called upon to work directly on this challeng-
'ing assipzunent_ will be individually selected from. throughout the Bureau: Man-
zregement, program, and acirninigtrative officials, and non- supervisory employees,

_ irrespective of current title or jobwho are considered by experience/education/
performance to be Imowledgeable and capable in the management strea.

These c. 30-40 persons will work in task force/project teams under theleader-
ship of a General Project Manager reporting to the Assistant Secretary.. Outside
resources--e.7. consultants /experts in. technology, the `state of the art," the ex-
perience /methods of other organizations, etc.will be drawn upon as desirable
and appropriate for each action step.

For each action step, a very detailed plan .for accomplishment will 'of course
need to be drawn up showing nature and sequence of each sub-action. planned
starting and completion dates of, each, and person (s) responsible for "doing it,"
similar to the format used in the present BrA Action Plan. Also, periodic profr-
Tess/status reports would be made by the General Project Manager to the As-
sistant Secretary. pointing out any appropriate changes needed in tinieframes,
responsibilities, etc.., based on accomplishment levels and altered eircumst.inces.
'In the beginning these reports would be very frequent (e.g....weekly) in vierx-- of
the initial pace and urgency required.

To assist' this effort, the actions recommended above are summarized and
listed in Appendix B, in a general sequence/timeframe considered appropriate,
and with leadership responsibilities and participating resources indicated_ 1

VI. REASSESSED, ACTION PLAN FOR. HUMAN' BESOL-ECE MANAGElt=irT

Of the 12 action steps recommended last September to address the Bureau's
.human resource (Hit) management problem (pp. 31-46) , 10 were adopted by
management and included in the current Action Plan for Personnel Manage-\
meat Improvement

As indicated below, while there haS been some movement in most of these prob-
leni.areas, in general this progress has been of a more peripheral than essential
character, i.e. words rather than actions, and paper policies rather than effec-
tife policy implementation. The major reason for this is the lack of management \
awareness of the human resource management concepts behind the problems, and
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hence of commitment to the urgent implementation of the improve-m.?nt
Fnireauwide, few .ma.nagenient and program. officials have either heard of the
Action Plan or understand that it has any connection with their iresponsibiliti

'Still, of three major elements of the 'Action Plan. that of human resource
management -has received More attention and .shows more accomplishment -than
either of the other two (general management-. and personnel function -manage-i
ment). The following reassessed Human Resource- 'Management Action -plan:
briefly- summarizes the current-status of each step. -Indicates what further needs
to happen. and recommends the -adoption of three..additional . action steps. for
which the-current review demonstrates a high priority need.
HR 1. Develop and start opt-roling'ii. meopower forecasting system. (p. 31)

While everybody' talks about the manpower the Bureau nc-eds and the cliff-
enities of tInding,tivalitii,!-L1 persons.. no systematic effort has been ntade to identify
more specifically- the numbers and: kinds of persons -needed to staff the Bureau
within a given future time period. :-

-Recognizing tbe.,-Alfficulties and tineertainties inherent in trying to forecast
these needs with a degree of speckticity . _ the Bureau still can and must produce
-hall park"- projections sufficiently valid' to serve as the basis for major staffing
action program By using broad categories- .if. manpower - . and comparatively
flexible time periods . sufficiently accurate estimates of the need can be pro-
duced for the intended purpose; . This manpower planning operation should
be limited initially to job categories considered significant 33ureauwide from the
standpoint of expected difficulity- in filth:2;z needs."

One detailed manpower study has been madeby a former BrA official through
a purchase order under the auspicies of the Office of Trust Responsibilities and
coordinated with the Action Planof one critical occupational area (Realty
Specialist, GS-117()). No action has resulted from this report. The overall man-
power needs study called for was started in June by. an employee on loan from
another Federal agency, and stopped-12A months later when he was reassigned
to the President's Reorganization Task Force.

There are persons in the Bureau (and of course -outside. too) who couldcom-
plete this initial needs survey_ and then design a nd implement an ongoing man-
power forecasting system for the Bureau. Since the major thrust of most of the
Mt action steps depends upon the completion of this initial effort. it is frankly
bordering on dereliction of duty for Bureau management not to ensure that the
proper person (s) be assigned at once to this task and assisted in completing it.
nit 2. Institute a. positive rcerui tracn t mystenz (p. 3-2)

"Both a conceptual/attitudinal and procedural change is involved here- - _

The policy should he adopted and clearly stated that functional managers have
a responsibility for keeping aware of nna in contact with the main sources of
their potential manpower ; while personnel-offices must work closely with man-
agers to provide helpful procedures and assistance in developing and..actually.
drawing- from these sources_ At the present time. managers: and supervisors not
oddly do not understand that they have this responsibility. but often believe.-the
system: actually forbids them from contacting and cultivating those organizations

--(academic-institutions. other government agencies. professional societies. etc.)
and. individuals constituting potential sources of qualified applicants:in their

positive recruitmz.nt system mnst address the requirement_ not present,-
ly being met. for the Bureau -to be knowtedg.cable of and have an effective proce-
dure for communicating with potential surc-es of qualified Indian candidates. - -
The larger part of the Bureau's-problem in filling jobs with fully qualified Indians

is not that.. there are none. but that effective wars of locating and interesting those
wbo-do exist are not being used. .

In adopting this recommended .action step last fall. management -expanded it
rib -include \the establishment of a eentralized inventory of Indian skills nation-
wide, and a centralized listing. of Indian affairs jobs available-

No progress has oceurr4'i on either the Bureau's recruitment system or the
additional. nationw-ide skills/jobs inventory. Many persons with the requisite
skins $'7K is r. '141 the Rureni to start work on the various parts of -this action step:
one was specifically requested from an op-erating program area_ but management
said "1....)." A present effort has just started to at least draft a Bureau-recruiting
brochure.
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A full -time project leader must be assigned immediately to develop the plan

for accomplishing this challenging task of systematically attracting to the Bureau
the best"7-Indian applicants with the right backgrounds and potentials for

the right occupations in the right geographic locations. Every other agency has
jits sYstera. Even with the additional complicating; factors of the Bureau's image,
Indian preference, and little past experienee to Ciraw uponBI3 can too-
HR. Develop and operate an Indian, intake-and-development program (pp.

34-)"Even before manpower projection estimates and the benefits of a positive re=
cruitment system for locating presently fully qualified Indian candidates are
available, it can be safely stated that the Bureau must commence a large Indian
intake-and-development program This massive staffing effort represents the
key to the solution of many of the other parts of the Bureau's complex person-
nel yrks*ungement problem situation. _ - And unless the Bureau fulfills such a basic
respOnsibility as developing an adequate reservoir of the kinds of skills needed
for its own effective leadership and servicing role in the future, many will con-
tinue to doubt its ability to fulfill its basic mission responsibilities.

-The proam required calls for determining the specific types of target posi-
tions for which participants will be developed; the numbers cif participants need-
ed per 'Intake class' in each of the general occupational categories ; the pro-
grams first year cost: recruitment, screening and selection procedures: initial
general orientation and training program for all participants; the more inclivid-
ually-tailored developmental phase of the program ; and a networ3iN4:\pf\ specific un-
derstudy; formal training course, and OJT experiences.

"For a program of this major proportion and significance, all possible. and avail-
able awristance must be Utilized. The perceived reluctance of many Indisins to
join the Bureauparticularly those who already have gained some work experi-'
ence in 'other organizations, and who are the cues p4-rticUla.rly needed must be
overcome.. Indians already in the Bureau, who may a1eet the program entrance
requirements, mast -be remotivated to become one of the sources of program can-
didates.,"rWhile a three-day training officers conference last fall, was devoted to 'dis-
cussing this action step. and while the Bureau is attempting to obtain manpowr
ceilings and money for a FY 1979 initial program startno concrete steps hatce
been taken_ Everyone agrees that "this must be done," but most wonder if it wiles

Indian intake-and-development constitutes the core of the current Action Plan. \
Bureau behavior so far does not indicate that management either understands \
-he urgency, or is able to follow through on its paper commitment. Many- needed

itial actions could have started with no need to await a decision on additional
ceiling spaces and money_ Were there an effective manpower allocationiutili7-1-
tion sYstem in the Bureau, which identified over-staffed organizational units and
functions based on program priorities and standards, even more than the 100

-ceiling spaces. under discussion for fiscal Year 1979 would be foundif nowhere
else, among the hundreds of vacancies throughout the Bureau.

Unavailability of ceiling spaces, money, persons available to serve as project
leaders. etc., seems at this point excuses for inaction_ There are -institutional
forces- in the Bureau which for various reasons do not want to see an effective
program for bringing in and developing Indian -talent in a planned. Bureauwide
faShion.. This- might threaten- and -upset many functional, organizational and
tribal. interests which "benefit" from the - present mode of operation. So far. one
must conclude that these forces have prevailed.

The total staffing thrust -represented by HR 1-3determining the manpower
needed aggressively developing sources of and searching out candidates_ and
bringing in and deteloping Indians through understudy:and other methodsmust
be spearheaded and coordinated by a Project Manager, staffed by an action team
devoting their full time to this effort. and placed under tight deadlines by man-
agement.. The present Bureau manual material on training describes many useful
means and methods for identifying and developing employees ; and isolated cases
of intern, understudy. career development and similar endeavors are found
throughout the Bureau_But the total does not add up to a.,planried. coordinated Eureauwide program
of sufficient magnitude to meet the '12:u:sive need. Management and personnel .

officials uinst start fulfilling their responsi bi I i ties n ow.

.2S5-- TS S



nu 4. Take steps to vrorc Indian candidates fur- technical/specialist positions
i.e. engineers, foresters, etc.) (p.35)
.may -be safely concluded now that Indians are not prwparing themselves

fur careers in the engineering and natural resources ( forestry. soil science.- range
management. -etc.) fields LI: -.sufficient numbers to meet either the 17,:iireau's own
future needs Or those of ti. tribes themselves. Many persons have stated that
while. there. has been a dramatic increase in the past few years in numbers of
Indian, people pursuing higher education, comparatively few are preparing for-
-these career- fields as distinguished from education, law.and.social science fields.:,
At. the same tittn.A.. however, these are the fields directly related to the all-signif-
icant Indian land. base and trust responsibility matters.

"The Bureau must make- those efforts that seem only commons-ensical to
change- this situation. i.e... as -a minimum take" deliberate steps to ensure that
through its own educational =rant/scholarship programs Indian are -counseled
and -encouraged to consider the opportunities presented by pursuing educational
'`"programs leading to these career fields. Certain specific inducements along these.
lines may even appropriately be built into the Bureau programs_ Also, even more-
basic actions by the Bureau can be taken. _ .

A two-day task force meeting was held in Aprilwith Central. Office and field
representation from Education. Trust Responsibilities. and Administration.
functions--which resulted in memoranda being sent to Area Directors and In-
dian tribal chairmen containing various possible actions. the Bureau could take
in this regard. and asking; for comments and reactions- Only a few Bureau re-
sponses have been .received: tribal responses were not due until last week, and
none has been received to date.

While this action step attempts to address a problem which obviously requires
a long-range plan of attack. certain commiinsensical actions could start imme-
diate/y within the Bureau were there .stifficient interest in the matter_ There
has .becn _little so far. Again. strong institutional interests exist in . opposition
to such an effort. And generally there is Insufficient ovc-nership of responsibility
by management and program officials to conclude that anything signizicant will
happen_Bureau management must select several specific approaches suggested by the
April task farce. announce its commitment to carrying them through, assign
clear responsibilities to the various functhais and individuals who must he
part of this coordinated action step. and use a follow-through system which
pinpoints accountability.for progress or the lack thereof.
Illt rSRUC guidelines on the application of Indian preference (restructuring

and readvertising positions ) (pp. 36-37)
"Clear policy and procedural guidelines must be issued regarding (1) Re-

structuring the grade level of positions downward. (2) Readvertising posi-
tions when no qualified Indian candidates have applied. and (3) .Not filling posi-
tions at nil- when no qualified Indians apply-

-At present, each manager in the Bureau is trying to accomplish the twin
objective's of filling his vacancies with qualified people so he can get his work
clone, and at the same time apply the requirements of ,-Inclian preference .a.s.!
be understands. them. In the absence. of Bureatiwide guidelines in this respect.
there<is wide- variation in both opinion -and practice. from Area to Area and
agency to agency, as to how to do this without violating these requirements
or having 'undesirable effects on the work.

"On the one hand. some managers believe they should hire nobody but Indians.
and in order to obtain any candidates even minimally qualified. will restructure
every_ position downward, advertise positions over and over for a fourth or
fifth time. and/or simply leave positions vacant for extended periods of time.
The result is generally actual work disruption, with specific tasks either not
getting done at all. or done ineffectively or inefficiently becnnse of the filling of
so many positions with persons in a trainee status. Conversely. others are per-
ceived as making only perfunctory use of these devices to get 'Indians into their
positions. with the result that feelings and charges of continued discrimina-
tion against Indians are rampant and internal office factionalism is increased__ .

"What is needed to make the use of these tools a More balanced and co/I-
sis:tent; operation in the Bureau is a policy statement which makes it clear
that . ."
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poiiry statement of t.his type. v:i issued in late -May. providing guidelines
for niaking judgments. :1i the merits :-f eneli individual c-ase and to ensure
that 7:failure is not built_ in from the beginning" when jobs are restructured
downwards and filled by trainees who then rec=eive little assistance or training..
So far there- is little indication either that managers and -supervisors have heard
of these"truidelines or that they will ever be given an opportunity to discuss and
understand them. The situation described'above has in no watt changed in actual
practice.More than transmitting a two-page guideline from the Acting Deputy Com-
missioner will he needed to effect actual changes hi this situation_ This -more"
would as a minimum-consist of.modeIlexample behavit-ir set in the Central
Office. of discussions being held among managers arid I.:en-Al:mei officials of the
Meaning of the policy guideline, and of personnel offices showing visible leader:
ship iii its application. Generally, none of these events have occurred.
IIR O. Obtain legisZative modifications in Indian preference_ cp. 38)

Further facilitate outplacement of non-Indians fp- .39)
Neither of these recommended -action stern were made a. part of the Bureau's

Aetion Plan. Whatever has 4r:ccurred so far in these vital areas has been prinntrilv
at the initiative of the Department and OMB).
IIR S-Develop qualification standardslguidelines for major types of positions

(PP-40-41)
"There are few qualification standards or guidelines for the many types

of positions in the Bureau which are either peculiar to the organization or
require certain more specific 'qualifications within the minimum Civil Service
standards for experience and education, arising from the nature and demands
of the Bureau's work. The development of these standards/guidelines for such.
positions as: Area. Director. Superinten-7:4-at. ..%:Iministrative Manager, and vari-
i-vtis specialities in the Trust Responsibilities and Tribal Resources and Services
areas is of fundamental importance to the successful implementation of many of
t he other action plan steps..The work to be done consists of a series' of interrelated tasks:

It must first be made clear that managers and the Bureau not only may deter-
-mine the qualifications needed for successful performance in Bureau jobsin
amplification of any minimum experience and education requirements laid down
in X-11Sbut that they have the responsibility to do so. An explanatory and
clarifying issuance regarding this responsibility and the general nature of quali-
fication standards should receive wide distribution.

A general qualification guideline applicable to all Bureau positions should be
developed addressing the factors of personal acceptability and suitability ; and.where applicable (e.g. managerial and other positions of - responsibility). of
knowledge and understanding of Indian problems and empathy with goals and
aspirations of Indian people.

A general guideline applicable to all management positions should be developedaround the specific-qualifications needed for managerial workthose abilities.
skills and personal characteristics not related to or necessarily developed in ang-
ft.0 specialty.Individual qualification standards/guidelines slionkl be developed for each type
"f TkePsiti.kn as mentioned above. built around the knowledges. abilities and skills
needed. and providing examples of the types of tvpicl experience needed (the
`career pathways' previously mentioned) to c:naiify for the position."

Sir erit,ical poSitiorisloccupations (Area Director.- Superintendent, Tribal Op-
erations Officer. Housing Development Officer. Vocational Development Specialist.
and Policeman) were selected as the initial ones for qualification standards/
guideline development. All but Superintendent are in various worldng stages-
Also. a four-page truidanee memorandum was issued in April addressing the man-
agement responsibility to determine qualificatiOnS needed beyond the minimum
("seleeti-.-e placement flicto-s") and the matter- of acceptability/suitability of
ea nd idates.

This is one area of the Action Plan where there is some practical management
involvement. he it only prirnririly at the Central Office level. However. managers/
super- visors throughout the Istireau are often unaware of the maitre of 'qualifica:-
tion standards. their respons:bilities in iThis area. or the current Action Plan
thrust. They typically feel that the whole business is 7orrie mysterious and cumber-



some system juggled (and sometimes bungled) In personnel officesand fre-
quently, this feeling seems Justifiable from the words and actions of these offiees-

More-than simply the development and issuance of the needed standards/
guidelines will be required to remedy these problems based on misconceptions
und:la.ck-of expertise, such as more imaginative leadership from the personnel

-function .and morewillingnes.s to understand and "own up to" by management_
:There remains a. desperate-need for the two guidelines called. for above. re
Those abilities and.sloals and personal characteristics relevant to all manat-eria/

positions, and Tapon which candidates for management positions will be appraised
and ranked and (hopefully) -selected- 'Until the Bureau recognizes that "anybody"-
does..not become a.n effective manager by simply putting him/her into such a posi-
tion. and bestowing a title. -"everybody and anybody'* will continue to get Into-
nianagement positions with certain failure as managers too frequently built in-

That degreee .of understanding of and 1:!..rapathy with Indian problems. goals
and culture-which anyBureau employee in a position oZ majcr responsibility must
display -if he/she is_to be able to carry out effectively these responsibilities. This
knowledge/attitudinal factor is referred to more expansively in the additional
action step H:R.14 recommended below.
Mt 9 Improve procedures for determining eligibility and qualifications for

specific vacancies (pp. 42-42)
must be clarified to managers that they are responsible_for defining the more

specific loiovrledges, abilities and sums needed for satisfactory, performance in
each specific job; and to personnel staff members that these specific qualification
factors must be developed with .imagers /supervisors having the vacancies, be
included in the vacancy announcements, and used as an essential part of the
rating process-
, "The great controversy everywhere in the Bureau regarding personnel offices'

`4quaLifying anybody' is due to the absence of this step_ 'Minimum qualifications'
has been equated by all to purely the X--1.1S requirements regarding experience
and education, instead of .to these as au lifted by the more specific requirements
inherent in any individual job.

-"In addition - . the procedures used in determining whether applicants meet
the qualification requizements and in ranking those who do should be subjected to
a. major study and improvement project This is particularly relevant and essen
tial in view of the generally perceived uselessness of the record' for determining
the quality of employees' performance. . The development and use of vouchers
or qualification inqrary forms tailored to the types of positions being filled should
be pursued. The use of a Bureau appraisal/evaluation board or committee should
be considered for all positions where the Commissioner has not delegated his an-

. pointing authority (i.e. 'key' positions) . In every way this project should refine
and develop methods to ensure that no candidate finally listed on a certificate
cannot be expected to perform the job satisfactorily."

In addition to the April issuance mentioned above in HR 8, a four-day quali -
fications rating training session for all Bureau staffing specialists . was held in
Zuly- Similar sessions are now to take place in all Areas, for supervisors and
others. involved in staffing work. This is one of the most concrete and potentially
Meaningful steps that has been taken under the Action Plan. For continued
progress. monitoring of the effectiveness of the Bureauwide implementation effort
must be intense.However. there has been no movement so far in the vital areas of improving
procedur- of obtaining more meaningful information regarding applicants' back-
grounds and potentials, or in appraising (..iindidates for "key" positions (e.ret. Area
Directors and Superintendents). Work. should start now on :

Identifying and developing whatever revised or additional methods are needed
for getting meaningful data on candidates' knowledges, skills. abilities, and per-
sonal acceptability /suitability characteristics relevant to specific occupations and
types of jobs..Establishing a more institutionalized pr,,.-edure for locating and considering
candidates for "key" positions. A carefully designee qualifications inquiry form
zeroing. in on managerial qualifications, personal characteristics, and program-
matic commitment shonId -be developed ; grid the potential benefits of establishing
a permanent Management Appraisal and Screening Board, with permanent mem-
bership from top management ranks and "ad hoe" froth proi,-ram/functional areas.
should be seriously considered_

?:
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Mt 10. .Rei..4 sue' updated policy .guidelines for tribal consultation on personnel
aviectiaiss (pp_ 42-43)

correct the inconsistenttent manner with which consultation on personnel
selections now takes place, and its too common pernicious effects. the Bureau
must issue new guidelines and then provide for implementing procedures which
ensu re. adherence _in practice to the stated principles_

"It will be .a ringijor i-tfilienge for the Bureau to 'turn around' the current situa-
tion. where `consultation' in. effect often means that tribal groups demand (and
obtain) the appointment of specific individu2xLs, and the positions affected include
every single one at an agency. Bureau inaction has permitted agency employment
often -to become an extension of tribal politics and factiona4sm, with all the
disruptions and confi.icts inherent in this situatipn renected within the agency
instead of agency employment operations serving as a model of the merit and
fitness principles of. the Federal government for the tribal government to look to
and emulate. This is especially ironic in view of the programs aided and co-
sponsored by the Bureau Zor training Indian tribal members in good personnel
management principles and procedures so they can return to their tribat.goverri-
ments and start applying them."Draft guidelines were developed by a task force of field management officials
in February ; sent Qut for comment to Bureau and tribal-officials and redrafted in
July for top management signature_ They have not vet been signed or issued.

However, few Bureau nanagement and program officials have heard that un-
dated guidelines are being- prepared_ and almost all agree that if siteli written
guidelines are issued_ they will generally be ignoredjust as most written issu-
ances from the Central Office are. This would l:c particularly true of these
guidelines since no follow-through or implementing inechnnisin is built into therm

Unless managers start seeing behavior above them change. and follow-througis
expected and demanded, they are not about to change their "status quo"which
is to conform to the wishes and demands of tribal and school board officials to
whatever extent these are expressed and institutionalized in each agency/Area
Office. They are convinced that doing anything elselike "the right way"wonld
expose them to politic=l pressures and retribution against which they would not
be supported from above.

Hence the issuance of updated guidelines. necessary as-thaat is. must be followed
by the far more difficult and meaningful step of monitoring subsequent develop-
ments and taking risky actions that implement the words. Few believe that this
will happen. Model behavior at top management levels-must come first_
HR. 11. Develop and operate an effective position rnanagern'entJelassification pro-

gram (PP- 43-0
"Here is an area where one of the greatest and most difficult attitude and be-

havior changes. for managers and personne& staffs must take place. It undoubtedly..
is true that many Governmentwide classification standards Eby themselves] do
not serve as adequate bases for classifying various Bureau jobs, and that for some
types of positions no appropriate standard exists at all for this purpose. The
remedy, however. is not to 'damn the system' and classify by 'myths,' but to
develop those revisions and supplementary guides called for. The movement in
this direction has already started.-"The actions necessary to establish within the Bureau an operational- system
ensuring that positions are set up and coated (Int in an efficient and disciplined
manner conforming to legal and regulatoi-Y requirements, are traditional and
multiple_ They include: Defining and clarifying responsibilities Developing
standards and guidelines - Using helpful tools to increase efficiency opera-

. _ Operating a cyclic audit program _ Revising developing
Manual material . ."

Since the issue of position classification was the specific problem area-which
"triggered" the March-April 1976-CSC-Derartment-BIg agreements and-plans for
personnel management improvement in the Bureau. it is not -surprising that more
work has been accomplished here than in any other single action step area. "Crider
the current Action Plan the reconstituted and restaffed Brach of Classification
in the Central Offic4 hasIssued Manual and policy directives addressing such matters, as organization
planning and position management Improvement. accuracy of position descrip-
tions_ accretion of duties as exeeeption to merit promotion, implementation of the
Factor Evaluation System (FES). and classification chartsand is working on
several other major policy issuances.
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Provided technical assistance to the field, covering both individual classifica-
tion cases, specific occupational problem areas, and total Area classification op-
erations. To a large extent =because of this assistance, lt has been possible so far
to return fun classification authority (which was withdrawn from all Area Di-
rectors in April 1976) to six of the 'Area Offices, where local-Management has
taken significant improvement actions of their own.

Conducted a number of classification and wage administration studies and
projects in order to issue position classification guidelines, standards/model posi-
tion de:..--_..zriptions, and similar basic material for improving the Bureau's ability
to operate an effective classification program_ While only a few final guidelines
have been issued so far (1.e_ Educational Aids- and Technicians. Criminal Inves-
tigators, positions containing Contracting Officer Representative responsibilities.
and wage grade positions) , many others are being worked on in coordination
with the appropriate management and program officials, and with the staffing
function._As encouraging as this progress is, there are few indications that there has
been any basic ehange in the -understanding and acceptance by managers and
supervisors Bureauwide of the role of position management/classification, in the
management process, or of their responsibilities in this respect_ As stated last
September ;

"Most managers _ do not see themselves as responsible for being acquainted
with or ensuring the application of the factors which are to determine -the grade
levels of their positions ; they perceive their personnel offices' newly-found inter-
est in this question as an,unnecessary over-utilization of one of the most burden-
some features of the system' without which they got along very well so far ; and
they see themselves as being:: made doubly the victims of circumstances beyond
their controlthe Bureau 'being unfairly picked out as a guinea pig for the cur-
rent classification 'craze: and the Bureau suffering because of 'the system's' in-
ability to recognize Its special needs in classification matters." (p. 22)

These misconceptions and myth:.1.that people rather than positions are classi-
fied, that grade level is based on quantity of work performed and on dedicated
Service. that all jobs with the same title_ or at the same organiZational level
shottld be classified at the same.grade. etc.are as pervaskre throughout Bureau-
management ynagement today as they have been for many ears.

Further, managers generally do not want their personnel offices to ask any
questions regarding the "what's" or "why's" of positions being established or
grade levels_proposed by them; and apparently are not taking seriously or imple-
menting the Manual instructions issued in May regarding position justification/
review now required in the Bureau. Tftey see no reason. -why the content of-a po-
sition description and their proposed grade level should ever be questioned by a
classifier since "our word as managers should be- enough." This despite the_fact.

---that--all--CSG- --and other-- reviews-for-the- Ianst-2-2.--years _have prov_en_th a_t_posi ti o
descriptions are frequently outdated and inaccurate. position 'structures often
inconsistent and illogical. and grade levels inaccura to compared to actual per-
tormance- .

Written issuances and guidelines can continua to lie prepared and distributed
as they will beand the basic eonceptuallattitudinal problem will remain_ Until
managers- hear what expectations are being ievied on them. own up to these re-
sponsibilities, and are evaluated and rewarded based on effective performance-
-in. this area.
UR Develop and conduct er)m nunication 2corks1top::- on personnel manage-

ment (pp- 45-46)
"Enough- has been said above regarding the key role played by the conceptual

and definitional aspects of the Bureau's personnel management problem situation
to make it evident_that various rneans must be found to eausechanges here_ Most
of the action plan steps in the general management area are direCtly related to
this problem_ -by serving- as a foundation for management's acceptance and per-
formance of its responsibility for the health and effectiveness of the Bureau as
an organizational instrument. Without these _ tire Bureau's personnel man-
agement problems -will have little chance for being resolved. Most often, as seen.
the solution demands close cooperation between managers and personnel staffs.
joint projects-and task forces, and mutual understanding of and respect for each
other's contributions."In each major organi=tipnal part of the Bureau. managers should have the
opportunity to sit down with their personnel staff and together discuss the basic



principles and policies of. Federal personnel management . The last thing
needed at thiS time is an intensification or the -two hostile camps' atmosphere
between managers/supervlsors and the personnel offices- A program requiring one
or the other party to sit and be lectured to and 'told' Will have this undesirable
effect. The program envisioned here would have as its chief objective and benefit
the bringing together of the two camps, to start building the -hnsis for that co-
operation and coordination needed if personnel management protems are_ to be

resolved rather thaiiinst cosmeticivily.covered over."
In the sections above. under Sources or Information, and Characterization . of

the Current Management 'Condition, the format of these recently conducted 13
worlmhoin:. and the nature of the cil.setrz-'iris on general management matters
have been covered_-- .The- specific- persc ';_agement topics selected by the
groups for discussion were principa17 reg7i-u,i....aentistaffing,, employee deVelop-
ment/training, position classification --rforziaztnce standards and evaluation.,
processing personnel actions. nepotism 7' eference. tribal consultation and
-pressure. re personnel- actions, and sup managerial training in personnel
management.five of the workshops the local management conditions and_general corn -
munications environment permitted a significant amount of meaningful coinmu-
nications and problem-solving to occur, the result that most,participitants
in these cases felt- they had contributed, had been part of a rebazilding-of-com-
munication-lines effort, and had produced realistic. recommendations /plans of ac-
tion which would help to improve the total 'personnel management situation of
the Area if implemented- 4

At the other end of -the spectrum. in three cases the communication and ,prob-
lezu-solving objectives of the workshopApproach were almost entirely thwarted
by the existence of such severe local management problems (e.g. lack of irub.it
atmosphere of threat and retribution. unawareness of basic management con --

.
cepts) that simply bringing the participants together seemed to exacerbate
rather than help the originally identified problem situation. The remaining live
workshops fell somewhere in between, with varYing.degrees of meaningful corn-.
xnurOca.tions occurring and- realistic solution approaches emerging-

-,In general. this approach to nitacking -the need for both management and per-
sonnel officials better to understand and respect each ()tilers' views so that
common team- efforts can..be undertaken, visibly demonStrated how the opportu-
nity for making real personnel management improvements is-Intimately depend-
ent upbn the general management. condition_ The topics chbsen for discussion and
the_ discussions themselves showed how the -pal-ticipabts themselves found any
attempted distinctions to he artificial : and varying degree of workshop "success"
pc,inted up the decisi3.-e role played by the existing local management conditions_ -

rn some cases the participants agreed that more opportunities of this type for
communications were needed and would be Planned locally. A Bureauwide plan
must now be developed to ensure that. by whatever spe-Cific means. management

. and personnel officials in all organizational parts of the Bureau continue to dis-_
cus-.5 periodically their common problems and possible solutions.

Three additional human resource management problem areas were identified
through this reassessment effort as serious and fundamental enough to be con-
sidered for Action- Plan status. It is therefore strongly recommended that the

-following action steps be inclu ied in the reassessed -Action Plan for Human Re-
- source Management, and be in-I/len:tented- .-

1111 iS. Conduct meaningful orientlztion for new 1,-;inployeeA
There. Is unanimous agreement throughout the Bureau thnt 'new persons join-

ing the 3-- - -be they- managers, professionals, technicians. clerks: etc--are
.-ra-4.1 ,- r-:zest of effective orientation. T.`ae Bureau's written material in-
MU.-- 7 issuances saying "do it" and two booklets on "how to") -are
both ur, . 7 ta ti; many .managers /supervisors as well as generally -unused.

to.z. -..r.ersoften for the first time in a Federal government and/or man-
agemev_t are given little if any orientation to the Federal management,
system ,or Bureau's programs new supervisors often little or no orientation

\to supervisory responsibilities or Bureau administra.tive policies' and procedures:
and new employees In general only the most elementary exposure to the rules
and regulations, rights- and obligations. and co-workers they need to know. This
lack of orientation -is often termed the height of rudeness and ?insensitivity. if
nothling- else : and is sometimes pointed to as a prime reason for the excessive
and rapid turnover araort,.; new hires experienced Bureauwide, as well as for the
many misconceptions prevailing and mistakes made from manager to messenger-

,-



ft is Ttartivularly tragic. to Iisttn to t he many eases of persons joining the Du-'
reau for nue first-time who literally in a. matter of weeks are so disilIusiozzed and
disenchanted by their treatment in this resizect that they resinand spread the
word that-Vie Biirean is indeed ds bad as --everyone" says. Many Of these urn
Indian peopl. They receive no explanation of what the Bureau and its programs
are all about. how their specific jobs .lit into this 1-4ehente. wh,y they are doing what
they are told to door even the courtesy of being-introduced to their coworkers:-
And neithen does the Bureau operate a system -of exit interviewing to find out
what matters of this type might b c corrected_

Given the pr sentImanagement vondition, it is a -real challenge to visualize 4trzw
an effective. motivating orientation program van take place throughout the Bu-
reau what with '-those NI:Ito are to orient/motivate the no .w employees too fre
quen-tly shemselves-lieing so unoriented and tit-motivated_ however. more effective
methods than at prsent can and should be put into inu nse. i.e.:

A model orientation program developed and conducted in the Central Office_ A
couple .tzt- orientation sssits of this general import were attempted this past
winter. 1.-.-hich could be used to build on and follow through.

A 111.n 442- slide-tape presentation regarding: the Bureau--its mtssion, programs.
orgarization. etc.eoul be developed and multiple copies made. available for
mandatory nse throughout the .1-1:tireati. At least one film recently producted by a
private organization on Indians today eultl. also /,. used as an additional gen-
era! orientation device._

orieztrati ining program for all tip i1 hired clerical employees. Bu-
n!:tir.v!-! turnovet in this large Part tzf the work force is particularly high,
and tilt- traie frects of the lok of meaningful orientation and initial job prep-
aration espeeiaily NVhat is neededwith a model established in the Cen-
tral Office for the rest of the Bureau. to followis a mandatory Several -days
gron training sesNion Nvizielz all new clerical employees attend before reporting
to their pc,":irions. in whieh they become acquainted with the basic tools and
tam4ks )f their work.Prepariiu eorrspontlenee in neordanee with Bureau/Departmental re-

quirementsMaintaininr... time and attendance formQ
Preparing t r:tvet anthi IrizationS and vouchers
Preparing: supply anti other types of requisitions
Setting up and maintaining tiles in accordance with Bureau procedures

A speitic person in each agency..A.ra Office. and major organizational unit of
the Central ()trice could be ehargeol with the responsibility to ensure that effective
orientationlty th-, personnel ofriee. supervi'sorimanager. and top managerae-
tuaily takes place. both on an iildividnal basis and in appropriate group sessions
(as (leseribed above). As a specified ditty in his/her position description. at least

rq iTyrmit-rpsporrsi-bitit-.1,---fo-r
follow -- through provedure should then be used to monitor the effective carrying
out of this responsibility_

This action step can be implemented immediately by the designation of a project
leader--who could use appropriate task- force members on a temporary, ad 110e,
basisto do the necessary planning. establishing of deadlines. etc.
HR T.z. /1*-vtrailimit and tr.te addifiGna7,/altcrnate Aqaffing dcrices/rn--de for non-

Indian ns..7e hires
Most Bureau managers agree that it will still be years before there are suffi-

cienr numbers of qualified Indian candidates available for all occupations and
types of positions. even after the nositive outreach recruitment program and the

intake-and-tievelcpment program go into effect_ Particularly in certain
:admiv istra t ve avid natural scierwelgen eraI t rust responsibility .a1-eas, some., non-

ns nntloubtedly be needed for years to come.
However_ too freqnently when non-Indians properly are se eeted and appointed.

the present operational mode is bringing into the Bureau gataranteed future
problems. Only within thg:iraRt couple of months did the Bureau even ensure that
non-India n select4-7es bee, tfie fully aware of the limiting effect that Indian pref-
erenee Nr4il have on their fareer development and promotion opportunities in the
Burean (by mandating the use of a signed certification to this effect for every
non-Indian hired). There have been sad instaneeseven in the Central Of
of non-Inclianc being bronizhf in Avhn cinterly bcott led 1'4+ ilelj.Pve that they -
woannitl have the normal career opportunities.



And there still is 7) Itw:iteod fete ensuring that new non-Indian hires hare any
understandire- of- Iutligie affairs- or any allinity/cemmitment to the basic mission
of the 1.1'urean and to aeeisting India:, people. Vanile the -attitudinal and psycho-
logical problems: of-the "older" non-Indian employees in regard to the new direc-
tions and thrusts of the l_lureau understandably are complex and-have generally
been mismanaged and/or ignored, au attempt sltduld at least be- made not to
perpetuate and. even intleme this is_ sue by continuing to hire persons who may be
culturally, peychologicallY and -temperamentally unable to relate.- to the basic
values and commitments underlying the whole concept of the present policies_ -and
environment of Indian. Affairs.

What is needed is the developTh tf 1.1:-e of :
An atYpealeal device for all non-Indian candidates (who meet all other quali-

.fications) to attempt to "screen out" from selection those who obviously and
blatantly cannot ciipe with the values/commitments being discussed_ This could
take the form of.several',pagre.; of written material summarizing' the saliefft pt)int!-;
6c the Government's policies and proeraMs, their underlying values (e.g. Indian
self-determinatien capabiiiiy. right to separate cultures, etc.). and the psychologi-
i-exi implications for non-Indian employees of the Bureau. -The. candidate could
then-be as-ked to indicate whether he/ehe (a ) rzitlerstoocl this material, (b) Finds
hirn/hr;4elf in reemeu t_t berewi tit. and t.e) Wants to be part of an organization
devoted to these values/purposes.

71.7his will of course not guarantee that persons constitutionally opposed to these
matters will efoe be selected. bitt it would at least serve as a "flagging"- device for
both the eandidaie and the Eatreau on a significant issue which presently is gen-
eraily net being addressed effectively.

.

A limited/term appointment system to be used as an option when appropriate.
As moreeitul more Indian enndidates lieconxe qualified and avaihtble through the
intake-and-development program and tither efforts, there will be increased need
for non - Indians (when there is a need at all) whi-.)se tenure.with the Bureau is of

- only a certain limited duration. e.g.. 2-3, years. If it seems probable that certain
of jobs or specific- positions will be filled with Indian candidates in another

few .i-ears but cannot yet so be filled, why appoint newbohired non -Indians (as
15 now-being done) with unlimited tenure?

The authority for limited /term appointments exists in the Federal personnel
z,:vstena. This action step simple contemplates that the Bureau develop a policy
regarding the appropriate- eircumstaeees and factors for use of this appointment

"mode in appointing...non-Indians, and guidelines for applying the policy. .

Int 15. Operate a meetni!igful per' formance i:t-caua?ibn system
The Bureau has a. ae?ui and well tie-eight out written performance evaluation-

plan in its Manual. And -it is the genera! consensus throughout the Bureau mat
it. is not being used in any meaningful way.

With .erg few exceptions. managets,(supervieors do not develop individual per-
formanee standards/ehjectivee with each of their empTayee-e-e-ali--eot-periodierate---------------
discuss perfermanee nr "how are we doing" with empIoyefs : and do not make any
meaningful evaluatiensiappraisals either orally to their employees or in any
written manner. EMPloyees (including. of course. managers and supervisors
themselves) have 'lin le if any conception of the expeetations of their bosses re-
eariline how much and how well they are surip,,z;,, i-vf whatand often not
evini of "what." -The general feeling is that to do those kinds of thirigs would be impoesible be-

'cau -nobody would back us up if we really dared." In other words, as in so
'many other areas_ to use the'73,urean's: prc-r..-riheci system would result in punish-.
znent rather rlian approbation. As lean= as nobody sees anything of this nature
being done about the ninny "ineffective performance" eases perceived at higher
levels. it is hard to refute this line of thoiethe This human resoure-e management
problem is obviously closely tied in to the general manterement conditions: -kits-
cuseed above_However. what cern and must happen is- fer some manager (preferably the
Assistant Secretary 'for Indirn Affairs himself) to start setting the model for
leiPiementing the Bureates own manualized performance evaluation system_ Indi-
vidual performance disenssins with Area and C'entral Office directors are des-

-perateay needed_ to co")111C to a mutual understanding (preferably reduced to some
sernple written paragraphs) regarding quantity/quality expectations. re rurujnr
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objectives and responsibilities; and then followed by periodic. 'meaningful-Ills-
cussil us with each regurding-h ,well the two-perceive progress in ineeLng-these
expectations/performance standards.

And then the Assistant Secretary should require that each of these managers
now do likewise with their subordinates and so on down through the whole
ofganiz.ation. With top managers now .setting the example, the signal will go out
that it is-all right to -do right."

A. project leader/facilitator to aid the top managers in starting to perform this
-iinportant and difficult part of their management responsibilities could well be

.. designated- Some carefully hand-tailored individual and group orientation, discus-
sion anti modelling ses.:-sionsshaped around the netUal management atmosphere
and environment_ in the Bureau and of-specilic individual Bureau managers
svould help to avoid possible mistakes and misconceptions_regarding techniques,
tone, and purpose. It has long been recognized in academic and working organiza-
tions that a successful .performance evaluation operation is difficult to design and
even more so to practice. Many organizations have met the challenge, and the
Bureau must too.In the meantime. it is strongly recommended that the Bureau temporarily
cease proeessing and granting monetary incentive awards (e:g_ quality increases.
superior performance. etc.). In the presentmanagement environment, Inciudinr.::
the absence of performanee standards, the incentive award operations often re-
sult-in increased cynicism and further demoralization rather than motivating
the work force. Cases of formal and informal abuses of the system are widely
discusl-zed since-In the :absence -of performance standards and"--evaluated achieve-
ment to serve as a foundation for awards, the basis often appears to be political
pressure, personal promotion and friendship, and other supposedly irrelevant
factors.As a minimum. the 'Department should help the Bureau in this respect by con-
ducting an immediate review of" the incentive awards operations in the Central

-
fre,tc Jo -implement and timetable

Ars .en a be seen. Ilureatt management must-allocate inure actual resources and
demonstrate more true commit meat to the Action Plan for Human Resource
Management_ This is e.4t purely a personnel office effort, although. much of the
specific leadership and day-to-day work- naturally falls there and f:nuch of that
is being- donebut not as much as the urgency of the situation demands. .

Ninny persons outside 4-if the personnel function can and should be assigned-to
apprelforiate p73rt or the work_ but so far management and -personnel -officiaLs
4144 not apT4ear to ennceive of and/or permit this use of Bureau resources." A much.
higher priOrity and sense of urgency to -get on with it" is required from alL

All the steps.in this Action Plan 'for Human Resource Management, includ-
in- the three additional 011etz; recommended (HR 13-15). are part of the normal

lakzision_atiaersoianel.
_lianagement : and the work aecompli!-,hed to date has been led andperformed
by Division personnel. While there _an urgent need for some -specified addi-
tional resnurceg in various action arc.. there should no longer be a.'-need for.a
Project Manager to be concerned with this part of the total Action Plan ;f top
Iturea It and IN-1-sonnel Division management owns up to and fulfills their leader,-
ship responsibilities.Tip management mm ..4t. set-overall expectations -and deadlines for accompliSh-

_____.m-el-rt-.-a-n-4-r"periodien11/-mealitor progress; and the Division .Chief must fj.o" like-
wise- in more speitic detail. holding his Branch chiefs accanntable_fof setting
individual 44I-43eetives. meet-in-= agreed upon time limits, and reeommending ap-
pr.,t,ri:, tr. ekargzr s any f r Iles". To whatever_ extent the present Project NIfan-
:Igor 1els.:.a.r-V-4,91 in Mese roles. for the sake of the responsjhle managers them-
selve".--tliid the institutionalization of human resource management progress in
theTtur-au. the roles must now 1.0 fully performed by their rightful owners.

Tag- ante of the lack of si.gnificant progress to date in the crucial and urgently-
staffinz./developrnentat thrust represented by HR 1-3. a project manager

t-44 hcip ...nordinate an action team and get these steps moving is needed. This
is 'shown in ilOppendin. C, which consists of a summary of the HR actions with
reeotamended. timeframes and leadership/participating resources.

0
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AIL ILE.1..SSEISSZD ACTION PLAN MR rEasos :sex. FUNCTION MANAGEMENT .41

-The, tremendous challenges and problems associated with the personnel func-
tion- (PF) itself within the Bureau were addrekkr.ed. in the September 1976 report
under five action- steps (pp. 23-24 dc 47-50) . Basically, it was recognized that this
administrative function had to a large extent become part of the problem rather
than the solution - that personnel offices and their staffs often were understaffed
and limited in their conceptual and technical capabilities ; and that iersonnel
operations were sometimes in a state of disarray bordering on the traumatic.

The path out of this dilemma ror the personnel function . - [must] start with
actions adequately to staff and train and personnel offices and staffs themselves,
[and] the main areas to be addfessed are

" Re-defining and clarifying the role of the personnel office function within
human resource managementEstablishing a program planning system for setting priorities and Inte-
grating the activities of the main specialty functions

Developing the. function into a coordinated and4cooperating network of
offices working -towards common goals under common concepts, and sharing
problem perceptions and solution approaelies-in order to attain greater. -effi-
ciency and effectiveness .Impror'ag operational ways of doing business through a Bureauwide
systematic study and further application or automated methods

Operating a -Bureauwide evaluation program: in coOperation with the
Department and the Civil Service Commits:40n. to serve as a self-correcting
and self-developing mechanism for problem identification and resolution-

Thenthe personnel function should be able to meet both the problems and
-challenges of its part of the management _work to be, done . - Providedthat
mana..Pement recognizes its proper role in human resource management and ex-
hibits the leadership attitudes and behavior congruent with these responsibili-
ties," (P-24)The progress made during the past year in the personnel function has con -
.listed mostly of reconstructing and reorganizing the Divisior Personnel. Man-
agement in the Central Office (as already mentioned o. more -quately staffing
several, of the Area personnel offices, and trninin.- personnel :,-pecialists in cer-
tain discrete concerns. _Accomplishments cit.il above under various HR action
steps have to a large extent been due to the work of the augmented position
classification, staffing. training. and pel.sonnel ex-min:at staffs...

Also, some movement has occurred in preparing st Ittexnerits of function, ob-
taining written proCedural and other materiaf from Area personnel offices, and
providing technical assistance to personnel offices Bureauwide.

However, the scope and severity of the improvement rie.2ds continue to out-
weigh the action being taken_ The main problems nor eeing addressed.adequately
( if at all) are the followingrand these' thus represent the needed steps under

-----the-a igned-A-ction---Piariersettnel-Funetion--M-anage.rrient-!PP- I. Establishing a program-planning system ftkr setting prioritics-and
ating the activities of the various. speeialty funetions. 1Thilt: objectives have

been developed by each 'Branch of the Division. of Personnel Management, no
overall personnel' function plan has been established with integrated priorities
and a system for continual coordination of efforts.

In same cases the Branch chiefs concerned use performance objectives. work
plans with deadlines, anti periodic progress reviews with their own staff mem-
bers. For the Division as a whole. these techniques are not uSed-, as generally
and effectively as they must be,to ensure the success of the massive improvement
plans 'being undertaken.,PP-2.Developing the fnnction into a coorglinating anal conperatingireatz-
wide mechanism for developing common concepts and for problem sharing/solv-
ing behavior_ Area personnel offices remain generally isolated from each other
and in many ways from the Central Office---nnd are not constituent, parts of an
integrated network. 'What communications of this type occur are usually depend-
ent upon somebody who happens to know someone else. While several Central
Office personnel specialists have been to some or many of theBurenn's personnel
offices for various technical :11s:sista-ince, review. and specific problem' purposes
and while there has been one Bureanwide meeting of personnel specialists fin
staffing) and another for position classifiers and personnel officers is planned for

2& 0



Octoberno standard operating procedures are systematized to ensure that
different offices are not duplicating each otherS' efforts in attacking problems or
preparing written nuiterial.Various devices that could help the present situation are not being used, e.g.
Bureanwide conterence,calls, distribution of staff meeting minutes, and periodic
issuance of a Bureau. personnel bulletin/news lettert-for the personnel function it-
self. Area 'perSonnel office staff members generally feel that the Central Office per-
sonnel. function is removed from their concerns, and does, not provide the active
coordination and positive leadership needed_ .

PF 3.-1ml:tracing operations and work methods within the,function, While-the
bitter complaints of managers and supervisors regarding the quality of per-
sonnel. services and the -long delays in processing actions are often due to their
Crum inability to -make decisions and take appropriate actions, they are also often

-due-to-work-zaethods -and-practices- within the personnel offices which cry out for
study and Change. No Bureauw.tde efforts have begun to improte the efficiency of
the offices through work now analysis. forms improvement, performance stand-
ard sett'ag.jor other recognized techniques for addressing possibly outdated and
non-productive work methods and operations.

What Central Office assistance has been given to operations has to a large
extent had tribe concerned with that office's own operational personnel branches,
in 1Vashington. D.C. and Albuctuerque. This assistance came only after these
problems became so visible and intense that Departmental and CSC concern could
no longer be ignorednot to speak of that of the Bureau's own 'Managers and su-
pervisors. There are still no plat for addressing st'De of the key issues in these
two problem areas, such as viable Ataffing patterns, improved professional service
capability, and more effective- supervision.

PF 4.--limprocing -personnel opt. eations through further application of auto-
mated ethods.. The. Burean's present automated system is primarily budget/
finance' oriented, arid is neither designed for nor usable by the personnel function
for even some of the common needs such as position control, vacancy lists., skills
available in the work force.. ticklers on upcoming placement actions. training
needs, turnover rates and projections. etc. Further. there is nobody within-the -
personnel function assigned 'to this problem area or apparently even interested
in -addressing itThe tremendous savings in time in personnel operations potentially realizable
through the availability and use of automated dataif nothing elseshould dic-
tate a change from the present situation. The real benefits -woul of course lie in
bolstering the Bureau's ability_ to perform those professional pe onnel services
now going wanting such as manpower planning, career planni and develop-
ment. manpower utilization. and position management

All of these personnel function improvement needs make it ins erative that
top,- management of the Bureau clearly state their expectations' of the Chief Per-
sonnel Officer : ensure that the specific program objectives and_the time-frames
-foe their nceomnlishmenr-h4 established in the Division of Personnel Manage-
ment: assist the Division Chief in ma-kri-ri:-firso-rgoel =1 orert-nrodel-for-the-Bu-----
ream in coordinated responsibilitv ownership : and monitor and follow through
with appropriate actions based on degree ofprogres.

The management leadership and direction of the personnel function Is a vital
ingredient to the total problem resolution. It would be ironic if the function
which has served as_ the catalyst and "wedge" for identifying general manage-
ment improvement _needs. in turn ,..becornes unable to keep up with the general
mnpagement progress hopefully about to commence.

Ideally. the personnel function-- should be leading.- rather than just "keeping:
up" or falling behind.

AN INDIAN CAliErAt E-2:iNTC.F.: 7ONCE AG -"LI:N.% AN ALTER:s. ATIVE OPTION
FOP. FL rrrrit cossrnEn_vriox

At the end of the report last September (pp.'M.--.52): the question was raised
whether the time bad come "To give tribal groups the opportunity to establish
their own version of a personnel management system for Bureau operations."
Continuing = -

"Excepted from the va riot's laws. rules and regulations of the `rnaiority cul-
ture' pertaining to personnel management. each tribe _which wished to eta so
-would design. the type of operation that hest fitted its concepts of position struc-
ture, compensation. employment practices. etc. Since there is some carnation in
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basic values from tribe to tribe, this alternative recognizes the potential inappro-
priateness of trying to have one consistent policy or Practice throughout theBureau. If it is true that the Itareau in effect deals with a large number of enti-
ties comparable to local governments, scattered throughout the country, whyattempt to force conformity when diversity is the rule in actual local- govern-

ant matters in the United States?'Each schoolas has en said recentlymay very well be the best organiza-
tional entity to set its own %mall fications. pay rates,_and management proceduresfor the personnel it needs. Each tribe may be -the best judge of how to organize
andstaff and manage its agency's personnel dimension."To have this opportunity now, Indian tribal governments must opt for con-
tracting under PI, 93-6:38, and then still abide by very specific trajority culture*
terms under the contract Would it be possible to Permit one part of the Federal
governmentthe Bureau of Indian Affairs to operate under a.l.personnel system
which had. built into it a wide variety of different methods and .procedures cob.-
forming to and chosen by the various groups of constituents it- serves? If the.Federal government is serious about giving. Indians real choice, why not also
the choice of personnel management systems-? The manner in which Indian pref-
erence is applied, the variety of qualification factors and their relative weight,
the elements important to evaluating performanceall of these personnel ques-
tions, and still others,, could be made the subject of self-determination by each
tribe."The steps described in the Action Plan are essential to attain effective hunian
resource management as understood in the Federal gover---aent. The alternative
here raised is the possibility of constructing an entirely different system, as
determined by Indian paople, but still part of the Federal .government."

Apparently no con..---ration of this "alternative option" ever took place in the
Bureau_ .NoW: however, the basic question raised has become "popular" since the
American Indian Policy Iteview. Commission's report makes recommendations re-garding a separate "Indian career service?' Unfortunately, most of the remarks
and views expressed on this topic seem. to be based on several misconceptIons
regarding the present. system, and on unrealistic expectations concerning such a
separate system.

_ Many of the proble ms- managers find with the present personnel management
system are not due so much to the e:-ential nature of that system as they are
to the Bureau's lack of understanding of. the system. and of imagination and ini-
tiative in- using it. For example. at the ag-:--nc3- level there. is nothing in the
present system to prevent the filling of positions at the lower grade (and wage)
levels through local announcements and lists of eligible candidates froth local
source*" in an expeditious manner. Many other Federal agencies do Just that.
and do it properly under Civil . Service rules and regulations with PricPperly
trained personnel.The point is that the Bureau has not analyzed its needs in this respect and
presented to the Civil -Service Commission a...plan for such_decentralized-staffing-__

Tri emir 4:::rit:s.....clevirp 1. aid and_techni-
eian. and even some professional fe.g. teacher) occupationsif the Burean and
the Indian tribes wanted to go in 1-1-1-73.irection.

Similarly, the present system permits the Bureau to develop its own grade-
lines. for both qualification anid classification :.--tandardsand. as described
above, work in this area is proceeding. Single agency standards, if needed, ean
also be established and approved : some have been.

The advocates of a separate Indian career serv-icez. 710Nrever, seem to believe
that if such a service were established. there would be no rules or regulations
concerning classification and qualification standards. position -structures. pay
levels, training and incentive award operations. etc_ Or. whatever i-nles and
Illations there were. they would' in eff-ct allow "anything and everything' to
occnr,This unrealistic expectation files in the face of the fundamental facts regard-
ing human resource management in American Society. All Federal government
executive branch personnel systemsand there are many excepted from most of
the Civil Service system. Such as TVA.. FBI. CIA. the Foreign Service. and parts
of VAare based on the same basic management principles of equity, responsi-
bility. and .standards as is the Civil -Service- syStem, arid all are approved by
Congress and held accountable by the normal process of GAO and OMB.

It is visionary to expect that the very fiber and tone Of Federal government
Management could- be discarded in any Indian career service. There, would stn./

& s
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-"be .44-tandardi4 and equity responsibility for stailing..iDaying trnining and moti-
vating the work force.Itather than indulging in verbal fisticuffs based on unexamined principles re
setting up or not setting up a separate Indian career service. what irfutd be
beneficial to the Bureau at z hisstime wouldbe to engage in

1- A comprehensive revi.1.-w or what exactly cr*: and should be done under the
present -_,-,:ysteta to 9olv many of the Burk-1111-s ,--taftizer. problems by using, the
system more imaginat vel.y. A 2-3 week intensive project involving appropriate
Bureau, Departmental and CSC offleials would probably result in changes tlf-at
would go far to addre:e4 many of the frustrating and illogical operations about
which managers new legitimately etpnlida-In.

2. A more long-range study of the intriguing possibility. of constructing some
-personnel management Ft-sterns based on local Indian cultures and' values, as.
mentioned -above. Such an effort would at least result in "flushing out" the
present unexamined u.ssumptions or a. separate Indian career servic.e,and might
prove to be one of the most exciting developments in Federal personnel man-
agement to date. -APPENDIX A

DIA 1-...cTERNAL .N.LAN G E ENT PROM-EMS rDEN TIFIED TIIE SEPTEMBER. 1976
REPORT .

J. The attempt (and- failure) of the Bureau to cleal with .,rite totally new
Indian affair-.4 problems and situations of the past S-1() years by employing
basically the same internal management attitudes, approaches and procedures-.
of the past (p.

2. A historic under-valuation of the significance of internal management 'la_
the Bureau f

3_ A historic absence of the team ..ork approach with meehanisms for iden-
tifyine common problems and **X1 4>at t" them' lip to. headquarters for common
resolution (p.4. A lack of continuity in top man ri.fcbment lead, -hip which. from the stand-
point of managers outside of Washington_. has added up to a. lack of Cen-
tral Office capability to provide real leadership. guidance and assistance (p. 5)

5. A mission. or reason for being, r. `fish has become unc-lear and controver-
sial within the Bureau (pp. 5-S)C. Deep 'conflicts _within the Bureau regarding 'fundamental program objec-
tiVes and roles--charac-terized symptomatically by Central Office. Area 'and
agency organizational inconsistency. dysfunction and disarray (pp. (-7)

7. An inabll:ty to _formulate and issue clear and timely policy guidance- (p. 7)
A general breakdown in programmatic discipline resulting In procedural

Inconsisten.C14s among Areas and general violation of rules and regulations-
(pp- .7-S)9. An Inability to communieate effectively within the Bureau. so that "real"

-and-"problems.
the communication atmosphere borders on discourtesy and crudeness (pp. S and

10. No system for evaluating prr,grarn e ec iveziess (pp. 8-9)
11- An inability to Identify/anticipate problems, develop alternative possible

solutions. and make timely decisions ( p.
32_ A general lack of confidence In or respect for leadership in' the orga.niza-

tien (p. 9)13_ An inability/anwillingnea to understand and/or accept owernship of
Internal management responsibilities ( pp. 12-14)

14. The absence of an effective institutional focus for internal -management
(P- 25)

_ 15. The lack of an effective, clearly identified system for ensuring that (a)
organizational 'arrangements. (b) manpower allocation/utilization. and (c)
work methods matters are studied. analyzed. and decided upon in a consistent
and timely manner (pp.-26-27)

36- T21e absence of systems to (a) orient managers to basic -management prin-
eiples, concepts and responsibilities : (h) guide persons to obtain approprinte ex-
perience/background for management careers : or (c) identity and appraise
ea nd date= with potential for man ag.ern en t peed ti ons ( pp. 29-34)

17. A very limited conception of personnel management. as a ,burdensome
"system" -imposed upon the organization from "outside :" rather than a. man-
agement responsibility to plan for, obtain and utilize human -resources needed
for program achievement (pp. 12-14)
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APPENDIX B

Y OF ACTION PLAN FOR aNERAL MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT WITH RECOMMENDED
SEQUENCE/TIMEFRAME AND RESPONSIBILITY

Tinsel:arm '1.01de:ship responsibility Icing" resource

,oariamfomomailogoMffigumwMINNEPOMINInileilMilmalMIMMINMININIMW*;

3 bureauwide this September 1977 'assess. September 1977 Acting Deputy Commissioner.... Project manager, all BIA managers.

Assistant Secretary for Indian General project manager.
lion On for general rcanagement Improve. October 1971

yk,desiviation of general pie manger;

eau personnel will be assigned to help imple .

led teem mode.

.tirs forinternal management (Deputy Assist

airstaper).
reaponsibilibes of this position, using oppor. .do

it Bureau to the concepts/principles of man.

neu personnel
Project to de5ne and clarity Bureau mission

iluation standards for each major program

policy of communications for Bureau; and.....

ir effective communications.

tzpedations re conformance to: Hours of duty

mum standard: of conduct; basic principles

inducts of program commitment.

ir 30 managers/supeoisors in principles and

on.

address abuses, that is: bureauwide alcoholism

Mop," bureauwide publicized program re mis.

system for rewarding "doing right"

it development program, that is:

cans for management orientation for all man-

"doing it"'
for career development into management

sr identifying and developing management

do.

October to December 1977

da Chief permnnel Officer, Director of Personnel, USW.

...do..., Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, project

manager.

.do

do....

Do;

Appronriate BIA official as project leader with selected

BIA, departmental and tribal officials.

Task force of BA program officials for each function

wills tribal representatives,

Projectleam from 30 to 40 personnel.

Project team from 30 to 40 personnel with input from

Division of Personnel Management

October 1917 to March 1978.... Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs,

October 1977......., ...... Assistant Secretary tar Indian

Affairs,

Now Ind ontinginf .de .

October to November 1977 Deputy Assistant Secretary for

November 1977 to March 1978..

November 1977 to February

1978 and continuing.

Inn Affairs.

Bureau training

Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs.

January to February 1978 do.

March 1978 and continuing..... Bureau trainingofficer.,.

January to March 1978

WA and "outside" resources, as appre^iate.

Proiect teams from 30 to 40 personnel, with input from

Division of Personnel Management and Departmental

&heals.

Project team from 30 to 40 personnel, wittkinput from

Division of Personnel Management

procedures for ongoing program evaluation do.

le proper :roles and relationships in present .....do

analytical program in organizational, manpower April to June 1978

Nork methods areas.

izational changes are needed in BIA do

Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs.

......

Project team from 30 to 40 personnel, with input from

administration functions.

Project teem from 30 to 40 personnel, with input from

area and CO directors.

3 project teams from 30 to 40 personnel, with input from

administrative functions.

Task force (mention in Under Secretary's Aug. 1,

.
1917 statement), witr, er from 30 tr.. 40.



APPENDIX C

SUMMARY Of ACTION PLAN FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT WITH RECOMMENDED SEINENCEITIMEFRAME AND RESPONSIBILITY

Tiollame todenhip responsibility "Doing" resource

Allow adoption of reassessed and expanded DIA action 'plan for human October1977,...... ... ..... Assisbnt Secretary for Indian Chief perionnel officer (CPO),

Neuron management imProvement (and distribute widely); and designa Affairs,

Joint I project Manager for the stalingldeveloPmental thrust rep-

Notld by HR 14

,.'Assign remibiliti to specik pylon in Division of Personnel Management

for doming Ind :npurging as action plan implementahonimatoring

!on,
(HR 1.3) Idttly Ind issign roource panne' needed to accomplish HR

lip Mat ist FT Pitt Older to °Apt' IR 1 (manpower forecasting);

FT ;mid ludo aai tonoonivid hoc participant to accomplish NR 2

(Positive ref.rnitment); and FT oroject loder and temponryiad hoc action

team members to ap4oPlish HR ( I1611 intake and development).

(1111 sortspeurc approaches to be implemented to start xcomplishing

HR 4.prow more Indo Mineero, foresters, etc.); and assign specific

flaPornibilitio fu ries`glazd protramildministration officials for imple

notation and followthroll,jh.

5, (HR Follow throoth on NR
(lftdialfPftfirifteapplicationluidtlines) by

Setting et ample in csotPI ofIce... .

Conducting 04 discussions s bu. rouwide re guidelines

Orien5eg personnel es to stole more leidr.hip in 41pr:catkin

(HR 8) Continue quiratio standards/guidelines development

7, (NR 8)Dollop nullikation Moline for all managerial positions........

.....do . Dirodor of Administration..... CPO and; his branch chiefs,

.....do..r do

do........... Assistant Secretary for Indian

Affairs,

Immediatel ,. . ... .........
(tctober to December 1917

immediately and continuing..

October to December 1977

Director of Administration

..do.

CPO

CPO

CPO

OR I) Mein, oldeline for Indian ilairalculture understandinglempithy November 1917 to Mum 1918. CPO,.

for if - 4 with major responsibilities.

9, (HR 9) lignite( Ind folly' Unto on bureauwide training effort ft qualifi Immediately and continuing,... CPO ........ ....... ..... . . ... Branch of stallinemanpower,

atiosts Wings

10, (MRS) Identify and develoP improved morns for assessing and ranking September 1977 to February CPO '
D a

andjuate.k , ,. 1978, ,

11 (HRS) Design Improved Procedures for assessing candidates for "key" do. CPO ..... .......,.. ....... .... ; Do, i

Central office directors,

All CO managers,

All AD's and superintendents,

Branch of stallinglmanpower.

Do.

Branch of stallingfmanpower with ad hoc management

team,

Positions, including mannerist qualdiution farm and management rap

OW and tratflhig board.

12. 1O) Issue tiodattiolicY guideline for tribal consultation en personnel October 1977

301004",

13, (HR ICI OOP and operate
monitoring system re proper Implementation of do...

Is, (HR 11) Continue preparation and issuance of policy directives, provision of September 1911 and continuing.

technics' psistance, and conduct of ossification studies and guideline

Projects, accordance with an objeavesIdeadlineiplan.

Deputy Assistant Secretary for CPO,/

, Indian Affairs.

Director of Administration...... CPO with ad hoc management team,

CPO .. Branch of classification.



15 (NR 11) Take actions and set example to insure that managers understand

'ad "own" Mir asitiOn management dissipation responsibilities;

16, (MR la Develop al Imp** burauivide So. for continuing periodic

communStict oho for menapra/poroonel stills.

17 (KR 13) Develop adimplatal Oda orientation prop; including

sit Oros central oft model prop; bureauwide use of films re

Boma and Igloo aionfatiorutriinine program for new clerical em.

*Pet alignment of resurditdity for monitoring orientation to specific

employee Math apecylau olcolco unit.

'IL (HR 14) Develop ad unionise) dke for "screenini out" non.Indian

cendiefalts unable to oxipt Berne/Indian commibunkivalues,

October 1911 and continuiet.,.. Deputy hssistant Secretary for CPO with ad hoc management tam.

Indian Adak

`do . Director of Administration.,.... CPO and branch of Pining/employee development

October 1911 to mothigm . Burch of treinintlemployee development

October to December 1911. CPO Branch of stanilmoPnwer.

IL 14)Develop policy and guideline for user of limiladiterm agoinimeili January to June 1978. .

for roloOn Wu,
1 (KR 15) Putinto meaningful apatite Burea's paformas evaluation

silts by:
Top meopment setting =mole in perform= erudition discuss

lion with am and central officedirors.

Designating and using a temporary project leader /facilitator a assist top

niugpment.
R1401010 sutordinite managers lo do Raise" down the line.....

Monitoring their perform= of this responsibility

a, (HR 1.5) Cuse.prossing and granting monetary incentive awards bureau.

'wide performs= 144111.01 process is effectively implemental

(4 performance standards/objectives);
Department has reviewed

=tarots incentive awards operations

0.11MIMMIMONIYMbIlOMM.MOMY.Amin....

,....

October 1911 and continuinP,...

October 1971..... ........ ..

October 1911 and continuing..

do .

October 1971. ... .

Assisteet°Secretary for Indian

Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs.:,,

do

Do,

Temporary project ludeillacilitztor.

Director of Administration,

CPO and branch of employee/labor Whoa,

Do.

Do,
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
WARREN K 1-NG AND ASSOCIATES, INC.,

CONS K.,--r-iAN--rs TO ALA
Chicago, September 1976_

Senator JAMES ABOrREZK,
Chairman, American. Indian Policy Review Commission, C ress of

The United States, House Office Building Annex No. 2, -oinffashing-ton, P.C.
DEAR SENATOR ABZCREZS We are pleased to present this report con-

txaning the findings and recommendations of ths Bureau of Indian
.Affoirs Mana.gement Study. As mandated in the enabling legislation
of the\commissiOn, the private and public sector have pooled their
knowledge in this important undertaking. The study teams have iden-tified problems and developed recommendations to assure deliveryof services"to Indian people in an effective and expeditious manner_
As a result of this work, it is apparent that a.ggressive implementation
is crucial if serf-,deterniination is to be a reality for Indian. people. .The members ofthe study teamswho have provided more than4,000 'hours of their timehave demonstrated outstanding, dedication,
capability and devotion-- This contribution, on a voluntary basis from
industry and education, has made it possible to add a dimension tothe work of your commission which provides unique objectivity
through a third -party point of view. Ali members of the study team
came to this project with limited knowledge of Indian. affairs or -their
traditional problems. As a result, conclusions reached have been accom-
plished without.pri or prejudice or commitment.

This opportunity has been a rewarding experience for each team
'member. Furthermore, the Rarticipation, cooperation and interest of
federal emplovees, the commission and Indian people were invaluable.
Witfiout their helpful attitude and desire for progressive improVement,
this task would have been impossible. The remaining and most impor-
tant step in implementation is for the Executive Branch, Congress
and the American people to act positively fo bring about constructive
change.

Sincefely yours,
WARREN KING AND ASSOCIA.TES7
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FOREWORD
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (MA) is the largest and one of the

oldest bureaus in the Department of the Interior. It was originally
created in the. War Department in 1824 and later transferred to its
present departmental location in 1849. The bureau has approximately
18,000 employees, including part-time staff, and has a-fiscal 1977 budget
of over $1 billion. Headquarter offices are located in Washington, D.C.,
and Albuquerque, New Mexico. Field operations consist of 12 area
offices and. 82 subordinate agency offices serving over one-half million
Indian people. An extensive school, system is operated by the bureau,
while health services are provided by the Indian Health Service of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Services rendered are
many and diversefor example, road construction and maintenance,
community development, law enforcement, tribal organization and
others. Thus, the bureau is a complex organization that is vulnerable
to inefficiency.

The bureau is a frequent target of criticism both by the Indian peo-
ple and Congress. Therefore, numerous studies have been undertaken
by various federal agencies and other organizations. The last major
comprehensive review was the Meriam Report of 1928, which helped
foster widespread .reforms during the 1930s. However, since the orig-
inal intent of these reforms has been compromised and distorted, ur-
gent problems and confusion as to Indian goals and actions led to the
creation of -the American Indian Policy Review Commission. The
cbminission,- created by the United States Congress in early 1975, con-
sists of three members each from the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, five distinguished Indian -le-Eiders and a support staff of 27
specialists. Their goal is to conduct a comprehensive review of the
historical and legal developments underlying the unique relationship
between the federal government and the Indian people in order to
determine the nature and scope of revisions in policies-and programs
for the benefit of Indians. In recognition of the complexity of the com-
mission's mission, 11 specific task forces have been organized. While
enabling legislation created a commission with a broad latitude to
-examine Indian problems, it specified that a management study of the
BIA, utilizing people from both the public and private sector, be a
part of the total effort Specifically, task force threeFederal Ad-
ministration and Structure of Indian Affairswas charged with ful-
filling this mandate. Participation of the private sector has been a
critical element to ensure both objectivity and appropriate manage-

--ment expertise.
Study Approach,

. The -initial step in the BIA management study was a preliminary
survey undertaken in Washington, D.C., and Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, to identify activities of the bureau's central, area and agency

.7.2211:. 0 ... 20

(1)

2.9
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offices. The purpose was to determine appropriate scope and objectives
for the review which would enable study teams to measure the man-
agement effectiveness of federal activities on behalf of the Indian
population. As a result of the survey, the following objectives were
established :

Pinpoint and evaluate key decision points, the L count of dis-
cretionary authority exercised and the level. of Indian participa-
tion in the budget process-

Identify and assess manual and automated information systems
used to manage, evaluate and control the bureau in order to deter-
mine needs and shortcomings, including possible economies and
efficiencies.

Examine present personnel activities and employee relations
techniques to determine if the bureau, is responsive to the Indian
people_Identify and evaluate the management relationships which
exist between the Indian people, the BIA and other government
agencies to determine the most effective methods for de.14vering
services.Eliminate unnecessary duplication of previous management
and organization studies by reviewing their conclusions and
recommendations.

In mating the study, both BIA field offices and tribal councils were
visited- Although field activities during', the study were limited, every
"effort was made to ensure a representative sampling. Both area and
agency offices as well as tribal councils were selected on the basis of
Indian people served, number of bureau employees, organizational
units, geography, and other characteristics which would provide-an
appropriate cross-section for examination of horizontal and vertical
lines of operation.

The study chairman, an Indian business executive and speclal con-
sultant on loan to the commission staff. was responsible for securing
loaned executives and general supervision of the project- Ten execu-
tives, managers and technical specialists from the business and aca-
demic cothmunity, worked on a full-time basis for nine weeks to com-
plete the study. In addition, two Indian commission employees
participated to provide guidance on Indian points of view- Reviews of
specific management functions were assigned to three teams, each
directed by a leader. An executive committee was organized, consist-
ing of three team leaders and an Indian member of task force three.
The committee met periodically to exchange ideas and review findings
and recommendations. All report material was carefully examined
and unanimously approved by the committee_ Program direction was
supplied by the Chicago-based consulting firm of Warren King and
Associates.Three functional teams were assigned to reviewthe budget process,
personnel management and management information. After a brief
orientation period, team members spent one week in Washington inter-
vie-wincr bureau personnel. gathering data, and formulating issues to
pursue in subsequent field research. Immediately thereafter, volun-
teers regrouped into two travel teams which included members of each
functional area_ A. third group remained in Washington to review
prior management studies_ The next three weeks were concentrated on
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visits to two "area, four agency and seven tribal offices;as well as the
Albuquerque ,Administrative Services Center. After individual field
investigations Were completed, members met to exchange information
and to ensure consistent findings. During the last five weeks, team
members regrouped into functional areas and continued their inter-
views with bureau perSonnel in Washington while developing and
writing the final report.

Throughout the- review period, teams discovered a need to con-
tinually evaluate BIA organization. structure. .Although a compre-
hensive organizational study was beyond the scope of this project, it_
became evident that an organizational approach must be .developed to
reinforce other review proposals. A week was devoted to this effort,
resulting in a fourth major topic area dealing with structure. Here the
focus was on BIA internal alignment and no attempt Was made to
evaluate the relationship of BIA within the federal government
organization_ .6

Duririr the review. more than 250 federal employees and tribal rep-
resentatives--including former bureau commissionerswere inter-
viewed_ These individuals were cooperative and provided useful
information. -

Report Organizatio7n,
Review efforts have produced proposals to improve the delivery of

federal services to the Indian people. They are highlighted in -Sec-
tion I, Executive Summary. It includes a discussion of the implemen-
tation of study results and suggests appropriate considerations to ?id
the bureau in achieving improvements. This approach may also serve
as a model for implementation of the commission's total e-ffort. Find-

and recommendations are discussed in detail in Section n,
Functional Reports. This section is divided into three areasBudget
Process. Personnel Management and Manageinent Information. A new
organizational approach is discussed in Section III, Organization
Structure_ To provide additional guidance. Section IV, Implementa-
tion_ proposes a positive approach- for accomplishment of change.
Section Digest of Recommendations, lists 23 spy -ific recommencla-
tiring. and illustrates the implementation action required as well as the
financial impact of the proposals. Members of the review teams are
confident that these proposals can provide substantial benefits for the
Indian people.

Essentially, this review has been a critique of the bureau and its
management practices. As such, it hi,hlir.hts improvement areas and
does not adequately identify the dedication and skills of individual
bureau employees_ The assistance of these people as well as the various
tribal leaders is gratefully acknowledged_ Their cooperation enabled
the review teams to accomplish their assignments expeditiously and
added immeasurably to the value of the project.. The report provide's-a
base for continuing efforts on_ the part of the federal government to
improve its relations with the Indian people.
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Section I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The mandated Indian preference policy in personnel actions is being
implemented, although with some lis.rmful effects on overall bureau
effectiveness. Indian participation in the budget process is a positive
step toward achieving self-determination. Procedures are being issued
to implement the contractin provisions cif Public Law 93-638.

The DivisiOn of Automatic Data Processing is also conducting a
comprehensive modernization study to update its services. A. personnel,
management project director has been employed recently to spearhead
specific improvements in personnel practices. In addition, Manage-
ment by Objectives ONIBO) techniques are being used in a number-of
locations_
Prior As.-:e.its-ments of Rid

Numerous studies have been carried out over the years by other task
force groups, committees, consultants., Indian organizations, federal
agencies and individuals. All have identified problems and made spe-
cific reCommenclations. In establishing the objectives for this study,
it became obvious ,that a comprehensive review of these materials
should be made.

A search 1)f prior reports on 1311 operations was implemented to
pinpoint recurring references to topics tentatively ideutified as poten-
tial problem areas. The purpose was to establish a basis for compari-
son with findings of the current study-and to ensure that all pertinent
problem areas would be covered.

Over 75 representative reports written during the past 25 years
were evaluated. including several comprehensive studies and subse-
quent updates plus a large number of topical reviews made in the last
5 to 10 years. With c#tcasional exceptions, the studies were initiated
by Senate and House committees or the Executive Branch.- In gen-
eral. the reports were prepared by staff groups within these branches
including the House Appropriations Committee, Civil Service Com-
mission and DIA. Occasionally, special task forces were established
while, in other cases. members of the private sector studied Indian
problems. -

For this analysis, -75 reports were grouped into 23 categories which
combined similar short reveiws. These are indicated in Appendix Ex-
hibit. I, Prior Assessmentst.is_tin.s.r. of Titles and Title Categories., Of
the more than 60 topics of speciiic interest identified by the report
review, five general areas were summarized which apply to the broad
subject of management as shown in Appendix ,Exhibit II, Summary
of Prior Management Asess-ments. The five major management topics
considered relevant to this current study are :

Management, including., administration, authority, organiza-
tion. Manning and the like- Nineteen of the 23 report categories
id.1-Itify problems in these areas.

(5)
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Accounting, vatidh includes the budget process in its eight sub--
ject areas, was treated in nine categories.

Management information on all administrative levels was refer-
enced in nine categories.

- - Personnel management and 15 related matters p ertaining to the
effective utilization of human resources were found to be a prob-
lem issue in 15 categories.

Intergovernmental relations, including BI A's relations with
other Executive Branch agencies, Congress, state and local gov-
ernments, were identified in 14 categories-

A sixth major topic encompasses programs- facilities, natural re-
sources, government policies and fibancing. This general area is de-
tailed in Appendix Exhibit III. Summary of Prior Service Assess-
ments- The analysis has shown that prior studies directed somewhat
more attention to this area than to the management practices and
related functions which provide the services. Appendix Exhibit IV,
Details of Management and Service Assessments, lists all 60 problem
areas within the six general topics.

The results of the search indicate that many areas of potential prob-
lems have been previously identified. Within the management classifi-
cation, management practices, personnel administration and inter-
governmental relations received the most attention. Accounting,
including the budget pro Bess. and management informationboth ex-
tremely important to effective managementreceived substantially
less emphasis.
An evaluation of prior studies strongly suggests that findings

related to the management principles of planning, organizing, leading
and controlling have not been given sufficient emphasis. Elements
which require increased attention are:

Recognition that management ability is just as essential to pro-
gram success as capital.

Provision of executive leadership at all organizational levels.
Development of comprehensive, timely information for use by

bureau personnel to ensure effective planning and control_
Instairaion of an improved communications system through-- out the bureau.
Utilization of long-range planning to direct bureau activities.
Implementation of recommendations.

Many of the prior assessments of the 13XA identified similar prob-
lems and resulted in appropriate recommendations- However, thesepast efforts fell short of their objectives because the apparatus for
implementation was not present. As a result of these findings, the rec-
ommendations of this review team are presented with an implementa-
tion section to overcome potential obstacles_
Cancluzione

Durino- this nine-week intensive examination, the following con-
clusions were reached- There is a notable absence of managerial and
organizational capac It:7 throughout BLS Decisions are made on a day-to-da.y basis with little long-range planning- Communication amongthe organizational levels is poor as are agency-tribe relationships.

Evidence of critical analysis and determination of appropriate per-formance standards for key positions is almost nonexistent and
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achievements in most areas are not measured against appropriate
yardsti'eks. There is a critical absence of information essential to effi-

cient administration. Frequently, data as basic as simple performance
- comparisons were not available. Directories and organization charts

were often out of date.
Employee attitude and overall morale suffer dramat1cally as a re-

sult of these inadequacies. The sitaution is further aggravated by the
effects of implementing Indian preference, uncertainty over the effects
of Public Law 93-638, poor personnel practices and inadequate career
development -
../Ziecomarzendatiel7Z8

The proposals presented in this report are meant to serve as the basis
for specific improvement of BIA operationF, policies and procedures.
Recommendations have been made on the most critical areas of bureau
management policy, especially those issues which would produce the
greatest impact for Indian people. These areas include budget, per-
sonnel, management information and structure_

The budget process is unique to the extent that the client is supposed
to formally participate in. the budget request through Band Analysis.
However, long -range planning capabilities do not exist while the or-
ganization of the budget and the planning function is fragmented and
ineffective- To increase the effectiveness of the budget cycle, a formal
planning system must be created as part of the budget process. It must
include comprehensive tribal needs analyses and long-range plans.
This formalized planning system should act as the vehicle to guide
allocation of capital and human resources into strategic areas.

The functions of budgeting. planning and intergovernmental rela-
tions should be consolidated. This new central office organization would
report directly to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and should have
functional responsibility for similar operations at lower organiza-
tional levels. This would improve coordination of these-related.-actin=
ities. Throughout the preparation and presentation process, the bureau
should foster increased Indian participation in the development of
budget information and materials. Implementation will provide in-
creased-visibility for Indian needs and plans. .

Almost every area of personnel management in the bureau is inade-
quate_ The present interpretation of the Indian preference -policy

adversely affects all personnel actions taken by the bureau_
preference ap-

plication of Indian preference should be modified to ensure effective
operation without impeding progress toward the fullest employment
of Indians in the bureau_ A planning system should be developed
utilizing industrial engineering techniques to determine -proper staffi g
levels and position requirements_ Savings in administrative costs could
be redirected to program areas. An aggressive recruiting procram must
also be put into effect to secure both qualified and trainable Indians.
The current classification function must be reorganized to restore
integrity.Employee relations practices require substantial changes. The means
to accomplish this effectively is throuerh consistent,- formal training.
Since training activities need improvement at all levels; a compre-
hensive needs s-analysis should be undertaken and- programs developed
to meet specific requirements. The Civil Service Commission should
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continue to review personnel management activities in BIA- The
project manager's assignment to correct deficiencies in personnel man-
agement must be continued and emphasized-

A modernization study is underway to update, the data processing
function. However, the-estimated. implementation schedule should be
moved ahead 50% while equipment revision should include multi-
processing and communication abilities. Automated inventory systems
should be developed on a centralized basis. The potential financial
benefits would be substantial.Management by Objectives must be revised to set goals flowing
upward from lower operating levels with guidelines flowine. down-
ward from upper management. It should be integrated into the budget
process along with employee performance evaluations.

The present structure_ of the bureau is better suited to serve a.
single, common need, client base. However, Indian people have differ-
ing needs which require a variety of services. The current organization
is characterized by a lack of communication, excessive spans of control
and ineffective leadership. There is little evidence of preparation for
the future impact of Indian self-determination- Indian input and
proximity to decisions is minimal while bureau response time is
excessive.

A new organization concept has been developed to move decision-
makinT closer to the tribal level and provide dramatic leadership. The
recommended approach is based upon separation of functional and
administrative responsibilities- This concept will permit the elimina-
tion of l area offices and the creation of six regional service centers.
This calls for a major change in the responsibilities assigned to new
regional service center managers. Agency. offices would have more
responsibilities and a change in name to local service centers_ Two
consolidated functionsHuman Resources and -Watural Resources
would be established at the central office- The reporting relationship
between school superintendents and the bureau would be strengthened
and a mechanism for Indian participation in educational decisions
would be established. Conflicts between the bureau and the Department
of the Interior ...an be partially ifesolved by elevating the commis-
sioner's position to that of ri.n Assistant Secretary.

'`he bureau must have it own legal staff to provide timely attention
to Indian needs. 'E.tablishing a separate entity in BIA will overcome
existing conflict of interest-problems in the Department of the Interior-
Benefits

s a result of this study, 23 reccp7amendations have been formulated
to improve management activities in the bureau_ These are detailed in
the following sections_ Implementation can be accomplished by execu-
tive action- -

The' primary objective of the review was to focus on problem areas
needing immeiliate attention. Whenever possible, exact dollar savings
were quantified. Improved efficiency is anticipated as a result of all
recommenALtions. Similarly, anticipated costs of implementation have
also been. included- Both savings and expenditures were projected on
the basis of brief analyses and may not reflect all elements involved-
The total annual firtancial impact of the recommendations is shown
in the following table :
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ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS

Annual Ono-Time

Savings
$112, BOO, 000 $M. 000,000

Cast avoidance--
10, 000. 000 __ _

Cent--
. 272, 000 ilk-66o

The above figures include annual savings of $11-million which can
be attained through implementation of the suggestions on organiza-
tion structure. Savings and costs related to staff levels were calculated
on the basis of average bureau salaries. It is anticipated that most
staff reductions can be implemented through attrition or reassign-
ments to other federal agencies. -

-___ZinpZementation.
A number of problems which reduce BIA effectiveness have been

identified in this study.. Proposed solutions and anticipated benefits
are described in following sections.. To preempt the possibility this
study will suffer from lack of implementation,, Congress must act to
develop a positive vehicle to expedite accompliment. First, Co
must give the report formal, general endorsement of concept anntrrieir-
terest- Then, a Management Improvement Implementation Review
Officeorganizationally located in an appropriate management divi-
sion of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)should be
established.Quarterly reports and interim updates in special situations should
be distributed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the Secretary
of the Interior, appropriate congressional committees and the Execu-
tive Office. These official documents will indicate implementation prog-
ress and pinpoint delays and problems. In addition,, management
team members should provide counsel and periodically review unple-
mentation. strategy with review office personnel. Finally, the commis-
sioner and the Secretary of the Interior should be required to high-
light essential features of these reports in annual budget presentations
to Congress.
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SECTION II. IFUNicTioNAL
. -

.. .
. .. .Budget *Process . ..

...

The 'United. Staigs-bu get 1p -a _financial Plan. tindicating -program
priorities. and a fiscal policy tool reflecting the economic health of the
federal govertunent- The-.Fbildget process is coilaPosed of four Parts :

Executive formulation and transmittal.
COngressional action. . -
Execution and control.. .

D---11.- Review and audit_ .

REPORTS

This section focuses .31.; formulation_ and transmittal and on execution
and control_

The fiscal 19117 BL-`: budget totaled more than $1 billion- Of this,
miscellaneous appropriations-and trii,st funds Prot'ide $313 m illion
addition, approximately $500 million-is provided by other federal de.,

to sublnit theschpaitments. Next January. the -President . ed.ulecl
budget request for fiscal 197s.-Th'is isthe culmination of a. process which.
and Budget provided the Department of the interior with Target:- //began in the spring of 1.076. At that time, Office of Management -

Planning Allowances (TPA),---estimates of funds available for fiscal P
TI-17As are' subsequently' alio-eared among-various Depattnient of

the i2Interior.,operations. -Some bureaus formulate their budgets cez17- .
trolly: However, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is unique because the ;

client formally participates-in the budget procelis through Band Anal-
_ysis which.allows tribal councils to set priorities for selected programs_
Present Opei-atians

. v..To understand the budget process, as well as6 appreciate the hey
decision points -in, the process, it is essential to understand those por-
tions of the 'organatation directly involved- -An organization chart,
Present Organization. Planning and Ruclget1ng:73s found on the follow.
ing page_ The Bureau. of Indian- Affairs consists of a central ofiagez12,1

V. (1.) .71
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...area offices and 82 subordinate field installations (agency offices) lo-
Cited throughout the country. Each area office is under the supervision-

_of a director who typically controls several agencies::
The ,Coinmissioner of Indian AffairAfrauirs establisheS policies; directs

tota-operations; and represents the bureau in its relationwith Cen-
gg other federal'.departments and agencies, the Indian people
the _putilic. He is aided in'internal bureau management by Depu
Coinmissioner and. other assistants_ . ti _

'". The If'olicy*Planning_Staff as establiShed defines the bureau's mis-
-SiOn, policies ,and objectiyes-;.establishes lond-range-plans in C:oordina!-
tion with governing legislation, approves budgets and program evalu-
ations; identifies strategic problems; clevglopA forecastS; .anat sets
obfectives which reflecte fixture needs of the Indian people and the
bureau..

-

The Office of Aarnin;stration provides staff support in the develop-
ment and manageinent of bureau programs; initiates audits; handles
automatic data processing operations, budget, facilities engineering,
energy conservation, finance and accounting, manage.raent resea
and evaluation; personnel_ management, procurement, property man-
agement,- contracting, program development and implementation and
safety manitgernent ;- adzmnisters bureauwid.el .systems for fiscal. se--
COMM-tine and. disbursenients as well as payroll personnel records;
operates a-computer service-center; provides for architectural and en-
gineering- services for new facility construction; and supplies
trative---and- housekeeping services for the central office, eastern r...rea-
and Indian Arts aziL-Crafts Board_

Financial Management 'develops poliCies, programs and guidelines
for financial management functions; identifies. budget-cycle perfarm-
IIIICO activities; and operates fiscal accounting, compensation and em-
ployee data systems:.

.f;
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Program Development and Implenaentation. assists Financial Man-
agement With budget- cycle functions; -implements policies and pro-
gram- goals thrOugn the budgetary process; develops annual program-

- plan. instructions; reviews program requests and proposed tribal
plans; develops bureauwide program pis-flair' )gsiocuraents, budget esti-

! mates andIustificatiOns; prepares budget legislative hearings, field
pplanning loNyances and tentative.allocations; performs budget execu-
tion functions including continuing resolutions, financenance system encod-
ing programs, fund allotments, personnel reviews, funding analyses
and -condition report exceptions between planned and actual
conditions.

At present, Financial Management is responsible for bud _cret formu-
lation. However, a separate Policy Planning Staff reports directly to
the commissitoner. This throe separation also exists in many area and
agency offices between the Planning, Program and Evaluation (PPE)
staff and the budget function. As e. result, the forward planning func-
tion of the budget cycle is separated from the monitoring activity. At
present, the Policy Planning Staff is not responsible for direct analy-
sis or long-term planning and no planning function is designated. at
the-area and agency levels..

Fornialized cDrruntuxications do not exist between the Policy Plan-
_ ning Staff and areas, agencies and tribes. The relationship between the

central office and area PPE budget function is one of downward pro-.
cedural information- and upward consolidation. -The same basic
budgeg relationship exists between the area and the agency_ How-
ever, 5:inimunications. between the agency and the tribe occur during-
the budget planning phasebut -iiof during the bUdget monitoring..
phase.

The headquarters staff provides program allocation information to
12 area-offices. Area staff co' mpiles a majority of the budget estimates
but ajlocateS responsibility to agencies for some local programs. Tribe
paiticipation consists of indicating spending preferences' through
Band Analysis at varying levels of total funding-96%, 106% and
116% of the previous year's outlays. These percentages reflect a '6%
traditional annual increase_ The _agency budget estimate, signed by
the superinterident and tribe.: i-epresentatiires, is subsequently for-

:. warded-fa the' area office wh a areawide estimates are- compiled and
sent -to the _central office. Bureau estimates are incorporated. into
Program Strategy Paper for review by the Secretary of the Interior.

: An Office of Management and Budget flow chart; "Budget Prepara-
tion System, on the following page indicates bureau budget reporting
relationships: Congress, the President (OMB) , Department of the
Interior. BIA hea.duuarters, area and agency field offices -and tribal
entities. This flow chart highlights the integration of national pro-
.grams with local band activities and TPAs which form the basis of the
Program Strategy Paper prepared by the burpau for the Secretary of
the Interior. A. More detailed-illustration of the budget-development is
Shown in Appendix Exhibit V, Budget Development Action Sheet,
where key decision points in the budket process are highlighted-

30 3
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Banded program outlays represent approximately $351 million of
the total. $1 billion 33IA. budget, while non-banded programs account
for $392 million for fiscal 1917. In addition, $313 million in miscellane-
ous appropriations and crust funds are also outside of the banding
process. Thus, -more than half of the budget is not determined by Band
Analysis. A: complete listing of program allocations is shown in Ap-
pendix EXhibit VI. Banded/Non-Banded. Program FundingFiscal
1916 and. 1977. Non-banded programs include road construction, major
irrigation projects. grants, aid to public schools., off-reservation board-
ing schools, facilities maintenance. Indian Action Teams, business de-
velopment, 'and other items. The following criteria are used to justify
non-banded central office programs. .

Local projects under evaluation. -

High -cost, short-term projects impossible to fund and maintain
at an agency level_

Direct -level programs where allocations are specified by depart-
ment, Congress, courts or OMB.

Non-BIA funded prograins where appropriation levels are
specified by other organ ;7-ations or where no discretionary oppor-
tunity exists for program revision-

Short-term.programs with specific legislative authority.
1\ronagency programs involving Indians beyond BIA. or area

jurisdiction. _

Start- up expenses,for new, high-cost projects.
Major shifts-in program. emphasis (out of band one year until

operating experience is gained) -
Exclusive, centralized programs with field allocations-
Trust programs with unprdictable fundingrequirements.

Band Analysis is initiated thrcTugh an audio-visual presentation to
tribal leaders:- Following this, the tribe is given a form on :which to
indicate vocal funding priorities. This form is found in Appendix
_Exhibit VII, Band AnalysisLodal Funding PrioritiesFiScal 1978.
This lists all programs budgeted at the agency level and shows dollar
entries in the base year for all agency-level programs in the band.
Tribal leaders.- are giv:en. a total target figure for banded programs
(based on the TPA.) . Space is provided to indicate targeted dollar

-amounts -'for each banded program as well as high/low alternatives to
express outlay priorities. An opportunity also exists to indicate an
unconstrained level of funding for an "optimum but realistic" budget.
ElIctZeurticra

The following set of criteria can be applied to any budget formula-
tion process to emphasize several factors that are necessary for effec-
tive budgeting. Within BIA, some are fully supported, while-moit are
weak,-as indicated in the following discussion. -....... ..

The budget must have top management support. It is important
for all managers to utilize the budget to plan. control and improve
the organization and its services to tribal entities- Failure in this
vital objective challenges the validity of the budgeting process.
Equally important, all line- and staff managers should understand
that the commissioner and his staff are committed to adequate
planning. . -... . .

A definitive organization structure and decision-making process
... must exist. Although the present organization contains stated

305
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budget functions, in some instances the budget formulation and
control funcdons at the area level are organizationally-separated.
This, type of structure limits direct communication and fosters
misunderstanaing. Responsibility for some programs is unclear
because activities are split between Band Analysis _and central
office administration.

Budgethig systems must be planned with Indian pa:rticipation.
Although the budget process is_ planned within BIA, it is not for-
mally linked with any long-range planning program. As-a results
the planning pfocess only extends 18 months into the future---
hardry a long-term time frame. . -

Budget- system responsibilities must be fixed and understood-
Budget-planning information flows downward in the organiza,
tion from central office to area, agency and tribal 'entities under
the assumption that each 'revel understands and follows instruc-
tions. However, this is not always the case As a result, actions. at
lower levels are somewhat different than intended. The central
office must assume a much stronger role- in defining to the field
particularly at the agency levelthe purpose of the budget and
its limitations. Apparently, the audio-visual presentation is not
communicating the budget process clearly in the field.

Budgets should not dominate decisions. The budget staff pro-
vides minimal. input into the decision-making process. ,Program
directors dominate decisions on fun&allocation because of their
control in program determination.

Technical jargon should be minimised. The BIA budget per-
forms exceptionally well, in this area- Technical and accounting
jargOn are genefally nonexistent.

Budgets should have clearly stated.. objectiVes- for improved
performance ev'aluation. The present budget system only mea.s1
ures the funds spent. or obligated again.st the:amount budgeted. It
does not include any measurement proceslure for determining re-
sults. Thus, the effectiveness of managers, orgaliizations and pro-
grams are not measured.-The budget process is capable of- per-
formin,g these important control functions. The present Manage-
ment. by Objectives (M33'0). program, if strengthened and
combined with the budget function, could provide an improved
measurement tool. _

Proper understanding of budget pUrposes and limitations must
be clarified.. Tribal willingness to learn and understand the .
budget system exists, but effective leadership at the BIA agency
level is deficient. A mechanism to ensure organization understand-
ing should be installed. Care must be taken to prevent the budget-
ing system from becoming complicated. -

Program .budg ets should not be either deliberately overstated"
or. und9rstated_ Variances .between budgeted amounts and actual
outlaysshoulcl be identified with'no superficial or inadequate justi-
fication .permitted. Improper, charges to accounts, -with surplus
monies should not be allowed.

There Must be participation. in the development and use of the
budgets. Tribes should become full pa:rticipnts in. the "budget
process. This -implies more complete information at the tribal
level. 'Many tribes do not believe they play .a, meaningful role an
the budget process.
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Band Analysis permits clients to participate in setting very few
y service priorities. Client participation is a logical and laudable-

o jective and should be supported to improve relations between the
Indian community and the government In addition, such particiPa-

.-tion is 'a- legal requirement under the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934 which _prescribes communication of tribe requests to OMB and
Congress.owever there is a. larger issue in regard to client participation
which should be noted: The bureau's budget. is about two-thirds of the
total federal funding for Indian programs. Moreover, less than 50%
of the burewti's budget is subject to any form of Indianyarticipation.
Hence, the extent of present involvement cannot be interpreted as
Indian determination of federal spending..priorities. Effective tribal
partiCipation would include client evaluation of all department_ pro-
grams, not just a portion of BIA expenditures_ Under the .present
system a tribe can make tradeoffs within. the 33I4 budget which
accurately reflect relative priorities and yet receive a. total package
f goods and services which does not meet those priorities due to an-

cient influence on other federal' programs-
Tribal participation is desired by the BIA- federal fund-

ing does instill some constraints, tribal input into the budget process
can and should be improved.. The Band Analysis concept as used-by
BIA is indicative of a concentrated effort to obtain tribal viewpoints.
However, many Indians today are dissatisfied with it. Some current
issues and problems are :

In. developing some tribal programs, BIA. planning activities
are aligned to a budget process which, furnishes projections for
periods of approximately 18 months_ However, extensions. of pro-
gram plans beyond. the upcoming fiscal year are no_t inclnded in
the formal budget system...

Tribal leaders are uninformed regal-cling budget concepts and
their ability to make changes.

Participants are given sketchy infdrmation, typically, a single
base year dollar figure for 'a particular program without a de-
tailed breakdown- ,

Tribal participants have only a short time to make their deci-
sions- A typical time span is 48 hours from initial presentatiorx
of information to final decision_

Band programs are determined by BIA and change from year
to year. Reasons for banding are not explained to tribal\leaders.
The superintendent or even the area director may also \,be, un-
aware _of this explanation: Some problems are 'caused by area or
agency. ignorance of-the bureau's budcret instructions..

Additionally, there appears to be a central office trend toward With-
drawing programs ,from Band. Analysis. These changes seem' to, be
based on several factors- For instance, some feel that it is easier for
advocates, to sellkCongress -a particular program when it is not on the
band and central office directors believe they have federal expertise is
dealirig with certain problems. While they feel more capable.of coordi-\
nating programs with other federal departments and agencies, they
are not effective. Another factor, placing the major emphasis on tribal
decisions, could present :morale. problems in central and area offices.
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These administrators would lose influence' and would be required'to
rely on tribal councils for input Finally, tribal participation may
dilute trust responsibility. However, this has not been evidenced-

Large amounts of budget funds are under the control of area offices.
Unless an area. director is proficient at communication there is no
guarantee that either agencies or tribes have appropriate.arlyninitra-
tive knowledge concerning these area office funds.: This probably ac-
counts for much of the antagonism between tribal councils and area
offices-BI& long-range planning does not deal with the future beyond an
.I8-month- time span*. This system prevents effective decisions regard-
ing future goals. Dollar availability of TPAs does not adequately
cover the financial requirements of individual tribes. A. comprehensive
needs analysis and a planninfr vehicle which is closely coordinated with
the budget process are necessary to effectively fulfill the BIA. mission
among Indian tribes, particularly in emergencies.. The Preston Report
issued in May 1971 stresses that there is an "absence of careful plan -
ning before announcing and *attempting to carry through some major
new policy directions.- As a solution, -the report recommends better
planning for Indian self-determination and systematic involvement of
Indians in DIA policy and program decisions.

A basic conflict exists between advocates of Indian self-determina-
tion and the constiaints imposed by the budget system_ On the one
hand, the purpOse of self-determination is "To provide maximum
Indian participation in the government and education of the Indian
people, to provide for the full participation of Indian tribes in pro-
grams and services conducted by the Fed.eral Government . _"Never-
theless, funds for such programs and-_services are funnelled through
the BIA budget preparation sti Wh;ch 'operates under .constraints
such as: finite availability of funds ;ifederal trust responsibility for
some 'Indian -owned resources; financial impact of other federal pro-
grams on BIA expenditures ; departmental, presidential and congres-
sional assurance that public funds are being used in. an appropriate
mariner; and court decisions, actions and program com-
mitments which, at least in ale short-run, introduce an uncontrollable
elenient in some DIA. programs_

'his. balanceclenvironment is needed to provide an effective .-vehi-
ele for Indian self-deteimination within the constraints of the .federal
system_ The evaluation and recommendations which follow recognize :-
-this requirement
Recommendations-
I_ _Establish a formal .plannit-ig system, within BIA and integrate it

into the present budget process _ -

The present budget process only furnishes definitive plans for ap- '-
proximately, .18 months at a time..Tribes are confused regarding future
program development,: funding availability, banded programS and
their relationship With MA_ Therefore, a formalized planning system
should be installed, to incorporate long-term planning, capital a.-nd
operational projections. the budget cycle. a result-oriented tribal needs
'analysis. the present M130 program and other agency activities relat-
ing-lo Indians.
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Laing process should consist of several specific steps_ The
Lition must first, be accurately d.elin.eated_ 'Then, a.. compre-
bal neecl. s analysis, including determination of future re-
sRould be undertaken to consider the .present situation.

)ptixnum.... This tribal needs aimlysis should include: present
sed tribal income,. present BLA. procrrainsibenefits plus
ral and state programs_ Subsequently, long-range plans
formulated based, on the present situation and the tribal
Psis_ Finally, budget formulation should be planned in an
nner to include tribal input meaningful to its needs_
eess would start in the planning cycle and is shown in the
locks of the flow chart, Proposed Tong -Rancre Planning
the following page.. .Agency and tribal ;lams are reviewed,

Lnd consolidated at the area level and forwarded to the cen.-
or further review and consolidation_ A. recon.ciliation report

tribes to explain planning' differences_ Plans should be
for a. five-year time period.- -1Pata.'from the comprehensive
Is analysis should provide basic input for Band Analysis
Daxid. ....A.nalysiS is separated from the loner-term planning
3. moves upward through the budget process_ The cycle is

1.

`31 /
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The commissioner and the individual directly in charge of the plan-
ning function must be held accountable for overall effectiveness and
results. Separate parts of this presently exist within the tribes
and DIA_ However, to wo7.-It esEettervely each of these separate parts
must bebrought into a. formal system and improved to fulfill its defined
role in the planning cycle_

Implementation of the recommendations will provide important
benefits_ It will not only reinforce the separation of long- and short-
term operations, but also contain necessary eleinents of direction and
control over area and Agency objectives_ In addition, it provides struc-
tured information for the planning and budget cycle and supplies a
vehicle -to guide capital resources and manpower allocations into stra-
tegic areas.. Furthermore, it utilizes tribal plans and needs analyses in
the planning cycle_

Development of this system must be the responsibility of the indi-
vidual in charge of the planning and budgeting function. A proposed
organization is covered by the next recommendation. The system

-should be implemented using the following basic steps:
Organize the planning function as, indicated in recommends:

tion two.
Determine the existing parts of the proposed present planning

cycle_
Identify the quality leVel- of these elements_
'Upgrade quality where requed---.
Furnish data on the operaTrOn and- integration of planning

cycle segments_
Formulate time schedules for coordination of the . planning

cycle through all portions of organizations_,
-Monitor understanding of system and adherence to prescribed

cycle_
Ensure.. proper understandinirr and adherence at those points

where they are lacking.
Reorganize budgeting, planning and intergovernmental relations
into one integrated orgarazation
The present BIA planning and control function is fraro-rnented,

while- the organization lacks a strong focal point. This is indicated
in the -chart, Present Organization, Planniner and Budcreting, on page
12_ Intergovernmental Relations and the Policy Planning Staff report'
directly to-'the commissioner, with the budget function relegated to a
much lower level- Coordination. between planning and budgeting is --
weak and must be strencrthened. Long--rrange planning is nonexistent
at the lower levels of organization. Information relating to other erov-
ernment programs does not reach _tribes thrOu(Th any formal BIA
channel_

The, related functions of 'planning, budget and intergovernmental
relations- should be integrated into one organizational unit designed-
to provide long-range -planning and :control in an effective manner.
The new central office planning. and budgeting unit should report
cliiectly to the commissioner to ensure that the importance of this.activ=r
ity is recognized by the organization and to provide the commissioner
effective planning and control data Implementation will establish
total BIA coordination so that sufficient effort will be given to short-
and Ion cr-ran cre planning. .

,,,,
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The unit contain four divisions: Intergovernmental Relations,.
Budget and Analysis, Program and Service Planning and Trust
Planning The proposed organization chart, Proposed Organization
Central Office Planning and Budgeting,'is shown below on this page.

Intergovernmental Relations should compile and disseminate in-
formation concerning other federal and state programs and ..monitor
performance and interest level of tribes_ Budget and Analysis should
establish, control and monitor budget policy,; prepare budgets; moni-
tor budget variances; "obtain variance justifications and report to line-
management .1 ensure proper use of BIA budgets; initiate an MBO
program and ensure budget compliance_ Program and Service Plan-
ning and TrUst Planning will differ due to their unique character-
istics_ Long-i.-Xnge plannin,, may require differing tactics. Both units
should consolidate tribal-BIA needs analyses and initiate long-term,_
tactical- operational and capital planning- . -

The plannng and budgeting function at both area and agency levels
should report directly to the area director or agency superintendent-
This function may not require four separate units as in: the central
office, since the two.plannuig functions can easily be combined with
Intergovernmental Relations in smaller areas- These same combina
tions are practical at the agency level-

PROPOSED ORGANIZATION
,...cENTRAL OFFICE

PLANNING AND BUDGETING.
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The central office must control area functional policies and proce-
dures in addition to providing advice and toUn.sel to subordinate plan
ning and budgeting units.. Each level of the organization should recon-.
cile plans and budgets with lower and/or higher levels- However, final
decisions should be made by line management and, in cases of dispute,.
by the commissioner. The relationship between the_ various organiza-
tion levels, Proposed Organization Planning:and Budgeting. Overview,;-
is indicated on page 26- The functional relationship between various
planning and budgeting levels is indicated with a dotted line.

The proposed organization establishes a single, integrated unit for
coordinated planning and budgeting between the BTA and the tribes.L.
It also provides a vehicle to implement the proposed planning _and'.
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budgeting system. Implementation. can be accomplished -without in-
creasing the number_of positions by taking the following actions :

vi Establish specific responsibilities with full implementation au-
thorit7 for the director of the proposed planning and budgeting
orgaruzation. , _. -' : 7

Identify _qualification levels for all positions. .

Consolidate the central _office organization: Info one physical ,
Ideation. _

. -
----

Impletient the formal planning and budgeting systein.
Monitor the new organization based on achievements and its

ability to implement the formal planning and budgeting system_

Ir
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PROPOSED ORGANIZATION
PLANNING- AND BUDGETING OVERVIEW
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Stimulate Indian participation, in the budget prooess
Band Analysis does not provide adequate program coverage, infor-

mation, training or- evaluation. Indians participate for only a short
time, nialthag decisions which they often consider meaningless- There-
fore, this concept should be clarified and expanded with a total budget
system which is 'understandable and providei 'full coverage_ Agencies
must provide more detailed budget data and ensure adequate tribal
participation for the_ establishment of Indian self -determination.. The
system should apply' to both area and agency level budgets and extend
across a-Maximum number of -programs_ Detailed justification for ex-

..eluding programs frOm banding should be required, at the department
leVel- The terms banded and nonbanded are used in: this report only
for clarity -in discussing.the present budget system. It is recommended
that with the adoption of this new budgetsystem, these category names-
be changed;

Tribal leaders must play a comprehensive role in the budget process_
For example, in preparing the 'fiscal 1979 budget, agency and._ tribal
officials shoul1 7develop-a;--tribal needs analysis and a long - range plan
by October or NOvember 1976- The plan- should take the form, of an
issue paper for transmission to -area_and central offices- Tribal input
must be obtained earlier and represent the beginning of the formula-
tion phase in the budget and planning process. in turn, the allocation
of target funds by program, area,` and agency should be accomplished
in accord. with the expressed-priorities.

Agencies must provide tribal participants with detailed breakdowns
on appropriations for -each program element by object class--Coinplete
iv.forrriation is needed on various program cost particulars. These data
would permit more effective-evaluation and, discussion of an .agency's
service-delivery efficiency as the bureau budget proceeds through the
department. 0M.13 and -Congress with-feedback to the tribes on the
future of acrencv-leyel services-

Closer follow-up and monitoring of agencies is required to insure
that the budget process is understood by the tribe and that.the tribe
is fully integrated into budget development. It is also necessary to
measure, actual outlays to establish conformance with tribe priorities-
Implementation will

1/4

Provide 'a budget Which represents- Indian priorities:'
Reduce the fruStration, anger and meaninglessness, of -tribal

participation.
Build administrative. skills for consistent, useful tribal budg-

etary -participation_Prepare for planned' tribal assumption of pre..-sent: BIA
function.s-

anduce a specific. tribal approach to Indian problems-
Stimtilating participation---will be the responsibility of the director

of the plaiming-and budgetink,,function and should occur simultane-
onsly-with- implementation of the planning System_ The new planning

budgeting organization' must devise a dat-a collection and distrib9.--,
--tion vehicle which can be understood at_the tribal level_
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4_ Include all nonbanded area progranzs except truat funds in the
agency budget formation processed by fiscal 1979 .

Presently, agency budgets do not indicate all program and support
costs as some non banded activities are deleted. Thus, tribes and agency
personnel are unaware of shared-program operating costs. Ideally, the
budget process should indicate three basic output classifications: func-
tion. or activity. object line and cost, center or area of responsibility..
The present blidget does not reflect total costs at the en6rgi,v level.

All non - banded. area programS should show equitable allocations by
an-encv. These should be separate agency budget Items and indicated as
uncontrollable local expenditures. Agency and tribal personnel must
understand the logical. basis for allocations and their relation to pro---
gram costs.

Agency budget input reports-should be revised to indicate "Band
, AnalysisControllable Local Funding Priorities" and a new section
added to cover "Non-banded A_nalysis--Uncontrollable Local- Alloca-
tions." Combining controlled and uncontrolled allocations will
(-ate 'both direct and indirect agency funding. Thus, agencies' would
be gnaranteed-rceipt of controllable local .funding priorities. How-
ever. until non -banded programs are reconciled and discussed, there
is no n-uarantee that funding for uncontrollable lOcal -allocations will
be exactly as indicated.

--The benefits of this approach are as follows
Resulting data could be expressed- by function or activity, ob-

ject line and cost center or area of responsibility. ,

Agency morale would 'improve due to the inclusion of a total.
needs assessment in the budget report.

Process integration should enhance self-determination.
Tribe- agency communications with bureau. executive and

lat lye entitleS will imprcive.
Agency budgets could be "added up" to arrive at an overall

bureau budgeta further division of agency budgets into tribal
entities as a basis for a total bureau appropriation. is unnecessary
at this time.,

I)ecentralized agency superintendents, staff and tribal eOuncils
be provided with a means to plan and improve operations..

-,11:11ocation methods should he initiated by individuals within the,
Midget function kiiowledgeable in modern cost accounting and alloca-
tioit methodolon-y. Responsibility should reside in the director of the
BIA process. Full implementation should coincide with the:
fiscal- 1979 planning process. Total man-hours should not exceed 1,000
at a one -time cost of $50,000.
5_ Make 'tie budget function responsible for 'variance analyses and

per, ormaAce reviews
The present, budget system is not fully utilized to report "variances

and performance levels. The N1130 program is concerned with indi-
vidual objectives and so is reviewed and reported separately from the
budget monitoring function: Total management evaluation is neglected_

clBudget -variance analysis and, performance reports should become -

an integral .part of the MI30 budget function responsibility. Regular
analyses cif budget- variations' by predetermined percentages or
amounts should be jnstified br managerial reports. These results

"
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.
should be fOrwarded to the next highest budget function or line man-- .agement for review and actiOn. Variances, should be an integral part
of:performance review. Objectives should be evaluated at. least guar-

.... terly and variances justified. .

In this way, the bu4geting process woUld become a management
control tool encompass' ng five actions described in the chart, Budget-

-Control "'Process; as shown below. First, managerial reports,
in irsting operating activity results, should, consist of budget cycle
output. and data relevant to the_p_rese._ ntLoperAtie period.. Second;

----ac-o-iiip-feherisive review of -variances- between actual ,and ..budgeted
performance levels is highliggited in the managerial accounting re-
ports.:This activity can improve both short term control and future
operations. Third, .the preparation of internal, performance repOrts-=
to review operating resultsshould specifically expand managerial re-:-
pore-it:donna-6mi and formally -present findings generated through

----variance analysis. Fourth, the completion of the reviews detail per-
formance -report information. Past activities, corrective actions and .

anticipated performance are taken into consideration.. Fifth, line re-
sponsibility, the ultimate focus of the, control process, devises and

- implements corrective action. Actions 'are designed to either correct
Significant deviations or. take advantage- of specific opportunitieS.1.

BUDGETING CONTROL PROCESS

W1
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The combination of variance analyses and performance reporting
will provide data to line Management for .Control and measurement.
Variance analysis,-a key management tool:, pinpoints variance respon-
sibilities and. provides for /.`managerial 'exPlanationS of respective
causes.- Effective, uniform-, application of appropriate analysis pro-.
eeclures can serve. management both as a-control and a.rmotivational
deVice. Perfo'rmance reviews aid. managers in establishing proper cor-

.rectiVe action to bring operating. activities plans. into line. Timely and
accurate deviation. information- will provide managerial decision-
making. .

-Iintleimenta.tiOn must be the responsibility of the,- .director of the
planning and budgeting function. It is important that all individuals

--clearly understand the concept iind its application. Surveillance should -

continue to determine its effectiveness.
C. :Emphasize Iridia.n, participatio-n. -and Remo? '...-1.naly,vis in the BIA

budget review to the department, 0-418_, President and Congress
The e.-iirrent BI i bud(yet is submitted to higher review levels-with-

out indicating the banded needs of an agency or tribe.. The bUreau's
budget is a combination of banded priorities and non-banded central
Office programs_ Justifications relate to programs but do not analyze
aa-tency or tribal input._ Tribal-needs and ,budget-data. visibility are
stopped at the bureau level:.

-For- .example. in three United States government reports.- the -bin-
ream s budget is deficient in agenr-r-Y. or .tribal inpLLt. The -BIA budget
justification contains only deseriptive biireal-r----program-co*ts- narra-cbudgettives_ The feral budget suminarize..sr-yrrorrams. by break.--
downs. -Its -appendix- details .inforrnation by proms m.activity. and
tends the ana,lysilel-ti-aea budget pres6ntation_ by object-account

-.statement on this problem -was' issued in July .1975, It is
clear that BIA should analyze, document_ support,and. present Band
Analysis information' in its budget review. While the bureau.has pre-
pared an excellent presentation explaining the values of the Band
Analysis, it -does not adequately cover banding in its budget justifica-.
-tion material. .

.

.

documentation and support of t ribaLpriorities a cle a.and landed
programs should be forwarded to the dep:.1.-rtmeitt. OMB and Congress

. for review
the

jfistification. A portion of this information is now being:
used in the budget review process through. its inclusion in the .1978
Program Strategy Paper: The activity should be extended to achieve
the following benefits: .

council priorities irre less lilZely to be revised- by . the
bureau as higher review levels develop an. appreciation and un-
derstanding of:Band Analysis_

Government funds must, be used judiciously and the trust re-
sponsibility for Indian-owned resour...es...must- be maintained. A.

explanation of, tribe and agency _priorities could enhance the
objectives of self-determiriat ion- at these higher review
levels.,'tribes and agencies will be confident that their input is part o
justification material submitted 'to the departmeirt. This material
should include an analysis by agency of the banded-input. The
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agency would dise.i.iss and review a tribe's-position in relation to
the total budget-Agency- superintendents- will receive a copy or excerpts of the
budget

since numbers will be evident. There should be no hidden_
programs. -

This recommendation shoUld be 'implemented as .part of the 1979
Program Strategy Paper and Budget-,11eview and should include a
complete'analysis and supportive in formatjon as indicated.
7. E'stabliaA annual project planning at areaand. agency levels for all

continuing- programs and monitor performance quarterly on. a
.personal basis, altering the plan .to reflect status changes

Project pla.nnina-,, as a management-tool -within Bi.-A-cloes not ensure
tomp e ion of Work plans are not-considered im-

portantportant andare not updated when schedules are missed- Timing is con--
fused beeause of inadequate feedback. Project planning; is 'not Con-
sidered. a. high -priority at the agency level :because experience has in-

. dicated that generating plans for, other than major projects is a..-w;aste
of time- The plan-is either not included in the budget, reworked later;'..,
or not adhered to because the-available time and effort Was directed
to some unplanned requirement.
' Management training techniquei have not separated urgent
tern." work 'from.- significant Tong. -term undertaldngs.. Consequently-
planned work is not accomplished in an effective time frame_ PrOject
planning techniques are not sufficiently sophisticated to include,alter-

- native' se.hedules to ensure project timeliness even if it is only partially
funded or staffed_

There is no available data to provide the basis for an alternate course
of action beimuse of changing circumstances in the future. Thus, area.
and' agncyr offices must exist on a day - to-day basis reacting to prob-
lems and situations as they arise. As a result, ongoing- programs get
farther behind andare inadequately implemented-planning program should be established to indicate necessary
steps to successfully complete the project_ Details should include:-

- starting dates,- names of project staff_ individual time schedules for
each -step,, work' schedules required for completion, -partial accom-
plishment dates, deadlines and alternative courses of action This
planning 'method should be applied to continuing as well as one-;time
Work assy-friments. Plans should be rey-ie-wed. .quarterly on a direct-
report, personal basis_ Area directors . and agency superintendents-
should be held accountable for plan-adherence_ A workzplanning pro-
gram -will -result in more efficient use of personnel and create the time
nect-ary to implenient work without adding additional manpower_
Benefits include a. controlled work environment, viable alternative
action plans sina,corrective measures based on monitoring accomplish-
ments at predetermined intei:vals. ."

The major benefit is the accomplishment of work in lesS time and at
lower costs_ Assignments will be controlled by time,- cost, work steps
and individuali.. Savings .-of approximately 2% in manager payroll
:costs would.provide between $250.011/0 and $500,000 per year- Employee
evaliiations would be an additional benefit Staff abilities to-perform
'satisfactorily. within budgeted time and cost should be a measurement

,
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of. their individual performance. The commissioner should actively
support and promote implementation throughout the organization.---- ------
Each performance evaluation should contain_d.ata--which-iliaraie the
use of project planning rilethoclolo------7

ersonnel Management
Personnel -management has been the subject of many studies, pro-

osed .
reorganizations, changes and reforms. Presently, the Civil-

Service Commission is'completing'a report on BIA.personnel manage-
merit which includes both the central and field' offices. Also, an action
proposal is in effect to improve Br...tk personnel administration which
includes the employment of a project manager to coordinate and cor-
rect ifically identified problems and deficienciee. Most of these
difficulties, identified in previous studies= as well as iii- the following
report, have not been corrected.
Present OPerations.

The central, area. and agency offices share responsibility for per-
sonnel. management activities.. The Albuquerque Administrative Sery-.
ices Center (ASC) is also important to the personnel function. The
central office function, Division of Personnel Management, reports to,
the commissioner through the Office of Administration-

This division provides staff assistance in regard to' developinent,
coordination, administration and evaluation of personnel manage-
ment programs and policies; formulatei objectives, policies and guide-
lines ;-aligns positions for pay administration, management and other _-

personnelsfunctions;'develops standards and criteria, for securing and
-retaining qualified emploes:.guides management on labor relations;
and maintains eiriployee-grOup and union -relation's.

At the area level. a personnel officer, reporting to the area director,.
assists management in implementing programs. This responsibility
includes processing classification. wage administration, placement,
employee ,development and labor-mana.vement relations documents..
At the 'agency- level_ personnel management is usually carried out by
the administrative officer.The Branch of Employee Data and Compensationat the Albuquer-

. ., clue A SC-cevelpps and rnantaiiisgygenS.pi6-riinsaid procedures
to provide pay and benefits to BIA employees as well as all necessary
personnel information. The.:BIA employs about. 18,000 people...Of
these, 13.000 are-permanent. Approximately 200 permanent emploees.
are directly involved in personnel work_ ,All area. and agency. person-
nel files are held at the area offices, except for those on area directors,
assistant area directors and superintendents_ These are kept at the
central office-

. .

Personnel- ceilings are set by O.NfB and further allocated by the
Department of the. Interior.. Area and-agency management have very_
little input concerning this procedure. but often circumvent it by hir-
ing temporary employees.

The Supreme Court-decision affirming _the principle of Indian em-
ploy-s-n- ent preference has strongly influenced the BIA pe rgonnel man -'
a<rernent function and all related programs_ The .Indian preference
Palley. is based on the Indian Reo-rganization Act of 1934 which pro-
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vides = "The Secretary Of the Interior is directed to establish standards
of ho.-elt;-:, cge, character, expeiience, knowledge and ability for In-

!nay be appointed, without regard to civil service laws. to
the ..a:;-!-:-.1rs. . now or hereafter, by the Indian
office. .. ' ..I-Id:ministration of functions or services affecting any In-
dian but.th 4unlified =Indians shall hereafter have the preference
to appointineiit to vacancies in any such positions." _

. ,
For approximately 38 years, the Burean's narrow interpretation of

this provision applied only, to initial- hirings. In June 19722 a BIA
directive -(Personnel Management Letter ...Number 7:2-12) initiated a
preference policy for promotion of qualified Indians as well as initial
hirings. ....

___.L.__.--.- In 1974., two .s.i.=-1ificrint judicial decisions claiified and broadened
the concept of Indian preference to some extent. The first case. Morton,
Secretary of the..Interior, et at, v. Mancari, et al., 417 U.S. 535 (1974),
Was an action by non-Indian BIA employees. It claimed Indian prefer-
ence 'violated antidiscrimination provisions of the -Equal Employ-
ment Opportunities (EEO) Act. of 1972. The U.S. Suprenie Court
decision held Congress did not- .intend to repeal Indian preference-and
the EEO Act of 1972 did not Modify .Jor negate Indian preference in
BIA- em loylinent. It further pointed out that such preference was not
socially inatory, but reasonably and rationally designedto' far-,
-tiler Indian self-government .

The second and more significant case was Freeman. et al, v. Rogers i
C- B. Morton, Secretary of th.e..interior. et a-7.. 409 Fed.. 2nd 494 (1974 }-
This action: by four BEA employees soun-ht a determination that all
initialhizings. promotions, lateral transfers and reassignmentsiin the
Brifeau of. Indian Affairs.. as welt as any other personnel 1 iniamement-------
therein intended to fill vacancies in that a..-ency be declared governed
by the Indian Act. The U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed
the V.S. District Court decision gritnting surnrnary declaratory judg-
ment in favor of the original plaintiffs. and all personnel actions were
declared to be -governed by Indian preference.

--AgencY and area hirin g is a. personnel function of the areia. office:
-"Recruitment at the area office includes advertising by official bulletin.
Qualified candidates are then referred to a particular agehcy- In
many cases, before a position is 'filled, the job classification -.has to be
reviewed, reclaisified and advertised. again on a' wider basis.. In some
cases, the tribal councils are consulted. Thus, it may be months:before_
a position is filledif it is filled.

In the Division of -Personnel Management, a. labor-relations officer
and his assistant manage central office labor relations activities and
give technical assistance to field offices. Labor relations specialists pro-

de this service for -area and agency offices. In addition. an_acTency
superintendent may appoint a grievance officer. Approirnately" 72%
of BIA emteloyees are represented by federal-employee Unions making

one- of the most-'union-organized bureaus in federal goir.einment_
However. the fact that an employee is represented by a union does.not
necessarily mean' that the employee is a union member. 1 .

A-central training function staffed-by three persons instructs Cen-
tral office employees and provides assistance to field offices. Speicialists-
handle agency offices. ;
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-Classification sections in the central and area office personnel orga-

nizations ensure that BIA jobs are properly described and rated ac-
cording to civil service standardsz Presently,- classification authority
rests with the Chief Personnel Officer, Chief of Classification and
Chief of Personnel in the area offices: In April. 1976. classification

for certain positions was changed from the area to the central
office. =

..E-PaIzzation.
Indian preference has a profound effect on DTA personnel manacTe-

ment. Congress intended that 'the Indian service shall gradually lie-
come a service preddminantly in the hands of educated, competent
Indians." However. no one in 1934 realized just how gradual this proc-
ess would be- Even now, 4:2 years later. Many positions are virtually
impossible to fill because qualified Indians have not been.-located.

Bureau morale suffers because of Inclihn preference. Many non-
'Indians either leave DIA or artr. minimally motivated-to perform be-
cause of Indian competition. Tne failurg of bureau personnel to under -'
,stand ..Indian preference has-led to inconsistent administration of the
policy at all levels. This failure is especially evident in the attempt
to select Indian candidates for every vacancya practice which results,
in unfilled and downgraded positions. The result is a significant re-
duction in 13T A: effectivene.. Interriarility- and flexibility also
suffer because_ in many instances. non-Indians cannot be transferred
to new positions. Thera is a basic dichotomy between interpreting
Indian.. preference as an Indian employment, training and develop-
ment- vehicle. and the I3I, A. charter to serve the Indian people
effectively..Additional problems result from,- the practice of controlling.ma.n-
power forecasts by the budget rather than 'through personnel inan-
arrerrient. Personnel cejlings, arbitrarily set by 0MB, result in erratic
staffing' plans. This situation is further complicated. by Indian self-
determination actions and possible retrocessions. Recruiting is ade-
quate. Colleges and universities are not st...-gressively utilized nor is
any medium- other than internal advertisin,r used for recruitment.
This limits the availability of qualified. trainable Indian applicants.
Intake prozra.ms have been discussed, but are unplanned and unco-
ordinated..Nepotism, favoritism and. in some cases, tribal power deter-.-
mine hiring practices. VaCiincies are filled too slowly.

Often, oyment classification is in a chaotic state- As a:. result.
some classification authority has been reclaimed by the BIA central
office_ However. consistent job classifiCation or reclassification policies
are nonexistent. Jnb ,i,ate,rories are being altered to fit the applicant p
beinr- downgraded when a competent. candidate is 'unavailable- and
raised when an administrator wants to provide a reward without Justi-
fication. Administrative pressure challenges the integrity of the classi-:.

-fication process. Because of a shortage of qualified classifiers and an
exodus of those-available to other government agencies, classification
actions are a lonsz, time-consuming process.

BIA labor .relations practices are also-poor,'both from the human-
istic and managerial point of view. Mans.gement'is often `'autocratic"
or "dictatorial." Employee input is not solicited and, if -volunteered;
remains unanswered.. 3:riA managers and supervisors admit ignorance
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of employee relations practices. High personnel-turnover often results,
rarticularly in critical areas. This type of management leads to union-
ization, third-party intervention and inflexibility in personnel assign-
ments.

Good employee relations .practices are important for two reasons: to
ensure fair pay and benefits in line with geographic norms and to
maintain open channels of communication. All management personnel
including front-line supervisors need human relations trairung. Since
many DIA employees are already organized. supervisors should. also
be- instructed in contract administration and union operations.

Training activities are inadequate at all levels and do not meet 13I A.
needs. As a result, many underdevelopk.&-ararlinderutilized employees
Operate marginally anci..mishaa dle their assigninent'S. Clerical errors
are only one_i_ndiCat-Or of insufficient triiinlpg. Management intern

ro fOr Indians and meaningful employees orientation pro-.
trans-are practicall?... nonexistent. Training defiCiencies at the superin-

tendent level result in quask-political and political appointees, making
functional effectiveness accidental.

DIA internal communications are poor and the absence of tWoway
communications' for transmittal of vital. data seriously impedes the
effectiveness of the bureau_ Information filters down from the central
office to area and agency operations, but It is not discussedit is
irn 'Posed.Recently tightened travel restrictions have aggravated this already
dismal situation.. Employees_ are uncertain concerning_ performance
expectations and unable to seek competent guidance to improve their.
-operating- -level_ The bureau aVoids_definincr and promulgating mean-'-
ingful policy statements -e-fii critical areas such as-Indian preference,

-self - deter urination -and equal employment opportunity. Directives are
,.-trfte-ii superficial and inappropriate. Almost cont ual baterria

organiZation and ian preference create
a. -rumor-int ironment where many employees spend excessive

,..,enerating or reacting to rumors_ The effect on morale is highly
detrimental and reflected by poor employee motivation.
l?'ec-o-iitme-nelations

St-rength..en piAeferrnre to hizpro-i-o- ALA- eff,,e!t;rerteR.
continuing to lark', train ifSzel upg"ifIce ile7;fims for bureau em.p7oy-
?tient' .

At present. Indian preference demoralizes Indian as well as non-
Indian employees, extends, position vacancies. encourages position ,-
downgrading and reduces the_qualitv and effectiveness of bureaii serv-
ices. Specifically. the BIA employee categories "highly qualified."'
qualified, 'and "minimally qualified" sho:ild be discontinued.. Position
descriptions, qualifications and employment requirements should be
written for qualified einployees. Applications should be' graded as
either "cipalified" or "unqualified" with justification, in writing.. An
Indian, listed as "qualified." should be hired.- If several Indians are
competing for the same position. selection should be made bv, agency
siipervi:sors based on application materials.Training and educating bureau personnel must- be stressed- in con-
formance-with other recommendations on recruiting, manpower plan-
ning-and training.

Ai*
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Vacancies will be filled more quickly without temporary assign-

ments or manipulating job.. classifications.
. Non - Indian morale will improve especially in terms of employ-

'ment planning.
Quality and effectiveness of service to the Indian _people will

be enhanced./
Improved personnel utilization will result in some savings and

greater.' efficiency.
The goal of an Indian service predominantly managed by eau-

cated, competent Indiaps will be achieved.
. In proved operational effectiveness should result-. in an annual

saving.- However, no specific amount can be quantified at this time.
DeiteZoy a Tinian resources pZanning system -using- industrial enj-i-

. -4seeraing. techniques to establish. appropriate staffing levels and
posidion reguxrements,

Comprehensive studies on BIA staffing levels- are not performed.,
resulting-irk either over:- or under-staffing. In addition, _personnel
'reductions do not follovi a logical selection process.- Observations on
manpower utilization at samPle BL.4. offices' indicate that output is
very low_ However effective manpower utilization does not. appear to
be of prime importance since defined quality/quantity output-stand-
ards are -n9rie.xistent. Personnel ceilings are set arbitrarily by 03133_
with no input from area and agency, management. These ce.s are
often' circumvented by an excessive use of .temporary employees-

-BIA. 'occupational needs must be. assessed at all levels utilizing
.proven industrial engineering work 'measurement -techniques- Studies
made for repetitive, nonrepetitive,_ decision-making and :problem=
solving. 'tasks at one office or organization can be standardized and

- applied to others.. Qualification 'standards must be established and
enforced without deviation.

Once proper staff_ requirements are determined, a long-term plan to
rovide stematic krentification and training of Indians for more re-

ons should be developed_ This plan should-also-address------
problems- crew __Publrc-I.orw--963frin terms of the bureau'schang-ing --role _and-man.t..oweresulting from tribal program

contracting:- . -

----As an interim measure, the bureau should .developjir.-jo"ect or limited
appointment programs for non-Indians with civil service tenure. Term
or limited appointees could serve -as.personnel, budget or management.
specialists to ensure proper staffing levels and 4,-ive non-Indians an op-
pgrtunity_to work without worrying that Indian preference will affect
their careers.\Several benefits are anticipated

Management will have. documented data on-ocaupational needs,
greatly improving personnel androam balance-

Work measurement standards will provide a device to evaluate
employee jprodzictiVity-

Employees and managerszwill obtain task-oriented, timp-se-
quence riroCeduray.nl guy

Management know the -,work requirexnents of full--time
positions.

Temporary Positions will be reduced.
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Limited appointment programs will provide competent non-

:Indian employees for specific assignments and provide dediCated
non-Indians with meaningful opportunities to serve.

Morale will improve.
Staff reductions of 25% should resul

Work measurement assessments and employment criteria should be
set by izainied professionals. 2ilanagernent commitment and employee
ooperation can beooperation, secured by pointing out the anticipated benefits,.

Employee reductions should be accomplished through attrition while
n_ ew non-Indian appointees -could be hired or transferred from other
government agencies. Periodic communication should be made to all
.15tIA. employees to 'explain goals, benefits and accomplishments. Im-

_plementatiorrwould-provide unproved-6 tional effectiveness and anannual saving of approximately $75-million after a one-time expendi-
Imre of $430,000.
10.',Dr:a12Z, annwenssaire-rec-ruiting program to secure guaZifled or

le 1'
BIA- recruitment is inadequate' to meet_ bureau needs. Therefore, acentral recruitingoffice reporting directly to the Chief Personnel Of-

cer, should be establishecL Institutions of higher education should be
selZcted for: "on-campus" interviewing, particularly those with special
Indian programs. Additional efforts should be mad to locate Indians

-qualified in areas such as agronomy, forestry, water resources andengineering...Mo implement this effort, a companion Indian manage-
ment intern program should be established and publicized at both the
tribal- and educational in.stitution levels. Benefits- would include the
following:

Qualified Indians will find BIA, more attractive.
Internal management growth will improve.
Specialized o gs will be filled-more easily. '-,
''Bureau quality an effectiveness will be improved.
Eclii.ted.; competent Indian recruits will contribute to the

bureau's:goal of. Indian Self-determination.
The commoner must implement this program by allocating pro-

-b.-per funds. A one-time startup cost of $50,000 would be required while
--coiktimied operation of the recruitment- office would cost approxi--

makely--$150000 a.nnually. Startup and continuing operation respon-
sibility Would be-*delegated ._to the Chief Personnel Officer. Asa experi-
enced professional recruiter "must, be hired to -identify other BIA.
field employeei Who coulelt trained by "a-professional, private firm
as part-time recruiters.. . .":'

Reorganize the employ7r-ent clairiftcation system to improve
cred&raity. ,Since there is no organized review rliay, classifications fluctuate

up or down to accommodate current than preference demands or
line-manager whims. -.Qualified personnel for this specialty area are
in short supply and turnover is high...In. addition, classification ac-
tions are time-co nsurning. causing peisonftel management problems
To resolve -these difficulties. a separate, distinct occupational series
should be developed - for the BLit,. recognizing- Fits unique needs-.
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Ample precedent exists in other government agencies. Guidelines for
major positions and a 'regular program of systematic classification
audits must be established. Modification of the Indian preference
policy- will solve a part of the problem. -However. top management
support. clearly communicated to all bureau levels, is absolutely lte

- cfnary for system integrity.
Appropriate human resources planning would ensure appropriate

staff levels. Acquainting managers and supervisors with general clas-
sification procedures would, also assist in fostering system integrity.
Benefits would include the following:

Position classifications would be more realistic and procedures
easier.Classifications would be more credible.

Persomiel turnover would be reduced.
Bottlenecks in personnel placement would be eliminated.
A more effective total organization would be developed.

The commissioner must direct the Chief Personnel Officer to estab-
lish a 33IA occupational series with the help of the Civil Service
Commission. using benchmarks and guidelines developed by experi-
enced classifiers. In addition, he must clearly communicate` his COM-
iztitment and support to ensure that classifiers and line managers are
properly trained for system integrity.
Le. Improve BIA employee prezetie-em

BIA employee relations practices are poor from a humanistic and
management viewpoint. Administration is often autocratic and com-
munications are one-wav---downward, This leads to unionization, in-
flexibility and -adverse effects on the quality of BIA. services to the
Indian j)ei)ple. Employees should receive pay rates and.benefits in line
with work norms and wage standards for their local geographic area.
Since civil service regulations may restrict necessary changes, rectifica-
tion is dependent on improvement in the position management and
classification areas.

Two-way channels of communication between management and
employees are necessary to provide information on work expectations
and quality performance. Or; anizational developments, ideas and
grievances must be discussed. Employee morale should be an impor-
tant concern of both management and employees.

The commissioners belief in establishing and maintaining good
employee relations must be communicated to all employees. Mutual
trust should be developed between management and employees at all
levels. Management training in human relations and the development
of good employee relations practices are essential, especially in the
areas of rnotilattion and communications. Since many BIA. employees
are already unionized. Management mast also be trained in union
relations and contract admistration.

Although an employee evaluation system is now in operation.. it
is-not being used as a measuring, information and goal setting device..
Therefore, there should be a reorganization of the evaluation -"system
in: line with its intended goals. Benefits achieved by-these recommen-
dations would include:

Improved-morale.
Increased- efficiency and effekiveness...



toecrealsed need for third Marty intervention in
employee -relations_

Eventual red.uciions in operational costs.
The .conithissioner- must clearly communicate to management that

employee development is an important and measurable part of their
function.._Morala can be -improved by instituting executive visits

to the field, establishing an internal communications newsletter and
allowa.nces _for_socialinctions. Training programs and

evalutition system's should be established by nongovernment -proles-
sionaLs. -Implementation would improve employee understanding and
bureau effectiveness at a one-time cost of $100,000.

Develop training programs to meet spec-ific 1311-4 requirements.
The present emphasis on training is general in nature, narrow in

scope and unrelated to employees- jobs:. Initial training programs
should be concerned -with orientation, -clerical skills and supervisory
development. Subsequent activities should be -developed, designed and
conducted in-house with special emphasis on .unique roblems. Addi- .

tional ex.aeutive.developmentprograInS should be available to key area
and central office personnel, particularly in communications skills and_
management techniques. Supervisor} training-is needed at all org,arti
zation. le1;:els--zvith particular emphasis an personnel management_

It is imperative that the bureau give priority to thd development of
comprehensive Indian intake ai-nd- development pro.-rrams crloii-term
management- tiaining_programs designed ,to I:Ira-via at least 60 to 70
positions annually over the next 7 to 10 years. Classes should be de-.

- _signed to supply group orientation, initial training and individually
tailored assignments for the remainder of the development period-
12' to 25 months. At least one year should be spentin-the central of
On either a _broad ran.re of assignments within a particular discipline
'or. on a series-of assignments in various specialties. As a result of these
programS, qualified Indians- will-be available to fill vacancies in respc>n-
Siblepositions. This prograrri must be budgeted as -ix separate line item-
Allocatecl positions must be in addition to the normal ceilings imposed
on rating agenCies if the program is' successful Potential

6: include dramatic improvements in morale, communications;
f-roductivity and goal awareness. The result will be a-cadre of capable,
effective,. emPloyees, .able to assume greater responsibility fOr
bureau Operations. The, initiation of a.-training needs survey-wilLentail
a 'one.,-time cost -of $200,000. Program. maintenance will require .ati
ditional $80,000 annually.

_Continue-regular ciri7-serv:ice evaluations and upgracie-perseinnel-
management quality through. 1?epartMent of Ike interior project
manager appointments

Based on the Indian Reorganization ACt of 1934, it has been sus-.
Bested thatABIA personnel management should lie outside civil, service

. :regulations. Although this approach may have merit, problems in the
bureau stem primarily from. managerial weakress and could be solyed
within the current civil service structure. Since ItIA!s personnel-

.,manag6ment.problems have developed over an extended period 'of tithe,
-the Civil Service Commission shoirld continue to evaluate these aCtivi-
_
ties at bureau r instzillariOns_Ori_a_plan.izQd,

-



appointed to direct ,111A and department correction eLfforts shbuld. -

continue in this assignment until both the commissioner and pi6ject
inanager are satisfied deficienaes have teen corrected_

Evaluations should be scheduled so that each area office as well as
the Albuquerque and central offices 3,6e -Fisted. at le_...ast on-e-every three
years_ The project manager's mandate should be extended at least 9
to 12 months beyond the term of the original assignment or longer.
to ensure successful implementation_ C

Continued reviews by the Civil Service Commission' will inspire
personnel to be more conscientious. supply guidance and -provide tv. -

means. for appropriate corrective action. Implementation will bring -
about significant improvement in .the bureau's personnel-management
activities_ The estimated cost is appro2,30.tely $42,000- annually.

Management Infoninationa

This section provides some significant management observations on
the content, flow. timeliness and Inge' fulness of management inforrna-
tion as it is generated and communicated throughout the bureau_
agement information encompasses" all activities of the Diyision of
Automittic Data Processing includihg input requirements and result-
ant reports-
'Pre-lent Operation.

The information now available is generally financial and accounting
data as -well as payroll and personnel records necessary for. reporting
and decision-makin<2- at the central and area office levels. formal in-
formation flow has been established for the central office and copied, in
concept, in the areas and agencies. An _administrative function gener-
ates and distributes materials in the form of policy manuals on prac-
tices. procedures and regulations for personnel and related activities..

They DiviSion of Automatic Data Processing- in Albuquerque is the
priine source of finactional and administrative information.- It is
staffed by 104 permanent employees and operates 24 hours a day with
a fiscal 1976 budget appropriation of approximately $2_7 million- The
di -ision has two complete hardware computer systems including two
central processors manufactured in the 1960s and onTmass-storage disc.
system. :A. complete list of hardware equipment is given in Appendix
Exhibit VII, Central Office' Computer :Hardware. Additional data
processing capabilities at five other locations.are shown below:

Location Mb. Equipment

Parker. Ariz_______ -----
Albin:mew:A N. Mex.. Division of Transportation_ __
8iUings
Alisuouerque. Max Division of School Fac4;ities_
Phoenix,

A gamy
Central .
Area__
CentratwArea_

Key -to -tape recorder with data communications
Law-speed line printer_

Intelligent terminat,
intelligent terminal with printer_
Terminal with printer_
Minicnmputer,

Current application systems...include the foliowing- which are sup-
ported with 24 "software packages described in more detail in APpen-
dix Exhibit IN:. Central Office Software Packages :

Landsoil characteristics, ownership. lease_
Enrollmentensus files, membership, judgments.
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biventoryeq went -ruanagernefit, roads, property, main-
tenance-

Financeinvestments, revenue sharing, loans, vouchers, band-
ing, trust, personnel, payroll-

Educationstaff, property, pupils, curriculum-
Community Servicespa-yrn ents,_ housing, ski ls_
Natural Resourcestrust,- fishing,
Operationalproject progress, data processing utilization.

Evaluation
Due to inadequate and. unreliable measureiixent information, man-

agers can do little to control people or programs_ Data are used _pri-
marily for einplpyee records and to provide reports requested by area
or central offices_ The information available simply documents past

___<hitory for compila.tithi into composite status reports_
_ This type of information cannot be used effectively to evaluate,_
manage, and motivate people,- make decisions or measure program
quality,. Even simple comparisons are not available for management
control purposes. Moire sophisticated*.-management control requires
performance standards as a basis of comparison_ Insufficient stand-
srds and measurements are prime reasons for line manager, program
arlifikernplia-yee control problems_

inmunication of information is so slow that programs and ena-
plcijee morale suffer, Agency managers lack sufficient decision- related
data and their -reqiiiists for this pertinent information golvosuoswered.
Requests--for information may more through several steps in the -or-

- ganizational structure to attain an adequate response_ fortna.tion.
Sow is also slowed by various coordinators and liaison personnel who
constitute bottleneckS to desired communication patterns.. The entire
procedure wastes -tn.' ne, hampers program_ development and promotes
bitterness anion tribal officials.. Technical data are not distributed-
from the central and area offices since the employees -responsible for
these services are not motivated to provide the information_

,From a technical viewpoint, the data processing hardware at the
Division of Automatic Data Processing is obsolete and inefficient for
business-oriented work because the computer logic is designed for
cngineering or scientific applications_ The equipment is slow by xi:
factor of-10 to I arid contains inadequate storage capacity to handle
the _I3IA data base.. Since remote communications capabilities for dates.

_ retrieval do not-exist, human interveniton is required for inquiries_
The:available data. storage capability is required-for payroll and ad-

trative data, leaving little space for management information
data. The- avaikible application systems do not always operate effec-
tively- Only a few_of-th6,-1-7-division-reports sent to the agencies are
useful due to insufficient understanding or inapplicability of the in-
formation in the reports.. Although some manuals are available, they
do not explain report interpretations effectively_

Reports are not organized to provide information on an exception
basis. Therefore, users must dig through piles of paper to locate prob-
lems_ Because report accuracy is _poor, they are_mot_used-anthErgency
rrlixiers maintain "cuff accounts" for reconciling and control activi-
ties_ Inaccuracies are caused by insufficient knowledge on data input
and submission, but some training is provided to correct this situation_

33
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Area and other offices are starting to acqu- lie data processing equip-
. ment because of inadequate service from the division_ If this tread
continues, computer services will proliferate, resulting in higher costs--
Recent data processing studies indicate the two major problems are
insufficient hardware capability and a shortage of qualified people_

Both equipment and materials inventory systems are ineffectivend
wasteful- They are not completely automated because the :division
lacks the necessary data storage capacity_ Also, standards for controll-
ing inventories and servicing equipment do not exist.. Equipment list-

. mans are incomplete, causing supplies to disappear without sufficient
documentation._

The recon-irnendations presented should: be implemented immedi-
ately. Those aimed at:the Division of Automatic Data Processing,focus
on the application analysis section of the bureau's modernization study-
-Without quick action on these findings, the bureau will find, itself
committed to a. decentralized computer-center concept with unneces-.
cart' duplication_and._ high er..costs. Properly _equippedan_d_staffed.,Lthe
division could provide 80% to. 90%-"'of the necessary managemnt, in,_
formatioia efficiently and economically.. PUrther _proposals for improv-
ing the management information flow are included in the next section
on Organization Structure..
FZecomm.endations
15.-Establish. and instaZZ performance measurement standards

BIA suffers from inadequate Performance standards and a rejection
of a measurement philosophy- Both area and agency managers fail
to use available data as a tool for improved facilities utilization and
employee productivity_ Accounting procedures to identify total proj-
ect costs are absent and amortization schedules for replacement or
.renovation_" ustification are unavailable. Nonfinancial areas are almost
completely overlooked. The concept of measuring the utilization of re-
sources, employee performance levels, program schedules and

standards 2S missing.. which results in ineffective management.
To remedy this situation, the Office ofk_AcIministration should

-establish performance standards for costs, employee productivity,
work--time procedures, equipment use, facility space and service staff-
ing.. Then, employees should be trained in their use. The Division of
Automatic Data Processing should establish an 'application category
encompassing performance measurements designed to extract data
from all files for performance-standards reports and similar activities.

Area, agency and project managers should be provided with monthly
exception reports showing deviations c.f plus or minus 5% for review
and rectification prior to the nest report. Establishing 'performance
standards and an effective measurement program will improve em-
ployee productivity and could save as much as 5% of the,total man-
agement expense 'budget_ Since current salaries and benefits equal
appr_oximataly_a3S10.-n-xillion,potential annual savings would be about
$15-million. Five managers--two from each from the Offices of Ad--
ministration and Planning and one from the Division of Automatic
Data Processingshould develop a manual of approved performance
standards for required measurements. This entails close cooperation
with data processing planning..



te prOgraM to improve and facilitate. general communica-
aims between. central office and field supervisors

PersOnal contacts among burean.mana.;<=ement personnel, are inade:-
quate and infrequent The area offices operate as separate entities
which linait communications, partidularly face to face, either :verti-
Call.y: or horizontally. This has led to isolation which makes general
policy_ implementation and organization unity dilficult to achiwe.

_..An.'improved: general- communications program should be designed
and implemented to increase personal contacts among management
.persOn.nel- Supervisors should also solicit staff opinions' and be more
responsive to expressed needs- Increased visits by the commissioner to
field operations would enhance morale and open channels of communi-
cation.. Successful implementatioia of an overall communications im-
provement program would stimulate. morale, reduce isolation and
establish a consistent informationsysteni.
17. Develop a concise, statenzent on...Critical:issues

The Division of Management Research and Evaluation provides
policy 'and procedures "mane ds which are Often outdated and coil-
sequently. inaccurate. Employees and tribal entities do not understand
33IA. fUnctions because position statements on critical issues are incon,
sisteiiL A manager's knowledgve of -services and functions in divisions
other than his own is particularly weak_

naaserial statement should. be written and distributed through-
out the bureau- Policy statements should provide

Definition and implications. of- tec.hnical assistance:
Potential impact and ramifications of Public Law -93-638.
Consistent and enforceable interpretation of Indian preference.
EplartatiOn., of 33and. Analysis-

_ Precise, complete ciffinition of the trust responsibil' ity_
EmploVees -must be aware of their relationShip to the 33I.A.- mission,

function: and services. Implementation should be assigned to the Diva
sion. of Management Services: This should take precedence over updat-.
bag existing policy and -procedures_ A final document should be com-
pleted in two,inontlr.-
18. Improve tke aiuzg em.e-nt by Objectives program,

The concept of MBO utilizes techniques approved and supported by
the cOmmissic-?n-e:e-_ However, the bircau's program is not sufficiently

coordinated.:
i

Area offices prepare and distribute man -
agement objectives ,to agency personnel and tribes while agency ob-.
Jectiv ati% independently developed by individual superintendents-
In. many . cases, area objectiV are -too broad to be easily' measured_
They are often mere re-statern "As of position functions and es.
Understanding appreciat on of MB techniques are further
stifled by oor communi
utiliZed. to eva nate managerial results or ability-

A successful 1-!-..1..B0 '\program provides compatible objectives for'
various organizational levels...Each Manager establishes' goals which
complement- those -of his superior- Since the ultimate measure of suc-
_cess -is -effective client service, special emphasis should.--be placed on
first-level supervisors' goals. To ensure proper emphaSis, objectives .
should be set in. a two-iihase process. In the first phase, broad guide-
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would be developed by the commissioner and his staff and sent to-
subordinates where the -process would be repeated..

-The second, phase---:setting specific, measurable objectives based on
the ,guidelines provided---woula be accomplished beginning at . the
lowest supervisory level: This presentation would include goals, time
schedules and a vehicle for measuring overall results- The iirocess is
then reversed by submitting these specific goals. to the higher stiper-
-visors for understanding and approval_ Management objectives should
be set annually.. - .

At-the enctof each quarter, managers would review goal accomplish
ments in face to face discussion with his supervisor and corrective-
action taken when appropriate. Such an 3.V.1130 system -Ni-ould increase
interaction between all bureau management levels and promote
rii7fetional cohesiveness_ At the 'agency level. as goal-oriented manage-
ment style will replace the reactive-mode now in evidence. For ex-
ample, technical assistance could be more actively provided to serve
the best interests of the tril)e...
19_ Expedite the automatie -data processing moclern.izcztion study to

ensure completion by Janutiry 1, 1977
The data processing installation in Albuquerque is inadequate for

both administrative and management information requirements...The.
Division .of Automatic Data Processing is- currently equipped With
two obsolete machines. Neither operatth in a multiprocessor or.a. multi-
programming mode_ An- additional 25% capacity is provided by out

contract. The only backup for the two current machines. which_
prepare .23IA pay-rolls. is an installation in Grand Tunction, Colorado,
which serves the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. -

As .'division data processing services are incapable- of satisfying
total system requirements, area offices are beginning to acquire their-
own equipment If this trend continues, BL& will be committed to a
decentralized system which will. prove more costly than a centralized
remote- access configlira.tion. Also, increased use of purchased corn--
-puted. tiro.e will result in higher operating costs. ,

Both computers are designed_ for scientific rather than business ap-,
plications. 1%To capacity exists for meeting special field requests or pro-,
viding direct access from remote loca.tions. Since manuals document-
ing capabilities and reports are inadequate, both system input and out-
put are extremely poor_An extensive study on -the replacement of obsolete hardware and
additiOn of improved service and data handling capabilities is in
progress. In addition.. an intern -equipment improvement proposal is
being pursued- The. approximate -schedules for interim requirements
and estimated completion of this work are contained inthe following
chart- It is doubtful that these dates could be met With current staff
levels_

Steps Modernization action Short range .Long range

Replace hardware with interim equipment (Dual CDC 35D4)_____ January 1977
Z....------- Complete application analysis November 1976_

Install adequate equipment__ - --- --------- - ----- _-_____ --------- ----- November 1978-



The propOsecl equipment includes compatible computers to do multi-
processing in a multiprogramming Mode with communicating capa-
bility_ Implementation of the interim project should be followed by a
request for_ sufficient funding for complete modernization during fiscal
197S.

Mechanical capaCity alone will not solve MA's data processing prob-
lem. In addition.. an adequate number of trained .personnel with ex-
perience in computer languages. operating systems. programming and
applications must be employed immediately. Indian . preference may
present difficulties since data processing personnel are in high demand
and command good _salaries- Also. qualified software peOple are not
attracted to Albuquerque which has limited employment cipportuni- =ties. They prefer areas where they can easily more frc.ini one employer
to another. Therefore. f114,., lt..-4.-ation of the bureau's facility in a citywhich Las other large data processing centers could improve thesituation.

Updating current equipment will provide increased machine capac-
_ itv- for pa.vroll, administration . and management information. func-tions; establish data processing credibility as a management -tool;

provide remote lOcations with direct access to computer-stored pro-
grams on a timely basis; reduce report and. data analysis costs; permit
development of a. centralized system for improved economy; increase
speed and storage capacity by a factor of 10 ; .and ultimately improve --
service to the tribes- Personnel assigned to the. current modernization
study should be increased by three over the next two-month period to
complete' the project by January 1978_ Steps should also be taken to
improve the trainingprovided data-processing personnel_

nless this work. is carried out expeditiously additional computer
capability will be required at area and. agency focations- This as well
as additional clerical costs due .to the lack of computational capability

,"" represents a cost avoidance of $10-million annually by 1980. -
20. Comp7ete czppZication analysis section of the modernly- Study

by October 1, 1976
The current data processing function is incapable of providing the

spectrum' of data and reports needed. by managers on a timely basis_
In addition, many reports are 'inaccurate, mating it necessary for
agency personnel to maintain their own accounts.. Although 35 differ-
ent standards and/or procedures manuals are available or near Com-
pletion. they are primarily for handling hardware and software at the
division's data center- The customers' and managers' Manuals are being
developed- Consequently, a complete catalog of data and special-re-
ports material is unavailable. Personnel shills as well as various ap-
plication systems are 'becoming obsolete_

Application analyses should be made to determine data and-report
demands:1Vhen this is completed, the division must be staffed by per-
sonnel -with experience in generating essential information_ Manager
awareness Of computer capabilities------augmented by catalogued appli-
cations and reports would serve as the basis for improved manage--
xnent training programs-
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21- Add remote-access Znd interactive capabilities to reduce processing
time and increase computer program. development

Data processing information is now obtained in the field only' -bY
human. intervention.- Because the current system does not have inter-
sictive capability, a programmer cannot converse with the computer.
to expedite program develoPment. Establishing interactivity would
reduce program development time by a factor of 10. Procedures for
program change do not permit appropriate access and inquiry systems-
Without interactive_ capabilities and -modern data-base management
applications, land record and, tribal roll program needs cannot be fully

Area offices and some agency operations should have direct-access,
data-file capabilities via voice-grade, Off-hours SPATS. service con-
nected to a printer at-their location- Implementation Will provide these
offices with required access to computer-stored. programs and chita. on
a. timely basis.

A separate study 'should be instituted to determine,..the'feaSibility of
adding a "communication controller" to exist.ing equipment_ In addi-
tion, one area office should be equipped with remote terminals to accu-
mulate experience would would assist in developing specifications fOr
a modernized data processing system. Reinote capabilities in the new
equipment configuration would- be based on area requirements. Present
costs of program development are approximately $275,000. Using this
approach, present output could- be accomplished for $27,500. .Yet; on
the other hand, 10 times more program development could- be pro-
duced with the same staff. However, no savings or cost avoidance

. claims are made in reference to this recommendation.
DeveZop an inventory system for a comprehensive equipment sman-
agernent system.

BIA owns and operates approximately 5,444 pieces of equipmentAIL

at almost $60-million. For pUrposes of comparison, the Depart-
ment of the Interior owns 9,700 pieces. worth $114-million. Of the $6-
million annually appropriated for new or replacement units in
approximately 90% is classified as road construction equipment Most
of it is purchn_tecl new although 'a small percentao-e is provided by
government excess listing.

A comprehensive equipment inventory system Cann otbe developed
because nomenclature, standards and retirement/x-eplacement criteria
are nonexistent. Records are not updated to furnish this information.
The department does not proVide guidance, definitions, techniques or
systems analyses. Therefore. nomenclature and identification systems
vary radically and are not easily adaptable to data processing
applications-

An equipment management system should be developed to include
all BIA..._ equipment. Olfierational-level records. should be. centralized
for purposes of inventory management and integrated with large-
scale utilization and purchasing actiVities. Equipment that does not
meet established standards should be eliminated. Developing specific
criteria and specifications for BIA equipment will permit a computer-

, .

ized. inventory sy-stern.'
Equipment utilization, particularly at agencies wher e budget Inn-

- nations prohibit extensive purchases, will be enhanced by a central -
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7'iz----c---sjrstem which can. assess utilization factors over large demand
:areas or fo'r sea.sonal'applications. Utilization criteria will also permit
1314 to Make more economical purchasing-decisions_ Improved lease,
rental and ipiantity buviner returns will intimately- release more budget
dollars for, program 'objectives- In .addition, equipment will be
propesly amortized and replaced at reasonable intervals, reducina-
maintenance costs as well as downtime and providing documentation
for new equipment purchases. ,

Implementation would save approxix- natelv $6.6-million annually, /
projecting a 10% reduction of the annual appropriation...for new or ./
used: equipnient and a 10% decrease in the present equipment inven7
tory_ In'addition7 another 40% annual saving attributed to the mainte:-
=nee budget is not claimed_ ,,y

-
..

peveZop standardized material and supply inve-rttonf systems/
Fild operations in isolated areas require extensive facilities -and 7-

equipment as well as substantial storage space for replacement' parts-
Since most of the facilities and equipment were purchased" in the
1930s, \a.n exhaustive inventory of replacement parts is necessary_ The
problem is further compliCated by the diversity of equipment_ Present
procurement regulations including limited purchases froin a single
vendor acraravate the situation. Since the warehouses are decentral-
ized, road maintenance, plant management, property/supplies.,-for-
estry/fire-suppre&sion and land operation inventories/ are housed in.
separate facilities -with limited management control and poor security;
Insufficient communications among-the agencies result in duplications
in materials procurement-

A study should be rriiicl.e by the area offices to determine present
_ material inventory utilization, specifications and warehouse require-
ments- Based on the find-ix-1gs, a plan should be developed to implement.
standardized wttreliouse ;practicespossibly adapted to data process=
ink -It should include a bin system, location and identification-Card
files.. Using the plan, warehouses would be';puro-edf -obsolete items
and lists of excess materials distributed to other areas. An exchange
system could be installed among the agencies to pre -Vent order duplica-.
tions and reinforce bulk purchasing_ Centralized .c.ruida.nce-to coordi-
nate specifications and _utilization of future facilities and equppierit
should be provided..

The improved management of inventory systems. including,- stand-
ardization, particularly at the field level. will reduce overall expenses,
prevent ordering delays and briny down the cost of preVentive mainte-
nance_ Since 20% to '30% of present warehouse space is occupied by
unnecessary equipment, developing an interagency. equipment pool
will eliminate -storage of outdated replacement parts and alloW more
space for-present operationS. The one-time saving to be generated by
purging warehouse inventories . and identifying material utilization
levels is estimated at approximately $20-million. The annual -saving
Would be between $5- and $10-million.



Sectiga.M.111 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
During the course of this study, a number of V organizational prob-

lems;were observed- While many are referenced in other report sections,
there is a need to modify the bureau's overall_ organizational -concept.
Although time constraints did not permit a detailed organization
analysis, a "matrix". concept has been developed to serve as a bass
for further refinement by the bureau- . .

r

Most federal entities are program-oriented, delivering; related serv-
ices to a s-imilsr-- client base- The BIA is also structured to serve its
-clients as a homogeneous group.. In reality, -however both the client
base and the services are as varied as the number-of iribes within the
total Indian popul9tion. As a. result, spans of controlparticularly at
the-area. levelam top broad and agencieS do not receive sufficient
specialized. program guidance_ To provide effective administrative
direction, spans of control within the bureau must be-narrow enough
for improved management efficiency yet sufficiently.. broad to supply
appropriate expertise in program areas.. Staff specialists-must be avail-

-able to oversee functional activities,°generating data for program 43k
velopment, needs analyses and control. systems_ A

To accomplish its objectives effectively, the BIA_ organitionshould
be modified- At present, each leVel is self-contained with responsibility
for both progra.m. and adinmistrative activities. Under the proposed
concept, alterations in, the organization structure must .be accom-
panied by major changes in management style and philosophy.. Au-
thority must-be delegated to both central and field managers who have
a clear understanding of their assignments and the criteria by which
their performance will be evaluated- Although the new concept con-
tnins staff 'groupings and relationships which will facilitate this clari-
fication, there is still a need to define -appropriate interfaces between
bureau units- Executive effectiveness can only be achieved by giving
individual managers sufficient, controttePitsubstantially influence Tter-
formance.. This delegation of important decisions to lower operating
levels carries with it .an inherent 'risk because of the bureau's trust
and service -commitments- However; this would' be offset by the follow-
ing aspects orthe proposed organization...

A:planning and budgeting system would beincluded to provide
both short-. and long-term capabilities which emphasize maximum
Indian -participation and ensure appropriate exchanges- of infor-
mation- Both variance analysis and performance measurement
would be part of the proposed -system_

An_effective-Ma.nagement by Objectives program would be in-
sitituted to provide a 'basis for performance evaluations as well
as criteria for corrective action-

Organizational interfaces would be established to form a. sys-
tem of internal checks and balances which ensure that managerial
action invoTires the bureau's most qualified rsonnel_

Accomplishing this last objective involves the utilization of a. ma-
trim" system of organization. This generally re to a structure in

- . which an individual manager may have two or ore- reporting rela-
tionshipseach encompassing a specific aspect of that managees over-
all responsibility. 1Corraally, these can be identified as functional, proj-
ect or administrative relationships_ For example, it is anticipated. that
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area sand ageicy managers would exercise administrative authority
Over their staffs while functional authority dealing with specific pro-

would be assigned to individua.l.0 at the central office. -level.
roject management would:be utiMia. to ensure completion of short-

term assiernments which require a cross-section of talents from various
areas of the organization. However, project t,eam.members would re-
main subject to the administrative control of their respective unit
managers.

The prithary thrust of the matrix concept in regard to the bureau's
present system is the separation of functional and administrative re-
sponsibilities. One of the major requirements of this approach is the
establislunent of clear relationships between organizational units. The
mixture of reporting lines makes ground rules essentialspelling out
clearly who does what; when and for whom. However, the matrix ap-
proach can be utilized to achieve benetts not possible in 'a more con-
ventional structure. For example, specialized ad.minstrative -and time-
tional talents can be freely used throughout the organization without
violating lines of. authority. It also 'ensures consistency among organi-
zational units in terms of policies, procedures. techniques,aria.- stand-
ards. All personnel responsiole for services will receive direction from
the same program specialist Furthermore, it tightens communications
links to higher kvels of management. More importantly, the mixture
of central office and agency influence will result in improved objectiv-
ity in . making program decisions ..and should provide economies
through the elimination of functional duplications in various line
operations.

Structural changes to existing operating units within thelaureauas
; illustrated by the proposed conceptual chart on the following page

wotild be minor.. However, 'the reporting relationships and assign-
ments of responsibility, particularly at the area level, would be sub- -.-
stantialiy altered.

Within the central office, The Position of Commission& of. Indian
Affairs should become an_AssistantSecret 9.ry in the Department of the

.....Interior-Ao-enable the incumbent to deal more effe.,,,-tivelv. with other
4-4- bureaus. The staff functions of Congressional and Legislative Affairs,

Indian Self-Determination, Public Information. Administration and
Joint -Use Administration would remain essentially unchanged. In
addition. staff functions of 'Planning and -j3udgeting as well as Legal
would be included in the central office to provide the bureau with
necessary .internal expertise. However, Education would be substan-

- tially upgraded with all school superintendents reporting to the cen-
tral office ra.i.her than to the area director a-3 they do presently. Suffi
cient expertise must be provided within the central office- to assist
school boards and superintendents with ongoing activities and to de.
velop long-range plans in areas such as curriculum, teacher recruit-
ment. bude:eting and the like. Increased Indian involvement in
educational decisions will thus be encouraged and facilitated.
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The most cant alteration at the central office level would. be
the creation of two new management units;}luman Resources and
Natural. ResourCes. They Will provide-functional control for all BLS
programs and related activities, freeing area directors to concentrate
on administrative matters.. Functional activities to be- manan-ed by
Human Resources would include housing, law enforcement7sOciiil
services, tribal government, job Placement, training and self-determi-
nation services. Natural Resources would encompass prgram areas
such as business enterprise, financial assistance, roads and transpor-
tation, resource .development and nonlegal operational aspects of the
trust responsibility.. In this regard, Trust Responsibility in the cen-
tral office would continue to a_inster activities related to legal and
financial functions.The principal responsibilities of the new resource -units would in-
elude program planning and development activities to foster Indian
self-determination and meet identified needs, monitoring and technical
assistance services plus functional management responsibilities at the
agency level. They would also provide control _information for senio.r-
Management and work with other federal- agencies to secure ma-cirnum
client benefit from appropriate programs. Advantages would include
appropriate delineation of management esponsibility for related ac-
tivities, enhanced career opportunities to attract qualified personnel,
provision of more efficient service delivery through effective central
office monitoring, .improved horizontal communication.and program
performance measurement_

With the establishment of these two resource units, it will be possible
to eliminate the position of a.rea director and replace it. At present,
-these employees interpose between central program development ac-
tivities and agency service delivery functions. As a result, they re-
strict communication and inhibit rather than enhance the bureau's
overall effectiveness. Transferring functional.responsibility to the cen-
tral office and service-delivery accountability to the agencies will elinai
nate 12 area offices. Under the new oremnizational concept, six regional
service centers will provide only Olministrative direction to local
service centersthe enlarged agency. These responsibilities will en-

--coznpass local .service center management, training, wage and salary
adrruniaration-and_rolitine daily operations. They will be specifically
separated from- prograan---and---sez'cace delivery functions. In addition,
regional service center managers wilTh-ave-administra.tive responsibili-
ties over a small staff of project specialists tosuPiiTy-specificservices to
local service centers where the work load is insufficient to justia-full-
time specialist These project specialists will have functional responsi-
bilities to the appropriate central office program-director.

These changes are designed to improve program uniformity, enhance
service delivery, provide appropriate exchanges of program. data be- -
tsveen local service centers. ensure uniform performance evaluations of
program effectiveness and improve opportunities for Indian participa-
tion. Under this concept, responsibility for program success will be
moved closer to 'Cie tribes. improving -overall control and reducing
administrative overhead. Furthermore, it is ^nticipated that long-
range-plans include the 'elimination of reg." al service centers as
Indian self-determination becomes a reality.

-2 SS. - it Z. 3 341
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Although local service center structure will not change, the manager
will have increased responsibility for service delivery as well as Un-
proved access to central office pro-errtun specialists. In a similar fashion,
program managers will receive administrative supervision from local
service renter managers and functional guidance from a central office
program director-Implementation of this organizational concept at all levels will en-
able BL4 to assist the Indian people to achieve self-deterrnination. more
rapidly- It will also strengthen relationships between tribal and bureau
officials by developing opportunities to facilitate Indian participation
in all program. areas.. In the future, ultimate implementation would
permit integration of local service centers with tribal council offices,
eventually eliminating local service centers- The anticipated elimina-,
"tion of 12 area offices and restructuring of six regional service centers
would result in an annual saving of about $11-million based on cur-
rent expenditures_

77
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Sectzion IV. IMPLEMENTATION

At.nurnber of problems which-significant17.- dilute theepverall effec-
tiveness of the Bureau of Indian Affairs have been idbntified. For
eackproblem, a solution has been proposed and the benefits which can

expectc-d. outlined. The recornmendationaf previous studies failed
as effective...management tools for the same reason : none of them had a
specifie rneclaanistrc-for -follow or "'forced". implementation- In'most
instances; there-was -virtually no-follow-through of the solutions sucr-

:.-gested. Something more than problem identificatiiiiiialdprooas;d__
resolutions is

The time, effort_ manpower and creativity which have been..utilized
in-preparing this report will be wasted if Congress fails to assure im-
P-ementation of these _recommendations as outline& If-Congress is to
make long-lasting_ .meaning,ful improvements in the operation of
it is imperative that the commission's recommendations-be approved
in principle. It is equally imperative. that Con cress establish a system
for follow-up with a feedback mechanism to ensure implementation of

_ap roved proposals.
no-ress should authorize the creation of a Management Improve-

ment Implementation Review Office 'reporting to an appropriate man-
agement division in the Office of Management and Budget. The staff
should be composed of appropriate professional and support em-
ployees. The professiOnal expertise should encompass personnel and

_ financial .management as-Well as management information skills. One
of the professionals should be a government employee- another should
be from the private sector and one should-be an Indian. These indi-
vid.uals would work with persons thr=oughout the bureau to ensure

ti implementation. They should be authorized to establish time frames
for completion of specific recommendations and to make suggestions
to persons throughout the bureau. They would be required to file
quarterly reports as well as appropriate interim updates with the
Cominissioner of Indian Affairs. Additional copies would be sent to
the Secretary of the Interior and appropriate congressional commit-
tees_ The reports will give the review office an opportunity to report
progress--,-while providing it with an effective vehicle for identifying
areas where implementation problems are occurripg. In addition, the

- -.management study team members should provide advice to-the review
office by meeting periodically to review intplementation progress

..The -Secretary of the Interior --and the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs should be required to highlight essential features of these reports
during the annual budget. presentations to Congress. This will ensure
careful review of the reports and will also stimulate desired and es:
sential management improvement throughout 33IA.-
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Sectiozi "V" DIGEST : OF R:ECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations
Action
required

Financial
impact

Estimator!
amount /

BUDG
E

1_ Establish a formal planning system within B1A and
integrate it into the present budget process.

Reorganize budgeting. planning-and-- intergovern-
.- mental relations into 1 integrated organization.

3- Stimulate Indian participation in the budget process
441edude aft nonbanded area programs except trust

funds in the agency budget formation process by
fiscal 1979. - .

Make the budget function-responsibir for variance
analyses and performance reviews_

6_ Emphasize Indian participation aniftendenalysis in
9 the BM budget review to the department.-OMB.

President. and Congress.
-17; Eitairiaramnril-Preriect-Pgagl331134.1a-area and_agency

levels for all continuing programs and ; monitor
) performance quarterly on a personal basis, alter-
- mg-the plan to reflect status changes.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT .

ET PROCESS

Executive

Executive

IL. Strengthen Indian preference to improve ERA el-
: fectiveness while continuing to hire, train and up-

eradel ndians for BurealPemployment
9. Develop a. human resources planning system using

industrial engineering techniques to establish ap-
ropriate staffing levels and position requi renown.

20. Develop an aggressive recruiting program to secure
qualified or trainable . ;

Reorganize the employment classification system to
improve. credibility,

12. Improve BIA -employee relations practiCes_. _
13. Develop training programs to meet specific

requirements_
14. Continue regular civil service evaluations aid up-

grade personnel-management quality through De-
pertinent of the Interior project manager appoint-
merits.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

15. Establish and install performance measurement
standards.

16. Initiate a program to improve and facilitate general
communications between central office and field...
supervisors.

17. Develop a concise statement on critical issues.
111. Improve the management by objectives program_

Expedite the automatic data processing modernize-
bon study-to insure completion by Jan_ 1. 1977_

20.. Complete application analysis section of the modern-
izationstudy by Oct. 1, 1976.

Zt. Add remote access and interactive capabilities to,
reduce processing time and increase computer
Program development efficiency_

=_ Develop an inventory system for a...comprehensive
equipment management system.

23. Develop standardized material and supply inventory
systems.

Execotire
Executive.:- cost

Executive
Executive.

__ Annual saving

Executive

' ;SO. 000

250, 000

iAnnual saving_r____--
Executive___--"1-tirrie cost__ --

(Annual cost.Executibe---11-ti me cost__-___----
Executive
Executive_ _ 1-time cost____________:
E ecu ti ye_ fAnnual cost_cost
Executive_____ Annual cost -

Executive-__ Annual saving
Executive

75.000.000
430,000

150, 000
50.000

100,000
80.000
200.000
42.000

15. 000, 000

Executive_
Executive ('Annual cost 10, 000, 000

Avoidance
Executive
Executive

Executive__ Annual saving..
[Annual saving_Executive 11-time saving

6, 600. 000

S. 000, 000
20.000,000
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Section VI- APPENDIX
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I. Prior AssessmentsListing of Titles and Title Categories
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.Management
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V. ,Budget Development Action Sheet
VL1 Banded/Non-Banded ,Program FundingFiscal 1976 and 1977

Vlij Band Analysis--Lociii Funding PrioritiesFiscal 1978
VT11.1 Central Office. Computer Hardware

Mt__Centx=al-Ofilce-Software-Packages
/
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EXHIBIT 1

PRIOR ASSESSMENTSLISTING OF TITLES AND TITLE CATEGORIES

Code No. and title Author Year

2
3
4.
5
6
7
9

10

The American Indian sod the BIA-1969
The 2961 Interior Department Task f=orce - --- -
The Fund for the Republic Retort_
Declaration of Indian Purpose
The Presidential Task Force on the American Indian_
The Interagency Task Forted1967 and the President's Message

on Indian Affairs.
Review of BIA (Preston Report)

tren=tet Indian Rights 1950-53
The Indian's Quest for Justice (The Legal_Conscience)---:--

litainag-----11-4a2132414aregranralnentReviewDepartmet)-A of the Interior_____

13

14

25

16
27
18

19
20

21

22

2'3

4.and Management on Reservations (2 separate reports covering
reservabons).

Information on Federally' Owned Submarginal Land Within or
Adjacent to Reservations (17 separate- reports covering 17
resenrations).

Various
Reed

on DeliVeri of Services (26 separate reports on
- various topics).

'Personnel Management of BIA Locations (II separate reports on
various area es, schools).

BIA Takeover bzcriorsoilloarlifnclen Treatitz__
I ntormountain
Public School Survey of Construction Aid

Report on Turtle Mountain Chippewa
Committee Review of Program Agreement Between the Central

Council of 'Tlingit and Heide Indians of Alaska and the BIA.
Policy and 'Program Recommendations for Federal Strategy to

Reach and Aid Business Development on Reservations.
An End to Manifest DestinyA Look at Tribal Recognition and

Individual Rights to Services-
Amesicam Indian Policy Review Commission Denver Hearings,

May 1976.

Alvin M. losephy ---_____
Task fort
Task force
Task forceTask force_ ----
Task force_

Fides S. CohenElia staff ---
Working group (S.

project-director):
GAO

GAO

2969-
1962
1961
1961
1967

1967-68
1971
1953
1960
1975

_1974

1974-75

1911-73.

GAO__ -- _ --- 1968-75

CSC_ 1970 -75

House Appropriations Committee_ _ 1973.
House Appropriations Committee 2975
BIA contract with National Indian

Training and Research Center_
House Appropriations Committee_ 1973
BIA/Tribal Review Committee 1973-74

representatives.
Consultants for Office of Minority 1974

Business Enterprise.
1972

1976
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6.4

Eximarr V.Budget development action sheet
1 .9/1-2/15 (CO) Develop Workshop Materials. -
2-- -1/1-3/1-(C0)-- Update Prcigrara Plan and Band Guidelines

ea- 2/1 (OMB) Target Planning Allowance to Department From 0MB
*4 2/15 (CO) Tentative Allocations to Areas/Agencies From Central Office
5 2/24 (CO) Band Guidelines Completed
6 2/24 (CO-AO) Area Program Officers Workshops

7 3/15 (AO) Adjusted- Area Base to Include Pay Raise to Central Office
8 3/15 (CO) Program Plan Guidelines Completed
9 3/15-4/15 (AO AG) Workshops Conducted by Areas/Agencies

*10 4/1 (DEPT) Target Planning Allowance to Bureau from Department
11 4/1-5/15 (CO)' Develop Target Planning Allowances for Areas by

Location
*12 4/25 (CO) Provide Banded Target Planning Allowances to Areas by

Location
13 4/15 (DATA CENTER) Provide Data Forms to Agencies
4'14 4/15-6/15 (CO-AO-AG) Develop Local Rands
*15 4/20 (AO) Provide Banded Target Planning Allowances to Agencies
*16 5/15 (CO) Bureau Program Strategy Paper To Department
1'17 5/15 (CO) Provide Non-Banded Target Planning Allowances to Areas by

Location
18 5/15-6/15 (AG) Agencies DeVelop Agency- Program, Plans with Tribes
"119 5/15-6/15 (A0) Areas Develop Area Office Program -213Ans with Tribes
*20 5/20 (AO) Provide Non-Banded Target Planning Allowances to Agencies
21 6/1-7/15 (DEPT-CO) Prepare Secretarial Issue Paper
006/15 (AO) Bands Returned to Central Office

'11= 7/1 (AO) Program Plana to Central Office
24 7/1-8/1 (Data Center) Update PPE System With Program. Plans

#*25 7/15 (OMB) Planning Allowance pts Department from OMB
*26 8/1 (DEPT) Planning Allowance to Bureau From Department
*27 9/1 (All Dept.) Each Department Provides Interior with. Indian

Programs
=3 9/15 (011B-DEPT-00) Estimates to OMB
'29 .. 9/24-1111 (OMB- DEPT --CO) Hearings with OMB -

"9/30-(AO-AG)- -Indian Reaction to Proposed Budget to Central Office
*31 10/1 (CO) Proposed Funding Level for Indian Programs to Indians
*32 IA/8-1012 .1 (AO-AG) Proposed Funding Level Reviewed by Indians
33 10/15 (OMB-DEPT-CO) Passback from 0MB

#34 11/6-11/15 (0MB) OMB Allowances . -
#35 11/10 (PRES) President Submi(s Current Services Budget to Congress
#36 11/15-12/15 (DEPT-CO) Appeals and Budget Printing Process

. 37 12/15 -I /1 (DEPT-CO) Prepare Budget Justifications
38 .Z/./ (ALL DEPTS) Each Dept. Provides Interior With Indian Programs

In. President's Budget
#39 1/1 (EPT-00) justifications to Congress
*40 1/15 (CO) Indian Programs In President's Budget Distributed to Field

#41 1/15 (PRES) President's Budget to Congress
42 2/15 (CO-DATA CENTER) Update Previous Fiscal Year Data in the

PPE Data System
#1143 2/15-4/1 (CONG - DEPT --CO-TRIBES) House and Senate Appropriations

Hearings
#44 3/15 (CONGRESS). Congressional Committees Recommendations to

Budget Committees
#45 -4.11 (CONGRESS) Congressional Budget Office Reports' to Budget

Committees
#46 4/15 (CONGRESS) Budget Committees First Concurrent Budget Resolu-.

Lion. to Congress
#4T 5/15 (CONGRESS) Congress Completes Action On First Concurrent

Budget Resolution
#48 5/15. (CONGRESS) Legislative Committees Report on Authorizing

Legislation
---- #49 - 9/7-(CONGRESS) Congress.Passes Money Bills;

.9/15 (CONGRESS) Congress Passes Second Budget ReiOlution
#51 9/25 (CONGRESS) Congress Completes Action on Reconciliation Bill
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.-14-8'52-... 10/1. : (C07.4:GUESS ) Fiscal tear Begins .
#53. :11/1-1/1. (CO) Distribution of Funds to Areas .._.

#54 ':12/1-1Q/1 (DATA- CENTER-CO) Periodic Review of Program Plan
Progress

T'r... Tar-asa. /
_ Legend

ajL-A-x43::-..344.
CO .%-:elatrat orrice cBrA).
AO Area.' Offlee (BLA. ) .

.

.i.
Aist -pvencr. office. OM& )-DePartnuent of the Interior.
03513 citrice ,,n,f, 3dianageotent and Brid.Set-
Pfyllt".1ft president of tile-Culled Staten-C...... a congress-

..

1 s-s. 333:13181-1' VI,
1 BANDED/NOtli1ANDED'PROGRA/A FUNDING- FISCAL 1976 AND 1977

Eta thousands 01 donarsi

Banded progranta'
Education sod tn: loin& toners!_
SChaoi apiratiot..... (including tribal)
Dorset instrucbort

-

leferroal lesreent_ - -4entrionam creiter
coca tional trainin

training
g..inaiitutions-

-- __,
student assrstance---- --

All egi-or career develoOnient_--
Special education esPerlences - --
°Potation of previoustY private schools
Certnnimity services. general
J!ircritturs. extension 'services -
An other aid to tribal SOloenunetnt2
MI ether social serincee--:
Housing_

geriiriia 1Commorciel develop . - ----- -------------

---

Fiscal-year-
1976 , 1977

All other commercial (utterly's. daveil-oir71Vn-t7.-
MI other credit- and finInce------:.--;.-- -- --
An other direct emplcIrMent 355aStanCIP .....

- --
Read Maintenance_ ---.

.- .. - -__
Credit end finance- --

Airstrip rnairitonenol,--+ _ -
_ -- -

Trust service. genera's-
Environmental quality

il other rights protectlee--
Services-

----
Financial trust services-
natural resources, ltenal'a!I
Agriceounr___ ------ ----------------For
tfieneittral-a-nd

-----------
Wildlife and perks,- ------------ __----
Facilties, general': -----
Facility 0 and in_ _......-
EXOCUti ire direction' -------- ------------------------Program stria budget_,_
Safety management _.serelces _
All ether administrative services

Subtotal. banded Ponrants-

57, 155.0 57, 185- 8
135, 748. 3 136,001_6- .

I. 207.3 1.
85L 2 860.9
103. 1 90.7

16, 964 8 17. 063. 8
e. 009. 5 4, 903-2
2, 470. 9 2.4222
1, 229.9 L. 2EL S
1, 600.0 1, 600. 0

93. 9 109. 4
2, I92.5 2,=1.2
4. 139.8 4, 529.7
8, 046.9 8,760_ 2

13, 028:6 13, 961_ 9
31. 7 24 5

1, 932.2 1.717.6
2, 786, 1 2, 845. 5
1, 290.0 L 290- 0

10, 259.9 11, 099_ 4
9, 165_ 1 9, 993- 0

5.3 8_
75.6 100_ 06507_ 5

2, 745. 5
.9

3,
69
091- 2

11, 888. 5 12, 391-6
1, 960.4 2,056.0

95.5 115.0
14, 730. 4 16, 027.0
. 7, 980_ 2 8, 260.4

154. 152-
31. 0 676.2

132.2 37.
MS.

0
50, 986- 8 53, 343. 5

4, 361.0 5.089_ 9
2. 976. 8 2, 849. 9

668.5 736.5
15. 124, 7 15, 331_8

339, 431.6 350, 740.2

Plonberrieri programs:
___.___Eouratien arid training. gene_

---
______---____ -

220-000.
3, 44.2.3

Wirt°1211 operations omit:Ging
b public schoots_....._ -------- -756:562:6- 27, 305002.. 00

training..ireens- .

Coult_go student assistance '
28,043 .0 28 952-

All coiner career day/riot:Tient- 490. 6 513- 1
Special education eil:Perrencier- -
Operannn or prionnusIY Drivel° schools - - -- - -- ---;66:10Community services. general 01,216- 0 771- a.Com Prehensive oarreie '

itovernment ---
couirts.. ----- -- ---- --------- --- -- ---

2, 896_ 0

"m . 38_0
Ai' other aid to tribal governments - 174.

55.070_ 0". welfare. graript..._ -
A other social Services- -- "."7"..

394_ s

378
L.1

-71
19.4

59.825- 0
482.8
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Exixrarr QI

BANDED/NONI3ANDED PROGRAM FUNDING -- FISCAL 1976 AND 1977Continued

pet thousands of dollars!

Fiscal year-
1976 1977

Law enforcement 23,364. 5 23, 381. 8
1, 286. 0

10, 700. 0
4, 417.

16, 500. 0
0

254. 3

Honsing____ 984. 0
Contract support 10, 700. 0
Trainig and technical assistance

. Seff-dsntermination granta
Commercial development. goneral- SO.-0
Indian business development program 8, 500. 0 8, 500.0
All other commercial enterprise development- 996.0 744.2
Direct loins . . 3.000.0

8, 400.0
.---

18, 40D. 0Interest subsidies and loan costs .

All other credit and finance 269.0 273.0
Credit and Finersce,......_. 310_0 310: 0
Navajo-Hopi settlement programs 2, 037. 4 1, 961.0
On the job trainiV. 2.080.0 2.280_ 0
Indian action teams . 13.507:0 13,520.0
All other direct employment assistance 255.0 309. 0
Road construction 24, 602. 0

'. Road maintenance 81.0 - 176.0
Indian arts and crafts board . 714.1 724.0
Trustaervice. general 286.0 305.0
Environmental quality services_____--- -___________

166_0 178.0 ''
. An other rights protection 1.070_ 0 7, 390. 0
RaN estate services 1, 519.0 . 1, 454.0

. Financial trustservid;-- 246.0 311.0
Natural -resonrces.. general 110. 0 276.0

_Agriculture 1, 363. 1, 215.6
190. iir 213. 0

mand Ming__rin= nd
irrigation and power construction 30, 082_ 0 29, 250.0
Irrtgation.0 and M (appropriated). 2.932.0 2, 928.0
Wildlife and parks 18., 0

Facilities. general- 4, 916. 0 5, 832.0
Facility construction 29, 157_5 13. ZVI. 0

- Facility-improvements 5.3332..: 960 -0.
Facility 0 and M.: 544.0 1, 458.2
Public school construction. 7, 881_ 0
Executive direction -.. 622-4 1, 382.
Program development and budget. 1 681. 6 681.
Safety management services_ 312. 312.5

3085.9AU atheradministrative services 879. 5 9,
ADP operations-- 2.772 9 3, 972- 9

Ex-mt-lBrr VI
EtA NDE 0 N BA NDED PROGRAM FU N DI NGFISCAL 1976 AND 1977Continued...-

[In thousands of dollars!

Fiscal year -
1976 1977

Nonwork costs I, 286.0 1, 154_ 0

Emergency or disaster work_ 800. 0 800.0
Adjustment

60, 816_ 0

Subtotal, Nonbanded programs 302, 540_ 4 391, 937. 8

Subtotal. controllable programs _____ _____ _ ________ ___---- 641.972. 0 742, 678.0

°Miscellaneous Appropriations:
Irrigation 0 and M (receipts)._ 6, 850.0 6, 850. 0
Power ID and M (receipts)________ -- 5. 816. 5, 816. 0

Alaska Native claims_ _ ______ ______
Claims and treaties......:

______ 72, 000_ 0
- 200.0

32, 000
200..

0
0

Minerals and Mining__ 950_ 0 1,116_0
Trust funds (tribal resource 271. 358_ 0 257.089 0

Subtotal fil!SontrAlable..Programs
357.172 0 313. 071. 0..._ . _ ..

Total, WA budget authority 999, 146. 0 1.055, 749.0

Total. 81A budget outlays 1, 077. 600.0 1.047, 900.0

.
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BAND ANALYSIS--COCAL FUNDING PRIORITIES-FISCAL 197$

pollees in thou sands and tenths'

ILOcatIo Name

Program

1977 Base Location Code

1977
band 8

1-1124, plus new Adlust- 4 Total
197constrained

1978
code programs meats base Lower Target Higher Peed

Education and training, gen-
eral _ _______ 01-1000 _ - -- ----

School ZiWir-iti.isis-_- 02-1100
.....---

..Additioes to reguar-Jbilnir-
19711 03-1100

-Administrative services:
Program developnient

and budget. 39-7261
Safety rannagententsere-

ices- 40-7271 ......_
AU *OW 77;isiiiiiiRaii;ti ;-

services_: - _ 41-7299 III. WM WY. ,
;Rood construction (airlis: ,boos)..-------- 42-3400

...M.. 41111.M INI.M.11111

-IMIMM.

Total, above_ 43-0000

Mtn rear VIII
CENTRAL OFFICE COMPUTER HARDWARE

Quantity Description

1 CDC3150 computer siyitern.Government owned.
equipped wills decicated peripherals:

5-No. 604 taps umts and controller.
1-No- 512 1 line printer and controller.
1-No.. 405 card reader and controller.

CDC 3170 computer system, leased. equipped
with Govermnent-owned docketed peri-
pherals:

5-No. 604 tape units and controller.
501 line and1-No. printer controller..
3254 line printer and controller.

1=-No. 405 card reader and controller.
Mass storage,shared equally by Nos. 3150 and

Monthly
Date installed metal

Monthly
upkeep

Purchase
price

January 1968...................------.- 31. 915 1575,750

May 1973 S7 666 1, 218
January 1968 1 531 364.174--21i.---

Jertuary 1969 1, 510 242, 740
3170 systeniocludes:

1-CDC No- 841-8 multiple disk drive and
coerErolier

8-CDC No. 854 disk arive_and controller_

1- MDS No. 2400 key-storage system, teased, January 1975
equipped with 12-key stations 2-tape- units
1-dual disk drive.

2- --- NCR No. 735 key-to-tape recorders with data October 1969_
communications. Government owned.

2, 345'

1- Singer-Friday No_ 4311 key-to-tape recorder
with data communication, leased.

259

1_______ Singer-Friden No. 4301 key-to-tape recorder,
leased.

138

2_ IBM No. 129 key punch with verifier leased. April 1973 2 175
1_______ IBM No. 026 printing card punch, leased November 1966___ - 94

-- - 18M No. 047 tape -to -card converter, leased
1___ IBM No. 026 printing card punch, hriCieCL.__

January 1967_
November 1966.. _ ..

187
60

18M No. 083 card sorter, leased February 1972- - -- 80
1- iNSI No. 519 reproducing punch, leased do 105

IBM No. 557 interpreter. leased-. do 129

Total

135 2 2,550

...
_-______ ------ _-

11.513 6.503 1.187, 764
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Exiitarr IX.--Centrea office software packages

Software description
Purchase/lease

:
COBOL : A programming language which uses English

language terms and simplifies programming of business
data processing problems. N/A.

MSSORT : A generalized sorting and merging program
which uses mass storage devices for intermediate
storage. N/A.

FORTRAN: Provides a convenient language for express-
ing mathematical and scientific problems in familiar
notation. N/A..

ANSI FORTRAN: A version of Fortran which conforms
to specifications set out by the American National
Stanetards Institute (ANSI). N/A-

COMPASS : Assembly language for CDC 3000 Series com-
puters. Used primarily for the operating system and for
programs and subroutines which would be cumbersome
or impossible to write in a higher level language. N /A-

ALGOL : A language for expressing logarithms. Primarily
a language . for mathematical and scientific problem
solving. N /A'

COSY : A program for maintaining source programs in a
compressed form on either mass storage or magnetic
tape.

N/A-
LISA : A set of routines to allow use of mass storage files N/A-

in linked index sequential access form.
LIRE : A utility program to provide backup dumps, reloads N/A..

and reorsorrolzations of LISA fikwa.
COGO: A. problem-oriented computer language and pro-

gramming system for solving geometric problems in civil
engineering.

N/A.-
QWICK QWERY : A system for permanently defining data

files and then using these definitions to describe the re- Lifetime lease
quirements of a report. This is a relatively simple way December
to produce a report from a pre-defined data file. This is 1969, $27,000 -
a nontransferable proprietary program.

USER : This Is an internally developed system for cata-
loging, retrieving and updating executable object N/A.
programs.INDEX: A program to produce statement number and
variable name cross-referenCe listings of single and/or N/A.
grouped Fortran programs/subroutines/functions.

TIDY : A program to clean up a Fortran sour----
by doing such things as renumbering stLitteu.,-41-t num-
bers, realigning Fortran statements and nui,N'N-T. the N/A.
source records.

VT:MTh-A-NT : A program for converting a COBOL program
to ANSI standad. word translations through a user-
supplied table and possibly converting certain special N/A.
characters. -

TABLTRAN : A proram for translating decision logic
tables. to COBOL. source code.

BLIGI>GEON : A tape2ibrary utility' program which main-
tains a tape Ilbra_77 master the and produces listings N/A.
and reports for trfce by tape librarians and the user.. N /A.

COBOL CROPS REFERENCE: Produce cross-reference
listings of COBOL source programs producing cross-
references of data names and procedure names for.
single COBOT. programs or of data names only for
groups of COBOL programs.

PLO_L-xkut SOFTWARE: Calcomp basic software is a set
Of subroutines that generates output for controlling a
Calcomp plotter. Calcornp functional software is a set

Lifetime lease
September
1972. S900..
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of programs or subprograms- which perform plotting
functions frequently used in many different applica-
tions. These are nontransferable proprietary programs.

PEST TIME : Program evaluation and review technique
is used to plan. monitor and evaluate projects and pro-
Krung from the standpoint of time.

AI:MONET Automatic network display program gen-
erates graphic displays of CPM or PERT networks as
defined by the CPM/PERT program on a CAL.COS1P
plotter. This program, as modified, uses part-time output
directly as input. This is a nontransferable proprietary
program..

SAMPS Calcomp subdivision and map plotting system
Program generates graphic displays of computations for
subdivision design, mapping or related surveying proj-
ects. This is a nontransferable proprietary program.

FLOBOL : A routine which accepts as input a. COBOL
source program and generates a detailed logic diagram.
an analyser list and a cross-reference of data names and
procedure names to specific COBOL statements.

SORT/SELECT: A modification to MSSORT which allows
records to be selected and/or rejected or modified simply
by coding selection/modification/rejection criteria into
parameter cards. 0

N/A.

Lifetime lease
October 1973,
$7,000.

Lifetime lease
August 1974,
36.500.

N/A.

N/A.


